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Welcome to St Catherine’s College, Oxford 
 
 
It is our great pleasure to welcome the Economic History Society to St Catherine’s College in 
the University of Oxford.  
 
Founded in 1962, but tracing its origins to the Delegacy for Unattached Students of the 
nineteenth century, St Catz is a large, dynamic, inclusive college community, dedicated to 
education and scholarship, set in beautiful grounds.  
 
It sits in the ancient parish of Holywell, which takes its name from the sacred waters of St Cross. 
As you came in you will have passed, on your right, the Tudor building of Holywell Manor, sat 
in pleasing symbiosis with the medieval church (originally chapel) of St Cross. In the middle 
ages, the land you are now on was an outlier to Oxford, both university and town. It had 
maintained its independence through the middle ages, only being confirmed as part of the town 
by a judgement in King’s Bench in 1667. 
 
The parish, which ran south to the city walls – now in New College – was largely agricultural, 
and it shared some of the sweeps and turns of England’s agrarian history. Between the eleventh 
and the fourteenth centuries, arable farming flourished. There was land for one plough recorded 
in the Domesday Book in 1086, but three by around the time of the Black Death. The local 
economy turned on the supply of corn for the town, but it also supplied pigs, cows, and dairy 
products. Most of the tenants lived in small houses with gardens, and a number of them worked 
for the nearby hospital of St John, on the site now occupied by Magdalen.  
 
The only remnants of the middle ages are the church, some of the road layout and names 
(Bradmore Road, for example, preserves the name of a medieval meadow), and the ridge and 
furrow you can see – if you look really carefully – in the University Parks to your north.  
 
The manor house itself has been altered and rebuilt. In the eighteenth century it was a 
workhouse. Now it is student accommodation. The church is a college archive, and the holy 
well probably sits somewhere under either the English or Law Faculty Libraries.  
 
By the seventeenth century, Holywell was becoming a fully-fledged suburb. Houses had sprung 
up north of the wall, the origins of today’s Holywell Street; the famous Turf Tavern had 
appeared by the eighteenth.  
 
The village had many of the usual instruments of discipline. In the thirteenth century it housed 
a manorial prison and a pillory. There were stocks – on the corner of St Cross Road and 
Longwall – until the nineteenth century. Merton kindly provided a tumbril, and there was 
probably at some point a cucking stool. Presumably the best place for ducking unfortunate 
women, considered ‘unruly of their tongues’ would have been the area of land closest to the 
parish centre, but on the river Cherwell. Presumably the area just beyond St Catz.  
 
It’s easy in Oxford to get lost in the beauty of the old, honey-coloured college buildings. But 
the city also boasts modern masterpieces like St Catz; and the town and its environs, including 
the ancient, sacred parish of Holywell, have fascinating histories – and surviving buildings – of 
their own.  
 
What better place to hear about economic and social history? 
 
 
Jonathan Healey (Local Organizer) 
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Friday, 17 April 
0900-1030 EHS Publications Committee Meeting Room B, Bernard Sunley 
1030-1330 EHS Council Meeting Room D, Bernard Sunley 
1200-1700 Registration Arumugam Building 
1245-1330 Lunch (for early arrivals) Dining Hall 

 

 1330-1500  New Researchers’ Session I 
I/A Early Modern Trade Room A, Bernard Sunley 
I/B Wages and Labour Markets (I) Room C, Bernard Sunley 
I/C Finance and Protectionism Arumugam 2.1 (College) 
I/D Colonial Economies Arumugam 2.2 (Khoan Sullivan) 
I/E Long-run Development in Asia JCR LT 
I/F Technological Innovation JCR PDR 
I/G Modern Agricultural Change Mary Sunley LT 
I/H Human Capital and Consumer Culture Mary Sunley Seminar Room 
 

 1500-1530 Tea JCR Lounge 
 

 1530-1700 New Researchers’ Session II 
II/A Financial History Room A, Bernard Sunley 
II/B Wages and Labour Markets (II) Room C, Bernard Sunley 
II/C Pre-industrial English Economy Arumugam 2.1 (College) 
II/D State Intervention Arumugam 2.2 (Khoan Sullivan) 
II/E Work and Productivity JCR LT 
II/F Technology and Agricultural Development JCR PDR 
II/G Long-run Human Development Mary Sunley LT 
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1700-1800 Open meeting for women in economic history: 
open to all 

JCR LT 

1745-1830 Council reception for NRs & 1st time delegates Bernard Sunley Foyer 
1830-1915 Plenary Lecture: Professor Ian Forrest 

Pryde is a vyce of inequalyte’: Measurement and 
culture in the history of inequality 

Bernard Sunley LT 

1930-2030 Dinner Dining Hall 

2030-2130 Meeting of new researcher prize committee Room A, Bernard Sunley 
Bar available until late Bar 
 

Saturday, 18 April 
 0915-1045 Academic Session I 
I/A Women and the Economy in Letters (18thc. Caribbean)* Room A, Bernard Sunley 
I/B The History of Intergenerational Opportunity Room C, Bernard Sunley 
I/C Migration Arumugam 2.1 (College) 
I/D Living Standards Arumugam 2.2 (Khoan Sullivan) 
I/E Stock Markets JCR LT 
I/F Clerical Workers in the 20th Century JCR PDR 
I/G Business between Globalization and Pan-European Cooperation Mary Sunley LT 
I/H Grain Price Movements etc in Early Modern Europe Mary Sunley Seminar Room 
* Women’s Committee Session 
 

 1045-1115 Coffee JCR Lounge/Arumugam  
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II/E Financial and Monetary Crises JCR LT 
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II/G Poverty and Population Mary Sunley LT 
II/H Local/Micro Perspectives Mary Sunley Seminar Room 
 

1245-1345 Lunch Dining Hall 
1245-1345 Lunch for Editorial Board Quad South Room (14.1) 
1330-1415 NR Poster Session Arumugam (1st floor) 

 

 1415-1545 Academic Session III 
III/A Twentieth Century Inequality Room A, Bernard Sunley 
III/B Technology and Industrialization Room C, Bernard Sunley 
III/C Migration and Record Linking Arumugam 2.1 (College) 
III/D Ancient Economic History Arumugam 2.2 (Khoan Sullivan) 
III/E Bond Markets JCR LT 
III/F Finance and Politics in the 18th-century Atlantic JCR PDR 
III/G Firm Entry and Exit in Historical Perspective Mary Sunley LT 
III/H Empire and Colonialism Mary Sunley Seminar Room 
 

 1545-1615 Tea JCR Lounge 
 1545-1615 NR Poster Session Arumugam building (1st floor) 
 

 1615-1745 Academic Session IV 
IV/A Inequality and Elites Room A, Bernard Sunley 
IV/B Economic Geography Room C, Bernard Sunley 
IV/C Pre-modern Labour Markets Arumugam 2.1 (College) 
IV/D 20th-century Business History Arumugam 2.2 (Khoan Sullivan) 
IV/E Gold Standard JCR LT 
IV/F Credit and Regulation JCR PDR 
IV/G Mortality Mary Sunley LT 
IV/H 20th-century European Productivity & Living Standards Mary Sunley Seminar Room 
 

1745-1845 AGM of the Economic History Society Room A, Bernard Sunley 
 

1930-2000 Conference Reception & Book Launch JCR Lounge 
 (Kindly sponsored by: the University of Oxford, and Boydell & Brewer) 
2000-2130 Conference Dinner Dining Hall 
 

Bar available until late Bar 
 

Sunday, 19 April 
 0915-1115 Academic Session V 
V/A Long Run Economic Growth Room A, Bernard Sunley 
V/B Market Integration and Trade Room C, Bernard Sunley 
V/C Labour Markets in History Arumugam 2.1 (College) 
V/D Identity and Persistence Arumugam 2.2 (Khoan Sullivan) 
V/E Great Depression and Banking JCR LT 
V/F Trading Networks JCR PDR 
V/G To the Finland Station: New Research in Russian Economic History Mary Sunley LT 
V/H Cash Flow etc by the Medieval English Crown Mary Sunley Seminar Room 
 

 1115-1145 Coffee JCR Lounge  
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1145-1300 Tawney Lecture: Professor Mary O’Sullivan Bernard Sunley LT 
 History as Heresy: Unlearning the “Lessons” of Monetary & Financial History 

 

1300-1400 Lunch Dining Hall 
 

1300-1400 Publishing Your Work (session for new researchers) Arumugam 2.1 
 

1400 Conference ends 
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Brief guide to conference arrangements 
 
The conference will take place at St Catherine’s College, University of Oxford.  All residential 
accommodation, meetings and conference sessions will be located in the College. 
 

Check-in for residential delegates 
All residential delegates should please check in at the Porters’ Lodge, Arumugam building, St 
Catherine’s College, situated on Manor Road, (see College Plan on page xv), where keys will 
be available from 14:00 onwards; a luggage storage facility is available for those arriving before 
this time.  The Porters’ Lodge is manned 24 hours per day, however, if you plan to arrive after 
18:00 you should please advise Maureen Galbraith (ehsocsec@arts.gla.ac.uk). 
 
Check-out for residential delegates 
Check-out is at 10:00.  Delegates are asked to please check out promptly, particularly on Sunday 
morning, as students will be returning to College on Monday.  A left luggage room will be 
available. 
 
Registration 
Registration will take place in the foyer of the Arumugam.  Timings for registration: Friday 
(12:00 – 17:00) and Saturday (09:00 – 17:00).The registration desk will be staffed for the 
duration of the conference. 
 
Car parking 
There are no parking spaces at St Catherine’s College.  Delegates are advised to ‘Park & Ride’.  
Oxford has a number of Park and Ride facilities for those driving in on a daily basis.  These are 
located on each approach to the city.  Details are available at: 
http://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/public-site/park-and-ride 
Note: Thornhill to the east (on the London Road A40) fills up early. 
 
Book displays 
Publishers’ and booksellers’ displays will be in the JCR lounge at St Catherine’s College. 
 
Meals and Morning Tea/Afternoon Coffee 
All meals will be served in the Dining Hall and teas/coffees in the JCR Lounge/Arumugam 
Building. 
 
Receptions and Bar 
All receptions and the bar will be located in the College. 
 
Meeting rooms for New Researchers, Academic Sessions etc 
All meeting rooms will be located in the College. 
 
Internet access 
Wi-Fi is available in all buildings across campus and is accessed via ‘The Cloud’. 
 

Useful contacts 
St Catherine’s College Tel: +44 (0)1865 271700 Email: conference@stcatz.ox.ac.uk 
Maureen Galbraith Tel: +44 (0)141 330 4662 Email: ehsocsec@arts.gla.ac.uk 
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How to reach St Catherine’s College 
Oxford is about 60 miles (90 km) northwest of London and has excellent road and national rail 
links.  Comprehensive information on travel to Oxford can be found at: 
http://www.ox.ac.uk/visitors_friends/maps_and_directions/directions.html 
 
Rail services 
Trains run regularly between Oxford and London (Marylebone and Paddington railway 
stations). Oxford is also on the main cross-country routes. 
 

Coach/bus 
There are frequent buses between London and Oxford, run by the Oxford Bus Company 
(https://www.oxfordbus.co.uk/) and by Oxford Tube (https://www.oxfordtube.com/). There are 
also direct and regular services to Oxford from Heathrow and Gatwick airports operated by the 
Oxford Bus Company. Coach services from other parts of the country are available with 
National Express (https://www.nationalexpress.com/en) and other providers. 
 
On foot 
St Catherine’s is on the edge of the city centre and it is recommended that visitors arriving at 
the bus or train station take a taxi to the College, especially if they are bringing luggage. 
Walking from the city centre to St Catherine’s will take between 15 and 20 minutes or from the 
train station around 25-30 minutes. 
 

By bike 
The College has ample parking for bicycles, and the bike shed is a listed building. Cycling is 
probably the best way to get around central Oxford. 
 
By car 
St Catherine’s is situated at the end of Manor Road. The postcode for Sat Nav is: OX1 3UJ. 
 

Taxis 
Courtesy Cars: +44 (0) 1865 343575. 
ABC Taxis:  +44 (0) 1865 770077. 
 
Local Map 
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The Diaspora of a Diaspora, The Cassana and Rivarolo 
family network in the Atlantic, 1450-1530 

 
Andrés Mesa, Università degli Studi di Teramo 

(amesaguarin@unite.it) 
Supervisors: Massimo Giannini & Carlo Taviani 

 
This paper sets out to confront the canonical understanding of the Genoese merchant networks 
in the Atlantic Ocean at the end of the fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth century. 
Previous scholars argued that family ties and institutions like the alberghi, defined the structure 
of the commercial networks as highly interconnected, centralized, and co-dependent - in other 
words proto-corporation (Otte 1987; de la Rosa 1966; Migliorance 2014; Heers 1984, 120; 
576). Through the recollection of notarial evidence from the Castilian and Portuguese crowns, 
one has created a dataset that allows the tracing of commercial operation and their different 
types, partnerships agreements, legal disputes, and letters of exchange. After examining the 
data, evidence shows that the merchant networks are not all the same. Social dynamics, like 
settlement into newly discovered territories, naturalization politics, new markets, and family 
origins, affected the organization and operation of commercial enterprises. 

Thus, this paper centres on the Cassana and the Rivarolo family network. Both families 
were united by marriage in Seville at the end of the fifteenth century and linked to the old 
understanding of family networks by academics (de la Rosa 1972, 106). The Rivarolo was one 
of the most influential families in Seville. Their Atlantic network relied on the commerce of 
sugar, grains, dyes, and investment into discovery and conquest enterprises.1 Their network 
grew from the commerce of cloth and silks that the older Rivarolo generation had created, 
moving goods from Southampton and Bruges to Genoa (Otte 1987, 242-44). The Cassana were 
a smaller family that based their commercial endeavours on the Atlantic inter-insular trade. 
Unlike the Rivarolo, the Cassanas’ role on conquest and discovery, was more hands-on. They 
took part in the first conquest enterprises of the Canaries, and one of them was said to be the 
first discoverer of America (Otte 1987, 241; Crone 1937, 455). 

It is essential to highlight that the objective of this paper is not to re-describe the 
commercial networks. The idea is to confront said understanding through a quantitative and 
institutional economic methodology. Furthermore, the research focuses on commercial 
connection institutions and social dynamics. Thus, a geographical comparison has a central role 
in this research because the strength of this study comes from the possibility to connect this 
‘micro’ case study to a larger classical sociological question like that of the Genoese diaspora 
to the west. Finally, the dataset includes income, taxes, trade, real estate prices, and payments 
for commercial. Throughout the paper, Maravedis (mrs.) is the currency of reference. Records 
originally in different currencies were converted with the help of exchange rates stated in 
contracts, letters of exchange, or from published academic works.  
 
Delegation and Partnership 
There is no doubt that family connections contributed to the establishment and strength of long-
distance trade networks during the Renaissance. Scholars have started to question if this was 
always the case. Van Dooselaere (2009, 58) states: “extended family ties were relatively rare 
during the early expansion of long-distance trade but became increasingly common during the 
thirteenth century”. Thus, a contradiction exists between those who argue that kinship ties 
created the foundation for the late-Medieval and Renaissance business revolution. 
  

 
1 AGS, RGS, Leg.149402, f.85. 
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Nevertheless, some studies support the argument in favour of a close family business, as 
are the Centurione and Volta Cousins (Day 1988; Pulido 2004). However, as figure 1 shows 
there is an apparent ever-growing increase in extra-familiar partnerships. Thus, the study of 
singular case studies can overplay the importance of trying to understand more significant social 
phenomena. 

The higher quantity of extra-family connections (figure 1) corresponds with the 
appearance of commercial network specialization. It is not my purpose to claim that the 
alberghi had no importance in the Genoese Atlantic commerce. The Rivarolo played into these 
relational strategies. At the end of the fifteenth century, they married into the Sopranis de 
Andora albergho (Van Dooselaere 2009, 225; de la Rosa 1966, 49). Such institutions created 
an environment that allowed normalization between already trust-based relationships. Hence, 
the success of a familiar artificial connection translating into a business one. Gourdin (1995) 

Figure 1: Number of contracts and individuals, with probability 
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argued the importance of alberghi. He showed how the Genoese long-distance trade was 
dominated by the stronger and more prominent families, which coordinated commerce by 
establishing members of the families along the route. 

The Rivarolo and the Cassana indeed carried business in this familiar base method. In 
1489, amid the siege of Baza, the Catholic monarchs requested a loan of five hundred thousand 
mrs. from the Genoese merchants in Seville and Cadiz to complete the campaign.2 The 
document shows the house organization of the different Genoese merchants inhabiting Seville. 
In Francisco de Rivarolo’s house lived his brother Cosme, as well as Andrea Cassana and 
Oberto di Negro.3 The Cassana being the smaller family, undertook seemingly servile work for 
the Rivarolo. They appear as agents and representatives for them in the transport of merchandise 
by land to the markets in Medina del Campo or as factors in the collection of debts in other 
cities.4 This modus operandi continued well into the exploration and mercantile enterprises in 
the New World. As Heather Dalton reports, the Cassana and the Brine were the onboard 
representatives for a broader range of investors in the Cabot trip to America, which ended in 
complete failure in 1530 (Dalton 2016, 84). 

The importance of these businesses was crucial for both families. They elucidated high 
profitable business and a partnership that exceeded any short-term time enterprise. One has to 
point out that as figure 2 shows, this family business ventures only constitute 15 percent for the 
Cassana’s and 4 percent of the Rivarolo’s recorded business in Iberia and the Atlantic. This is 
not the same as to suggest anonymous exchange across the markets, as this rarely happened. 
Traders pursued each other, and established relationships based on profit and the knowledge 
that can be gathered from one another. In the case of the Genoese merchants, success and 
stability comes from the construction of wide networks which provide legal safeguards, 
demonstrating Furubotn’s (2005, 52) argument “the social structure of the market matters”. 
 

The Diaspora of a Diaspora 
In the previous section, the network showed that there is more to economic endeavour than just 
those carried out by relatives. Individual actions drive some processes. Even though commerce 
is a group activity, the actions of individuals, whether agents or bosses, carry implications. 
Thus, there are three main socio-economic phenomena related to the study of these networks. 

 
2 APS,III,1489,f.227.  
3 Ibid. Leopoldo de la Rosa says that Oberto di Negro is the nephew of Francisco Rivarolo, but no 

documental appears of this. 
4 APS,XV,1493,f.26. APS,XV,1493,f.26v. APS,XV,1493,f.38. APS,XV,1508-2,f.532. APS,XV,1510-

2,ff.417-417v. 

Figure 2: Percentages of Business Partners 
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The process of naturalization into the Iberian Crowns, the nature and structure of property 
ownership, and the characteristics of individual trade. The reason migration is essential in terms 
of single families or merchants, arises from the fact that migration is a slow process - especially 
if it results in naturalization. Thus, legality and hybridization are achieved by a few at first. 

Genoese merchants at the end of the fifteenth century faced a fluctuating political 
environment across Europe. The Iberian Peninsula and the Atlantic territories were always a 
good and prosperous territory for the Ligurians, who enjoyed privileges unlike any other foreign 
nation (González 1974). Their volume was so significant that by 1503, a Venetian ambassador 
recorded that at least one-third of the Ligurians inhabited the peninsula (López 1964, 461). 
Although the ambassador’s claim is unverifiable, scholars agree a significant migration took 
place at this time (Igual 1997; Bello 1994). One can go even further and identify a group that 
because of their success and wealth became Spaniards and Portuguese. Some of them even 
reaching high nobility titles. Examples like the Spinola and Centurione in Spain or the 
Lomellini and Perestello in Portugal. Also, smaller families played into these realities. 
Columbus’s family is the most well-known case. The Cassana were awarded nobility and right 
for bearing their coat of arms in Portugal in 1530. 5 Evidence of their hybridization appears 
through linguistic evidence, as the spelling of their name became Caçaña or Caçana. The 
Rivarolo received their naturalization letters from the Castilian monarch between 1498 and 
1503.6 Afterward, they became neighbours in Seville, and subsequently, in the Canaries, their 
names also changed to Riberol or Ribarolo. 

The data shows that connection to Genoa remains. Nevertheless, Seville and other 
Spanish cities played a more central role in their social and mercantile lives (Igual 1992). As 
can be seen in figure 3,7 cities like Seville mediated most of the transactions, and most times, 

 
5 AA. Vol.IV. p.436. 
6 AGS,RGS,Leg.149211,f.22. 
7 Cassana in mauve and Rivarolo in blue. The Rivarolo network extends to Santo Domingo also, with 

Figure 3: Trade Activity Extension 
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the commercial circuit with the northern countries started from Iberia without the need for 
Genova’s involvement. Furthermore, families like the Cassana and the Rivarolo go extinct in 
the sixteenth century, but their Spanish and Portuguese descendants remain (Fernández 1952). 

When one compares the commercial network to the partnership network, it becomes 
evident that the volume of commercial transactions was immensely greater than that of 
partnership or company constitutions. The partner network (figure 4) shows the map of 

individuals that factually and legally bind 
each other on commercial and legal 
enterprises. Through the network analysis, 
one can confirm that the centre of the circuit 
finds the richest and heads of the family. 
Similarly, the centre coincides with the 
commercial hubs. The highly interconnected 
outer rim shows the partners congregated by 
occupation and specialization of different 
individuals towards products or services. As 
the Cassana traded through Spanish and 
Portuguese Atlantic territories, they link to 
Portuguese partners and other Genoese 
merchants outside of the Rivarolo network. The Rivarolo holds a crucial difference with normal 
merchants who work as an intermediary between producer and buyer. By the end of the fifteenth 
century, they adopt an economic model based on owning the means of production for the goods 
they trade, particularly soap, wheat, and sugar.8 

The opportunity to combine production and distribution is not necessarily the most 
profitable decision. Transaction cost of joining means of production with that of transport are 
high taking into account the rule of monarchy and a simultaneous migration process. For the 
Rivarolo, particularly for Francisco de Rivarolo and his brother Cosme, the risk paid high 
dividends at first. Thanks to the loans for the conquest of the Canaries, unpayable for Alonso 
Fernández de Lugo, they got access to great extensions of land in the islands. Also in the 
Canaries, Ines Herrera, the widow of Guillen de Perza, lord and conqueror of the islands, gave 
Rivarolo a ten year monopoly over the trade of Orchilla.9 Finally, for almost twenty years, they 

 
evidence of eight recorded contracts.   

8 APS,XV,1508-1°,f.990. APS,XV,1509-2°,ff.308-308v. APS,XV,1511-2°,ff.224-224v. AHPT, Juan 
Márquez, Leg.594,ff.888r. AHPT, Juan Márquez, Leg.596,ff.329r. AHPT, Juan Márquez, 
Leg.600,f.580r. APS,XV,1509-2°,ff.317-317v. APS,XV,1509-2°,ff.319-319v. 

9 APS,XV,1508-1,ff.348-349v. 

Figure 4: Network of Partners 
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alone held the soap almonas of Triana, and for another ten, they shared them with others (Otte 
1996, 76). 

The Cassanas’ success touches marginally that of the Rivarolo. As their influence area 
was the Atlantic archipelagos, their fame in the islands overcomes that of the continent’s (Viera 
1987, 166-207). Columbus’s letters record them both as his friends and as some of the 
wealthiest merchants in the Azores.10 They broker goods like woad, sugar, olive oil, and some 
other goods in smaller quantities like leather, velvet, and cloth (figure 5). The Rivarolo are in 
business with them about a quarter of the total number of contracts. Nevertheless, benefit from 
the Cassana’s presence in Portugal has no consequence for the Rivarolo. As figure 5 shows, 
products of Portuguese origin constitute less than one percent of the Rivarolo trade. 

The family network cannot be understood as a homogeneous and constant institution. The 
data shows that it constitutes a resource used when convenient. It is highly mediated by 
temporal and geographical context, which in the case of the Genoese diaspora to the Iberian 
Peninsula, results in a continually shifting relationship - mainly when the families’ success is 
segregated. The reasons for this originate from the contracts and their enforceability. The 
contracts lack any source of entity shielding or limited liability. As Dari-Mattiacci (2017) 
argues, the contracts were between “individuals (societas) to share losses and gains”. Liability 
was an individual matter despite the use of factors and proctors.  

In 1484 Andrea Cassana came under attack by pirates off the coast of Cadiz.11 He carried 
sugar from Madeira, belonging to the Adelantado of Andalucía D. Pedro Enriquez. Cassana and 
the Adelantado dealt with this matter. The Rivarolo suffered no consequences nor were 
involved, as there is no evidence linking business between the Rivarolo and Enriquez. The 
Adelantado partnered with Batista Pinello, with whom charges of staging fake raids took place 
in 1489 (Bello 1994, 90). The same success that created the fame and wealth of the Rivarolo 
also condemned them. Their success in the Canaries with the trade of sugar and orchilla caused 
jealousy in others. Restrictions by the Spanish monarchs on foreign property in the Canaries, 
and legion of lawsuits over the trade of orchilla quickly turned success into problems (Aznar 
1981, 96). These raised the transaction cost of the trade and production to a point of no return. 
Following pareto principle, Francisco de Rivarolo’s monopoly disappeared after his death, 
without benefit to the network, whose immediate centre had to deal with the lawsuits.  
 
Primary data sources 
Archivo General de Simancas (AGS), Registro del Sello (RS) 
Archivo de Protocolos de Sevilla (APS) 
Archivo Histórico de Protocolos de Tenerife (AHPT) 

 
10 AA. Vol. IV. p. 436 
11 AGS,RGS,Leg.148402,f.214. 

Figure 5: Goods 
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Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (ATT) 
Arquivo dos Azores (AA) 
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Learning by doing: Private partnerships and the 
circulation of knowledge in early modern Antwerp, 1621-

1791 
 

Patrick Naaktgeboren, Maastricht University & University of Antwerp 
(patrick.naaktgeboren@maastrichtuniversity.nl) 
Supervisors: B. Van Hofstraeten and J. Puttevils 

 
In order to conduct business and to keep up to date with recent developments, access to 
information was a vital asset for merchants. Acquiring mercantile skills with regard to 
theoretical knowledge, such as currencies (propositional knowledge) and practical skills, such 
as setting up commerce contracts (prescriptive knowledge), was a goal worthy of aspiration, 
indispensable for becoming a successful merchant in any type of business.12 In addition, gaining 
and possessing specific knowledge helped beginning merchants build up their career and shape 
their entrepreneurial identity. By learning certain skills or a craft, young people could 
distinguish themselves from their colleagues or competitors (distinctiveness), while at the same 
time striving to become a member of a particular group (belonging), thereby guaranteeing job 
security and a certain standard of living. In this respect, the existence and differentiation of 
(merchant) guilds serves as a prime example.13 With regard to the transmission of knowledge 
and skills, much attention has been paid to the educational system and merchant manuals, as 
well as to apprenticeship contracts in relation to guilds. In the introduction to a recently 
published book in which several strategies concerning learning and innovations are discussed, 
De Munck and Davids have emphasized that historians should look ‘beyond the guilds’. A 
corporate system was not, as many historical examples reveal, a prerequisite for the circulation 
of knowledge and training of students.14 In this respect, notarized private partnership contracts, 
which regularly contain clauses or agreements pertaining to transferring skills, provide more 
insight and may shed new light on this matter. 

As part of my PhD research into private partnerships in early modern Antwerp, an 
exhaustive survey in the notarial registers (±1,700) was conducted (between 1621–1791, every 
fifth year), an approach that resulted in the identification of 140 contracts. For this article, 25 
contracts were investigated containing clauses related to either learning or the circulation of 
knowledge. According to the Antwerp Consuetudines compilatae (1608), registration of a 
private partnership at a notarial office was mandatory; still, many contracts were drawn up 
without involvement of a notary, as agreements drafted orally or privately.15 By investigating 
these contracts, this paper aims to describe merchants’ coping and learning strategies in early 
modern Antwerp, a city that experienced economic difficulties in the seventeenth and 

 
12 J. Mokyr, The gifts of Athena: Historical origins of the knowledge economy (Princeton 2002) 4–15. 
13 D.A. Shepherd and H. Patzelt, Entrepreneurial cognition: Exploring the mindset of entrepreneurs 

(London 2018) 137–47. 
14 K. Davids and B. De Munck, ‘Innovation and creativity in late medieval and early modern European 

cities: An introduction’ in: idem eds., Innovation and creativity in late medieval and early modern 
European cities (Farnham 2014) 1–33; see also, B. De Munck and H. Soly, ‘“Learning on the shop 
floor” in historical perspective’ in: B. De Munck, S.L. Kaplan, and H. Soly eds., Learning on the 
shop floor: Historical perspectives on apprenticeship (Oxford 2007) 3–32; S. Dupré and G. 
Vanpaemel, ‘Introduction’ in: S. Dupré et al. eds., Embattled territory: The circulation of 
knowledge in the Spanish Netherlands (Ghent 2015); J. Puttevils, The ascent of merchants from the 
Southern Low Countries: From Antwerp to Europe 1480–1585 (unpublished dissertation; 
University of Antwerp, 2012) 145–90. 

15 B. Van Hofstraeten, ‘Jurisdictional complexity in Antwerp company law (1480–1620)’ in: S.P. 
Donlan and D. Heirbaut ed., The laws many bodies: Studies in legal hybridity and jurisdictional 
complexity, c. 1600–1900 (Berlin 2015) 59–61. 
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eighteenth centuries. What role did private partnership contracts play in the transmission and 
circulation of knowledge with regard to mercantile practices in early modern Antwerp? And 
what does this reveal about the relationship with other groups in society? 
 
Learning and coping strategies 
Two pivotal events—the sacking of the city by the Spaniards in 1585 and the ongoing Dutch 
War of Independence—led to the ‘closure’ of the river Scheldt, in the form of an increased tax 
burden levied on ships entering the river, resulting in a far-reaching and irreversible effect on 
Antwerp’s economic position within a wider trading network. In addition, a change in consumer 
preferences took place over the course of the early modern period, with the demand for cotton 
garments displacing that for luxury goods such as silk. In short, the merchant community in 
early modern Antwerp was faced with an unstable political situation and unprecedented 
economic challenges. The change in trade flows and the growth of the retail sector forced 
merchants and guilds to focus their attention on other possible markets and to learn and 
specialize in new skills that were necessary to uphold their competitive position. Establishing 
an apprenticeship contract, either within or outside the corporate framework, was a rather 
common option for the transfer or acquaintance of skills, an option to which many young people 
resorted at the outset of their working life. However, alternatives to the apprenticeship contract 
were also available. In the next section, the strategies followed by (young) merchants that can 
be deduced from partnership contracts will be discussed, as well as the relationship between the 
merchant community and guilds. 

The first and foremost strategy for learning skills was within the context of the family. 
According to the Consuetudines compilatae, people were considered to be adults from the age 
of 25, meaning that in legal matters individuals under that age had to be represented by their 
father or guardian.16 Since fathers or custodians gave their approval for the establishment of a 
partnership, one may assume that underage merchants had acquired adequate and sufficient 
knowledge about trading practices and, more importantly, had earned the trust of their 
supervisors to act independently, even abroad. In this respect, the contract between Justo 
Forchondt and Guillielmo Stuijcq den jongen (junior), two merchants who had set up a 
partnership for trading goods in Cadiz in 1676, serves as a prime example. As both men lived 
and traded abroad, a contract was compiled at their request by a notary in Antwerp, a document 
in which their fathers, Guillielmo Forchondt and Guillielmo Stuicq, both of them merchants 
based in Antwerp, approved the partnership and acted as their legal representatives. As 
Guillielmo Stuicq, Jr. was underage at the start of the agreement, his father stood surety for 
him, but only guaranteed to pay losses up to an amount of 2,000 vlaams groot. Signing official 
documents, such as bills of exchanges, was Justo’s responsibility, a task that was taken over by 
Guillielmo, Jr. in Justo’s absence. Moreover, Justo took care of maintaining the account books, 
while at the same time giving his partner instructions about bookkeeping so that he could 
become an ‘expert’ in this regard. In exchange for Guillielmo Forchondt’s help, the two junior 
merchants were obliged, should the request arise, to accept an additional son in the partnership. 
Once that merchant had invested a substantial amount of money in the partnership, the profits 
and losses would be divided accordingly (i.e. one-third each).17 

As mentioned above, adding a specific clause about transferring knowledge or teaching 
skills, either within or outside the context of the family, was another way merchants could 
develop or expand their set of competencies. A lack of or desire to obtain certain knowledge or 
skills was the obvious reason for including such a clause, as is clearly mentioned in the contract 
between Antoni Franckx, a city dweller (oppidandis), and Peeter Zegers, a man specialized in 
processing copper (coper rootmaecker). In 1651, they had a set up a partnership for brokering 

 
16 G. De Longé ed., Coutumes du pays et duché de Brabant. Quartier d’Ansvers: Coutumes de la ville 

d’Ansvers (4 volumes; Brussels 1870–1878) Consuetudines compilatae, 216–18. 
17 City Archives Antwerp, hereafter CAA, Notary’s archive (hereafter ‘N’), N3806, no. 134. 
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services with regard to commerce contracts signed at the Bourse, the most important trading 
centre in Antwerp. Given his current profession, Peeter was not only taught the ins and outs of 
the mercantile profession and the goods involved, he was also introduced to the merchants for 
whom Antoni had previously negotiated.18 Other partners explicitly included a secrecy or 
competition clause in the contract emphasizing that no transfer of knowledge to parties not 
involved in the partnership was permitted. Ritsaert Vinck, a cloth dyer (lakenverwer), instructed 
Adriaen Eeckelaer in the art and science of his profession, whereafter Adriaen had to promise 
to keep this knowledge secret, although one exception was made. According to the terms set 
out, as soon as he had acquired the technique, Adriaen was allowed to pass down the skills to 
his own son and that of Ritsaert. However, if, for whatever reason, the contract was dissolved 
before the end date, a compensation fee had to be paid, either by Adriaen to Ritsaert for having 
learnt how to dye cloth or by Ritsaert to Adriaen for leaving the partnership prematurely.19 

Sending a request to the Council of Brabant for a specific document, a so-called venia 
aetatis (literally ‘privilege of age’), serves as another legal strategy of how (underage) 
merchants were able to enter a partnership. By obtaining such a statement, someone could prove 
that he was an adult in legal terms, whether or not he had actually reached the legal age of 
majority. Given the fact that this document had to be issued by the council, which entailed a 
rather time-consuming procedure, one can find only a few traces of it in partnership contracts. 
For instance, the minor Marcelis Wouters used a venia aetatis so he could learn to cleave rough 
diamonds, a task that at the time was the prerogative of the diamond cutters’ guild. The first 
partner, Carlus Ludovicus van Bredael, whose background is unfortunately unknown, accepted 
Marcelis’ payment, and promised to train him as long as required for him to reach a professional 
level of competence. In the meantime, it was agreed that the cleaved diamonds would be further 
processed by a diamond cutter, after which the diamonds would be sold to customers and the 
profits would be equally shared. When Marcelis determined that he had acquired sufficient 
skills, this partnership would terminate within two months.20 

Thus, sometimes an apprenticeship and a partnership contract were even combined in a 
single official document, as the last example indicates. In general, guild ordinances did not 
permit a master artisan to create a partnership with an apprentice or a merchant. The contract 
between Carlus and Marcelis shows there was a discrepancy between the ‘law on the books’ 
and ‘law in practice’ in this respect. Previous studies have emphasized that this specific rule 
issued by the guilds was often breached and circumvented by merchants who convinced master 
artisans to set up a partnership with them in which the artisan promised to teach the merchant a 
certain craft in exchange for money or investments. Since not all apprenticeship and partnership 
contracts were officially registered, and, more importantly, since oral and privately drafted 
agreements were regarded as common practice in this period, one might assume that these deals 
must have posed a severe problem for guilds. This led to a situation in which someone could 
become a master artisan without having completed an apprenticeship and without having paid 
the required membership fees. As a response to these ‘fictitious agreements’, guilds devised 
harsher measures for apprentices, such as the extension of apprenticeships and the introduction 
of one or multiple masterpieces. Nevertheless, it proved difficult to eradicate these damaging 
practices, as shown by examples of other notarized agreements.21 

This brief overview of coping and learning strategies highlights the fact that (young) 
merchants had a number of options at their disposal in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
One might say that merchants were rather inventive in finding new possibilities, some of which 
even resulted in situations of conflict with other merchants or groups in society. As the 

 
18 CAA, N3666, 248r–249r. 
19 CAA, N3848, unfoliated. 
20 CAA, N93, no. 20. 
21 B. De Munck, ‘One counter and your own account: Redefining illicit labour in early modern Antwerp’, 

Urban History 37, 1 (2010) 26–44. 
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partnership contracts and the last example indicate, the relationship between the merchants and 
the guilds was highly complicated. It is too simplistic to speak of two different worlds that were 
clearly separated from each other; instead, their business activities were more intertwined than 
one might suggest. Just like registered apprenticeship contracts, partnership contracts were 
predominantly arranged outside the context of the family. In terms of strategy, finding a reliable 
partner was one of the first prerequisites. In this regard, Van Hofstraeten has demonstrated that 
family ties were not fundamental to gaining capital, which indicates that merchants were not 
solely reliant on family members in this regard. Concerning his dataset (144 partnerships, 1480-
1620), in approximately two-thirds of the cases, partners were not related to each other in the 
first degree.22 However, one has to bear in mind that contracts do not provide any information 
about the merchants’ personal relationship when no family ties were involved. Still, merchants 
could have strong horizontal or vertical relationships, collaborations between people with the 
same or different social background, outside the inner circle, which came into being either due 
to the fact they lived in the same neighbourhood or through previous collaborations.23 The 
majority of the contracts investigated for the purpose of this paper did not include any family 
ties. Both parties could gain advantage of the knowledge and skills they possessed, whether it 
was related to a certain craft or mercantile businesses. One has to realize that these clauses 
concerning learning constitute just a small fraction of the total document, meaning that 
integrating such a clause had consequences for the agreement as such. In other words, the 
partner who was willing to transfer his knowledge or skills to the other party probably wanted 
to gain something in return for it. For this reason, the clauses in the contracts concerning the 
division of tasks and responsibilities are rather specific and were aimed at providing legal 
documentation and certification in case of any wrongdoing.24 
 
Conclusion 
This paper has dealt with the relationship between private partnerships and the circulation of 
knowledge, thereby focusing on one specific aspect of contracts: clauses related to learning. It 
has been demonstrated that private partnership contracts were a means regularly used by 
merchants to transfer certain skills from one party to another, whether legally or otherwise. As 
part of the change in trade flows, the merchants also had to deal with a somewhat obstructed or 
rediverted circulation of knowledge. However, one can question whether this had an effect on 
the local learning market. Learning the necessary skills on the shop floor, the most common 
way that knowledge and skills were transferred in the early modern period, was of the utmost 
importance for any person, irrespective of age. With regard to young people, a fierce 
competition arose for obtaining a temporary position as an apprentice, usually in the form of a 
(registered) apprenticeship contract, which could help them in their future career. The somewhat 
older and more experienced merchants, who were always eager for information and competing 
with other groups in society, had to look for other options and came up with some creative 
solutions. Once again, as some contracts specifically mention, upholding and investing in 
family relations was considered as essential. In this way, it was guaranteed that young 
merchants could either join and share responsibilities within the partnership or, in case of any 
unexpected circumstances, take over the family business. Outside the context of the family, due 
to increased competition and ongoing strife among merchants and guilds, labour and production 
relations between these groups came under increased pressure. Nevertheless, the partnership 
contracts show that the parties managed to hammer out agreements where both of them had 

 
22 B. Van Hofstraeten, ’The organization of mercantile capitalism in the Low Countries: Private 

partnerships in  
early modern Antwerp (1480–1620)’, Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis 13, 2 

(2016) 18–20. 
23 B. Willems, Leven op de pof. Krediet bij de Antwerpse middenstand in de achttiende eeuw 

(Amsterdam 2009) 72–77. 
24 L. Nussdorfer, Brokers of public trust: Notaries in early modern Rome (Baltimore 2009) 172–83. 
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something to gain. In the end, by staying faithful to their mercantile virtues and by developing 
many entrepreneurial initiatives, the merchant community managed to survive the recession, 
leading to new possibilities and economic growth starting in the middle of the eighteenth 
century. 
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The last quarter of the eighteenth century was a period of significant upheaval for Britain and 
the West Indies. War was an especially, though not uniquely, disruptive part of life for 
eighteenth-century traders. Yet historians show that merchants were able to overcome issues 
associated with warfare, and take advantage of opportunities for government contracts, 
financing, smuggling and neutral trading.25 Further attention is paid to how merchants and 
traders overcame the challenges of warfare.26 Less attention, however, has been paid to the 
interaction of crises. Even where a broad array of crises is examined, they are treated in 
isolation, or as a series of compounding shocks.27 What this paper shows, using a case study on 
Bristol’s sugar merchants during the French Revolutionary Wars, is that the response to one 
crisis influenced the impact of another. Shipping between the West Indies and Bristol, and with 
it the sugar trade, was resilient to wartime pressures. Further, many of Bristol’s large sugar 
merchants were able survive the wars and engross more of the trade. This paper argues that a 
significant contributing factor was the pressure of crises during the peace before the wars, in 
particular the movement to abolish the slave trade, which forced these merchants to behave 
cautiously. The restriction of credit before the war, and the careful attitude they developed, 
aided their survival after the onset of war and during the 1793 credit crisis. 
 

I 
The wharfage books kept by the Society of Merchant Venturers (SMV) detail the goods and 
ships entering Bristol, and demonstrate the resistance of the Atlantic trades to wartime 
pressures. Each is kept from October to September the following year. They name the ship, its 
registered tonnage, its most recent port of origin, and date the moorage fees were paid.28 This 
is consistent from 1784 to 1801. There are gaps where the wharfage books do not survive. We 
are left, however, with ten comparable one-year periods for 1784-1801, seen in tables 1 and 2. 
As most entries list only one port of origin, the books underestimate the amount of indirect and 
multilateral trade. However, as much of the trade with the West Indies was direct, this is less of 
an issue for this paper.29 

Bristol’s trade with the West Indies suffered no substantial decline, unlike trade with 
Europe (table 1, columns 1 and 2). Despite a dip in 1792/3, imports of sugar also appear to be 
little diminished (table 1, column 3). French continental conquests and issues with neutrality 
explain much of the attenuation of trade with Europe. This paper seeks to understand how 
merchants in the Atlantic trades survived the French Revolutionary Wars, and does so with a 
case study on Bristol’s sugar merchants. These large-scale importers – including Protheroe & 
Claxton, Evan Baillie, William Miles, John Fisher Weare, Tobin & Pinney, and Lowbridge & 
Richard Bright – managed not just to survive the wars, but to engross more of the trade (table 
2, columns 1 and 2).30  

 
25 Marzagalli and Müller, ‘“In apparent disagreement”‘; Knight, Britain Against Napoleon. 
26 Marzagalli, ‘Establishing Transatlantic Trade Networks’; Cutterham, ‘The Revolutionary 

Transformation of American Merchant Networks’; Buchnea, ‘Transatlantic Transformations’. 
27 Haggerty, ‘Merely for Money’?; Ragatz, The Fall of the Planter Class. 
28 Morgan, Bristol and the Atlantic Trade, p. 231. 
29 Ibid., pp. 84-88. 
30 Morgan, ‘Bristol West India Merchants’. 
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The 1793 credit crisis, brought about by the start of the war, had a severe impact on 
Britain. In Bristol, it led to at least 34 notable bankruptcies, five of whom were major sugar 
importers, importing over 1000 cwt in each year they can be identified as active.31 The number 
of firms importing sugar sank to its lowest in 1792/3, but during the war actually increased 
(table 2, column 1). Of the 20 firms importing over 1000 cwt of sugar in 1791/2, 14 were still 
importing in 1796/7. Four of the 20 can be identified as bankrupts, but only one of these stopped 
importing; three continued despite bankruptcy. The papers kept by the SMV, the Bristol West 
India Association (WIA), and the business letters of Tobin & Pinney, are used to understand 
their survival. 
 
II 
These merchants survived in part because pressures in the 1787-92 period before the war forced 
them to be more risk sensitive. Though there were other pressures, the movement to abolish the 
slave trade, which presented itself as an existential threat to the sugar trade, was most 
significant. Owing to the apparent failure of the political response of the SMV and WIA to the 
abolition movement, Bristol’s merchants developed a commercial response. This response 
involved the consolidation of networks, cautious use of credit and restriction of lending, and 
more selective screening of potential debtors.  

The Bristol West India interest’s first response to the abolition movement was political. 
Slave traders, though few in Bristol, organized with the sugar merchants in the WIA, who were 
loosely connected with the SMV.32 As Morgan states, ‘there was firm Bristol opposition to the 
parliamentary movement to abolish the trade even though influential merchants in the city had 
no desire to increase their slaving ventures’.33 The various meetings held by the WIA in April 
1789 concerned the petitions to be sent to the House of Commons in opposition to the proposed 
abolition bills. These were read in the Commons on 12 May 1789.34 Fifty-four merchants, slave 
traders, absentee planters, and others connected with the sugar trade and manufactures of Bristol 
attended the meeting on 13 April to help organize their defence. They agreed to write three 
separate petitions – one for West India merchants, planters, sugar bakers, annuitants and 
creditors, one for African merchants (i.e. slave traders), and one for the manufacturers of Bristol 
and the surrounding areas. These petitions were sent to Bristol and its hinterland for 
signatures.35 The attendees also pledged to donate six pence per hogshead of imported sugar or 
puncheon of rum to the WIA to help fund their defence.36 To maximize the impact of the 
petitions, Lowbridge Bright suggested that they should be presented alongside those of the 
Liverpool and London West Indian and African lobbies.37 

By 1792 their defence appeared to fail. Regulation, in the form of the Dolben Act, was 
brought in ‘rather unexpectedly’, according to Tobin & Pinney, and became law in 1788. By 
May of 1789, it was clear that the House of Commons had been persuaded by the abolitionist 
movement.38 To Tobin & Pinney, it was a ‘Cloud … hanging over all kind of West India 
property’.39 The motion for abolition eventually passed the Commons in 1792, leading the firm 

 
31 Wharfage Books, 1784-1801, Bristol Archives (BA) SMV/7/1/1/72-81; Pressnell, Country Banking, 

pp. 546-47; Minchinton, The Trade of Bristol, pp. 190-91. 
32 Morgan, Bristol and the Atlantic Trade, pp. 149-50. 
33 Ibid., p. 151. 
34 Minchinton, Politics and the Port of Bristol, pp. 165-66. 
35 Papers against the Abolition of the Slave Trade – 1788-1789, BA.SMV/7/2/1/15; Haggerty, ‘Merely 

for Money’?, pp. 214-24; Ryden, West India Slavery and British Abolition. 
36 Slave Trade – 1789, BA.SMV/8/3/2/5. 
37 Lowbridge Bright to Jeremiah Osbourne, 25 April [1789], Papers against the Abolition of the Slave 

Trade. 
38 Morgan, The Bright-Meyler Papers, p. 123; Ryden, West India Slavery and British Abolition, p.179. 
39 Tobin & Pinney to William Coker, 30 May 1789, University of Bristol Special Collections (UoBSC) 

DM58 Letter Book 38. 
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to worriedly inform a client ‘Whether it will be effectively opposed in the Lords seems a 
doubt’.40 To another, they said that ‘After much altercation, and most vehement speechifying, 
 

Table 141 

Year 

(1) 
Tonnage entering 
Bristol from the 

West Indies (tons) 

(2) 
Tonnage entering 

Bristol from 
Europe (tons) 

(3) 
Estimates of Total 

Sugar entering 
Bristol (cwt) 

Oct. 1784-Sept. 1785 12960 14533 296657 
Oct. 1785-Sept. 1786 11231 17560 227346 
Oct. 1787-Sept. 1788 17025 26935 267663 
Oct. 1788-Sept. 1789 15677 23985.8 252074 
Oct. 1791-Sept. 1792 17049 31541 247492 

Average 14788.4 22911 258246.4 
Oct. 1792-Sept. 1793 12932.5 22531 186073.5 
Oct. 1796-Sept. 1797 15070 14453 237735 
Oct. 1797-Sept. 1798 11428 8372 208711 
Oct. 1799-Sept. 1800 15184 20401 251184 
Oct. 1800-Sept. 1801 16447 14674 303456.5 

Average 14212.3 16086.2 237432 
 

Table 242 

Year 

(1) 
No. of firms 

importing sugar into 
Bristol 

(2) 
Percentage Share of Sugar Imported by 
the Top Ten Largest Sugar-Importing 

Firms (%) 
Oct. 1784-Sept. 1785 93 75.8 
Oct. 1785-Sept. 1786 90 75.5 
Oct. 1787-Sept. 1788 88 81.4 
Oct. 1788-Sept. 1789 82 79.5 
Oct. 1791-Sept. 1792 55 81.7 
Oct. 1792-Sept. 1793 50 82.1 
Oct. 1796-Sept. 1797 53 85.3 
Oct. 1797-Sept. 1798 55 84.6 
Oct. 1799-Sept. 1800 57 84.2 
Oct. 1800-Sept. 1801 71 79.0 

 
the Abolition of the Slave Trade is it seems to take place on the 1st of January 1796 – Its fate 
remains still to be decided in the Lords, but from the complexion of the popular opinions, we 
apprehend the Die is cast’.43 

Political failure induced a commercial response. The ‘cloud’ of abolition encouraged an 
attitude of caution in the community, and compelled firms to expand only low risk areas of 
business. Tobin & Pinney observed of the general environment that ‘the Question respecting 
the abolition of the Slave Trade has had a very considerable effect on West India Credit and 
has prevented many advances which would otherwise have been entered into’.44 They remarked 

 
40 Tobin & Pinney to Edward Brazier, 28 April 1792, UoBSC.DM58 LB38. 
41 Wharfage Books, 1784-1801. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Tobin & Pinney to William Jones, 26 April 1792, UoBSC.DM58 LB38. 
44 Tobin & Pinney to Ulysses Lynch, 31 March 1790, UoBSC.DM58 LB38. 
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that ‘Merchants of the Utmost sagacity … are occasionally taken in … we ought to be very 
cautious as to what engagements we enter into particularly in times like these so unfavourable 
to West India Credit’.45 Planters were further advised to be careful in ‘raising and seasoning’ 
the enslaved Africans on their estates, lest they were unable to purchase more.46 As for Tobin 
& Pinney’s own business, they asked their agents in the West Indies to visit potential clients 
and estimate their estates’ productive capacity, a practice they first began in 1787, and engaged 
in more frequently from 1789.47 They continued consolidating their ties with other planters, 
seeking to deepen connections with gentlemen of ‘established character’.48 

Tobin & Pinney survived the credit crisis of 1793, and carried on the sugar trade into the 
nineteenth century. Others who were similarly cautious include Lowbridge Bright, who stopped 
investing in the slave trade when it was being debated in Parliament, and, like Tobin & Pinney, 
continued importing sugar.49 Some, who Tobin & Pinney saw as ‘incautious, and adventurous 
Speculators’, experienced a precipitous fall: James Rogers failed with debts of £100,000, by 
Morgan’s analysis owing to reckless expansion of slave trading activities.50 Some of those 
connected to him failed for similarly high amounts.51 The restriction of credit and more selective 
lending by Bristol’s sugar merchants meant that they were less exposed to the eruption of 
bankruptcies resulting from war. 
 
III 
Previous literature has portrayed the impact of crises on the West Indies as a series of exogenous 
shocks. Ragatz argues that, from the addition of the Ceded Islands to Britain’s Empire in 1763, 
to Emancipation in 1833/4, the West India sugar trade suffered a series of compounding crises 
that ultimately led to the downfall of the West Indies. The agency of merchants in this account 
is obscured. This paper argues that merchants were able to resist crises, and supports the 
literature that attests to the ability of merchants to respond effectively and creatively. Tobin & 
Pinney were not as opportunistic as Carter and Wadsworth, merchants operating during the 
American Revolutionary War, who used their wartime environment to generate immense 
personal success.52 They were, unlike the merchants engaged in Franco-American trade from 
1793, less dependent on family.53 Unlike merchants such as Samuel Rainford, they did not 
diversify their networks to survive their crisis, nor were they aggressive in their expansion like 
Andrew Clow.54 Their response was one of caution, consolidation with established ties, and 
careful information gathering. 

Their cautious response matches the attitude of Bristol’s mercantile class more broadly: 
McDade argues that ‘business caution’ defined Bristol’s elites, influenced their politics, and 
contributed to Bristol’s decline. Yet rather than being a product of ‘material success’ that led to 
lethargy, this paper suggests that ‘business caution’ was a result of trade-specific risk and 

 
45 Tobin & Pinney to Ulysses Lynch, 21 Dec. 1789, UoBSC.DM58 LB38. 
46 Pinney & Tobin to John Hendrickson, 3 July 1788, UoBSC.DM58 LB37. 
47 Pinney & Tobin to William Coker, 27 Sept. 1787, Pinney & Tobin to William Coker and John Crosse, 

11 March 1789, Pinney & Tobin to Edward Brazier, 1 May 1789,  and Pinney & Tobin to Timothy 
Cassin, 1 May 1789, UoBSC.DM58 LB37; Tobin & Pinney to William Coker, 30 May 1789, and 
Tobin & Pinney to William Coker, 17 Oct. 1789, UoBSC.DM58 LB38. 

48 Pinney & Tobin to Ulysses Lynch, 10 Feb. 1789, UoBSC.DM58 LB37; Forestier, ‘Risk, Kinship and 
Personal Relationships’. 

49 Morgan, The Bright-Meyler Papers, p. 123. 
50 Morgan, ‘James Rogers and the Bristol Slave Trade’. 
51 Edward Shiercliff to William Dickinson, 7 March 1793, Somerset Heritage Centre DD/DN/4/2/41(2). 
52 Cutterham, ‘The Revolutionary Transformation of American Merchant Networks’. 
53 Marzagalli, ‘Establishing Transatlantic Trade Networks in Time of War’; Forestier, ‘Risk, Kinship 

and Personal Relationships’. 
54 Haggerty, ‘Merely for Money’?, pp. 170-96. 
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substantial pressure.55 This pressure also contributed to the pattern of concentration and 
specialization in the sugar trade that is evidenced throughout the eighteenth century, and which 
the data presented here shows accelerated sharply between 1788/9 and 1791/2, at the height of 
the abolition movement (table 2, column 1). Concentration, as Price and Clemens argue, along 
with Morgan, followed specialization.56 Specialization here was necessitated by the trade-
specific risks involved with the sugar trade, which demanded a detailed understanding not just 
of the trade itself, but of the politics associated with it. Ultimately, this case study shows that 
merchants and planters were not simply swept along in a wave of exogenous crises, as Ragatz 
seems to suggest, but rather responded to a series of crises in complex and complementary 
ways. Their caution was not a product of material success, but rather emerged out of the 
pressures of trade in times of crisis. This cautious approach to business expansion left them 
better positioned to survive the wartime credit crisis that shook Britain in 1793. 
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The long way to gender equality: Gender differences in 
pay in Germany, 1871-2016 

 
Theresa Neef, Freie Universität Berlin 

(theresa.neef@fu-berlin.de) 
Supervisors: Giacomo Corneo & Miriam Beblo 

 
The role of women in the economies of industrialized countries and, thus, their societal status 
and opportunities, have changed radically in the last 150 years. Long-run time series can give 
us a broader picture of this economic and societal change. While scholars estimated the long-
run development of gender pay differences for the USA (Goldin, 1990), Sweden (Svensson, 
1997; Stanfors, 2003), and the United Kingdom (Humphries and Weisdorf, 2015; Burnette, 
2008), long-run trends for Germany are scarce. Relevant studies either focus on specific 
decades in the first half of the twentieth century (Bajohr, 1979; Gómez-León and de Jong, 2019; 
Suhr, 1930; Baldauf, 1932) or explore gender pay differences using microdata, which only 
provides information for the time since the 1960s (e.g., Fitzenberger and Wunderlich, 2002; 
Kunze, 2005; Gärtner, 2014). 

This paper examines the long-run development of the gender pay ratio in Germany from 
the 1870s until the present day. Using official inquiry reports, contemporary academic works, 
and publications of the Statistical Offices, it shows that the German path towards gender 
equality in pay has parallel dynamics to the Swedish case and very different patterns compared 
to the US-American experience. While the gender pay ratio made a great leap forward during 
the interwar period, slower growth characterizes the postwar period. Migration of women into 
white-collar work combined with the progressive institutional framework of the Weimar 
Republic might be one essential lever for the observed increase in the interwar period.  
 

Data and Methods 
For my analysis, I combine published data for three main groups of the German labour force: 
(1) blue-collar workers in agriculture, (2) blue-collar industrial workers, and (3) white-collar 
workers in industry and commerce. For each of the three groups, I draw on a rich set of historical 
data assembled from numerous sources which are provided in table A.1. Based on these sources, 
I can produce representative results for approximately 65 percent of the labour force throughout 
the whole period. I do not include assisting family members, nor the public sector. 

First, I construct hourly mean earnings for men and women in each of the three groups, 
respectively. Thereafter, I weight the mean earnings by the share of employed in each gender-
sector group using harmonized census data provided by Müller et al. (1983). Thus, I arrive at 
the value of mean gross earnings of men and women, respectively, for the whole sample 
population (foll. Gómez-León and de Jong, 2019).  

Last, I compute the cross-sector gender pay ratio as follows:  

𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟	𝑝𝑎𝑦	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 	
𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛!𝑠	𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠	ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑦	𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
𝑀𝑒𝑛!𝑠𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠	ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑦	𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠  

While many studies focus on tariff wages (Braunwarth, 1955; Bajohr, 1979), this study focuses 
on actual gross earnings. Tariff minimum wages can give a good overview of institutionalized 
differences in pay enacted mainly through the unions. However, employers had substantial 
liberty to go beyond these benchmarks such that the gender pay ratio of actual earnings could 
draw a different and more precise picture. Actual gross earnings include wages or salaries, 
including the employee’s share of social insurance contributions and social and other 
supplements paid by employers. I add in-kind payments to agricultural workers’ pay to make 
these comparable to industrial workers’ earnings. If possible, I exclude supplements for 
overtime work. This quite broad definition is mainly due to data availability over such a long 
period. While it might not be a reasonable estimation of the marginal productivity of workers, 
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it could describe well the valuation of women’s work in the economy. Until the mid-twentieth 
century, public opinion and policymakers legitimized pay differences not only by the 
supposedly lower productivity of women but also by their presumed smaller need for 
remuneration. The general assumption was that women were supported by either their parents 
or their husband (Salomon, 1906). 
 

Giant leaps towards gender pay equality between the wars 
The development of the gender pay ratio shows alternating periods of stagnation and dynamic 
movements since the Kaiserreich. While World War I was economically turbulent, the overall 
gender pay ratio stood hardly higher in 1919 than it did at the beginning of 1914. In turn, during 
the interwar period, the gender pay ratio made giant leaps: While in 1920, the overall pay ratio 
stood at 45 percent; in 1937, it amounted to 60 percent. Long phases of slow growth characterize 
the postwar period. These were interrupted by two dynamic phases: between 1958 and 1966, 
and again between 1970 and 1975, the gender pay ratio increased by approximately five 
percentage points, respectively. Also, the Post-Reunification period, despite rapid economic 
changes, did not bring another significant shift. 
 

Figure 1: Overall gender earnings ratio. Own calculations. Since 1970 without agricultural 
workers. Data for re-unified Germany since 1995 (hollow items) 

 
While the development of the overall pay ratio shows a relatively smooth upward trend, 

the developments within sector-occupation groups were more dynamic (figure 2). Among blue-
collar workers, the two wars brought about rapid changes, while peacetime was characterized 
by slow increases. The picture is quite different for clerical workers who experienced a rapid 
increase in the gender pay ratio during the interwar period. 
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Figure 2: Within-occupation ratios based on own calculations 
Sectoral and occupational change enhanced the gender pay ratio in the first half of the 20th 

century 

 
While within-occupation pay ratios developed very differently, the overall trend has been 

increasing throughout the twentieth century. One possible lever for this development is the 
migration of women workers across sectors and occupations. This migration could lead to 
significant changes in the overall gender pay ratio due to substantial differences in the wage 
level between sectors and occupations. 

Figure 3 relates the share of women in agriculture, blue-collar industrial work, and white-
collar work with the development of the all-sector gender pay ratio. Women moved out of 
agriculture at a rapid pace into blue-collar industrial work and clerical work from the turn of 
the century until 1960. While earnings levels in blue-collar industrial and white-collar work 
were quite similar to each other, they amounted to almost twice the earnings level in agriculture. 
For this reason, the immense sectoral change could have fuelled a rapid rise in the gender pay 
ratio during the first half of the twentieth century. The institutional framework of the Weimar 
Republic could then have intensified this development. 
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Figure 3: Sectoral change of women based on Müller et al., (1983), and SOEP 
The Weimar Republic creates favourable institutions for change 

 
While scholars such as Kuczynski (1963) underline the importance of the November 

revolution of 1918 for gender equality, others shed doubt on its impact (Bajohr, 1979). The 
November treaty of 1918 brought about a comprehensive system of tariff agreements. 
Nonetheless, the effect on gender pay equality is ambiguous since the declared minimum tariff 
wages were still gendered. Women’s tariff wages amounted to approximately 70 percent of 
men’s in blue-collar work and up to 90 percent in clerical work (Braunwarth, 1955).  

A more important lever for gender pay equality might have been the introduction of 
compulsory and free education for working youths under 18 years (article 145, Weimar 
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constitution). This policy meant that girls – for the first time – had the same right and obligation 
to attend secondary school (including vocational schools) as boys had (Yu, 1994). While this 
formation might not have been favourable for blue-collar industrial or agricultural work, it 
could have been an essential factor for the thriving gender pay ratio in white-collar work. The 
gender pay ratio in clerical work rises from 52 percent in 1920 to 64 percent in 1934, while it 
stagnates in agricultural and industrial blue-collar work (figure 2). 
 
Germany took a different way towards gender pay equality than the US-American 
“blueprint” 
The most prominent study on the long-run development of the gender pay ratio is undoubtedly 
the US-American case researched by Goldin (1990) and Blau and Winkler (2018). While both 
countries currently have a similar level of the gender pay ratio, both have taken different paths 
towards gender pay equality. Sweden, on the contrary, shows a similar path towards gender pay 
equality but has a much higher pay ratio nowadays (figure 4).57 

While in the USA, the development of the gender pay ratio stalled since 1930 (Goldin, 
1990), German and Swedish women gained substantially in the interwar period. Also, the 
postwar period shows significant dissimilarities between the US-American and European 
experience. In the USA, gender pay differences stagnated until the 1980s when women 
overtook men in college completion rates and entered the labour market as high-skilled 
employees (Goldin et al., 2006). In Germany and Sweden, the upward trend of the gender pay 
ratio already starts in the early 1960s and stagnates in the 1980s. 
 
Figure 4: Comparison between the average gender pay ratios for Germany and Sweden, and 

the median gender pay ratio for the USA if not indicated differently 

 
Conclusion  
German women have come substantially closer to pay equality since the nineteenth century. 
This paper shows that the sector and occupational change of women can be associated with 
substantial leaps in the average remuneration of women. Women moved from low-paid 
agriculture to higher-paid occupations in blue-collar industrial and white-collar work. The 
Weimar Republic might have fuelled the equalization of earnings further through the 
introduction of compulsory secondary schooling. It provided girls with the same chances to 

 
57 The time series are partially based on different methodologies. While the Swedish and German series 

are based on average earnings, the US-American series is based on annual median earnings. 
Because high earners are excluded from this study, mean and median should not fall apart 
substantially. While we should not compare the levels directly, changes can be interpreted. The 
Swedish series includes the public sector since it became the main employer for women in the 
postwar period, while it is excluded for Germany. 
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receive vocational education as their male peers. This policy probably benefited, in particular, 
girls seeking employment in clerical work. The interaction between women’s movement into 
white-collar work and the promotion of their vocational training through Weimar’s institutions 
might have played an important role in the observed increases of the overall pay ratio during 
the interwar period. In international comparison, Germany shows more similarities to the 
Swedish case than to the US-American experience with substantial increases during the 
interwar period and before the 1980s. 
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Table A.1: Sources 
Period Sources 
Before World War 
I 
 

Agriculture: Asmis 1919 
Blue-collar industrial: Reichskanzler-Amt, 1877; Kuczynski, 1962 & 
Kuczynski, 1963 
White-collar: Hohls, 1991 

World War I Blue-collar: Reichsarbeitsministerium u. vom Generalbevollmächtigten 
für den Arbeitseinsatz (1918-1920): Reichsarbeitsblatt;  
White-collar: Stat. Reichsamt (1921): Statistik des deutschen Reichs, 
Vol. 293. 

Weimar Republic Stat. Reichsamt (1928-1932): Wirtschaft und Statistik  
Stat. Reichsamt (1930-1932): Statistisches Jahrbuch für das Deutsche 
Reich 
White-collar: Glaß and Kische, 1930; Suhr, 1930; GdA, 1931 
Agriculture: Baldauf, 1932 

Third Reich Stat. Reichsamt (1935-1943): Wirtschaft und Statistik  
Statistisches Reichsamt (1937): Statistik für das Deutsche Reich. Vol. 
492 

Postwar period 
(Federal 
Republic) 

Verdienststrukturerhebung :  
Stat. Bundesamt (1957-1990): Statistisches Jahrbuch für die 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland  
Gehalts- und Lohnstrukturerhebungen: 
Blue-collar: Stat. Bundesamt (1954a) and following 
White-collar: Stat. Bundesamt (1954b) and following 
Agricultural workers: Statistisches Bundesamt (1958) and following 

Re-unified 
Germany 

Statistisches Bundesamt (1992) and following 
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Industrial, regional, and gender divides in British 
unemployment between the wars 

 

Meredith M. Paker, University of Oxford 
(meredith.paker@nuffield.ox.ac.uk) 

Supervisor: Avner Offer 
 
In the interwar period, unemployment in Britain averaged 14 percent, reaching over 3 million 
workers unemployed during the Great Depression. Macroeconomic explanations of this 
employment downturn focus on the role of aggregate demand shocks and supply-side wage 
pressures. These approaches contrast with descriptive accounts of contemporary writers and 
some historians that emphasize a structural transformation of the economy away from 
traditional export industries, with a distinct regional component.  

I evaluate the influence of structural transition on interwar unemployment using novel 
microdata for industries, regions, and genders. Digitizing over one thousand tables from 
interwar British government publications, I link the Labour Gazette with the Census of 
Production for the first time, building a rich dataset on unemployment for 100 industries. Then, 
I estimate the determinants of unemployment on the industry and gender level by regressing 
traditional supply-side explanations for interwar unemployment (e.g. high wages, trade unions) 
and structural explanations (e.g. overexpansion during World War I, export exposure) on 
industry unemployment rates. These structural factors account for a significant portion of 
unemployment differentials between industries, providing new econometric evidence that 
structural transformation affected industry-level employment outcomes during the interwar 
period.  

Additionally, I find that unemployment varied significantly by industry and gender, and 
was not just a problem of the staple industries. Regional effects above and beyond industrial 
mix increased unemployment in the North and Wales and decreased unemployment in the other 
regions of Britain, creating a striking north-south gap in unemployment rates.58 By calculating 
the elasticity of the number insured in an industry to changes in the number employed in the 
previous year, I find that the Great Depression exacerbated structural transformation by 
accelerating the movement of workers into expanding industries. This paper thus suggests that 
significant dimensions of interwar unemployment have been overlooked, and that, in general, 
more consideration should be given to the diverse effects of macroeconomic shocks across 
sectors and regions.  
 

Ministry of Labour unemployment data 
Britain’s unemployment benefit scheme was expanded at the end of World War I to cover over 
11 million workers in most industries, including manual workers aged 16 or over and non-
manual workers earning less than £250 per annum.59 This scheme led to the collection of 
detailed unemployment data for insured workers during the interwar period. 

Since their publication, hand-collected subsets of this unemployment insurance data have 
been the basis of reference works and early empirical research (Beck 1951; Chapman and 
Knight 1953; Feinstein 1972, for example). Many recent papers have also used subsets or 
aggregates of the Gazette data (Gazeley and Rice, 1992, 1996; Bowden, Higgins, and Price, 
2006; and Luzardo-Luna, 2019, for example). This paper builds on this near-century of research 
by contributing the first complete digitization of the Ministry of Labour unemployment data for 
1923-36, increasing the number of industries analysed by a factor of four and disaggregating 
by gender.  

 
58 Analysis of regional unemployment differentials is not included in this paper’s abbreviated form. 
59 Agriculture, domestic service, civil service, military, and teaching jobs were excluded from this 

scheme (Garside 1980, pp. 31-2). These limitations of representativeness must be kept in mind. 
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I scanned 163 original Ministry of Labour Gazettes, representing every month over 14 
years, June 1923 to December 1936. Each Gazette gives the number of men and women 
unemployed in 100 industries. I used the latest optical character recognition (OCR) software to 
convert the images to editable text, and then cleaned and verified the data.  
 
Gender trends in unemployment 
Aggregate unemployment series for interwar Britain are easily accessible, but they combine 
male and female unemployment into a single trend. Figure 1 presents the first monthly 
unemployment series for interwar Britain with women and men’s unemployment 
disaggregated. 

Source: Author’s digitization of the Labour Gazette 
 
The most striking difference between the female and male series is their levels. Male 

unemployment in insured industries averaged 16.1 percent for the period, while female 
unemployment averaged only 10.3 percent for the period.  

Additionally, the female and male unemployment series have distinct trends. The onset 
of the Great Depression coincided with a steeper increase in female unemployment than male 
unemployment. Female unemployment rates began decreasing in 1931, while male 
unemployment rates remained high through 1933.  
 
Unemployment variations by industry 
Which industries had the most unemployment in interwar Britain? Table 1 gives the industries 
that accounted for the highest proportion of overall unemployment. Unsurprisingly, coal mining 
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accounted for 14.55 percent of male unemployment while the cotton industry accounted for 
19.56 percent of female unemployment. The prominent place of the distributive trades on both 
lists, however, is striking. 

 
Unemployment was concentrated in different industries for men and women, likely contributing 
to their different unemployment trends. Many of the industries accounting for a significant 
portion of female unemployment are rarely discussed in the literature, such as hotel and club 
services, tailoring, and pottery.  

The ten industries that accounted for the most unemployment sum to only 62 percent of 
overall unemployment. Taken with the diversity of industries on the male and female lists, it is 
clear that unemployment was not due to just one sector or group of industries.  
 

The role of the staple industries 
A related question is the role of staple industries in interwar unemployment. These older 
industries drove British economic growth during the nineteenth century, and their visible 
decline was widely discussed during the interwar period and after.  

Table 1: Industries accounting for the most unemployed workers, 1923-36, by gender 

Male  Female 

Industry 
% of 
Total 
Unemp. 

% of 
Total 
Emp.    

Industry 
% of 
Total 
Unemp. 

% of 
Total 
Emp.  

Coal Mining 14.55% 11.60%  Cotton Industry 19.56% 9.03% 
Building 9.12% 9.26%  Distributive Trades 12.38% 20.73% 

Distributive Trades 7.53% 12.53%  Hotel, Boarding House 7.89% 6.42% 
Iron and Steel Founding 6.85% 5.87%  Woollen and Worsted 5.95% 4.05% 
Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing 6.17% 15.73%  Tailoring 4.06% 4.00% 
Public Works Contracting 4.78% 1.88%  Linen 3.44% 1.45% 

Canal, River, Dock Service 4.07% 1.58%  Pottery, Earthenware 2.50% 1.02% 
Steel Melting, Rolling Mills 3.78% 1.66%  Hosiery 2.49% 2.47% 
Local Government 2.77% 3.18%  Other Food Industries 2.42% 1.65% 
Cotton Industry 2.58% 2.02%   Other Metal Industries 2.27% 2.15% 

Total 62.20%       62.96%   

Source: Author’s digitization of the Labour Gazette     
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Source: Author’s digitization of the Labour Gazette 
 
Figure 2 gives the number unemployed in the staple industries, other manufacturing 

industries, and non-manufacturing industries. For both men and women, the staple industries 
hold a less prominent position than might be expected. For males, unemployment in non-
manufacturing matched and then outpaced staple unemployment in the 1930s. For females, the 
highest numbers unemployed were in other manufacturing rather than the staples.  
 
Econometric analysis 
Does structural change explain these differences in unemployment for industries and genders? 
To answer this question, I run an OLS regression to identify the determinants of industry 
unemployment rates, combining traditional economic explanations—wages and trade unions—
with structural explanations that have not been explored econometrically.  

 These structural changes include the shock of World War I and demographic shifts in the 
labour supply. Some industries expanded to meet munitions and supply needs during the war, 
leading to problems of overcapacity and overcapitalization. World War I also disturbed 
international markets, leading to the emergence of new competitors and substitute goods. To 
capture these effects, I include the industry’s growth during the war and their export exposure. 
I also capture demographic changes in the labour supply by gender and age for some industries, 
as this is a key narrative of structural change that has been overlooked.  

The regression combines data on industry unemployment rates with a number of other 
sources, including data on short-time and nominal wages from the Gazette. Additionally, I 
digitized the 1924 and 1930 Census of Production to include industries’ wage bills, level of 
exports, and the proportion of workers under eighteen in the analysis. I compute industries’ 
geographic concentration using the 1931 Census. The trade union data comes from the Twenty-
Second Abstract of Labour Statistics (1935). I create skill quartiles for each industry category 
using the occupational classes given in Routh (1965). Finally, annual output data is taken from 
Lomax (1959, pp.192- 193).  
 

Regression results 
The regression results are presented in table 2. In all regressions, the data is on the industry-
year level for 1924 and 1931. The outcome variable is industry unemployment rate. All models 
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control for time trends, the number insured in each industry, output in the previous year, skill 
level, and short-time working.  
 

Table 2: Determinants of industry unemployment rates, 1924 and 1931 

 (1) (2) (3) 
  Total Male Female 
Percentage of output exported 0.129* 0.128* 0.021 
 (0.048) (0.051) (0.040) 
Output growth during WW1 0.067* 0.078* 0.087* 
 (0.031) (0.034) (0.041) 
Year 1931 * Output growth during WW1 -0.118* -0.127* 0.030 
 (0.054) (0.051) (0.038) 
Concentration of industry across regions 19.310 15.449 2.216 
 (11.831) (15.037) (24.485) 
Proportion of all employees female -0.150*** -0.119*** 0.005 
 (0.028) (0.028) (0.035) 
Proportion of all employees under 18 years old -0.084 -0.016 -0.175 
 (0.064) (0.080) (0.127) 
Real wage level -0.035*** -0.026*** -0.036*** 
 (0.007) (0.006) (0.009) 
Total wage bill as a proportion of net output 0.241*** 0.257*** 0.151* 
 (0.052) (0.048) (0.067) 
Trade union density 1.756 0.561 3.782 
 (5.269) (4.192) (4.755) 
Short-time hours per employee 1.176** 1.354*** 0.584 
 (0.335) (0.301) (0.432) 
Semi-skilled (second quartile) -2.040 -1.881 -1.968 
 (1.537) (1.300) (1.845) 
Moderately skilled (third quartile) -1.830 -2.420 0.708 
 (2.129) (1.532) (2.431) 
Skilled (fourth quartile) -2.932 -3.137 -4.492 
 (2.086) (1.737) (2.156) 
Year 1931 16.101*** 15.733*** 12.099*** 
 (1.498) (1.418) (2.178) 
Number insured Yes Yes Yes 
Lagged output Yes Yes Yes 
Number of observations 156 156 156 
Number of industries 78 78 78 
Adjusted R2 0.655 0.657 0.53 
Robust standard errors, adjusted for clustering at the industry group level, in parentheses. 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001    

 
Table 2 shows that industry-level unemployment rates were partially determined by 

structural factors. The industry’s growth during World War I, export exposure, and proportion 
of women all have a large and significant effect on industry-level unemployment rates, 
controlling for many other factors. For example, a one standard deviation increase in the 
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percentage of output exported causes a 2.02 percentage point increase, ceteris paribus, in the 
unemployment rate. The significant coefficient for the proportion of women in an industry 
corroborates the narrative that some industries tapped into this previously underutilized labour 
supply to achieve efficiency gains.  

I also find a large wage effect. However, there is no additional significant effect of trade 
unions on industry-level unemployment rates. Trade union density data have featured 
prominently in models with only a few covariates in previous research, but this effect disappears 
with a full set of explanatory variables.  

The male results in (2) are almost identical to the overall model. However, some of the 
previous results are insignificant for the female model in (3). An industry’s output growth 
during World War I affects female unemployment rates, likely because women were drawn into 
expanding industries during the war and then replaced after. Wages have a smaller effect on 
women’s unemployment.  

All results are qualitatively similar excluding ‘temporarily stopped’ workers, using 
difference from national unemployment as the outcome variable, including fixed effects for 
industry type, clustering standard errors at different levels, and using different measures of 
output growth during World War I.  
 
Analysis of elasticities 
How well did industries adjust to employment shocks in the interwar period? In a labour market 
with adjustment, when the number employed in an industry falls in time t, we expect the labour 
force of that industry to fall in t+1 as workers move to other industries to find a job. Similarly, 
if the number employed rises, workers move to the expanding industry and the industry labour 
force increases. However, in a context of structural change, rigidities might prevent these 
adjustments.  

To measure how much adjustment takes place, I construct an elasticity of the number 
insured in industry i at t, Nit, with respect to the number employed at t−1, Ei,t-1. The number 
insured represents the labour force of the industry, including the employed and unemployed. 
The elasticity is the percent change in Nit  divided by the percent change in Ei,t-1. A larger 
elasticity indicates adjustment of the industry’s labour force, while a smaller elasticity indicates 
a lack of adjustment. In the absence of detailed microdata on labour market mobility, the 
elasticity proxies for movements into and out of industries in response to employment changes, 
exposing labour supply rigidities which could contribute to structural unemployment. 

Figure 3 gives the average elasticities for expanding and contracting industries, as 
classified by their average annual employment growth. The elasticity for expanding industries 
is always higher than for contracting industries, but during the Great Depression, they diverge 
dramatically. Expanding industries show increased adjustment as workers were accelerated into 
these industries, while adjustment decreased for industries in structural decline. 
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Table 3 gives average elasticities by sector, with the average annual employment change 
in italics. The elasticities are highest for the service sector and lowest for staple manufacturing 
and shipbuilding. 
 

Table 3: Average elasticities by type of industry 

   Manufacturing     
  Overall Staple Other Service Mining Building Shipbuilding 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Overall         
 1925-1936 0.57 0.23 0.42 0.93 0.39 0.49 0.23 

  0.89 -1.29 1.10 2.70 -4.37 2.31 -4.27 
Period         
 1925-1929 0.51 0.14 0.46 0.90 0.10 0.39 0.05 

  1.06 -0.08 1.28 3.37 -6.42 2.79 -0.62 

 1930-1933 0.58 0.21 0.32 1.04 0.14 0.65 0.16 
  -1.28 -6.89 -1.09 2.04 -5.75 -1.66 -20.08 

 1934-1936 0.65 0.38 0.48 0.85 1.19 0.49 0.63 
    3.62 4.67 3.95 2.39 0.91 7.40 10.74 
Women 1925-1936 0.57 0.23 0.42 0.93 0.39 0.49 0.23 

  0.89 -1.29 1.10 2.70 -4.37 2.31 -4.27 
Men 1925-1936 0.55 0.27 0.47 0.88 0.39 0.40 0.24 
    0.66 -1.24 1.09 2.57 -4.36 2.31 -4.28 
Calculated from author’s digitization of Labour Gazette. Employment growth in italics. 
Elasticities are weighted averages of component industries, calculated annually.  

 

Source: Author’s digitization of the Labour Gazette 
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Elasticities increased during the Great Depression, regardless of whether the sector was 
expanding or contracting previously. This is evidence of an amplification effect on the sectoral 
level: the cyclical downturn moved workers out of sectors in structural decline and accelerated 
a transition toward the expanding sectors, especially the service sector.  

Table 3 also gives the average elasticities for males and females separately. The 
elasticities and employment changes are similar for males and females, but the elasticity for 
women is higher in the service sector, and for men is higher in the manufacturing industries.  
 
Conclusion 
Using newly digitized data, I find significant variation in interwar unemployment by industry, 
region, and gender, and I estimate the determinants of this unemployment on the industry level. 
Structural factors captured by the growth of industries during World War I, export exposure, 
and the gender composition of the workforce explain some of these unemployment differentials 
between industries. I find evidence for a large wage effect but no effect for trade union density. 
These results hold when the regression is restricted to male unemployment, but they are less 
informative about female unemployment. By calculating the elasticity of an industry’s labour 
supply to employment changes in the previous year, I find that the Great Depression may have 
amplified these structural effects, accelerating the transition of workers toward expanding 
sectors. 
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When the Great Depression hit Germany in 1929 and international trade collapsed at an 
unprecedented pace, the government of the Weimar Republic also experienced a paradigm shift 
in trade policy. While previous governments had set Germany on a course of reconciliation 
with its neighbours, both economically and politically, trade policy now became a weapon to 
protect the domestic economy from falling world prices at all costs. Tariffs skyrocketed over 
the course of the crisis. And while Germany became less reliant on imports from major Western 
trading partners, imports from Southeastern Europe and Latin America began to play an 
increasingly important role. 

Germany was not alone in experiencing a simultaneous increase in protectionism and 
sharp decline in trade, but to what extent one caused the other remains debated in the literature. 
Some have suggested that the tendency to re-orient trade relations into blocs such as the British 
Empire and the Reichsmark bloc in Southeastern Europe were not due to policy shifts but the 
result of endogenous trends.60 More recently, de Bromhead et al.61 have taken a new approach 
to the analysis of trade flows and policy by going beyond aggregate measures and looking at 
how the trade policy shift occurred at the good-times-country level. By constructing a dataset 
of hundreds of goods and dozens of countries, they are able to show, based on a computable 
general equilibrium (CGE) analysis, that imperial preference contributed much more to the 
balkanization of British trade in the 1930s than the aggregate data suggests. 

In this paper, I employ their methodology to Germany in the interwar period. I construct 
a new dataset of imports in 535 goods from 48 countries, measured annually from 1925 to 1938. 
I estimate elasticities of substitution for these varieties and then employ them in a CGE model. 
I find a large effect of tariffs and quotas on the total value of German imports, although it only 
explains a minority of the total trade collapse. Imports would have been around 40 percent 
higher by 1933 with tariffs frozen at their 1929 level. However, I find no positive effect on the 
share of Reichsmark bloc countries in total imports. Despite the use of preferential rates, tariffs 
did not contribute to the geographical shift towards Southeastern Europe and Latin America. 
 
German Trade Policy in the Interwar Period 
German tariffs remained relatively stable for several years after the introduction of the ‘small 
tariff amendment’ of 1925 that returned most rates to their 1902 level. Tariffs were only 
moderately high at this point and, in comparison to other countries, did not stand out as unusual 
(see Eichengreen and Irwin62). Agricultural tariffs on grain and meat that had been set to a 
temporarily lower level rose slightly in 1926, while tariffs on automobiles were set to decrease 
several points. 

Tariff changes before 1929 were mostly the result of new trade treaties and tended to 
lower rates, such as in the case of the 1927 trade treaty with France.63 The year 1930 constituted 

 
60 B. Eichengreen and D. A. Irwin, ‘Trade blocs, currency blocs and the reorientation of world trade in 

the 1930s,’ Journal of International Economics 38, no. 1 (1995): 1–24; N. Wolf and A. O. Ritschl, 
‘Endogeneity of Currency Areas and Trade Blocs: Evidence from a Natural Experiment,’ Kyklos 
64, no. 2 (2011): 291–312. 

61 de Bromhead et al., ‘When Britain turned inward: the impact of interwar British protection.’ 
62 B. Eichengreen and D. A. Irwin, ‘The slide to protectionism in the Great Depression: Who succumbed 

and why?,’ The Journal of Economic History 70, no. 4 (2010): 871–897. 
63 United States Tariff Commission, Foreign-trade and exchange controls in Germany: A report on the 

methods and policies of German foreign-trade control (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 
1943), 40. 
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a paradigm shift in this regard. Tariffs rose sharply after that, at first primarily in agriculture. 
In a series of 18 ministerial decrees between January 1932 and the appointment of Hitler to the 
chancellorship in January 1933, 225 further tariff increases were introduced.64 Industrial duties 
also increased, albeit not as much and mostly as a result of falling prices. The German duties 
were almost all set as specific rates rather than ad valorem. When world prices began to fall 
during the Depression, relative rates therefore began to increase even without any government 
interference.65 

I have reconstructed tariffs based on the official German legislative publication, the 
Reichsgesetzblatt, amended with information from the Tariff Handbook for the German Reich.66 
I began with typing up the tariffs listed in the first edition of the Tariff Handbook, published in 
1925. I then adjusted the tariff rates based on each announcement in the Reichsgesetzblatt, both 
for autonomous tariff changes and new trade treaties that led to changes in the MFN rates. Two 
further editions of the Tariff Handbook, published in 1928 and 1938, allowed me to cross-check 
rates and ensure I did not miss any changes. 

Figure 1 shows the share of German imports in my sample that was subject to tariffs over 
time, separated into four broad categories. Figure 2 shows the average ad valorem equivalent 
tariff calculated based on the value and volume of trade and the specific tariff rates from 
German legislative documents. In addition to tariffs, I include various other trade policy 
measures in the subsequent analysis. I control for quotas on British coal and Hungarian 
livestock, veterinary bans of meat imports, international cartel agreements, trade treaties with 
special provisions for imports, and different forms of clearing agreements. 
 

Figure 1: Share of imports subject to tariffs in the trade data sample 

 
 

 
64 Ibid., 41. 
65 Ibid., 42. 
66 Reichsministerium des Innern, ed., Reichsgesetzblatt, 1925–1939; O. Lang, Zollhandbuch für das 

Deutsche Reich (Berlin: Reimar Hobbing, 1925–1939). 
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Figure 2: Average ad valorem equivalent tariff rate in the sample 

 
Trade Data 
The trade data I use is based on various publications of the Reich Statistical Office (Statistisches 
Reichsamt): Der auswärtige Handel Deutschlands im Jahre 1927-1929 and the December 
volumes of Monatliche Nachweise über den auswärtigen Handel Deutschlands 1930-1938.67 I 
am using a sample of 586 products imported from 48 countries and territories over a period of 
14 years from 1925 to 1938. The classification of trade was not always consistent over this 
period in all categories: some categories were dropped in later years and new categories 
appeared at various points in time. I therefore needed to aggregate up some of them, resulting 
in 535 consistent products categories from 42 countries over the whole period.  
 

Theoretical Framework 
I use the same notation as de Bromhead et al.68: a nested constant elasticity of substitution (CES) 
utility function, illustrated in figure 3. The domestic consumer makes three decisions in this 
model: first of all, whether to import or consume a domestic good. κ is the elasticity of 
substitution between importing and consuming domestic goods. Secondly, the consumer has a 
choice between different goods to consume. The total import value therefore depends on the 
composition of the bundle of all goods g ∈ Gt, the set of all imported goods at time t. The 
functional form is again CES, where γ is the elasticity of substitution between these goods. 
Finally, the consumer can choose between different import sources for every imported good, 
out of the subset Igt ⊂ C of countries supplying good g to Germany in year t. σg is the elasticity 
of substitution between two different varieties of the same product category from different 
countries. 

These three functions together define the demand side of the framework. In order to 
simulate the model, I need to first estimate the elasticities: σg for each of the 535 goods, γ, and 
κ. 
 

 
67 Statistisches Reichsamt, Der Auswärtige Handel Deutschlands in den Jahren 1925-27 (Reimar 

Hobbing, 1928); Der Auswärtige Handel Deutschlands im Jahr 1929 (Reimar Hobbing, 1930); 
Monatliche Nachweise über den auswärtigen Handel Deutschlands (Reimar Hobbing, 1930–1939). 

68 de Bromhead et al., ‘When Britain turned inward’. 
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Figure 3: Nested CES utility function 

 
 
Estimating the elasticities 
We can use the structural gravity equations from Anderson69 to estimate the elasticities of 
substitution for the choice between goods from different countries, the σg for each of the 535 
goods. Because the sample size for most of the product categories would be too small, I divide 
all goods into nine broader categories, for which I then estimate σh. This assumes that the 
elasticity of substitution will be the same within each of these nine categories. After some 
rearrangement I use the equation: 

ln(VgctW) = ln(GDPct) + ln(Ect) – σhΣ(ln(bi)δicgt) + dgt  + dgc + ugct. 
VgctW is the value of trade at world prices. tgct is the tariff rate and bi and δicgt are variables for 
other trade policy measures. Ect is the exchange rate and dgt and dgc are fixed effects. 

Table 1 shows the results of the regressions. I use a Poisson pseudo-maximum likelihood 
(PPML) estimator with a log-linear equation. Seven out of nine categories have the expected 
negative sign indicating that an increase in the tariff was associated with a decrease in trade. 
However, only two of those, grain and animal products, are significantly different from zero, 
suggesting that the choice of varieties in the other categories was fairly inelastic. 
 
  

 
69 J. E. Anderson and Y. V. Yotov, ‘The changing incidence of geography,’ American Economic Review 

100, no. 5 (2010): 2157–86. 
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Table 1 PPML estimation results 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

 Total Grain Animal Mach. Mine-
rals Textiles Misc. 

Inputs 
Misc 

industr. 
Food 
Oils 

Colo-
nial 

Log (1+ Tariff) -0.728 -1.406 -0.552 -0.204 0.217 0.0961 -0.131 -0.157 -3.937 -0.295 
 (0.188) (0.406) (0.313) (0.359) (0.296) (0.686) (0.119) (0.980) (4.634) (0.413) 
Treaty 0.187 0.347 0.327 0.128 0.313 0.305 0.0341 -0.444 0.341 -0.262 
 (0.127) (0.299) (0.211) (0.102) (0.353) (0.161) (0.190) (0.175) (0.168) (0.0792) 
Log (GDP) 1.143 0.900 0.368 1.304 0.739 0.198 2.015 2.185 -0.603 1.461 
 (0.530) (0.650) (1.167) (0.446) (0.961) (1.105) (1.008) (0.505) (1.151) (0.352) 
Log (Ex. Rate) -0.0330 0.0817 -0.0084 0.834 -0.352 0.0831 -0.199 0.212 0.0148 -0.206 

 (0.0279
) (0.116) (0.013) (0.376) (0.310) (0.108) (0.130) (0.254) (0.160) (0.150) 

Clearing Bank 0.105 0.505 0.217 0.635 -0.291 0.393 0.0705 0.638 0.0718 -0.709 
 (0.201) (0.372) (0.231) (0.185) (0.367) (0.289) (0.310) (0.173) (0.428) (0.237) 
Clearing Gov .0.174 -0.0687 -0.116 0.533 0.192 0.146 0.210 0.635 0.494 0.787 
 (0.162) (0.393) (0.133) (0.181) (0.284) (0.361) (0.214) (0.212) (0.632) (0.213) 
Quota -0.296    -0.598      
 (0.316)    (0.227)      
Comp. Agr. -0.0777      -0.240   0.244 
 (0.184)      (0.310)   (0.100) 
Cartel 0.243   -0.167 0.373 0.0124    -0.350 
 (0.116)   (0.0904) (0.139) (0.766)    (0.807) 
Observations 88,837 2,167 2,986 27,834 10,253 16,433 18,022 3,445 4,804 2,363 

 
In order to estimate γ, we can make use of the first-stage results from our estimation of the σhs. 
I can use these results to calculate the CES quantity Mgt and corresponding prices pMgt for the 
535 products and 14 years in my sample. I use bootstrapping to repeatedly estimate the σh values 
based on the above equation with new subsamples from the data, constructing values for Mgt 
and PMgt and then estimating γ. This procedure gives me an estimated mean for γ of 1.045 with 
a standard error of 0.351. 

Finally, I am interested in the value of κ, the elasticity of substitution between imported 
and domestic goods. I use an Ordinary Least Squares regression, in which I regress total imports 
in a year on the real effective exchange rate, the unweighted average tariff and total expenditure. 
I constructed the expenditure based on GDP estimates from Ritschl and Spoerer70 and an input-
output table for the year 1937, constructed by Fremdling and Staeglin.71 The resulting estimate 
for κ is a coefficient of 5.925 with a standard error of 0.702. 
 

Counterfactual scenarios 
I can now use the elasticities to simulate counterfactual scenarios and see what would have 
happened to the German imports if trade policy had remained constant in the Great Depression. 
I choose 1929 as the last year of moderate trade policy. I calibrate a CGE model based on the 
disaggregated import data and policy parameters. Then I freeze all tariffs at their 1929 value 
and run the model again, using the elasticities that I previously estimated. To account for the 
fact that elasticities are econometrically estimated, I draw 1000 values for each of them from 
normal distributions with the previously estimated means and standard errors. Based on these 
1000 values, I run the model 1000 times and receive a distribution of counterfactual scenarios. 
 

 
70 A. Ritschl and M. Spoerer, ‘Das Bruttosozialprodukt in Deutschland nach den amtlichen 

Volkseinkommens-und Sozialproduktsstatistiken 1901-1995,’ Jahrbuch für Wirtschaftsgeschichte 
38, no. 2 (1997): 27–54. 

71 R. Fremdling and R. Staeglin, ‘Output, national income, and expenditure: an input– output table of 
Germany in 1936,’ European Review of Economic History 18, no. 4 (2014): 371–397. 
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Figure 4: Counterfactual simulation for total import value 

 
Figure 5: Counterfactual simulation for share of trade bloc 

 
Graph 4 shows the results of the CGE analysis. It depicts the relative difference in percent 
between the real import values and the simulated import values with frozen 1929 tariffs and 
quotas. The increase in tariffs and quotas in the 1930s reduced the German value of imports by, 
on average 38.5 percent until the year 1933, with a 95 percent confidence interval between 22.7 
and 55.2 percent. As the German economy began to recover but imports remained low, this 
effect kept growing to 40.1 percent in 1936 (confidence interval between 23.6 and 57.5 percent) 
and 51.1 percent in 1938 (confidence interval between 31.8 and 69.7 percent). While these 
confidence intervals are very wide, the effect even at the lower bound is very big. However, in 
the context of the Great Depression, such a decline is not big enough to explain a majority of 
Germany’s trade decline. The value of imports fell from 14.228 billion Reichsmark at its high 
point in 1927 to 4.204 billion Reichsmark in 1933. 
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Graph 5 shows what effect the tariff shifts had on the increase in the share of the Reichsmark 
bloc countries in German imports. The answer, in short, is none. While Germany introduced 
some preferential tariffs for the countries of Southeastern Europe, these seem to not have made 
up for the enormous increase in agricultural tariffs. Since agriculture and raw materials made 
up the lion’s share of imports from the bloc countries, trade policy changes in these sectors hit 
them especially hard. The simulation results suggest that with tariffs and quotas frozen at their 
1929 level, trade with the Reichsmark bloc would have constituted a slightly lower share of 
overall German imports than under the protectionist policies of the 1930s. This should not be 
interpreted, however, as a sign that political decisions did not matter at all in the increase in 
German trade activity with Southeastern Europe. Tariffs were far from the only means of trade 
policy and, as the system of German trade fell more and more under state control, the German 
import authorities would have been able to control trade flows more directly on a case-by-case 
basis. 
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Abstract 
The paper investigates how news about WWII (Second World War) reflected in the exchange 
rate fluctuations of the Ankara bourse between 2 June 1938 and 31 December 1946 as Turkey 
was a neutral country. To identify abrupt changes due to political events the research uses 
framework of Bai and Perron (1998,2003). The daily exchange rate data the value of Turkish 
Lira against the British Pound, the US dollar, the Swedish Krona and the Swiss Franc are 
obtained from Akşam, which was the widely read newspaper, published between 1938 and 
1946. The empirical findings indicate that the war news has significant effects on the value of 
Lira. The occupation of Poland, the violent conflicts Britain, France and Germany together with 
the Turkish Strait Crisis, led to lower value of Lira during the war. 
 
Introduction 
Wars might affect the value of national currencies due to economic fluctuations such as the 
changes in money supply, budget deficits, and inflation while political factors and news on the 
conflicts could lead to foreign exchange rate changes. The previous literature on the relationship 
between war-related news and exchange rate generally focuses on the American Civil War, the 
First World War and the Second World War.  For instance, Pollard (1886) argued that, bad 
news on the war had a negative effect on the Confederate currency. Mitchell (1903) emphasized 
that the influence of war news has more effect on currency than the effect of financial events. 
All the victories increase the value of currency and every defeat decreases the value of currency. 
Willard, Guinnane and Rosen (1996), using Mitchell’s (1903) dataset, tried to analyse the 
effects of the events which occurred during the American Civil War on the value of the dollar 
against gold. They concluded that some breakpoints coincide with events that historians 
consider important, while other breakpoints do not have as much effect on the financial market 
as expected. Weidenmier (2002) compared the breakpoints with the study of Willard, Guinnane 
and Rosen (1996). The results show that, some common breakage dates were determined, but 
it was emphasized that the northern and southern investors reacted differently to the events and 
that the news about the Civil War did not always have a symmetrical effect on the value of 
money. Smith and Smith (1997) discussed the course of the US dollar-gold price between 1862 
and 1879, the period in which the gold-dollar convertibility was suspended. Findings confirm 
the existence of the impact of financial and military news on the price of gold-dollar, similar to 
the results of previous studies. Grossman and Imai (2009) similarly analysed the impact of the 
possibility of Japan’s return to the gold standard on the value of the Yen in the 1920s. While 
the balance of power between the two parties and the deterioration of diplomatic relations with 
China had an impact on the value of the Yen, democratization movements and the right to vote 
did not change the value of national currency. 

Hall’s (2004) study shows that the news about the number of soldiers killed and captured 
had an impact on the currency of Great Britain, France, Italy, Germany and Austria-Hungary 
against the Swiss during the World War I. Durate, Freidinger and Hoffmann (2015) extended 
the study of Hall (2004). This study demonstrates that there is a causality between the exchange 
rate of belligerent countries and the war news from the Western front and the Eastern front. 
However, the exchange rate fluctuations were more associated with news from Western front 
than news from Eastern front. Philips (1988) is to observe the impact of the news about the war 

 
72 PhD Candidate, Marmara University. 
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in South Vietnam on the real exchange rate. The Tet Offensive attack, an important breaking 
point in the war, was perceived as the defeat of the South Vietnamese government then the 
currency depreciated. Warburton (2009) observed that the short-term depreciation of the dollar 
coincided with the Iraq War.  

Kanago and McCormick (2013) examined the Dollar-Pound exchange rate during the first 
nine months of the Second World War. In this paper, during the Second World War the military 
success of Germany caused the decrease in the value of British Pound. Their findings show that 
there are totally seventeen breaks in the Dollar-pound exchange rate. Fourteen breaks are related 
with military events and three breaks are connected with policy changes. Hanedar, Gencer, 
Demiralay and Altay (2019) evaluated the dissolution process of the Ottoman Empire over the 
reflections of the Ottoman lira against the currencies of the three non-participating countries: 
Switzerland, the Netherlands and Sweden. According to their findings, the depreciation of the 
lira decreased with the news of the end of the war while the depreciation of the lira increased 
with reports of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire and the occupation of the Entente.  

Although Turkey tried to protect their non-belligerent status throughout the war, the 
Second World War shaped the Turkish domestic, foreign and economic policy. Therefore, 
defence expenditures were increased by the government due to the possibility of invasion. The 
government took various drastic economic measures to meet the expenses of the army, such as: 
wartime taxation, law of national prevention, wealth tax and monetary expansion. 
Consequently, as seen in the figure below, the period has witnessed fluctuations in Turkish lira 
against certain currencies which were traded in the Ankara and İstanbul Bourse. In this period, 
the Central Bank of Turkey applied fixed exchange rate system to protect the value of Turkish 
Lira, for all that the war-related news had an impact on the national currency. 
 
Figure 1: The value of one Lira against, British Pound, US Dollar, Swedish Krona and Swiss 

Franc 

 
 
To this end, the aim of this study is to examine the effects of war-related news, on exchange 
rate traded on the Ankara Stock Exchange in Turkey during World War II. As the previous 
studies generally focus on the parties which are directly included in a conflict, this paper 
contributes to the literature with the effect of war-related events on the value currency of a non-
belligerent country. 
1. The Turkish Political Economy during the War 
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Turkey was a neutral country during WWII and did not participate in the conflicts by adopting 
different policies. Despite the fact that Turkey support its military force to defend and protect 
home territory against a possible invasion by belligerent countries. An alliance agreement was 
signed with Britain and France, on 19 October 1939 in Ankara, against the expansionist policies 
of Germany and Italy. In 1941, there were several events that had alerted Turkey’s risk 
perception, namely, the invasion of the Balkan States and the early-period rapprochement 
between the Soviet Union and Germany. Accordingly, President İnönü’s reply to Hitler, the 
Turkish-German Non-Aggression Pact and the attack of Germany to the Soviet Union in 1941, 
had alleviated Turkey’s security concerns (Oran, 2018). In 1943, after the liberation of 
Stalingrad from Germany, Turkey regarded the revisionist policies of the Soviet Union as a 
menace to its security. Afterwards, the Turkish government officially declared war on Germany 
and Japan, on 23 February 1945, even though the war had already come to an end. 

Despite its non-belligerent status, the war still affected the Turkish economy through 
different channels. The male population had been disproportionately conscripted due to the 
possibility of Axis Powers aggression towards Turkey. With the withdrawal of the working 
population, the male population in then Turkey’s case, from the production area, there was a 
dramatic decline in production (Pamuk, 2018). As a result of those events, as seen in the table 
below, the inflation rate increased, the gross national product (GNP) declined dramatically, 
money supply increased, and the total trade value fluctuated. The government took various 
drastic economic measures to meet the expenses of the army, e.g. wartime taxation, law of 
national prevention, wealth tax, and monetary expansion. 
 

Table 1: Key economic indicators of Turkish Economy, 1938-46 
Year GNP at constant 

prices (million TL) 
Consumer 
price index 

Wholesale 
price index 

Total Trade 
(thousand USD) 

Money Supply 
(thousand TL) 

1938 8,538 100 100 233,918 219,422 
1939 9,128 102 101 192,145 308,079 
1940 8,678 111 127 130,939 433,900 
1941 7,780 132 175 146,405 543,502 
1942 8,217 221 340 238,994 765,545 
1943 7,413 322 550 312,074 833,654 
1944 7,033 330 459 304,182 994,514 
1945 5,960 333 445 265,233 918,567 
1946 7,864 320 428 333,479 975,439 

Source: Turkish Statistical Institute, Statistical indicators 1923-2009, Tekeli and İlkin (2016). 
 
In this period, the Central Bank of Turkey applied a fixed exchange rate regime to protect the 
value of the Turkish Lira. Moreover, trade was generally based on a barter system which 
requires swap premium exchange rate. In this system when the foreign currency entered Turkey, 
the government paid a premium of 40 percent. Conversely, they received a premium of 48 
percent when the foreign currency left to the country. On 2 December 1940, Britain and Turkey 
signed a payment agreement in which the value of the pound against Turkish Lira was fixed 5.2 
until there was a change in gold prices in London. The government devalued the national 
currency on 7 September 1946 to increase exports (Tekeli and İlkin, 2016). 
 
2. Method and Data 
In this study, Bai and Perron (1998, 2003) structural break test has been employed to determine 
the changes in the value of lira against four different currencies. This is an econometric method 
based on the determination of the changes in the data endogenously instead of determining 
exogenously. Therefore, the test can help to avoid speculative evaluations in identifying the 
important dates during the period examined. Bai and Perron (1998, 2003) structural break test 
determines the number of structural breaks, assuming that there is a maximum five structural 
breaks and starting from a situation where no breaks occur. To estimate the break points, the 
Bai and Perron framework uses the following system of linear regressions: 
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yt = cj + Ɛtt = Tj-1 +1, … Tj 

where yt is Lira’s value against four currencies at the time t and j (j = 1, ….., m+1) denotes 
segments defined by m structural breaks in sudden change points. In the equation, cj is an 
estimated intercept an Ɛt represents a white noise error term. 

We estimated break points which correspond with war-related news. We expect the bad 
news from the war to cause decreases in the value of national currency. Conversely, the good 
news from the war would induce the depreciation of currency. Afterwards, the short-run and 
long-run changes are calculated to see the magnitude of these changes.  

The daily exchange rate data has been obtained from Akşam newspaper between 1938 
and 1946. These are British Pound, the US dollar, the Swedish Krona and the Swiss Franc. 
Between 1stApril and 31st March 1941, exchange rates were traded at Ankara Bourse. The 
bourse was moved to Istanbul after this period (Yılmaz, 2015). 
 
3. Preliminary Results 
Table 2 contains breaks, events, short and long run change for four countries during the period 
in question. Break points which obtained from Bai and Perron test, were calculated for the short-
run and long-run changes. 
 

Table 2: Bai and Perron test results and corresponding events, 1938-46 
Exchange 
Rates 

Break 
Dates 

Events Short-run 
Change 
(%) 

Long-run 
Change 
(%) 

Swedish 
Krona/Lira 

11.10.1945 - Negative news about Turkish Straits Crisis and 
peace talks 

0 35 

Switzerland 
Franc/Lira 

23.03.1940 
25.07.1941 
22.08.1944 
01.11.1945 

-  No correspondent events 
- No correspondent events 
- Invasion of Normandy 
- News about Turkish Straits Crisis 

0 
1 
0 
0 

11 
11 
16 
30 

USD 
Dollar/Lira 

14.09.1939 
22.01.1941 
11.10.1945 
 

- The invasion of Poland and violent conflict news 
- No correspondent events 
- News about Turkish Straits Crisis and negative news 
about peace talks 

-1 
0 
1 

9 
5 

24 

British 
Pound/Lira 

09.09.1939 
 
11.10.1945 

- The invasion of Poland and the violent conflict 
between France, Britain and Germany 
- Negative about Turkish Straits Crisis and about 
peace talks  

-2 
 

0 

-9 
 

22 

 
As seen in the table, the pound has two breaks: 9 September 1939 and 11 October 1945. The 
former coincided with the invasion of Poland and the violent conflict among France, Britain 
and Germany. Although, there was negative news about war, the value of the Turkish Lira 
increased against the Pound due to the domestic dynamic in Britain. The latter occurred at the 
end of the war and the value of the pound has increased against Turkish Lira. This basically 
happened due to the change in Ankara’s risk perception because of the negative news about the 
Turkish Strait Crisis. 

The change in risk perception also caused a loss in value of Turkish Lira against the 
Swedish Krona, US Dollars and Swiss Franc. Previous studies show that the news about the 
ending of war has a positive effect on currency. However, in Turkey, negative news about the 
Turkish Strait Crisis dominated the news about peace talks and the end of war. The USA did 
not become a belligerent of the war until 1941. Nevertheless, the value of dollar increased 
against the Turkish Lira. This is mainly due to two factors: the negative effect of the news about 
violent conflict on Turkish risk perception and the non-belligerent status of the USA. Similarly, 
the Turkish Lira lost value against franc due to the invasion of Normandy. This was perceived 
as a threat by Ankara due to the Soviet Union expansionism. 
 
4. Concluding Remarks 
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Despite the fact that Turkey was a neutral country and adopting fixed exchange rate regime, the 
results show that negative news about war negatively affected the value of the Turkish Lira. 
Negative news about the invasion of Poland, the beginning of the war and the Turkish Straits 
Crisis can be assessed as a political risk for the Republic of Turkey, which resulted in a loss in 
the value of Turkish Lira. 

The contribution of this study to the existing literature is two-fold.  First, in the literature, 
previous studies generally focus on belligerent countries, whereas this study investigates the 
effect of war-related news on the currency of a non-belligerent country. Second, a unique 
historical dataset was generated from the Akşam Newspaper and it enables the evaluation of 
historical events through empirical evidence. 
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The Middle East and the 1982 debt crisis 
 

Ryan C. Smith, University of Glasgow 
(r.smith.4@research.gla.ac.uk) 

Supervisor: Duncan Ross 
 
The accepted explanation for the 1982 Debt Crisis is that insolvent borrowers and overly 
optimistic lenders were the main culprits.  Most scholars dealing with the 1982 Debt Crisis 
focus on the impact on Latin America and other borrowing regions of the world, while generally 
accepting the inability to pay off increasingly risky debts were the central cause.  However, my 
research based on sources such as the Bank of England, OPEC member-nation central bank 
reports, recently declassified State Department cables, and private sector bank documents 
strongly suggests the importance of the Middle East’s economic decline from 1980 to 1982 in 
eliminating capital flows which were essential for funding Latin American debts. 
 

Figure 1: Petrodollar-Debt Cycle 

 
 
This process, as shown in figure 1, was very straightforward.  If importers could pay their bills 
with borrowed money then exporters could keep depositing money in Western banks.  This 
mechanism started collapsing in 1979 and the main culprit, according to the scholarly 
consensus, was the Volker Shock of 1979 when US Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volker’s 
increased interest rates from 6.37 percent in January 1978 to 12 percent by January 1980.  This 
made lending in dollars, the dominant currency in global markets, more expensive for all 
parties.  These new costs accumulated until 1982 when a wave of sovereign defaults began in 
1982 with Mexico’s rescheduling of their debts followed shortly after by Brazil and the rest of 
Latin America.  This explanation’s main flaw is the limited discussion of OPEC capital, the 
catalyst and means for sustaining the oil debt cycle.73 

 
73 Oatley, Thomas. “Political Institutions and Foreign Debt in the Developing World.” International 

Studies Quarterly 54, no. 1 (2010): 175-177. 
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.gla.ac.uk/stable/40664242; Frieden 372-373, Yergin & Stanislaw 
347-348; Locke, Christopher G., and Fredoun Z. Ahmadi-Esfahani. “The Origins of the 
International Debt Crisis.” Comparative Studies in Society and History 40, no. 2 (1998): 232-236. 
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.gla.ac.uk/stable/179413; Buckley, Ross P. “The rich borrow and 
the poor repay: the fatal flaw in international finance.” World Policy Journal 19, no. 4 (2002): 59-
60. Gale Academic OneFile Select (accessed August 8, 2019). https://link-galegroup-
com.ezproxy.lib.gla.ac.uk/apps/doc/A98280627/EAIM?u=glasuni&sid=EAIM&xid=9a4441e7. 
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Figure 2: Petrodollar-Debtor Capital Flows 

 
 
As shown in figure 2 this process contained multiple capital flows.  If any of these flows 
experienced serious disruption or stoppage everything else was endangered.  In contrast to the 
broad scholarly consensus, Christopher G. Locke and Fredoun Z. Ahmadi-Esfahani argue 
Volker’s policy was preceded and made necessary by the 1979 Oil Shock.  They claim this 
shock had the opposite effect to the wave of investment following the 1973 Oil Shock, arguing 
the 1979 Oil Shock drained money from global markets.  Analysis of the economic 
developments in the Middle East from 1979 to 1982 strongly suggests the 1979 Oil Shock was 
the key trigger which initiated the region’s economic deterioration between 1979 and 1982 and 
exacerbated the 1979 Shock’s impact.  To better understand what role Middle Eastern capital 
played in the 1982 Debt Crisis it is necessary to look at what was happening in the region from 
1979 to 1982.74 

The 1979 Oil Shock was started by the Iranian Revolution.  After the 1973 Oil Shock the 
Iranian government chose to invest primarily in expanding their armed forces, importing high-
quality consumer goods and other economic policies which increased wealth inequality.  
Economic investments in sectors like agriculture languished, impoverishing many Iranian 
workers.  Further complicating matters was the consistent practice of disbursing oil revenues 
through untracked expenditures, most of which were allocated based on the recipient’s 
relationship to the Shah of Iran.  The combination of corruption, inequality and growing poverty 
drove growing discontent in Iran.75 

 
74 Locke, Christopher G., and Fredoun Z. Ahmadi-Esfahani. “The Origins of the International Debt 

Crisis.” Comparative Studies in Society and History 40, no. 2 (1998): 234-236 
75 Abrahamian 142; Esfahani, Hadi Salehi, and Farzad Taheripour. “Hidden Public Expenditures and 

the Economy in Iran.” International Journal of Middle East Studies 34, no. 4 (2002): 700 
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.gla.ac.uk/stable/3879694. 
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Figure 3: OPEC Arms Purchases, 1973-79 

 
 
Despite this, arms spending continued to grow.  From 1973 to 1979 Iran bought an estimated 
$24 billion in arms imports.  Iranian arms imports represented 36.9 percent of all such purchases 
by OPEC members as shown in figure 3.  As table 1 shows Iran’s military spending represented 
8.75 percent of GDP in 1974.  It would not dip below this level until after the 1979 Revolution.  
Of the Middle Eastern OPEC members Iran’s military spending consistently represented the 
second largest proportion of GDP spent after Saudi Arabia.  The only other nations in the 
Middle East with comparable or greater spending were the participants in the Arab-Israeli Wars 
and Oman, who feared Iran’s ambitions.  None of the G7 powers ever approached such 
spending in this period.   

Iran’s fiscal situation became so unstable they resorted to unconventional methods to 
fulfil the Shah’s demands.  In 1976 the Iranian government approached American and British 
arms manufacturers offering to trade crude oil for weaponry.  In October one potential partner, 
the British Aircraft Corporation, was negotiating selling £300 million worth of Rapier surface 
to air missiles in exchange for an equivalent amount of crude oil in place of cash.  £50 million 
in oil was offered to Yarrow in exchange for ships and £70 million to Vickers for the purchase 
of armoured vehicles.  The negotiations were suspended in October but were expected to 
resume the following year.76 
 

 
76 Recent Developments in OPEC Countries, October 14th, 1976, Bank of England Standing Group on 

Oil Problems: World Energy Crisis, 3A112/1, 3, Bank of England Archive, London, United 
Kingdom; Recent Developments in OPEC Countries, October 14th, 1976, Bank of England 
Standing Group on Oil Problems: World Energy Crisis, 3A112/1, 4, Bank of England Archive, 
London, United Kingdom. 
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Table 1: Percentage of GDP Spent on Arms 

 
 
  

Region
Country

Standard Dev
1974

1975
1976

1977
1978

1979
1980

1981
1982

Algeria
0.00254341

1.96%
2.13%

2.70%
2.24%

2.38%
2.14%

2.10%
1.82%

2.06%
Iran

0.023947984
8.75%

12.07%
11.25%

10.19%
11.11%

5.80%
5.34%

8.19%
7.91%

Iraq
0.026014005

12.49%
11.67%

11.16%
9.81%

8.12%
6.15%

5.51%
10.83%

. .
Kuw

ait
0.011031707

2.96%
. .

. .
5.29%

4.76%
3.55%

3.31%
4.13%

5.95%
Libya

0.006851658
3.29%

2.25%
1.97%

2.46%
3.80%

3.22%
2.92%

1.76%
2.24%

Saudi Arabia
0.019809452

. .
. .

. .
15.65%

16.74%
15.77%

12.61%
13.27%

17.72%
Average

0.015033036
5.89%

7.03%
6.77%

7.61%
7.82%

6.10%
5.30%

6.66%
7.18%

Bahrain
0.026097659

. .
1.53%

1.75%
2.08%

4.96%
5.89%

5.70%
6.90%

8.54%
Egypt

0.042244046
17.27%

15.43%
13.73%

13.11%
9.94%

6.47%
6.16%

7.42%
7.19%

Israel
0.046594632

27.66%
30.46%

29.25%
23.09%

22.89%
19.38%

18.92%
20.26%

18.39%
Jordan

0.029519345
17.51%

15.25%
17.24%

12.53%
11.72%

12.21%
10.65%

10.01%
9.94%

Lebanon
0.025554468

. .
. .

12.12%
4.73%

8.49%
10.07%

12.36%
9.58%

9.29%
O

m
an

0.036936875
15.53%

24.96%
23.01%

18.78%
20.95%

15.64%
14.91%

15.71%
16.67%

Syria
0.012820747

12.66%
15.95%

14.73%
14.50%

14.71%
15.93%

17.25%
14.55%

15.56%
Turkey

0.006725318
3.19%

5.12%
4.94%

4.71%
4.19%

3.36%
3.90%

3.82%
4.30%

Average
0.028311636

15.64%
15.53%

14.60%
11.69%

12.23%
11.12%

11.23%
11.03%

11.23%
Canada

0.000782265
1.78%

1.86%
1.77%

1.81%
1.85%

1.71%
1.76%

1.71%
1.95%

France
0.000617597

3.67%
3.81%

3.76%
3.85%

3.75%
3.74%

3.76%
3.86%

3.84%
Germ

any
0.001249304

3.46%
3.49%

3.33%
3.23%

3.24%
3.15%

3.15%
3.23%

3.22%
Italy

0.000981203
2.07%

1.98%
1.83%

1.89%
1.88%

1.87%
1.76%

1.82%
2.01%

Japan
0.000187066

0.86%
0.91%

0.89%
0.89%

0.89%
0.91%

0.91%
0.92%

0.93%
U

nited Kingdom
0.00215929

4.53%
4.78%

4.63%
4.40%

4.23%
4.19%

4.49%
4.46%

4.81%
U

nited States
0.005814392

5.73%
5.40%

4.99%
4.97%

4.76%
4.77%

4.96%
5.43%

6.57%
Average

0.001684445
3.16%

3.17%
3.03%

3.01%
2.94%

2.91%
2.97%

3.06%
3.33%

O
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This build-did not go without response by other powers in the region.  According to Andrew 
Scott Cooper, the Saudis pursued an aggressive charm offensive to win over American support 
and undermine backing for their Iranian rivals.  In December 1976 the Saudi government 
stunned OPEC at the cartel’s annual meeting in Doha by opposing further price increases, 
announcing a production increase and promising to undercut the posted price.  This decision 
ultimately had dramatic consequences for Iran.  As figure 4 shows the Saudis achieved their 
desired goal of reducing Iranian military imports.  The secondary consequences for Iran were 
catastrophic.  Prices rose as Iran’s ability to meet its fiscal obligations deteriorated.  Protests 
against the Shah’s government spread across the country.  The tipping point came in December 
when Iranian oil workers downed tools in support of the demonstrations, shutting down the oil 
industry.  By 25 December 1978, Iranian oil exports were at a complete halt.77 
 

Figure 4: OPEC Arms Purchases, 1973-79 

 
 
The unexpected total loss of Iranian oil production saw the nominal price of oil double in five 
months as global oil production dropped by 5 percent.  Such a sudden, sharp shock hit already 
massively indebted countries who could ill afford a second round of the same sort of price shock 
which forced the first wave of sovereign borrowing in the wake of 1973.  The revolution also 
had a very direct impact on global finance.  Following the seizure of US embassy workers as 
hostages on 4 November 1979, US President Carter froze $12 billion in Iranian assets held by 
US banks and Eurodollar deposits in London.  These assets remained in an uncertain state until 
31 December 1980, when ongoing negotiations ended the freeze and the impacted banks 
received full repayment.  Coming amidst the Oil Shock of 1979 this freezing of Iranian-tied 
capital limited the amount of resources available for borrowing nations.78 

 
77 Cooper, Andrew Scott. “Showdown at Doha: The Secret Oil Deal That Helped Sink the Shah of Iran.” 

Middle East Journal 62, no. 4 (2008): 578-590. 
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.gla.ac.uk/stable/25482569; Wikileaks.  SAUDIA ARABIAN 
POSITION AT OPEC’S DOHA CONFERENCE, Confidential cable sent from Saudi Arabia 
Jeddah to Algeria Algiers, Austria Vienna, Bahrain Manama, Ecuador Quito, France Paris, Gabon 
Libreville, Germany Bonn, Indonesia Jakarta, Iran Tehran, Iraq Baghdad, Italy Rome, Japan Tokyo, 
Kuwait Kuwait City, Libya Tripoli, Nigeria Lagos, Oman Muscat, Qatar Doha, Secretary of State, 
United Arab Emirates Abu Dhabi, United Kingdom London, Venezuela Caracas; December 18, 
1976; https://search.wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/1976JIDDA08102_b.html, (Accessed: September 
26, 2019); Abrahamian 157-161; Yergin 662-663. 

78 Christopher G. Locke and Fredoun Z. Ahmadi-Esfahani 234-236; Yergin 667; Christian Emery (2010) 
The transatlantic and Cold War dynamics of Iran sanctions, 1979–80 , Cold War History, 10:3, 
374; Wilson 296-305; Phillip L. Zweig, Wriston: Walter Wriston, Citibank, and the Rise and Fall 
of American Financial Supremacy, Crown Publishers Inc (New York: 1995), 643. 
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Further complicating the situation were the differences between the 1978 Oil Shock and the 
1973 Oil Shock.  The 1973 pattern of oil exporters funnelling profits into New York and London 
banks for re-investment reversed as the new inflationary wave devalued the windfall profits 
from the 1979 Oil Shock.  Even though oil prices rose 240 percent OAPEC’s analysts argued 
by 1981, “deducing the inflation for that period reduces the amount to 75 percent, which is less 
than a third of the denominated increase.  Consequently, the average annual increase in real oil 
prices amount to 8.5 percent, although the annual nominal increase was as high as 19 percent”.79  
They concluded: “While the oil crisis of late 1973 concerned the importing countries, the 
present crisis concerns primarily the exporting countries, particularly the OPEC members.  This 
phenomenon stems from the existence of a surplus in the oil market, which exerts a downward 
pressure on oil prices to the detriment of oil exporters, who are themselves confronted with two 
alternatives: to reduce prices or to reduce production (or sometimes both), either of which leads 
to a reduction of their oil revenues”.80 

This trend was further reinforced by regional economic decline which began in 1980.  The 
Iranian Revolution halted Iran’s economy as political uncertainty removed one of the largest 
actors in the region from the marketplace.  Circumstances escalated when Iraq invaded Iran on 
20 September 1980, over an old boundary dispute regarding oil-rich provinces near the border.  
The conflict was seen by the Gulf powers as an opportunity to roll back the new revolutionary 
government.  Oil prices continued rising as war intensified.81   

Revenue instability had multiple consequences.  OPEC’s members increased oil 
production as much as possible to make up for the sudden drop in supply.  The Persian Gulf 
powers saw contractions of trade, tourism, and commerce as revenues declined.  Kuwait was 
hit particularly hard as the loss of capital to more profitable investments overseas and 
decreasing oil revenues drove a growing liquidity crisis.  The Kuwaiti government responded 
by encouraging divestment from overseas holdings to bring money back into domestic 
circulation. Kuwait’s status as the second largest holder of foreign assets of any OAPEC 
member, as shown in table 2, putting additional stresses on holders of Kuwait assets.82 

 
79 Secretary General’s Eighth Annual Report AH 1401: AD 1981, Organization for Arab Petroleum 

Exporting Countries, (Kuwait: June, 1982), 32; retrieved from the OPEC Library, Vienna, Austria. 
80 Ibid. 
81 Secretary General’s Sixth Annual Report AH 1399: AD 1979, Organization for Arab Petroleum 

Exporting Countries, (Kuwait: June, 1980), 34; retrieved from the OPEC Library, Vienna, Austria; 
Pierre Razoux, The Iran-Iraq War, The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: 2016); 21-23, 58-65. 

82 Economic Report 1980, Central Bank of Kuwait, 51-54; retrieved from the OPEC Library, Vienna, 
Austria; Twenty-Sixth Annual Report, Financial Year 1982, Central Bank of Libya, 25-26; retrieved 
from the OPEC Library, Vienna, Austria; Secretary General’s Eighth Annual Report AH 1402: AD 
1982, Organization for Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries, (Kuwait: June, 1982), 55-58; 
retrieved from the OPEC Library, Vienna, Austria; Economic Report 1982, Central Bank of 
Kuwait, 4; retrieved from the OPEC Library, Vienna, Austria; Economic Report 1982, Central 
Bank of Kuwait, 36-40; retrieved from the OPEC Library, Vienna, Austria; Economic Report 1981, 
Central Bank of Kuwait, 136-137; retrieved from the OPEC Library, Vienna, Austria. 
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Table 2: Arab-Owned Foreign Assets in Billions of Dollars 

 
 
These policy decisions, happening in a context of declining oil revenues across the board, were 
further impacted by the ongoing Iran-Iraq War which added additional stresses on the region’s 
fiscal stability.  Gulf oil monarchies helped fund the war with zero interest loans.  By the end 
of 1981 Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates had loaned an estimated $16 billion to the Iraqi 
government.  As shown in table 3 these nations were expending these resources in a time of 
declining economic activity throughout the region.83 
 

Table 3: GDP Percentage Change for Middle East OPEC Members, 1979-83 

 
 
The moment when the increasing contradictions and instabilities in the region’s economy 
collided was in August of 1982, when the Persian Gulf experienced its first post-Oil Shock 
stock market crash with the failure of the Souk al-Manakh.  The Souk al-Manakh was an 
unregulated Kuwaiti stock exchange that did business throughout the Persian Gulf.  When the 
1979 Oil Shock began the Souk experienced a rapid boom as fresh capital entered Middle 
Eastern markets.  Following three years of expansion, the Souk al-Manakh crashed in August 
1982 when a prominent investor defaulted on his obligations, triggering the loss of an estimated 
$94 billion in investments.84 

The literature on the Souk al-Manakh Crash mostly focuses on the specific features of the 
exchange itself and how this enabled the crash to happen.  Elimam, Girgis and Kotob base much 
of their analysis of the web of bankruptcies, its illegality, and other related features that enabled 
the speculative bubble.  Other literature, like Eisenberg and Noe, use the Souk al-Manakh as an 
example of how systemic risk develops in new exchanges.  A key component missing in this 
research is the regional impact.  By 1981 the Souk was one of the best performing sectors of 
the Kuwaiti economy and a key driver of credit creation.  It attracted investors from across the 

 
83 Razoux 313; Devin Kennington, Joyce Battle and Malcolm Byrne, Iran-Iraq War Timeline, Wilson 

Center, 10, https://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/Iran-IraqWar_Part1_0.pdf 
84 Elimam, Abdelghani A., Maurice Girgis, and Samir Kotob. “The Use of Linear Programming in 

Disentangling the Bankruptcies of Al-Manakh Stock Market Crash.” Operations Research 44, no. 
5 (1996): 665-66. http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.gla.ac.uk/stable/171557. 

Year 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Kuwait 25$                                 31$                                 34$                                 49$                                 63$                                 
Qatar 4$                                   5$                                   5$                                   6$                                   10$                                 
UAE 12$                                 16$                                 26$                                 20$                                 38$                                 
Saudi Arabia 56$                                 64$                                 77$                                 64$                                 102$                               
Algeria 3$                                   4$                                   8$                                   N/A N/A
Iraq 5$                                   7$                                   8$                                   22$                                 31$                                 
Libyan Jamahiriya 6$                                   8$                                   8$                                   6$                                   17$                                 
Total Arab OPEC Countries 105$                               132$                               166$                               167$                               261$                               

Data Source: OAPEC Secretary General's Annual Reports
Arab-Owned Foreign Assets in Billions of Dollars

In Nominal US Dollars 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
Saudi Arabia 39.36% 47.10% 12.00% -16.85% -15.71%
Kuwait 59.64% 15.73% -12.51% -13.88% -3.28%
United Arab Emirates 31.33% 39.63% 13.15% -5.49% -8.19%
Qatar 39.02% 38.99% 10.63% -12.29% -14.86%
Iran, Islamic Rep. 15.90% 4.39% 6.50% 25.32% 24.15%
Iraq 59.14% 41.22% -28.05% 10.85% -4.70%

Percentage Change in GDP from Previous Year MENA OPEC Members
Data Source: World Bank
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Arab World with guaranteed profits, making the Crash even more disruptive for the regional 
economy. While there is no direct evidence in the archival sources suggesting the Souk al-
Manakh was inflated by Kuwaiti divestment politics, it is likely funds retracted from Europe 
were a contributing factor in the Souk’s rapid growth from 1980 to 1982.85 

The Souk al-Manakh Crash and deterioration of the region’s economy had global impact.  
The point of connection was the petrodollar recycling process.  For the petrodollar system to 
continue transmuting oil revenues into debt, multiple flows of capital needed to continue 
operating without interruption.  As the data shows instability among OPEC’s members 
reverberated throughout global markets, with effects manifesting quickly for international 
finance.  OPEC’s members began liquidating short-term assets while increasing long-term 
investments as shown in figure 5. 
 

Figure 5: OPEC Investible Surplus by Investment Type 

 
 

Such a quick transition in investment priorities was part of a broader pattern of capital flight.   
In 1981 the OPEC region, for the first time since the 1973 Oil Shock, had swung from being a 
net source of assets to a net consumer as shown in table 4.  This is especially significant because 
OPEC was the only region tracked by the BIS who was consistently depositing surplus capital 
into global finance between 1973 and 1980.   The petrodollar cycle had just stopped functioning. 
The highly significant role played by Middle Eastern capital in causing the 1982 Debt Crisis, 
as shown by this research and data, argues petrodollar recycling was more important to global 
finance than is usually accepted to be the case.  Their entry into global markets, beginning in 
1974, created the conditions for global debt crisis and sustained the growing levels of sovereign 
lending.  As the data I have presented shows their loss, driven primarily by regional 
developments in the Middle East, had devastating consequences.  Re-examining these 
developments shows the decline of the Middle East was a critical factor in causing the 1982 
Debt Crisis. 

 
85 Elimam, Girgis and Kotob “The Use of Linear Programming in Disentangling the Bankruptcies of 

Al-Manakh Stock Market Crash.” 666; Elimam, Girgis and Kotob “A Solution to Post Crash Debt 
Entanglements in Kuwait’s Al-Manakh Stock Market.”; 90-93; Larry Eisenberg, Thomas H. Noe,  
(2001) Systemic Risk in Financial Systems. Management Science 47(2):236-237. 
https://doi.org/10.1287/mnsc.47.2.236.9835; Twelfth Annual Report for the Year Ended 30th June 
1981, Central Bank of Kuwait, 3-4; retrieved from the OPEC Library, Vienna, Austria; Thirteenth 
Annual Report for the Year Ended 30th June 1982, Central Bank of Kuwait, 10; retrieved from the 
OPEC Library, Vienna, Austria; Fourteenth Annual Report for the Year Ended 30th June 1983, 
Central Bank of Kuwait, 13-15; retrieved from the OPEC Library, Vienna, Austria. 
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Table 4: Net Deposits and Withdrawals from BIS-Monitored Banks 

 
 
 

Region
Type of Activity

1973
1974

1975
1976

1977
1978

1979
1980

1981
1982

1983
Gross deposits

16.0
$         

26.5
$         

7.5
$           

12.5
$         

12.5
$         

3.5
$           

37.0
$         

41.5
$         

3.2
$           

(18.2)
$        

(13.6)
$        

Gross borrowings
6.5

$           
2.5

$           
5.0

$           
9.5

$           
11.0

$         
17.5

$         
7.5

$           
6.0

$           
4.2

$           
8.2

$           
9.7

$           
Net deposits

9.5
$           

24.0
$         

2.5
$           

3.0
$           

1.5
$           

(14.0)
$        

29.5
$         

35.5
$         

(1.0)
$          

(26.4)
$        

(23.3)
$        

Foreign exchange reserves
12.6

$         
31.1

$         
7.3

$           
8.0

$           
10.6

$         
(14.5)

$        
15.4

$         
19.8

$         
(1.8)

$          
(11.6)

$        
(9.3)

$          
Current-account balances

-
66.0

$         
31.0

$         
37.0

$         
27.0

$         
(2.0)

$          
66.0

$         
110.0

$       
54.0

$         
(12.5)

$        
(16.5)

$        
Gross deposits

27.5
$         

4.0
$           

4.0
$           

11.5
$         

12.0
$         

14.0
$         

12.0
$         

5.5
$           

9.4
$           

4.9
$           

10.5
$         

Gross borrowings
32.0

$         
15.0

$         
15.0

$         
16.5

$         
10.5

$         
22.5

$         
35.5

$         
40.5

$         
39.9

$         
19.8

$         
12.4

$         
Net deposits

(4.5)
$          

(11.0)
$        

(11.0)
$        

(5.0)
$          

1.5
$           

(8.5)
$          

(23.5)
$        

(35.0)
$        

(30.5)
$        

(14.9)
$        

(1.9)
$          

Foreign exchange reserves
21.2

$         
0.6

$           
(1.3)

$          
10.6

$         
10.0

$         
11.9

$         
7.8

$           
(1.9)

$          
0.1

$           
(2.0)

$          
8.4

$           
Current-account balances

-
(24.0)

$        
(31.0)

$        
(20.0)

$        
(13.0)

$        
(24.0)

$        
(40.0)

$        
(61.0)

$        
(79.5)

$        
(59.0)

$        
(38.0)

$        
Gross deposits

27.0
$         

0.5
$           

5.5
$           

1.5
$           

4.5
$           

8.5
$           

7.5
$           

5.5
$           

3.8
$           

(0.1)
$          

1.5
$           

Gross borrowings
23.0

$         
7.5

$           
10.0

$         
12.5

$         
12.5

$         
5.5

$           
7.5

$           
15.0

$         
16.8

$         
15.9

$         
7.5

$           
Net deposits

4.0
$           

(7.0)
$          

(4.5)
$          

(11.0)
$        

(8.0)
$          

3.0
$           

-
(9.5)

$          
(13.0)

$        
(16.0)

$        
(6.0)

$          
Foreign exchange reserves

23.5
$         

(2.1)
$          

(1.4)
$          

0.4
$           

1.7
$           

6.4
$           

3.1
$           

1.5
$           

(1.5)
$          

1.2
$           

2.4
$           

Current-account balances
-

(14.0)
$        

(19.0)
$        

(21.0)
$        

(22.0)
$        

(7.0)
$          

(6.0)
$          

(14.0)
$        

(24.5)
$        

(23.0)
$        

(10.0)
$        

Gross deposits
4.5

$           
1.5

$           
0.5

$           
1.0

$           
-

2.0
$           

4.5
$           

1.0
$           

0.1
$           

2.0
$           

2.9
$           

Gross borrowings
9.5

$           
3.5

$           
8.5

$           
6.5

$           
2.0

$           
5.5

$           
7.0

$           
6.5

$           
4.8

$           
(4.6)

$          
(1.2)

$          
Net deposits

(5.0)
$          

(2.0)
$          

(8.0)
$          

(5.5)
$          

(1.0)
$          

(3.5)
$          

(2.5)
$          

(5.5)
$          

(4.7)
$          

6.6
$           

4.1
$           

Trade balances
-

(2.0)
$          

(9.0)
$          

(7.0)
$          

5.5
$           

(4.0)
$          

3.0
$           

5.0
$           

Gross deposits
7.5

$           
2.5

$           
4.5

$           
3.0

$           
5.5

$           
5.0

$           
7.5

$           
5.0

$           
Gross borrowings

4.5
$           

1.5
$           

4.0
$           

1.5
$           

3.0
$           

7.0
$           

6.0
$           

5.0
$           

Net deposits
3.0

$           
1.0

$           
0.5

$           
1.5

$           
2.5

$           
(2.0)

$          
1.5

$           
-

Gross deposits
82.5

$         
35.0

$         
22.0

$         
29.5

$         
34.5

$         
33.0

$         
68.5

$         
58.5

$         
16.5

$         
(11.4)

$        
1.3

$           
Gross borrowings

7.5
$           

30.0
$         

42.5
$         

46.5
$         

39.0
$         

58.0
$         

63.5
$         

73.0
$         

65.7
$         

73.0
$         

73.0
$         

Net deposits
7.0

$           
5.0

$           
(20.5)

$        
(17.0)

$        
(4.5)

$          
(25.0)

$        
5.0

$           
(14.5)

$        
(49.2)

$        
(50.7)

$        
(27.1)

$        

Unallocated

Total

OPEC Countries

Other LDCs

Developed countries

Eastern Europe

Data Source: Bank for International Settlem
ents

Capital Flows Between BIS Area Banks and Selected Regions
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Colonialism, institutional quality and the resource curse 
 

Jubril Animashaun, University of Manchester 
(jubril.animashaun@manchester.ac.uk) 

Supervisor: Ada Wossink 
 
1. Background and Motivation 
Why are many oil-rich countries characterized by slow economic growth and corruption? 
Cursed by the resource endowment and/or cursed by weak institutions that nurture the 
mismanagement of oil wealth? Evaluating the effect of institutions is complicated by the lack 
of exogenous variation in institutions and by the complexities introduced from how to capture 
the multifaceted aspects of institutions (Casey et al. 2012). How institutions emerged and work 
to reduce the resource curse are likely path-dependent on the historical, long-standing, deep-
rooted, political and social changes that evolved with state capacity (Besley and Persson 2009). 
If weak structures that determine state capacity and institutions evolved before nationhood, 
nothing causal could be read into the institutional channel used in explaining the resource curse. 

In this study, we offer two perspectives that provide an in-depth analysis of the role of 
institutions for understanding the resource curse. First, the effectiveness of institutions in the 
context of the resource curse should not be seen in isolation, but rather as one that builds on 
and reflects the formation of institutions associated with the enduring impact of the sixteenth 
to nineteenth-century European colonial practices of resource exploitation. A primary objective 
of European colonialism was to expand the economic and power base of the metropole through 
the exploitation of labour and natural resources in the colonies. Therefore, it was not uncommon 
for some of the colonial practices to disrupt and impose institutions that restricted political 
inclusion, widened the social gap and favoured rent-seeking elites (Acemoglu et al. 2001, Dell 
2010, Aldrich and McCreery 2016). If such structures are inherited, they could constitute a 
significant reason why the resource curse persists. Second, political ambitions for colonies 
acquisition that caused the forced partitioning of diverse pre-colonial ethnic groups into a single 
nation-state weaken social trusts and make post-colonial engagement in political discourses 
hard to sustain (Alessina et al. 2011, Nunn and Wantchekon 2011). Where social trust is not 
strong, social and economic inequality will be high and institutional reforms will be challenging 
as there will be less incentive for citizens to act honestly and overcome the collective action 
constraints (Glaeser et al. 2007, Uslaner and Rothstein 2012). 

We examine the impact of giant oil discoveries and institutional quality on the change in 
GDP per capita conditional on colonial experience and the geology of oil fields in 69 oil-rich 
countries (40 colonized and 29 non-colonized) from 1960-2015. We isolate the effect of 
institutions and size of resource endowment by using a 2-Step GMM regression. Because giant 
oil discoveries did not drive the status of being a European colony, our findings offer an in-
depth understanding of the resource curse and suggest promising ways for institutional reforms. 
Our results show that non-colonized countries, via a positive net effect on institutions, can 
reverse the adverse impact of oil abundance on economic growth, whereas, countries with 
colonial experience cannot. Our findings are unchanged after controlling for countries that 
gained independence after 1960, the year of the start of our analysis (many former Portuguese 
colonies fall into this category). To reverse the resource curse, higher priorities should be placed 
on investment in human capital and education. These will boost citizens’ ability to demand 
accountability and good governance from elected officials and improve the quality of discourse 
on civic engagement on institutional reforms.  
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2. Estimation Strategy  
Formal models on the conditional resource curse model suggest that institutions mediate the 
impact of natural-resource endowment on development outcomes. Following Mehlum et al. 
(2006), we motivate our thesis of the moderating effect of institutional quality and oil 
abundance on the log of the ratio of income per capita five years after the discovery of giant oil 
reserves in oil rich countries in equation [1].  
𝑌!,# = 𝛽$ + 𝛽%𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐!,# + 𝛽&	𝐼𝑄! + 𝛽(+𝐷𝑖𝑠!,# ⨯ 𝐼𝑄!- + ∑ 𝛽)%$

)*+ 𝑅	!,# + ∑ 𝛽,%-
,*%% 𝐹	! + 𝜑# + 𝜀!#   [1] 

In Eqn. (1), 𝑌",$ is the log of the long-run change in GDP per capita in country i 
9𝛥𝑌",$ =

	&'(	)*+	,-)"$-	"#$
&'(	)*+	,-)"$-	"%&

;. We expect the effect of giant oil discovery not to be immediate but 
to materialize after a period given that it takes time for oil production and processing to take 
place after discovery (Arezki et al. 2017).  

The variable 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐 is the size and magnitude of the amount of ultimately recoverable oil 
or gas equivalent discovery in country i time t. A giant oil and gas discovery is defined as a 
discovery of an oil and/or gas field that contains at least 500 million barrels of ultimately 
recoverable oil equivalent (Arezki et al. 2017). 𝐼𝑄" is the unweighted institutional quality index 
which is the unweighted averages of Executive constraints (Jaggers and Marshall 2000), 
Average protection against expropriation risk (Acemoglu et al. 2001) and Government 
effectiveness (Kaufman et al. 2002). 𝐷𝑖𝑠"$ ⨯ 𝐼𝑄" 	captures the interaction term, which is the 
moderating effect of institutional quality on oil abundance or the deteriorating influence of oil 
discovery on institutional quality in country i period t. Equation [1] adds additional controls 
(𝑅), including control for prior income change in GDP per-capita for country i in the year of 
discovery t and a year before discovery t-1 𝐿𝑜𝑔 9 	&'(		)*+	,-)"$-	"

&'(	)*+	,-)"$-	"%'
;, 1900s discovery of coal to 

control for early industrialization, a dummy to control if oil-rich country borders were drawn 
before major oil discoveries and a dummy that controls for the sovereignty status of the country 
as at 1960, control for latitude and absolute latitude and log of population growth. A dummy 
for sovereignty status as at 1960 is important because some countries included in our sample 
gained independence after 1960. 𝐹	" controls for 4 regional dummies of country location based 
on World bank classification and 𝜑$ controls for time dummies. 

We isolate the effect of institutional quality index with a colonial dummy, observed if an 
oil-rich country had European colonial settlement (e.g., settler mortality estimates from 
Acemoglu et al. 2001), and/or if any of the colonial European language (e.g. English, French, 
Spanish, etc.) persist as official post-independence language. By measuring colonialism with a 
dummy measurement, we aim to reduce the measurement error with estimates of the settler 
mortality data identified in Albouy (2012). Also, by observing colonialism with the persistence 
of the colonial language, we can distinguish colonies based on the depth of economic 
engagement that has a persistent effect.   
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Figure 1: Bidirectional causality of economic growth with institutions and resource 
abundance 

 
 
Our hypothesis leverages on the sixteenth to nineteenth century prevailing socio-political and 
economic conditions in Europe and the level of non-oil resource abundance of economic value 
in the colonies, both of which encouraged European-organized mercantilism and the colonial 
management and institution bequeath (figure 1) (Acemoglu et al. 2001, Hoffman 2012). These 
factors subsequently have no direct impact on current income in oil-rich states except through 
the inherited socio-political institutional legacy that moderates how oil wealth translates into 
economic growth prevailing that socio-political conditions in Europe drove colonial occupation 
of the territory as at the time. Figure 2 indicates the distribution of our sampled countries based 
on the discovery of giant oil fields  
 

Figure 2: Map indicating colonized countries based on our coding using settler mortality data 
and the official use of European language in the non-European country 

 
3 Results and discussion 
Table 1 reports the main findings of our estimation. In Model I, we use the Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) regressions to test for the correlation between oil discovery, institutional quality 
and their interaction on the log of change in GDP/capita in oil rich countries with giant oil 
discoveries 1960-2015. Model I does not control for the plausible endogeneity and did not 
account for the indirect impact of colonialism on the resource curse via institutional quality. In 
the extended regression (Models II to IV), we can identify the direction of causality and the 
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conditional resource curse theory with experience of colonialism and depth of oil fields. Good 
institutions, conditional on colonial heritage, matter for determining how the government 
manages windfall and its re-investment in capital accumulation for inclusive shared prosperity 
(Robinson et al. 2006). 
 

Table 1: Giant oil discoveries, institutional quality and the Resource curse 
Dependent Variable  
Log ΔGDP=	9	&'(		)*+	,-)"$-	"#$

&'(		)*+	,-)"$-	"%&
;. 

Log ΔGDP 
i,t+5 

Log ΔGDP 
i,t+5 

Log ΔGDP 
i,t+5 

Log ΔGDP 
i,t+5 

 Model I Model II Model III Model IV 
Log Oil Discovery (mmboe) 0.002 -0.06*** -0.06*** -0.04*** 
 (0.005) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 
Institutional Quality (IQ) -0.24** 0.35 0.35 0.09 
 (0.10) (0.44) (0.44) (0.3) 
Interaction Term (Log Oil Disc⨯IQ) 0.001 0.11*** 0.11*** 0.07*** 
 (0.007) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) 
Prior change in GDP/Capita 
 𝐿𝑜𝑔 $ 	()*	+,-	./+01/	"

()*	+,-	./+01/	"#$
% 0.73*** 2.62*** 2.5*** 3.83*** 

 (0.33) (0.97) (0.99) (1.74) 
1900s Coal Discoveries 0.02 0.09*** 0.09*** 0.06*** 
 (0.05) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 
Border before First discovery 
(Dummy =1) -0.03  -0.004  

 (0.03)  (0.02)  
Country Independence after 1960 
(Dummy =1) -0.04  -0.04  

 (0.06)  (0.03)  
Net marginal effect of Oil 
Discovery 
 

0.003 0.05*** 0.05*** 0.03*** 

Estimator OLS IV GMM IV GMM IV GMM 
Number of instruments  None 5 5 9 
All colonized countries since 1960 included? Yes Yes Yes No 
Hansen J test 
  1.76 1.63 3.9 
Under-identification test  
(Kleibergen-Paap rk LM statistic)  35.1*** 29.5*** 10.9* 
Weak-instrument-robust inference (Anderson-
Rubin Wald F-stat )  75.31 73.32 27.62 
Notes: Data covers 69 countries with the discovery of at least a giant oil field during 1960-2015. Years with no 
significant discoveries were given the least value of 0.01 to be able to take the log. All models report robust standard 
errors (in parenthesis) clustered at the country level.   
*, ** and *** represent significance level of estimates at p-values of <0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 respectively. Model I, II and 
III include all colonized countries with giant oil discoveries. Model IV Excludes 17 Countries. These are countries with 
ongoing colonization as of 1960.  

 

3.1 First stage estimation: European colonialism and institutional quality 
Table 2 contains the instrumental variable estimates for our main results in Model II of table 1. 
As shown in table (2), colonized countries have less amount of oil discoveries 0.94 (columns A 
and C) and less institutional quality 0.76 (columns B and C) than non-colonized. In essence, 
the quality of institutions in colonized oil-rich countries is lower than non-colonized oil-rich 
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countries. Also, plausibly arising from the weak institutions, we find that colonized countries 
have fewer oil discoveries (column C) than non-colonized countries. 
 

Table 2: First stage estimates of Model II 
 A B C D 

 
Log Oil 

(mmboe) 
Institutional 

Quality 
Interaction 

term 
Log Prior change 

in GDP/Capita 
Colonized	(Dummy = 1) -0.05** 0.13*** -0.89*** -0.001 
 (0.3) (0.01) (0.14) (0.004) 
Log depth 2.66*** -0.01*** 1.67*** 0.001 
 (0.05) (0.004) (0.09) (0.002) 
Log depth (squared) -0.70*** -0.005 -0.28*** -0.0002 
 (0.04) (0.004) (0.08) (0.002) 
Log	GDP/Capita	t − 3 0.16 0.11 -1.69 0.13*** 
 (0.11) (0.1) (1.15) (0.04) 
Log	GDP/Capita	t − 4 0.13 -0.01 0.66 -0.14*** 
 (0.11) (0.09) (1.14) (0.03) 
F-Statistics of Excluded instruments 6414 176.9 492.07 7.48 
Under ID (SW) 52.57*** 46.84*** 52.30*** 19.98*** 
Weak ID  
(SW F-test of Excluded Instruments) 25.59 22.8 25.46 9.72 
Notes: Data covers countries with the discovery of at least a giant oil field during 1960-2015 and the dependent variables 
are the endogenous regressors of Log Oil, Institutional Quality, the Interaction term of Institutional Quality and Log of 
oil abundance and are the log of change in GDP per capita in the year of discovery	$𝐿𝑜𝑔 	()*	+,-	./+01/	"

()*	+,-	./+01/	"#$
%. Variables 

on the left column are the instruments used. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the country 
level.  *, ** and *** represent significance level of estimates at p-values of <0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 respectively. 

 
4. Conclusion 
For many developing countries where a significant percentage of the future oil production will 
come, ensuring a transparent and socially efficient oil-rents management that translates to 
sustainable development is an important policy objective. We hypothesize that European-
organized mercantilism and exploitative resource management during colonialism could have 
an enduring effect on the structures and types of governance that provide effective checks and 
balance and encourage sustainable resource management. 

These new empirical insights on the enduring impact of colonialism suggest that oil-rich 
countries wishing to reverse the resource curse should have structures put in place that undo 
some of the negative implications of colonial experience on the quality of institutions. Notably, 
by investing in education, barriers from inequality introduced by colonial heritage can be 
removed, and institutions are likely to improve from educated and constructive debates. 
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British company colonization, 1820-40 
 

Matthew Birchall, University of Cambridge 
(mb2019@cam.ac.uk) 

Supervisor: Duncan Bell 
 

This paper seeks to demonstrate the importance of chartered colonial enterprise to the settler 
revolution. Characterized by mass emigration to Britain’s settler colonies during the long 
nineteenth century, the settler revolution transformed Chicago and Melbourne, London and 
New York, drawing all into a vast cultural and political network that straddled the globe.86 But 
while the settler revolution is now well integrated into British imperial history, it remains 
curiously disconnected from the history of global capitalism. In the wake of the Napoleonic 
wars, however, a suite of antipodean colonization and agricultural trading companies were 
established in London, all of which had a profound impact on British imperial policy.  

Yet world histories of chartered colonial enterprise have tended to overlook this so-called 
moment of ‘colonial reform’, temporally as much as geographically. The historiography of what 
I call company colonization, defined broadly as corporate and commercial colonization thus 
jumps from the early modern to the Scramble for Africa, from the world of the Virginia 
Company and the East India Company, to that of the Royal Niger Company and the British 
South Africa Company.87 

At the same time, historians of South Australia and New Zealand have often taken for 
granted the role played by London-based companies, rarely questioning why the company 
model exerted so much influence over their respective early histories.88 This paper takes a fresh 
look at antipodean land settlement in an attempt to map a new history of chartered colonial 
enterprise, one that is as sensitive to rhetoric as it is to ledgers documenting profit and loss. It 
argues that company colonization was as much an act of the imagination as it was the product 
of prudent capital investment.89 

Prising open what I call the inner lives of colonial corporations, the paper explores the 
work done by history and historical narrative in legitimating company colonization in the extra-
European world. The re-enactment of tradition, I show, was central to how these company men 
made sense of their imperial endeavours, what Nomi Claire Lazar in another register has 
nominated ‘temporal framing’.90 Insofar as I am interested in recapturing the lost discursive 
world of these companies, I am concerned with the corporate conscription of time and 
temporality.91 To what extent did impressions of the past shape visions of the colonial future? 
Did history itself serve as the handmaiden of settler capitalism? 

 
86 James Belich, Replenishing the Earth: The Settler Revolution and the Rise of the Anglo-World, 1783–

1939 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009). 
87 A recent example that analyses early modern corporations in global context is William A. Pettigrew 

and David Veevers, eds. The Corporation as a Protagonist in Global History, c. 1550–1750 
(Leiden: Brill, 2018). See also J. C. Sharman and Andrew Phillips, Outsourcing Empire: How 
Company-States Shaped the Modern World (Princeton: Princeton University Press, forthcoming). 

88 On systematic colonization and South Australia, see Douglas Pike, Paradise of Dissent: South 
Australia, 1829–1857 (Longman: London, 1957). For the New Zealand Company, see J. S. Marais, 
The Colonisation of New Zealand (London: Dawsons, 1968); Patricia Burns, Fatal Success: A 
History of the New Zealand Company (Auckland: Heinemann, 1989). 

89 The paper in this sense speaks to recent analyses of global capitalism that emphasize the salience of 
cultural factors. See Kenneth Lipartito, “Reassembling the Economic: New Departures in Historical 
Materialism,” American Historical Review 121 (2016): 101-139. 

90 Nomi Claire Lazar, Out of Joint: Power, Crisis, and the Rhetoric of Time (New Haven: Yale 
University Press). 

91 Vanessa Ogle, “Time, Temporality and the History of Capitalism,” Past & Present 243 (2019): 312–
327; William H. Sewell, Jr., “The Temporalities of Capitalism,” Socio-Economic Review (2008): 
517–537. 
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To that end, I will examine how the actors involved in colonizing South Australia and 
New Zealand located their ventures in historical time, and I will do this by analysing their 
repeated appeals to the precedent of North American chartered colonial enterprise. The appeal 
to seventeenth-century North America, I argue, reveals a paradox at the heart of the systematic 
colonization of South Australia and New Zealand. While the colonial reformers were eager to 
invoke the supposed novelty of their theory of colonization, lauding Wakefield for his ingenious 
system of colonial land management, their textual archive also bears witness to a movement 
preoccupied with linking their theory to an older, but supposedly lost, tradition of colonization. 
This was not so much the shock of the new as the reinvention of the old. 

I show that this casting back in time to the seventeenth-century Atlantic not only helped 
the colonial reformers justify their schemes to a sceptical Colonial Office: it also underwrote 
how they saw themselves. I conclude by pointing up some qualitative differences between the 
two British settlements, namely the added emphasis given by the New Zealand Association and 
the New Zealand Company to the protection of the islands’ original inhabitants, the Māori. 
 
Visions of America 
Colonial North America was a constant reference point in the colonization of South Australia, 
as it was in New Zealand towards the end of the decade. If the Swan River Colony (1829) in 
Western Australia was the model to avoid, the antipodean case study in the rear view that 
showed how it could all go wrong, North America was another benchmark, the epitome of 
colonial success. In the years that followed the publication of Wakefield’s famous Letter from 
Sydney, a number of proposals to colonize South Australia were submitted to the Colonial 
Office by various private organizations, among them the South Australian Land Company, the 
South Australian Association, the South Australian Colonisation Commission, and the South 
Australian Company.92 

The South Australian Association, which was formed in late 1833, articulated perhaps the 
most ambitious colonial agenda among the plethora of bodies formed in the years that followed 
Wakefield’s Letter from Sydney. Like the South Australian Land Company, the association 
sought a charter, yet it invoked the model of North America more forcibly than its predecessor. 
Composed of well-connected and influential individuals, many with links to the City of London 
and Westminster, among them George Grote, the philosophical radical and well-known 
historian of Ancient Greece, and Robert Gouger, by then a well-established figure among 
metropolitan land speculators, the association was a powerful lobby for colonial reform.93 

If the South Australian Land Company’s plan was plain, even bald, the South Australian 
Association’s prospectus was bold. Published in early 1834, the association’s prospectus was 
well received and widely covered in the London press: it was also much enamoured with the 
English colonization of America. The association, the prospectus stated, ‘will endeavour to 
follow the example of the London and Plymouth companies, which founded Virginia; of 
William Penn and his companions, who founded Pennsylvania; of Lord Baltimore and his 
associates, who founded Maryland; and of Lord Perceval and his co-trustees, who established 
the colony of Georgia’.94 

The appeal to company colonization in North America, however, went far beyond simply 
summoning up the names of William Penn, Lord Baltimore, and Lord Perceval. The explanation 
of the South Australian Association’s guiding principles, for example, was buttressed by 

 
92 This paper does not analyse the South Australian Company, the joint-stock land company established 

by George Fife Angas in 1835. But my broader project seeks to rewrite this unduly neglected 
company back into the history of antipodean land settlement. 

93 South Australian Association Prospectus (London: W. Nicol, 1834), enclosed in NA CO 13/2. See 
also Edwin Hodder, The History of South Australia: From its Foundation to the Year of the Jubilee, 
with a Chronological Summary of All the Principal Events of Interest up to Date (London: Sampson 
Low, 1893), 26.  

94 South Australian Association Prospectus. 
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lengthy citation from the 1732 Charter of Georgia, even going so far as to claim that the 
American charter embodied the essential aims of the antipodean association. ‘The following 
extracts from the Georgian Charter will, in some measure, explain the objects of the South 
Australian Association, and the means by which it is proposed to accomplish them’, the 
nineteenth-century charter noted.95 

But the example of Georgia also served a functional purpose. At stake, as so often in the 
antipodes during the 1830s and 1840s, was the very real question of sovereignty.96 Who had it, 
and by what means? The undivided sovereign authority that the charters conferred on the 
colonists of North America was precisely the sort of power the South Australian Association 
sought for itself, a yearning borne out by the lengthy citation and commentary upon England’s 
old colonial charters. ‘We find, accordingly, that every one of the charters of our old colonies 
in America erected a kind of sovereignty, bestowing upon a single person, or several persons 
incorporated as one, a degree of authority which was supreme, so far as related to the country 
about to be colonized’.97 

The North American charters thus had legal as well as rhetorical significance, indeed the 
two were intertwined. The almost deferential way in which the world of William Penn and the 
Virginia Company were summoned up in the practical task of soliciting the Colonial Office’s 
sanction for the systematic colonization of South Australia reveals much about how they 
understood their own ventures. The context of colonial North America in the seventeenth 
century and South Australia in the year of the New Poor Law, 1834, may have been separated 
by a hemisphere and nigh on two hundred years of history, but that did not render visions of 
America any less intoxicating for ambitious individuals, such as Robert Gouger and George 
Grote, who were actively engaged in thinking through the space between the political economy 
of colonization and actual antipodean land settlement. 
 
Chartered Enterprise in the Islands of New Zealand 
The discursive appeal of North America also cast a mesmeric grip on the New Zealand 
Company, a joint-stock land company established in 1839. Furnished with eight volumes of 
American charters, along with contemporary company prospectuses and a smattering of classic 
texts on the history of corporations, the New Zealand Company figuratively bestrode both the 
Atlantic and Pacific worlds.98 This was not a company without forebears: they saw themselves 
as heirs to an honourable, even glorious, tradition of chartered colonial enterprise. William Hutt, 
a member of the South Australian Colonisation Commission and the 1840 Western Australian 
Company, certainly thought so.99 Writing to the Colonial Office on behalf of the company in 
early 1839, Hutt demanded, ‘in accordance with the ancient precedents, a Charter of 
Government for the Islands of New Zealand’.100  

Yet it was not just the New Zealand Company who invoked America. The Colonial Office 
also turned to North America for guidance, citing America in its discussions with the New 
Zealand Company’s predecessor, the New Zealand Association. Although they dismissed the 

 
95 Ibid. 
96 Bain Attwood, “Law, History and Power: The British Treatment of Aboriginal Rights in Land,” 

Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History 42 (2014): 171–192. 
97 Draft of a Proposed Charter for the South Australian Commission. 
98 The New Zealand Company’s library for instance contained a copy of Stewart Kyd’s A Treatise on 

the Law of Corporations, 2 vols. (London: J. Butterworth, 1793–1794), as well as papers relating 
to the Hudson’s Bay Company. See NA CO 209/120.  

99 The Western Australian Company is little studied, but see Angela Woollacott, Settler Society in the 
Australian Colonies: Self-Government and Imperial Culture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2015), 50–66; J. M. R. Cameron, “The Rise and Fall of the Western Australian Company,” in The 
Australind Letters of Marshall Waller Clifton, eds. J. M. R. Cameron and P. A. Barnes (Carlisle: 
Hesperian Press, 2017). 

100 William Hutt to Lord Normanby, 20 February 1839, NA CO 209/4.  
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association’s appeal for an Act of Parliament, the source of much trouble and consternation in 
South Australia, they acknowledged that they were ‘willing to consent to the Incorporation by 
a Royal Charter, of various persons to whom the settlement and government of the projected 
colony, for some short time of years would be confided’.101 But what sort of charter would it 
be? How would it be drafted? 

Lord Glenelg, Secretary of State for the Colonies, endorsed Lord Durham’s suggestion 
that a brief study of British history would yield the answer: ‘The charter would be framed with 
reference to the precedents of the Colonies established in North America by Great Britain in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries’.102 The North American model was even begrudgingly 
endorsed by James Stephen, stern critic of the analogy drawn by the South Australian 
Colonisation Commission between Atlantic and antipodean company colonization. ‘I, 
therefore, adhere to the opinions communicated by Lord Durham in the spring of last year. They 
were in substance that a Colony should be formed on the model of the old New England 
Constitutions, that is, as a Body Corporate with a joint stock, the management of that stock 
being the business of the Governing Body in England – the Settlement and Government of the 
Colony being the business of the Corporation abroad’.103 But whereas North America was 
invoked solely by advocates of colonization in South Australia, in New Zealand the lessons of 
colonial history were also conjured up by those seeking to protect Māori.104 

The Church Missionary Society, a significant presence in the islands of New Zealand 
since 1814, thus cited a stream of North American charters to argue that Europeans had 
habitually cloaked their ambitions behind a veil of good intentions, a veil that, once lifted, 
ultimately left behind nothing but broken promises.105 ‘It is all the more necessary’, ran one of 
the Church Missionary Society’s pamphlets, ‘that the proposals of the Association should be 
submitted to a strict investigation, because in some of the earliest colonizing schemes, the 
greatest anxiety was manifested for securing the interests of the natives, and their advancement 
in civilization; and yet even those have not formed any exceptions to the general rule, on which 
the benevolent mind can dwell with satisfaction’.106  
 

*** 
 
Company colonization in South Australia and New Zealand has a global history – a history that 
links the Atlantic and the antipodes, Māori and metropolitan capital, Country and the City of 
London. It is a history suspended between empire and global capitalism, between London and 
the far-flung corners of the world. And it is a history that traverses continents as well as 
centuries. Placed in this broader geographical and temporal context, the colonial reform 
movement appears more familiar than novel, more the reinvention of tradition than the 
harbinger of a new mode of colonization. Indeed, as this paper has demonstrated, the colonial 
reformer’s very sense of self-understanding was paradoxically woven into a long tradition of 
chartered colonial enterprise that can be traced back to seventeenth-century North America, an 

 
101 Lord Glenelg to Lord Durham, 29 December 1837, MS-Papers-0140-02, J. G. Lambton Papers, 

Alexander Turnbull Library. 
102 Ibid.  
103 Memorandum, NA CO 209/4.  
104 Bain Attwood, “Protection Claims: The British, Maori and the Islands of New Zealand, 1800–40,” 

in Protection and Empire: A Global History, ed. Lauren Benton, Adam Clulow and Bain Attwood 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018), 153–174. 

105 On the Church Missionary Society, see Tony Ballantyne, Entanglements of Empire: Missionaries, 
Māori, and the Question of the Body (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2015). See also Judith 
Binney, “Christianity and the Maoris to 1840: A Comment,” New Zealand Journal of History 3 
(1969): 143–165.  

106 John Beecham, Colonization: Being Remarks on Colonization in General, with an Examination of 
the Proposals of the Association which has been formed for Colonizing New Zealand (London: 
James Nichols, 1838), 222. The pamphlet is located in NA CO 209/3.  
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insight that refutes the long-held assumption that systematic colonization represented an 
original intervention in the political economy of empire. From the Atlantic Seaboard in the early 
seventeenth century to the foreshore and seabed of New Zealand in the wake of the Treaty of 
Waitangi, British company colonization long shaped the modern world. 

British company colonization forever changed the Pacific and Indian Ocean new worlds, 
but it is important to remember that it was imaginatively conceived on Atlantic shorelines. The 
Samoan-New Zealand historian, Damon Salesa, has rightly noted that the antipodes are ‘on not 
just opposite, but also apposite, footings’.107 In recovering how North America informed 
practical plans to colonize South Australia and New Zealand, this paper has prompted a 
reconsideration of the connections binding Atlantic and antipodean company colonization, 
connections that once interrogated reveal the little-known story of how chartered colonial 
enterprise propelled the settler revolution. 

  

 
107 Damon Ieremia Salesa, “Afterword: Opposite Footers,” in The Atlantic World in the Antipodes, ed. 

Kate Fullagar, 297. 
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Culture, cocoa and collective action: The political economy 
of women’s taxation in Colonial West Africa 
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(j.kohler@lse.ac.uk) 
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1. Introduction 
A growing body of literature has analysed the long-term legacy of colonial rule on the African 
continent, finding that decades of colonial rule have persistently shaped political institutions of 
the African continent as we know it today (Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson 2001; Huillery 
2009). However, there is less quantitative evidence on the impacts of colonial intervention on 
the economic and political lives of African women. Akyeampong et al. (2014) argue that 
colonial rule cemented and aggravated pre-colonial gender imbalances by influencing the 
realms of law, work and education. However, variation in local tax policies suggests that the 
interaction between African women and colonial officials might have been more complex, with 
mixed long-term implications for the women concerned.  

This paper employs a novel dataset on taxes levied on women in British West Africa 
during the colonial period. This data is combined with a formal game theory model and 
empirical tests to shed light on the economic implications of colonial rule for local women. In 
British West Africa, local poll taxes were levied on men and women individually, with 
variations in level from local government to local government. These variations in tax policies 
are interesting as their effects might last well into the present: Women who were taxed could 
have faced stronger incentives to join the labour force outside the household than women who 
did not pay taxes, or may have held more leverage in their struggle for political participation in 
the long run.   

This paper is the first attempt to quantify taxes levied on women, and to analyse drivers 
behind the policy. In doing so, I aim to answer two key questions: Firstly, what motivated 
colonial officials to levy separate poll taxes on women in these West African colonies? And 
secondly, which considerations lay behind the local variation in these taxes within the colonies? 
These questions are crucial for our understanding of the long-term implications of this colonial 
policy for local women: Did colonial officials merely reflect pre-existing local conditions with 
these policies, or did they constitute a historical break? Furthermore, my approach adds to the 
work on colonial institutions and their impact by offering a more dynamic view on colonial 
policy as adapting and reacting to local responses.  Lastly, this paper adds to the work on the 
history of African women, especially their agency and collective action in the colonial era (Mba 
1982).  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. I begin by introducing the dataset 
and placing it in its historical background. Secondly, I discuss drivers behind the colonial 
policies of female taxation and formalize them in a game theoretical model. Lastly, I test some 
predictions from this model using the data and offer some concluding remarks.  
 
2. Data 
While the export economies of Western Africa relied more heavily on export duties at the onset 
of colonial rule, direct taxation grew increasingly more important as a source of public revenue 
over time, especially with the impetus from falling resource prices after the Great Depression. 
This paper will analyse the dynamics of poll taxes levied on women separately in the early years 
of direct taxation. For the Gold Coast Colony, this means looking at the 1940s and 1950s, and 
for Nigeria, the 1920s and 1930s. This allows me to capture the dynamics of the introduction 
of colonial policies in its early stages, which is where it is most adaptive and responsive to local 
responses. 
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For the Gold Coast, I used three sets of local government statistics to construct a panel of 
the level of female taxes at the Native Authority level for the years 1946/47, 1950/51, 1955/56, 
with 83 observations for each year (figure 1). For 1946/47, all data are collected from 
questionnaire replies by district officers to a survey carried out by Lord Hailey, which are 
available at the National Archives. For 1950/51, data are from the Gold Coast Report on Local 
Government Finance from 1952. Lastly, for 1955/56, I have used the 1958 Local Government 
Financial Statistics. 
 

Figure 1: Local taxes imposed on women in the Gold Coast, 1946-57 

 
For colonial Nigeria, data is not available in the same centralized manner. To collect 
information on tax policies, I have used archival sources from the National Archives in Kaduna, 
Nigeria, mostly tax assessment reports for districts in Northern Nigeria, which I complemented 
with secondary source material. As there is a large variance of tax levels within each province, 
I have measured female taxation as a binary variable for Nigeria, assuming the value 1 if women 
were charged a separate poll tax in the 1920s and 1930s and 0 otherwise. Figure 2 maps this 
variable. 
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Figure 2: Prevalence of local taxation of women in colonial Nigeria, c.1920 

 
 
3. Model 
Direct taxation can be seen as a means of raising public revenue, and an underlying 
consideration behind the taxation of women in West Africa was economic in nature. While 
there was no gender parity, women in this region played active economic roles, which was 
observed by colonial officials. Women were not only responsible for marketing their husbands’ 
crops at local markets but were able to generate income from selling their own produce. 
Property rights and farming responsibilities for crops were often gendered in nature, with some 
crops being considered women’s realm. Colonial officers referred to women’s cash incomes as 
rationale for taxing women, stating that ‘because so many women in those settings had cash 
incomes from trade or craftwork, they could afford to help pay for the services they utilised’. 
(McIntosh 2009, 224)  

Women’s economic activities were not the only considerations colonial officials had to 
make, though. The introduction of taxes was unpopular in many areas and was often met with 
strong local resistance. Women were no exception in this and organized collectively in protest 
against their loss of status, or taxes on them. Prominent examples of female collective action in 
colonial West Africa include the ‘women’s war’ by Igbo women in 1929, as well as protests 
organized in Lagos, Ijebu, and Abeokuta by groups of Yoruba women in the 1930s, 1940s, and 
1950s.  

The most prominent collective action came in the form of the so-called ‘women’s war’ 
or ‘Aba women’s riot’ in 1929 in the Eastern Region of Nigeria. At the root of the protest lay a 
rumour that, in addition to the tax on men which had been introduced in 1928, women were 
going to be taxed, as well (Falola and Paddock 2011, 46). Starting in the village of Oloko in 
November 1929, the women’s protest action rapidly spread across the region, ultimately 
covering an area of 6,000 square miles and 2 million people. In total, the riots reached the 
administrative centres of 16 Native Authorities (Leith-Ross 1939), leaving many Native Courts 
damaged or destroyed. The archival records suggest that colonial officials in many parts of 
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Nigeria reacted to this protest by paying more attention to local opinions when introducing or 
raising taxes on women.  

Thus, the archival material suggests two main and opposing mechanisms behind the 
taxation of women: an income effect, where female economic activity provides an incentive to 
tax women, and a collective action effect, where the threat of instability from protests acts as a 
disincentive to tax women.  

In this model, the decision to levy taxes on women is the result of the income effect 
outweighing the threat from collective action. What determines which of these two mechanisms 
will outweigh the other? In the paper, I present a formal game theoretical model, a two-stage 
game played by three types of players: rulers, female citizens and male citizens. Rulers are first 
movers in this game, setting tax rates for men and women as well government spending to 
maximize their private rents under a budget constraint. In the second stage of the game, female 
and male citizens decide independently from each other whether to organize collective action 
to protest their respective taxation. Collective action comes at a cost, and citizens only choose 
to engage in it if the payoffs from protest (i.e. reduced taxation) outweigh this cost.  

This model predicts that the tipping point between the strength of income versus 
collective action effect will depend on the local level of state bureaucracy, or state capacity.  In 
the model, this affects collective action indirectly via the effectiveness of information gathering, 
public good provision, and corruption. For female taxation, the model makes the following 
main predictions: 

a) If state capacity is below a threshold level, higher female incomes are not translated 
into taxes on women as the collective action effect outweighs the income effect. 
b) If state capacity is above the threshold level, higher female incomes/economic activity 
will lead to increased taxation on women. 

 
Figure 3: Simplified game tree for the colonial tax model 

 
 
4. Empirical analysis 
This section explores empirically how far the diversity of colonial policies can be explained by 
the income effect modelled in section 4. Does the variation in colonial policy mirror pre-
existing variation in female labour market participation, and thus incomes? 

The identification strategy is based on random effects GLS regressions as well as an 
instrumental variable approach. I estimate the following specification: 

	𝑦" =	𝛼	 × 𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑐" + 	𝛿	 ×	𝑋	" +	𝜀"      [1] 
where the dependent variable 𝑦" is the data collected on female tax levels per Native Authority 
for colonial Ghana and Nigeria. 𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑐 is a measure of traditional participation of 
women in agricultural work, and a proxy for women’s economic activity.108 This data is adapted 

 
108 See Alesina et al. (2013) for empirical evidence on the link between historical participation of women 

in agriculture and female labour market participation in the long run. In the full version of this 
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from anthropological data from G.P. Murdock’s Ethnographic Atlas based on sources dating 
from 1830 to 1960. 

The variables 𝑋" denote ethnographic controls at the Native Authority level. These 
include a measure for the presence of matrilineal descent, intensity of cultivation, dependence 
on agriculture, size of local community, household size, and hierarchy beyond the local 
community level. As the ethnographic information is only observed at one time point, roughly 
speaking at the onset of colonial rule, the set of covariates characterizing traditional societies is 
time-invariant in the panel.  

To causally identify whether the income effect discussed in Section 4 outweighs the 
collective action effect for female taxation, I estimate regressions (1) and (2) and, additionally, 
use an instrumental variable strategy. I make use of exogenous variation in climatic suitability 
for cocoa production as an instrument for traditional participation of women in agriculture: 
Cocoa production was hard to mechanize using the plough, which meant a higher participation 
of women in agriculture as there was both high demand for labour and no upper body strength 
disadvantage for women thanks to the absence of ploughing (see Alesina et al. 2013).   

Tables 1 to 3 show the results. The conditional correlations in tables 1 and 2 show that 
the relationship between historical participation of women in agriculture and colonial taxes on 
women goes in the opposite direction for Ghana and Nigeria: While in Ghana, local government 
areas with historically higher female agricultural work levied higher taxes on women, the 
opposite is true for Nigeria. This is in line with our expectations from the model and the 
historical context: The British policy of indirect rule has been argued to be less effective among 
the less centralized societies in Southern Nigeria, and colonial state capacity remained low 
(Afigbo 1981). 

Table 3 reports the previous specification, but additionally using cocoa as an instrument 
for women’s labour force participation. The first stage reports a strong instrument, and the 
second stage confirms the causal direction found before. Thus, in terms of the terminology 
introduced in the previous section, we see that the income effect seems to outweigh the 
collective action effect in colonial Ghana in the 1940s and 1950s, while for Nigeria, the reverse 
seems true, with little (or negative) relationship between women’s work and tax levels. This is 
supported by the incidence of female protests against taxes on women in Nigeria, as mapped in 
figure 2. 
  

 
paper, I additionally estimate the regressions using census data on female occupations from the 
1950s, with similar results. 
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Table 1: Relative Female Taxation in the Gold Coast, 1946-56 
Random Effects GLS Regressions 

Dependent Variable: Female Tax Level as a Ratio of Male Tax Level, by Native Authority 
  (1) (2) (3) 

Traditional Female 
Agriculture 0.3300*** 0.2642*** 0.2558*** 

 (0.0623) (0.0616) (0.0625) 
Ethnographic Controls:    
Matriliny  0.0902*** 0.0874** 

  (0.0269) (0.0410) 
Other No No  Yes     
Time Effects:    
1951   -0.0091 

   (0.0090) 
1956   0.0339** 

   (0.0168)     
N 229 229 229 
Clustered standard errors in parentheses. *, **, and *** mark the 10%-, 5%-, and 1%-
significance level. 

 
Table 2: Female Taxation in Nigeria, c.1920-39 

Logistic Regressions, Coefficients  
Dependent Variable: Female Tax Indicator, assuming 1 if individual taxation of women 

was levied between 1920 and 1939, by Native Authority 
  (1) (2) (3) 

Traditional Female 
Agriculture  -1.7387*** -1.7411*** -2.4958*** 

 (0.4219) (0.4258) (0.7003) 
Average Marginal Effect -0.2300*** -0.2303*** -0.2931*** 

 -0.0439 (0.0457) (0.0698) 
Ethnographic Controls:    
Matriliny  0.0537 -4.9531 

  (2.4059) (9.6410) 
Other No No  Yes     
N 75 75 74 
Clustered standard errors in parentheses. *, **, and *** mark the 10%-, 5%-, and 1%-
significance level.  
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Table 3: IV Estimation - female taxes and women in agriculture 
Panel A: First-Stage Estimates 

Dependent Variable: Traditional Participation of Women in Agriculture 
  (1) (2) (3) 
Instrument    
Cocoa Suitability 0.1667*** 0.1624*** 0.1727*** 

 (0.0135) (0.1756) (0.0223) 
    

Ethnographic Controls   
Matrilineal Descent No Yes Yes 
Other No No Yes 

    
Time Fixed Effects   
1951 No No Yes 
1956 No No Yes 

    
    

F-Stat of Excluded Instruments 152.02  85.48 59.91 
N 229 229 229 

    
Panel B: Second-Stage Estimates 

Dependent Variable: Female Tax Level as a Ratio of Male Tax Level, by Native Authority 
  (1) (2) (3)     

Traditional Female Agriculture 0.5253*** 0.4663*** 0.4837*** 
 (0.0424) (0.0539) (0.0609) 
    

Adj. R-Squared 0.245 0.331 0.333 
N 229 229 229 
Clustered standard errors in parentheses. *, **, and *** mark the 10%-, 5%-, and 1%-
significance level.  

 

5. Discussion and conclusion 
This paper has introduced a new dataset on taxes levied on women in British West Africa during 
the colonial period and developed a theoretical model from archival resources as to the driving 
mechanisms behind the local variation in tax levels. The model predicts two main factors to be 
at work: an income effect, whereby colonial officials have an incentive to tax women in areas 
where they were economically active, and a collective action effect, which acts as a disincentive 
to tax women for fear of protest responses. The model then predicts that only beyond a threshold 
level of local bureaucratic capacity, the income effect would outweigh the collective action 
effect, and high female labour market participation would implicate higher taxes on women. 

The empirical analysis, using both conditional correlations and an instrumental variable 
approach, suggests the dominance of the income effect for colonial Ghana, but not for colonial 
Nigeria, which is corroborated by the locations of female protest action in Nigeria. Based on 
the model predictions and historical context, I have hypothesized that this difference is the result 
of differences in local bureaucratic capacity.  
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The missing big picture: Settlement size and patterns in 
mainland Southeast Asia during the first millennium CE 

 
Phacharaphorn Phanomvan na Ayudhya (Oxford) 

(phacha.phanomvan@sjc.ox.ac.uk) 
Supervisors: Kevin H. O’Rourke & Chris Gosden 

 
Approximately forty-four thousand years ago groups of people using a distinctive lithic hunter-
gatherer culture left material traces between areas in North-eastern India, Myanmar, Thailand, 
Laos, Vietnam, parts of Southern China, and the Malay Peninsula. Tempestuous climatic 
conditions in Southeast Asia affected these migrant communities, and it took them several 
millennia to organize complex communities with full fledging signs of organized production, 
religion, irrigation, and warfare. The first cities in Mainland Southeast Asia appeared around 
500 to 300BCE with sites such as Beikthano (Myanmar), U Thong (Thailand), and Sungai Batu 
(Malaysia). By this time, the Hoabinhian lithic tool users were long gone, leaving behind 
legacies of their polished adzes technology which were continually used until at least the 
fifteenth century CE. Migrant populations from the Tibetan Plateau and East Asia brought along 
sedentary agricultural practices. However, rice technology would not take full fruition until the 
fourteenth century CE with evidence of extensive irrigation practices and iron technology. In 
the absence of extensive rice agriculture, these early settlements still merged into mega 
cosmopolitan centres of the Early Classic period in Southeast Asian history. We know very 
little about demographics and urban dynamics of the first millennium CE. Ancient economic 
history is not a widely studied subject in Asia when compared to the Mesoamerican or 
Mediterranean world. Reba, Reitma, and Seto (2016) identified Southeast Asian data as one of 
the significant weaknesses within the global historical data series on population developed by 
Chandler and Modelski.109 Little data on urban patterns further cripples the possibility of 
providing the most precise estimate for population size and dynamics. However, with the 
development of remote sensing technology, archaeologists are beginning to unravel new 
evidence such as residential patterning across vast landscapes. Unfortunately, these studies are 
limited to the urban development around the Tonle Sap in Cambodia during the second 
millennium CE. For earlier sites such as Co Loa, alternate demographic estimation methods are 
beginning to emerge.110 

Urbanization is a good indicator of expansive economies, while urban locations are highly 
associated with long-run growth trajectories. Geographic position and relative access to 
political, social, and economic networks in history affect a settlement’s resilience and ability to 
expand.  Many early settlements exhibit fluctuating trends in urbanization and deurbanization 
over the long durée. Part of the explanation on the short life-span of settlements involves a trial 
and experimentation process of settled communities in understanding and utilizing landscapes. 
Climatic fluctuations, resource constraints, and volatility to natural disasters are acquired 
knowledge. Many settled communities, even with moated infrastructures, such as those in 
northern and eastern Thailand, often contain singular material stratigraphy. This suggests that 
communities were only able to settle and gather resources to sustain only one generation of 
settlers. Moreover, many communities rely on foraging and network resource distribution and 
exchange. Thus, locations with high ecological surplus and small climatic volatility such as 
mound areas on larger floodplains are strategic positions which tend to yield longer-lasting 
settlements. Archaeologists also observed that population trends in early urban centres are not 
necessarily constant. Cross-cultural comparisons by Storey (2006) postulates that urban centres 

 
109 Reba, M., Reitsma, F. and Seto, K.C., 2016. ‘Spatializing 6,000 years of global urbanization from 

3700 BC to AD 2000’. Scientific data, 3, p.160034. 
110 Kim, N.C., 2013. ‘Lasting monuments and durable institutions: labor, urbanism, and statehood in 

Northern Vietnam and beyond’. Journal of Archaeological Research, 21(3), pp.217-267. 
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in the pre-modern world do not necessarily have to possess population densities as high as 1,000 
people per kilometre square (1000 per hectare). Diverse urban activities can occur in sites with 
densities within the hundreds range if the overall site area extends to the tens of square 
kilometres with 5,000 and more population. 111 I argue that early enclosed settlement followed 
an overall low-density pattern, with some areas exhibiting high density in terms of 
monumentality clustering during the initial phase.112 By 500CE to 1000CE this transforms into 
densely populated enclosed settlements, which gave rise to cosmopolitan and ritual centres 
during the first and second phase of urban development. The urban pattern then disperses into 
low-density patterns after 1000CE with the expansion of agrarian settlements and irrigation. 
Unlike European urbanization post-1500, a significant degree of the city space in Southeast 
Asia was used for production, particularly agricultural production. Cities invest in moats and 
canals, which served as public water facilities, irrigation, and transportation.113 

To start quantifying archaeological traces of economic changes in Early Southeast Asia, 
I develop a dataset of 1,000 cities and settlements across Myanmar, Thailand, and Peninsular 
Malaysia covering the period associated with early urbanism and polities between 300BCE to 
1400CE by digitizing, transcribing, and geocoding historical and archaeological records on 
settlements, as well as field survey and remote sensing methods. The settlements are then 
classed by classifying material culture and technology into three periods between 500 BCE to 
1400 CE. It reveals a significant shift in agglomeration centres between the ninth to eleventh 
centuries CE, which coincides with a transformation in global history dynamics. 
 
Data and Methodology 
Without documentation records, physical remains become the only historical source for 
population size during the first millennium CE. Population estimates in archaeology are usually 
tedious, and accuracy is often dependent on years of extensive excavations on residential 
patterning, material density and distribution, architectural features, burial grounds, resource 
availability, and urban scale. A method used by archaeologists to generate rough population 
estimates is combining information on site area and density with existing ethnographic studies 
on the usage of habitation space. Historical records are also used when considering estimation. 
There are some records of seventh and eighth century CE governance, such as Bhavapura which 
describes a ‘pon-dom’ or a governing unit of settlements comprising of a large village, or supra-
village of several hundred or thousand persons living near a water tank.114 Comparative studies 
on ancient urban centres provide a rough understanding of site density. (table 1) 

Many more sites exist with infrastructures such as moats, ramparts, and brick walls. 
Unfortunately, there are no existing studies on residential patterning for thousands of these sites 
across Southeast Asia. There are four types of settlements included in this study: (1) settlements 
surrounding or partially surrounded by enclosed infrastructure; (2) temple sites which range 
from infrastructure mound to locations where large iconographies were found; (3) production 
sites, location of metal furnaces and earthenware production; (4) open sprawl settlements with 
debris mounds, usually clustered nearby temple sites.  

 
111 Storey, R., Blom, D.E., Liu, L., Boldsen, J.L., Nelson, S.M., Cascio, E.L., Bagnall, R.S., Gorenflo, 

L.J., Junker, L.L., Kusimba, C. and Williams, B.A., 2006. Urbanism in the preindustrial world: 
cross-cultural approaches. University of Alabama Press. 

112 Fletcher, R., 2009. ‘Low-density, agrarian-based urbanism: a comparative view’. Insights, 2(4), pp.1-
19. 

113 Post 1500 cities of Mainland Southeast Asia were described by Persian visitors in the Ship of 
Suleiman as ‘orchard cities’, with parts of gardens and agricultural production acting as part of the 
fortified premise.  

114 Marr, D.G. and Milner, A.C. eds., 1986. ‘Southeast Asia in the 9th to 14th Centuries’. Institute of 
Southeast Asian Studies. 
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For enclosed cities, the perimeters can be measured using polygon tool functions in Google 
Earth and ArcGIS. I have applied this method for the government registry inventoried sites as 
well as those where I conducted personal surveys. I combine satellite data with existing aerial 
photograph records by the Royal Thai Airforce and those within the William Hunt Collection 
and RAF Collection in the Pitt Rivers Museum. These photographs were taken between 1940 
and 1980. They show the landscape before radical modernization schemes in the 1980s. Despite 
this, hundreds of sites were destroyed over the course of history before the aerial surveys. Much 
of the infrastructure in cities such as Old Hanthawaddy and Ayodhya (the city that preceded 
1400s Ayutthaya) were dismantled by succeeding political entities for construction materials to 
build newer cities. However, evidence of human activities can still be detected with material 
culture distribution and landscape alterations. Personal ground surveys of these sites to check 

for material distribution and local records allow me to consolidate this into a database on the 
extent of the site area. The locations are combined with material distribution to construct the 
extent of individual sites onto a map, which allows me to measure the area of each site, as seen 
in figure 1. For sites with more intensive research history, such as Si Mahosot (figure 2), it was 
possible to estimate the land use through the precise measuring of the archaeological residue 
(mound size) and water tanks. From comparative studies of Tiwanaku, a city considered to 
exhibit similar low-density pattern like Southeast Asian cities, approximately 25 percent of the 
city was dedicated to non-residential construction such as temples, cemeteries, water basins, 
and another 20 percent of residential occupations were often unoccupied at any time.115 I cross-
checked this with details from 58 sites with intensive debris mapping in Thailand, and they 
reveal similar patterning ratios. (See method in figure 2.) A straight area to density usually 
employed in archaeology (∑P=	𝛴𝛢.δ+u), where δ is the density of the site area, and u is the 
weighted error margin, often leads to population underestimation due to the proportional 
assumption in the relationship between site scale and household increase.116 As of the current 

 
115 Janusek, J.W. and Blom, D.E., 2006. Identifying Tiwanaku Urban Populations. Urbanism in the 

Preindustrial World: Cross-cultural Approaches, p.233. 
116 Ortman, S.G., Cabaniss, A.H., Sturm, J.O. and Bettencourt, L.M., 2014. ‘The pre-history of urban 

scaling’. PloS one, 9(2), p.e87902. 

Figure 1: Plan of Si Thep Ancient City showing three enclosures with earthen roads and 
ramparts leading to the city centre, enclosed by two moated and walled layers 
The red dots signify known location for ancient laterite and brick infrastructure 
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research, it is not yet possible to find ways around this problem due to limited data on density 
and pottery distribution. However, it was possible to correct for this using Ortman et al. (2014) 
for sites with mound studies such as Si Mahosot and pottery density distribution in Satingpra 
and Sri Ksetra. It is still not possible to estimate the scale of an individual site across the three 
phases due to absence in archaeological dating.  

In addition to enclosed settlements, I also integrate settlements outside ‘moated’ areas. 

This is important for urban sprawl cities in the Isthmian and Malay Peninsula. The Fine Arts 
Department of Thailand conducted intensive surveys of sites between the 1980s and 1990s and 
formulated a database. This database has been updated annually as archaeological surveys are 
part of the process undertaken for new construction permits. These unpublished reports contain 
registered perimeters of each site and the material culture found on each site. It was possible to 
relate such planning to seventh to thirteenth-century temple cities in Southern India which had 
similar urban planning. By measuring the clusters of temple complexes and their distribution, I 
was able to construct the city scale for sites in Southern Thailand and the Bujang Valley in 
Kedah. Individual temple sites were then combined with location and scale of ancient irrigation, 
water tanks, religious infrastructures, and production facilities.117 The location and material 
distribution perimeter are then cross-referenced with better understood South Asian cities with 
a similar urban pattern, which allows me to construct the population estimate for cities without 
enclosures.  
 
Discussion 
The macro-estimates provide a picture of population trend during the first millennium, which 
marked the dawn of polities in Southeast Asia. Research on ancient cities shows that many 
possess a core territory of 150 hectares or more, while city-states territory can extend to 10,000 
hectares or more.118 I find that the urban pattern and settlement scale fluctuate over the course 

 
117 Ibid. Refer to these small size as amorphorous settlement. The distance cost of interaction clustering 

can be used to compute the dependence of land area on population.  While there is no similar data 
on pottery density to construct the same population interaction cost and estimation model, it was 
possible to use the relative distance to identify the core and perimeter of the settlement.  

118 Yoffee, N., 2005. Myths of the archaic state. Evolution of the Earliest Cities, States, and Civilizations. 
Cambridge, pp.66 

Figure 2: Plan of Si Mahosot demonstrating study on urban planning and land usage. 
Mounds are classed as residential (yellow), non-residential infrastructure (green), and water 

structure (blue). Smaller water wells are plotted outside the city in black 
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of the first millennium CE. There is a rapid increase in both scale of settlements and quantity 
after 500 CE, but a decline of settlement size and quantity between 1000CE to 1300CE. 
However, this does not correspond to the increase in population rate. This means that the 
population nearly doubled during the initial ‘city’ formation phase in 300 BCE to 500 CE, and 
then expanded at the low rate of 15-16 percent over the next periodic interval (averaging at only 
between 1 to 2 percent annually). Transitions during the first period to settled communities 
were, therefore, more drastic in terms of effect towards population expansion. (Figures 3 and 
4) Moreover, settlement location moved from arable hinterlands into the riverine landscape. 
The riverine settlement distribution is particularly prominent in the case of settlement patterns 
in Upper Myanmar and Thailand. Settlements after 1000CE are also smaller in terms of scale, 
which suggest an increase in low-density settlement across the landscape coinciding with more 
grain cultivation activities. Land intensive agricultural activities are distinguishing features of 
Late Classic states such as Bagan and Sukhothai.119 We know that the earliest evidence of 
regional bureaucratic organization emerged in the eleventh century CE in Bagan, and 
subsequently Sukhothai. While it remains uncertain whether the emergence of new governance 
entails more political power, the urban pattern does seem to contradict the ‘primate cities’ 
hypothesis that emphasizes the politically driven growth dynamics. It seems that the diffusion 
of cities towards the hinterland region in 1000CE onwards suggests an emergence of a more 
diffused growth and urban sprawl across the landscape. (Figure 5) 

The shift to riverine locations and diffusion of settlements from initial clusters in flat 
arable plains may also have to do with the increase in long-distance trade, particularly with 
China. Stargardt calculations of the import ceramic ratio in the stratigraphy between the twelfth 
to fourteenth centuries CE at Satingpra suggest rising commercial networks in the coastal 
settlements.120 It also coincides with more Chinese ceramics found in settlements and religious 
structures after the ninth century CE. The clustering of cities in the period before 1000CE also 
suggests that much of the growth was driven by localized and regional exchange networks 
within Mainland Southeast Asia. This contrasts the conventional views on the role of long-
distant trade with India and China as the primary driver of regional growth and reveals that 
earlier urban growth was reliant on intensive socio-economic interactions with low cost in 
connectivity between large and medium scale settlements.  
 
  

 
119 Both economies relied on a mixture of grain and orchard production. Kyansittha of Bagan (1084-

1112) wrote that his people had access to “mushrooms, bamboo shoots … fruits, …, rice, millets”. 
Hla, N.P., 1998. Kyansittha and the Indic words in Myanmar from Mon. MONKHMER STUDIES, 
pp.19-30. 

120 Stargardt, J.M., 2001. Behind the shadows: archaeological data on two-way sea-trade between 
Quanzhou and Satingpra, South Thailand, 10th-14th century. In ‘Emporium to the World: 
Quanzhou and Maritime Trade, 10th-14th century’, pp.309-393. 
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Table 1: Comparative Site Scale and Density121 
Site Location Chronology Area (ha) Estimated Peak 

Population 

Anyang China 1250-1050 BCE 3,000 100,000-150,000 
Ban Chiang Thailand 2000 BCE – 200 CE 8 1,000 
Old Bagan Myanmar 650-1410 CE 152 10,000 
Co Loa Vietnam 400 BCE – 10th 

century CE 
600 5,000-20,000 

Cahokia North America 1100-1400CE 1,300 10,000-16,000 
Greater Zimbabwe Zimbabwe 16th century CE 11,000-18,000 11,000-18,000 
Teotihuacan Mexico 150BCE-650CE 100,000 100,000 
Tiwanaku Bolivia 700-1000CE 5,000-10,000 5,000-10,000 

Source: O’Reilly, D.J., 2006. Early Civilizations of Southeast Asia. Rowman Altamira, Yian, G.G., 
Miksic, J. and Aung-Thwin, M. eds., 2017. Bagan and the World: Early Myanmar and Its Global 
Connections (Vol. 32). ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute. 
 

Figure 3: Number of Settlements and Production Sites 

 
 
Figure 4: Population Estimates Total in Myanmar, Thailand, and Peninsular Malaysia (300 

BCE to 1400CE) 

 
  

 
121 Kim, N.C., 2013. ‘Lasting monuments and durable institutions: labor, urbanism, and statehood in 

Northern Vietnam and beyond’. Journal of Archaeological Research, 21(3), pp.217-267. 
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Figure 5: Map of Settlement Distribution and Clustering between 300BCE to 1400CE 

 
 

Settlement Distribution between 300BCE to 
500CE 
Settlement scale (ha): 
Small: x≤ 30 
Medium: 30≤x≤100 
Large: 100≤x≤800 

Settlement Distribution between 500CE to 
1000CE 
Settlement scale (ha):  
Small: x ≤ 30 
Medium: 30 < x ≤ 200 
Large: 200 < x ≤ 1500 

 
Settlement Distribution between 1000CE to 1400CE 
Settlement scale (ha):  
Small: x ≤ 10 
Medium: 10 < x ≤ 100 
Large: 100 < x ≤ 300 
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Quantification, state capacity, and centralized 
minimalism: Counting government employees in pre-

modern China 
 

Ziang Liu, London School of Economics 
(z.liu36@lse.ac.uk) 

Supervisors: Kent Deng & Oliver Volckart 
 
In recent decades, the role of the state in economic growth has drawn great attention from 
academia. To work out the relationship between state capacity and economic growth, many 
have focused on the fiscal domain of the central state. The popular paradigm tends to focus on 
the income side of the story, that the higher the state’s ability to tax and extract revenues (in per 
capita or a portion of GDP) the greater the state capacity.122 Such an interpretation can be traced 
back to a coercive and violent view of state power where the state is expected to carry its own 
will despite resistance.123 

However, many attempts at constructing a generic narrative for non-European history 
have not offered enough attention to the expenditure side of the story. More importantly, current 
studies have yet made enough enquiries on the state’s ability to obtain and process the necessary 
information for fiscal administration, which requires more than the coercive power to realize 
the state’s willingness. In the case of pre-modern China, where state income was significantly 
smaller at per head level, some show that the central state has proved its capacity to achieve not 
only domestic stability but also diplomatic and military success in its geopolitical context, and 
they consider that the lower level of state income is rather the result of a lower willingness to 
tax.124 

To progress beyond the current controversy, this paper centres around the expenditure 
side of the story and attempts to construct a new narrative for China’s fiscal capacity by 
focusing on the central state’s ability to govern by numbers from the sixteenth to the early 
nineteenth centuries. The author studies the very foundation of the state apparatus in pre-
modern China, the local state, and focuses on the central state’s ability to quantify and make 
legible local spending on public employment for fiscal administration. This paper intends to 
argue that at the expense of local budget reductions, the marketized public employment and 
monetized state finance progressed fiscal centralization to the Chinese central state. However, 
insufficient state expenditures, instead of incomes, may have hindered the state’s capacity to 
govern, as investments on local governments and public services shrunk dramatically after the 
mid-seventeenth century. 

By studying 165 sets of local gazetteers published between the sixteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries, the author collects and compiles an unrevealed database for local budget 
accounts on public employees in 44 prefectural-level administrations over the sixteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries (which cover 10 out of 15 provincial administrations in the sixteenth 
century or 11 out of 18 in early nineteenth-century China). Except for prefectures in Yunnan 
province where data is only available for two series of observations after the mid-seventeenth 
century’s dynastic change, the dataset for the rest captures records in at least one point in time 
before the dynastic change and one after. The dataset includes the number of employees, type 

 
122 Karaman, K. Kivanç, and Şevket Pamuk, “Ottoman state finances in European perspective, 1500–

1914.” The Journal of Economic History 70.3 (2010): 593-629. 
123 Weber, Max, Economy and society: An outline of interpretive sociology. University of California 

Press, 1978, 947. 
124 Perdue, Peter, China marches west: the Qing conquest of Central Eurasia. Harvard University Press, 

2009; Wong, Roy Bin, China transformed: historical change and the limits of European experience. 
Cornell University Press, 1997; Will, Pierre-Etienne, Bureaucracy and famine in eighteenth-
century China. Stanford University Press, 1990. 
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of jobs, and expenditure budget for the personnel. These prefectures cover a variety of spatial 
differences, including inland border (north and southwest), costal border (south), the Yellow 
River downstream, the middle and lower Yangtze River, the Grand Canal, and inland regions. 
The size of public employees is then used in this paper as an indicator of China’s state 
investments on public governance over the sixteenth to early nineteenth centuries. 

Map A: Data geographic coverage (in 1820 provincial boundary) 

 
 
How representative are the records from local gazetteers? First, most of these local gazetteers 
were either edited by government officials or sponsored by local governments, and therefore, 
can be regarded as official publications to a certain degree. Second, many of these local 
gazetteers provide clear references for the sources of records, that the figures came from either 
the state’s tax registers and budget books (such as the Taxations and Corvée Regulations, fuyi 
chenggui, and The Complete Book of Taxation and Corvée, fuyi quanshu) or annual tax 
accounts and reports (such as the Income and Expenditure Accounting, zouxiao ce). For some 
parts of records where only a budget sum is available for a particular type of job, the author 
estimated the number of those employees using the payment standards and employee quotas 
found in neighbouring regions. 

It is worth noticing that these records do not always stand for the actual number of people 
hired. First, the records are budget figures and there can be temporary or extra personnel 
employed in some years. Second, as evidence suggests, there were government runners who 
lived on either local illegal tax surcharges (which was explicitly prohibited by the central state) 
or salaries of local officials. Their number is, unfortunately, unable to be captured by formal 
budget accounts. Even so, these limits would not affect the research because the budgetary 
figures, whether sufficient or not for local governments, reflected the vision and formal 
behaviours of the central state, and off-record and non-statutory employees would be of help to 
analyse the limitations in those budgets. 

The sample data shows that in the course of the sixteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 
the absolute number of budgetary public employees was, in general, reduced by a significant 
margin (figure A), and the most dramatic shrink happened after the mid-seventeenth century’s 
dynastic change. The degree of shrink becomes more significant if we look at the number of 
budgetary employees per thousand local population after the second half of the seventeenth 
century figure B). 

Figure A: Absolute numbers of budgetary public employees in sample regions 
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Source: Author’s compilation based on local gazetteers. 

 
Figure B: Budgetary public employees per thousand local population 

Source: Data on public employees is collected by the author; population is estimated based on Shuji 
Cao, Zhongguo renkou tongshi. Fudan University Press, 1988, vol.4, 451-52; vol.5, 691-700. 
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On the façade, the reduced size of public employees was a result of the central state’s fiscal 
pressure over the mid-sixteenth and late seventeenth centuries. Existing records suggest that 
since the mid-sixteenth century onwards, China’s central treasury operated on the edge of 
bankruptcy due to large military expenditures (figure C). In the same period, the central state 
undertook a series of reforms for fiscal centralization. On the one hand, the central treasury 
expanded its range of control over the resources managed by other ministries in the central 
government. On the other hand, the establishment of local fiscal budgets in silver terms, 
including the expenditure on public employees, allowed the central state to reduce local 
expenditure and transfer resources to the central. This trend of centralization was further 
progressed after the mid-seventeenth century’s dynastic change when China’s local states were 
largely deprived of its previous fiscal freedom, and their administrative funds relied entirely 
upon central appropriations in the legal sense. 
 

Figure C: Ming China’s central treasury annual net income and expenditure 
(million taels of silver, current price) 

Source: Author’s estimation based on Ming shilu. 
 
Behind the façade, the reduction was made possible by the marketized public employment and 
monetized state finance that opened up a new ground for fiscal intervention by transforming 
the previously unknown number of local employees to legible monetary expenditures to the 
central state. Unlike many European states, the central state in China had the de jure claim over 
local fiscal resources. The more information the central state could obtain, the better it would 
be able to centralize and mobilize resources. The unified accounting and statistical unit (in silver 
tael) helped the Chinese central state to reduce the complexity of regional variations and render 
to itself localized information. 

Before being used for fiscal intervention, local budgets on public employees took a long 
time to come into being. The author’s earlier research shows that before the mid-sixteenth 
century, the Chinese central state did not have a clear account of the number of, and expenditure 
on, local public employees. Local employees were long conscripted as corvée rather than paid 
labourers and they consumed no fiscal resources from either local or central governments. Also, 
corvée conscription itself was very localized as it was based on local registers on each 
household’s wealth circumstance. Consequently, the Chinese central state lacked strong 
incentives to establish a detailed account of local government labours. 

The marketization of public employment received popular adoption after the sixteenth 
century when the corvée system was constantly questioned for its effectiveness of regulating 
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corvée burdens among residents. In addition, corvée works at local governments gradually 
developed towards full-time jobs, which increasingly disengaged the conscripted from 
agricultural production and affected their tax-paying ability. The author’s earlier research finds 
that the marketized public employment allowed local governments to spread the burden to an 
ever-wider population basis by pricing each type of works in silver terms and charging corvée 
taxes upon a larger administrative district. Towards the mid-sixteenth century, two factors have 
underpinned the standardization of the fiscal account on local public employees. First, the 
establishment of general price costs of public employees in different regions (in Chinese silver 
taels) and second, the establishment of financing channels for public employees in different 
regions (corvée taxes). Together with the trend in the monetization of state finance in China, 
the empire in the second half of the sixteenth century attempted to manage both central and 
local fiscal accounts in silver terms, though in reality there was still a significant portion of in-
kind taxes and expenses. 

Between the late sixteenth and the mid-seventeenth centuries, local budget accounts 
became the basis for the central state’s fiscal intervention and centralization. Records show that 
in the period 1581-82, there was a general reduction in local expenditure budgets. A more 
significant reduction came after the mid-seventeenth century’s dynastic change when the new 
central government faced great fiscal pressure and cut off expenditures universally on 
government employees during 1657-65. At the same time, fiscal centralization was further 
progressed as local administrative funds were financed not by locally managed tax sources but 
central appropriations with authorized purposes of use only, and local states in China were 
greatly deprived of their previously enjoyed fiscal jurisdiction. The dataset shows that employee 
quotas and payments were standardized across the empire from the mid-seventeenth century 
onwards regardless of regional socioeconomic differences. 

Though monetized local budgets opened up a new ground for fiscal intervention, they 
also restrained the flexibility of local finance. First, the budgetization of local finance means 
that expenses need specific purposes of use to be included in the budget. Second, the 
monetization of the local budget means that expenses need explicit currency prices to be 
included. There are many historical records suggesting that, since the late seventeenth century, 
local budgets did not accommodate well with actual expenditures in various regions, and tax 
surcharges commonly existed across the empire. When the dynastic change was eventually put 
to an end after the crush down of the Three Feudatories Revolt in 1681, the insufficiency of 
local funds became increasingly significant so that a series of reforms that aimed to grant local 
autonomy in the collection and management of tax surcharges were undertaken during 1723-
35. These reforms legalized local surcharges based on varying percentages of regional tax 
quotas, and the use of these local incomes, mainly for increasing salaries of officials and 
administrative funds of governments, was left to the jurisdiction of provincial governors. 

However, the reforms also raised concerns about local autonomy of bringing not only the 
increasing tax burdens but also difficulties in monitoring the collection and use of surcharges.125 
Throughout the second half of the eighteenth century, the Chinese central state presented a clear 
preference for central authority over local autonomy, and by the end of the eighteenth century, 
local incomes were put back under central control: first, the use of surcharges need to be 
authorized by the central treasury for specific purposes; and second, one province’s annual net 
surplus of surcharges can be reallocated to other provinces as fiscal aids.126 

These changes brought back the old problem of fund insufficiency. In the dataset, on the 
one hand, we observed no increase, but some minor decreases, to statutory budgets on local 
public employees over the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In official accounts, 

 
125 He, Ping. Qingdai fushui zhengce yanjiu: 1644-1840. (Study on Qing’s taxation policies: 1644-1840). 

Kexue chubanshe, 1988, 108-124. 
126 Zelin, Madeleine, The Magistrate’s Tael: Rationalizing Fiscal Reform in Eighteenth-century Ch’ing 

China. University of California Press, 1992, ch.7. 
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on the other hand, the proportion of land tax distributed to local governments, which was the 
statutory funding source for central appropriations, experienced a decline in the second half of 
the eighteenth century, and by the early nineteenth century local retainment, either in the 
absolute amount or a percentage, were even smaller than the late seventeenth century’s level 
(figure D), given that the Chinese economy has experienced a long-term price inflation over the 
entire eighteenth century. Even so, compared to the Ming state (figure C), the Qing central state 
was able to maintain a better fiscal condition at the expense of local budget cut-offs, either in 
terms of the stability of annual balance or the accumulated surplus over the entire eighteenth 
century (figures E and F). 
 

Figure D: Distribution of land tax income budget between the seventeenth and nineteenth 
centuries (unit: taels of silver, current price) 

Source: Author’s compilation based on Daqing huidian. 
 

Figure E: Qing China’s central treasury annual net income and expenditure 
(million taels of silver, current price) 

Source: Compiled based on Zhihong Shi, Qingdai hubu yinku shouzhi he kucun yanjiu. Shehui Kexue 
Wenxian chubanshe, 2014, 204-207.  
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Figure F: Qing China’s central treasury accumulated fiscal surplus 
(million taels of silver, current price) 

Source: Compiled based on Shi, Qingdai hubu yinku shouzhi he kucun yanjiu, 204-207. 
 
Budget reduction after the mid-seventeenth century also brought a structural change to the 
composition of local employees. On the one hand, courier station workers took up a larger 
proportion in local governments, on average 48.03 percent of employees in sample prefectures 
were courier station workers after the mid-seventeenth century, compared to 33.56 percent 
before then. In the lower Yangtze River, in particular, the portion can be up to more than 60 
percent. On the other hand, the proportion of police forces, together with office runners and 
servants, witnessed the most reduction. This structural change tends to suggest that since the 
mid-seventeenth century onwards, the Chinese local state kept more personnel for state logistic 
and information network instead of local public services (figure G). 
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Figure G: Composition of local public employees in selected regions 

Source: Author’s compilation based on local gazetteers 
Note: Data for non-courier station employees in Ganzhou is not available in Ming period. Data for 
Yunnan province is only available for Qing period. 
 
There have been studies hypothesizing that China’s economic growth in the late imperial time 
lacked support from state investment in public infrastructure.127 This paper provides new 
evidence to the hypothesis by showing that state investment in China’s local state apparatus 
after the eighteenth century was dramatically small, and the personnel for local public services 
shrunk significantly. Given that China’s population expanded roughly from 160 million in 1679 
to 380 million in 1820,128 it is hardly persuasive that the formal size of China’s local 
governments, either in terms of the absolute amount of public employees (figure A), employees 
per thousand local population (figure B), or central appropriations (figure D), could be effective 
in public governance. In other words, the long-term fiscal centralization in China via 
marketization and monetization eventually resulted in a dramatic shrink in the investment in 
local governments, which in turn kept the state a minimal presence in local governance after 
the mid-seventeenth century. 

  

 
127 See, for example, Will, Pierre-Etienne, “State intervention in the administration of a hydraulic 

infrastructure: The example of Hubei province in late imperial times.” in The scope of state power 
in China. The Chinese University of Hong Kong Press, 1985; Perdue, Peter C, “Water control in 
the Dongting Lake region during the Ming and Qing periods.” The Journal of Asian Studies 41, no. 
4 (1982) : 747-765. 

128 Cao, Zhongguo renkou shi vol.5, 832. 
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State formation and bureaucratization: Evidence from 
Pre-Imperial China 

 
Joy Chen, Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business 

(joychen@ckgsb.edu.cn) 
Supervisor: Avner Greif 

 
Building strong, functioning states129 has been a key objective of rulers and statesmen 
throughout human history. From ancient Egypt and medieval Europe, to premodern Japan and 
present-day Middle East, one can find many examples of success, and plenty more of failure. 
Yet, the question of how to build a centralized bureaucratic130 state has long remained a puzzle 
to both aspiring state-builders and scholars (Tilly 1992; Finer 1997; Ertman 1997).131 

The creation of a centralized bureaucratic state has profound implications for economic 
development. States play an important role in the provision of public goods (Besley and Persson 
2011; Hoffman 2015), and can enhance the protection of property rights and encourage 
productive investments through limiting the use of violence (North et al. 2009; Bates et al. 
2002; Sánchez de la Sierra 2019). The impact of state institutions on economic growth is also 
determined by the configuration of administrative power within the state (de Lara et al. 2008; 
Greif 2008). Every state administration involves the delegation of authority, and for a state to 
be strong, incentives of the ruling body and its agents must be aligned to a certain extent. 

Through what processes, then, do centralized bureaucratic states form? Existing theories 
of state formation primarily draw from European history, and place a heavy emphasis on the 
role of warfare. The common argument is that wars incentivize rulers to build up their extractive 
capacity and create fiscal infrastructures (Hintze 1975; Tilly 1985, 1992; Olson 1993, Besley 
and Persson 2009), and that wars and military competition force states to adopt more efficient 
bureaucratic forms (Lewis 1990; Weber 1978).  

The Chinese empire, on the other hand, has received much less attention in the literature. 
As one of the longest-lived autocratic regimes, imperial China serves both as a case of global 
importance in its own right, but also as a valuable case for understanding the formation and 
robustness of centralized bureaucracies. In the seventh century B.C., China was composed of 
over one hundred autonomous regional states (zhuhou guo) ruled by warlords and their vassals. 
Amid frequent warfare and conquests, the processes of centralization and bureaucratization 
took off and continued over the next five centuries. They eventually consummated in the birth 
of the Chinese empire in 221 B.C. which was consolidated under and “administered by a 
centralized bureaucratic government” (Creel 1964:155; Finer 1997:13, 87, 90). Remarkably, 
many of the institutional innovations developed then were to persist for the next two millennia, 
even though the first empire collapsed within fifteen years of its founding. 

In this paper, I study patterns and mechanisms of state-building in the context of pre-
imperial China. I hand-collect novel datasets on military conflict, administrative divisions and 
administrators over the Spring and Autumn Period (770-481 B.C.) and the Warring States 
Period (480-221 B.C.), and present the first systematic evidence on warfare and state-building 
in pre-imperial China. 

 
129 A state, as defined by Weber (1958), is a monopoly on the legitimate use of physical force within a 

given territory. 
130 Weber ([1921/2]1978:954) suggests that the ideal type of rational bureaucracy is characterized by 

qualifications-based appointment and promotion of officials, hierarchical organization and 
monitoring of officials based on written regulations, payment of salaries in money and officials 
who do not own their positions. 

131 Political theorists have extensively studied the selection of state agents, credible commitment and 
power-sharing among ruling elites, and how these affect the administrative forms of the 
government (Egorov and Sonin 2011; Acemoglu et al. 2010; Myerson 2008). 
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Then, I develop an incomplete contract model of land ownership to study the mechanisms 
via which different types of warfare affect state-building. In this model, the ruler appoints an 
agent to administer a land domain. He can give the agent a fief contract or a county contract, 
the key distinction between which is the ownership of the domain. Following the literature on 
incomplete contracts, ownership is defined as the residual right of control over domain 
resources (Grossman and Hart 1986; Hart and Moore 1990). Under the fief contract, the 
administrator claims ownership to the domain, receives its taxable income, and organizes 
military activities. Under the county contract, the ruler retains ownership of the domain and 
receives its income; the administrator collects taxes and organizes military activities on behalf 
of the ruler, and receives wage payments in return. The fief contract corresponds to 
decentralization, while the county contract corresponds to centralization. 

I subject this model under different types of warfare, to examine the incentives and 
strategic interactions between the ruler and his agent, and to study the model’s implications for 
state-building. I divide military conflicts into two types: defence from external invasion, and 
attack on others. In a defensive game, the two players face an invasion from a foreign enemy, 
and invest in military spending for self-defence. In an offensive game, they invest in military 
spending to attack a foreign enemy. If they win, both survive and consume their corresponding 
payoffs; and if they lose, the agent dies. The agent can also opt out of conflict, if he does not 
find it worthwhile. 

This model generates three testable predictions. First, state-building is less likely to 
happen in regions that face greater external threat. This is because the ruler’s optimal response 
is to concede land ownership to his agent, so that the latter sees a greater incentive to defend 
the domain as he now has more to gain from a successful defence.132 Second, county 
administrators are willing to attack weak enemies over a wider range of circumstances. This is 
because a non-land-owning county administrator is subject to punishment by the ruler if he does 
not participate in the attack, since ownership gives the ruler control over human resources. 
These results demonstrate that land ownership can affect agents’ defence and offence incentives 
in opposite directions. Third, centralized counties are more likely to have agents with smaller 
outside options, which is an indication of smaller bargaining power. This is because the county 
contract produces smaller gains for the administrator. 

I demonstrate that model predictions are consistent with empirical findings. To verify the 
first two results, I use data on bureaucratic counties and vassal fiefs in the states of Jin and Chu, 
which were two of the most powerful regional states in the Spring and Autumn Period. 
Consulting a set of historical atlases, I map counties and fiefs to their contemporary locations, 
and determine whether they were on the state border, and if so, the neighbours they had. I show 
that an administrative unit located on the state border at its time of establishment is at least 28 
percent more likely to be a vassal fief, and an administrative unit that neighboured a militarily 
strong state or a nomadic tribe at the time of establishment is at least 39 percent more likely to 
be a vassal fief.133 This result is robust to controlling for geographical characteristics including 
elevation and terrain roughness, distance to capital city, and irrigation potential. 

Then, from the conflict dataset, I identify military attacks initiated by Chu and Jin, and 
map war sites to their contemporary locations. I show that, compared with vassal fiefs, 
bureaucratic counties are associated with 2.19 to 3.05 additional attacks against weak enemies 
within a radius of 51-100 miles, and 2.64 to 2.85 additional attacks against weak enemies within 
a radius of 101-150 miles. No evidence suggests that counties are associated with a greater 
number of attacks against weak enemies within a radius of 50 miles. This is consistent with the 
second prediction from the model. 

 
132 This is in part similar to Gennaioli and Voth (2015) for the case of Western Europe. 
133 This also bears historical resemblance to Tudor England, where the House of Percy had maintained 

a powerful presence in Northumberland for centuries. 
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In addition, from the dataset on administrators, I use the political prominence of an 
administrator’s clan lineage to proxy for his bargaining power. I determine if an administrator 
held membership to a clan, and if so, I categorize the type of his clan based on the offices held 
by predecessors in his direct patrilineal line, and whether the founding ancestor of his clan is 
known. I demonstrate that a county administrator is about 20 percent less likely to be a member 
of a large noble clan, and around 32 percent to be a member of a small clan or to have no clan 
membership at all.  

I further discuss these predictions in the historical context of a few major regional states 
of the Spring and Autumn Period for which data on vassal fiefs are unavailable. I argue that the 
slow development of state-building in Zheng, Song and Wey can be attributed to their proximity 
to the military superpowers at the time. The fact that Zheng and Song were situated in places 
that had historically been targets of military contention due to their strategic importance was 
another important factor. I also discuss historical evidence on the role of county troops in Chu’s 
military expansion. In addition, I argue that the bargaining power of nobles in Chu and Qin, 
which were military superpowers, affected their state-building process. Chu had a relatively 
weak noble class and was an early state-builder. The Qin likely possessed a small supply of 
individuals qualified for administrative work, whose strong bargaining position may have 
delayed Qin’s state-building efforts. At the end, I include a discussion of how my findings relate 
to European history. 

This paper contributes to a large strand of literature in economics and political science 
which studies the relationship between war and state formation (e.g. Dincecco et al. 2011; 
Becker et al. 2019). Some works recognize that state-building may not be uniform across space, 
and that the relationship between war and state-building is not homogeneous across states and 
time. For example, Gennaioli and Voth (2015) shows that war can stifle state-building when 
money is not crucial for military success, and Centeno (1997) argues that war does not lead to 
state-building when alternative taxable resources are available and support from local actors is 
weak. While most studies only focus on rulers’ incentives to centralize and go to war, my paper 
extends this literature by examining principal-agent relationships in warfare and state-building. 
I introduce the incomplete contract framework to demonstrate that allocating land ownership to 
the agent can alter his incentives at war, and that centralization may not always be the optimal 
response to wars. 

Scholars have also explored alternative factors that can explain state-building. Gennaioli 
and Voth (2015) emphasizes the effect of fiscal resources on military strength and states’ 
internal cohesion; Ko et al. (2018) and Koyama et al. (2018) examine the impact of the number 
and direction of external threats and the size of the affected state; Michalopoulos and 
Papaioannou (2014) and Sng (2014) demonstrate that state institutions and extractive capacity 
decline in regions that are distant from the capital. My paper adds to this literature by 
demonstrating that the type of military conflict—offence and defence—can affect state-
building. More specifically, I show that decentralization is better at defending against strong 
enemies, and that centralization is better at offence against weak enemies. 

In particular, this paper adds to the literature that studies state formation in pre-imperial 
China. Kiser and Cai (2003) postulates that warfare facilitated bureaucratization by decimating 
the Chinese aristocracy and killing “the main barrier to administrative reform”. Hui (2005) 
contends that political centralization in China is a product of the self-strengthening reforms 
adopted by the regional states. Building on this argument, Zhao (2006, 2015) postulates that 
political centralization and proto-bureaucratization in China was the consequence of prolonged, 
inconclusive warfare between competitors of similar strength, an environment in which only 
intensification could produce decisive outcomes. My paper contributes to this literature by 
providing the first quantitative analysis on patterns of warfare and state-building in this era, and 
proposing and testing a theory to explain why centralization occurred in some regional states 
but not others. 
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From imitation to industrialization: Evolution of cloth 
quality in the British cotton industry, 1740-1820 

 
Alka Raman, London School of Economics 

(a.p.raman@lse.ac.uk) 
Supervisors: Tirthankar Roy & Joan Rosés 

 
The introduction of Indian printed and painted cotton textiles into Britain in the late seventeenth 
century led to immediate imitations of these goods by British manufacturers. Did the process 
of imitation of these foreign benchmark products lead to the adoption of a specific trajectory of 
technological growth within the British cotton industry? Extant literature mentions learning 
from pre-existing products but what this learning entailed and whether imitation of benchmark 
products stimulated technological innovations are questions that have remained unexplored.  

Textual evidence suggests that manufacturers in the early British cotton industry were 
concerned about cloth quality vis-à-vis Indian cottons and that there was a shift towards 
improvements in cloth quality, especially for the making of the cotton warp yarn.134  I 
hypothesize, therefore, that sequential technological innovations in the British cotton industry 
were a consequence of the quest to match the quality of the handmade benchmark product, the 
Indian cottons. I use material evidence from the period under consideration to test this 
hypothesis and show a trend towards improved, finer yarns and finished cotton textiles in the 
early British cotton industry as it evolved first to make the all-cotton cloth, and subsequently, 
the fine all-cotton cloth or muslin.  
 
Methodology and data 
In order to compare quality of base cloth, it is vital to isolate cloth ‘quality’. The approach 
adopted in this study is to enumerate the basic warp and weft count of a square inch of fabric 
due to the historic nature of the materials. The thread per inch count or TPI is taken as the basic 
measure for quality – the higher the TPI, the finer the yarn and therefore the finer the cloth. A 
thread counter with 10x magnification has been used for this purpose. The study also uses 
microscopic analysis to identify basic yarn composition of sample textiles. A Dino-Lite Premier 
Digital Microscope AM4113T was used to magnify textile swatches up to 60x with a view to 
understanding their warp-weft composition.  

To assess English cloth quality over the time period under consideration, two historical 
material sources are used. The first English source is the ‘Barbara Johnson Album’ (1746-1823) 
at the Victoria and Albert Museum.135 The album is a unique collection of textiles from 1746-
1822. It constitutes a random sample that comprised the wardrobe of one woman in Britain 
through her lifetime. Of the 121 samples in the album, 50 have been selected for this study for 
being described by Johnson as cottons or calicoes or muslins, or if they are printed, or if they 
resemble in appearance prints or checks from India. 

The second source of English textiles is John Holker’s ‘Livre d’Echantillons’ at the 
Museum of Decorative Arts in Paris.136 It is a manuscript with cloth samples made in Britain 
compiled by an English Jacobite, John Holker, for Marc Morel, a French inspector for cotton 
manufactures in Rouen in around 1750-51. These are the highest quality textile goods of the 
time, carefully selected by Holker to showcase the best of British manufacture. Of the 137 total 
samples, 21 printed textiles have been used in this study.  

The third source relates to Indian handmade cottons and comprises 18 volumes of ‘The 
Textile Manufactures of India’ (TMOI) compiled by John Forbes Watson, Reporter of the 

 
134 George Unwin, Samuel Oldknow and the Arkwrights, Manchester University Press, Manchester 

1924, p.97. 
135 The Barbara Johnson Album, T.219-1973, Victoria and Albert Museum, London [Image code BJ]. 
136 John Holker Livre d’Echantillons, Museum of Decorative Arts, Paris [Image code JH]. 
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Products of India at the India Museum in 1866.137 Although Forbes Watson compiled the 
volumes in 1866, the fabrics taken as specimens had been part of the India Museum collections 
since 1798. The samples comprise all manner of handmade Indian textiles consumed within 
India. Therefore, this is a compilation of low-medium-high qualities of fabrics, excluding the 
finest qualities made in India. These swatches are used as comparators vis-à-vis the English 
samples. Of the 402 all-cotton fabrics within the TMOI, 371 are used for this study.  
 

Measuring quality: microscopic swatch analysis of British ‘cottons’ 
Since printed cottons are the focus of this work, microscopic analysis of selected goods was 
undertaken to verify their yarn composition and thread count.  
 

 
Image 1: BJ/P1/S1(1746) TPI 136  Image 2: BJ/P1/S1(1746) magnified 
 

      
 

137 John Forbes Watson, The Textile Manufactures and the Costumes of the People of India, Harris 
Museum, Preston [Image code TMOI]. 
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Image 3: BJ/P1/S2(1747) TPI 115  Image 4: BJ/P1/S2(1747) magnified 
 
Images 1-4 are from the first page of Johnson’s album. The two swatches, from 1746 and 1747, 
comprise a couple of the earliest surviving English ‘calicoes’. Microscopic analysis reveals that 
they are, in fact, fustians with linen warp. The overall quality of both swatches is non-uniform 
and low, both for the base cloth as well as for the printing, due to the presence of linen warp 
and uneven, coarsely spun yarns.  
 

    
Image 5: BJ/P25/S3(1782) TPI 184  Image 6: BJ/P25/S3(1782) magnified 
 
Images 5-6 are of a swatch from 1782, which is mid-point between the first and the last cotton 
swatches under study (1746-1816). Its thread count of 184 sits remarkably close to the average 
of the first and last thread counts of the samples and constitutes a 60 percent increase in quality 
since 1747.138  
 

    
Image 7: BJ/P67/S2(1809) TPI 213  Image 8: BJ/P67/S2(1809) magnified 
 

 
138 First TPI=136, last TPI=229, average = 180. 
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Image 9: BJ/P77/S3 (1814) TPI 229  Image 10: BJ/P77/S3 (1814) magnified 
 
Towards the end of Johnson’s album there are several fine cottons. From the samples selected, 
images 7-10 show the notable improvements in cloth quality, constituting a 24 percent increase 
from 1782 to 1816.  
 
Quantifying the evolution of cloth quality 
An analysis of the thread count of the 50 samples shows a remarkable improvement in cloth 
quality from 1746 to 1816. The range of threads per inch is wide, indicative of a wide spectrum 
of qualities of cloth on the market. Overall, from the coarsest TPI of 115 in 1747 to the finest 
of 229 in 1816, the percentage increase in quality is an impressive 99 percent. 
 

Figure 1: Quality of  English cotton cloth 1746-1816, in threads per inch (TPI) 
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Source: Barbara Johnson Album, V&A. Thread per inch count of 50 samples from the album from 1746-
1816. The blue staggered line depicts 1767, the year of the invention of Arkwright’s Waterframe. 
 
In Figure 1, the first major peak in 1748 (TPI 165) is from an all-linen printed swatch. Fourteen 
samples out of the 50 comprise all linen fabrics or linens woven with another non-cotton fibre 
(wool or silk). It is interesting to note that out of these 14 all linen or linen-mixed fabrics, 10 
are from before 1770 and only four from after. After 1779, Johnson did not add a single new 
linen or linen-mix fabric into her wardrobe; her preference was decidedly for the lighter all-
cottons. 
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Figure 2: Price of British ‘cotton’ goods, 1746-1816 (pence per yard) 

 
 
The album also supplies important, if somewhat broken, data for the retail prices paid for these 
fabrics (figure 2). While the price data obtained from the album fluctuates too much for any 
predictive analysis, it does show that over her lifetime, Johnson paid less for better quality cloth. 
Also, while prices decreased steadily, quality increased at a much greater pace.  

A clear anomaly in the price trend emerges in 1778 when Johnson pays 2 guineas (112 
pence) for a 4.5 yard piece of what she calls ‘a white printed chintz,’ when the price range is 
between 20-60 pence a yard, depending on the fineness of the fabric (images 11-12). 
Microscopic analysis reveals the swatch to be of reasonably high thread count (192) but uneven, 
coarsely spun cotton yarn both ways, pointing to the complexity of any measure of quality. The 
redeeming quality of the fabric is its print – it is polychrome, aesthetically pleasing on white 
background with proportional design elements. The evolution from monochrome to 
polychrome printing as a measure of print quality is documented in the next chapter of my 
thesis.  
 

  
Image 11: BJ/P19/S1 (1778) TPI 192  Image 12: BJ/P19/S1 (1778) magnified 
 
Microscopic analysis of early English printed textiles from the John Holker manuscript reveals 
that they are mixed cotton-linen fabrics. Quality measures from the Barbara Johnson Album 
and the Holker Manuscript are similar. The TPI of printed chintz/calicoes in the Holker 
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manuscript matches the TPI of the early cottons in the Johnson album, confirming the quality 
estimates of English samples from two distinct historical sources. 
 

 
Image 13: JH/P65/S88 (1755-56) TPI 125           Image 14: JH/P65/S88 magnified           
 

Image 15: JH/P65/S89 (1755-56) TPI 123           Image 16: JH/P65/S89 magnified 
 

Table 1: Comparative thread counts in Barbara Johnson and John Holker manuscripts 

Manuscript Years 
Average 
TPI – All 
samples 

Average TPI 
– printed 

chintz/calico 

Average 
price (pence 

per yard) 

All-
cotton 

fabrics? 

Fine all-
cotton fabrics 

/ muslins? 

Barbara Johnson 
(all samples) 1746-1816 146 145 40 - - 

Barbara Johnson 
(early years) 1746-1760 123 128 29 No No 

John Holker   1750-1751 116 129 37 No No 
Barbara Johnson 
(later years) 1780-1816 153 167 39 Yes Yes 

Source: Barbara Johnson album, V&A, London; John Holker manuscript, Museum of Decorative Arts, Paris. 
 
Unlike the average TPI counts, the price averages for the two sources vary greatly (table 1). 
This is primarily because price data for many of the early Johnson samples is missing and only 
two coarse swatches from prior to 1760 supply their price information. On the other hand, the 
Holker manuscript’s price data essentially comprises numbers given by Holker to show the 
economic gains enjoyed by Britain due to its cotton manufacture. 
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Comparison of Indian and English samples 
Table 2 shows that the range of thread counts for all categories of fabrics is wider in the TMOI 
than the Johnson or Holker samples. This is indicative of the vast varieties of cloth qualities 
produced and consumed within India. Since high-end Indian printed and painted cottons, 
usually meant for export and consumed within India by the elites, are not included in the TMOI, 
and some of the highest quality English printed cottons of the period are included in this study, 
this, therefore, remains a qualified assessment between Indian and English cotton textiles.  
 

Table 2: Comparative thread counts (TPI) and ranges of Barbara Johnson album, John 
Holker manuscript and TMOI 

Type of fabric TMOI No. 
of samples  

TMOI 
Average TPI 

TMOI TPI 
range 

Barbara Johnson 
TPI range 

John Holker 
TPI range 

Muslins  79 158 83-291 176-229 NA 

Printed cottons 65 129 64-264 101-227 115-149 

Kerchiefs  11 175 104-221 NA 109-200* 
Long Cloths  3 260 187-357 NA NA 
Others (lungis, 
dhotis, saris etc) 213 130 53-251 NA NA 

Source: Barbara Johnson album, V&A, London; John Holker manuscript, Museé des Arts Décoratif, 
Paris; The Textile Manufactures of India, Harris Museum, Preston 
*These are linens, not cottons. 
 
Figures for muslins show that Indian handmade muslins have higher thread counts and overall 
quality. The debates surrounding the superiority of Indian muslins over similar machine-made 
products manufactured in Europe led Forbes Watson to organize comparative scientific 
microscopic analysis of two of the highest quality muslins from India and two of the best 
exhibited at the exhibitions in 1851 and 1862 from Western Europe – one from Britain and the 
other from France.  

A series of tests were undertaken to determine the diameter of the thread, the number of 
filaments in the thread, and the diameter of the filaments themselves.139 In addition, tests were 
conducted to ascertain the diameter of the threads without any starch or sizing, as well as the 
number of twists in an inch of sample threads, to establish which muslins were the finest, yet at 
the same time durable and washable.  
 
  

 
139 John Forbes Watson, The Textile Manufactures of India, The India Office, George Edward Eyre and 

William Spottiswoode, London, 1866, p. 60. 
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Table 3: Comparative assessment of European and Indian muslins 

Muslin140 
Mean 
diameter 
of threads  

Mean no. of 
filaments in 
thread 

Mean 
diameter of 
filaments 

Mean diameter 
of threads (no 
sizing/starch) 

Mean no. of 
twists in thread 
per inch 

French muslin 0.00222 13.8 0.000642 0.0019 68.8 
English muslin 0.002167 14.9 0.000539 0.0018 56.6 
Dacca muslin1 0.001526 9 0.000803 0.0013375 101.1 
Dacca muslin2 0.001896 8.6 0.000719 0.0015625 80.7 

Source: John Forbes Watson, The Textile Manufactures and the Costumes of the People of India, The 
India Office, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, London, 1866, p. 61-63 
 
Tests revealed that the diameter of the Indian yarns was less than that of the finest European 
muslins and had more twists per inch of thread resulting in a finer yarn (table 3). In addition, 
despite their fineness, Indian muslins were more durable and lent themselves to repeated 
washing, unlike European and English muslins which effectively disintegrated upon washing. 
According to Forbes Watson, this is because of the stronger individual filaments of the short-
staple Indian cotton in comparison to the less robust, yet long-stapled, American Sea-Island 
cotton used for making European muslins. The strength of the individual Indian short-stapled 
cotton filaments enabled finer spinning by hand through greater twisting resulting in the 
deployment of fewer fibre filaments per thread – a skill mastered by Indian spinners over 
time.141  
 

Comparative analysis for highest quality 
I analyse samples from the three sources with the highest TPI counts to compare cloth quality 
within the British mechanized and Indian handmade cotton industries. The two main categories 
assessed are printed cottons and muslins. All sample sources are then finally assessed to 
determine the cotton cloth with highest thread count/quality. 

In the category of printed cottons, amongst the three sample sources, the printed cloth 
with the highest thread count belongs to the TMOI. It is a printed cotton palampore with a TPI 
of 261. Interestingly, the Holker manuscript shows a respectably high thread count for linen 
fabrics - swatch 83 goes up to a TPI of 200 - yet technological innovations were directed 
towards the pursuit of quality in cotton yarn, not linen.  
 

    
Image 17: A purple and white cotton  Image 18: BJ/P55/S1 - magnified 
BJ/P55/S1, TPI 227 
 

 
140 Ibid. 
141 Ibid, p. 61-63. 
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Image 19: Chintz cotton printed   Image 20: JH/P65/S88 magnified   
JH/98, TPI 149 
 

   
Image 21: Cotton Palampore: TMOI  Image 22: TMOI Vol4/154 magnified 
Volume 4/154, TPI 264 
 
In the category of muslins, only the Johnson album and the TMOI supply samples. The highest 
thread count comes from a checked, fine muslin with a TPI of 291 from the TMOI. It is 
described by Forbes Watson as a muslin of “superior quality” from Chanderi in Bengal.142  
 

   
Image 23: A Cambric Muslin   Image 24: BJ/P77/S1/1814 magnified 
BJ/P77/S1/1814 TPI 229 
 

 
142 TMOI, vol 8, p. 285. 
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Image 25: Charkhana checked muslin.  Image 26: TMOI/Vol8/285 TPI 291  
Superior quality     magnified 
TMOI/Vol8/285, TPI 291 
 

Interestingly, despite the intense focus upon muslins, the highest thread count amongst all 
cotton fabrics analysed in this study, both Indian and British, is not a muslin. A custom-made 
Indian long cloth, noted by Forbes Watson for its high quality, has the highest thread count of 
an extraordinary 357 yarns per inch. Long cloth is Indian cloth made in long pieces, typically 
to specified lengths. This particular sample was made in Rajamundry in the Madras Province 
of colonial India.143  
 

  
Image 27: Long Cloth: Cotton,   Image 28: TMOI/Vol12/463/ TPI 357 
fine quality, made to order    magnified  
TMOI/Vol12/463/ TPI 357 
 

 
Image 29: TMOI/Vol12/463/ TPI 357 
(under thread counter) 

 
143 TMOI, vol 12, p. 463. 
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Conclusion 
The material evidence shows that technological growth in the British cotton industry is a 
function of the focused approach towards improvement of product quality in line with the 
benchmark Indian cottons. Machine-based imitation of pre-existing higher quality handmade 
Indian cottons was a rational and logical course of action for entrepreneurs and textile 
manufacturers in Britain in their attempts to compete against Indian cotton textiles. In the 
process, the market-approved Indian cottons were taken as the points of reference for quality 
and finish. Sequential mechanization in the British cotton industry was channelled towards the 
pursuit of quality standards set by the handmade cotton textile yardsticks of the time - the Indian 
cottons. 
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The long-run gains from the early adoption of electricity 
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Supervisors: Giovanni Facchini & Richard Upward 
 
A striking relationship between the initial time of industrialization and contemporary economic 
prosperity is observable across countries (Galor, 2011). Industrialization itself has been driven 
by the adoption of new general purpose technologies. Steam and electricity are considered to 
be among the most important. Similar to the key role of the steam engine in the first industrial 
revolution, electricity has been a main driver alongside chemical industries in the second 
(Landes, 1969; Mokyr, 1998). However, at the local level, little is known about the long-run 
effect of adopting new general purpose technologies early despite the considerable creative 
destruction caused by them.  

To explore this, I examine the effect of the initial adoption of electricity between 1880 
and 1900 in Switzerland on economic development, before electricity’s main growth and 
maturity stage as a technology at the beginning of the twentieth century (Jovanovic & Rousseau, 
2005).144 Notably, Switzerland had the highest per capita production of electricity by 1902, 
reflecting its position at the forefront of technological adoption at the international level 
(Paquier, 2006). I then consider whether the effect of early adoption persists over time, despite 
access to electricity becoming nearly universal across Switzerland by 1930 due to the 
development of the electricity grid. In order to investigate this, I exploit the following natural 
experiment: (i) electricity production in Switzerland at the turn of the century was nearly 
exclusively by water power and (ii) transmission distances were extremely short, with even the 
longest transmission line being less than 35km by 1901 (Swiss Statistical Yearbook, 1902). 
Consequently, I instrument the actual endogenous adoption of electricity with the quasi-
randomly assigned local potential to produce electricity due to differences in geography. 

The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, I highlight that electricity, even in its 
nascency as a technology, had a considerable positive impact on industrialization. Second, I 
provide evidence that employment growth is, in particular, in chemical industries, a sector 
highly reliant on electricity for novel production processes, and both the effect on 
industrialization and chemical industries continues to persist today. This suggests a first-mover 
advantage from early access to general purpose technologies. Finally, I highlight that the effect 
does not persist due to differences in electricity consumption over time, but rather due to the 
accumulation of complementary human capital. 
 

Empirical strategy 
The main empirical exercise of this paper explores the relationship between the adoption of 
electricity 1880-1900 and economic development in the short- and long-run. I estimate 
equations of the following form: 

 
where ∆𝐷𝑉/,$01223 is the dependent variable of interest for economic development with d 
denoting district (Bezirk) and t representing the end year of the time period. ∆𝐸/,143301223 is 
the change in electricity supplied per capita. 𝑋/,1223 are controls for start of the period 
differences across districts in 1880 that might influence the adoption of electricity as well as 
future economic development, ∆𝐸/,$01433 controls for further extension of electricity supply 

 
144 The extant empirical literature has examined the impact of electrification on rural areas in developed 

countries between 1900-1930 (Kitchens & Fishback, 2015; Leknes & Modalsli, 2018; Lewis & 
Severnini, 2019; Molinder et al., 2019) and developing countries since the 1990s (Dinkelman, 
2011; Lipscomb et al., 2013; Van de Walle et al., 2017). 
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after 1900, and є/,1223 is the error term. The main dependent variables ∆𝐷𝑉/,$01223 are the 
change in the agricultural, manufacturing, or services share of employment capturing the 
structural transformation caused by electrification. Further, I use the change in employment 
shares across five manufacturing sectors as dependent variables to study which specific 
industries gained from the adoption of electricity. Finally, I supplement these results by 
studying the main driver of the long-run effect by examining electricity consumption in 
manufacturing and human-capital formation through military test scores and support for central 
government education spending.145 
 

Figure 1: The graph illustrates the relationship between the total water-power potential of a district and 
(i) the change in electricity produced from waterpower between 1880 and 1900 and (ii) the mechanically 
exploited waterpower in 1880 across districts. The x-axis gives the potential constant minimal 
horsepower from waterpower, while the y-axis gives the actual average horsepower exploited. Constant 
minimal production is the amount of power produced at low water, while the average reflects the actual 
exploited waterpower over the operation time of the water-power plant. 
 
The relationship between the supply of electricity and development is not necessarily causal. 
The supply of electricity and economic development might be governed by unobserved 
common forces or reverse causality where economic development leads to an extension of 
electricity production. In order to deal with this issue of endogeneity, I exploit exogenous 
variation in the potential to produce energy from waterpower across Switzerland: 

 
where the increase in the production of electricity between 1880 and 1900 is instrumented by 
the log potential for energy produced from waterpower per person, denoted log	(𝑃)/. The left-
panel in figure 1 highlights the relationship between the increase in electricity produced 
between 1880-1900 and the water-power potential across districts. It highlights that the water-

 
145 The discussed dependent variables here only reflect the key results included in this abstract. In 

addition, the full paper also analyses the effect of electrification on changes in incomes, university 
education, male and female labour supply, national and international migration, infrastructure 
development and industry specialization to further narrow down the mechanism. 
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power potential is a good predictor of the amount of electricity produced. In contrast, it does 
not influence the generation of mechanical power in 1880. Similarly, the potential waterpower 
is not associated with any other characteristics of economic development in 1880. 
 

 
Figure 2: The map shows the exploited and potential waterpower in Switzerland in 1914. Blue dots 
represent exploited waterpower, red dots represent potential waterpower, both of existing natural 
sources and grey dots represent existing and potential waterpower plants that require the building of an 
embankment dam. The sites are coded into five categories represented by the size of the dot: a minimal 
power of (i) 20-99HP, (ii) 100-999HP, (iii) 1,000-4,999HP, (iv) 5,000-9,999HP and (v) above 
10,000HP. 
 

Data 
I have digitized data on power production by water power plants from Die Wasserkräfte der 
Schweiz in 1914 (see Bossard, 1916), compiled by the water-management agency of the Swiss 
department of the interior providing information on location, building and extension date, 
capacity, and energy type for all water-power plants with more than 20 horsepower capacity. 
From this data, I am able to construct measures for the change in electricity production per 
person at the district level from 1880-1900. Importantly, the electricity produced from 
waterpower represented the vast majority of energy supplied in Switzerland (more than 99 
percent, see Swiss Statistical Yearbook 1920). Further, the supply of electricity due to 
technological constraints was only possible over short distances until the beginning of the 
twentieth century, with many power plants operating at low-voltages supplying specific 
(usually industrial) establishments. Accordingly, from 1880-1900 the production and supply of 
electricity was extremely localized so that electricity produced from water was consumed in the 
same district providing a good measure of electricity adoption. I augment this information on 
the number of waterpower plants and electricity produced for after 1914 with information 
collected from later versions of Die Wasserkräfte der Schweiz providing information up to 
2018.  
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Figure 3: Estimated IV-coefficients on the effect of a one horsepower increase in electricity production 
1880-1900 on the change in the employment share across sectors from 1880 to 1900, 1920, 1941, 1955, 
1965, 2011 as well as the pre-trend period 1860-1880. Regressions include the full set of controls 
(altitude, longitude, latitude, agricultural share, population density, education level, mechanical 
waterpower in 1880) and robust standard errors are clustered at the Cantonal level. The pre-trend period 
includes initial controls for the year 1860.  
 
To create the measure of potential waterpower across districts, I use a map of the power of 
existing and potential water-power plants across Switzerland, also published in Bossard (1916). 
This information on the water-power potential of Switzerland commissioned by the Swiss 
water-management agency was jointly created by a set of engineers working for the agency 
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itself, cantonal power-plants, Swiss Federal Railway and Fa. Locher & Cie in an effort to map 
the maximum amount of electricity that could be produced in Switzerland from waterpower 
plants. I geo-digitized this detailed historical map with the final dataset presented in figure 2. 
For my instrument, the water-power potential, I sum the energy that could be produced by all 
existing (blue) and potential (red) water-power plants in a district, but I do not include potential 
water-power plants that require an embankment dam (which were not built before 1907). 

I augment this dataset with information collected on employment by sectors and 
industries across Swiss districts for the years 1860, 1880, 1900, 1920, 1941, 1955, 1965, 1975, 
1985 and 2011 from the Statistischen Bureau (1860-1941), Eidgenössisches Statistisches Amt 
(1929-1985), and Bundesamt für Statistik (2011). From these sources, information was also 
obtained on electricity used in manufacturing in 1929 and 1955. Finally, I digitized data on test 
scores in reading, writing, mathematics and general knowledge from the Swiss military exams 
(Statistischen Bureau, 1880-1910) and use referendum votes from Linder et al. (2007) to 
measure human-capital accumulation and preferences for it. 
 

 
Table 1: The regressions present the results for the effect of electricity on the change in the share of 
employment in manufacturing industries: (i) chemicals and pharmaceuticals, (ii) food processing, (iii) 
wood & stone products and construction, (iv) metal products and machinery, and (v) textiles, apparel, 
paper and others.  
 
Results 
Figure 3 presents the results from estimating equation 1 using the instrumental variable strategy. 
I find that the average Swiss district, due to electricity (0.03 horsepower per person), 
experienced a 1.3 percent decline in the agricultural employment share and corresponding 
increase in manufacturing between 1880-1900.146 In the long-run I find that despite the rapid 
expansion of the electricity grid, the areas that had access to electricity early continue to be 
more industrialized with the effect persisting up to today.147 Table 1 presents the effect across 
industries by 1900 (Panel A), 1920 (Panel B), and 1975 (Panel C). The effect on manufacturing 
appears to have been initially driven in part by the construction sector due to the requirement 
to build new waterpower plants for electricity generation. However, I also identify a 

 
146 Figure 2 also highlights that there is no pre-trend observable in the period 1860-80 before the adoption 

of electricity. The results are similar using the OLS-specification (not shown), but with slightly 
smaller coefficients estimated.  

147 This positive effect is also reflected in the average district having a 1,000 francs higher income per 
person in 2010. 
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considerable effect on employment in chemical industries, which required great amounts of 
electricity as inputs for newly developed production processes. In contrast to the 
contemporaneous effect, by 1920 and 1975, the direct effect on construction disappeared. 
Rather, the persistent increase in manufacturing employment is due to a further extension in 
employment in chemical industries and a set of other manufacturing sectors. This highlights 
that the long-run gain from the early adoption of electricity is particularly observed in chemical 
industries with there being a first-mover advantage of adopting new general purpose 
technologies early that persists even after access to the technology becomes wide spread. 
 

 
Table 2: The table presents the usage of electricity in manufacturing per worker in Panel A and the 
employment share in electricity generation and supply in Panel B. 
 
I then explore why these new industries persisted rather than moved away after the initial 
advantage in access to electricity disappeared. In line with electricity access being universal by 
the 1930s, the long-run effect appears to be unexplainable by persistent differences in electricity 
consumption across factories (Panel A of Table 2), nor is there consistently higher employment 
in electricity generation and supply observable by 1975 (Panel B of Table 2). However, the 
areas adopting electricity early appear to experience an increase in human-capital accumulation, 
as table 3 shows that test scores, especially in mathematics and general knowledge, increased 
with the effect becoming more pronounced over time. The same is observed in voting to 
increase central government spending on education in referendums (table 4), suggesting that 
the effect of the early adoption of electricity persists predominantly through increasing human 
capital accumulation complementary to newly established industries between 1880-1900. 
 

Conclusion 
The adoption of general purpose technologies is a key driver of economic development. This 
paper highlights that the early adoption of electricity during its infancy as a technology had a 
considerable positive impact on economic development in Switzerland. Despite electricity 
access having become universal in Switzerland, the effect of early adoption persists up to today, 
with early adopters having a higher level of industrialization and incomes. This reflects a first-
mover advantage in adopting general purpose technologies leading to persistent differences in 
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development across areas. Importantly, there are no persistent differences in electricity usage 
observable after the extension of the electricity grid. Instead, the long-run divergence in 
development is more likely explained by skill-biased technological change with areas early 
exposed to electricity experiencing increased human-capital accumulation, especially in 
subjects complementary to the newly developing industries leading to the persistent effect. 
 

 
Table 3: The table present the effect on the change in share of top marks received across different 
subjects.  
 

 
Table 4: The table presents the effect on share of pro-votes in Swiss referendums on education reforms 
in favour of increased central government investment. 
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Introduction 
The idea that latifundia (very large, privately owned agricultural landholdings) dominated the 
Latin American countryside and shaped its development since colonial times was a staple of 
social science scholarship in the heyday of dependency theory, and has been more recently 
rekindled by the ‘path dependence’ literature.148 The conventional wisdom that large haciendas 
were defined by an inherently irrational and inefficient allocation of resources (Feder, 1971; 
Barraclough, 1973) was disproven by microeconomic studies which showed them to be 
responsive to market opportunities (Miller, 1995; Taylor, 1997), but their overall impact on 
technical progress and long-term development remains elusive. Were latifundia obstacles to 
agrarian capitalism in Latin America or the main sites for its development? Did they strengthen 
or stifle the productivity of agriculture and its ability to adopt key innovations?  

This paper uses the Uruguayan case to bring a pastoral twist to the latifundia debate. Farm 
(or, more appropriately, ranch) sizes in extensive grazing are much larger than in arable 
agriculture, as a result of comparatively lower levels of output per acre, which makes great 
estates a more prevalent feature of a rural landscape dominated by livestock. Uruguay’s pastoral 
agriculture made the country rich during the First Globalization: in 1913 average incomes were 
almost three times higher than the Latin American mean (excluding Argentina), and only 10 
percent lower than France’s (Bolt et al., 2018). Despite a closed agricultural frontier, Uruguay 
maintained high living standards in the context of rapid population growth thanks to a 
productivity breakthrough in livestock production, which accounted for more than a third of 
GDP and over 80 percent of exports (Bértola, 1998). Productivity gains came from three 
successive innovations: the adoption of mixed grazing, the effective enclosure of rangeland, 
and, since the 1880s, the improvement of cattle herds through crossbreeding with foreign 
animals. As this last process was particularly uneven across space, the geography of cattle 
crossbreeding can reveal much of interest not only about regional inequalities in Uruguay, but 
also, given that average ‘farm’ sizes varied widely between regions (figure 1), about the impact 
of ownership structures on the propensity to innovate. This paper relies on a new spatially-
explicit dataset to quantitatively test the relationships between estate sizes and herd composition 
across the country. 

There is no consensus on the expected results of such an empirical analysis, as the 
specialist literature has discussed plausible historical and economic rationales for different 
outcomes (Moraes, 2003). Areas dominated by latifundia could be expected to have been less 
innovative because large landowners had a preference for insurance (of their livestock which 
were their main form of capital as well as their commodities) and chose lower output in 
exchange for lower risk, resulting in high-aggregate, low-unit returns to the owner (Barrán & 
Nahum, 1977). Alternatively, it could be argued that latifundia owners would be in a much 
better position to take risks, invest, and innovate, having more access to capital, credit, and 
information than small producers (Instituto de Economía, 1969). Finally, there are convincing 
reasons to think that, beyond a minimum threshold required for commercial grazing, estate size 
would have little or no effect on the propensity to adopt technical innovations. Cattle 
crossbreeding, like other biological innovations in agriculture, could be considered to a certain 
extent scale-neutral (Federico, 2014). 

 
148 See, for an influential example and an overview respectively, Stein and Stein (1970) and Nunn 

(2009). 
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Figure 1: Estate sizes and cattle crossbreeding rates in Uruguayan districts, 1908 

 
Source: 1908 Census and archival sources (see full text for details). 
 
Data 
Previous studies have not been able to quantitatively test these relationships in Uruguayan 
agriculture because they were limited by the tyranny of administrative geography: they worked 
with data only at the spatial level of provinces (n=19). I exploit a range of primary sources to 
construct the first geographically wide-ranging dataset of Uruguayan rural production and 
landholding at a sub-provincial level, resulting in an atlas of agriculture for the year 1908 at the 
level of rural court districts (197 secciones judiciales). Historical boundaries were reconstructed 
by geo-referencing manuscript maps available in Uruguayan archives (the National Archive 
and the Ministry of Public Work’s repositories) and published government decrees. Data on the 
rural economy were taken from the full returns of the 1908 Agricultural Census. Data on 
environmental variables and market access were taken from statistical yearbooks, government 
reports, and railway companies’ records. GIS mapping was used to link the different data 
together at the spatial level of districts.  
 
Methodology and results 
The effect of ‘farm’ sizes and soil quality on cattle herd improvement is estimated through an 
ordinary least squares (OLS) model in the following form: 
 

y5 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 +	β1𝐹𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒5 +	β6𝑆𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦5 + 	𝛾	𝑋" +	𝜀"   [1] 
 

On the left side of equation 1, the dependent variable y5 measures the share (in percentage) of 
cattle that was crossbred (that is, ‘improved’) in the herds of district i in 1908. On the right side, 
the two main independent variables of interest are 𝐹𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒5, which measures the average size 
(in hundreds of hectares) of the agricultural holdings in district i in 1908, and 𝑆𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦5, 
which measures the average soil quality (in Uruguay’s CONEAT index, national mean=100) 
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of district i, georeferenced on the basis of the Ministry of Agriculture’s 1976 high resolution 
survey of soil types. X is a vector of control variables, and 𝜀 is an error term. Controls include 
proxies for different types of agriculture (oxen as share of livestock units as a proxy for arable 
agriculture, sheep per cattle as a proxy for mixed grazing, density of enclosures and bulls per 
cow as a proxies for more or less intensive livestock management) and geographical location 
(rainfall, access to railways, proximity to markets). 
 

Table 1: The effect of ‘farm’ sizes and soils on cattle crossbreeding rates 

 
OLS regressions with cattle crossbreeding (% of bovines who were crossbreds) as dependent variable. 
Robust standard errors clustered by 19 Uruguayan provinces reported in brackets. Observations are 
Uruguayan court districts. Type of agriculture controls include: density of enclosures, use of oxen, extent 
of mixed grazing, and cattle sex ratio. Geographical controls include: average rainfall, distance from the 
railways, distance from the Brazilian border, latitude, longitude, and altitude. ***, **, and * denote 
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. 
 
When controlling for environmental factors and market access, the mean size of landholdings 
does not significantly contribute to explain district-level differences in the adoption of 
crossbreeding (row 1, column 3 of table 1). If we consider the crossbreeding of cattle as a useful 
measure of innovation, then districts with more presence of latifundia were by no means always 
‘backward’: the range of values of crossbreeding rates was very large (from about 40 percent 
to almost 100 percent) even within the group of districts with landholdings averaging over 1,000 
hectares.  

By contrast, after including the full set of controls, I still find a strong and positive effect 
of soil quality on the share of cattle crossbred (row 2, column 3 of table 1). The estimated 
coefficients suggest that a ten-unit increase in the soil quality index would increase the cattle 
crossbreeding rate by more than 4 points (that is, an additional 4 percent of the ‘native’ cattle 
in a district’s herds being improved) when compared to the mean. Given the large range of 
values of the soil quality variable in the distribution (from an index value of 51 to 168), and the 
variation in the outcome variable (crossbreeding rates range from 7 to 98 percent), the effects 
resulting from soils can accrue to explain very large gaps between districts. This indicates that 
the correlation is not only statistically significant, but also economically meaningful. 
 

Robustness 
The main concern about the validity of these results relates to endogenous spatial 
autocorrelation. Could it have been the case that the geography of cattle crossbreeding was 
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merely the result of the new technology spreading across districts through a ‘neighbourhood’ 
or ‘contagion’ effect (Brown, 1981), creating clusters of high or low levels of genetic 
improvement? As Kelly (2019) has shown, a regression analysis could show a much inflated 
explanatory power because the independent variable of interest is soaking up unobserved 
similarities resulting from spatial autocorrelation in the outcome variable. We need to ascertain 
whether the regression results prove that the clustering of different rates of crossbreeding across 
rural districts was significantly explained by an exogenous variable (soil quality) which is itself 
spatially autocorrelated, rather than predominantly by high or low crossbreeding rates attracting 
each other regardless of soil types. I calculated Moran’s I statistics for the independent variables 
of interest as well as for of the residuals of the main regression, giving equal spatial weight to 
the five closest neighbours to each district and zero weight to the rest (table not shown here). 
When considered together, these tests suggest that cattle crossbreeding had a significant 
component of spatial autocorrelation but that our explanatory variables capture more than two 
thirds of it: clustering of high and low values of crossbreds as a share of cattle responded more 
to exogenous variables (themselves spatially autocorrelated) than to the endogenous 
‘spreading’ of crossbreeding as a technology. 
 
Mechanisms 
The results suggest that the relative ‘backwardness’ of agriculture in some Uruguayan regions 
cannot be attributed to supposed ‘traditional mentalities’ associated with large landholdings. 
This charge, once a common feature in the mainstream of Latin American economic 
historiography, is not supported by our evidence. However, this was not because great estates 
were, by virtue of their economies of scale or higher capitalization, a ‘historical necessity’ or 
more ‘capitalist’ or innovative, an idea that can find theoretical support in either the Marxist or 
neoclassical traditions (Ellis, 1993: 45-52; 201-223). Estate sizes had no significant effect on 
crossbreeding rates because some districts characterized by very big landholdings benefited 
from particularly good soils for year-round, open-air ranching, while other equally large estates 
had to make do with poorer land. Local environmental conditions, and soils in particular, are 
intimately related to the successful adoption of biological innovations (new cultigens, varieties, 
rotations, or, in this case, new breeds of livestock), making most agricultural technology much 
more ‘circumstantially sensitive’ than industrial technology (Evenson & Westphal, 1995: 
2248).  

Whereas landholding patterns do not explain the spatial distribution of innovation, they 
do account for the geography of agricultural specialization. Districts characterized by latifundia 
were extremely specialized in livestock production (which maximizes output per worker rather 
than per hectare), and, conversely, districts with smaller farms were specialized in arable 
agriculture. Therefore, there was an inverse relationship between land productivity and size of 
holding (figure 2, panel A). But this was not the consequence of large landowners holding land 
for non-productive purposes, either as a form of insurance or because of extra-economic 
reasons. Neither was it the straightforward result of soils being on average poorer in districts 
characterized by larger farms; in fact, larger holdings do not strongly correlate with poorer soils 
at the district level (figure 2, panel C). The negative relationship between scale and land 
productivity is explained by the uses of land: pastoral specialization consistently increased with 
average farm sizes (figure 2, panel B). Thus, the geography of livestock and grain farming 
followed the scale of holdings rather than primarily the typology of their soils: there is not a 
strong correlation between soil quality and specialization in pastoral rather than arable 
agriculture (figure 2, panel D).  
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Figure 2: Estate sizes and agricultural specialization in Uruguayan districts, 1908 

 
Dots represent districts with average estate sizes below 1,000 hectares; triangles represent districts with 
average estate sizes above 1,000 hectares. 
Source: 1908 Census and other sources (see full text for details). 
 
Conclusion 
Were latifundia an obstacle to agricultural intensification in Uruguay’s transition to capitalism? 
Exploiting geographical variation, this paper tested whether areas dominated by latifundia 
lagged behind those with smaller estates, like the classic historiography argued (Barrán & 
Nahum, 1977), or if, as the revisionists claimed, very large landowners were no less innovative 
than others (Millot & Bertino, 1996). Regression analysis showed that the mean size of 
landholdings does not significantly account for differences in herd improvement across 
districts. If we consider cattle crossbreeding (a technology which increased both land and labour 
productivity) as a useful measure of innovation, then districts with more presence of latifundia 
were not always, or even predominantly, economic dinosaurs. The Uruguayan ‘rural 
modernization’ took place also within large landholdings, rather than in spite of them. Unlike 
elsewhere in Latin America, there was no land reform in Uruguay, but, contrary to the agrarian-
populist argument (Griffin, Khan, & Ickowitz, 2002), latifundia still ‘modernized’ and became 
sites of a land-extensive growth path.149 

Beyond supporting the revisionist view on Latin American latifundia, this paper makes 
two contributions to broader questions regarding the interactions between land tenure and 
landscapes in the economic history of agriculture. First, in the context of the debate on the 
‘inverse relationship’ between farm size and land productivity (Dasgupta, 1993: 224-229), the 
Uruguayan case suggests that soil quality is not necessarily endogenous to farm size: there were 
very large estates in areas with fertile soils as well as poor. Land-extensiveness was a productive 
strategy based on the relative factor prices facing large producers, rather than merely the 
expression of a revealed comparative advantage of some regions in ranching. Because in the 
country as a whole, labour rather than land was the limiting factor, this proved an effective way 
of mobilizing resources in the agricultural export economy during the First Globalization.  

 
149 On the land-extensive and other ‘growth paths’, see Austin and Sugihara (2013: 85-106). 
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Second, regarding the debates on the efficiency of large versus small farmers, the results 
challenge the expectation of great estates being more efficient or innovative than smaller ones, 
even in a country which can be said to have followed a ‘landlord road to agrarian capitalism’ 
(Byres, 1977). While latifundia were not an obstacle for agricultural intensification, they were 
far from being ‘necessary’: districts with larger estates did not improve their cattle at a higher 
rate than others in similar landscapes. Soils, not scale, hold the key to understanding the spread 
of the crucial biological innovation in Uruguay’s agrarian transition. 
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I 
The current agro-export model prepared during the 1980s and unfolded in the early 1990s in 
Colombia (and broadly speaking the Latin America region) is based on intensive external inputs 
consumption, ecological resources depletion, and breaking up social networks (Altieri & 
Toledo, 2011).150 Facing this model an agro-ecological, small-scale, and peasant-based family 
farming has gained support among the peasant movement, international organizations like FAO 
(La Via Campesina, 2018), and the academy to conciliate peasant agency and sustainable goals 
in managing agro-food systems (Perfecto et al., 2019). These claims are joined under a big tent 
called ‘food sovereignty’ that includes ‘food security’ (Patel, 2009). However, there is some 
debate on the positive relationship between trade and food security. How has this relationship 
evolved across time? What are the forces behind biomass trade and food security? This paper 
aims to understand the relationship between international agrarian trade and food security from 
a biophysical approach and to explore the forces shaping this relationship. 

Even though the biomass flow analysis provides some light on metabolic transitions from 
organic to industrial societies and provides us with some knowledge to plan the management 
of biomass transitions toward the low-carbon economy claimed by the UN in the SDG,151 no 
works in economic history (EH) and environmental studies (ES) have dealt with the relationship 
between trade and food security in the long-run from an empirical perspective. There is not an 
assessment of the main features and behaviour of the material flows crossing the agrarian sector, 
namely biomass, and the economic and socio-political forces shaping them. 

This work aims to fill these gaps by focusing on the material flows of the Colombian 
agrarian sector during the twentieth century from a biophysical approach. To do that, I account 
for the weight of the products and convert them to biomass units, the standard measure in 
environmental studies. The analysis rebuilds the series of physical trade balances, domestic 
food consumption, and self-sufficiency capacity of the agrarian sector. The self-sufficiency 
index is the capacity of the domestic agrarian sector to provide basic food to the domestic 
demand in front of international trade, that is to say a supply-side definition. I also figure 
national level variables on international prices of agrarian products and political violence since 
the 1980s until the present day to explore its relationship with the agrarian capacity to produce 
food. 

The proposal grounds on socio-metabolic studies; therefore, it introduces some 
methodological changes in material and energy flow accounting (MEFA) by replacing the 
intermediate biomass inputs in domestic extraction with the final products.152 It also explores 
some economic and socio-political forces shaping the metabolic profile of the agrarian sector. 
This work contributes both methodologically as well as empirically. First, it unravels the 
biomass accounting to introduce the food security analysis in the long-run into the agrarian 
metabolism (AM) field. Second, it sheds some light on the quantitative environmental history 
of Colombia and points out the hypothesis that international agricultural prices and political 

 
150 I thanks to Garcia-Fuente Xabier for advice and personal support. 
151 See Goal 13 in the Sustainable Development Goals from United Nations. 
152 The intermediated inputs or biomass reused refers to the biomass consumed as an input to produce 

the biomass intended to the final consumption, e.g. the pasture or feed used in the breeding livestock 
sector to produce meat, milk or hides. 
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violence could be the driving forces shaping food-dependency and tropical specialization as of 
the 1980s. 

The following section deals with the methodological proposal, sources and data 
processing. Section three presents the main results, namely the evolution of the series on the 
biomass trade balance, the domestic consumption of food, and self-sufficiency capacity on the 
one side, and the exploration of international prices and violence as possible forces behind the 
behaviour of the biomass flows. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided. 
 
II 
The domestic extraction from the agro-ecosystem (crops harvested (C), its residues (CR), 
pasture to feed the cattle (P), and removals from the forest (FR)) is usually added to the physical 
trade balance (PTB) to get the domestic material consumption (DMC) both in MFA (Eurostat, 
2013) and AM (Guzmán et al., 2014; Soto et al., 2016) methodologies. Nonetheless, the 
biomass in trade does not include pasture or crop residues.153 The proposal here is to account 
for the final production of biomass (FPB) intended to society. It is the zoomass produced by the 
livestock sub-sector and to leave aside all the intermedia uses of the biomass. In this way, we 
can write the FPB as:  

𝐹𝑃𝐵$" = 𝐶$" + 𝐿$" + 𝐹𝑅$" 	     [1] 
In equation one (and subsequent ones) t refers to the specific year and i to the products coming 
from the extraction into each sub-sector of the agrarian system. For example, the production of 
maize, meat, and firewood. To get the domestic consumption of biomass (DCB), we define the 
biomass trade balance (BTB) as the difference between imports (M) and exports (X) in the same 
way Eurostat (2013), and Soto et al. (2016) did: 

𝐵𝑇𝐵$" = 𝑀$" − 𝑋$"                  [2] 
However, different from MFA and AM, the FPB (in equation 1) and the biomass trade balance 
(in equation 2) are equivalents now. Once we have settled the BTB and the FPB, it is possible 
to define the DCB as the amount of available biomass both produced as imported at the country 
level.154  

𝐷𝐶𝐵$" = 𝐵𝑇𝐵$" + 𝐹𝑃𝐵$"        [3] 
Since biomass is used like feed, food, fuel, and industrial inputs, its domestic consumption can 
be an indicator of the material well-being of society as well as the pressure of consumption on 
ecosystems. However, to focus on food security analysis, I compute the portion of FPB and 
BTB intended to human food to get the DCB. To proximate the food security, I figure an 
indicator of self-sufficiency (SS). This indicator measures the inverse of the dependency on net 
imports: 

𝑆𝑆 = 1 − 9787"2
'97"2

;      [4] 

A result higher than one indicates the agrarian system is a supplier of food into the country, but 
it is also a worldwide supplier. Less than one means the capacity of the agrarian sector to supply 
food deteriorates, so the domestic consumption relies on imports. 

The official records came from the historical archives of the statistical bureau of 
Colombia (DANE) and the archives of statistics of Latin America in Casa-América at Barcelona 
University. Domestic extraction before 1960 is from Urrego-Mesa et al. (2019). The final 
production was completed with the livestock production of meat (for cattle, goats, pigs, and 
sheep), milk, hides, skins, wool, and tallow from Varela et al. (1952), Kalmanovitz et al. (1999), 

 
153 Crop residues refer to the piece of the plant collected, but without monetary value, used for 

reproductive purposes into the agrarian system borders, e.g. the stalks in maize plant used as feed 
to the animals, left as green manure to fertilize the soils or burned as fuel to cook. 

154 See Headey & Ecker (2013) for some critics. 
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and the Statistical Yearbooks (1915-60). Historical data was matched to FAOSTAT (2018) 
series on crops and livestock products. 

Data on international trade came from the International Trade Yearbooks (1916, 23, 29, 
38, 40, 45, 50, and 55) and trade databases for crops, livestock, forestry, and live animals in 
FAOSTAT (2018). The technical coefficients to convert the data into dry matter came from 
Guzmán et al. (2014), Urrego-Mesa et al. (2019), and extended to more than 500 commodities. 
Each product was aggregated in 16 categories and adjusted to the food proportion by using the 
balance sheets (FAOSTAT, 2018). For population, I used decennial demographic census, 
FAOSTAT (2018), and data from Flórez Nieto & Méndez  (2000). Finally, the data on 
commodity prices (1980-2018) is from IMF (2019) commodity prices and that for political 
violence (measured as the interaction of the number of people displaced and mortal victims) 
from the Registro Unico de Víctimas (2019). 
 
III 
Figure 1 plots the balance of biomass trade for 16 groups in Colombia during the twentieth 
century. The products listed below zero correspond to net exports, and these above are the net 
imports. The solid black line indicates the final balance after subtracting the biomass exported 
to that imported. 

Figure 1: Total biomass trade balance, 1916-2016

 
Authors’ elaboration. See section II for sources of all figures. 

 
The Colombian biomass trade balance is opposite to the exporter profile of the entire region, 
but its behaviour is the same as Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela (Infante-Amante, Urrego-Mesa, 
& Tello, Forthcoming). The trade balance of the country remained in a deficit of -163 thousand 
tonnes of dry matter but changed to surplus as of the 1980s’ (figure 1).155 

The stimulants exports marked the trend until the War World II; from 60 percent of the 
biomass exported in 1916 to more than 90 percent in 1945. In the case of fruits, banana exports 
suffered deeper the shocks of the Great Depression and WWII. The loss of the starred role of 
coffee (1945-70) left some room for the expansion of sugar and the recovery of the banana. 
After the Cuban Revolution (1959), sugarcane exports rose from 10 (250 thousand tonnes) to 
more than 40 percent (one million tonnes) in the 1990s. In the case of fruits, exports hardly 
achieved 100 thousand tonnes between 1916 and 1970, but as of this date, they increased four-

 
155 All weights are given in dry matter, unless otherwise stated. 
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fold (see figure 2). However, the agrarian export model setting did not guarantee a change 
towards a net exporting profile again. 
 

Figure 2: Biomass trade balance by crops

 
The shift to a surplus in biomass trade grounds on the dependence on cereals after the 1980s. 
Cereal imports have been almost half of the biomass imported during the entire period, but in 
the long-run, there is a change in composition; from the entries of rice and wheat in response 
to the food crises during the export-led growth to the massive imports of maize and wheat after 
the trade openness in the 1980-90s, passing through the predominance of wheat under the 
context of the Cold War, US agrarian intensification, and the deployment of food aid 
programmes.  Imports of cereals moved from one million tonnes in 1980 to more than six in 
2016. To a lesser extent, the country also became an importer of oil crops, wood products, and 
pulses (see figure 2). 

Regarding domestic food consumption, there is a 37 times increase. Despite this growth, 
the supply of food in per capita terms rose by six times, from a bit more than 50 kg per year to 
300 between 1916 and 2016 (figure 3). The pressure on agroecosystems was driven by an 
increase in population, rather than an improvement of the material well-being of society. By 
comparison to Spain, food consumption was not lower than 200 kg per capita in 1900 and 
during the post-Civil War (Soto et al., 2016). However, Colombia did not reach this level until 
1990, and the country currently stays 100 kg below 400 kg of Spain. 
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Figure 3: Domestic food consumption per capita

 
By groups, the primary consumption is that of cereals which remained at one-third during the 
whole period. After the 1970-80s the consumption of products linked to the nutritional 
transition like dairy products, meat, fruits, oil crops, stimulants, and even vegetables, rose; but 
in relative terms, the nutritional transition is unclear. The changes in the composition of the per 
capita consumption occurred in oil crops, which was the one that grew the most, followed by 
far by pulses, fruits, and tubers; while there was a decrease in the shares of dairy products and 
meat. Although the intake of food improved, there is still the question about the origin of this 
food. Was the agrarian system the supplier of basic food, or was it trade? 
 

Figure 4: Total self-sufficiency index and by crops

 
Figure 4 plots the self-sufficiency index (SS) by the total biomass intended to food consumption 
and by groups of crops. In the long-run, the SS fell more than 40 percent. There are values 
around 1.1 and 1.2 during the export-led growth, 1.0 and 1.1 between the postwar and the late 
1980s, and a sharp deterioration of 25 percent as of 1991. A quick decomposition by groups 
allows us to speak of a food dependence in basic food crops like animal products, pulses, 
vegetables, and cereals, and a high capacity to provide international markets with tropical crops, 
namely stimulants, sugarcane, and fruits, as we have seen before. 
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Figure 5: Biomass trade and international prices

 
Finally, I explore the role of international agrarian prices and political violence in shaping the 
biomass flows of the food dependence and tropical specialization described above. Regarding 
prices, international trade models suggest specialization as a result of the comparative 
advantages and relative prices. In figure 5, when the international cereal prices (wheat and 
maize) fall, relative to the commodities ones (coffee, banana, sugarcane, and oil palm), the 
biomass trade balance became more dependent on imports, namely cereals. A negative 
relationship (-0.75) deepened over the years. In the case of tropical crops, the incentive of 
international prices is only valid for bananas (0.57). However, there is an inner force related to 
the losing capacity to provide basic food and the tropical specialization.  Figure 6 (A and B) 
shows the relationship between political violence and the SS indexes, negative for cereals and 
pulses, and positive for sugarcane (figure 6C), but not for stimulants (figure 6D). 

Violence in Colombia has been related to the land grabbing, agribusiness (JAC, 2014) 
and rentier agrarian economy formation (Richani, 2012). However, violence also contributes to 
the loss of labour force in the countryside and the growth of the demand for food in cities; these 
are the mechanisms of violence that would be behind the food dependence and tropical 
specialization. A situation favoured by the evolution of the relative prices. 
 

Figure 6: Self-sufficiency and violence
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IV 
This communication provides quantitative data for the Colombian twenty century on the shift 
from the tropical exporter profile to food-dependent from an environmental history approach. 
Regarding domestic food consumption, we found an increase fuelled by population growth 
and an unclear nutritional transition. Finally, the proposal hypothesizes on the relationship 
between this biophysical profile, international prices and political violence, which draw a 
future research line. 
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Viennese theatre is one of the most influential centres of European performing arts. In late 
eighteenth century-century Vienna, many theatres competed with each other and provided 
performances in a variety of genres ranging from tragic opera to low comedy. Some productions 
were made by famous artists, such as Mozart, and are regarded today as important foundations 
of traditional Viennese and German performing arts. The expansion of Viennese performing 
arts in the late eighteenth century is discussed in this paper from the perspectives of the history 
of consumer culture and the formation of the Viennese theatre market. 
 
1. Methodology 
There are some important studies related to certain economic aspects of the performing arts in 
modern Europe. American economist, Frederic Scherer, explained that from the viewpoint of 
economic history the patronage-oriented supply and demand relationship in music composition 
gradually changed to a market-oriented supply and demand relationship from the seventeenth 
to nineteenth centuries.156 Pre-modern musicians were basically discriminated against in the 
feudalistic class system. Therefore, they sought the patronage of the ruler or wandered about. 
In modern society; however, musicians can survive independently as artists and offer their 
performances or sell their works to the general public. The process means ‘an emergence of a 
player who was able to “act” freely in the market’. 

Two other studies are written by the British historian, John Brewer, and the German 
economic historian, Michael North. Analysing the English middle-class demand for literature, 
theatre and fine art, Brewer discussed the commercialization of culture and the background of 
the rise of the consumption of culture in modern England.157 His study stimulated North to 
repeat the same discussion about the eighteenth-century German world.158 

Their analysis and discussions about the historic cultural backgrounds of consumption of 
culture in the eighteenth century clarified why people developed an interest in culture in modern 
society and how the artist, the art dealer or the promoter offered art to them commercially. After 
the weakening of class systems and the spread of the Enlightenment, the upper and middle 
classes tried to participate in various cultures. Therefore, culture became public property or 
‘merchandise’, and it stimulated the middle and upper classes to seek sophisticated culture in 
the form of the accepted cultural legacy. However, as the authors point out, the theatre promoter 
developed the stage (the plays, the operas, etc.) with an emphasis on entertainment in order to 
meet the public’s demand. This demand for only funny and easy performances came not only 
from the upper and middle classes but also from the lower class. Moreover, North emphasized 
that theatres in every German city had to abandon serious performances with high artistic 
quality. His discussion conflicts with the prosperity of serious genres in the Viennese stage in 
eighteenth century above mentioned. North emphasized the opposite tendency in theatre 
because he emphasized the concept commercialization of culture. However, it is not appropriate 
to investigate the socio-economic or -cultural process of formation of the theatre as traditional 

 
156 Scherer, Frederic M., Quarter notes and bank notes, Princeton, 2004. 
157 Brewer, John, Pleasures of the Imagination, New York, 1997. 
158 North, Michael, Genuss und Glück des Lebens. Köln & Weimar, 2003; English translation: Material 

Delight and the Joy of Living. Cultural Consumption in the Age of Enlightenment in Germany, 
Farnham, 2008. 
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art. Because a broader spectrum of society could be customers of theatre (i.e. the audience), the 
public theatre relied not only on the upper classes but also on the general public. In discussing 
the commercialization of the theatre, it is easy to focus on the majority, namely the public’s 
demand, and overlook the process of the sophistication of theatre-going and the formation of 
the classical arts promoted by the upper and middle classes. 

However, the concepts ‘theatre market’ and ‘modernization’ will provide a key for 
organizing these conflicting viewpoints. This paper investigates the socioeconomic and cultural 
condition of Viennese theatres under Emperor Joseph II’s theatre reform (1776-90), which 
brought about a market-oriented theatre system. It also discusses the economic process and 
cultural backgrounds of the theatre’s exceptional prosperity. The main primary sources for the 
analysis are the account books of the court theatre159 and correspondence between the court 
theatre management and the Emperor.160 
 
2. The formation of the theatre market in eighteenth-century Vienna  
The Holy Roman Emperor Joseph II’s theatre reform eased traditional regulations on the 
Viennese stage. He permitted the establishment of private theatres in Vienna and allowed 
competition between theatres in order to provide German plays and operas of good quality and 
sometimes even with morality for all Viennese people.161. Therefore, the institutional basis of 
the freedom of theatre and audience emerged.162 

During the reform, three supply and demand relationships emerged in the Viennese 
theatre. By analysing the account books of the court theatre, development and diversification 
of these relationships can be discussed. Among the three, the relationship between the theatre 
and the audience is the most important. The number of permanent theatres increased from one 
to five during the reform and the theatres competed with each other. The size of the audiences 
grew as well during the reform. To discuss the emergence of the market-oriented audience, it 
is necessary to distinguish the tendency of the aristocracy (the former patrons) and the non-
aristocracy. Weakening of distinctions between social classes in the audience and a growing 
coexistence among them meant a general audience developed, which is an important feature of 
market-oriented theatre. An analysis of the box-office receipts in the account books of the court 
theatre clarified the theatre attendance trends among the nobility and non-nobility.163 

Before the beginning of Joseph’s theatre reform in 1776, most non-nobility had enjoyed 
the German low comedy performed by wandering troops and had not visited the permanent 
theatre, i.e. the court theatre. The theatre prices were too high, and at the time, the theatre 
presented mainly French plays or Italian operas, which were not preferred by the non-nobility. 
However, during Joseph’s reform, the court theatre reduced prices164 and began to perform 
mainly German plays, and the non-nobility began to attend. Their attendance at the court theatre 
continued to increase for several years. However, in the middle of the 1780s, as the number of 
rival theatres increased in Vienna and the court theatre tightened rules of conduct for the 
audience in the auditorium, the non-nobility’s attendance at the court theatre dramatically 

 
159 Kaiserlich: königlich: oberst: Theatral Hof Directions Casse Rechnung, Österreichisches 

Staatsarchiv, Haus, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Generalintendanz der Hoftheater, SR.11-26. 
160 Allgemeines tägliches Exhibitions- und Expedition / Protokolle und Indizes, Österreichisches 

Staatsarchiv, Haus, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Kabinettsarchiv, Kabinettskanzlei, Bd. 6-52; 
Familienarchiv Orsini-Rosenberg, Sch.77, Nr.4, 8, 10, Kärntner Landesarchiv, Austria. 

161 His intention was to spread ordered entertainment throughout Vienna in order to remove the 
traditional spectacles such as confusion at carnival or drinking every day. 

162 Oshio, Ryohei, ‘Theatre-going as a consumer culture: A socio-economic analysis of audience in the 
Viennese theatres in the late 18th century’, History of Consumer Culture: Conference 2017, 2018, 
94-95. 

163 Oshio, Ryohei, ‘Exklusives Logenpublikum. Die Abonnements des Hochadels am Wiener Hoftheater 
in der Ära Josephs II’, Österreich in Geschichte und Literatur, Vienna, 55-1, 2013, 24-25.  

164 Oshio, Theatre-going, 96. 
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decreased. They began to go to the suburban private theatres that had originated from the 
popular wandering troops and mainly exhibited low comedy in German. 

On the other hand, the nobility (the traditional audiences) showed another trend. They 
were originally interested in French plays and Italian operas; moreover, they were unwilling to 
go to the court theatre together with non-nobilities. However, they gradually returned to the 
court theatre because the theatre started performing Italian opera again at their request. They 
also began to go to the private theatres where they enjoyed Italian opera (which was translated 
into German) and even the original German comedy together with non-noble audiences.165 
Every private theatre began to present performances that were appreciated by upper class.166 As 
a result, the theatres began to compete with each other, and audiences could choose various 
theatres according to their taste. 

Besides the above-mentioned relationship between the audience and the theatre, there are 
two other transactions: the relationship between the theatre and the artist and the relationship 
between the theatre and the supplier. These relationships were analysed in the court theatre 
according to the payment lists in the account books and numerous letters written by the court 
theatre management and the Emperor, who was the owner and decision maker of the court 
theatre. The processes of recruiting artistic talent (German play actors, German opera singers, 
Italian opera singers, and orchestra musicians, etc.), preparing content (scripts of play, librettos 
for opera, and music scores) and procuring materials for stage decoration and various goods for 
costumes, stage setting, etc., are described in these sources.167 In the Viennese theatre, three 
main genres (the German play, the German opera and the Italian opera) were presented, and 
theatres had to contract with appropriate performers. Therefore, the supply and demand was 
created. In this relationship pay played a key role. In general, the employment costs of 
performers were determined by the balance of supply and demand, which also differed with the 
social status and the range of ability of the artist. The German actor had been in a lower social 
position in German-speaking areas because they had been originally discriminated against and 
their performance had been demanded mainly by the lower class. In the middle of the eighteenth 
century, their performance began to be evaluated in Enlightenment thought as an educator of 
the people about moral and social order, and some German actors tried to improve their abilities. 
The pay of some German actors improved somewhat then, but the general trend remained lower. 

On the other hand, the pay of Italian singers was very high. They were in high demand 
throughout European theatres. Vienna, the largest German city at the time, was the centre of 
the job market for the German genres and many German performers came to the Austrian 
capital. Therefore, the Viennese theatre could employ better German actors and singers at a 
lower cost. These economic factors provide the background that explains the prosperity of the 
German stage in Vienna. 
 
  

 
165 Oshio, Theatre-going, 98-99. For example, the reputation of the first private permanent theatre in 

Vienna, Theater in der Leopoldstadt, was high not only because of the variety of the performances, 
but also because of well-behaved actresses / actors, especially because of the behaviour of the 
manager of the theatre. Pezzl, Johann (ed. by Gugitz, Gustav / Schlossar, Anton], Skizze von Wien, 
Graz, 1923, 322–323. 

166 For the list of performances in the Theater in der Leopoldstadt, see Hadamowsky, Franz, Das Theater 
in der Wiener Leopoldstadt 1781–1860, Vienna, 1933, 88–312. 

167 In the court theatre, many low-wage workers made costumes, machines, props, etc. Also there were 
many craftsmen and merchants of various goods in and around the city. 
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3. The cultural background of the audiences and marketization of the Viennese theatres 
During Joseph’s theatre reform, more people were able to purchase tickets and attend the court 
theatre (and later the suburban theatres) according to their economic ability and taste. However, 
they were forced either to adapt their behaviour to that of the traditional audience, i.e. the 
nobility,168 or, at least, to abstain from the rough style of traditional Viennese low comedy in 
order to enjoy the court theatre. As only the court theatre existed in Vienna in the late 1770s, 
theatregoers had no other choice than attending the court theatre. However, not all of them 
wanted to obey the style of the traditional high culture; especially since the act of purchasing 
the ticket to see the performance must have encouraged consumer consciousness and also the 
sense of being able to criticize. In other words, tastes and purpose diversified late in Joseph’s 
theatre reform era, namely in the 1780s. Therefore, the Viennese theatres had to provide several 
genres in order to increase their customers. Some suburban theatres could meet their various 
demands;169 some of them offered not only various stages but other amusing opportunities such 
as eating and drinking as well. 

On the contrary, the court theatre lost a fair amount of audiences from the non-nobility 
classes. However, some bourgeoisie preferred the stage with high artistic quality and 
seriousness. They sometimes wanted to imitate the style of the upper class and socialize with 
them in an atmosphere of high culture in order to differentiate themselves from the lower 
classes.170 Thus, they remained as customers of the court theatre. Moreover, some of them did 
not completely stop going to the court theatre for the other reason. Such audiences might not 
have an honest appreciation of the performance. Contemporary critics sometimes wrote that the 
applause in the auditorium was sometimes not appropriate for the performance,171 and that some 
connoisseur was leading the claps of others in most audiences.172 In other words, not a few 
audience members were seated aimlessly in the auditorium and did not concentrate on the stage, 
so they tended to blindly imitate the reactions of others. 

The fact that people with various tastes or purposes, and even without any definite 
purpose, went to the theatre meant that theatregoing had become a common leisure activity 
among the Viennese. Individual purpose and cultural taste had become important and had 
replaced feudalistic class divisions. This meant the modernization of culture. When this 
tendency and the competition between theatres increased, every theatre was able to specialize 
in the genre in which it was strongest. Therefore, audiences could cater to their own tastes in 
stage productions more and more. For example, during the first half of the reform (1776-82), 
the top 21 popular pieces in terms of number of performances in the court theatre were as 
follows: 17 comedies, 2 tragedies, 2 hybrids between comedy and tragedy. During the latter 
half of the reform (1783-89) when many private theatres had opened, there were 13 comedies, 
4 tragedies, and 4 others among the top 21 pieces.173 That is, performances for connoisseurs or 

 
168 The nobility’s most important purpose for theatregoing had been social contacts, so they emphasized 

their own traditional social style in the court theatre when competing with the powerful bourgeoisie. 
Therefore, they must have intended to go to German performances in the theatre in order to show 
their prestige. See, Oshio, Theatre-going, 98; Oshio, Logenpublikum. 

169 The major private theatres were Theater auf der Wienden (established in 1787) and Theater in der 
Josephstadt (established in 1788). For the outline of the Viennese theatres, see Haider-Pregler, 
Hilde, The Theatre in Austria, Vienna, 1973; Hadamowsky, Franz, Wien. Theatergeschichte, 
Vienna, 1988, 453–579. 

170 Oshio, Theatre-going, 99. 
171 For example, a traveller from northern Germany complained that not a few audiences who had been 

accustomed to low comedy cheered merrily at the stage when serious tragedy was performed. 
Riesbeck, Johann Kaspar, Briefe eines reisenden Franzosen über Deutschland an seinen Bruder zu 
Paris, übersetzt von K.R., Bd.1, 1784, 269–270. 

172 Schindler, Otto G., ‘Publikum des Burgtheaters in der Josephinischen Ära’, Dietrich, Margret (ed.), 
Das Burgtheater und sein Publikum, Bd.1, Vienna, 1976, 51. 

173 For the source of analysis (list of performance in the court theatre), see Hadamowsky, Franz, Die 
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audiences with an orientation to high culture had increased. Although North emphasized the 
decline of the tendency in the German-speaking area, it even rose in Vienna because a kind of 
market segmentation had emerged. 
 

4. Conclusion 
While most of Joseph II’s political reforms failed, cultural reform in Vienna was successful. 
The important socioeconomic background was his attitude to try to introduce various kinds of 
entertainment or cultural experiences that were promoted not by a ruler but through the principle 
of competition. Various recreations could develop for all Viennese who were eager to be 
amused, and the Viennese consumed them. Based on these reforms, the traditional 
entertainment style was sophisticated,174 and a high-cultural attitude was renewed. Due to the 
interaction between a variety of demands and the availability of many theatres, the theatre 
market developed. 

This study will make a positive contribution to the evaluation of the German theatre in 
the eighteenth century as an economic activity in relation to the socioeconomic and cultural 
structure. The future direction of this research lies in applying the idea of the theatre market to 
a wider geographic area. 
  

 
Wiener Hoftheater [Staatstheater] 1776–1966, Teil 1, Vienna, 1966. 

174 For culture and leisure in modern Vienna, see Tanzer, Gerhard, Spectacle müssen seyn. Die Freizeit 
der Wiener im 18. Jahrhundert, Vienna, 1992. 
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In 1852, the first retirement savings scheme for Oxford college servants was created. Seventy 
years later, for most servants, the centuries-old entitlement to an ex gratia pension had been 
replaced by a contributory pension. These schemes were remarkable for several reasons: they 
were early; they included manual labourers, rather than more highly compensated white-collar 
workers; and colleges were unlike typical early adopters of pension schemes, which tended to 
be large bureaucratic organizations.175 Throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, the evolution of servants’ pension rights sits uncomfortably alongside the 
paternalistic employment relationship. College service during this period was often described 
as a ‘job for life’, and as a consequence, the struggle for security in old age by these workers 
has hitherto been neglected. In this paper, I use archival sources, many of them previously 
unknown, from nineteen Oxford colleges, to consider why colleges decided to overhaul 
servants’ pension provisions during this period, how they were designed and implemented, and 
to recover servants’ views of these fundamental changes to the labour contract. 

Ex gratia pensions were a traditional feature of college servants’ labour contracts and 
represented one of the most effective elements of a paternalistic management strategy. The 
promise of a pension both deterred misconduct and encouraged long employment 
relationships.176 The precise terms of a servant’s retirement, including the amount of any award 
– or indeed, whether they would receive a pension at all – were made on an individual basis 
entirely at the discretion of the college.  Although these awards were related to objective 
criteria, including tenure, performance and financial need, subjective criteria were also 
influential in these decisions particularly those concerning a servant’s opportunities to continue 
in work.  Discussions of pension awards often comment on a servant’s character and popularity 
among members of a college. 

A servant’s good character was important. College servants had regular access to 
valuables owned by fellows, undergraduates and the college itself. Local tradespeople routinely 
extended credit to senior servants who purchased goods and services on behalf of the college 
and its members. The bursarship, a position responsible for the internal management of colleges 
and staff, was usually held by fellows for a year at a time during this period. As a consequence, 
considerable authority and responsibility devolved to senior servants, who often remained in 
these posts for decades.  

Until the late nineteenth century, fixed ages of retirement were uncommon. For college 
employers, it was more efficient to keep a servant in work as long as they were physically and 
mentally capable. The importance of perquisites and gratuities – discretionary payments in-kind 
or cash made to servants by resident members of a college – meant that the cost of a servant’s 
declining productivity was shared between the college and its membership.177 By contrast, a 
pension was nearly always paid from the college’s regular income. Similarly, servants preferred 
to stay in work as long as possible. A servant’s physical presence in the college maximized their 
access to perquisites and gratuities, as well as ensuring a regular wage. These labour contracts 

 
175 Leslie Hannah, Inventing Retirement: The development of occupational pensions in Britain 

(Cambridge, 1986); Pat Thane, Old Age in English History: Past Experiences, Present Issues 
(Oxford, 2000). 

176 Edward Lazear (1979) and (1990). 
177 During the nineteenth century, these discretionary payments comprised about one-third to one-half 

of servants’ incomes.  
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typically featured deferred compensation: junior servants were paid wages lower than the value 
of their marginal product, while senior servants were paid in excess of their marginal product.178 
Older servants were more likely to be in highly compensated senior positions, which they were 
reluctant to leave.179  

Retirement meant a significant reduction in income.180 A male servant might expect to 
receive a pension that was approximately one-half to two-thirds of their final cash salary. 
Together with the loss of discretionary pay, a typical pension provided approximately one-
quarter of a servant’s usual income.181 Colleges expected that aging servants would receive 
assistance from family members and archival sources show that enquiries were made into other 
sources of support for retired servants. The Charity Organization Society was active and 
influential in Oxford from the mid-nineteenth to early twentieth centuries and many colleges 
adopted the society’s case work approach to assessing need when determining pension awards.  

Although all college servants were eligible for assistance from their employers in old age, 
illness or disability, scouts’ entitlement to a pension was less secure than that of other workers. 
Historically, scouts were privately employed by individual residents.182 By the mid-nineteenth 
century, most scouts were directly employed by colleges, but forms of the wage and methods 
of pay did not change accordingly. Scouts were still disproportionately dependent on 
discretionary payments and colleges continued to view these workers as contractors. Most 
pension schemes began as a way to compel scouts to provide for themselves.  
 
Early retirement savings schemes 
Balliol and Magdalen introduced compulsory savings schemes in 1852 and 1853 respectively. 
Although the terms of these early schemes often appear similar, colleges frequently had very 
different objectives. The premise of the Balliol proposal was that servants lacked the disposable 
income to save, the Magdalen proposal held that its servants lacked the necessary discipline. 
Balliol, a smaller and poorer college, was primarily concerned with managing the financial 
liability of the college towards servants’ dependent family members. Magdalen was keen to 
promote the values of individualism: self-help, thrift and sobriety.  

Balliol’s first scheme was simple: scouts contributed half of the cost of a life insurance 
policy, typically for £100, with the college paying the remainder.183 Magdalen’s proposal 
offered servants no improvement in their existing labour contract, and instead required scouts 
to insure their lives for three times the value of their annual cash stipend, about £120 for most 
servants, with no contribution from the college. Although the scheme at Balliol appears to have 
been successful, servants at Magdalen objected and the initial proposal was abandoned. In 1855, 
Magdalen again addressed the issue of compulsory savings for old age. This time, the 
inadequacy of cash wages was considered alongside the proposed savings scheme, methods of 

 
178 Edward Lazear, ‘Why Is There Mandatory Retirement?’ Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 87, No.6 

(Dec., 1979), pp.1261-1284. Lazear predicts that mandatory retirement ages are necessitated by 
these arrangements, however prevailing methods of pay allowed colleges to shift these costs onto 
resident members, and older workers were frequently permitted to continue under the terms of their 
original contract when they reached retirement age, rather than negotiating a new contract as Lazear 
predicts. 

179 During this period, colleges exhibit many of the classic features of internal labour markets. Peter 
Doeringer and Michael Piore, Internal Labor Markets and Manpower Analysis (Lexington, MA, 
1971). 

180 In this, college servants were typical of British workers, who could expect a ‘poor level of retirement 
income replacement’. Hannah (1985), p.347. 

181 Occupational information provided in censuses is insufficient to permit any systematic demographic 
analysis of these workers, for example college servants are often recorded as domestic servants, 
however, ample anecdotal evidence survives on which to base these conclusions.  

182 Although the precise use of this terminology varies, scouts or bedmakers, were domestic servants 
who worked in the rooms of resident members of the colleges and provided personal attendance.  

183 BC English Register 1794-1875, 26 June 1852. 
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pay were rationalized, and a wage increase was instituted to effectively offset the quarterly 
deduction of £5, or approximately 7 percent, from scouts’ wages.184 Magdalen’s 1855 scheme 
offered no corresponding scale of benefits, and pension awards were still made in the same 
traditional paternalistic fashion when servants reached retirement age. 

With few exceptions, pension schemes were initiated by colleges.185 Compulsory and 
contributory schemes effectively shifted some of the financial risk from colleges to servants, 
and, without a corresponding increase in remuneration, represented a decrease in income for 
many of these workers. The traditional system of ex gratia pensions likely crowded out 
servants’ long-term savings for those workers who could afford it; it is also likely that in a 
highly seasonal economy like Oxford’s, servants prioritized short-term savings. 

These schemes complemented servants’ existing strategies for managing uncertainty. The 
College Servants’ Benefit Society, founded in 1812, offered servants sickness benefits and 
burial insurance. The College Servants’ Provident Institution, established in 1841, offered life 
insurance benefits.186 Many colleges, as well as individual fellows, supported these mutual aid 
societies, through financial contributions and by providing guidance in managing the society’s 
funds, however, the tensions between individualism and paternalism are evident in colleges’ 
determination to promote employer-directed retirement savings over self-directed savings.  
 
The shift to annuities 
Servants quickly began to express a preference for schemes that provided both life insurance 
and a guaranteed income in old age, typically through deferred annuities or endowment 
assurance policies. In 1865, Balliol modified the original scheme and required all scouts to 
purchase a deferred annuity of at least £30 annually, with the college contributing half of the 
premiums.187 By the 1870s, other colleges began to adopt similar schemes, all of which included 
the purchase of deferred annuities or endowment assurance policies.  

Throughout the period, colleges experimented with a variety of arrangements. Plans 
variously offered defined contributions and defined benefits; colleges never converged on a 
standard scheme. For example, in 1873, Queen’s College required the purchase of annuities 
payable at 60 for half the servant’s salary, with the college and the servant paying equal 
shares.188 The timing of these schemes paralleled the growth of the industrial insurance industry 
and the development of actuarial science, providing an early example of how employers used 
these innovations to manage the cost of workers’ retirement. In the mid-nineteenth century, the 
design and implementation of these schemes required knowledge and experience that most 
bursars lacked. Colleges did not recruit or appoint professional bursars until the late nineteenth 
century, when the recommendations of three royal commissions appointed to look into the 
finances of the colleges resulted in the standardization of accounting practices. Colleges’ 
idiosyncratic system of accounts, many of which were unchanged since their foundation, were 
rationalized in a process that facilitated the collection and analysis of quantitative financial data. 

Early schemes made no provision for the return of contributions in the event that a servant 
left the employ of the college, whether voluntarily or involuntarily. Subsequent iterations began 
to address these as well as other important questions. In 1888, the scheme at Magdalen was 
reorganized. The new scheme added several features that would be common to most colleges 

 
184 MC CP1/12, 15 March 1855. No corresponding scale of benefits were fixed for these deductions, for 

comparison, the servants’ friendly society (CSPI) offered a policy of £100 for a premium of £2.5.0 
annually.  

185 Scouts at Christ Church petitioned the college for a pension scheme several times in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, primarily to obtain a guarantee of benefits. The college 
refused, maintaining a self-insured traditional ex gratia system until the 1920s.  

186 Additionally, servants formed a popular slate club and several colleges established mutual aid 
societies, similar to shop clubs. On shop clubs and slate clubs, see Edith Deverell (1898) and (1899). 

187 BC GOV C, 12&13 October 1865. 
188 QC Minute Book 1860-1883, 28 February 1873. 
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by the end of the nineteenth century: a maximum age at entry, for Magdalen this was 35; some 
definition of compulsoriness; payment terms if a servant continued to work past the stated 
retirement age; and clarification of repayment terms in the event a servant left the employ of 
the college or died.189 The increasing popularity of annuities and endowment assurance policies 
led to the adoption of management strategies mandating fixed retirement ages, which were set 
to coincide with the maturation of insurance policies. These were implemented in a traditional 
paternalistic fashion; decisions about servants’ ability to stay in work were still made on a case-
by-case basis. 

The question of whether the college contributions represented deferred income is 
complicated. From the outset, colleges always named themselves as the beneficiary of any 
insurance policy purchased for servants. Colleges insisted on maintaining control of the funds 
as well as the physical documents, and in the case of endowment assurance policies, often made 
decisions about the proceeds of policies regardless of servants’ preferences for a lump sum or 
periodic payments. Occasionally the proceeds of individual servants’ policies were used to seed 
a fund for the general benefit of aging servants, again, at the discretion of college authorities. It 
was not uncommon for colleges to first repay themselves the value of their contributions when 
these policies matured, before any funds were designated for servants’ benefit. These 
arrangements were negotiated and renegotiated throughout the period at all colleges.  
 
Pensions in the twentieth century 
Women were most likely to be affected by the advent of the state old age pension in 1908. 
Nearly all men in receipt of a college pension received an award over the means-tested threshold 
of £21-31.10.0. Women were more likely to be low-waged and casual workers, and as such, 
were typically excluded from college schemes until the interwar period. For most of the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, women could expect a pension award of three to five 
shillings weekly; wages for most women were ten to fourteen shillings weekly.190 Colleges also 
preferred to hire middle-aged women: insurance premiums for these workers were considerably 
higher than those for younger men. As a consequence, women remained dependent on ex gratia 
pensions long after men had secured the guarantee of a pension.  

By the late 1930s, all colleges had adopted some type of organized retirement savings 
scheme.191 Pension awards had always been based on length of service, but now this was made 
explicit and uniform, through the use of scales. For example, in 1927, servants at Queen’s, aged 
20 or older, paid 5 percent of their ordinary salary or weekly wage towards the purchase of a 
deferred annuity. The college purchased a second deferred annuity that, when combined with 
the servant’s policy, guaranteed an annual income of 1/60 of the servant’s final salary at 
pensionable age for each year of continuous service.192 

Several colleges modified their existing pension schemes in response to the 1925 
Widows’, Orphans’ and Old Age Contributory Pensions Act. Section 7 of the Pensions Act 
enabled employers to reduce pension contributions and benefits of employees eligible under 
the Act correspondingly.193 Similarly, colleges re-examined their pension schemes with the 
advent of unemployment insurance. Employers who offered workers membership in an 
approved pension scheme were eligible to apply for certificates of exemption. In the late 1930s, 

 
189 MC CP/9/24/i-ii, 29 September 1888. 
190 The only exception is Oriel College, which unusually employed women as scouts’ assistants 

throughout the nineteenth century and allowed women to participate in the college scheme from 
1901. 

191 ‘All’ in this context refers to the nineteen colleges included in my thesis, listed at the conclusion of 
this paper. 

192 JC Box 65 Uncatalogued items relating to pensions; special arrangements were made for servants 
who joined after age forty. 

193 For example, Brasenose, BNC B0498, 12 December 1925. 
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some colleges moved from self-insurance to a scheme based on the purchase of insurance 
policies in order to qualify for these exemptions.194  

With the advent of fixed retirement ages, parties and ceremonies to celebrate these 
occasions became commonplace. Announcements of servants’ retirements routinely appeared 
in newspapers and college magazines from the later decades of the nineteenth century, often 
providing details of gifts given to retirees by undergraduates, dons, and fellow college servants. 
Publication of these details further served to enhance the reputations of colleges as good 
employers.  
 
Conclusions 
Throughout the period, servants revealed their preference for schemes that provided guaranteed 
benefits over the traditional paternalistic ex gratia awards, even though contributory schemes 
effectively shifted the risk of illness and old age from colleges to servants. Later, through the 
institution of national insurance and the state pension, the apportionment of risk shifted again. 
Colleges’ commitment to paternalism is clearly evident throughout the period, however, and all 
pension schemes were designed and implemented in a way that permitted these traditional 
paternalistic management strategies to endure. 
 

Archives 
Balliol College, Brasenose College, Christ Church, Corpus Christi College, Exeter College, 
Hertford College, Jesus College, Lincoln College, Keble College, Magdalen College, Merton 
College, New College, Oriel College, Pembroke College, Queen’s College, St. John’s College, 
Trinity College, University College and Worcester College. 
 

 

 
194 For example, Oriel and Christ Church, OC TF 2 B1/2, 18 March 1938. 
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The consensus used to exist that the supremacy of the corporate legal form requires little 
explanation.195 Many scholars considered its key elements – legal personality, delegated 
management, capital lock-in, permanence, transferable shares, limited liability and shareholder 
primacy – to be economically indispensable and superior to alternative forms of business 
organization. Precisely this belief underlined the claim that we had reached the end of history 
for corporate law.196 

Yet some scholars argue that the economic, deterministic account is fundamentally 
flawed from an historical viewpoint. They claim that, from the perspective of contemporaries 
living in the 1800s and even the 1900s, the rise to dominance of the business corporation was 
not inevitable in any sense. 197 Following the ground-breaking work of Guinnane et al. business 
historians have demonstrated that polities with non-common law origins developed a wide 
menu of organizational forms that could provide more flexibility than, and were at least as 
favourable to economic development as, the archetypal Anglo-Saxon corporation. 198 In doing 
so, they managed to “put the corporation in its place”, as under certain conditions, other 
organizational forms have been proven to provide unique advantages over the corporation.199 

One of these underexplored alternatives is the limited partnership (commanditaire 
vennootschap in Dutch or sociétés en commandite in French).200 This type of partnership 
consists of one or more general partners who control the company and are subject to unlimited 
liability. Limited partners furnish capital and, provided they do not participate in the 
management of the company, enjoy the protection of limited liability.201 Finally, limited 
partnerships can also have tradeable shares (commanditaire vennootschap op aandelen in Dutch 
or sociétés en commandite par action in French), which enable businesses to raise capital from 
the broader public. 

At first glance, this business form seems to offer most of the advantages of corporations 
but imposes comparably lower regulatory, as well as agency costs. 202 Not only does the 

 
195 La Porta et al., “Law and Finance”.   
196 Hansmann & Kraakman, “The End of History for Corporate Law”. 
197 Harris, Industrializing English Law, 14. 
198 See for example: Acheson & Turner, “The impact of limited liability”, Lamoreaux & Rosenthal, 

“Legal Regime”; Martinez-Rodriguez, “Creating the Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada”. Also 
see: Colvin, “Organizational Determinants of Bank Resilience,” 661-665 for a more in depth 
discussion of this strand of literature. 

199 Guinnane et al., “Putting the Corporation in its Place”.  
200 Another relatively unknown “hybrid” form is explored by Aldous, “Avoiding Negligence and 

Profusion”. 
201 Freedeman, Joint-Stock Enterprise in France, 48. 
202 Or to cite Naomi Lamoreaux on this: “From the standpoint of a general partner, the limited 

partnership functioned much like a limited-liability corporation in which officers assumed personal 
responsibility for debts in excess of the firm’s capital. From the standpoint of a special partner 
(i.e., an investor who did not intend to participate in the management of the firm) the form involved 
the possibility of greater gains than could be obtained from a simple loan contract without the risks 
that an ordinary partnership entailed. Compared to a corporation, moreover, the arrangement may 
have reduced principal-agent problems because the firm’s general partners not only shared fully 
in whatever gains or losses their actions generated, but were personally liable for debts in excess 
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establishment of such a partnership allow entrepreneurs to evade the authorization requirements 
associated with incorporation,203 general partners with skin in the game – a core characteristic 
of the limited partnership – are also ceteris paribus more likely to eschew excessive risk-taking 
than managers of a corporation.204 

Because of these advantages, the limited partnerships provided entrepreneurs a seemingly 
fully functional alternative, explaining their well-documented popularity in Germany and 
particularly France well into the nineteenth century. 205 However, by the late nineteenth century 
their absolute numbers, and overall contribution to the economy in both countries, had rapidly 
diminished compared to that of the corporation. Moreover, in neighbouring countries this legal 
form’s incidence remained quite limited. 

One popular explanation for the limited partnership’s decline in some countries, and its 
lack of popularity in others, lies in the increasing demand for capital due to industrialization 
and the emergence of large firms during the nineteenth century. This argument implies that 
large-scale integrated managerial enterprises benefit disproportionately from limited liability as 
it reduces transaction costs associated with transferring shares.206 Consequently, as the need for 
capital increased, so did the necessity for incorporation.207 Lamoreaux et al. however have 
largely refuted this claim by arguing that the aforementioned limited partnership with tradeable 
shares could – at least on paper – largely circumvent this necessity. 208 Furthermore, although 
the historical record indicates that large enterprises almost universally adopted the corporate 
form, the vast majority of businesses favouring to incorporate, from the mid-nineteenth century 
onwards, were relatively small, making this line of argumentation unsatisfactory. 209 Other 
scholars point towards legal uncertainty as a possible explanation for the form’s limited use, as 
in some countries (e.g. the United Kingdom) the limited partnership form was not fully 
recognized, or severely restricted in its use.210 Both of the explanations above fail to elucidate 
why the limited partnership form was not more commonly adopted in countries where it was 
permitted, like the Netherlands.211 

 
of capital”. For a more thorough explanation of the potential benefits of the limited partnership, 
see: Lamoreaux, “Partnerships, Corporations, and the Theory of the Firm,” 68-69. 

203 In France, the creation of a corporation (Société anonyme) required government authorization until 
1867. Entrepreneurs evaded this restriction by adopting limited partnerships with tradeable shares. 
See: Martinez-Rodriguez, “Creating the Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada,” 232. 

204 This claim follows from the implications of the reinterpretation by economic historians of the costs 
and benefits associated with limited and unlimited liability. For key references, see for example: 
Esty, “The Impact of Contingent Liability”; Acheson and Turner, “The Impact of Limited 
Liability”; Grossman and Imai, “Contingent Capital and Bank Risk-Taking”; Hickson,  Turner et 
al. “Much ado about nothing”; Koudijs et al. “For richer, for poorer”; Mitchener and Richardson, 
“Skin in the Game?”; Turner, “Does Limited Liability Matter?”. 

205 In France, 1,340 limited partnerships with tradeable shares were registered from 1823 to 1838, 
compared to only 157 corporations. For more notable contributions on the rise and fall of the limited 
partnership, see: Freedeman, “Joint-Stock Enterprise in France”; Guinnane et al., Putting the 
Corporation in its Place”, Martinez-Rodriguez, “Creating the Sociedad de Responsabilidad 
Limitada”. 

206 Lamoreaux, ““Partnerships, Corporations, and the Theory of the Firm,” 67. For more details on this 
line of argumentation, see: Forbes, “Limited Liability”, Smart, “On Limited Liability”. 

207 Harris, Industrialising English Law, 216. 
208 Lamoreaux, “Partnerships, Corporations, and the Theory of the Firm”; De Jong et al., “Dutch 

Corporate Finance, 1602-1850,” 15-17; Guinnane et al., “Putting the Corporation in its Place”. 
209 Lamoreaux, ““Partnerships, Corporations, and the Theory of the Firm,” 67. 
210 The limited partnership was not recognized by common law, either directly or via the mercantile law, 

and made no inroads into the English legal system itself until the early twentieth century. It was 
finally introduced into the English system by statute in the Limited Partnership Act (7 Edw. VII 
c.24) of 1907, see: Harris, Industrializing English Law, 30.  

211 The legal basis of the limited partnership with tradeable shares (commandites par action) in France 
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In order to fully grasp the rise of the corporate form, one must understand why larger and 
smaller firms alike were so reluctant to adopt such a seemingly valid alternative. Via a detailed 
case-study of the Bank of Twente (Twentsche Bankvereeniging, hereafter TWBv), founded in 
1861, organized as a limited partnership, and for most of the subsequent decades the country’s 
largest, fastest growing and most profitable bank, my research tries to address this question left 
unanswered by the traditional explanations.212  Unlike previous studies on this matter, it does 
so by process-tracking the rationale behind these amendments, exposing the conflicts of 
interests at play, and elucidating the resulting compromises. 

The paper itself is structured as followed. I begin by explaining the legal context in which 
the TWBv operated and deepen our understanding of the history of Dutch corporate finance 
from the mid-1850s to the early twentieth century. I then explore how TWBv’s evolution from 
a limited liability partnership into a limited partnership with tradeable shares was driven by a 
straightforward desire to increase the bank’s capital in line with its growing business. 

I conclude by arguing that the bank’s rapid growth created serious conflicts of interests 
between the general partners and the silent partners over four issues: the bank’s capital basis, 
the corporate governance structure, the distribution of profits, and the reserve fund. For almost 
fifty years successive general partners exploited their unlimited liability as an argument to 
defend their control of a lucrative business, to the detriment of the silent partners.  This 
exploitation ended only when the general partners finally accepted that the bank needed to be 
incorporated to appease the silent partners. 

By looking at these amendments as a diachronous process instead of a static one-off 
reform, my research tries to make a number of noteworthy contributions to the existing 
literature. Firstly, it shows that as the TWBv grew, so did the conflicts of interests between the 
managing partners and the silent partners. Consequently, it explicates that the TWBv did not 
adopt the corporate form to increase its capital basis, as the limited partnership with tradeable 
shares provided ample opportunity for this. In fact, its shareholders, or more precisely, silent 
partners, committed to prevent further exploitation by the general partner. In doing so, this 
paper highlights an agency cost of unlimited liability (i.e. exploitation in cases of high 
managerial ownership) that the existing literature analysing  the impact of shareholder liability 
on bank performance tends to overlook. While unlimited liability might be an effective way to 
address excessive risk taking (i.e. moral hazard) as managers have more skin in the game, these 
enterprises will ceteris paribus have less formal corporate governance practices, thus nurturing 
these “hidden” agency costs.213 By arguing that limited partnerships and these potential agency 
costs grow in tandem, this paper provides a more convincing explanation to the limited appeal 
of a limited partnership (with tradeable shares) as a business form than the ones posed in the 
traditional literature. 

In a way my research thus reaffirms the idea that the corporate form offers distinct 
advantages over alternative business forms when the business requires large amounts of capital, 
balanced advantages for moderate capital requirements and distinct disadvantages when 
companies remain small.214  
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De Overgang; Wijtvliet, Expansie en Dynamiek; and more recently Van der Werf, Van Twentsche 
Bank naar Algemene Bank.  

213 This claims follows from Calomiris and Carlson, “Corporate governance and risk management”. 
214 Freedeman, Joint-Stock Enterprise in France, 8-9. 
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Historisch Centrum Overijssel: Twentsche Bankvereeniging, later de Twentsche Bank N.V.  
(0173) Internationaal Instituut voor Sociale Geschiedenis: Annual reports (Jaarverslag) 
Twentsche Bank (1861-1935) 

———.: Annual reports (Jaarverslag) Rotterdamsche Bank, 1863-1935 
———.: Annual reports (Jaarverslag) Amsterdamsche Bank, 1871-1935 
Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek [CBS] (1865-1920), Jaarcijfers voor Nederland. 
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Integrating small firms into the financial system: The case 
of the Netherlands, 1900-40 

 
Ruben Peeters, Utrecht University 

(r.l.m.peeters@uu.nl) 
Supervisors: Oscar Gelderblom & Joost Jonker 

 
At the turn of the twentieth century, small firm associations in the Netherlands complained 
about having insufficient access to credit. While the Netherlands had a well-developed financial 
system, it was mostly geared towards large industry and international trade. The complaints 
kick-started the development of a patchwork of financial institutions geared towards serving 
small firms. By the end of the 1930s, this perceived lack of available small firms financing 
options had been resolved. This paper looks at the rapid development of institutions specifically 
serving small firms between 1900 and 1940 and investigates how this came about. 

Historical research about financial systems often focuses on large commercial banks or 
capital markets. However, because these high financial markets only served a small part of 
society, this leaves us with a biased understanding of the functioning of financial markets and 
a blind spot about the options available to the large number of small firms making up the 
majority of past (and sometimes present) economies. A notable exception is the work by 
Carnevali who, building on many other scholars, compared the banking systems and their 
relations to small firms in various countries in Europe.215 Carnevali showed that the different 
outcomes in terms of financial systems and their relations to small firms were created by the 
interaction between politicians, businessmen and other social groups.216 Similarly, Calomiris 
and Haber later argued that national banking systems are the result of bargaining games between 
different players such as the government, banking insiders, minority shareholders and 
depositors.217 Following these lines of research, I argue that the quick development of a 
constellation of financial institutions specifically geared towards small firms is the result of a 
coalition between associations of small firms and the Dutch government. Instead of telling the 
history of a single institution, this paper looks at the set of institutions which served small firms. 
It is necessary to study the development of these institutions together since firms did not interact 
exclusively with one financial service provider. On the contrary, when looking for funding, 
firms made funding choices based on the information that was at their disposal. This depends 
on their (socio-economic) situation, needs (real or imagined), and available options of which 
they are aware. The source material consists of conference proceedings, journals, contemporary 
academic works, governmental reports. archival material of various small firm associations, 
governmental institutions, Chambers of Commerce, financial institutions, and other 
organizations. The methodology is largely a critical reading of these historical documents, 
combined with descriptive statistics of quantitative information from financial institutions. 

At the turn of the century, Dutch small firms had several funding options ranging from 
informal peer to peer lending, to trade finance, credit unions, and sometimes local banks. 
Nonetheless, according to the leaders of small firm associations, the feeling of inadequate 
access to credit was widespread amongst their members. Consequently, the associations made 
it one of the centrepieces of their political agenda.218 Already then there were doubts about these 
claims and since few complaints appear to have come from small firms themselves, but were 
presented as anecdotal evidence in public debates, their stance seems to have been more 

 
215 Carnevali, Europe’s Advantage: Banks and Small Firms in Britain, France, Germany and Italy since 

1918. 
216 Carnevali, 1. 
217 Calomiris and Haber, Fragile by Design: The Political Origins of Banking Crises and Scarce Credit, 

14. 
218 Peeters, “Forging a Middle Class Movement in the Netherlands: The Role of Credit, 1900-1920.” 
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ideologically and politically motivated than rooted in reality.219 The following development, 
however, shows that the associations managed to convince many others of their complaints. 

The first initiatives to improve access to credit were the publication of information on bad 
payers. Information about bankruptcies firms was public and printed on a mostly weekly basis 
in several national newspapers but it was difficult to identify fraudulent firms or customers still 
in operation. In response, from the 1890s local shopkeeper associations published lists of bad 
payers, so called boards of disgrace in local newspapers or trade journals. These initiatives were 
local and there was little theorizing or debate behind them. This changed after 1900 with the 
foundation of the first national federation, the Nederlandsche Bond voor Vereenigingen van 
den Handeldrijvenden Middenstand (Dutch Union for Associations of the Trade Middling 
Class) and the organization of (inter)national conferences for small firm associations which 
served as a platforms for debate.220  While there did not emerge a coherent plan to improve 
small firms’ access to credit, the associations did explore various options and informed 
themselves on foreign initiatives such as the German cooperative banking system. 

The Dutch government followed the small firm movement from early on. The 
confessional (Catholic and Protestant) parties making up the government between 1901 and 
1905 showed special interest in the small firm movement, which they saw as a stabilizing force 
in society and a counterweight to socialism. The prime minister, several officials and members 
of parliament participated in the international conference of 1902.221 But apart from some 
encouraging words, there was no official commitment. The associations preferred to have the 
help of the government, but decided not to wait for it. They started with things they could do 
alone. 

A starting point was the lack of training and bookkeeping capabilities amongst small 
entrepreneurs. Leaders of small firm associations (usually more successful entrepreneurs of 
higher social standing) saw it as a way to increase the viability of firms, reducing the demand 
for unnecessary loans, and increase the chances of obtaining a loan when applying.222 
Associations organized evening classes and incorporated bookkeeping into the curriculum of 
the vocational training programmes and published courses in their trade journals. 

The government was only slow to get involved. In 1904 it established a committee to 
investigate whether it should help small firms, and if so, what steps it should take. In 1907, the 
commission answered positively and stated that improving education, including bookkeeping 
should be the first step, following what associations had already been doing.223 The good and 
direct relations between the associations and confessional political parties (who were in 
government throughout that period) led to the government subsidizing specialized consultants 
to help entrepreneurs. 224 The first one in 1910, two more in 1913 and one specialized in retail 
and craft firms in 1918.225 On top of the consultants, the government subsidized Adviesbureaux 
(Offices of Advice) which offered affordable or free (financial) advice, bookkeeping and 

 
219 Oscar Pyfferoen wrote in his report about the Dutch Petite Bourgeoisie that: “credit leaves much to 

be desired, if we are to believe the interested parties”. In: Pyfferoen, La Petite Bourgeoisie Aux 
Pays-Bas: Rapport Présenté à M. Le Ministre de l’industrie et du travail, 267. 

220 Stenografisch Verslag van Het Derde Internationaal Congres Voor Den Handeldrijvenden 
Middenstand. Gehouden Te Amsterdam in Het Concertgebouw Op 3 En 4 September 1902. 

221 Peeters, “Forging a Middle Class Movement in the Netherlands: The Role of Credit, 1900-1920,” 4. 
222 For example, Pyfferoen stated that shopkeepers should be taught mandatory bookkeeping in school: 

Stenografisch Verslag van Het Derde Internationaal Congres Voor Den Handeldrijvenden 
Middenstand. Gehouden Te Amsterdam in Het Concertgebouw Op 3 En 4 September 1902., 141. 

223 Ingenool, Vijf En Twintig Jaren Middenstandsbeweging Gedenkboek van Den “Nederl. 
Middenstandsbond,” 167. 

224 The Hauge National Archive, 2.06.001/4521, Letter of W. Nieuwenhuizen to the head of the 
department of trade, September 4th, 1907.  

225 Tjong Tjin Tai, “Connecting Small Firms for Innovation Roles of Trade Associations and the Dutch 
Rijksnijverheidsdienst , 1900-1940,” 242. 
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accounting services.226 These offices had national coverage, but operated from the regional 
capitals. Many of the smaller firms in towns and villages must have found it hard to access 
these offices, especially in the north and south. (Image 1) 
 

Image 1:  Adviesbureaux in 1915227 

 
Simultaneously, the small firm associations attempted to set up an SME banking system. The 
idea grew out of the debate about small firm credit, and was inspired by the German experiences 
with cooperative banking and the Dutch famers’ cooperatives.228 The associations had 
difficulties placing the share of new banks and it was only after they obtained subsidies and 
support from the ministry of economic affairs in 1907 that this improved.229 Afterwards, the 
number of new SME banks slowly grew with a few per year.  

The First World War proved a catalyst for institutional development. The freezing of 
credit lines paralysed small firms and made them appeal to the government. The minister of 
finance and of economic affairs, Willem Treub, urged the associations to make work of a central 
bank to provide liquidity to young banking system. They rapidly set up the Algemeene 
Nederlandsche Centrale Middenstandsbank (ACB, General Dutch Central SME Bank) in 1914 
with help of Treub. During the war, the government continued to subsidize the founding of new 
banks, and the expansion of the ACB. The yearly subsidy went from 10,000 guilders in 1915 
to 80,500 guilders in 1916, to stay at that level until the end of the war.230 The number of banks 
followed from 10 in 1905, to 19 in 1910, to 67 in 1915 and 104 in 1918. Including branches, 
the banks had 313 offices in 1918.231 In the same period the associations also set up loan 
guarantee funds to help entrepreneurs who lacked collateral get access to bank loans. National 
and local governments subsidized these initiatives at the request of the associations. 

By 1920, the associations had managed to develop an extensive constellation of financial 
institutions for small firms. Entrepreneurs could take accounting classes, go to an office of 
advice to have their books checked or kept at almost no cost, ask a government consultant for 
business and technical advice, store excess savings in an SME bank, apply to the same bank for 
a loan and ask a loan guarantee fund to guarantee the loan in case they lacked collateral. The 
pattern across these institutions had been relatively similar. Small firm associations set up an 
institution which was successful to varying degrees, but often not very profitable. They lobbied 
the government for support, which usually came in the form of subsidies from the ministry of 

 
226 The 17 offices that existed in 1918 checked 1,500 books (1.7 per office per week or about 0.6% of 

all firms) and gave advice 3,700 times (4.2 per office per week or about 0,9% of all firms). In: 
Kellenaers, Het Handboek Voor Den Middenstand, 123. 

227 Ingenool, Vijf En Twintig Jaren Middenstandsbeweging Gedenkboek van Den “Nederl. 
Middenstandsbond,” 178. 

228 Akkerhuijs, Het Credietvraagstuk Voor Den Handeldrijvenden, En Industrieelen Middenstand, 16. 
229 Peeters, “Forging a Middle Class Movement in the Netherlands: The Role of Credit, 1900-1920.” 
230 Janzen, Het Middenstandsbankwezen in Nederland, 148. 
231 Utrecht University Financial history group, Banking Landscape Database. [Under Construction 2020] 
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economic affairs or the ministry of finance. The subsidies made it possible to broaden the access 
to credit and lower the costs of credit for small firms. Furthermore, these institutions could out-
compete incumbents such as credit unions or local banks.232 

The constellation, however, proved unstable. The SME banks, which were at the centre, 
got into trouble due to bad credit decisions and poor management. Overextension of loans and 
excess production resulted in a crisis during 1921-23 which caused a third of SME banks to 
fail.233 The coalition between the government and the associations unravelled and the 
government, halted subsidies. The minister of finance argued that unviable institutions should 
not be kept alive artificially through government intervention.234 Almost none of the financial 
institutions could survive on their own and some such as the offices of advice were saved by 
local subsidies. The national government continued this hands off approach for most of the 
1920s and only interfered in the ACB, remaking it into the Nederlandsche Middenstandsbank 
(NMB, Dutch SME bank) in 1927. This was a specialized, partially government-owned, 
nationally-operating SME bank, which was tightly connected to the small firm associations. 

In the 1920s, the focus of small firm lobby groups shifted away from credit to trade, fair 
competition, and social legislation. The Great Depression made credit return to the spotlight. 
The credit provision of the NMB during the crisis was stable but very prudent.235 Associations 
again asked for help to improve access to credit, especially for firms suffering from the crisis.236 
This time, the government took control. Rather than subsidizing private initiatives on a case-by 
case basis, the ministries of economic affairs and finance worked together with the associations 
to develop a coherent policy to help firms. The NMB formed the core with other institutions, 
such as public loan guarantee funds, broadening the access to credit. The extensions were 
relatively small and served a specific group of borrowers who could not apply for loans 
elsewhere, thus not undercutting other financial service providers and maintaining competition 
between banks. This constellation proved much more stable and continued to function after the 
Second World War. The difference lay in the increased control and monitoring by the ministries 
of economic affairs and finance, decreasing exposure and preventing large defaults to be borne 
by tax payers. On the other hand, because the government was much more involved, its support 
for these institutions was more stable over time, contrary to the early 1920s when subsidies 
were suddenly halted. 

In this short paper, I have argued that the quick and extensive development of institutions 
to improve small firms’ access to credit in the Netherlands was due to a coalition between small 
firm associations and the Dutch government. The development was in two phases. A first one 
where government subsidized private initiatives, but was ready to abandon the projects when 
problems arose. The second phase saw the ministries of economic affairs and finance working 
together with the small firm associations to develop a coherent small firm credit policy. The 
government took much more responsibility and approached the topic more apolitically, but also 
demanded much more control in return for subsidies. This resulted in a stable extension to 
broaden access to credit.  

 
232 de Vicq, “The Development of Dutch Credit Unions, 1850s-1920s”. 
233 Colvin, “Organizational Determinants of Bank Resilience: Explaining the Performance of SME 

Banks in the Dutch Financial Crisis of the 1920s”. 
234 The Hague National Archive, 2.06.001/4565, Letter from the Minister of Finance to the Minister of 

Agriculture, Industry and Trade, November 24st, 1923. 
235 Yearly reports of the NMB, 1928-1943 (consulted in IISH, call number: NEHA ZK 62060) 
236 Based on the topics discussed on the annual conferences of the Middenstandsbond. Source: Catholic 

Documentation Center RU Nijmegen, Tc 5569. 
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Zombie international currency: The Pound Sterling, 1945-
73 

 
Maylis Avaro,237 Graduate Institute, Geneva & University Libre de Bruxelles  

(maylis.avaro@graduateinstitute.ch) 
Supervisors: Rui Esteves & Marc Flandreau 

 
In the twentieth century, international money markets witnessed a major evolution: the decline 
of sterling as the international currency. This shift from sterling to dollar started after WWI and 
was complete by 1973. This paper investigates how the British authorities managed the decline 
of sterling as an international reserve currency despite the poor economic fundamentals of the 
United Kingdom (UK) after 1945.  

Earlier contributions underlined the role played by the sterling area in the persistence of 
sterling after 1945. The sterling area was a monetary zone built in 1939, covering most of the 
Commonwealth, British Empire, and newly independent colonies. The area was protected by 
exchange and capital controls and members maintained a constant exchange rate between their 
currency and sterling. To conduct my analysis, I have constructed a new dataset of foreign 
exchange reserves at country level for both Western European central banks and the sterling 
area from various archival sources. My contribution to the literature on sterling is threefold. 
First, I show that Western European countries stopped considering sterling as a reserve currency 
shortly after WWII. This is in stark contrast with part of the literature which suggests sterling 
remained an important reserve currency and only gradually lost its status. Second, I explain 
why sterling played a role as reserve currency only for countries belonging to the sterling area. 
My third contribution lies in an in-depth analysis of Britain’s enforcement mechanisms to force 
sterling area members to support sterling or to discourage liquidation of sterling holding. This 
contradicts previous histories of the sterling area describing it as a club based on ‘voluntarism’ 
(Cohen 1971), ‘loyalty’ (Eichengreen 2010), ‘bilateral negotiations’ (Strange 1971), or 
‘collective interest’ (Schenk 2010). I precisely document systemic threats issued by British 
authorities on sterling holders and complement the case studies of sterling area countries 
existing in the literature. 

I provide a new narrative on the decline of sterling: from 1945, sterling was a zombie 
international currency as in the aftermath of WWII, the Bank of England was virtually insolvent 
but sterling was maintained by blocking sterling liabilities. Limited convertibility persisted in 
the 1960s in the sterling area which functioned as a captive market. Sterling area members could 
not freely diversify their foreign exchange reserves as British authorities systematically 
threatened to apply commercial sanctions and freeze the assets of those who would risk doing 
it without their approval. British authorities used international blackmailing, propaganda and 
economic sanctions to limit the decline of sterling. The persistence of the international reserve 
role of sterling within the sterling area benefited mostly Britain and the City of London but 
represented a significant cost for sterling area countries subjected to the British policy of 
sedation of sterling holders, through inflation, and devaluations. 
 
1. Data and methods 
In this paper, I focus on the reserve role of sterling, studying the decision of central banks to 
hold their reserves in the form of sterling. This approach is standard in the historical literature 
on international currencies (Eichengreen & Flandreau 2009). I am the first to use it with 
country-level data for the Bretton Woods era instead of using aggregated data provided on 
overall levels of reserves held in sterling in the world or conducting case studies on one or two 
sterling holders only. 

 
237 Personal website: http://www.maylisavaro.info 
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I reconstruct the foreign exchange reserves of seven western European countries238 using 
their central banks’ archives for the period 1950-70. Using documentation from the BIS 
archives, the Bank of England Archives, and Her Majesty’s Treasury Archives, I also 
reconstruct the composition of the official reserves of the main countries of the sterling area 
and measure the share of sterling in these countries’ reserves. 

I investigate the motives for the holdings of sterling as international reserve currency 
using both econometric analysis and historical narratives built from archival research from 
British, Irish, IMF and BIS archives as well as secondary literature. I conduct comparative case 
studies to analyse the management of sterling holdings of sterling area countries. 
 
2. The use of sterling as reserve currency  
a) A new perspective from country level data 
Using the sources described above, I compare the share of sterling within the official reserves 
of the sterling area countries and western countries, as displayed in figure 1. 
 

Figure 1: Shares of sterling in central banks’ reserves (gold + foreign exchange) 

 
Figure 1 shows that sterling represented less than 10 percent of the reserves of Western 
European countries already by 1952. For comparison, it accounted for more than 60 percent of 
sterling area reserves until 1967. This contrasts with the view of an ongoing decline in its 
relative position in the 1950s and 1960s. Outside of the sterling area, the shift away from 
sterling was rapid and definitive. Even though less spectacular, the decline also occurred within 
the sterling area. Whereas sterling represented 90 percent of reserves at the beginning of my 
sample, it lost more or less 30 percent in just 30 years. Breaking down between independent 
members of the sterling area and colonies shows that the diversification away from sterling 
occurred only in independent members’ portfolios. This suggests that, had they been free to 
choose, colonies would have divested from sterling too. This new data confirms the 
interpretation of a regional role of sterling as reserve currency in the postwar period. 

Previous studies on reserve currencies emphasized that the issuers of reserve currency 
should have strong macroeconomic performances to guarantee the credibility of the issuer 
country in defending the convertibility of its currency, notably a surplus on the current account 
of its balance of payments. 

The course of the two wars turned Britain from the world’s largest creditor into the 
world’s largest debtor. The failure of successive British governments to maintain a surplus on 
the current account, notably due to high peacetime levels of defence expenditure, fed multiple 

 
238 Austria, France, Germany, Norway, Portugal, Switzerland, Belgium. 
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sterling crises. The UK share in World Trade went from more than 10 percent in 1950 to 6.2 
percent in 1970, and it ran a persistent trade deficit. Finally, the Bank of England ran low gold 
and foreign exchange reserves and resorted to window dressing of its reserves (Naef 2018). 
Without capital and exchange controls on sterling liabilities, as well as international assistance 
through short-term liquidity provision, the Bank of England would not have been able to defend 
the parity of sterling between 1950 and 1967. 

The indicators point toward a low advantage and high risks of holding sterling as a reserve 
currency. Sterling did not display the fundamental characteristics of an international reserve 
currency. This can explain the low share of sterling within European countries’ reserves. 
However, the regional role of sterling within the sterling area cannot be explained by these 
indicators. 
 
b) Bilateral drivers of the demand for sterling: an empirical investigation  
I test if the difference of sterling holdings between the Sterling Area and Western European 
countries can be explained by the difference of trade with the UK. I test equation [1] in which 
the share of sterling holdings in a country’s reserve portfolio is explained by the intensity of 
bilateral trade with the UK and the size of the holding economy. I also test for membership in 
the sterling area. I match my data on foreign exchange holdings with the Historical Bilateral 
Trade and Gravity Dataset which gathers bilateral nominal trade flows, country-level aggregate 
nominal exports and imports, and nominal GDPs.  
u£𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒",$w = 𝑏1𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝",$	 + 𝑏6u	𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒",$w + 𝑏:u𝐺𝐷𝑃",$w +
𝑏; 9𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝",$ ∗ u	𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒",$w; +

𝑏< 9𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝",$ ∗ u𝐺𝐷𝑃",$w; + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠",$ + 𝑒" + 𝜖  

 
[1] 

 

Table 1 displays the results of such analysis for a panel of 29 countries, 7 European countries 
27 sterling area countries over the period 1945-71. Column 1 reports parameter estimates for a 
baseline panel regression, column 2 includes an interaction for sterling area membership. 
Columns 3 and 4 show the results of IV estimations in which GDP and trade intensity are 
instrumented by the usual gravity model instruments of the product of the populations and 
weighted distance.  
 

Table 1: Factors explaining the share of sterling in portfolios of reserves 

 
Note: The dependent variable is the log share of sterling in reserves of monetary authorities of sterling 
area countries. Trade and GDP are also used in logs. The interactions of sterling area membership with 
the two control variables were included. All specifications have robust standard errors.  
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While the theory of international reserve currency defines trade as a key determinant of reserves 
holding, sterling holdings in the sterling area members compared to Western European 
countries were less reactive to variations in the intensity of bilateral trade and more to economic 
development of the holding country. Economic growth was negatively correlated with sterling 
shares of reserves showing that a growing size of a sterling area country was correlated with a 
diversification of their reserves. Being a sterling area member had an important impact on the 
share of sterling, independently of the size of the economy or trade link with the UK, notably 
due to institutional constraints imposed on the portfolio of sterling area countries. Indeed, the 
sterling area was not a free market in which one could enter and leave voluntarily but a captive 
market protected by exchange controls. 
 
3. The sterling area as a captive market  
In British policymakers’ words, the system worked similarly to Bentham’s panopticon, a central 
authority controlling well-kept ones who would surrender their earnings:  

At the end of the war therefore, the sterling area consisted of a named list of countries, 
with a strong exchange control fence around them, who surrendered their currency 
earnings, pooled their reserves in sterling, had complete freedom for all payments within 
the area and limited convertibility outside; the whole system subject to control at the 
center.239  

Members of the area had to pool their gold and foreign exchange earnings in London and were 
not generally allowed to build up independent reserves in foreign currencies and gold. They 
enjoyed free access to the London market and members of the Commonwealth were granted 
preferential treatment by the UK.240 However, investments in the Commonwealth were 
conditioned to projects that would ‘contribute to the improvement of the sterling area’s balance 
of payments with the rest of the world’.241 

Leaving the Sterling Area implied that capital and exchange control would be imposed 
on the leaving country. From 1947 to 1972, strong exchange controls between the sterling area 
and the rest of the world were enforced to conserve the UK’s gold and foreign currency assets 
and to protect the UK balance of payments. 

I argue that the British authorities used the institutional framework of the sterling area to 
systematically threaten countries who showed signs of willingness to reduce their sterling 
balances and punished those who refused to keep sterling as their main reserve currency. 

The two most important cases of departure/exclusion from the sterling area, Egypt (1947) 
and Iraq (1959) reveal the treatment reserved for Exiters. Egypt, which was the second holder 
of sterling after India, was excluded from the sterling area in 1947, which allowed the UK to 
fully block their sterling balance. UK officials excluded Egypt because they demanded a partial 
conversion of their balances in gold or dollar and were not perceived as reliable managers of 
exchange controls.242 British authorities used the possibility to block sterling balances held in 
London to drastically limit the convertibility of sterling balances into dollars and choose the 
path at which the UK war debts could be liquidated. 

Iraq chose to leave the sterling area in 1959 because British authorities were refusing any 
gold or convertibility guarantee to its sterling holdings and were against the constitution of an 
independent gold and foreign exchange reserve in Iraq. Upon departure, Iraq lost preferential 
treatment for its imports to the UK and was given to the most favourable treatment accorded to 
countries outside the sterling area and was imposed exchange controls. 

 
239 The Sterling Area”, S.W.P. note, 29 July 1966, BoE Archives, OV44/33. 
240 Bank for International Settlements. « The Sterling Area », January 1953. Box 671672200, Archives 

of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. 
241“Commonwealth development; and United Kingdom assistance to the Commonwealth and 

elsewhere”, p.2-7, T.2665-54. BoE Archives, OV44/53.  
242 Top secret Treasury, OF.36/10/9 “Egypt and the sterling area” T 898-47, TNA T236/767. 
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The UK also threatened to exclude India and South-Africa in order to limit the liquidation of 
sterling holdings during negotiations respectively in 1948 and in 1947, 1960.  From the late 
1950s, newly independent countries such as Ghana considered leaving the area. Treasury 
officials developed propaganda rhetoric to discourage them, pointing out that they would face 
new exchange control barriers, would lose free flows of private capital, access to the London 
market, and would cause a disturbance of confidence for investors and creditors.243 Large 
independent countries of the area such as Australia, Ireland and New Zealand found themselves 
in a sterling trap in the sixties. They understood that it would be rational to decrease their 
exposure to sterling but the priority was to guarantee continued access to the London capital 
market, which implied following closely the sterling area rule of reserve pooling.  
 
4. Gains and losses of the long life of the Zombie  
After the 1967 devaluation, the UK faced a run from the sterling area holders. It was pushed by 
the G10 countries to offer a guarantee of the US dollar value of 90 percent of each of these 
sterling area countries’ official sterling reserves so long as some minimum sterling proportions 
bilaterally defined were met. Such agreements called Minimum Sterling Proportion (MSP) 
were signed in 1968 and succeeded in stopping the run on sterling from sterling area countries. 
The MSP agreements worked as a way of “acceptable freeze” on sterling balances to allow for 
a continuation of the sterling area. Already in 1966, British policymakers were aiming at 
‘slow[ing] down the erosion [of sterling share of reserves of the sterling area countries] to a 
manageable pace’ i.e. ‘the sedation of holders of sterling’244 to limit sterling crises due to the 
low level of UK reserves compared to sterling balances. 

In the late thirties, the UK had managed to accumulate enough gold and foreign exchange 
to cover 100 percent of its liabilities245 but they were never able to replenish durably their 
reserves after the war and struggled to maintain a credible coverage of its liabilities: except in 
the immediate post devaluation period, their reserves represented less than 50 percent of the 
liabilities as seen in figure 2. 
 

Figure 2: Reserves and liabilities of the UK 

 
Source: author’s dataset, see text, and Bank of England, Statistical Abstract, no.1, 1970. 

The existence of the sterling area and the authoritative enforcement of its principles by British 
authorities allowed a continued over-evaluation of sterling across the period which benefited 

 
243 Letter to D. Rickett “Leaving the Sterling Area” from A.W.Taylor, 27th September 1957. TNA 

T236/5362. 
244 Letter to the chief of overseas, « The Sterling Area. “S.W.P. note of 29 July 1966). 3rd of August 

1966, BoE Archives, OV44/33. 
245 “Problems of the Sterling Area, report by a working party of the Treasury and the Bank of England”, 

25th June 1956. BoE Archives OV44/33. 
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the City of London (Schenk 2010). The pooled reserves of sterling area countries helped to 
‘finance [UK’s] own deficits’ and ‘a continuing expansion of its own expenditure’.246  
 
Conclusion 
This paper presents a new narrative on the decline of sterling under the Bretton Woods era. The 
UK did not have the economic fundamentals of an issuer of international currency. Countries 
who could access alternative foreign exchange reserves, such as Western Europe, held only 
very limited amounts of sterling. On the contrary, sterling area countries constituted a captive 
market for sterling, artificially maintained through capital controls and threats of commercial 
and economic sanctions. 
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Wages in the Ottoman textile factories, 1848-99 
 

Tamer Güven, Istanbul University 
(tmrguven@gmail.com) 

Supervisor: Ömer Karaoğlu 
 
There have been a limited number of studies regarding wages and standards of living in the 
Ottoman Empire when compared to England and other developed countries in the West. In 
recent years, although there has been a growing interest in Ottoman historiography, there was 
no long wage and price series to measure the living standards of the Ottoman workers. In 1985, 
the wage series of Boratav et al. constructed by using the wage of skilled building workers and 
unskilled (non-agricultural and non-factory) workers for the period of 1839-1913 was the first 
attempt to create a wage series. They found that nominal composite wages increased by 1.1 
percent annually and guessed that real composite wages also increased as much as nominal 
wages during the period 1848-99. 247 After this attempt, Ergene tried to create a more balanced 
series in 1998 with agricultural and urban (non-factory) workers between 1836 and 1911. 
According to the series; real agricultural wages, real urban unskilled wages, and real urban 
composite wages rose by 0.5 percent, 0.62 percent, and 0.54 percent per year between 1856 and 
1900, respectively. These findings implied that agricultural wages did not increase as much as 
Boratav et al.’s previous claim, and the agricultural population migrated to the cities due to the 
low increase in the rate of agricultural real wages compared to urban. 248 

In the 2000s, Pamuk published a series of articles that have produced long price and wage 
series for Ottoman history. Wage series are created with skilled and unskilled building workers’ 
wages for both İstanbul and other cities for a long period between 1489-1914. The real wages 
of skilled and unskilled building workers increased yearly by 0.96 percent and 0.49 percent, 
respectively, in the part of covering the years 1848-1899 of this far-reaching study. The price 
index was also produced by Pamuk and used to deflate the nominal wages created by him. 249 
However, none of these series contains the wages of factory workers, nor does there exist any 
separate series created for factory workers as well. Kabadayı used wage ledgers of state 
factories for investigating state-labour relations but could not have constructed a wage series 
because of the lack of adequate archival documents. Today, the Ottoman archives offer 
adequate wage resources to shed light on the wages of factory workers in the second half of the 
nineteenth century despite the ongoing cataloguing process in the archive. 

The Ottoman Empire established some factories in the 1840s especially in the textile 
sector in order to meet the needs of its centralized-modernized army and bureaucracy. The 
geographical centre of these factories absolutely was İstanbul and its surroundings.250 Quataert 
claimed that these factories were not significant in terms of their production levels and their 
number of workers. Nevertheless, he directed us that we can learn many considerable details 

 
247 Korkut Boratav, Gündüz Ökçün, and Şevket Pamuk, “Ottoman Wages and the World-Economy,” 

Review (Fernand Braudel Center) 8, no. 3 1985: 379-406. For the extended version of this study, 
see: Şevket Pamuk, “Long-Term Trends in Urban Wages in Turkey, 1850-1990,” In Labour’s 
Reward Real Wages and Economic Change in 19th and 20th Century Europe, edited by Peter 
Scholliers and Vera Zamagni, Aldershot, Edward Elgar, 1995: 91-95.  

248 Boğaç A. Ergene, “Wages in Nineteenth-Century Anatolia: A Comparison of Urban and Agricultural 
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249 Şevket Pamuk, “The Price Revolution in the Ottoman Empire Reconsidered,” International Journal 
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by examining state factories.251 Because the records of state factories have been preserved as 
much as possible, but this has not been the case for private ones. The Imperial Factory of 
Hereke, Veliefendi Calico Factory, Bursa Silk Factory, Imperial Fez Factory, and İzmit Cloth 
Factory were the main ones. For now, I have only researched the wage ledgers for Hereke and 
Veliefendi enough to analyse wages in the second half of the nineteenth century via the 
Presidency of the Republic of Turkey Presidency of State Archives. The records used in this 
study mostly were collected under the catalogue of HH and a small proportion of them were 
collected under the catalogue of TS. Since these factories were established by the Sultan, the 
records of the factories generally are also in the catalogue of his special treasury. I used 103 
wage ledgers for Hereke and 75 for Veliefendi to construct wage series between 1848 and 1899. 
Absolutely, the upper limits of this range have been determined by the presence and 
accessibility of these ledgers. In figure 1, the green rods the years which I have found data and 
the red ones which I have not. 
 

Figure 1: Years with Available Wages Data 

 
The Imperial Factory of Hereke is in the centre of this study because it has too many records 
compared with others. The factory employed workers in different wage systems: these are time 
wage system and piece wage system.252 Salaries were paid for managers, civil officials, and 
masters. Daily wages are another version of time wages that were paid generally for the workers 
working on the steam engine, workers involved in the production process of yarn and other 
functional workers. As for piece wages, these were paid for the weavers. Apart from these, 
some workers were paid hybrids and their monthly wages were quite fewer than others. Their 
numbers increased greatly after the 1890s which is the date the factory started to produce its 
famous carpets. The lowness of their wages was owing to their ages, they were children and 
young girls. In order to attain a balanced and uniform series, the salaried workers and low-paid 
young workers are excluded from the series.  

Data of workers of piece wages and of daily paid workers were used together to represent 
as many workers as possible. At the same time, with the data of the monthly wages of daily 
paid workers and their daily wages, a separate series was created for both. The reason for 
creating different series is to know not only the expected income of the workers but also what 
they actually receive on a monthly basis. Because sometimes the performance of workers can 
be the main determinant of their earnings. Median values were preferred when creating monthly 

 
251 Donald Quataert, Ottoman Manufacturing in the Age of Industrial Revolution, Cambridge, 

Cambridge University Press, 1993: 3.  
252 Peter Scholliers, “Wage Systems,” The Oxford Encyclopedia of Economic History, Volume 5, New 

York, Oxford University Press, 2003: 210-211. 
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wage series. Median is more suitable for income data because it is not affected by outliers in 
the series as much as mean.253 However, as for daily wages series, mean values were used 
because some workers such as dozens of weavers were paid the same daily wages thorough 
years and this lead to distorting median wages because of repetition. Hereke’s data have some 
missing elements and I tried to fill them by using Veliefendi’s data for only daily wages. It is 
not preferred to form a composite series when it comes to monthly wages because the monthly 
wages’ coefficients are dispersed more widely when compared to daily wages’ coefficients 
between Veliefendi and Hereke. It can be clearly seen in figure 4 that how many days been 
worked in a month affect the monthly wages directly. Workdays were probably determined by 
the workload of the factory which is related to the state needs. Composite daily wages series is 
more reliable because coefficients between the nominal daily wages of two factories are 
dispersed more narrowly. An average coefficient was calculated and used since wages were 
higher in Veliefendi than in Hereke. The series obtaining in this way was deflated by the 
Pamuk’s price index. As depicted in figure 2, real daily wages decreased when the beginning 
and end of the period were compared. But the same cannot be said for the monthly wages of 
the same workers as seen from figure 3, there was a very slight rise. There are two uptrends at 
the end of the 1850s and in the middle of the 1870s in figure 3. 
 

Figure 2: Real Daily Wages of Hereke Factory Workers 

 
 

Figure 3: Real Monthly Wages of Hereke Factory Workers 

 
 

253 Paul Newbold, William L. Carlson, and Betty M. Thorne, Statistics for Bussiness and Economics, 
8th Edition, Edinburgh, Pearson, 2013: 60-63; David J. Hand, Statistics A Very Short Introduction, 
New York, Oxford University Press, 2008: 29-32. 
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Figure 4: Average Daily Wages and Average Workdays in Hereke and Veliefendi Factories 
(in Kuruş and in Day) 

 
 
Another factor that reduces data in the series is the price index used to obtain real wages because 
the price index has also some missing elements. If the nominal wages depicted as in Figure 5 
for both Hereke and Veliefendi Factories, it can be seen that there are fewer missing elements. 
But regardless of this problem, Veliefendi Factory’s records do not present data after 1876.  
 

Figure 5: Nominal Wages in Hereke and Veliefendi Factories (in Kuruş) 
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Table 1: Changes in Real Wages in the Ottoman Empire 
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1848-1899     0.49 0.96    
1852-1899       -0.12   
1848-1899        0.12 0.2 

 
Table 1 shows that the literature on Ottoman wage history demonstrates an overall increase in 
the second half of the nineteenth century on different levels. Real wages in urban areas 
increased more than those in rural areas. Moreover, the real wages of skilled urban workers rose 
significantly more than those unskilled. According to my findings, daily wages in Hereke 
decreased by -0.12 percent per year in the given period. However, when we look at the real 
monthly wages, real composite wages of daily paid workers and pieceworkers increased by 
0.12 percent and of only daily paid workers by 0.20 percent. This is due to the increase in the 
number of workdays per month that figure 6 shows that. As can be seen above, figure 2 and 
figure 3 have a downward trend but due to an upward movement in the last year of the graph, 
it seems like a slight increase over the span of the period. If the last year had been removed 
from the series monthly wages would have decreased by -0.07 percent and the monthly wages 
of daily paid workers decreased by -0.23 percent. 
 

Figure 6: Average Workdays in A Month 

 
 
When we compare the wages of building, agricultural and textile workers in the Ottoman 
Empire in the second half of the nineteenth century, it reminds us of a famous pattern that 
occurred in England in the second quarter of the nineteenth century. These groups’ lines of 
wages diverged in approximately 1830 to the detriment of textile workers in the England. The 
wages of building and agricultural workers increased while the wages of textile workers 
declined. Building workers received the highest, textile workers received the lowest wages 
while the agricultural workers were an intermediate position after the divergence. Robert Allen 
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argued that high wages in the eighteenth century encouraged the sector to invent labour-saving 
machinery to reduce workers’ share of the variable costs.254 

Donald Quataert argued that Ottoman manufacturing in the nineteenth century was 
underestimated because of rural and home manufacturing were ignored. Although there is no 
clear quantitative data, Quataert’s observations showed that Ottoman textile workers received 
low wages, especially girls and women. In order for Ottoman manufacturing able to respond to 
Western imports, wages had to be low. Moreover, he claimed that the lowness of wages was 
not exclusive only to textile workers and in many areas real wages reduced.255 My findings are 
derived from a state-run factory which is one of the biggest endeavours in the Ottoman 
industrialization era. For now, the series can only be supported by another big enterprise in the 
same period, but it is going to try to find new data from other factories to the extent permitted 
by Ottoman archival sources. Unfortunately, the series which was used to compare with 
building and agricultural wages has some missing elements and still used as a representative of 
industrial wages. Besides that, the data generally was derived from monthly basis wage ledgers 
and this could cause some biases in my series because some years have 12 months average data, 
but others not. Furthermore, there is no data before the 1840s because of the years of 
establishment of the factories. Therefore, we do not know whether the wages of textile workers 
were high as compared to other groups before the 1840s or low, and we also are not sure why 
industrial wages fall behind building and agricultural wages. Could the invention of labour-
saving machinery play a role in Ottoman textile workers’ low wages? Ottomans did not invent 
the machines used in their factories, they imported them from industrialized countries with the 
workers who able to operate them. We must also take into consideration that the Ottoman 
manufacturing based on rural areas and homes in the same period, was a labour-intensive and 
low capital endeavour as Quataert defined.256 However, the real wages of these workers also 
decreased. 

On the other hand, especially in Hereke Factory, can low wages be understood by looking 
at labour relations? Hereke is located on the shores of the Sea of Marmara but outside of 
İstanbul. The factory’s labour supply was not based in a crowded city. On the contrary, the 
indispensable labour source of the factory were the villagers living around the factory except 
for some special masters, who are negligible for the series. The factory needed the workers at 
least as much as workers needed the factory, and it is not possible that the peasants’ only source 
of income could not be the wages they received from the factory. But the peasants probably 
considered that the wages are more regular income as compared to unsteady agricultural 
revenues. Furthermore, the factory supported its labour force in terms of social help such as 
education, health, and other issues. It was stated in the most comprehensive research257 ever on 
labour organizations and movements, that factory workers went on strike only in 1908, a date 
when all Ottoman workers started a wave of strikes across the Empire. In some cases, strikes 
helped to increase wages as in bakery workers,258 while in other cases did not help, as in coal 
mines.259 

Despite the shortcomings of the series and the concerns mentioned above, it is a fact that, 
regardless of what the reasons were, the real wages of textile workers diverged from other 
groups between 1848 and 1899. The yarn imports of the Ottoman Empire rose 25 or 50 times 

 
254 Robert C. Allen, “The High Wage Economy and the Industrial Revolution: A Restatement,” 
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in the nineteenth century and annual cotton cloth imports increased from 4,100 tons in 1840 to 
49,000 tons in 1909.260 It can be said, at least according to the data which we have, that the 
Ottoman Empire did not only import yarn and cotton from England but also imported the low 
wages of textile workers. 

  

 
260 Donald Quataert, Ottoman Manufacturing, p. 23.  
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Skill or race? Inequality in the wage labour sector in 
British Tanganyika 

 
Sascha Klocke, Lund University 

(sascha.klocke@ekh.lu.se) 
Supervisor: Ellen Hillbom 

 
Over the last decade, research on income inequality in colonial sub-Saharan Africa has seen a 
resurgence. A recurrent theme within these studies is that of high racial income differences 
(Aboagye and Bolt, 2018; Alfani and Tadei, 2017; Bolt and Hillbom, 2016). A second, 
understudied theme is that of high skill premiums. In British Africa from the 1920s-40s, they 
ranged from 200 to 490 percent (Frankema and van Waijenburg, 2012), compared to 50 to 100 
percent in pre-industrial Europe (van Zanden, 2009). 

Skill premiums have been identified as a predictor of long-run economic growth, a 
measure of institutional quality, and, importantly, a driver of income inequality (Acemoglu, 
2002; Acemoglu and Autor, 2012; Goldin and Katz, 2008; van Zanden, 2009). The skill 
premium denotes the ratio of the wages of skilled workers to those of unskilled workers, and 
depends on the relative supply of each. Given the high skill premiums in colonial Africa, it 
seems likely that they had an impact on overall levels and trends in income inequality. 
Furthermore, given skill differences between colonizers and the colonized population, it is 
possible that racial income inequality is, at least in part, driven by skill premiums. 

This paper seeks to address the shortage of studies on colonial skill and race premiums 
by first estimating income inequality in the wage-earning sector in colonial Tanganyika and 
then answering three questions: Why were skill premiums so high? Can part of the race 
premium in average incomes be explained by implicit skill premiums? And what impact did 
high skill premiums have on income inequality? 

The focus of this paper is the formal wage (and salary)-earning sector in British 
Tanganyika. Like other East African colonies, Tanganyika’s population consisted not only of 
Africans and Europeans, but also an Asian minority, originating primarily from the Indian 
subcontinent. A three-tiered racial hierarchy, with Europeans at the top, Asians occupying the 
middle, and Africans at the bottom existed and is indicative of the prevalence of racial 
discrimination (Ghai and Ghai, 1965; Mangat, 1969; Rothermund, 1965). Yet, Tanganyika was 
a colony under League of Nations and United Nations mandate, which instructed the British to 
prioritize African development, and provided oversight that should, theoretically, have 
prevented rampant exploitation and racial discrimination. Indeed, previous research has argued 
that mandate colonies did focus on ‘peasant development’ and maintained a ‘pro-African 
ethos’, which included higher investments in human capital, and led to comparatively good 
conditions for the colonized populations (Bowden et al., 2008). One impact of the mandate can 
be seen in frequent discussions of the question of ‘equal pay for equal work’ during the colonial 
era (Holmes Commission, 1948). 

When looking at one sector of the economy, the main determinants of income inequality 
amongst the wage-earning population are first, the relative wages of the different groups (race 
and skill premiums) and second, the relative size of each group within the overall population 
(compositional effects). Skill premiums, then, are best analysed using a simple supply and 
demand framework. On the supply side, high land-labour ratios in colonial Tanganyika, as 
elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa, meant that unskilled labour tended to be scarce (Austin, 
2008). The common methods to increase the supply of unskilled labour – by increasing the 
demand for cash (through taxation or limiting subsistence and cash-crop production) and 
creating artificial land scarcity (through resettlement and land alienation) – could only be 
employed to a limited extent by the colonial administration. Given the mandate, colonial policy-
making regarding, inter alia, land expropriation was restricted, favouring instead peasant 
development and labour retention (Dougherty, 1966; Iliffe, 1979, p. 303; Paton, 1995). As a 
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consequence, unskilled labour had to be recruited mostly on the market by offering reasonably 
attractive wages (Native Labour 1932, Manpower 1951). 

Despite this, skill premiums were very high (Frankema and van Waijenburg, 2012), 
suggesting a high (and increasing) demand for, and insufficient supply of, skilled labour: a 
likely scenario given the wide variety of new technologies and skilled occupations (like clerks, 
engine drivers, agricultural overseers) that colonialism introduced. Akin to processes observed 
in industrialized countries during the twentieth century, this points to skill-biased technological 
change as a potential driver of skill premiums and income inequality, through an increase in the 
quantity and productivity of skilled labour employed (Acemoglu, 2002; Goldin and Katz, 
2008). 

The colonial administration could, however, circumvent the lack of African skilled labour 
by ‘importing’ European and Asian skilled labour, because the new technologies introduced 
were new to Tanganyika, but already established on a global scale. This raises the question to 
what extent racial income differences can be explained by implicit skill bias instead of outright 
institutional discrimination, if one considers that discrimination is costly (Becker, 1995, pp. 14-
21). Hiring Europeans and Asians, who command globally, and not locally, competitive wages, 
is more expensive than hiring equally skilled Africans (Hutt, 1964, p. 56). 

Answering this question requires, of course, knowledge of the levels and trends of income 
inequality. To measure income inequality in the formal sector, Gini coefficients are used. The 
primary sources of wage and employment data used to calculate these, as well as the different 
premiums, are the Blue Books (1921-48), the Annual Reports of the Labour Department (1944-
59), and the Annual Reports of the East African Income Tax Department (1950-63). Gini 
coefficients for 1930-47 are calculated using social tables. The working male population is 
sorted into six classes: African unskilled, semi-skilled, blue-collar skilled, and white-collar 
skilled; Asians (all skill levels); and Europeans (all skill levels). For Africans, employment 
numbers are found in the sources, and average wages are determined from minimum and 
maximum wages in the Blue Books using lognormal averages. For the Asian and European 
populations, the employment numbers are derived from census information (extrapolating from 
the non-native censuses of 1931 and 1948). Average wages for Asians are derived in the same 
manner as African wages for employees in the Public Works and Railways and Harbours 
divisions of the colonial administration, which, due to a lack of other Asian income data, are 
assumed to represent average wages of Asians also in the private sector. The European average 
wage is the actual average wage of the civil establishment, which again is assumed to represent 
average incomes in the private sector. 

For the years 1949-59, Gini coefficients are computed using African income groups from 
the Labour Department reports, as well as income groups found in the tax reports for those 
earning higher incomes (overwhelmingly Europeans and Asians). 

Skill premiums are calculated for the African population according to equation [1], 
following the approach by van Zanden (2009): 

𝑆𝑃 = =30=4
=4

, [1] 

where wS = skilled wage and wU = unskilled wage For 1921-48, the wages employed are 
lognormal averages, as described above. For the period from 1949-59, wages are weighted 
averages. 

Race premiums are calculated in an analogous manner to the skill premiums, as seen in 
equation [2], following Becker’s (1995, p. 17) formula for the market discrimination 
coefficient: 

𝑅𝑃 = =50=6
=6

, [2] 

where wH = wage of the higher group in the hierarchy and wL = wage of the lower group Race 
premiums have been calculated for both lognormal average and maximum wages, for selected 
occupations. Due to the limited availability of clearly defined Asian and European wages, race 
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premiums are only calculated for employees of the Tanganyika Railways and Harbours from 
1930-47. The purpose of the maximum wage race premium is to limit the impact of 
compositional effects caused by the Africanization of the economy, which saw the number of 
European employees in mid-level positions shrink significantly. To illustrate: while in 1934, 
there were 12 European clerks and 67 African clerks, by 1947 these numbers had changed to 1 
and 145, respectively. Consequently, the average race premium compares the wages of often 
supervisory European staff to African wages which include both senior and entry-level workers, 
overstating the difference between workers of similar skill and experience level. 

The overall trends in income inequality are shown in figure 1. As can be seen, income 
inequality rose after the Great Depression and up to the Second World War, during which it 
declined. Interestingly, inequality increased with the beginning of the ‘developmental era’ after 
1945, and declined only slightly throughout the later colonial period. Looking at the difference 
between African and total formal sector Ginis, racial income differences played an important 
role in determining overall inequality. Still, within-African inequality was also relatively high, 
lending support to the hypothesis of skill-biased technological change and the important role of 
high skill premiums. 
 

Figure 1: Gini coefficients, Tanganyika Territory 

 
Figure 2 shows five-year averages of different skill premiums for the African population, 
revising and extending earlier estimates by Frankema and van Waijenburg (2012). Until 1939, 
their development is in line with the inequality trend as per the expectations of skill-biased 
technological change. The economic recovery after the First World War led to an increased 
demand for all labour (Blue Books 1920-30). Judging from the trend of the skill premiums, this 
demand was relatively greater for skilled labour, exceeding supply capacities. In addition to 
difficulties increasing the unskilled labour supply, financial constraints during the economic 
crisis of the 1930s meant that employers aimed to lower their need for overall labour by 
improving labour productivity through retaining high-paid skilled labour while reducing the 
relative use of unskilled labour and depressing unskilled wages (Colonial Office 1930-2). Yet, 
skilled labour supply evidently fell short of demand. This shortage was rooted in a number of 
factors: the wartime disruption of education, a lack of educational provision by an 
administration focusing on rural food security and peasant development, and the absence of 
effective training schemes. 
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Figure 2: African skill premiums 

 
Figure 3 shows the low enrolment in public and government-aided primary schools: by 1948, 
only 4.5 percent of all children had enrolled. These numbers corroborate qualitative accounts 
of the both poor and racially biased Tanganyikan education system (Iliffe, 1979, pp. 354–361). 
 

Figure 3: Enrolment of African pupils in public and government-aided schools 

 
On-the-job training was haphazard, with government plans to formalize it stalling until the 
1950s (Manpower 1951). Nonetheless, skill premiums declined after 1945, and only white-
collar skill premiums had increased slightly by the end of the colonial period. At the same time, 
skilled labour shares amongst total employees rose (see figure 4). Given that education was still 
lacking, it is plausible that on-the-job training and the progressive build-up of skill within the 
existing labour force were the main drivers behind this trend. This increase in the share of the 
skilled labour force can also be identified as the main driver of the rising inequality within the 
African population in the 1950s, despite the decrease in skill premiums. 
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Figure 4: Employment shares, African population 

 
When comparing the overall inequality level with African inequality, the impact of racial 
income differences is clear. Between 1930 and 1947, Europeans earned, on average, between 
30 to 60 times the average African income. However, given the shortage of African skilled 
labour, implicit skill premiums also played a role, as the race premiums for specific occupations 
show. Figure 5 shows the average European-African race premium based on equivalent 
occupations ranged ‘only’ from 400 to 700 percent, which is similar to the African white-collar 
skill premium in the same time period. For maximum attainable instead of average income, 
they are even lower, as can be seen in figure 6. 
 

Figure 5: Race premiums for different populations using average wages 
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Figure 6: Race premiums for different populations using maximum wages 

 
Thus, while there was clear racial discrimination in incomes at least until the public sector salary 
reforms following the investigation of the Holmes Commission in 1947-8, the main driver of 
average income differences is the occupational composition of the different populations, with 
the majority of the Europeans engaged in high-skilled, high-paying jobs, and occupying most 
of these positions. While no detailed income data for the non-African population is available 
after 1948, salary scales in the public sector show that de jure, salaries were independent of 
race. The remaining large differences in average incomes, then, can be attributed to de facto job 
market segregation, in which Europeans moved out of positions where they competed against 
Africans and Asians, and the shortcomings of educational provision prevented Africans from 
moving into the higher ranks. This also partly drives the increase in inequality after 1945, when 
the beginning of the developmental era led to a noticeable increase in the number of European 
and Asian staff in civil establishment. Nonetheless, the continuing Africanization of the public 
sector and the economy in general did lead to a slight decrease in overall inequality by the end 
of the colonial period, as seen in figure 1. 

To conclude, while skill premiums did play a role in determining the level and trend of 
income inequality in the formal sector in colonial Tanganyika, both racial income differences 
and compositional effects had a greater impact overall. The constant shortage of African skilled 
and highly-skilled labour was met with the substitution of Asian and European labour, which 
commanded higher wages. This led to high overall income inequality within the formal sector. 
Racial income differences within specific occupations declined throughout the colonial period 
and were eventually abolished, but this development was countered by increasing occupational 
segregation and biased wage-setting in European-dominated occupations. 

The failure of the colonial administration to provide adequate education and training to 
increase the supply of skilled labour also meant that skill premiums, while declining somewhat 
in the late colonial period, remained relatively high. In fact, African human capital formation 
was so low that at independence, the annual demand for new skilled labour in the new 
administration exceeded the total number of African high school graduates (Rothermund, 
1965). Hence, at least in the case of Tanganyika, the notion that colonies with a ‘pro-African’ 
ethos engage in long-term beneficial policies and contribute significantly to human capital 
formation, is questionable. 
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Poverty and wealth in the savanna: Living standards in 
colonial French West Africa 
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Supervisor: Gareth Austin 

 
Ever since the pioneering work of Allan McPhee, the cash crop revolution of the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth century has been considered one of the defining events in West Africa’s 
modern economic history.261 An old explanation for the large-scale adoption of crops like 
groundnuts, cocoa and cotton is Hla Myint’s vent-for-surplus model, in which an abundance of 
both labour and land exists due to a lack of effective demand for output. Colonial rule and the 
consequent opening to the rest of the world supplied this demand, and labour and land could be 
combined to produce agricultural goods without any opportunity cost. The applicability of 
Myint’s thesis to West African history has been questioned by recent scholarship. Tosh, and, 
more recently, Austin, have pointed out that, especially in the savannah regions of West Africa, 
the constraints of climate and geology impose strict seasonal limits on the use of land, such that 
for a large part of the year these economies are characterized by an abundance of labour and a 
scarcity of cultivable land.262 In these conditions, cash cropping does come with an opportunity 
cost, with less clear-cut effects on welfare than in the forest belt. 

This paper investigates the impact of the cash-crop revolution on precisely this somewhat 
neglected — at least from the point of view of economic history — region of West Africa. I 
examine living standards in the great ‘savannah’ belt of French West Africa, encompassing 
parts of what are now Senegal, Mali, Niger, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Benin, and 
Mauritania.263 It argues that wages for unskilled labour showed considerable variation across 
the federation of French West Africa (FWA) and within individual colonies, suggesting that 
further research on the economic history of subnational (or ‘subcolonial’) convergence and 
divergence in West Africa is needed. The analysis draws on two complementary sources: prices 
and incomes from a new, spatially disaggregated dataset compiled from colonial archives in 
Dakar, and household budgets collected by the 1938 Commission Guernut into colonial 
conditions in France’s overseas empire;264 newly digitized and homogenized to allow for 
comparative analysis. The living standards of farmers is of intrinsic historical interest, but it is 
also useful in answering two other important questions: to what extent did a high reservation 
wage in agriculture throttle African industrial growth, and how large was the above-subsistence 
internal market for the output of African industry, an important consideration when import-
substituting industrialization was attempted seriously in the early independence era. 

Historical real income series in African history have mostly been limited to urban areas: 
the main exceptions are Frankema and Juif’s work on the living standards of miners in the 
Belgian Congo and Zambia,265 and de Haas’s pioneering ‘model farm’ estimates for 

 
261 McPhee, Allan. The Economic Revolution in British West Africa. Routledge, 2012, repr. 
262 Tosh, John. “The cash-crop revolution in tropical Africa: an agricultural reappraisal.” African Affairs 

79, no. 314 (1980): 79-94; Austin, Gareth. “Explaining and evaluating the cash crop revolution in 
the” peasant” colonies of tropical Africa, ca. 1890-ca. 1930: beyond” vent for surplus.” E. 
Akyeampong, RH Bates, N. Nunn, & J. Robinson, A.(Eds.), Africa’s development in historical 
perspective (2014): 295-320. 

263 My dataset also covers some parts of the forest zones of Guinea and what was Dahomey and is now 
Benin. 

264 For a historical - and sceptical - account of this particular source, see Bonnecase, Vincent. La 
pauvreté au Sahel: du savoir colonial à la mesure internationale. Karthala Editions, 2011, pp. 54-
77. The budgets analysed are a fraction of those collected, and are found in the fonds Guernut of 
the Archives nationales d’outre mer in Aix-en-Provence. 

265 Juif, Dácil, and Ewout Frankema. “From coercion to compensation: institutional responses to labour 
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smallholders in Uganda.266 Both contributions can broadly be categorized under the rubric of 
the ‘barebones subsistence basket-welfare ratio’ literature, developed by Allen267 and brought 
to an African context by de Zwart for South Africa, and then for a range of British African cities 
by Frankema and van Waijenburg.268 This involves deflating nominal unskilled labourer wages 
with a price index based on a basket of goods chosen to represent the minimal physiological 
needs of a male labourer and his family of a spouse and two children. Constructing similar time 
series for FWA is complicated by the lack of regular statistical compilations like the British 
Blue Books. Though prices clearly were collected in urban centres in FWA, they are not 
preserved in any systematic way in colonial archives in Dakar, necessitating labour-intensive 
collection across a wide range of published and unpublished sources. In figure 1, I present a 
series for Dakar: this is then compared with Frankema and van Waijenburg’s real wage series, 
constructed in an identical way, for various cities in Britain’s West African colonies. 
 

Figure 1: Real wages in Dakar and in British West Africa 

The data available are rich, but require careful interpretation to account for the peculiarities of 
West African factor and product markets. Nominal incomes, for example, are usually reported 
on an annual basis; however, there is substantial evidence of a strongly seasonal pattern in 
nominal wages, reflecting the opportunity cost of labour in agriculture. Monthly reports of the 
Dakar Chamber of Commerce allow us to track the labour market in a qualitative (and 
sometimes quantitative) way. In April 1927, for example, labour was apparently ‘abundant’, 

 
scarcity in the Central African Copperbelt.” Journal of Institutional Economics 14, no. 2 (2018): 
313-343. 

266 De Haas, Michiel. “Measuring rural welfare in colonial Africa: did Uganda’s smallholders 
thrive?.” The Economic History Review 70.2 (2017): 605-631. 

267 Allen, Robert C. “The great divergence in European wages and prices from the Middle Ages to the 
First World War.” Explorations in economic history 38, no. 4 (2001): 411-447. 

268 De Zwart, Pim. “South African living standards in global perspective, 1835–1910”. Economic 
History of Developing Regions 26, no. 1 (2011): 49-74; Frankema, Ewout, and Marlous Van 
Waijenburg. “Structural impediments to African growth? New evidence from real wages in British 
Africa, 1880–1965.” The Journal of Economic History 72, no. 4 (2012): 895-926.  
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with the daily wage just below 10 francs. By June, the price of a day’s work had substantially 
increased, with the wage established ‘between 15-17f50 and 20 francs’.269 This rapid rise in 
earnings can readily be explained by the onset of the rainy season. Recorded prices are more 
readily interpretable, and lead to a full series for millet and rice, with the cheaper grain 
(expressed in francs/calorie) in any given year used to construct the basket dynamically. 
 

Table 1: Composition of barebones subsistence basket in French West Africa 

Good Quantity Good Quantity 

Cheapest of:   

Millet 220 kg Sugar 2 kg 

Rice 190 kg Oil (groundnut or palm) 3 litres 

Maize 180 kg Soap 1.3 kg 

Cassava 417 kg Cotton 3 metres 

Yam 402 kg Kerosine/petrol 1,3 litres 

Sweet potatoes 430 kg Lighting 2% extra 

Meat or fish 3-5 kg Charcoal 52 kg 

Rent: 5% extra 
 
When comparing the Dakar series to British West Africa, it should be noted that, especially in 
the first half of the period under study, Frankema and van Waijenburg were forced to indirectly 
estimate staple grain prices for the British African cities from import prices or prices in other 
cities,270 whereas the Dakar series constructed for this paper is almost entirely based on direct 
observations of staple prices. The resulting uncertainty in the ‘real’ welfare ratio can be 
estimated by constructing prediction intervals around the estimates of maize prices. In 1922 in 
Accra, for example, Frankema and van Waijenburg give a welfare ratio of 2.3; however, 
allowing for a 95 percent prediction interval around their maize price estimate suggests a lower 
bound of 1.8 and an upper bound of 3.0; thus, while the Dakar estimate (2.1) lies below the 
central estimate for Accra, it lies within the range defined by the 95 percent prediction interval 
for maize prices. 

At face value, the unadjusted data (black solid line) suggest that unskilled labourers in 
Dakar were more or less as well-off as their counterparts in cities like Lagos and Banjul and 
Freetown, though — with the caveat mentioned above — they tended to lag behind those in 
Accra. As with the similar movement in the real wage in Ghana, the rather suspicious increase 
in Dakarois incomes in the 1930s should be interpreted as partly reflecting sticky nominal 
wages, especially in a labour market dominated by the public sector, and partly obscuring an 
increase in unemployment; an unemployment-weighted ‘Harris-Todaro’ wage would almost 
certainly show a steady or declining standard of living during the Great Depression, which 
brought a collapse in commodity prices and presumably a large real income shock to African 
farmers engaged in the export sector. In general, the Dakar real wage suggests a real but modest 
improvement in incomes over the course of colonial rule. 
 

 
269 Bulletin de renseignements économiques. April 1927, May 1927 and June 1927, Archives nationales 

du Sénégal, 1 Q 60, versement 19. 
270 For example, the maize series for Banjul is, with the exception of three years, entirely taken from 

Freetown, or constructed on the basis of the estimated relationship between maize prices and prices 
for rice and wheat. The latter technique is also used for maize prices prior to 1931 in Accra. 
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Table 2: Welfare ratios in British and French West Africa with and without rental 
adjustments, selected years 

Location and Year 

Room costs as 
% of family 
subsistence 
budget 

Welfare ratio, 
Frankema & van 
Waijenburg (5% 
standard) 

Implied new 
welfare ratio with 
actual housing 
costs 

Accra, 1940 53% 4.4 3 

Lagos, 1960 95% 2.3 1.22 

Bathurst/Banjul, 1940 20% 2.3 2.1 

Dakar, 1953 100% 2.4 1.4 
 

Source: various archival estimates of working class housing costs. 
 
This optimism may, however, be misplaced, if we properly account for housing costs. As table 
2 shows, the traditional assumption made in the welfare ratio literature — that subsistence-level 
housing cost 5 percent of the rest of the consumption basket — is deeply suspect for West 
African ‘boom’ capitals. After collecting and interpolating a series of archival observations of 
working-class rents, we can construct a rent-adjusted series for Dakar, shown as the pink solid 
line in figure 1. The rent-adjusted estimates are considerably below the estimates based on the 
standard assumption that rent is an addition 5 percent of the subsistence basket’s cost. This 
underscores the need for further research on housing costs in the comparative welfare 
literature.271 Housing costs in rural areas, however, were almost uniformly low, as analysis of 
household budgets collected in the 1930s from rural household across French West Africa 
demonstrates. From a sample of just over 100 useable budgets, the median proportion of 
expenditures devoted to housing was just under 1 percent; moreover, the Engel curve appears 
to be very flat. Together, these results suggest that a focus on colonial capital cities, which saw 
rapid population growth in the last few decades of colonial rule, may give a misleading picture 
of living standards in the colonies as a whole, and that the disparity in welfare between farmers 
and urban labourers may be overstated. 

In order to gain a more precise understanding of the geography of real wages in the French 
imperial savanna, I estimate real wages during the 1948 dry season for about 70 different towns 
across FWA, using the same subsistence basket approach outlined in table 1.272 The results of 
these calculations are given in figure 2. As de Haas found for Uganda, it is not necessarily true 
that workers in capital cities enjoyed the highest incomes: workers in the interior towns of 
Senegal enjoyed higher standards of living than did their Dakarois counterparts — almost 
entirely a function of housing costs. Similarly, Nigerien towns in the economic orbit of the 
former Sokoto Caliphate in Nigeria seemed better off than Niamey, the colonial capital further 
to the west. Proximity to the coast, especially in Dahomey, seems related to incomes; 
conversely, and predictably, more northerly towns in the French Sudan (Mali) were less 
prosperous, at least in the dry season, than were towns further south, a stylized fact that reflects 
the different agricultural conditions in the northern Sahel. 
 

 
271 See Van Zanden, Jan Luiten. “What happened to the standard of living before the Industrial 

Revolution? New evidence from the western part of the Netherlands”. Living standards in the past: 
new perspectives on well-being in Asia and Europe 1 (2005): 173-195; Drelichman, Mauricio, and 
David González Agudo. “Housing and the cost of living in early modern Toledo.” Explorations in 
Economic History 54 (2014): 27-47. 

272 The nominal wages used are taken from price reports that listed the monthly cost of a boy—a domestic 
servant. Wages of boys closely tracked those of unskilled labourers. Price reports found in ANS 
fonds AOF, 22 G, various folders. 
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Figure 2: Real wages during the 1948 dry season 
Did higher agricultural incomes drive higher real wages? The question is difficult to answer 
econometrically, given a static setting. In table 3, I calculate ‘elasticities’ of the real unskilled 
wage in a given town to both the monetary value of cash crops produced per person in the 
district surrounding the town and to the value of subsistence crops — measured in calories. 
Across FWA, higher welfare ratios are found in districts with higher output of cash crops and 
of calories per person; when we focus on differences in welfare within a single colony 
(controlling in a very loose sense for differing suitability of cash cropping), subsistence 
production matters: a 10 percent increase in the production of calories per person is associated 
with a 1 percent increase in the unskilled urban wage. Importantly, these coefficients cannot be 
interpreted causally, and are only indicative of a correlation between local agricultural 
production and unskilled labour incomes. There is a negative correlation between output and 
prices for millet in the ‘millet-zone’ districts, suggesting unsurprisingly that local price levels 
for staples depended on local production, and thus that staple grain markets were not fully 
integrated in FWA. Incomes of farmers depended strongly on year-to-year fluctuations in grain 
yields; but many were reasonably strongly exposed to the market. Analysis of the household 
budget dataset indicates that on average about 21 percent of grain crops were marketed, though 
this was lower for families in Côte d’Ivoire (most of those sampled were in the Northern part 
of the colony) and Soudan français (now Mali) than for Senegal or Dahomey (now Benin). This 
is unsurprising, given high transport costs to the coast that would have made participation in 
international markets for cash crops like groundnuts an expensive proposition.  

Table 3: Elasticities of unskilled real wages to cash crop and subsistence crop output in 
neighbouring district, 1950s 
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 Welfare ratio: logged 

 (1) (2) 

Cash crops, francs per person (log) 0.194*** 0.093 

 (-0.052) (-0.074) 

Subsistence crops, calories per person (log) 0.062*** 0.106*** 

 (-0.02) (-0.033) 

Constant -0.546 0.030 

 (0.303) (0.517) 

Colony dummies? NO YES 

R2 0.384 0.478 

F Statistic 11.848*** (df = 2; 38) 5.186*** (df = 6; 34) 
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The impact of missing data on network centrality 
measures 

 
Joe Chick, University of Warwick 

(j.chick@warwick.ac.uk) 
Supervisor: Beat Kümin 

 
From the 1990s onwards, there has been an explosion in the number of history publications 
making reference to networks.273 In some this is little more than a buzz word, but others 
capitalize on developments in computer technology and specialist software to apply the formal 
statistical tests of this social science method to historical datasets. Many such studies are with 
reference to the modern era, for which the sources are most comparable to those of the social 
sciences. Yet the method’s application to pre-modern documents has also grown in recent years. 
Such sources pose a number of specific challenges. The most obvious of these, and the one 
explored in this paper, is source survival. 

My PhD research has applied social network analysis to Reading in the years 1350-1600 
as a way of exploring social relations under monastic lordship and the impact of the dissolution. 
In doing so, I have worked with two sets of network data: one based on conveyancing and 
moneylending transactions, the other on wills. This has been combined with a database of 4,519 
people containing information on burgess status, occupation, and officeholding from a wide 
range of sources. This allowed the actors in the networks to be analysed in terms of shared 
personal attributes. The social network analysis has enabled me to contribute to scholarly debate 
on urban society and to challenge aspects of the existing scholarship. In particular, in a recent 
article I challenged Robert Tittler’s claim of a post-dissolution rise in urban oligarchy by 
demonstrating continued direct interaction between top-level civic officeholders and lower-
status inhabitants after the dissolution of Reading Abbey and the ensuing incorporation of the 
town.274 Although the key statistics in the article produced p-values below 0.05, lingering doubts 
about source survival inspired me to conduct an investigation into the robustness of the 
methodology which is presented in this paper. 
 

Testing Robustness 
The extant social network analysis literature lacks quantifiable tests of the extent to which 
statistics are disrupted by incomplete source material. Many researchers have discussed 
methodological issues, particularly the virtually universal problem of incomplete pre-modern 
sources, but there has been a lack of quantifiable robustness tests by historians.275 A few have 
been undertaken by social scientists, but their applicability to pre-modern datasets could be 
questioned.276 Most relevant to the issue of missing data is that of Elizabeth Costenbader and 
Thomas W. Valente, in which data were randomly deleted from eight fairly complete network 
datasets to mimic the process of missing data. Their study found a measure of centrality known 
as eigenvector to be the most robust, with betweenness proving unreliable. Yet, their approach 
sought to mimic social scientists’ problem of imperfect sampling methods and participants in a 
survey not responding. This is very different from the problem faced by pre-modern historians, 
in which it is often entire collections of historical documents that are lost. Here the data are not 
missing at random. Another obstacle that distinguishes pre-modern history from the social 
sciences is that low-status members of society are often heavily underrepresented in the sources. 

This paper makes an original contribution to scholarly knowledge by testing the 
robustness of the methodology specifically in relation to pre-modern sources. It uses an adapted 

 
273 Innes (2016). 
274 Chick (2019). 
275 For a recent methodological discussion of pre-modern social network analysis, see Goddard (2019). 
276 Costenbader and Valente (2003); Borgatti et al. (2006); Lee et al. (2006). 
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version of Costenbader and Valente’s approach, but with the non-random deletion of an entire 
source collection. The paper then explores the impact which this has on a group of statistical 
tests known as measures of centrality. The dataset for this test consists of the 293 surviving 
Reading wills from the period 1490-1589. The software package UCINET was used to create a 
network composed of the names of the testators, executors, overseers, and witnesses. The data 
are treated as a directed network, meaning the arrows point from the testator to the other 
individuals, reflecting the fact that the testator selected these people. 

The wills are located in two archive collections. Wills that people registered with the 
Prerogative Court of Canterbury are held by the National Archives, while those registered with 
the Berkshire Archdeaconry Court are held by the Berkshire Record Office.277 The Canterbury 
wills represent the richest inhabitants, since there was a wealth requirement for registering one’s 
will with this court, and by consequence the Berkshire ones represent the less wealthy residents. 
This paper’s test first calculates the measures of centrality of the combined dataset of both 
courts, then repeats the procedure with all the Berkshire Archdeaconry Court wills deleted. This 
mimics a historian’s problem of entire source collections being missing. Deleting the Berkshire 
wills is of particular interest, since it removes testators of lower social status, people who are 
often heavily underrepresented in pre-modern sources. This said, the wealth differences 
between the two sets of testators should not be overstated, since the very poorest in society 
simply did not leave a will at all. Rather the Berkshire testators represent the middling sort. 
 
Measures of Centrality 
Centrality is one of the most commonly used statistics in studies that utilize social network 
analysis. There is no single definitive way of measuring centrality so researchers must choose 
between several options and the four most commonly used ones are tested in this study. The 
first measure simply counts the number of links that an actor has to other actors in the network, 
known as degree centrality. If a network is directed, as this study’s is, then a distinction can be 
made between in-degree centrality (the number of links pointing towards an actor) and out-
degree centrality (the number of links pointing away). The second measure is closeness 
centrality, which calculates the total number of steps it takes for a node to reach each of the 
other nodes when following the shortest possible path. Similarly, analysis of a directed network 
can distinguish between out-closeness, which follows paths along links pointing out from the 
actor in question, and in-closeness, which looks at links pointing towards the actor. The third 
measure is betweenness centrality, which looks at how often a node is passed through in the 
shortest paths between all the possible node pairings in the network. The fourth is eigenvector 
centrality, a calculation in which a node gains a high centrality score by being connected to 
other nodes with a high centrality. Calculating the centrality of one actor changes the centrality 
for those around which in turn affects the original actor, making this an iterative calculation. 

Deleting half the dataset and reprocessing the figures is easy. More difficult is to find a 
satisfactory way of assessing the extent to which they have been disrupted. One approach is to 
look at the average change in an actor’s score for each measure of centrality. This, however, is 
flawed, since the various measures of centrality are quantified on different scales that are not 
comparable. As researchers, often we are not actually that interested in the scores themselves, 
so much as where an actor is in relation to others. For this reason, this study ranks the actors 
according to their score and looks at the average change in rank as a result of the deleted data. 
A second way in which disruption is assessed is to look at how often an extreme change of 
position occurs.  

 
277 TNA, PROB 11; BRO, D/A1. 
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Outcomes 
Removing the Berkshire wills substantially reduced the size of the dataset. The full dataset was 
based on 293 wills and contained 1,248 unique actors, and 1,689 dyads (meaning pairings of 
connected actors). The deletion of the Berkshire court wills left a dataset of 105 wills, with 552 
actors, and 687 dyads. 

Tables 1 to 3 show the impact of deleting the Berkshire wills on the measures of centrality. 
Table 1 gives the average change in score but, as noted, this is of limited value since the figures 
are not necessarily comparable to one another. UCINET offers an ostensibly standardized 
version of each measure, used in table 1’s figures, which places all measures of centrality on a 
scale of 0 to 1 but even this has major problems in terms of comparability.278 The highest score 
that anybody actually achieves in practice is 0.27 with eigenvector but only 0.004 with out-
degree. In assessing changes in score, eigenvector will inevitably perform poorly since it 
produces scores almost 100 times larger than out-degree. 
 

Table 1: Average change in actors’ centrality score  
ID OD IC OC Bet Eig 

Mean change 0.0007 0.0005 0.0141 0.0142 0.0009 0.0117 
Median change 0.0010 0.0000 0.0140 0.0140 0.0000 0.0030 
Mode change 0.0010 0.0000 0.0140 0.0140 0.0000 0.0000 

Notes: Abbreviations used as follows: ID (in-degree), OD (out-degree), IC (in-closeness), OC (out-
closeness), Bet (betweenness), and Eig (eigenvector). 
 
More useful is table 2, which shows how many positions an actor moved when the actors were 
ranked according to their centrality score. All three types of average tell a broadly similar story. 
The most surprising outcome is that eigenvector, which had proved most robust in Costenbader 
and Valente’s study of randomly deleted data, appears a contender for least robust when data 
are deleted in a non-random way. Yet the situation is not as straightforward as this. Eigenvector 
produces a particularly broad range of scores compared with closeness and betweenness. Most 
measures of centrality produce a cluster of people with a score of 0, meaning they are not central 
at all, but this is a particularly large group in betweenness centrality. In fact, 495 of the 552 
actors had a score of 0 and, when the Berkshire wills were deleted, this rose to 519. It is 
unsurprising that betweenness appears more robust than eigenvector when it was doing very 
little to differentiate between people in the first place. 
 

Table 2: Average change in actors’ ranking  
ID OD IC OC Bet Eig 

Mean change 49.4 14.9 14.3 7.8 22.6 71.1 
Median change 59.0 16.0 8.0 5.0 24.0 52.0 
Mode change 59.0 16.0 8.0 5.0 24.0 52.0 

 
Table 3 adopts a different approach to prevent measures creating an impression of robustness 
through having large numbers of actors with scores of 0. This is achieved by looking only at 
those actors who did not have a score of 0 before any data were deleted.279 This created the need 
for a standardized ranking system, since eigenvector’s broad range of scores meant there were 

 
278 Table 1 uses UCINET’s standardized measures but tables 2 and 3, being based on rankings rather 

than scores, use the default scoring system. 
279 For closeness centrality, the lowest score achievable was not 0 but 0.111, a score which 439 actors 

held. Since this serves as the baseline score, it was treated as the equivalent of a 0 score under other 
measures of centrality.  
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371 unique scores in the results, while betweenness had only 34. The figures in table 3 adjusted 
the ranking system for all measures onto an evenly spread scale of 1 to 80. 
 

Table 3: Average change in actors’ ranking on a standardized scale  
ID OD IC OC Bet Eig 

Mean change 7.7 6.9 16.4 10.5 12.7 8.9 
Median change 7.2 3.5 11.7 7.9 11.3 5.1 
Mode change 7.2 3.5 25.2 7.9 11.3 0.0 
Extreme change 1% 8% 21% 1% 9% 8% 

 
This approach produced very different results. In table 3, the three most robust measures were 
out-degree, in-degree, and eigenvector. Closeness and betweenness, which had been the most 
robust under the old procedure, became the worst performing. Yet this approach also has 
comparability problems. Scaling-up ranking systems like closeness and betweenness means a 
single change of position counts for more under these measures than under eigenvector. What 
is clear, however, is that eigenvector performed poorly in table 2 as a result of providing a much 
broader spread of scores than other measures. 

In addition to average changes of position, another way of testing the level of disruption 
is to look at how often an extreme change of position occurs in the rankings. Historians’ use of 
social network analysis often does not cite precise numerical scores. Instead, comments are 
made on whether an actor’s ranking is high, medium, or low. Given this, analysis becomes 
unreliable if actors are found to be jumping from one end of the hierarchy to the other as a result 
of incomplete datasets. The final row on table 3 states what proportion of actors made an 
extreme jump in position. This is defined as more than a third of the way through the rankings, 
being sufficient to guarantee that an actor moves between the loose terms of high, medium, and 
low centrality. It is evident in table 3 that in-closeness performed particularly poorly in this test. 
 

Centrality and Pre-Modern Datasets 
Removing the Berkshire collection of wills from the dataset caused notable changes to the 
centrality of the actors. Yet the disruption was not so dramatic as to make the outcomes of no 
analytical value. The evidence presented in this paper supports the use of social network 
analysis by pre-modern historians so long as the analysis is worded carefully. Under the out-
degree measure, actors moved within the standardized scale of 1 to 80 by a median of 3.5 
positions and a mean of 6.9. For eigenvector, the measure advocated by Costenbader and 
Valente, this was 5.1 and 8.9 respectively. While not an insignificant number of places, it does 
suggest that individuals tended to move within the same part of the hierarchy rather than leaping 
from one end to the other. More importantly, under all measures except in-closeness, extreme 
jumps in position occurred less than 10 percent of the time. This suggests that, even with entire 
source collections missing, centrality will rank the remaining actors in a broadly meaningful 
position. 

As noted, historical analysis often describes an actor’s centrality as high, medium, or low, 
rather than citing centralities as a precise number. This paper’s evidence suggests such 
descriptions are normally accurate, even when based on an incomplete dataset. Yet, while most 
people did not jump between extremes, the fact that some did cannot be ignored. Hinging a 
historical argument on the centrality of a single actor would leave a historian’s claims open to 
question. Rather, it is safer to analyse the average centrality of groups of actors who share an 
attribute, such as burgesses, officeholders, or members of a particular trade. 

Having compared all the major measures of centrality, this paper gives an indication of 
the most promising ones for researchers. Each measure reflects different qualities in an actor 
but, given the nature of pre-modern source material, robustness in the face of missing data has 
to be a major consideration in choosing which measures to use. In terms of average change of 
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position, out-degree centrality proves most robust, but in terms of frequency of extreme changes 
of positions, it is in-degree centrality. Robustness is not, however, a researcher’s only 
consideration and degree centrality is less sophisticated than other measures in that it treats all 
the links in the network as equally valuable. Of the remaining measures, eigenvector proves 
most robust. 
 

Conclusion 
The loss of whole collections of source material is a problem faced by all pre-modern historians. 
If historical arguments are to be based on social network analysis, explorations should be 
conducted of the effect this has on the statistics produced. This paper has taken a first step 
towards the quantifiable testing that is currently lacking. The evidence presented here supports 
the use of measures of centrality if analysis is worded appropriately, but the field of historical 
social network analysis would benefit from further researchers conducting comparable 
exercises on their own datasets. 
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‘Playing a poor hand with some little skill’? Economic 
decision-making in medieval agriculture: The sergeants of 

Durham Cathedral Priory 
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Supervisors: Julie Marfany & Alex Brown 
 
Historians have been unsure how to characterize serjeants and reeves — the individuals who 
managed a manorial demesne.280 Halcrow described the Durham serjeants as a ‘highly skilled 
body of small scale administrators,’ in her study of the decline of demesne farming at Durham 
Cathedral Priory some sixty years ago.281 More recently, Campbell argued that ‘[f]ollowing the 
Black Death manorial officials proved hard to recruit, dilatory in the discharge of their duties, 
and fraudulent in their dealings’.282 I will argue here that Halcrow’s statement overly limits the 
scope of activities of the serjeants off the manor and that Campbell’s statement does not 
accurately describe the state of affairs on and off the estates of the Priory bursar. Nor were these 
serjeants unfree tenants obliged to serve as manorial officials and perhaps not keen to take on 
the role again, as Stone characterizes late fourteenth century manorial officials. 283 Rather, they 
were capable professionals who used their office as a gateway to economic advancement. This 
paper will focus on the Durham Cathedral Priory serjeants’ extra-demesne economic activities 
in the tithe market and renting of land. 

Firstly, it is worth noting that the serjeants of Durham Cathedral Priory do not appear to 
be exactly synonymous with reeves elsewhere in England. Serjeants at Durham may have held 
land as a customary tenant, as many reeves further south did. However, the Durham serjeants 
seem to command personal economic resources beyond what could be expected of a normal 
manorial reeve, even one. The serjeants likely filled what was considered a more prestigious 
and responsible role than the office of reeve on the Bishop of Winchester’s estates, as discussed 
by others. 

Durham Cathedral Priory had the right to the garb tithes from its appropriated parishes, 
or one tenth of the grain harvest. The Priory incurred various expenses in collecting the tithes, 
for they were still responsible for threshing, transport, and storage of the grain, and those that 
produced the grain employed various tactics to ensure the Priory received as little as possible.284 
The Priory therefore sought to ensure that the rewards surpassed the hassles of collecting the 
grain and sold the right to these tithes on an annual basis. Payment for the grain was due in the 
following year.285 After the harvest, the grain would be collected and transported by the 

 
280 The serjeants mentioned here were all identified from the extant Durham Cathedral Priory manorial 

accounts during the course of the primary source research for this project. These accounts are noted 
in the catalogue as GB-0033-DCD-Enr., DCD-Beapk. acs, DCD-Bels. acs, DCD-Bewl. acs, DCD-
Bill. acs, DCD-Dalt. acs, DCD-Fery. acs, DCD-Fulw. acs, DCD-Hew. acs, DCD-Houg. acs, DCD-
Ket. acs, DCD-Merr. acs, DCD-Pitt. acs, DCD-Ward. acs, DCD-West. acs. 

281 Elizabeth M. Halcrow, Administration & Agrarian Policy of the Manors of Durham Cathedral Priory, 
B.Litt. Dissertation (Oxford, 1959), p. 89. 

282 Bruce M. S. Campbell, ‘The Land’ in Horrox, Rosemary and W. M. Omrod, (eds.) A Social History 
of England, 1200-1500 (Cambridge, 2006), pp. 225-226. 

283 Halcrow, Administration & Agrarian Policy, p. 89; David Stone, Decision-Making in Medieval 
Agriculture (Oxford, 2005), pp. 13, 168, 223. 

284 Ben Dodds, Peasants and Production in the Medieval North-East: The Evidence from Tithes, 1270-
1536 (Woodbridge, 2007), p. 7. 

285 Ibid., p. 29. For example, when Reginald of Haswell purchased the tithes to Eden and South Sherburn 
for £15, 13s, 4d before the harvest on the first of August 1342, he agreed to pay half the agreed 
sum on the day before the feast of St Benedict, 20 March, 1343 and the balance on the feast of the 
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purchaser and often stored long after the harvest. This purchase agreement recorded the value 
paid for the tithes, the ville and parish where the tithes were located, and the name of the buyer. 
The difference between the amount paid for the tithe and the amount the grain fetched on the 
market would be pocketed by the purchaser as profit. 

Many serjeants seem to have been considerably more active in the tithe market than other 
speculators. There are 8,242 named, distinct individuals in the tithe receipts covering the period 
from 1291 to 1536, of which 24 were identified as serjeants; only 436 individuals bought more 
than the average 4.13 tithes. If a serjeant entered the tithe market, he would usually purchase 
five tithes. A striking number of individuals only interacted with the tithe market once (1,796 
individuals); only 370 individuals are recorded as purchasing the right to collect ten or more 
tithes, including individuals such as knights, priors, the Lords of Lumley, the Lords of Hilton, 
and the Count of Northumberland, three of whom are identifiable as serjeants. The financial 
outlay of the typical tithe speculator was also considerably lower than the typical serjeant-
speculator. 7,672 receipts are for a value of 15s or less. In contrast, even John Goodwin, who 
was less active than the other tithe-buying serjeants, bought the right to collect five tithes, none 
for less than 69s., and for a total of nearly £20. William Scott only purchased two tithes, but 
nevertheless spent 56s in total. The scope of the activities of John de Chilton (eighteen tithes 
for a total of 261£, 9s, 8d), John Greveson (fifteen tithes for a total of 23£. 2s. 4d.), and John 
Watson (seven tithes for a total of 58£.) are staggeringly greater than the norm, even if these 
are some of the most active serjeants.286 

 
 

 
nativity of St John the Baptist, 24 June, 1343. See Ben Dodds, ‘Estimating arable output using 
Durham Priory tithe receipts, 1341–1450’, Economic History Review, 57(2) (2004), p. 254. 

286 All data here and for the following graphs is from Dodds, B. (2007). Durham Tithes Database, 1270-
1536. [data collection]. UK Data Service. SN: 5607, http://doi.org/10.5255/UKDA-SN-5607-1 
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The tithe receipts and even the limited amount of evidence provided by the fragmentary 
bursar’s rentals suggests that the serjeants were not merely small-scale administrators. John de 
Chilton was certainly a capable administrator of the demesne at Ketton, as shall be 
demonstrated in the following sections, but he was further able to engage in potentially 
profitable, but also unpredictable and time-consuming ventures. During his term of service from 
1390 to 1396, he spent approximately 122£. 6s. 4d. on the right to the tithes of ten vills within 
a five mile radius of Ketton, along with an additional 2£. for the tithes of School Aycliffe.287 
Such disposal of such grain would require considerable effort and time. 

Using the relative seeding ratios of the three significant crops at Ketton for the same year 
(40 percent of seed sown was wheat, 7 percent barley, 53 percent oats) and using the same local 
price data, John de Chilton’s outlay might have fetched about 278 quarters of grain, of which 
about 54 quarters were of wheat, 12 quarters barley, and 212 quarters oats. This grain would 
net somewhere around 40,000 kilograms of grain and 143,543,808 kCal, well beyond the level 
of household consumption.288 Though this calculation assumes that local peasant producers 
were following similar practices to seigniorial agriculture, it nevertheless reflects local 
conditions. 

Chilton’s organizational skills would have had to be considerable. So too would have 
been his knowledge of the local area and its people. As noted by Dodds, the potential buyers of 
tithes would see the grain in the field prior to the harvest and, on that basis, make an offer for 
the grain.289 John de Chilton would have had to be aware of typical weather conditions that 
might impact the growth or harvest, the local price of grain, and be able to estimate the total 
amount of grain he might receive. The collection, storage, transport, and sale of the tithe grain 
would have required hired labour which he would have to use local networks to find and engage. 
He or a trusted individual would further have had to oversee the entire operation. Nor should 
we discount less tangible expenses such as the time away from his own fields and the demesne 
that he managed that such activities would have necessitated. 

John de Chilton was certainly something of an outlier in terms of his activity in the 
purchasing of tithes, but even serjeants who kept their involvement small would have had to 
exhibit the same organizational skills and local knowledge. Gilbert de Wodom may have spent 
only 6£ on the right to collect tithes in 1333 in the vill of Ricknall, but, using the same rough 
estimations, he would have found himself with about 56 quarters of grain or 250 lbs that would 
similarly have to be gathered, stored, and either sold or otherwise disposed of. In addition to 
his activities on the tithe market, he spent 5£. 6s. 8d. to rent the entire (roughly) 240 acre manor 
of Aycliffe.290 The rental of the manor came with considerable expenditure. Labour would have 
to be hired for the planting, harvesting, and other tasks, ploughs and additional livestock for 
ploughing would need to be secured. The manor would have required three or four plough-
teams as well as any harvest labour or transport teams, though the plough-teams could have 
made up a part of either labour groups; there were normally eight draught animals per plough.291 
Such a rental could easily have placed Gilbert de Wodom economically among the ranks of the 
gentry, if not necessarily socially. Nor did individuals such as John de Chilton, John Watson, 
and William de Hilton, who all rented local mills, take part in a passive investment, for such 

 
287 In 1391/2 and 1393/4, the heading is either missing or otherwise illegible. Based on my analysis of 

other manorial accounts for Ketton, I have identified John de Chilton as the probable serjeant. 
288 Bruce M. S. Campbell, ‘English Seignorial Agriculture: 1250-1450’ (Cambridge, 2000), p. 215. 
289. Dodds, Peasants and Production, p. 29. 
290 R. A. Lomas and A. J. Piper, Durham Cathedral Priory Rentals, Volume I: Bursars Rentals 

(Newcastle, 1989). p. 213 and Richard Lomas, ‘The Priory of Durham and its demesnes in the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries’, Economic History Review, 31(3) (1978), p. 348). for the details 
of the manor of Akley (Aycliffe). A document from the mid thirteenth century states that the manor 
was two carucates. Accepting Bruce Campbell’s figure of one carucate equalling 120 acres, 
Aycliffe was around 240 acres (Campbell, English Seignorial Agriculture, p. 121). 

291 Ibid., p. 121. 
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mills would have required upkeep and staffing by trained individuals who would need oversight 
and paying. 

Ready cash would also be necessary for any rents that became due. Some rents were 
certainly smaller and could be paid out of the serjeant’s salary, but otherwise the serjeants would 
have had to have the cash in hand or rely on the availability of credit. The English rural credit 
market was well established during the period under investigation and Briggs suggests that cash 
credit was increasingly common during the later fourteenth century.292 Furthermore, as 
manorial officials, security for their loans could have come from the bursar in his role as lord 
of the manor, with whom they would have had, hopefully, a good working relationship.293 
Credit was extended to those who purchased the right to tithes as a matter of course by the 
Priory. The Priory expected payment well after the harvest and, as stated above, an interest 
payment was tacitly included in the amount to be paid.294 

This sort of arrangement would allow for individuals such as William Forester and 
William Scott to sell enough grain to meet their obligation to the Priory and at times when the 
price of grain lowered by an abundance of supply. Those more heavily involved in the purchase 
of tithes such as Adam Carter and John de Monkton would have had to plan much more 
carefully.  The 10£. 13s. 4d. Adam Carter paid or the 12£. 13s. 4d. John de Monkton would 
undoubtedly have returned significant amounts of grain. These individuals would have to rely 
on a commercialized network of associates, middlemen, and buyers to sell enough grain to meet 
their obligations to the Priory if they did not have the cash on hand. Reliance on such a network 
or even the knowledge of how to form one could well have been beyond the capability of a 
normal small holder or manorial labourer. 

With such organizational skills and access to ready cash, we can safely assume that most 
serjeants would have been important individuals in their own communities, even if they did not 
hold administrative roles within them. As noted by Briggs, ‘many village credit networks 
featured many lenders and borrowers presumably well known to one another’.295 Perhaps some 
serjeants were able to act as lenders for their neighbours, for it seems that many had access to 
ready cash. Furthermore, manorial serjeants would have provided opportunities for 
employment within their community. Individuals who leased large amounts of land would 
likely have required greater amounts of labour than their household could provide. Nor can we 
discount the amount of power that a manorial serjeant might wield through his office over the 
surrounding area, especially in the hiring of labour. As noted by Britnell, turnover rates among 
the manorial servants, known as the famuli, were high throughout the late fourteenth century; 
from 1370/1 to 1409/10 decadal averages across the Priory estate show turnover rates of 45 
percent, 38 percent, 37 percent, 33 percent, and 40 percent.296 Manorial serjeants would then 
have to fill such vacancies amongst their staff from the local labour force. They would have 
had to draw upon a network of local contacts to fill these roles and there were no systems in 
place to review those chosen to fill vacancies, beyond ensuring staff were not overpaid. 
Serjeants would likely have chosen individuals known to them and, in doing so, engaged in 
favouritism. An individual or family whom a serjeant found reason to dislike could find 
themselves with fewer opportunities for employment as a member of the famuli. To what degree 

 
292 Chris Briggs, ‘Money and rural credit in the later middle ages revisited’ in Martin Allen and D’Maris 
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a serjeant could freeze an individual or individuals out of harvest day or piece labour is more 
uncertain. Labour needs teamed with the urgency of the harvest may well have tempered even 
the most unpleasant serjeants. 

Investigating the serjeants outside of their roles as manorial managers makes it clear that 
these were not merely small-scale administrators demesne managers obliged to serve. Their 
own economic activities and probable roles in their communities made them hugely important 
figures in the markets and societies of their regions. Just as a capable serjeant was valuable to 
his lord, he was also a figure of power and authority to those around him. These men are the 
most identifiable faces of the commercial markets in County Durham, but their relative 
conspicuousness should not belie the parts of the market hidden to us that were so essential for 
their economic activities. 
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Socio-economic and land inequality in pre- industrial 
England: the case of Kingston Lacy (Dorset) 

 
Ana Aviñó de Pablo, University of Ghent 

(Ana.AvinodePablo@Ugent.be) 
Supervisor: Thijs Lambrecht 

 
Socio-economic inequality in pre-industrial England is still a topic as relevant as unexplored. 
Previous works have not fully succeeded to provide a quantitative yet qualitative insight of the 
issue. In this field, the structure of sources has prevented the development of detailed 
quantitative analysis at both the macro and micro level297. This PhD research project aims to 
address this issue by focusing on access to land, which was the principal source of wealth and 
income, through a micro level analyses of Kingston Lacy manor (Dorset) in the eighteenth 
century.  

In this paper, I present the first results derived from the research phase I am currently 
working on, where I examine how the changes in tenurial arrangements, which are a feature 
associated with the transition towards agrarian capitalism, defined the transformation of land 
occupancy patterns in Kingston Lacy. That requires a twofold methodological approach that 
enables me not only to link up different manorial and national sources, but also to deal with the 
issues raised from examining land inequality from different perspectives in a multi- layered 
analysis.  

Unlike other countries, research based on archival material in England on socio- 
economic inequality is affected by the lack of a) national datasets of taxes, b) a uniform regional 
administration and c) a reliable procedure of registering information at manorial level. 
Regarding the first point, English national taxation at the individual level is absent, since the 
Crown taxed villages rather than individuals.298 In fact, in the two centuries before the industrial 
revolution only two main taxation sets provide individual information. On the one hand, the 
hearth tax, which was levied between 1662 and 1689, was a property tax assumed to 
approximate to the householder´s wealth, measured by the number of fireplaces their houses 
possessed.299 On the other hand, the land tax, which survived from 1693 until 1963 assessed the 
rental value, although since 1697 fixed quotas for each county were established. This dearth of 
national sets impedes long-term examination of inequality based on taxation.  

In relation to the second point, parochial and manorial administration varied regionally. 
The tax base on which taxes were assessed differed from county to county, and even affairs 
such as poor relief were decided independently in each parish. In the case of some sources, such 
as the land tax, local and regional variation in the relationship between payments and acreage 
make any comparison across country impossible. 300 Finally, information registered in manorial 
sources often presents issues. Tenants recorded in manorial surveys do not always reside in the 
parish where the manor is located, so its absence from parochial registers makes comparison of 
sources and tracking of individuals very complicated. Likewise, the existence of sub-letting 
practices, which is often not reflected in the records, complicates the reconstruction of land 
occupation patterns. Therefore, the absence of consistent sources and reliable data hinder the 
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research on socio economic inequality in England, both national and regional, and forces us to 
look for an alternative strategy. 

As a possible solution to deal with the aforementioned issues, I have opted for a cross- 
source methodology to reconstruct occupiers of land and track changes in the land market in 
the last quarter of the eighteenth century. French and Hoyle developed this methodology to 
compare parish ratepayers in eighteenth century Earls Colne with their database on manorial 
tenants.301 More recently, it has also been applied with the scope of reconstructing not only the 
occupation of land, but also the spatial distribution of holdings. Likewise, a multi-layered 
analysis was implemented to approach the issue of agrarian capitalism from the combined 
perspectives of tenure, farm size and labour. Three factors have inspired me to replicate this 
methodology of record-linkage in this current step of my research: a) the question of agrarian 
capitalism is closely related to my research in socio- economic inequality; b) the available 
sources for my case study favoured such approach; and c) reconstructing the occupiers of land 
in Kingston Lacy is vital to study the changes in access to land and land holding, and its possible 
influence in inequality development.  

The case study is formed by five tithes (Abbostreet, Barnsley, Cowgrove, Stone and 
Thornill) and a town borough (Wimborne Minster Borough) that were part of the manor of 
Kingston Lacy (Dorset) which belonged to the Bankes family from 1636 until 1980.  
 
Map 1: Map of the boundaries of Wimborne Minster Parish with the town and tithes indicated 

 
 

In the eighteenth century the landscape of this area was marked by the geographical features 
and mixed farming characteristic of Dorset; a mixture of chalk down land, heath land, pastoral 
land and forest, where a sheep-corn husbandry was practised. While the dominant activity was 
agriculture, growing both cereals and crops, the livestock of the tenants consisted of cattle, 
sheep, pigs, chicken and poultry, and horses.302 The eighteenth-century manor experienced a 
progressive transformation towards agrarian capitalism, which is reflected in various aspects. 
Firstly, the evolution of tenurial patterns; although at the end of the seventeenth and start of the 
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eighteenth century the old feudal tenures were already substituted by new forms of tenures, in 
which tenants held land by agreement with the lord, and ancient taxes and services transformed 
into payment rents, through this century, there was still a progressive change from copyhold 
tenures into lease hold. 

Kingston Lacy is also characterized by the disappearance of small holders. From the 
seventeenth century surveys, a progressive decline of small tenements and the enlargement of 
bigger tenements can be detected. This is not only due to the economic decline and fall of 
population, but also by the transformation of tenurial patterns and the process of enclosure and 
enlargement that boosted the absorption of smaller tenement by larger ones. Finally, like other 
places, Kingston Lacy also experienced a process of enclosure and engrossment. Although the 
enclosure transformation took place in Dorset during the sixteenth and seventeenth century, at 
Kingston Lacy, major enclosures were also taking place during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. 

Data from national, manorial and parochial sources has been processed into individual 
databases in order to reconstruct the dynamics of the case study: a) the land occupation; b) 
changes in the tenure of land; c) changes in the size of tenements; d) patterns of inheritance; e) 
existence of subletting; and f) assessment of taxes. Among all those sources in this paper I will 
focus on three of them to test the record-linkage methodology. First, the manorial surveys of 
1714 and 1772, which contain information about tenants and types of landholdings, size and 
composition of the tenements, amount of the sums assessed and notes relating to land 
transactions. Second, the poor rates from 1772, 1777 and 1796, which were collected among 
the parishioners of Wimborne Minster at 2 pence per pound to pay for the cost of poor relief of 
the parish.303 Poor rates were stated to be levied on occupiers rather than owners of land,304 so 
they become a useful source to reconstruct land occupation.  

Thirdly, land taxes for our case study exist for 1772, and then from 1780 until 1800 and 
at this period they were assessed at 4s per pound. Historians have stated that tax data are 
unreliable sources when used alone, but when used along with tithe and manorial surveys they 
can be useful for cross parish occupancy.305 Unfortunately, proprietor/occupiers are not 
recorded for every tithe, but the information they provide can be contrasted with other sources. 

Even though I will only focus on three sources, in figure 1 I present the proposed 
structure of the record-linkage which displays how sources of different natures entwine with 
each other and how links can be established between them in order to reconstruct land 
occupancy. 
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Figure 1: Structure of record linkage for Kingston Lacy 

 
Note: Solid lines indicate direct lines between connections, dashed lines indicate ‘created’ links 
established through connections with one or more additional sources.  
 
Linking the sources and combining the information they provide enables me to: a) reconstruct 
the land occupancy patterns of manorial land in Kingston Lacy; b) identify and examine the 
sub-letting practice; c) establish the patterns of inheritance among the tenants; d) observe how 
land market for freeholders behave compared to that of copy/lease holders; and e) explore how 
labour occupations interrelated with holding of land. Before attempting the record linkage, I 
expected to get straightforward results. I expected to find all copyholders, leaseholders and 
freeholders in both the manorial survey, poor rates and land taxes, and I anticipated it would be 
simple to reconstruct the land occupancy patterns. I assumed that the great majority of the 
tenants would hold the same piece of land in an interval of 25 years (1772- 96). However, the 
results I have obtained so far are far removed from my forecasts. 
 

Table 1: Poor rate/Land tax information recorded in every tithe 
 Abbostreet Barnsley Cowgrove Stone Thornhill 

 1714 1772 1714 1772 1714 1772 1714 1772 1714 1772 
Copyhold 12 2 3  13 8 31 18 20 8 
Leasehold  5  1  19 4 76 1 39 
Indenture 10    16  65  30  
Copy/lease  1    1  4  5 
Indenture/ copy 1    1  10    
Other  1 1   6 1 1 2   
 24 9 3 1 36 29 111 100 51 52 
Source: Kingston Lacy manorial database. 
 
Firstly, between the five tithings of Kingston Lacy there are a total of 233 properties recorded 
in the manorial survey for 1772, excluding all freeholds, tenements at will and demesne land. 
Nevertheless, there is information about poor rates and land tax assessments just for roughly 25 
percent of the total. Around 12 percent of the tenements record only the land tax, while poor 
rates are assessed for circa 15 percent. This means that around 117 land properties do not 
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provide any information on poor relief or national taxation for Kingston Lacy. Among the 
possible explanatory reasons, there is the fact that some of those tenements were held by people 
residing in the surrounding parishes. Recent research on settlement examinations has 
demonstrated that at the end of the eighteenth century around 78 percent of the non-residents 
of Wimborne Minster lived within the county of Dorset306.  For example, the widow Susannah 
Green held a copyhold tenement in Cowgrove after the death of her husband, who was a grocer 
from Poole. Information about the tithe rental paid by the previous owner is known, but nothing 
is recorded about the land tax or poor rates of Mr Green, as he would pay them in his place of 
residence. Another explanation is the fact that small tenements tended not to be recorded, not 
only because their value was low, but also because, often, the holders were labourers too poor 
themselves to contribute to poor rates. In fact, out of the 52 properties in the tithe of Thornhill, 
37 were cottages with less than 0.25 acres of land, and many of them were erected from the 
waste without licence. Regarding the possible connection between land holding and other types 
of occupation, some up-and-coming results are thrown. From the hundred tenants of Stone, 
there is information recorded for the occupation of sixty-four. Among them, thirty made a living 
working in the secondary sector (bricklayer, carpenter, etc), while 33 percent gained their 
income as labourers. Only two individuals had an occupation in the tertiary sector. On the 
contrary, in Thornhill, the second most populated tithe of the manor, the proportion of tenants 
engaged in the secondary sector was under 50 percent, and the number of labourers and yeomen 
was similar. 

Subletting practices hinder the identification of the owner of any piece of land at any 
point in the period of study, but is a key element in the reconstruction of the land market. The 
use of land taxes with double column and the name of properties are useful resources to examine 
sub-letting in Kingston Lacy. For example, from the 11 tenements in Thornhill that contain both 
poor rates and land tax for 1772, none of them is recorded under the same tenant’s name as in 
the manorial survey. This is probably due to the fact that the survey was conducted after the 
land tax was assessed. For example, Mary Pinton is listed as a copyholder for a tenement called 
Late Burts, which formerly belonged to a certain Robert Burt, who is in fact, the taxpayer of 
the land tax in 1772. Tracking the name of the property is what allows us to identify changes in 
the occupation of land. 

In conclusion, record-linkage may encounter methodological issues. On the one hand, not 
all the tenants of Kingston Lacy were residents of the parish of Wimborne Minster, and 
therefore do not appear in the land tax nor in the poor rates. On the other hand, some individuals 
appear in all series of sources, but holding different plots of lands, which shows that people had 
the right to hold land not belonging to the lord. Also, some of the land recorded in the manorial 
survey does not appear in the land tax or poor rates because it did not meet the minimum to be 
assessed, as for example the cottagers. Finally, it can be observed that the name recorded is not 
the official one mentioned in other documents, which reflects the issue of sub- letting. 

This paper has outlined some of the sources I have used to produce a detailed 
reconstruction of landholding in the manor of Kingston Lacy. Despite the issues and problems, 
I am confident this methodology will succeed in providing information on different aspects 
necessary to complete a reconstruction of landholding. Moreover, the preliminary results have 
corroborated the added value of combining manorial surveys, poor rates and land tax 
assessments as records of land occupation. In a next step, these sources will be cross- referenced 
with rentals and accounts of the manor, as well as wills, which will reinforce the observation of 
changes in the occupation of land and the land market. The aim is to reconstruct how this 
evolution determined the development of socio-economic inequality in pre- industrial Kingston 
Lacy. 

 
306 Rigdway, A. “Reconsidering settlement examinations: Evidence from Wimborne Minster, Dorset, 
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Active labour market policies: Myth or truth? A text 
analysis of Italian labour law, 1990-2010 

 
Chiara Natalie Focacci (University of Bologna) 

(chiara.focacci4@unibo.it) 
Supervisor: Francesca Fauri 

 
According to the European Union, active labour market policies are the best instrument to fight 
the unemployment typical of this increasingly flexible, technological, and globalized world. By 
offering training and orientation services, as well as job assistance and subsidies, these public 
programmes are implemented everywhere in Europe to help individuals exit from their 
condition of inactivity. Understandably, in a country like Italy, where the mismatch of skills 
demanded and offered is still high and the integration between schools and the job market low, 
it is significantly relevant to invest in human capital and help individuals “learn to learn”. It is 
only recently, however, that Italian labour law has converged towards an active labour market 
policy approach that values skills and requires activity in exchange for financial assistance. 
Historically, three significant waves of labour reforms have introduced, discouraged, and 
promoted their use in the country; namely, the reforms of the 1990s, 2000s, and 2010s (Table 
1). 

With respect to this, I am interested in understanding how the active labour market policy 
mood present in Italian labour law correlates with the principal occupational and educational 
outcomes observed in the country. For the purpose, I used both legal texts and data collected 
by the principal Italian and European statistical institutes. Findings show that an increase in the 
references on the European active labour market approach, including flexibility, conditionality, 
formation, and inter-administrative subsidiarity, usually correspond to an improvement of the 
occupational and educational situation in Italy. Results, however, appear to be significantly 
better for the Northern regions and for the older segment of the population. In the following 
paragraphs, I will present the content and purpose of the three waves of reforms in Italian labour 
law and their relationship with a series of variables of interest. 
 

Table 1: References of Active Labour Market Policy in Italian Labour Law 

 
 
Active labour market programmes have existed since the 1990s in Europe, but a number of 
reforms were introduced in Italy, even though unsuccessfully, already by the 1970s. In 1977, 
law 285, for instance, organized professional funds for training youths, while law 675 
introduced new instructions for firm mobility. However, similarly to law 845 of the following 
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year on regional training courses, the reforms did not meet their expected results. Due to the 
high costs for Italian firms, the new contracts introduced in 1984 with the legislative decree 
863, including solidarity, part-time, and job training contracts, never really spread. Orientation 
and professional training services were still lacking, for measures on formation were not 
implemented by firms did they not guarantee reduced contributions. Of the 159 firms registered 
for the 1986 entrepreneurship subsidy programme (law 44), most failed due to lack of proper 
tutoring. On the one hand, the proportion of spending on active measures, including tutoring 
and training, was still very low compared to the proportion of spending in passive labour market 
policies. On the other hand, the presence of strong trade unions did not facilitate the introduction 
of flexible forms of occupation as flexibility was still perceived as vulnerability. As a 
consequence, little was undertaken by legislators in terms of protecting temporary occupation, 
with part-time contracts becoming less and less frequent and more and more mediocre in terms 
of job quality. Socially useful activates were promoted with law 451 of 1994, while law 489 
granted a new bonus for young entrepreneurs. Youth unemployment, however, remained high 
and it was only in 1997, with the Treu Package, that new forms of employment were 
encouraged. Not only did the set of reforms introduce the atypical and temporary forms of 
contract typical of the Scandinavian countries, but they also established thresholds to be met in 
apprenticeships to guarantee professional formation. 

By the 2000s, Italy started shaping its national reforms by taking inspiration from the 
Community’s guidelines. Joint interprofessional funds were created in 2000 with law 388, 
while law 53 introduced leaves for continuing education. The government, on the other hand, 
started referring to flexibility as a positive feature of the labour market with their White Paper 
of 2001 focusing on the importance of part-time and fixed-term contracts as a way to create 
occupation. Unfortunately, the “secession of the successful” persisted in Italy as the younger 
population profited little from the new occupational plans. In 2001, 28.2 percent of the youth 
population was still out of work. The most important reform observed during this second wave, 
however, was the Biagi law of 2003, which introduced the personal achievement record for all 
workers and reorganized both apprenticeships and internships. More funding was granted to the 
regions and consultations rose as the result of collaborations between the Ministry of Labour 
and the institutions specialized in statistical analysis and training for workers. Conditionality, 
on the other hand, was still not perceived as a prerequisite for the unemployed, as the threat for 
not attending an active labour market programme was not the suspension of the unemployment 
benefits but the impossibility to take part in the programme itself. Conversely, increasing 
attention was dedicated to formation. The legislative decree 167 of 2011, for instance, 
introduced the concept of individual formation plan, finally designed according to the needs of 
the apprentice. Overall, the second wave of reforms in Italian labour law represented an 
evidently more advanced stage of active labour market policy approach. The segment of the 
younger population, however, still lagged behind. 

The reforms of the 2010s tried to change the set of problems that affected outsiders. First, 
the Fornero reforms of 2012 (law 92) promoted the use of open-ended contracts and reorganized 
internships. Second, the Jobs Act of 2014 (law 10) increased the financial incentive for firms 
who created new open-ended positions. In parallel, however, it became easier to fire employees 
and flexibility often meant insecurity for certain segments of the population. It was 2015 
(legislative decree 150), instead, to become a milestone year for active labour market policy in 
Italy as the national agency for active measures ANPAL and the universal social insurance NASPI 
were finally created. From now on, unemployed individuals who aim to keep their benefits have 
to sign a pact of service with the job centre of reference; participate in any activity that is therein 
included; and accept any job offer they may receive. Additionally, the increase in the active 
labour market policy fund, equal to 32 million euros in 2015, allowed legislators to put the 
principle of conditionality into practice as well as to protect the flexible forms of occupation, 
including part-time and temporary workers (legislative decree 81). Overall, the 2010s assure 
tailored orientation services; require participation in formation activities; and prepare 
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individuals for employability, not just employment. But while atypical contracts are given more 
power and security, the number of NEETs, or individuals not in employment, not in education, 
not in training increases year after year. 

That being said, it is likely that a relationship exists between macroeconomic figures such 
as the employment, unemployment, and inactivity rates in Italy and the active labour market 
policy mood registered in the law. For this reason, I conducted a text analysis of the legal 
reforms passed in Italy between 1997 and today. On the one hand, I collected data on occupation 
and inactivity distinguishing between areas and age groups by using the datasets provided by 
ISTAT and EUROSTAT. Variables of interests were the employment rate, youth employment rate, 
adult employment rate, unemployment rate, youth unemployment rate, adult unemployment 
rate, number of NEETs, rate of part-time workers, rate of female workers, number of graduates, 
and GDP. On the other hand, I studied the density of words present in the legal texts that were 
related to flexibility, intended as transformation of contracts; formation, intended as formation 
activities; conditionality, intended as the suspension of benefits in case of inactivity; and inter-
administrative subsidiarity, intended as the consultations between national and local labour 
market institutions (table 2). In particular, I used the moving averages of the cumulative 
frequencies of said words so that, for every year, I was able to account for the active labour 
market policy mood absorbed in the law until then. Finally, I studied the correlation coefficients 
between the four active labour market policy categories observed in the legal texts and the 
occupational and educational outcomes of interest.  
 

Table 2: Relevant Words for Active Labour Market Policy 

 
 
In general, results suggest that to an active labour market policy mood in Italian labour law 
correspond, respectively, a positive and negative change in the employment and unemployment 
rates. Similarly, this change in the number of references on active labour market policy in the 
law correlates negatively with the inactivity rate observed for the younger segment of the 
population. Looking more closely at the correlation coefficients, I observe the following 
relationships (tables 3, 4). With respect to formation, an increase in the active measures of 
training and formation services mentioned in the law correlates positively with the employment 
rate of the adult population (c=0.817), especially in the North West (c=0.730), but not with that 
of the youth population. In this respect, legal texts seem to focus more on the formation of the 
older cohort of workers or the long-term unemployed rather than on the integration between 
schools and firms or the training of first-time job seekers. Indeed, the correlation with 
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occupation for youths is weak yet negative. Similarly, an increase in the density of concepts on 
formation in the law does not significantly affect the female or part-time employment rates. A 
higher density of reforms on formation, however, correlate negatively with unemployment for 
both the adult (c=-0.644) and youth populations (c=-0.479). Most importantly, an increase in 
the concepts on formation and training absorbed by the national law seems to be associated 
with a strong decrease in the number of NEETs, or inactive youths (c=-0.754). Finally, 
producing more laws on education correlates positively with the number of graduates observed 
in Italy. Overall, reforms that talk about formation, training, and education appear to have a 
beneficial impact on the occupational and educational situation of the country, even though 
youths are still not offered job stability.  
 

Table 3: Correlations Coefficients for Occupation, Inactivity, and Active Labour Market 
Policy Mood  

 
 
On the subject of conditionality, most of the previous relationships are confirmed (table 3). In 
particular, more conditionality is associated with less NEETs (c=-0.428) and less 
unemployment; particularly in Southern Italy (c=-0.726). Most interestingly, to an increase in 
reforms that discuss and promote conditionality a similar increase is expected in the female 
(c=0.279) and part-time employment rates (c=0.253). The latter suggests that the Italian labour 
law’s approach towards the European Union’s guidelines have brought relevant results in the 
field of gender equality as well as adaptability of atypical forms of occupation. In particular, it 
could be the case that a larger number of unemployed individuals are more willing to take on 
temporary positions to avoid losing their financial assistance. On the other hand, more 
conditionality does not seem to help fight youth unemployment (c=-0.219), which may be due 
to the fact that first-time job seekers or early leavers from school may need additional support 
to firstly, attend active measures and secondly, commit to these to eventually find a suitable 
job. 

With respect to flexibility, or the transformation of contracts, findings are not surprising. 
While an increase in references on flexibility in the law may help young individuals find a 
compromise between education and work, no corresponding increase in part-time employment 
is registered at the national level (table 3). Higher flexibility is associated with more graduates 
(c=0.452) and less NEETs (c=-0.752). Correspondingly, the former may help the group of the 
unemployed find temporary positions to exit from their condition of inactivity as correlations 
show a negative change in the unemployment rate for both adults (c=-0.584) and youths (c=-
0.460). Nevertheless, labour market institutions may not perceive atypical forms of 
employment as valid means to create employment yet; especially in Central Italy (table 4), 
where more flexibility is perceived by trade unions as stronger vulnerability for insiders and, 
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thus, explains the positive correlation with the regional unemployment rate (c=0.403). 
Similarly, firms in the South may be more willing to transform existing contracts rather than 
creating new positions for youths, leaving the unemployment rate high (c=0.217). Indeed, an 
increase in references on flexibility corresponds to an increase in employment for the adult 
population (c=0.811) but not for the youth (c=-0.011) or female (c=-0.017) populations. GDP, 
on the other hand, seems to have benefited from the increasing active labour market policy 
mood registered in Italian labour law as regards both formation, conditionality, and flexibility 
references (c=0.452). 

Finally, as regards inter-administrative subsidiarity, I observe that an increase in 
consultations between national and local institutions does not necessarily help solve the issue 
of unemployment in certain areas of the country. In particular, autonomy of design and 
implementation of active measures should be granted only to efficient and financially sound 
local bodies. The result, otherwise, is to observe positive correlations with the youth 
unemployment rate (c=0.558) or the number of NEETs (c=0.443) and negative correlations with 
the number of graduates (c=-0.178) or the youth employment rate (c=-0.838). Consultations, 
on the other hand, may be beneficial for the individuals when they tackle issues pointed out 
directly by the European Union (EU). In past decades, the EU has focused its guidelines on 
gender equality and healthy flexicurity. Findings from the correlational study show that these 
consultations have led to positive results in the mentioned areas. Indeed, an increase in 
references on inter-administrative subsidiarity in the law corresponds to an increase in the 
number of female (c=0.339) and part-time workers (c=0.704). Similarly, whereas the 
centralization of the management of active labour market policies in the hands of the Ministry 
of Labour may not necessarily benefit the more advanced regions, it may help decrease 
unemployment in those areas where trade unions are either very strong, such as in Central Italy 
(c=-0.257), or where local bodies alone cannot implement measures efficiently, such as in the 
South (c=-0.038) (table 4). While, overall, these are positive results for Italy, youth 
unemployment still remains the most significant and ignored issue together with a regional 
divergence that is not just historical anymore. 
 

Table 4: Correlations per Italian Macro-Area of Interest 

 
 
In conclusion, the active labour market policy mood observed in Italian labour law suggests 
that the convergence of Italy towards a more European approach of dealing with occupational 
issues may be beneficial for the country. Nevertheless, reforms and labour market institutions 
are still exclusive towards the youth population as well as towards the more disadvantaged 
Italian regions. The text analysis of the reforms, together with the study of the relevant 
correlations, indicate that Italy may need more time to put the rather new concepts of 
conditionality, flexibility, formation, and inter-administrative subsidiarity, typical of the active 
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labour market approach, into practice. While results have been achieved in general, for some 
Italy still remains a country of flex-insecurity. 
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How can autocratic elites stop revolutionary threats? Scholars at least since Machiavelli and 
Tocqueville dealt with this question and proposed different answers. Carrot and stick are among 
the most prominent solutions. However, there is a lack of evidence about whether this strategy 
works. In this paper, I analyse Bismarck’s policies against the revolutionary threat of the 
socialist SAP, the predecessor of the social democratic party in late nineteenth-century 
Germany, arguably one classical case of an autocratic regime deciding in favour of carrot 
(social insurance), and stick (anti-socialist laws). Exploiting spatial variation in treatment 
intensity in a differences-in-differences setup, I show that Bismarck was not successful with his 
policies of carrot and stick to reduce the electoral support for the SAP.  

This paper makes two main contributions. First, I provide the first empirical evaluation 
of the political consequences of Bismarck’s social policies. Existing literature focuses on its 
effect on mortality (Bauernschuster et al. 2019), savings (Lehmann-Hasemeyer & Streb 2018), 
fertility (Scheubel 2013), and out-migration (Khoudour-Castéras 2008). Second, I add to the 
empirical literature on how autocratic rulers deal with revolutionary threats. Following 
Acemoglu and Robinson (2000), authoritarian rulers can choose between democratic reform 
and redistribution. Existing empirical research focuses on the former (e.g., Aidt & Franck 2015; 
Brückner & Ciccone 2011). Thus, I add to this literature an empirical investigation of a classical 
case where the rulers opted for redistribution. 
 

Historical Background: Bismarck and the Social Democrats 
In 1875, the Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands (SAP; Socialist Workers’ Party of 
Germany) established itself as the union of the Sozialdemokratische Arbeiterpartei (SDAP; 
Social Democratic Workers’ Party) and the Allgemeine Deutsche Arbeiterverein (ADAV; 
General German Workers’ Association), the previous workers’ parties in Germany. In the next 
general election, the party got 9.1 percent of the votes. Although their party programme was 
not Marxist, support for the Paris Commune and unseen levels of strike activity increased 
bourgeois fear of a socialist revolution. Bismarck’s government reacted harshly and strictly. In 
1878, the Sozialistengesetze (Anti-Socialist Laws) proscribed most activities of the SAP and 
trade unions. For instance, it led to a ban on more than 200 associations and 400 prints until 
1879. Bismarck’s aim here was to conduct a “war of extermination” with laws against the “red 
enemies of the empire” (Bismarck 1878). However, supporters of the forbidden party were still 
allowed to run for parliament as private persons.  

In this context, Bismarck’s government introduced a public social policy to reduce the 
support for the SAP. Bismarck formulated his goal bluntly: “Give the worker the right to work 
as long as he is healthy, give him care when he is sick, give him care when he is old when you 
do that [...], then I believe that the gentlemen of the Wydener programme [the SAP] will blow 
their whistle in vain”. (Bismarck 1884, own translation). Moreover, he argued that preventing 
a revolution by redistributive social policy would be cheaper than a redistribution of property 
in case of a revolution. Similarly, the business elites were in favour of these policies (Paster 
2013).  

The Gesetz betreffend die Krankenversicherung der Arbeiter enacted 15 June 1883, and 
implemented 1 December 1884, provided public health insurance coverage for blue-collar 
workers in non-agricultural sectors. It covered, for instance, sick pay and doctor appointments 
with employers paying one-third of the contributions and employees two-thirds. The health 
insurance stood at the core of the social insurance reform. One year later, the government 
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provided accident insurance, which was eligible for the same workers. However, in terms of 
material benefits, it was smaller in scope than health insurance. Moreover, the criteria were 
quite strict. Before Bismarck’s reform, insurance coverage existed and was dependent on local 
decisions. For instance, Knappschaften (miners’ guild) offered health insurance for miners, and  
Fabrikkassen covered health insurance for the employees of firms. Employers partially 
contributed to its financing. 

When it comes to the political evaluation of Bismarck’s social policies, the historiography 
remains inconclusive. While some historians claim that Bismarck successfully integrated the 
working class in the new German nation-state (Wehler 1995), others argue that the opposite 
was the case because of the small distributional effect (Ritter and Tenfelde 1992). From a 
theoretical perspective (e.g., Svolik 2012), carrots could lead to moral hazard. If a ruler tries to 
buy off the opposition with redistribution, voters have incentives to continue signalling 
opposition to attract more redistribution. Sticks, however, might result in further discontent. It 
is also not clear whether the interaction of both works. The following section describes the 
empirical strategy and data to shed light on the success of Bismarck’s policies. 
 
Empirical Strategy and Data 
The empirical strategy is to compare changes in voting in regions of the country where 
Bismarck’s health insurance had a larger effect on the additional percentage of the population 
with health insurance to areas where it had less of an impact in a difference-in-difference setup 
(similar to Finkelstein 2007). To do so, I exploit variance in terms of health insurance rates 
before Bismarck’s reform. 

Through collecting new data from an official firm census, I obtain information on every 
firm with more than 30 workers that offered health insurance to its workers before Bismarck’s 
reform in Prussia. The data includes information on the number of workers employed as well 
as the location of the firm that I can link with electoral constituencies. These data, however, do 
not capture every worker with health insurance before Bismarck’s reform. Yearly publications 
on miners’ guilds provide detailed information on every Knappschaft that offered health 
insurance, again including the number of workers and the location. To cover health insurance 
in smaller firms, I rely on official district data that I distribute to each county based on the share 
of industrial employment in the county within one district. Based on these three sources, I 
estimate that in 1876, on average, 5 percent of the population had health insurance in each 
constituency. Figure 1 shows the share of additional insured workers for each constituency. 
Broadly speaking, the share is higher in constituencies of industrialized regions. 

A key criterion for using geographic variation in existing insurance coverage for the 
workers to identify the political impact of Bismarck’s reform is that this insurance was 
redundant of what the public health insurance subsequently covered. In line with this, Hänlein 
et al. (2009) argue that Bismarck used these existing insurance forms as a blueprint and only 
added so-called Ortskrankenkassen (local health insurance). Of course, health insurance rates 
before Bismarck’s reform are not randomly assigned. Data from the 1882 census indicate that 
differences in industry employment can explain a substantial share of the cross-sectional 
variance in insurance coverage. The empirical approach is, therefore, to look at whether there 
is a break in any pre-existing differences in the trend of election outcomes around the 
introduction of Bismarck’s public health insurance in 1884. The identifying assumption is that 
absent Bismarck’s reform, any pre-treatment differences would have continued on the same 
trends. 

My main dependent variable is vote shares for the SAP in general elections made 
available by Caramani (2004). Figure 2 shows the overall development of the vote shares of the 
SAP in the German Kaiserreich. After an initial rise until 1877, the vote shares decline after 
the introduction of the anti-socialist laws, but recover in 1884 and rise again in the elections 
starting in 1890, the last elections when anti-socialist laws were still in place. Additional control 
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variables come from Galloway (2007).  Summarizing, these considerations lead to the following 
econometric equation:  

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒	𝑆𝑃𝐷"$ = 𝛼" + 𝛿$ +∑ 𝜆$𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡	𝐵𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑘" × 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟$1243
12>1 + 𝑋"$𝛽 + 𝜀"$  [1] 

Figure 1: Treatment Intensity 

 
Notes: The map shows the share of additional health insurance among the population for each 
electoral constituency. 
 

Figure 2: Vote Share SAP 

 
Notes: The figure plots the average share in each electoral constituency for each general election 
in the German Kaiserreich. 
 

The dependent variable is the share of votes for the SAP in electoral constituency 𝑖 and year 𝑡. 
𝛼" captures electoral constituency fixed effects, 𝛿$ election year fixed effects, and 𝑋"$ various 
time-varying control variables. The key variables of interest are the interactions of the year 
fixed effects with the impact of Bismarck’s health insurance (𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡	𝐵𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑘"). The 
coefficients of this interaction (𝜆$) show the pattern over eight elections in counties where 
Bismarck’s insurance affected a larger share of the population relative to counties where the 
impact was smaller. Success for Bismarck’s politics means a declining share of votes in 
constituencies with a higher share of workers affected by his policies after the health insurance 
is in place. 
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To capture the interaction of the carrot (social insurance) and stick (anti-socialist law), I 
collect data on all forbidden organizations after the introduction of the anti-socialist law 
published in the official Reichsanzeiger. Based on this information, I construct a dummy 
variable for all constituencies with at least one forbidden organization. Overall, 29 electoral 
constituencies of all 228 constituencies in Prussia were affected. Equation 2 captures not only 
the effect of social insurance and the anti-socialist law but also the interaction of the two. 

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒	𝑆𝑃𝐷"$ = 𝛼" + 𝛿$ + 𝛾	𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝐵𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑘" × 1884$ + 𝜃	𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡" × 1878$ 
+𝜇	𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝐵𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑘" × 1884$ ×	𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡" × 1878$ 		+ 𝑋"$𝛽 + 𝜀"$  [2] 

 
Main Results 
Table 1 presents evidence that the SAP mainly gained in constituencies with a higher share of 
additionally treated workers after the introduction of health insurance. The effect is sizeable: an 
increase in additionally treated workers by one percentage point leads to a rise in the vote share 
of the SAP by a one-half percentage point in 1884. This effect increases in the next elections. 
Note that there is no evidence for a significant pre-trend as the coefficients for the elections 
before 1884 remain insignificant, and the point estimates do not reveal any clear trend. I also 
control for potential composition effects by including population and turnout as control variable 
in column 2. 

The results in table 2 capture the interaction of carrot and stick. Similar to the results in 
table 1, I find that the introduction of the carrot benefited the SAP. The stick, i.e., the ban of 
socialist organizations, seems to have no direct effects on the vote share of the SAP. However, 
the interaction of carrot and stick is strongly positive and highly significant. Thus, the SAP 
particularly gained in constituencies with at least one forbidden socialist organization and a 
higher share of additionally treated workers. 

Overall, the empirical results suggest that Bismarck was not able to buy away the votes 
from the SAP. On the contrary, the results in tables 1 and 2 even suggest that the SAP became 
particularly successful in those counties, where Bismarck’s policies affected more workers and 
voters. I put forward different explanations for this finding in the next section. 
 

Table 1: Effect of Health Insurance on Voting 

 
Notes: The omitted election is 1881. The dependent variable measures the share of votes for the SAP. 
Treatment variables: share of the additional insured population in 1884, interacted with time dummies. 
Controls: Population (log) and turnout. Standard errors, clustered at the district level, in parentheses. 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
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Table 2: Effect of Health Insurance and Anti-Socialist Law on Voting 

 
Notes: The dependent variable measures the share of votes for the SAP. Treatment variables: “carrot” 
share additional insured population in 1884; “stick” dummy variable for at least one forbidden 
organization in the wake of the anti-socialist law. Controls: Population (log) and turnout. Standard 
errors, clustered at the district level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
 
Discussion 
First, the theoretical literature put forward the hypothesis that there might be moral hazard if 
rulers choose to redistribute. In a way, the leaders of the SAP used this strategy. Facing a 
dilemma in parliament to support a government that implemented the anti-socialist laws or to 
refuse a policy that aimed to improve the living conditions of the workers, they chose to vote 
against Bismarck’s social insurance. Instead, they demanded further legislation (most notably 
a working conditions act) and argued that Bismarck’s policies were missing crucial aspects of 
their ideas. At the same time, they were able to sell Bismarck’s social policies as their success, 
as Bismarck (1885) acknowledged that he would not have introduced these policies without the 
success of the SAP. This explanation helps to understand the lack of success of the carrot. 

When it comes to explaining the positive interaction of carrot and stick, the 
implementation of public health insurance is crucial because it allowed workers to form 
Hilfskassen (mutual benefit insurances). These Hilfskassen provided the same benefits as the 
other forms of health insurance. However, there were two main differences: First, the 
employees did not financially contribute to the Hilfskassen. Second, the workers were able to 
organize themselves independently of the authorities and company owners. Exactly this feature 
made this health insurance a popular instrument to circumvent the strict legislation of the anti-
socialist law. Activists close to the SAP organized more than 1,000 events in Germany to 
convince workers to join the Hilfskassen (Hänlein et al. 2009). This strategy was a big success, 
as roughly 800,000 workers joined this health insurance in 1885 alone. Workers over 
proportionally joined the Hilfskassen in districts with more banned socialist organizations 
(unconditional correlation of .475). I interpret this correlation as evidence that former active 
members of banned socialist groups used the Hilfskassen as a new form of political engagement, 
as also highlighted by Hänlein et al. (2009). 
 
Conclusion 
In this paper, I show that Bismarck was not successful with his policies of Zuckerbrot und 
Peitsche to reduce the electoral support for the SAP. Empirically, I rely on a differences-in-
differences approach exploiting different levels of treatment intensity for the social insurance 
policies and anti-socialist laws. 

However, this paper does not analyse the long-term consequences of Bismarck’s policies. 
Historians have highlighted that the SAP became more radical during the anti-socialist laws. 
Due to this increasing isolation, it later became more difficult to form coalitions in Imperial 
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Germany even though the SAP (and later the SPD) got the most votes in general elections 
(Lidtke 1965). 
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Who should have access to social programmes? This question has accompanied state relief 
since its earliest manifestations. After the Second World War, reducing inequality became an 
explicit goal in rich welfare states and the effect of policy design over redistribution became a 
recurrent subject of discussion among scholars and policymakers. A long-standing question is 
that of universalism v. low-income targeting. Should all citizens have access to social 
programmes? Or is it better to target resources to those below an income threshold? Which 
policy principle is more egalitarian?  

Korpi and Palme (1998) famously suggested the existence of a Paradox of Redistribution: 
‘the more we target benefits at the poor … the less likely we are to reduce poverty and 
inequality’. Highly progressive programmes may be more redistributive per unit of expenditure, 
but they generate zero-sum conflicts between the poor and the middle-class and obstruct the 
formation of redistributive coalitions. In contrast, universalism aligns the preferences of the 
poor and the middle-class and leads to bigger, more egalitarian welfare states. In other words, 
there is a trade-off between the size and the progressivity of social expenditure. However, recent 
research questions the existence of a Paradox of Redistribution. Kenworthy (2011) and Marx 
et al. (2016) show that progressivity and redistribution are no longer correlated and suggest that 
‘targeting within universalism’ has become the institutional design more conducive to 
inequality reduction. Brady and Bostic (2015) expand the sample to include developing 
countries and find that progressivity and size are positively correlated: welfare states become 
bigger and more redistributive when they reach down in the income distribution to include the 
poor. 

This paper tries to fill two gaps in this literature. First, it argues that elitist welfare states 
are incorrectly operationalized in these debates. Universalism and low-income targeting are not 
jointly exhaustive (some countries follow neither distributive principle) so using them as polar 
categories prevents an accurate analysis of pro-rich welfare states. Southern European welfare 
states, for instance, show peaks of generosity for labour market insiders and insufficient safety 
nets for those with weaker ties to the labour market (Ferrera, 2005). Latin American countries 
present an extreme version of these features: occupational social insurance with generous 
benefits to urban elites has been standing longer than in other developing regions, but the 
majority of the population remains excluded from any type of welfare mechanism (Barrientos, 
2019). Second, the Paradox of Redistribution has been tested cross-sectionally, but it is 
essentially an argument about political dynamics within countries over time: as social 
programmes become less pro-poor, they receive more support, the welfare budget expands, and 
redistribution increases.  

With these issues in mind, I conduct a panel analysis of the redistributive impact of social 
transfers in 48 rich and middle-income countries using survey micro-data provided by the 
Luxembourg Income Study (LIS). My results can be summarized as follows: the trade-off 
between progressivity and size is contingent on “initial” progressivity levels and fundamentally 
defines the nature of distributive politics. Pro-poor welfare states have grown bigger and more 
egalitarian by moving up the income ladder to include richer constituencies. In pro-rich welfare 
states, extending coverage requires reaching down the income ladder to include the poor, but 
this exacerbates distributive conflicts and makes it more difficult to increase redistribution. In 
sum, welfare state institutions constrain the capacity of governments to increase redistribution 
while maintaining social support, which underlines the relevance of observing the origins of 
social policies to explain current distributive outcomes. 
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Data and indicators 
Data on income and social transfers come from LIS micro-data. LIS collects and harmonizes 
household surveys from rich and middle-income countries, spanning five decades in some 
cases, so it constitutes a unique resource for a comparative, long-term analysis of redistribution. 
I have extracted data for all datasets available in December of 2018, totalling 339 surveys from 
48 countries, going as far back as 1967. I focus on the distribution of income among individuals 
with the household as the unit of consumption (income is pooled among members and 
equivalized to account for economies of scale) and I measure redistribution as the change in the 
Gini coefficient (G) from the distribution of net factor income (after direct taxes, before 
transfers; X) to the distribution of disposable income (X+B). This isolates the redistributive 
impact of transfers (it excludes taxes), treating them as if they were last in the fiscal sequence. 
Although LIS harmonizes datasets, some surveys provide gross incomes (before taxes and/or 
contributions) while others report only net factor incomes (after direct taxes and contributions). 
Thus, to make surveys comparable, I estimate direct taxes levied on social transfers and deduct 
them in gross datasets, following the method proposed by Nieuwenhuis et al. (2017). 

Redistribution can be expressed as a function of transfer progressivity and size (relative 
to total net factor income, b=B/X), which is especially relevant for the goals of this paper. A 
benefit is progressive (regressive) if its weight over household income decreases (increases) 
with income. Thus, increasing progressivity means making transfers more pro-poor. The 
distribution of social transfers is measured by the Concentration index (CB), which is analogous 
to the Gini coefficient: it measures the area between the distribution of benefits and the line of 
perfect equality but with the income units ordered by a different income concept (disposable 
income in this paper). The Concentration index ranges between -1, if the poorest person gets 
all the benefits, and +1, if the richest person receives all the benefits. The last term of equation 
1, re-ranking, reflects that transfers alter the position of households in the income distribution 
and are a source of inequality too. For example, an intervention that exactly reverses the 
position of the richest and the poorest households will look very pro-poor over pre-transfer 
income, but it achieves no redistribution. In the presence of re-ranking, concentration over 
disposable income is the most reliable indicator of progressivity—it is only in relation to 
disposable income that we can establish how pro-poor or pro-rich benefits are. 

 

Empirical analysis 
Figure 1 sets redistribution against the concentration of social transfers for the countries in my 
sample around 2010. In line with critics of the Paradox of Redistribution, pro-poorness is 
positively correlated with redistribution: it is their disproportionate focus on the rich, not low-
income targeting, that characterizes the least redistributive welfare states. However, cross-
sectional comparisons give us no information about the institutional trajectories behind these 
outcomes. How do changes in the size and concentration of benefits affect redistribution? 
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Figure 1: Concentration of social transfers and redistribution around 2010 

 
Source: LIS Wave VIII, own elaboration. 
Note: Concentration coefficient of net social transfers over disposable income. Redistribution 
is the reduction in the Gini coefficient from net factor to disposable income. 

 
Figures 2 and 3 show the relationship between concentration and redistribution in 32 countries. 
Figure 2 displays countries typically included in Esping-Andersen’s (1990) classic categories—
Social-Democratic, Conservative and Liberal—whereas figure 3 includes Southern European, 
East European and East Asian welfare states. Concentration in these countries ranges from -.30 
(Australia from 1981 to 2010) to .25 (Southern European countries at present). Overall, there 
is no evidence of a negative correlation between concentration and redistribution: countries do 
not redistribute more by becoming more pro-poor. In most of them concentration is either 
uncorrelated or positively correlated with redistribution. Among the latter, the relationship is 
especially strong in Ireland, Canada, United Kingdom, Norway and Poland. Parting from low 
concentration levels, these countries have improved redistribution increasing expenditure and 
reducing their bias towards the poor, which matches the predictions of the Paradox of 
Redistribution. Latin American countries are a notorious exception to this pattern (see figure 
4). They are markedly pro-rich and are persistently among the least redistributive countries in 
the sample—only Uruguay redistributes more than 10 percent of national income—and, 
contrary to the cases above, they have improved redistribution modestly by becoming more 
pro-poor. For instance, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru and Panama have lowered their Concentration 
Index from .60 to around .40 in the last two decades. This makes one thing clear: neither the 
Paradox of Redistribution nor ‘targeting within universalism’ can consistently explain the 
distributive profile of different welfare states. 
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Figures 2 & 3: Concentration of social transfers and redistribution in 32 countries 

 

 
Source: LIS, own elaboration. 
Note: Concentration coefficient of net social transfers over disposable income. Redistribution 
is the reduction in the Gini coefficient from net factor to disposable income. 
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Figure 4: Concentration of social transfers and redistribution in Latin American countries 

 
Source: LIS, own elaboration. 
Note: Concentration coefficient of net social transfers over disposable income. Redistribution is the 
reduction in the Gini coefficient from net factor to disposable income. The dotted line is the cross-
country regression line from Fig. 1 above. 

 
Panel analysis confirms the varying nature of these trade-offs. I estimate the conditional 
expectation of social expenditure and redistribution given concentration, including country 
fixed effects. I perform non-parametric regressions of concentration on benefit size and 
redistribution (with bootstrap standard errors) because they provide estimates of the mean 
function that are robust to functional form misspecification. Figure 5 shows the average 
marginal effect of concentration over benefit size (blue dotted line) and redistribution (orange 
line), with 95 percent confidence intervals, at different concentration values. When 
concentration is between -.30 and -.10, concentration and redistribution are positively 
correlated: if transfers become more pro-rich there is a countervailing surge in spending that 
increases redistribution; the Paradox of Redistribution holds. Conversely, when the 
Concentration Index is above -.10, concentration and redistribution are negatively correlated. 
This fits with critics of the Paradox of Redistribution, but it calls into question the hypothesis 
of ‘targeting within universalism’. With the exception of Denmark—the poster child of 
‘targeting within universalism’—and Switzerland, countries that turn more pro-poor do not do 
so after universal programmes have consolidated middle class support; they are elitist welfare 
states in which extending coverage to the poor is a necessary step towards universalism. 
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Figure 5: Average marginal effect of concentration over benefit size (blue 
dotted line) and redistribution (orange line) with 95% confidence intervals 

 
Source: LIS, own elaboration. 
Note: Concentration coefficient of net social transfers over disposable income. Redistribution 
is the reduction in the Gini coefficient from net factor to disposable income. 

 

The politics of redistribution 
Models of redistribution based on the Median Voter Theorem build upon what Iversen and 
Soskice (2006, p. 167) call the ‘non-regressivity assumption’: ‘the poor always gain from 
democratic redistribution, the rich always lose, whereas the middle class does less well than 
the poor but better than the rich’. As my sample shows, many Latin-American countries barely 
meet this assumption—that is, social transfers hardly reduce inequality. Most importantly, the 
results above indicate that concentration is sticky downwards—social transfers rarely become 
more pro-poor—which suggests that theories of social conflict are not a precise characterization 
of policy change. If redistribution is a victory of the poor against the rich, why does the share 
of benefits obtained by the poor not increase as welfare states become bigger and more 
egalitarian? Sticky concentration is better understood in light of recent research on micro-
preferences that shows that support for social programmes—and the willingness to pay taxes to 
finance them—corresponds directly to materially benefiting from them. In OECD countries the 
rich are more supportive of transfers when progressivity is low (Beramendi and Rehm, 2016), 
whereas in elitist Latin-American welfare states the unprotected poor are less likely to favour 
social programmes than the non-poor (Holland, 2018). On the financing side, Barnes (2014) 
shows that support for higher taxes depends on benefiting from spending and varies non-
linearly with income. In short, progressivity—who benefits and who pays—determines what 
groups emerge as net winners or net losers when social expenditure increases, which crucially 
affects the viability and direction of policy change. 

This provides a coherent framework to interpret the results above. In pro-poor countries, 
increasing social expenditure involves extending coverage up the income ladder, which narrows 
the gap between net winners and net losers. In fact, in sufficiently egalitarian societies taxpayers 
and beneficiaries overlap and the gap disappears. Limiting the number of net losers—and the 
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amount they lose—reduces the salience of distributive conflict and places considerations about 
insurance, deservingness or social affinity on the side of welfare state expansion, leading to 
higher redistribution. This matches the predictions of the Paradox of Redistribution, but my 
argument differs in two aspects. First, Korpi and Palme (1998) emphasize the effect of policy 
design at the level of programmes—targeted schemes are said to split the middle classes and 
the poor—but dynamic political arguments require looking at tax-transfer systems as a whole. 
As the results above show, many countries have spent their way out of means-tested minimalist 
cores. Second, Korpi and Palme (1998) hold on to a majoritarian view of distributive politics, 
in which a coalition between the middle-classes and the poor increases redistribution at the 
expense of the rich. However, sticky concentration extends to the highest income deciles—their 
share of benefits does not decline as welfare states expand—which suggests that non-discrete 
models that account for net winners and losers may be a better representation of policy change. 

In pro-rich countries, extending coverage involves reaching down the income ladder to 
include the poor. Launching programmes for the poor requires raising taxes or cutting the 
benefits of privileged insiders, which creates a large, clearly delineated gap between winners 
and losers: taxpayers and beneficiaries do not overlap, and distributive conflict becomes zero-
sum. Welfare states in Latin America are the clearest example of these dynamics. Finding non 
zero-sum coalitions in favour of redistribution is difficult because rural and informal workers’ 
pay few taxes and social benefits are captured by urban elites. Lacking the tools for gradual, 
tax-based redistribution, distributive struggles revolve around property rights, in cycles of 
expropriation v. privatization (Kemmerling, 2017). Tax-transfer systems are at the centre of 
this political antagonism: the rich are reluctant to expand fiscal and administrative capacities to 
avoid them being used for redistributive purposes (Kurtz, 2013), whereas the poor grow 
disaffected with welfare programmes and direct their demands towards low taxation and the 
non-enforcement of sanctions (Holland, 2018). Overall, pro-rich welfare states are less likely 
to advance towards universalism than countries with pro-poor, minimalist cores. The origins of 
welfare state institutions matter. 
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More with less? The effects of slave emancipation on 
productivity in the British Cape 

 
Igor Martins, Lund University 

(igor.martins@ekh.lu.se) 
Supervisor: Erik Green 

 
The economic efficiency of slavery has been the subject of debate among economists and 
economic historians. While many scholars view slavery as an inefficient system that fails to 
provide the right incentives for optimal productivity (Anderson and Gallman 1977; Acemoglu 
and Robinson 2012; Ogilvie 2013), others directly challenge the long-held idea that slavery was 
unprofitable, inefficient and overly harsh for the typical slave (Fogel and Engerman 1995). At 
the British Cape Colony, the period after 1834 is of particular significance since historians are 
still unable to determine the effects of the labour withdrawal on productivity and output. 
Dooling (2007; p. 116) notes that when the ‘apprenticeship’ period was over, ‘the freed slaves 
left their masters en masse’. He says that in the days immediately after the emancipation there 
was a ‘large-scale withdrawal of labour from the wheat and wine estates of the Western Cape’. 
Gilliomee (2003), on the other hand, notes that the colonial government did not make any land 
available for small-scale farming and most of the slaves had very few options other than to 
remain farm labourers. He quotes H. Calderwood, an eye-witness to the emancipation day, who 
commented that it was ‘ridiculous to talk of [the emancipated slaves] refusing to work when 
they know very well they must either work or starve’. To contribute to this debate this paper 
uses newly digitized historical datasets covering more than 40 years in the district of 
Stellenbosch in the British Cape Colony on an individual-level basis while measuring changes 
in productivity and output before and after the emancipation of slaves in 1834. This untapped 
data source is expected not only to contribute to debates pertaining to the British Cape Colony 
but will also shed light on the transition between two distinct modes of production. Preliminary 
results suggest that farmers were capable of recouping output losses shortly after the 
emancipation. Productivity, however, did not change dramatically, evidencing that the slave 
economy of the Cape was virtually as efficient as a system based on wages. This study suggests 
that farmers’ losses were linked more to the slaves as capital investments rather than slaves as 
inputs in agriculture. 
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The impacts of the Central African Federation on industrial 
development in Northern Rhodesia, 1953-63 

 
Mostafa Abdelaal, University of Cambridge 

(ma710@cam.ac.uk) 
Supervisor: Gareth Austin 

 
“ … with regard to the question of extra-territorial firms attempting, singly or 
jointly, to stifle a young local industry, I would suggest that this is a matter upon 
which the Economic Secretary should be asked to comment.” Roy Welensky.307   
 
“ … the Federation was the brainchild of some politician [sic] who was [sic] seeking 
the most convenient and fool-proof method of passing the buck.” C.W. Stoneman, 
Broken Hill Chamber of Industries.308 

 
The history of modern manufacturing in Sub-Saharan Africa has brought the attention of many 
scholars to explore its origin, spread and continuity. The region has witnessed fitful and uneven 
growth of manufacturing since colonial rule.309 Manufacturing in Northern Rhodesia offers a 
unique case study which is overlooked in the literature. The country experienced an 
unprecedented economic boom after the Great Depression, mainly from the expansion of 
copper mining. After the Second World War, the colonial government established an Advisory 
Committee on Industrial Development (ACID) in 1945 to offer to subsidize investors in 
secondary industry, and also tried to adopt protective policies through reviewing the tariff 
system.310 However, these attempts were overtaken by the advent of the Federation of Rhodesia 
and Nyasaland which lasted from 1953 to its break-up in 1963 (figure1). The discussions of a 
new tariff regime for the colony ended with the application of the federal tariff in 1955, which 
created a federal market and imposed protection against manufactured products from South 
Africa. Industrial development became no longer a ‘territorial matter’ as the federal government 
dominated the decision-making. The federation worked in favour of Southern Rhodesia, the 
autonomous settler colony with relatively larger settler population and domestic market, at the 
expense of an ‘ordinary’ colony like Northern Rhodesia. This paper argues that although 
industrialists of Northern Rhodesia complained about the federal policies that gave priority to 
Southern Rhodesia’s local industry, manufacturing in Northern Rhodesia grew rapidly under 
the federal tariff. The peculiarity of the manufacturing performance in Northern Rhodesia, as 
this paper demonstrates, might be attributed to the natural protection for some industries against 
the high costs of transport goods from remote suppliers and the federal tariff against South 
Africa imports. 

The Northern Rhodesian government strongly advocated the Federation proposal.311 This 
move, however, contradicted its own considerable efforts in giving various forms of support to 
local industry, such as government loans to the cement, iron and steel industries after the war.312 

 
307 Welensky Papers, Special Collections at Bodleian Library, Oxford University (hereinafter WP) 

33/3/29, From the Private Secretary, Chairman of the Unofficial Member’s Association to the 
Development Secretary, Steel Windows: Protection of Local Industries’, Lusaka, 22nd October 
1953. 
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Northern Rhodesia had witnessed a rapid growth of manufacturing before the federation, albeit 
from a negligible base. Roy Welensky, who played a pivotal role in encouraging local industry 
in Northern Rhodesia, became one of the architects of the federation and served as its prime 
minister from 1956 to 1963. He believed that industrial development turned out to be a ‘Federal 
Matter.’313 The government of Southern Rhodesia envisaged industrial policy based on the 
protection of its local industries to be able to compete with South African goods in the federal 
market. Meanwhile, the Copperbelt was an up-and-coming market to consume the surpluses of 
Southern Rhodesia manufacturers and to substitute the non-federal products, mainly from South 
Africa (figure 1).314 
 

Figure 1: Map of the Central African Federation, 1953-63 

 
 

Local industries and the market size in Northern Rhodesia  
Many studies have attributed the slow growth of secondary industry in Northern Rhodesia to 
the limited size of the market.315 However, the archival research discussed here offers new 
insights into the rapid growth of the market in Northern Rhodesia.316 The question here is how 
far the local industry responded to the mining-led economic expansion in Northern Rhodesia.  
The first census of industrial production took place in 1947, and it is useful to take this year as 
a benchmark to measure the growth rates before and during the federal tariff system.317Also, it 

 
313 WP 346/1/2, Notes on the discussions with Welensky at Bulawayo on Thursday, 20th August 1953, 

FRI, Salisbury, 11th September 1953. 
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315 Young (1973), Roberts (1976). 
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is better to reconsider the manufacturing output in the federal context. In Northern Rhodesia it 
grew from 3.3 percent in 1954, reaching 6 percent by 1963. In Southern Rhodesia, it grew from 
12 percent in 1954, reaching 16.3 percent in 1963.The net value added of manufacturing in 
Northern Rhodesia grew from less than £1 million in 1947 to £6.40 million in 1955, then it 
reached £12.68 million in 1963. Southern Rhodesia witnessed a significant increase in the net 
value added of manufacturing, from £20 million in 1953, to £50.2 million in 1963.  It is 
attractive to see the manufacturing per GDP roughly doubled in Northern Rhodesia 
percentagewise. In contrast, the relative size of manufacturing output in Southern Rhodesia was 
almost four times larger than Northern Rhodesia. 
 

Sources: Economic and Statistical Bulletin of Northern Rhodesia, vol.,1,no.,1, Central Statistical Office, 
Salisbury, April 1948; Report No AF-30a, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
(IBRD) International Development Association, The Economy of Northern Rhodesia, 23rd September 
1964, passim; Report No AF-29a, IBRD, International Development Association, The Economy of 
Southern Rhodesia, 22nd September 1964, passim. 
 
The breakdown of manufacturing output before and during the federation revealed that 
Northern Rhodesia noticeably substituted import of consumer manufactures like processed 
food, drinks, textiles, and chemicals, which constituted the majority of domestically 
manufactured goods (table 2). Total imports to Northern Rhodesia increased remarkably from 
roughly £10 million in 1947 to £51 million in 1953, then reached more than £70 million in 
1963.318 The Copperbelt expenditures consumed the most substantial part of imports, i.e. the 
mining industry expenditure on wages, supplies, stores, replacement and payments to local 
contractors reached £60 million in 1960.319  

 
318 TNA CO 798/24, Blue Books of Statistics, 1947; NAZ, Monthly of Statistics, Central Statistics 

Office, Lusaka, December 1955, 1964. 
319 ZCCM Archives, Scannell, “Secondary Industry on the Copperbelt”, Horizon: The Magazine of the 

Rhodesian Selection Trust Group of Companies, November 1961, 10-14; ZCCM Archives, “A 

Table 1: Manufacturing sector in Northern Rhodesia and Southern Rhodesia 
1947, 1954-63 

Year 

Northern Rhodesia Manufacturing 
net output per GDP 

Southern Rhodesia Manufacturing 
net output per GFP 

(in £million) %  (in £million) % 
1947a 0,70  9.00  
1954 4,60 3.31 20.70 12.8 
1955b 5,90 3.48 25.30 13.2 
1956 6,90 3.67 28.60 14 
1957 7,90 5.09 33.60 14.2 
1958 7,80 5.53 35.60 14.6 
1959 7,70 4.09 39.30 15.3 
1960 8,60 4.15 42.90 15.7 
1961 10,70 5.33 46.60 16.1 
1962 11,00 5.55 49.00 16.5 
1963 12,60 6.07 50.20 16.4 
a) Statistics of manufacturing in Northern Rhodesia lacked annual, so 1947 is used as a 
benchmark to measure the growth rates.  
b) 1955 used rather 1953 because the application of the federal tariff was implemented in 
this year. 
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Table 2: Net value added of manufacturing output in Northern Rhodesia (£ million, 
nominal) 

Sector/Year 1947 1955 1963 
Food, drink and tobacco 0.20 1.56 5.13 
Textiles, clothing, footwear  0.019 0.14 0.43 
Metal engineering and repairs 0.082 a 1.58 
Non-metallic minerals a a 1.83 
Wood industries 0.21 0.46b 0.85 
Building materials 0.010 c c 
Transport equipment a 1.36 1.43 
Printing and publishing 0.11 0.36 0.64 
Others d 0.071 2.53 0.80 
Total 0.710 6.40 12.68 
a) a:  Included in ‘others’  
b) b: excluding furniture 
c) c: building materials excluded from manufacturing sector since 1953.  
d) d: includes manufacture of tobacco, made-up textiles other than apparel, furniture, retreading 

of tyres, chemicals, non-metallic minerals, metal industries other than transport equipment 
and other, not elsewhere specified (n.e.s.) in 1955, leather and rubber products, chemicals, 
pottery and other (n.e.s.) in 1963. 

Sources: TNA CO 798/24, Blue Books of Statistics, 1947; NAZ, Monthly Digest of Statistics, Central 
Statistics Office, Lusaka, December 1955, 1964; Young (1973). 
 

Industrialists’ conflict of interests in Rhodesias 
Northern Rhodesia’s industrialists realized the threat from entering the Federation without 
guarantees on their infant industries. The Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of 
Northern Rhodesia (ASCOM) protested in many instances about unequal treatment by the 
federal government in favour of Southern Rhodesia.320 The ASCOM chairman asked the 
Federal minister of commerce and industry, Mr. Townley, whether the industry was a federal 
or territorial matter. He replied that “ … the industry was a concurrent matter …and those of 
the three Territories - could do anything they wished”..321 The Federation of Rhodesian 
Industries (FRI), which represented Southern Rhodesia, proposed an ostensible plan of 
industrial decentralization. However, the statement of the federal ministry and the propositions 
of FRI were unrealistic. The FRI encouraged the government to concentrate on the secondary 
industries within the already developed cities in Southern Rhodesia.322 The implementation of 
the Federal policies in 1955 brought contentions between manufacturers of steel in both 
Rhodesias over the margin of preferences given to protect the Northern Rhodesia steel 
industry.323 The Anglo Rhodesian Steel Products Ltd. (ANROS), supplying steel windows to 
the building industry, suffered from the competition of manufacturers registered in Southern 
Rhodesia like Crittall-Hope Ltd.324  In 1962, the chairman of the Associated Chambers of 
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Commerce of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (ACCORN) Mr. W. Sanderson, in criticizing  the 
uneven inflow of investments in favour of Southern Rhodesia, bluntly described any talks of 
equal opportunities of industrial progress as “phoney confidence”.325  

The mining companies in Northern Rhodesia, Rhodesian Selection Trust (RST) and 
Anglo-American Corporation (AAC), were keen to invest in some industries in Southern 
Rhodesia. The Chairman of RST, Sir Ronald Prain, emphasized the challenges in the expansion 
of secondary industry in Northern Rhodesia because of its remoteness from the world market 
and the low purchasing power of the African population.326 Mr. Kirkpatrick, an advisor of RST 
Board, discussing the possibilities for supporting the leather industry, he said: “When RST 
moved down here [Gwelo, Southern Rhodesia], they realized they must do more than dig up 
copper”.327  Like Prain’s speech, Oppenheimer, the chairman of AAC, encouraged the 
expansion of industries in Southern rather than Northern Rhodesia. The AAC offered a 
significant financial contribution to establish an explosives factory in Salisbury rather than 
establishing it in the Copperbelt.328  It made sense to the mining companies to invest in industries 
that provided inputs to mining like explosives.  The question why RST financially contributed, 
estimated at between £1 to 1.6 million, in non-copper related industries like the leather industry 
might be attributed to the continued pressure of FRI on attracting investments from the mining 
companies.329   
 
“One healthy bird [rather] than two lame ducks”: Debates on decentralization of 
manufacturing 
The location of the industries received noticeable attention in the discussions of the federalists.  
ASCOM argued for the necessity of decentralizing local industries to achieve more equal 
distribution of industrial locations across the three territories.330 The assurances given by FRI 
to ASCOM to secure the infant industries in Northern Rhodesia evaporated once it affected the 
expansion of their own firms. The FRI chairman, A.E. Abrahamson, ignited the controversy by 
asserting that the concentration of manufacturing in Southern Rhodesia would increase 
production and lower costs.331 Northern Rhodesia faced challenges to develop the already-
established industries like steel and to bring new essential industries, such as explosives.332  
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Figure 2: Cartoon published by Central African Post mirroring one of the readers’ views on 
the Federation 

 
 
Source: Papers relating to Central African Federation [1952-1958], British Library, EAP121/1/3/16, 
https://eap.bl.uk/archive-file/EAP121-1-3-16 
 
Protection of infant local industries  
Protection is not confined to the industrial tariff system. The ISI policies extended to various 
means of protection: cheap loans by government, availability of infrastructure designed to 
industry, preferential treatment exchange rates for industrial raw materials, fuels and 
intermediate goods.333 Many studies have argued that Northern Rhodesia left the local industry 
unprotected by following the recommendations of ‘Busschau Report’.334 The report surveyed 
the possibilities of secondary industry in Northern Rhodesia and advised the government not to 
intervene. The government rejected these suggestions, however, and asked the ACID to prepare 
another report, which strongly advised the government to adopt a protective policy and anti-
dumping.335  The federal government introduced a tariff system in 1955.336 Under the federal 
tariff ANROS was no longer treated with preferential treatment and halted its expansionary 
plan.337 The import controls harmed many infant industries in Northern Rhodesia. For example, 
the textile factory in Livingstone, which relied on cheap intermediate imports from India, failed 
to compete with Southern Rhodesian after the banning of yarn imports from India.338 

 
333 Baer (1972).  
334  Young (1973).  
335 TNA/BT 60/95/10, ‘The First Report of the Advisory Committee on Industrial Development’, 

Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia, March 1946. 
336 Cole (1968), Gardener (2012). 
337 WP 33/1/238, From Southern Base Metals (PTY.) LTD., to Sir Welensky, Broken Hill, 24th July 

1953; WP 33/1/254, Steelworks to be Established in Northern Rhodesia, , Lusaka, 8th September 
1953. 

338 NAZ, MCI/3/4/5, Secondary Industries Proposed Point Manufacturing Industries, 1952.   
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Furthermore, the FRI launched a campaign to advertise the products of Southern Rhodesia in 
the Federal Market.339   
 
Conclusion 
The archival research sheds new light on the essential importance of the Northern Rhodesia 
market to the South. The federation curbed Northern Rhodesia’s industrial development in 
specific industries that had equivalent industries in Southern Rhodesia, i.e. steel and textile, and 
disrupted the optimum allocation resources to locate new industries within the South rather than 
its favourable place in the Copperbelt, i.e. explosives factories. Nevertheless, Northern 
Rhodesia’s net value added of manufacturing output benefited from the application of federal 
tariffs in certain consumer industries that grew rapidly, i.e. processed foods and drinks. The 
short-lived federation represents a strong episode in the growth of manufacturing in Zambia, 
whose story revealed the federal factor in influencing the structure, spread and continuity of 
manufacturing. 
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Introduction 
From 1959 until the oil crisis of 1973, the Balearic Islands experienced a rapid and intense 
tourism boom that changed the history of the archipelago. In more than a decade, the capacity 
of the tourism industry skyrocketed from 215 to 1,534 hotels and pensions, and from 11,496 to 
216,113 hotels beds. Between 1950 and 1981 the Spanish people born outside the Balearics 
increased from 33,000 inhabitants to 150,000, attracted fundamentally by the high labour 
demand for tourism services and their spillover effects. As a result, the total population 
increased by 40 percent. This model of development was characterized by a radical 
transformation of the coastal landscapes. Pushed by the tourism demand, isolated and sparsely-
populated areas became, in a couple of years, populated cities devoted to leisure activities. An 
urban frontier was created, pushing structural change and job opportunities for natives and 
migrants.  

The literature on migrant assimilation has noted the initial difficulties for migrants to 
achieve the same level of attainment as natives. However, as the years increase the 
accumulation of social and human capital and the formation of networks in the new location 
could reverse the situation even achieving better labour performance than the natives 
(Abramitzky & Bousan, 2017; Chiswick, Lee & Miller, 2004; Hatton & Williamson, 1998). 
Moreover, the processes of rapid and intense landscape transformation were scenarios of 
opportunity for unskilled workers. The development of these new areas could allow migrants 
with a relatively low level of human capital and financial resources to obtain higher gain returns 
in comparison with other locations. According to Stewart (2006, 2012), the benefits of 
migrating to an American urban frontier were especially relevant for unskilled workers and 
even higher for unskilled immigrants. 

The process of assimilation of internal immigrants during the Francoist period has 
received little attention from researchers (Silvestre, 2015). In this paper, I will analyse whether 
the different groups of immigrants who migrated to the Balearic Islands were able to take 
advantage of the tourism boom achieving significant levels of upward mobility. This dynamic 
involves not solely changing from agriculture to services, but being able to climb the 
occupational ladder in the new sector. I analyse the primary industry both for the Balearic 
economy and the immigrants who came to the archipelago. In that sense, the dynamics studied 
in this study approximate to the general process of immigrant assimilation for the first 
generation of immigrants during the tourism boom. 
 
Sources 
The main source of this analysis is the Labour Census of the Balearic Tourism Industry. I 
recompiled and computerized this information, giving a total of 10,520 observations of 
individuals working in the Balearic tourism industry by 1969. This data comprises a wide range 
of personal, professional and business variables for each individual. These variables allow us 
to overcome the problems of cohort structure regarding cross-sectional databases (Borjas, 1987) 
since I can evaluate the individuals by their professional trajectory in the sector. We found 
similar procedures in surveys devoted to the study of mass migration in recent periods (Reher 
& Requena, 2009) and analysis of immigrant attainment in the past (Silvestre, Pinilla & Ayuda, 
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2015). In both cases, using retrospective variables allowed a remarkable scope to the analysis 
of the migrant performance in Spain. 

Although I do not have information about wages, I have built a salary proxy for each 
observation using the occupational information of the Census. For the construction of this 
estimated wage, I assigned to each observation the difference between the regulatory wages on 
the provincial labour agreement of August of 1973 and the real wages reported by Gaviria et 
al. (1974) during the same year in their interviews of a total 143 workers from the tourism 
industry of the Balearic Islands and Costa del Sol. I attend to the specific occupation, seniority 
and the category of the hotel. 

I also computerized the business ownership data from the volumes of Mallorca Turística, 
a catalogue which provides information about the ownership of every hotel and pension in 
Mallorca in 1966, 1968 and 1972. 
 
Labour market behaviour 
The process of formation of the tourism labour market was characterized by high labour scarcity 
for a seasonal activity, generally comprised between March and November. As a result, the 
development of tourism in the Balearics was determined by the importation of labour, mainly 
from the rest of the country. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the workers in the sample by 
their place of birth. The internal immigrants reached 61.8 percent of the total labour market, 
while natives were 33.8 percent off workers and the foreign-born the remaining 2.8 percent. 
 

Table 1: Characteristics of the workers in the sample by place of birth 
   % 

 Male Female Rural Single Foreign 
language 

Average 
age 

Total 

Balearic 
Islands 

2,885 661 66.5 46.7 25.9 34.9 33.8 

South of Spain 3,200 1,670 85.0 64.2 0.5 28.6 46.4 
Rest of Spain 1,152 461 62.5 68.2 19.7 29.6 15.4 
Foreign-born  173 124 43.7 67.3 84.1 31.3 2.8 
Total 7,541 2,977 74.0 58.9 15.2 31.2 100.0 

 
The main areas of origin of the internal migrants were backward rural areas from the south of 
Spain. Specifically, Andalusian provinces of Granada, Jaén, Córdoba and Sevilla, and the 
provinces of the southeast, Albacete and Murcia. In the north highlights a notable proportion of 
workers coming from Barcelona and the northwest of the country (figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Spanish non-native workers in the Labour Census of 1969 by place of birth 

 
The structure and behaviour of the labour market were favourable for upward mobility. The 
easy access to labour information about open vacancies and the elevated number of firms 
fostered competition for the labour force, ultimately increasing the power of negotiation and 
agency of the workers. Table 2 presents the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index for the main tourism 
regions of Mallorca between 1966 and 1972. As the table reflects, all areas had a business 
structure with an HHI around 117 and 537, showing a very competitive index in at least one 
year. Hence, as a result of this structure, the competitiveness for the labour force was high in 
every tourism season. As a contemporaneous analyst claimed (Buchens & Costa, 1970: 23): ‘In 
the middle of the tourism season, once implemented the regular mechanisms of labour 
recruitment (…) the diverse firms without category distinction compete themselves to attract 
the labour force’. 

Table 2: Herfindahl-Hirschman Index for Business ownership in Mallorca’s tourism, 
1966-72 (only hotels) 

Area 1966 1968 1972 

Palma 186.6 194.6 201.3 
Owners +1 hotel (%) 1.4 4.7 5.8 

Calviá 360.0 537.7 360.2 
Owners +1 hotel (%) 0.0 20.0 19.2 

Playa de Palma-Arenal 236.7 197.3 117.7 
Owners +1 hotel (%) 0.7 12.8 17.4 

Northeast of Mallorca 482.2 481.2 173.1 
Owners +1 hotel (%) 1.8 10.9 12.7 

 
In contrast, the concentration of migrants coming from the same regions was high. As table 3 
shows, in each area studied the share of the most represented legal jurisdiction accounted for 
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more than 10 percent of the rural Spanish non-native population. Additionally, despite the wide 
disparity of origins, the two main migratory areas configured a moderate concentration HHI 
Index, except for the northeast of Mallorca, the largest area selected. 
 

Table 3: Herfindahl-Hirschman Index for rural Spanish non-natives workers by legal 
jurisdiction, 1969 

Area % most represented 
legal jurisdiction 

HHI two main 
migratory areas 
joined 

Calviá Loja, Granada (12.7) 1377.7 

Playa de Palma-Arenal Hellín, Albacete (12.2) 1085.4 
Northeast of Mallorca Alcaraz, Albacete (11.9) 890.3 

Ibiza Morón de la Frontera, Sevilla (17.0) 1150.4 
 
Who advances in the low wage labour market? 
To evaluate this process of migrant assimilation, I analyse the level of attainment of the 
immigrants in comparison with the natives, attending to personal, professional and business 
variables. To proceed, I implement a multinomial logit regression to analyse the probability of 
each group of belonging to four income categories. Following the structure of salary earnings 
in the sample and the Spanish Household Budget Survey of 1973/74, I divide the observations 
into four quartiles (table 4): very low income, low income, middle income and high income. 
The apprentices and bellboys, corresponding to the 0-10 percent provincial decile, have been 
removed since they are at the initial point of their professional careers. 
 

Table 4: Income categories by earnings in the distribution and in the provincial labour 
market 

Income 
category  

Wage decile 
in the sample 

Wage decile in 
The Balearics  

Very low 10-40 10-30 
Low 40-90 30-50 

Middle 90 50-70 
High 100 70-100 

 
In figure 2, I analyse the different immigrant groups in comparison with the natives. The results 
depict a favourable picture for those born in the Balearics. Only the foreign-born workers, who 
had clear advantages in terms of social and human capital, achieved better than those born in 
the archipelago. Even those born in Catalonia show comparative negative attainment if I 
account only for men despite they overcome natives when I analyse both genders. Those born 
in predominantly rural backward areas, south of Spain and northwest of Spain, show the lowest 
performance in relative terms, especially Andalusians. 

The personal and professional variables display expected results. On the one hand, being 
women supposes a high likelihood of belonging to a very low-income occupation, while single 
and widowed workers had fewer chances to get a well-paid job in comparison with married 
ones. In contrast, urban status and foreign language skills correlate with upward labour 
performance. On the other hand, the frontier area variable, which compares areas of radical 
landscape transformation with areas of more stable tourism, demonstrates one of our 
hypotheses. The frontier areas were places of labour promotion taking profit from the intense 
explosion of the tourism services. An additional unit of a frontier area increases a total of 6 
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percentage points the likelihood of belonging to a well-paid job. Other relevant variables for 
upward mobility are holding a fixed-term contract, and accumulating years of experience and 
seniority. 

Figure 2: Marginal effects from multinomial regression 

 
 
When I control for years of experience, I note that the gap between natives and internal migrants 
remains at the same level (figure 3). The difference between natives and internal immigrants 
does not reduce as the years in the labour market increase. Despite, the likelihood of being in a 
lousy job reduces in comparison with an equivalent native worker, the probability of achieving 
a high-income job even decreases. These results suggest that the natives with labour experience 
were more capable of taking profit of the tourism explosion on the archipelago. With similar 
labour experience, the social capital accumulation and better knowledge of the market permitted 
them to take advantage of the rapid process of structural change at a high level both in relative 
and absolute terms through learning by doing. 

However, although in comparison with foreign-born and natives, the internal immigrants 
had an unfavourable labour performance, this does not mean negative performance in absolute 
terms. The accessible flux of information and the competitiveness of the business structure 
could permit a positive labour dynamic while acquiring human capital through learning by 
doing. As figure 4 reflects, the marginal predicted evolution of mean wages for all the main 
subgroups analysed shows a positive dynamic as the experience increases. 
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Figure 3: Marginal effects from multinomial regression controlling for years of experience 

 
 

Figure 4: Predicted mean wage by years of experience for the different subgroups 

 
 
However, there are significant differences in occupational attainment among the different 
groups. In figure 5, I analyse the most relevant immigrant groups in comparison with the rest 
of the workers to test the different trajectories between immigrants. In the figure, I report only 
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the results related to the dummy variables by years of experience. The results demonstrate that 
those coming from the southeast of the country had slight although positive possibility of 
achieving a high income and low-income job and northwesterners significant chances of having 
a middle-income job. In contrast, those coming from Andalusia were more likely to hold a very 
low-income occupation except for those with a long trajectory on the industry. Despite 
controlling by different variables, such as sex, age, urban-rural status, years of experience or 
area of development, the adverse results remain. 

If the levels of human capital were similar, I hypothesize that the difference in labour 
performance among these groups could be in the differential process of migration (García-
Barrero, 2020). The migrants from southeast Spain migrated predominantly through migratory 
chain induced by immigrant colony stablished in Mallorca since the mid-fifties. Meanwhile, 
the migration of Andalusians would be mainly determined by the recruitment in origin by the 
firms as a result of high labour scarcity. During the first stages, these fluxes of migration would 
remain as temporary to supply the seasonal peaks of demand during the summer until the 
workers decided to make their residence in the archipelago. With weak networks of support, 
mediated by the control of the firms, these migrants would be less capable of taking advantage 
of the emergent possibilities opened by the intense tourism expansion. 
 

Figure 5: Marginal effects from multinomial regression, place of birth dummy variables 
comparing with the rest of workers by years of experience (men and women) 

 
 
Conclusions 
The Spanish tourism boom radically transformed the Balearic economy driving structural 
change, mass migration and landscape transformation, opening a scenario of opportunity for 
labour and social attainment. In this preliminary analysis, I demonstrate that this scenario 
triggered significant possibilities of labour attainment for both immigrants and natives. 
Although especially those urban workers with specific human capital operating in frontier areas 
had significant chances to upward mobility, the dynamic allowed positive labour performance 
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for the unskilled migrants coming from the backward rural areas of the country.  However, 
natives and foreigners achieved higher levels during the whole period. Thus, despite 
accumulating experience through learning by doing permitting labour attainment, the gap 
between the groups remained at the same level. Moreover, among the different groups of 
unskilled rural migrants, the chances of positive labour performance varied significantly. These 
different paths would be related to the differential characteristics of the migratory fluxes. While 
some groups relied on the support benefits of the formation of migrant networks, others 
registered a passive process of migration, fundamentally involved on recruitment in origin by 
the firms and seasonal work, undermining their chances of labour improvement in comparative 
terms. 
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In 1888, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, George Joachim Goschen, suggested a tax on horses, 
wheels, and vans. Though his motion was howled down because it was common orthodoxy not 
to tax locomotion, it would have made sound economic sense to provide a source of revenue to 
help pay for the upkeep of roads. Additionally, such a tax would have been a measure against 
the growing urban congestion. The streets of London were filled with manure that had to be 
taken care of. Each horse produced around three to four tons of droppings a year, augmenting 
to four tons of nuisance per horse, and there were a lot of working horses in London: according 
to estimates provided by Goschen, plus privately used horse carriages, horses used for industrial 
work, or in agriculture, there were around 3 million working horses in Britain.340 

Because the steam engine and other technological developments had led to an 
unprecedented capacity to move people and goods, an almost insatiable need for horses was 
generated.341 Trains and ships could only transport freight between terminal points, therefore, 
horses were used for anything and by anybody to reach its final destination. The massive horse-
drawn society of 1900 was new. Nevertheless, the moment the need for horsepower peaked, 
new technologies had already started to make the working horse redundant. 

But how was this major shift in the use of energy source shaped or monitored by the 
British government? The following is an exploration of the political economy of a disappearing 
commercial good. It will examine the regulatory practices of the British government in regard 
to the country’s horse supply and trade, and the ways in which the state interacted with 
producers and consumers of horses. Further, it will analyse the consequences of these 
regulations for the declining use of the horse. While Western market societies are commonly 
described as economic orders ruled by laissez-faire practices, it will be argued here that 
governmental regulation is inseparable from modern British economy. A selection of case 
studies demonstrates the government’s intervention into the horse markets and examines the 
cost, benefits and self-interests behind these regulations over a long time period in order to 
achieve a deeper understanding of the place of regulation within a market society facing the 
disappearing economic use of working horses. 

The source material of this qualitative study traces the progression from the increasing 
use to the eventual disposal of the consumer good of horsepower by using a variety of written 
governmental records, as well as newspaper entries. In understanding working horses as a 
commodity, it is thus drawing from Arjun Appadurai’s approach of the ‘Social Life of 
Things’.342 Methodologically, these sources offer a way to understand the reciprocal influences 
of economic agents on policy outcome and vice versa.343 

After the turn of the century, horses in the urban space disappeared rapidly. In agriculture, 
horses remained an economic necessity much longer. Even if the replacement of the working 
horse depended on the speed of technological developments in different areas, the downward 

 
340 Horse Duties and Wheel Tax (Parliamentary Papers, 1888), 285. 
341 The foundation of a study that connects technology, modes of production and supply to consumption 

and demand: Neil McKendrick John Brewer, and J. H. Plumb, The Birth of a Consumer Society: 
The Commercialization of Eighteenth-century England (London, 1982). 

342 Arjun Appadurai, The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective (Cambridge, 
1986). 

343 Frank Trentmann, Introduction. Id. (ed.), The Oxford Handbook of the History of Consumption 
(Oxford, 2012), 1-22, here: 3. 
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trend was unstoppable as can be seen in figure 1. In the following pages I will present the 
government’s involvement in this process. 
 

Figure 1: The horse population of the UK in total, 1911-50344 

 
 
There were three main lines of events coming together which prompted the government to fund 
horse breeding; funds were made available for light horses in 1911 and for heavy horses in 
1914. Firstly, motorization resulted in a shrinking demand for light and van horses. For instance, 
in 1903, there were 3,623 buses usually pulled by two light horses and only 13 motor buses in 
London. Ten years later, 142 horse buses were overtaken by 3,522 motor buses.345 Hence, light 
horse breeders were discouraged to breed, causing light horses to become scarce, and yet they 
were still regarded as vital for the country’s economy because in many sectors light horses 
remained more cost-effective than the use of motors. 

Secondly, the army needed horses. The insufficient home supply of remounts and the 
capacity of other European powers caused concern in the War Office.346 A Royal Commission 
on Horse Breeding was formed in December 1887 to enquire into British horse supply.347 The 
composition of this commission is telling because it shows where policy making power that 
passed through Westminster originated.348 The members were holders of heredity titles, 
members of the gentry, politicians, or businessmen, and all were avid horsemen and breeders.349 
For instance, Henry Chaplin, the President of the Board of Agriculture, had a family 
background of Tory country gentlemen and was a dedicated rider. Mr. John Gilmour, whose 

 
344 Data comprises of multiple different sources and includes non-strictly working horses: F.M.L. 

Thompson, Nineteenth-Century Horse Sense, Economic History Review 29:1 (1976), 60-81, here: 
80; Keith Chivers, The Four Oaks: A Biography of the Forshaw Family (Cambridge, 1994), 86; 
TNA, WO 32/4009, War Office Census of Horses 1934; War Office, Report on the Census of 
Horses in Great Britain, 1934 (London, 1935); The Future of the Draught Horse. The Horse & 
Pony News, April 1949, 13; Decreasing Horse Population. The Horse & Pony News, January 1950, 
11; The Disappearing Horse. Times, 28 Nov 1951, 5. 

345 Thompson, Nineteenth-Century Horse Sense, 61. 
346 A remount describes any horse used for military purposes. 
347 TNA, MAF 52/61, Light Horse Breeding Grants: History (1932-43).  
348 David Edgerton, The Rise and Fall of the British Nation: A Twentieth-century History (London, 

2018), 33-43. 
349 TNA, MAF 52/61, Light Horse Breeding Grants. 
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merchant father grew rich in the Empire, owned a Clydesdale stud of national reputation.350 
Their self-interest and devotion to horse breeding seems obvious, especially in the context of 
the agricultural depression when livestock proved more profitable than the cultivation of 
grain.351 Eventually, the experience of the catastrophic horse supply during the Boer War 
changed the government’s perspective on enabling domestic horse breeding.352  

And lastly, in addition to representation from within government, various breeding 
societies urged the government to provide subsidies to fight the inadequate supply of horses.353 
In 1911, a scheme in aid of light horse breeding of £40,000 a year came into operation. It was 
under the administrative power of the Ministry of Agriculture and since 1916, had been funded 
and administered by the War Office. One benefit of this government-coordinated scheme was 
that it issued certificates to horse owners who registered their stallions. Therewith equipped 
horse owners could authentically prove the quality and soundness of their stallions to buyers or 
mare owners.354 Hence, the government provided a basis of trust between vendor and purchaser, 
forming an important layer of market exchange, owing to implicit contractual elements that 
cannot be spelled out, and can consequently not be legally enforced.355 Initially, the heavy horse 
breeds were less impacted by declining demand than the light horses, and there was less need 
for government funding. With the outbreak of the Great War the demand for heavy horses, 
however, increased rapidly and the Heavy Horse Grants were introduced in 1914.356 

After the war, when most of the government-controlled wartime economy was 
dismantled, funding for the horse industry continued despite the numbers of horses needed for 
everyday life continually declined.357 Business interests were not under-represented in 
parliament and multiple representations from organization such as the Hunters’ Improvement 
and National Light Horse Breeding Society, the National Farmers’ Union [NFU], or the Royal 
Agricultural Society were received in favour of the breeding schemes.358 They argued that horse 
breeding was still a lucrative side-line for farmers.359 Government gradually revoked the support 
of horse markets as horse breeding became less lucrative for breeders. In 1938, the funding for 
light horses was abolished when the War Office announced its spending was no longer 
justifiable in the context of the increasing mechanization of the army. Because of food and 
petrol rationing during and after the Second World War, the use of heavy horses often remained 
more economical than the use of motorized vehicles and Heavy Horse Grants ran until 1957 
when practically nobody claimed them anymore.360 Overall, the government’s monitoring of 
the breeding industry was very cautious and followed a rather off-hands approach. 

 
350 R. J. Olney, Chaplin, Henry, first Viscount Chaplin (1840-1923). Oxford Dictionary of National 

Biography. https://doi-org.ezproxy.eui.eu/10.1093/ref:odnb/32363, 12 Nov 2019; John Gilmour, 
Esq. of Lundin and Montrave. St. Andrews Citizen, 27 Feb 1892, 6. 
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of Enquiry held at St. Stephen’s House, Westminster, S. W. on the Administration of the Army 
Remount Department since January 1899, by order of the Commander in Chief, 20 Feb 1902, 19. 

353 TNA, MAF 52/3 Light Horse Breeding. Continuance of Scheme (1921-22); TNA, MAF 52/61, Light 
Horse Breeding Grants. 

354 Ibid.; TNA, MAF 52/3 Light Horse Breeding. Procedure – Memorandum, 8 Oct 1915. 
355 Jens Beckert, Beyond the Market: The Social Foundations of Economic Efficiency (Princeton, NJ, 

2002). 
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TNA, MAF 121/75, Heavy Horse Breeding: Future Policy and Grants (1951-57). 

357 R.H. Tawney, The Abolition of Economic Controls, 1918-1921. The Economic History Review 13:1 
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358 TNA, MAF 52/61, Light Horse Breeding Grants; MERL, R-NFU AD1/15 minutes of council of the 
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It is not only important to ask how horse markets were enabled and shaped by government 
but also how they were impacted by official regulation. Domestically, the state intervened little 
in horse trade networks. However, a legal framework was developed which fashioned the scope 
of manoeuvre for import and export markets for horses. The most prominent case during the 
transition from horse to motor-power was the emergence of an export market of horses for 
slaughter. Though the government never publicly admitted it, the meat market was endorsed to 
manage the declining utility of horsepower. 

Even though as a food industry the slaughter of horses falls far behind that of pork, beef, 
lamb, and poultry, hardly any other meat consumption is as rigorously and emotionally disputed 
as that of horsemeat. The sociologist Colin Campbell states that the use of something does not 
only involve its selection, purchase, and maintenance but also its disposal. He points to the 
importance of social norms, cultural and emotional factors, facets of identity, and taste as the 
basis for selecting a certain good.361 All these points can easily be conferred on the selection of 
a certain type of horse to do a certain kind of work – including eventually the social acceptability 
of their consumption as meat. Nevertheless, economic considerations could be added to 
Campbell’s list. With technologies becoming cheaper, horsemeat markets were greeted by large 
businesses such as railway companies as a way to dispose of their working horses without 
making a financial loss. 

Mr. Sutcliffe, a Conservative MP from Royton, describing the ongoing slaughter trade in 
horses from UK ports to Belgium, Holland and France, claimed “the public have no idea of the 
extent or ramification of this trade; if they had, they would rise in their wrath”.362 He was quite 
wrong. British charitable organizations such as the RSPCA, the Women’s Guild for Empire, 
and the National Federation of Women’s Institute had pressured the government to prevent the 
export of horses for slaughter on grounds of “national honour” since the 1930s.363 Wider public 
opinion as expressed in newspapers also condemned the trade.364 While, hippophagy was 
increasingly accepted in many continental European countries, at least officially, it remained a 
socially stigmatized practice in Britain. Consequently, trade of horses for slaughter became a 
politically sensitive issue. 

British horse population declined steadily from 2.9 million in 1920 to 1.3 million in 1934. 
In 1929, the Ministry of Agriculture stated that most horses under the value of £25 were shipped 
to the continent for human consumption. A bill was suggested to restrict export for this purpose. 
The NFU opposed the bill and argued that there was no cruelty involved in this traffic, and that 
governmental regulation of it would harm the agricultural industry.365 The matter was shelved 
until, in 1936, Mrs. Young from the Women’s Guild of Empire pressured the government into 
re-evaluating the bill, threatening that her organization would have tremendous powers to 
influence public opinion and warned that the government would doubtlessly have to give 
way.366  

In 1937, the Export of Horse Act was introduced. The act forbade the export of working 
horses “unless in the opinion of the veterinary inspector [they] are capable of being worked 
without suffering”.367 Additionally, the exportation of horses over eight years of age and below 
the minimum value of £60 was prohibited to secure a certain standard in the quality of exports 

 
361 Colin Campbell, The Sociology of Consumption, Daniel Miller, ed., Acknowledging Consumption: 

A Review of New Studies (London, 1995), 95-124. 
362 TNA, MAF 52/65, Export of Working Horses to Continent (1945-48). Minutes of a Debate in 

Parliament on Horse Slaughter, 28 Oct 1948. 
363 TNA, MAF 35/63, Export of Horses Bills, 1929-1936. 
364 For instance: Save These Horses. Daily Herald, 29 Oct 1948, 3; Trevor Handoll, This Is the cruellest 

Trade in Britain. The People, 22 Aug 1948, 2. 
365 TNA, MAF 35/63, Export of Horses Bills. 
366 Ibid. 
367 TNA, MAF 52/65, Export of Working Horses to Continent. 
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as well as to make export for slaughter uneconomical.368 The attempt to regulate the export of 
horses was at the same time an attempt to strike a balance between considerably reducing the 
export of horses for slaughter, while also trying to accommodate the wishes of the NFU by not 
barring export of working horses entirely.369 Therefore, government interference was influenced 
by various pressure groups, but likewise followed the government’s self-interest in regard to its 
electorate.  

Despite these new hurdles, 200,000 horses were sold to continental meat markets between 
1945 and 1948.370 The minimum value of 1937 proved useless. While working horses in the 
UK only realized between £30-40, buyers across the channel were willing to pay up to £100 for 
a working horse.371 In 1950, the British embassy in Brussels stated that an average heavy horse 
would fetch £84 at a sale, whereas its meat would sell for £98.372 After more public criticism of 
the conditions under which the horses were slaughtered in continental abattoirs, the minimum 
value of horses at the time of export was increased to £100.373 Even though this measure 
effectively ended this trade, Mr. Sutherland-Harris pointed out that the regulation had come 
somewhat delayed since trade in working horses at this point seemed rather theoretical.374 
Nevertheless, the way in which hippophagous trade was regulated displays that categories of 
actors such as economic pressure groups, society, and the state are indivisible. 

In summary, this paper has shown that – against prevailing narratives of a laissez-faire 
approach – economic agents of British horse markets often faced regulation by public 
authorities. At the same time, however, social and business elites were themselves strongly 
connected with government circles and embraced the opportunity to influence policy outcome. 
The markets for working horses were not merely associated with the economic use and demand 
for their power but were connected also to government regulation. Further, an analysis of 
governmental coordination could be linked to wider socio-cultural and economic systems of 
consumption because policy outcome indeed influenced the use of the horse but likewise 
coordination was monitored by the agents of the working horse markets. 
 

Abbreviations 
MERL Museum of English Rural Life 
NFU National Farmers’ Union 
TNA The National Archives 
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Labour supply and directed technical change: Evidence 
from the abrogation of the Bracero Program in 1964 

 
Shmuel San, New York University 

(muly.san@nyu.edu) 
Supervisors: Christopher Flinn, Petra Moser, & Martin Rotemberg 

 
Directed technical change theories suggest that the relative abundance of production factors 
determine the pace and direction of technical advances (Acemoglu 2002). A particularly 
important application in economic history is the impact of labour supply on technological 
change. The famous Habakkuk hypothesis claims that labour scarcity in the nineteenth-century 
United States induced the rapid US technological progress relative to Britain (Habakkuk 1962).  

Notwithstanding the interest in this theory, there has been relatively little documentation 
of the actual impact of the relative abundance of labour supply on the direction of technical 
change. This paper provides the first well-identified study of the impact of a shift in relative 
labour supply on the invention of new technology. To do so, it utilizes a massive exogenous 
shock to the labour supply in the US agricultural sector caused by the abrogation of the bracero 
agreements between the United States and Mexico at the end of 1964. Varying substantially 
between crops, bracero workers in the median crop accounted for one-fifth of the seasonal 
labour force during the program. The exclusion of those workers from the labour force 
generated a sharp decline in the labour supply available to produce those crops.  

The first contribution of this paper is to document the pattern of directed technical change 
caused by the shock to labour supplies. Using a text-search algorithm to allocate patents to 
crops, I show that the bracero exclusion induced a sharp increase in innovation in crops that 
were more exposed to the bracero program relative to less-exposed crops. Innovators reacted 
fast, introducing new technologies right after the termination of the  program. Innovation in 
technologies related to high-exposed crops remained high more than fifteen years after the end 
of the program. Thus, the patent data reveal substantial directed technical change towards 
technologies related to crops with labour scarcity.  

The second contribution of this paper is to study the heterogeneous effect of labour supply 
on different types of technology. Using detailed data on labour requirements by task and crop, 
I build a measure of labour intensiveness of the technology classes for each one of the crops. 
Then, I compare the effect of exposure to the bracero program in technical classes that are more 
labour-intensive with the effect in technical classes that are less labour-intensive. Triple 
difference estimates confirm that the labour-supply shock encouraged patenting in labour-
intensive technological classes, relative to other technological classes. Assuming that 
technologies related to more labour-intensive tasks tend to be more labour-saving on average, 
these results suggest that labour scarcity encourages labour-saving technological progress 
relatively more than labour-augmenting technological progress.  

In the last part of the work, I complete the analysis of the bracero shock by checking 
whether the farm owners gained or lost from it. Using information from the US agricultural 
census, I show that counties that were more exposed to the shock experienced a greater decline 
in their farm values after the shock relative to less-exposed counties. These results, however, 
are valid only for states that participate in the bracero program. Taken together, the results of 
this section show that the policy change was unexpected and undesirable for farm owners.  

A few studies provide evidence on the effect of factor supplies on technological progress. 
Hanlon (2015) finds that the scarcity of US cotton in England during the US Civil War induced 
the development of new technologies that augmented Indian cotton. Lewis (2011) and 
Hornbeck and Naidu (2014) find that areas with a lower relative supply of low-skilled labour 
adopted more advanced technology. The closest to the current project are recent papers by 
Doran and Yoon (2019) and Andersson et al. (2019) who study the effects of mass migration 
waves on technological innovation using geographical variation in receiving and sending 
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communities, receptively. My research complements these papers in two ways. First, my 
identification strategy takes advantage of an exogenous policy shock that affected only low-
skilled workers. Second, I use patents issued in the United States, the technological leader of 
the time. Thus, these patents should reflect frontier inventions. This is aided by the fact that my 
variation is in the “idea space” as opposed to spatial variation. Given that technological 
invention is to a large extent globally applicable, the variation between different types of 
technological fields should better capture real “path-breaking” inventions, as opposed to local 
adjustments of already-existing technologies.  

Clemens et al. (2018) exploit the abrogation of the bracero program to study the effect of 
labour scarcity on the labour market. They use state-level variation in the exposure to the 
bracero program to show that the abrogation of the program did not affect local wages or 
employment. One might conjecture that the technological response for the labour-supply shock 
was the mechanism that prevented the rise in wage rates and local employment.  

Recently, there is an increasing interest in the joint dynamics of artificial intelligence (AI) 
technology and the labour market (Acemoglu and Restrepo 2018). Whether an increase in the 
available labour supply encourages or discourages further technological progress is crucial for 
the rate of development of AI. If greater labour supply discourages the development of 
automated technologies, as suggested by the results of this paper, an initial positive shock to AI 
technologies will increase the available supply of labour (or reduce the wages) and hence will 
discourage the development of further AI technology. In other words, the fact that an increase 
in the labour supply discourages the development of labour-saving technologies limits the long-
run growth rate of AI technology on the one hand, and unemployment due to automation on the 
other hand. 
 
Effects of labour scarcity on invention in the United States  
My empirical strategy compares changes in invention across crops that were differentially 
affected by the termination of the bracero program. Figure 1 illustrates the primary results of 
this section. The first graph shows the relative number of patents for crops with low exposure 
to the bracero program. The raw data reveal no change before and after 1965. However, for 
crops that are in the medium and high exposure groups there is a noticeable jump around the 
end of the bracero program. The rest of this section explores this pattern more rigorously. 

The primary outcome variable is a crop’s number of patents. I match a patent to a crop by 
searching the text of the patent for the crop names. I perform a quality adjustment by weighting 
each patent by its number of citations. The estimating equation relates crop 𝑖’s output in year 𝑡 
to characteristics of 𝑖: 

𝑙𝑛[𝔼(𝑦"$|𝑋"$)] = 𝛽 ⋅ %𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛" ⋅ 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡$ + 𝛾" + 𝛿$					[1] 
where 𝑦"$ is a measure of innovation output at crop 𝑖 at year 𝑡, %𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛" is the share of 
foreign workers in the total number of seasonal workers in crop 𝑖 one year before the 
termination of the bracero program, 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡$ denotes an indicator variable that switches to one 
after 1965, the 𝛾"’s correspond to crop fixed effects, the 𝛿$’s stand for a full set of calendar year 
indicator variables, and 𝑋"$ denotes all the independent variables on the right-hand side of the 
equation. 
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Figure 1: Invention over time for crops with low, medium and high exposure to the Bracero 
program 

Notes: The patents measure is the average normalized number of patents for the crops in the exposure 
group, where each crop-year observation is divided by the crop’s 1948-85 average. 
 

Table 1: Effects of Bracero exclusion on invention: baseline estimates 
  patents   citations   
  (1)   (2)   
%Foreign x post 0.033***  0.023***  
  (0.013)   (0.008)   
Average response 2.17  8.91  
N (crops × years) 608  608  
Mean patents/citations before 1965 4.06  23.90  
Treatment mean 0.19  0.19  
Treatment sd 0.16  0.16  
Year FE Yes  Yes  
Crop FE Yes   Yes   

Notes: This table reports the Poisson quasi-maximum likelihood estimators of equation 1. The average 
response is the estimated change in the number of patents/citations per year for a one standard deviation 
increase in the exposure at the average number of patents/citations per crop and year before 1965. 
Standard errors clustered at the crop level.  
 
Table 1 presents the core results. Column 1 examines the determinants of the 16 crops’ patent 
count. I find a significant increase in the yearly number of patents produced after 1965 in crops 
that were more exposed to the bracero program. Not only are the coefficient estimates 
statistically significant, but they are also economically meaningful. An increase of one 
percentage point in the share of foreign workers before the policy change increases the 
innovation activity by 3.3 percent. Compared with an average of 4.2 annual patents in the 
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average crop in 1948-85, an increase of one standard deviation in the labour-supply shock adds 
about seven patents per year.  

Column 2 provides the results for citation-weighted patents, a measure that takes into 
account the quality of the innovation. The effect is somewhat smaller—An increase of one 
percentage point in the exposure to the shock increases the quality-adjusted innovation measure 
by 2.3 percent. 

I also explore the dynamics of the effects uncovered in table 1 by estimating a 
specification in which the treatment effect interacts with a set of indicator variables 
corresponding to a particular calendar year. Following the end of the bracero program, the 
treatment effect rises monotonically, arriving at its peak three to four years after bracero 
exclusion, and remains at the same level (see figure 1). Two aspects of this result are worthy of 
note. First, I find no evidence of recovery—the effect of bracero exclusion persisted for at least 
15-20 years. This result suggests that the labour scarcity did not induce only the patenting of 
off-the-shelf technologies, but mostly induced the invention of new technologies. Second, the 
event study coefficients fluctuate around zero and are not significantly different from zero for 
periods before 1965, showing no evidence for a pre-treatment trend. 
 
Effects by type of technology  
To study the heterogeneous effect of labour supply on different types of technology, I use 
information on the labour intensity of different tasks as a proxy for the probability of a 
technological innovation related to these tasks to be labour saving. The underline assumption 
is that everything else is equal, the incentive to develop new labour-saving technology for a 
particular task is higher the greater the labour intensity in that task.  
 

Figure 2: Continuous DID, Event-Study Analysis. Treatments: Share of Foreign Seasonal 
Workers in 1964. Dependent Variable: Number of Patents 

Notes: This graph plots the Poisson quasi-maximum likelihood estimators of  𝑙𝑛[𝔼(𝑦!#|𝑋!#)] = 𝛽# ⋅
%𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛! ⋅ 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡# + 𝛾! + 𝛿#. Standard errors clustered at the crop level.  
 
For each class-crop pair, I calculate the share of labour requirements for this technological class 
over the total labour requirements of that crop. I use two versions of these labour-intensity 
measures, one using man-hours and the second using the monetary cost. The second measure 
takes into account potential differences in skills or efficiency units of the labour inputs. I also 
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estimate a specification where the labour-intensity measure equals one for Harvesting tasks, 
which is the most labour-intensive category on average, and zero for the other categories. 

Using those measures, I estimate the following continuous triple-difference regression:  

𝑙𝑛�𝔼(𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠"?$|𝑋"?$)� = 𝛽 ⋅ %𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛" ⋅ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦"? ⋅ 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡$ + 𝛾"? + 𝛿"$ + 𝜖?$ [2] 

where 𝑦"?$ is the number of US patents/citations in crop 𝑖, technological class 𝑗, and year 
𝑡. %𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛" is the foreign percentage of seasonal workers in crop 𝑖 in 1964. 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦"? is a 
measure of labour inputs required to perform task 𝑗 in crop 𝑖. 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡$ indicates years after 1964. 
𝛾"?, 𝛿"$, and 𝜖?$ are crop-task, crop-year, and task-year fixed effects, respectively. 

Poisson quasi-maximum likelihood estimates of equation 2 imply a substantially higher 
effect of bracero exclusion after 1964 in more labour-intensive tasks relative to less labour-
intensive tasks (table 2). 

The results indicate that the effect of labour scarcity on technological progress is greater 
in labour-intensive tasks.  Under the assumption that labour-saving technologies are more likely 
to be developed for labour-intensive tasks, the results suggest that labour scarcity encourages 
the invention of labour-saving technologies more than other technologies, in accordance with 
the theory. 
 
The Winners and the Losers: The Impact on Farm Value 
This section explores who are the winners and the losers from the abrogation of the bracero 
program. In a recent study, Clemens et al. (2018) show that US workers did not gain from the 
change. Although the policy change aimed to increase the wages and the employment rate of 
local US workers, both employment and wages were not affected by the termination of the 
program. 

An open question is whether the farmers win or lose from the policy change. To 
investigate it, I use the land value as a measure of the welfare of the farmers. The value of a 
farm would increase if following the end of the program it became more profitable to be a 
farmer on farms that were more exposed to the program. 
 

Table 2: Effects of Bracero Exclusion on Invention in Labour Intensive Tasks: Triple-
differences Estimates 

  patents citations patents citations patents citations 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
%Foreign x labour-
class x post 0.032*** 0.022***     

 (0.012) (0.010)     
%Foreign x cost-class 
x post   0.031*** 0.021***   

   (0.011) (0.009)   
%Foreign x class x 
post     0.025*** 0.018*** 
          (0.010) (0.007) 
N (crops x classes x 
years) 1,447 1,447 1,447 1,447 2,096 2,096 
Mean patents / 
citations before 1965 2.19 14.14 2.19 14.14 1.89 12.72 
Crop-class FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Crop-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Crop-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Notes: This table reports the Poisson quasi-maximum likelihood estimators of equation 2. Standard 
errors clustered at the crop-class level. 
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I use the United States census of agriculture for the years 1950-87 to build a panel data of land-
value per acre by county and year. Additionally, using the same datasets and the exposure 
measures by crop, I build a measure of the exposure of a county 𝑐 to the bracero program in 
the following way:  

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒, = ∑" %𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛" ⋅ %𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒",                          [3] 

where %𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛" is the foreign percentage of seasonal workers in crop 𝑖 and 
%𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒", is the share of crop 𝑖 in the total acreage of county 𝑐 in the 1964 census. The 
regression equation is:  

 𝑙𝑛(𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒,$) = ∑142>@A14<3 𝛽@ ⋅ 𝕀(𝑡 = 𝜏) ⋅ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒, + 𝛾, + 𝛿$ + 𝜖,$     [4] 

where 𝛾, and 𝛿$ are county and year fixed effects, respectively. I run the regressions 
separately for bracero and non-bracero states. Figure 3 show a permanent decrease in farm 
values of counties that are relatively more exposed to the shock. These results are true only for 
states that participate in the bracero program. 

Two aspects of this result are worthy of note. First, the results support the assumption that 
the shock was unexpected. If the termination of the bracero program was expected before 1964, 
one should not see this decline in the farm values. Second, farmers who employed bracero 
workers were adversely affected by the termination of the program. This fact is consistent with 
historical documentation about the farmers’ opposition to the program’s abrogation. 
 

Figure 3: Continuous Diff-in-Diff, Event-Study Analysis. Treatments: Exposure Foreign 
Seasonal Workers in 1964. Dependent Variable: Farm Value per Acre 

Notes: This graph plots the Poisson quasi-maximum likelihood estimators of 𝛽# in equation 4 and the 
95 percent confidence interval of these coefficients. Standard errors clustered at the county level.  
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“All is water”: Technological complementarities and path 
dependence in Indian agriculture 

 
Aaditya Dar, Indian School of Business 

(aadityadar@gmail.com) 
Supervisors: Stephen Smith & Remi Jedwab 

 
“History matters” for economic growth, and it could play a role in myriad ways but what are 
the mechanisms through which it has persisting effects? I examine this question in the context 
of structural transformation in Indian agriculture which dramatically improved food production 
but has led to an environmental crisis. India is an excellent site to conduct this enquiry because: 
(a) the diversity of the country in terms of geography and institutions allows us to study the role 
of water infrastructure which has not received sufficient attention in the literature; (b) as a 
largely agricultural dependent country, it has been at the forefront of adoption of modern 
agricultural inputs within only a couple of decades of gaining independence; and (c) the 
availability of rich sub-national data and archives allow us to better understand the fundamental 
causes of agricultural development, and compare and contrast them against other explanations. 

Using district-level data on agricultural outcomes in India between 1955 and 1987, I find 
that districts that had a canal in 1931 are associated with better adoption of modern agricultural 
technology and higher crop yields. The effect exists on both the extensive and intensive margin 
(measured by area equipped under irrigation in 1920). The results are robust to controlling for 
existing theories that previous scholars have found to be relevant such as land tenure (Banerjee 
and Iyer, 2005; Iversen et al., 2013) and agro-ecological factors (Palmer-Jones and Sen, 2003). 
Results also indicate that the same districts today are under severe ecological stress, and the 
rate at which groundwater is depleting is faster in these areas with colonial investments in canal 
irrigation. The findings suggest that control over water is an important channel through which 
history has persisting effects. 
 

Data and empirical strategy 
The primary estimating equation compares agricultural outcomes in districts which had a canal 
with those that did not and is as follows: 
 yit = θ + βCanalsi + Xi + us + vt + wa + eit [1] 
where, yit is proportion of gross cropped area irrigated, proportion of rice/wheat/other cereals 
area under high yield verities (HYV) of seeds, ln(rice/wheat/major crop yields) in district i at 
time t; Canalsi is either a dummy for whether a district had a canal before 1931 or a continuous 
measure that is defined as ln(area equipped under irrigation in 1920); Xi are time-invariant 
geographic controls (average rainfall, type of soil, latitude, longitude, coastal dummy) and also 
include type of land tenure system (proportion of district that is under nonlandlord tenure) and 
length of British rule; us are state fixed effects; wa are agro-ecological sub-regions (AESR) fixed 
effects; vt are year fixed effects and eit is the idiosyncratic error term. Standard errors clustered 
at district level (1991 boundaries). The coefficient of interest in equation [1] is β which captures 
the average difference in adoption of agricultural practices and outcomes in districts with and 
without canals. Year fixed effects absorb any country-level time-varying characteristics such 
as changes in macroeconomic conditions that might affect agricultural growth across districts, 
shocks to agricultural technology that do not vary with districts, and other national policy 
changes that could bias the effect of canal irrigation. Adding state fixed effects allows for within 
state comparisons; this is important because north-western India had many more canals 
compared to the rest of the country and one does not want the empirical strategy to simply 
reflect these broad geographic differences. Adding AESR fixed effects further controls for 
potential confounding factors that are not included in Xi  such as length of growing period, 
potential evapotranspiration etc. that are common across sub-regions. This is crucial since 
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Palmer-Jones and Sen (2003) have argued that underlying agro-ecological conditions are 
crucial for agricultural growth. 

The data used in this paper comes on agricultural outcomes comes from Banerjee and 
Iyer (2005) and ICRISAT (2013). Banerjee and Iyer’s (2005) replication archive provides a 
district-year panel data which records information on various agricultural practices such as area 
under cultivation that is irrigated, adoption of fertilizer and modern HYVs, alongside crop area 
and production. It also has information on a district’s colonial experience, recording the 
proportion of the district that was under the landlord/zamindari system, year of British conquest, 
geographic factors such as latitude, longtitude, soil characteristics and rainfall. The panel runs 
from 1956 to 1987 and covers 271 districts in major Indian states (that were under British rule). 
This data was mapped to 1966 district boundaries, so that variables from ICRISAT (2013) could 
be merged in (the latter has a richer set of covariates and the current analysis uses information 
on AESR and source wise irrigated area). The data on historical irrigation networks comes from 
Schwartzberg et al. (1992). The map of canal network in 1931 (figure 2c) was digitized and 
overlaid with a district boundaries map of India to identify which districts had a canal in 1931. 
This variable captures the extensive margin of the effect of canals. Additionally, a continuous 
measure of irrigation was also calculated from a geospatial data of recently available sub-
national statistics on area equipped under irrigation in 1920 (Siebert et al., 2015). Finally, I 
complement this data with water table data from the Central Ground Water Board that records 
the depth of groundwater in over 20,000 monitoring wells across the country, every quarter i.e. 
four times each year, over 1996 and 2012. 
 
Results 
Table 1 presents results from the baseline model in equation [1]. Panel A reports the coefficient 
on β for each of the eight outcome variables when the independent variable is a dummy for 
whether a district had a canal in 1931. Districts with colonial investments in surface irrigation 
were 30 percent more likely to have areas under irrigation (col 1), 15 percent greater fertilizer 
usage (col 2), 15 percent higher area under HYV rice (the estimate in col 3 is not statistically 
significant) and 10 percent higher area under HYV wheat (col 4). Overall, crop yields for major 
crops (cereals, pulses and oilseeds) were 20 percent higher, rice yields were 23 percent higher 
and wheat yields were 4 percent higher. We observe qualitatively similar results when using a 
measure of the intensive margin: Panel B presents the coefficients when the independent 
variable is ln(area equipped under irrigation in 1920). We also obtained similar results using an 
alternative measure of ln(area equipped under irrigation in 1940) (results not shown). We prefer 
to report results using ln(AEI 1920) since it is relatively more exogenous compared to ln(AEI 
1940). (The Government of India Act, 1935 devolved some power from the Crown to 
state/provinces who could, in principle, differently invest in irrigation infrastructure in their 
regions under their jurisdiction.) 
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Table 1: Positive effect of canals on agricultural outcomes, 1956-87 
 Inputs Modern seeds Ln(yields) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
 Irrigation Fertilizer Rice Wheat Others All Rice Wheat 
Panel A: Whether district had a canal in 1931 
 
Canal 0.095*** 4.980* 0.045 0.048** -0.051*** 0.207*** 0.232*** 0.038 
 (0.022) (2.895) (0.028) (0.021) (0.019) (0.046) (0.040) (0.046) 
         
Panel B: Ln(Area equipped under irrigation in 1920) 
 
Canal 0.049*** 5.781*** 0.052*** 0.030*** -0.003 0.074*** 0.097*** 0.048*** 
 (0.009) (0.972) (0.009) (0.010) (0.009) (0.017) (0.016) (0.018) 
         
N 3,768 3,777 3,685 3,518 3,591 3,795 3,784 3,238 
Mean 0.31 33 0.29 0.49 0.19 0.094 0.08 0.07 
Note: Table 1 shows that districts where colonial investments in canal irrigation were made are 
associated with better agricultural outcomes. The outcome variables are percentage of gross cropped 
area irrigated (col 1); fertilizer use in kg/ha (col 2); proportion of cropped area rice (col 3), wheat (col 
4) or other cereals (col 5) cultivated using high yielding varieties of seeds of respective crop; natural log 
of yield of major crops (col 6), rice (col 7) and wheat (col 8). There are 13 states and 18 AESRs in the 
estimating sample. Standard errors are clustered at the district level. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. 
 

Table 2: Negative effect of canals on groundwater depletion, 1996-2015 
 All India British India 

(colonial direct rule) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Year 0.028*** 0.033*** 0.080*** 0.086*** 
 (0.009) (0.009) (0.019) (0.018) 
     

Canal × year 0.038 0.040* 0.070** 0.070** 
 (0.024) (0.024) (0.034) (0.034) 
     

N 822,026 822,026 3,823 3,823 
Mean 8 8 7.9 7.9 
Rainfall control No Yes No Yes 
Level of analysis Monitoring well Monitoring well District District 

Note: Table 2 shows that districts with colonial canals witness a faster reduction in groundwater 
depletion. The estimates in col (1) and (2) are from a well-quarter level regression whereas estimates in 
col (3) and (4) are from an analogous regression that is run at the district-year level and is only restricted 
to districts under direct British rule. The outcome is depth of the water table (in metre below ground 
level). The well-quarter level regressions estimate the effect on groundwater depths after including well 
fixed effects and seasonal dummies. The district-year level regressions include district fixed effects and 
a control for rainfall. Standard errors in col 1/2 and 3/4 are clustered at the well and district level 
respectively. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. 
 
The above findings are robust to a variety of tests, and the association between colonial 
investments in canal irrigation and agricultural outcomes is not sensitive to the choice of states 
in the sample. In results not shown, we re-estimated equation [1] after dropping Bihar and West 
Bengal, arguably the two states which bore much of the brunt of the landlord system and this 
does not change the results qualitatively. Findings are also robust to dropping Punjab and 
Haryana, the two states that are said to have been at the forefront of the Green revolution. Taken 
together, all this suggests that the success of the green revolution was biased towards places 
which had pre-existing investments in canal irrigation. 
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In order to provide causal interpretation to these results, I exploit exogenous variation 
arising from a natural experiment in the mid-nineteenth century. In 1857, Arthur Cotton, 
irrigation engineer (and chief architect of the Godavari anicut that transformed the region the  
‘rice bowl’ of the country after independence) proposed a plan to tap into the ‘undeveloped 
wealth in India’. His plans could not come to fruition because the influential steel lobby in 
London preferred investments in railways instead. I use Cotton’s map (in figure 2) to identify 
districts where a canal was proposed to be built but was not and use the plausibly exogenous 
variation to estimate of ‘unbuilt’ canals on agricultural outcomes.  In results not presented, I 
show that the land suitability for cultivation of cereals (a proxy measure of productivity) in 
these districts is similar to those where canals were built. Thus, comparing outcomes in districts 
where canals were planned to be built but never built with those where canals were actually 
built makes for an interesting counterfactual experiment. I find that districts with unbuilt canals 
have experienced a ‘reversal of fortunes’ as they have worse agricultural outcomes more than 
a century after which Cotton first proposed his grand ambitious project. 

Finally, I consider the environmental effects of colonial canals. Observers of South Asia 
have documented how, despite its advantages, the colonial canal irrigation project was besieged 
with collective action problems and since the institutional arrangement for canal irrigation had 
become restrictive by the mid-70s, most of the subsequent spread of the green revolution was 
primarily driven by the unregulated use of groundwater (Shah, 2010). There is suggestive 
evidence in favour of this theory. Disaggregated results on sources of irrigation (results not 
shown) reveal that the area under irrigation via canals (and surface irrigation) is broadly 
constant/declines marginally, whereas area irrigated via tubewells and groundwater 
dramatically takes off. Given this context, it is crucial to examine the long term impacts of 
canals on groundwater depths. Results from both a well- and district-level analysis in table 2 
show that water tables are depleting at a faster rate in places which had a canal in 1931 
compared to others that did not, implying that agrarian progress was achieved at significant 
environmental cost. 

The ancient Greek philosopher, Thales of Miletus, believed that the  originating principle 
of nature was a single material substance: water and that “All is water”. This paper builds on 
this idea and documents that colonial investments in canal irrigation were crucial for the 
successful adoption of the Green revolution in India. Showing that the initial take up of modern 
inputs (HYVs, fertilizers and tubewells) was biased towards places where investments in 
surface irrigation were historically made, implies that control over water is an important 
mechanism through which history has persisting effects. The findings of the paper also shed 
light on the nature of path dependence that history sets countries on, as evident from the 
development-environment trade off. By describing the complementarities between surface and 
groundwater irrigation, the paper provides novel evidence on the occurrence of multiple 
equilibria. The impressive gains of the Green revolution in terms of improving food grain 
production were unfortunately achieved at the cost of exacerbating the regional divide and 
deepening environmental crisis. Thus, India moved from one low-level equilibrium to another, 
and the same places that adopted improved agricultural practices are, today, paradoxically, 
facing depleting water tables. The findings of the study are particularly relevant for Africa, 
where more than 90 percent of the land continues to be rain-fed, and scholars and policy makers 
consider various options for an ‘African Green Revolution’. 
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Figures 

Figure 1: Coverage of surface irrigation in the Indian subcontinent, 1872-1931 

 
 (a) Canal network in 1872 (b) Canal network in 1901 

 
 (c) Canal network in 1931 (d) Area equipped under irrigation in 1920 
 
Note: Figure 1 shows the evolution of the canal network in the Indian subcontinent from late nineteenth 
century to early twentieth century. In figures 1a, 1b and 1c the lines in blue represent rivers, while those 
in red and black depict canals. The map in figure 1c (bottom left) was digitized and overlaid with the 
district map of India to identify the districts which had a canal in 1931. This indicator variable is the 
primary independent variable that is used in the analysis. Additionally, a continuous measure of 
historical irrigated area was also constructed using high resolution sub-national gridded data. Figure 1d 
(bottom right) represents the mean area equipped under irrigation (AEI) in 1920 in a given Indian 
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district. Dark blue polygons correspond to districts which had relatively higher levels of AEI. Source: 
Schwartzberg et al. (1992), p. 127 (for the canal maps) and Siebert et al. (2015) Historical Irrigation 
Dataset (for the AEI 1920 map) 
 

Figure 2: Network of canals proposed in 1857 by Arthur Cotton 

 
Source: Undeveloped Wealth In India And State Reproductive Works (1874). 
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1. Introduction 
A turning point in economic history clearly is the Industrial Revolution. As a matter of fact, 
among the regions that experienced the Industrial Revolution (earliest) there was none in a 
leading position in early times, indeed they all lagged behind a millennium ago (Pomeranz, 
2009). So what is it that led to the reversal of development? There is a broad literature 
emphasizing the role of institutions (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2001), geographical factors 
(Diamond, 1997), genetic diversity (Ashraf and Galor, 2013), and trade and culture (Mokyr, 
2016) for comparative development. Among the geographical factors, research has pointed to 
the effect of climate on comparative development. 

This paper is thought to add to this debate and line of literature. It proposes that 
temperature cycles within a year might have had an effect on comparative development, 
particularly, the fraction of time with temperature below a certain level that is prohibitive for 
agricultural activities. It is proposed that time devoted to development and adoption of 
technology by the broad mass of people is a key variable, linking climate conditions to growth 
of technology and comparative development. The analysis is conducted using a Malthusian-
style growth model that builds on the trade-off between costs and benefits from innovating and 
adapting new technologies. This theory is in line with a strand of literature that advocates for 
an earlier, slow, but steady, rise in technological progress in some regions (Clark, 2002).   It 
emphasizes the role of the agriculture sector for this development (Tarlow, 2007). It is argued 
that this technological progress is the result of the incremental changes of thousands of 
individuals, improving yields (Clark, 2014). Doing only minor, but time-intensive innovation 
and adapting already existing technologies (Mokyr, 1990). The theory provided in this article 
is thought to describe and shed some light on the development in the time between the Neolithic 
Revolution and the Industrial Revolution. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides 
a discussion of the theoretical model emphasizing the role of climatic conditions for society-
specific and comparative development. Section 3 empirically tests the main predictions of the 
theory before section 4 concludes. 
 

2. Theoretical approach 
The model in this article is built around a class of homogeneous individuals (labourers), in early 
stages hunter and gatherers, fisher, later additionally farmers. They decide upon time allocation 
among (stylized) two occupations: an agricultural activity that is strongly and a non-agricultural 
activity (herding, fishing, etc.) that is weakly affected by lower temperatures. In particular, it is 
assumed that temperatures below a threshold level (winter) are prohibitive for agricultural 
activity and hence potentially impose constraints on the decisions of individuals. The decisions 
of individuals depend crucially on the profitability of each activity which is determined by 
individuals’ technology (potentially embodied in tools). 

Technological development is assumed to be driven (among others) by two factors: (i) 
learning by doing that is positively associated with time spent on an activity; and (ii) deliberate 
effort and time investment to adapt and develop new technologies (research). For the latter 
process, individuals have to reallocate time from food production and hence it is, in contrast to 
learning by doing, costly. As innovative activities depend on human capital and know-how, it 
is assumed that this process is inferior in the time period of interest. 

The framework described above gives rise to three stages of development. In an early 
stage after the Neolithic Revolution, with agricultural technologies in their infancy, climatic 
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imposed time restrictions in the agricultural process are non-binding. Individuals find it 
profitable to spend the whole time in the food producing processes, i.e. do not find it profitable 
to conduct research. Over time, when agricultural technologies improve, individuals spend 
more and more time in the agricultural process. Climatic conditions become binding and the 
society experiences a transition to the intermediate stage. As an immediate result, economic 
development is impeded due to reduced learning by doing. However, latently, incentives to 
improve agricultural technology increase. With binding environmental constraints, a gap 
between the marginal product of labour in the agricultural and the non-agricultural activity 
arise. While the benefits of innovations in agricultural technologies increase with productivity, 
the costs are linked to productivity in the non-agricultural sector (opportunity costs). With ever 
increasing agricultural technology, a society may overcome the intermediate stage and move to 
the late stage of development. The transition occurs when the sophistication of agricultural 
technologies increased the productivity gap between agricultural and non-agricultural activities 
to an extent that individuals, though research technology is inferior, start to spare time in the 
non-agricultural production process and start to deliberately spend time trying to improve tools 
used for the agricultural activity. 

The analysis now turns to comparative development. Right after the emergence of 
agricultural societies, technological development (through the mechanisms described above) is 
not affected by climatic constraints. But with improving agricultural technologies, individuals’ 
decisions in more and more societies are bound by the winter period.  Intuitively, the longer the 
winter period, the earlier and harder is the impeding effect on technological and general 
development. So over time, societies with a longer winter period fall behind those with a shorter 
period and the differential technological development becomes more significant. However, as 
indicated by the different stages discussed above, the negative effect might be compensated (to 
some extent) by a positive effect, particularly if a society moves to the late stage of development 
and individuals deliberately spend time improving technologies, and hence technological 
progress is not only driven by learning by doing but also by early research and intensified 
adapting activities of the broad mass of individuals. The timing of this transition is determined 
by agricultural technology and the winter length and the analysis identifies two effects: An 
application effect that favours shorter winter periods and a relative productivity effect that 
favours longer winter periods. Incentives to improve agricultural technology are positively 
linked to the time an individual is able to use it throughout a year (application effect). However, 
the more time individuals spend conducting the agricultural activity, the lower is, c.p., the 
average productivity induced by diminishing marginal products of labour. Moreover, more time 
spent in the agricultural process means less time devoted to the non-agricultural activity which 
then drives up the average productivity in that process. As the productivity in the non-
agricultural process determines the opportunity costs of conducting research, a shorter winter 
period lowers the incentives to conduct research and hence delays the transition to the late stage 
of development (relative productivity effect). The theoretical analysis shows that for very long 
winter periods the application effect dominates the relative productivity effect. However, with 
decreasing winter length, the relative productivity effect gains importance and ultimately 
dominates the application effect. Therefore, the relationship between winter length and the 
required technology and hence productivity in the agricultural process that incentivise 
individuals to deliberately devote time to research activities is u-shaped. The analysis reveals 
that, though in early stages societies with a shorter winter period define the technology frontier, 
societies with a medium length of the winter period that initially fell behind are the first that 
experience the transition to the late stage. This transition enables them to have technological 
progress driven not only by spontaneous ideas but also by time intensive adaption processes 
and ultimately surpass the former technological leaders. 
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3. Empirical assessment 
The proposed theory generates predictions about the relationship of winter length and 
technological development, and, due to the Malthusian link, population density. With data 
available for the years 1 CE, 1000 CE, and 1500 CE, the following hypotheses are derived: If 
any, year 1 CE is most likely to show signs of some countries to be in the early, some to be in 
the medium stage and hence a negative correlation of winter length and population density. If 
any, year 1500 CE is most likely to show signs of some countries to be in the late stage and 
hence an inverted u-shaped relation between winter length and population density. 

The empirical examination exploits exogenous sources of cross-country variation in the 
length of the growing degree period to examine its hypothesized differential effect on 
population density. Historical estimates of population density calculated by Ashraf and Galor 
(2011) is used, data on temperature is provided by Harris et al. (2014).  To control for 
differences in the timing of the Neolithic Revolution, data constructed by Putterman (2008) is 
utilized. Furthermore, measures for precipitation, reported by Nordhaus (2006), and soil 
fertility, reported by Michalopoulos (2012) are utilized, to control for important geographical 
factors. Formally, the baseline specifications to test the predictions regarding the effects of 
winter length on population density are: 

ln 𝑃",$ = 𝛽1,$𝐺" + 𝛽6,$ ln 𝑇" +	𝛽′:,$𝐶 + 𝛽′;,$𝐷 + 𝜖",$ ,					   [S1] 
ln 𝑃",$ = 𝛽1,$𝐺" +	𝛽6,$(𝐺")6 +	𝛽:,$ ln 𝑇" +	𝛽′;,$𝐶 + 𝛽′<,$𝐷 + 𝜖",$  [S2] 

where 𝑷𝒊,𝒕is population density of country i in year t. 𝑮𝒊 is country i’s average growing degree 
months inverted (GDMi).  𝑻𝒊 is the number of years elapsed since the onset of agriculture in 
country i. C is a vector of geographical conditions for country i, including Log precipitation, 
Log soil fertility, whether a country is a small island, percentage of land within 100 km of coast 
or river, percentage of population at risk of malaria, and terrain roughness. D is a vector of 
regional dummies. 𝝐𝒊,𝒕 are country-specific disturbance terms for population density in year t. 
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Table 1: Winter length and development - population density (OLS) 

Log Population Density 
                                   _______________________________________________________          

Year 1    Year 1000 Year 1500 

Model   (1)   (2)     (3)    (4)  (5) (6) 
Growing Degree -0.173*** 0.088 -0.043 0.372** -0.012 0.423*** 
   Months inv. (0.054) (0.128) (0.056) (0.154) (0.060) (0.154) 
Growing Degree  -0.039**  -0.060***  -0.063*** 
   Months inv. sq  (0.016)  (0.018)  (0.018) 
Log Years since NT 1.798*** 1.583*** 1.412*** 1.171*** 1.063*** 0.890*** 
 (0.392) (0.395) (0.250) (0.247) (0.215) (0.203) 
Log Soil Fertility 1.076*** 1.041*** 1.008*** 0.900*** 1.003*** 0.867*** 
 (0.339) (0.341) (0.299) (0.291) (0.265) (0.259) 
Log Precipitation 0.359** 0.372** 0.513*** 0.532*** 0.473*** 0.515*** 
 (0.145) (0.150) (0.147) (0.150) (0.139) (0.140) 
% of land within 100km 1.036*** 0.935*** 0.921*** 0.812*** 1.214*** 1.083*** 
   of Coast or River (0.282) (0.291) (0.253) (0.240) (0.237) (0.222) 
Small Island Dummy -0.810* -0.851*** -1.025 -1.039 -0.249 -0.310 
 (0.444) (0.321) (0.848) (0.758) (0.680) (0.601) 
% of population at risk -0.222 -0.056 0.301 0.561 0.577* 0.778*** 
   of contracting malaria (0.567) (0.582) (0.439) (0.412) (0.309) (0.288) 
Terrain Roughness -0.174 -0.014 -0.261 -0.084 0.102 0.187 
 (0.797) (0.763) (0.759) (0.727) (0.787) (0.732) 
Observations 121 121 140 140 148 148 
R2 0.723 0.731 0.673 0.696 0.685 0.706 
Regional Dummies YES YES YES YES YES YES 
Optimal GDM inv.    3.094  3.387 

Notes: *** Significant at the 1 percent level. ** Significant at the 5 percent level. * Significant at the 10 
percent level. Heteroscedasticity robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Regional Dummies 
are: Sub-Saharan Africa, Middle East and North Africa, Europe and Central Asia, South Asia, East Asia 
and Pacific Region, North America, Latin America and Caribbean. 
 
The results from OLS regression are shown in table 1. Models 1, 3, and 5 test the hypothesis of 
a (negative) linear relationship between GDMi and population density in the aftermath of the 
Neolithic Revolution (S1). The coefficient of interest is negative and seems significantly 
different from zero for the year 1 CE. In contrast, for the years 1000 CE and 1500 CE, the 
coefficient is negative, but seems to be not significantly different from zero. Models 2, 4, and 
6 allow for a non-linear relationship between GDMi and population density (S2). The linear 
coefficients of interest are both positive and significantly different from zero. The coefficients 
of the quadratic terms in contrast, are negative and again statistically significant. Together, these 
results suggest that the actual relationship between GDMi and population density is non-linear, 
particularly hump-shaped. Indeed, the coefficients indicate that an agricultural winter length of 
approximately 3.1 months in 1000 CE and 3.4 months in 1500 CE maximize, c.p., population 
density. The size of the effect of GDMi on population density seems quite substantial. 
Comparing a society with GDMi = 0 with a society with GDMi = 3.387, i.e. population density 
maximizing GDMi in year 1 CE and 1500 CE, respectively, reveals that in year 1 CE, the later 
society had an approximately 44 percent lower population density. However, for the year 1500 
CE, results from the regression model suggests that a society with (at that time) optimal GDMi 
has an approximately 103 percent higher population density compared with a society with 
GDMi = 0. 
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4. Conclusion 
This paper develops a new theoretical model to analyse the effects of a period with lower 
temperatures, particularly temperatures unsuitable for agriculture, within a year on comparative 
development in the time before the Industrial Revolution. I suggest technological progress is 
driven by two engines: learning by doing and spontaneous ideas, and deliberate (time) effort to 
make (small) improvements in technologies. In Malthusian stages of development, with per 
capita income fluctuating around subsistence level, and given inferior research technologies 
(due to lack of research know how and/or low levels of human capital), it is too costly to spare 
time to make potential small improvements in technologies. An extended winter period has a 
direct negative effect as it hinders optimal utilization of superior agricultural technologies. As 
a result, societies with longer winter periods are characterized by lower technological progress 
and a smaller population. However, as climatic friction drives a wedge between the returns to 
the different food production processes, it slowly raises the profitability of research. In 
consequence, some of the societies that fell behind during the early stages of development enter 
the late stage earlier and individuals spare some time of the low productive non-agricultural 
process to improve technologies for the high-productive agricultural activity. Eventually, these 
societies are, due to technological progress, driven by learning by doing and deliberate time 
effort, characterized by a higher growth rate of technology and will surpass those without a (or 
with a very short) winter period. An empirical examination is used to test two predictions of the 
theory, namely the relationship between winter length and population density is i) in early 
stages of development negative and ii) in late stages of development inverted u-shaped. The 
results are in line with the predictions of the theory and robust. 
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The quantity and quality of pre-industrial children: 
Evidence from Québécois twins 

 
Matthew Curtis, University of California, Davis 

(mjdcurtis@ucdavis.edu) 
Supervisor: Gregory Clark 

 
Introduction 
Since Becker (1960), economists have modelled a trade-off between the average human capital 
(‘quality’) and the quantity of children. Theorists often emphasize the importance of such trade-
off for the transition to modern economic growth.375 However, contemporary empirical 
evidence for such a trade-off is mixed.376 If this trade-off was key to modern growth, then is it 
present in populations on the eve of industrialization? 

The relationship between family size and human capital is hard to identify. There are 
many potential omitted variables, such as wealth, that could increase both. The natural 
experiment of twins has often been used as an exogenous increase in the quantity of children. 
However, studies of contemporary populations find little to no trade-off. This is likely due to 
mitigating factors such as public education. While lacking these factors, most historical 
populations also lack large and reliable samples of twins. This paper uses the uniquely thorough 
demographic records from Quebec to construct such a sample.  

Using this sample, I estimate the impact of twin births on the human capital of their 
siblings. I find that twins decreased the probability that an older sibling signs their marriage 
record, a proxy for human capital. Several tests suggest that this twin penalty can be interpreted 
as a quantity-quality trade-off, and I show that the trade-off was steeper when education appears 
to be more accessible.  
 
Data 
The IMPQ377 is a new database of family reconstitutions from baptism, burial and marriage 
records. It integrates two previous databases, the BALSAC database378 and the RPQA.379 It 
contains families linked together, mostly automatically, but by hand in difficulty cases.380 As 
women retained their maiden names, there are four names per married couple, increasing the 
likelihood of high quality matches. Moreover, as parish priests were required to keep a duplicate 
of records, missing data is unlikely.  

I use a strict measure of twins – siblings born on the same day – as twins are key to my 
identification strategy. To ensure twins are not false positives, I only consider a potential pair 
twins if their exact day of birth is known. 

I make several restrictions to the sample. First, there are a very few observations with 
nonsensical mother’s ages, so I trim the most extreme 1 percent of ages. Second, I exclude the 
small Protestant minority from my sample as their records are less complete. Third, I also 
exclude any family I detect with any triplets or higher order births, as they both are extreme 
outliers and complicate the empirical strategy. Despite these restrictions, I am still able to 
identify 20,848 pairs of twins (1.46 percent of all births). 

The main measure of human capital used in this paper is the presence of a signature on a 
marriage record. A 1678 ordinance required both the bride and the groom to sign their marriage 

 
375 c.f. Galor (2005). 
376 Black, Devereux, and Salvanes (2005, 2010) and Angrist, Lavy, and Schlossher (2010). 
377 IMPQ (2019). 
378 Project BALSAC (2019). 
379 Programme de recherche en démographie historique (2019).  
380 Borque (2011) and Dillon et al. (2018). 
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records if able, and the priest to record if they complied.381 Was a signature really a measure of 
human capital, that is a productive attribute? The qualitative evidence suggests that it was. 
Signatures are a proxy for the ability to write, a form of human capital that was particularly 
associated with business activity.382 Literacy also allowed young men to become a lay tutor, a 
frequent stepping stone towards a career as an administrator or notary.383 Another career choice 
that required literacy was the Church.384 
 

Table 1: Summary Statistics 
 Count Mean 
   

Variable Twin Singleton Twin Singleton 
 

Birth year 25,638 1,055,981 1805 1808 
Marriage year 3,431 296,472 1806 1811 
Parity 25,638 1,055,981 6.79 5.35 
Mother’s age at birth 25,638 1,055,981 31.66 29.65 
Signed marriage record 3,431 296,472 0.08 0.10 
OCCSCORE 212 20,564 23.55 23.93 
Survival rate 22,136 856,172 0.41 0.64 
N children born, family 25,638 1,055,981 10.68 9.47 
N children surviving, family 25,638 1,055,981 5.52 5.13 
Survival rate of non-twin siblings 24,118 1,003,207 0.61 0.60 
Mother literate 25,638 1,055,981 0.08 0.09 
Father literate 25,638 1,055,981 0.09 0.09 

 

Note: Survival rates are the proportion of children who do not die before age 14. 
 

Empirical Methods 
I use twins as a random fertility shock. There are two types of twins, monozygotic (identical) 
and dizygotic (fraternal). Monozygotic twins occur at a remarkably consistent rate across 
societies (around 0.7-0.9 percent of children).385 The rate of dizygotic twins is more varied and 
is influenced by several maternal characteristics. The rate increases with a mother’s age and 
previous number of births, and is higher for mothers who previously delivered twins. Some 
studies find other maternal characteristics associated with higher rates,386 an endogeneity 
concern which I address below. Controlling for maternal age and parity, twins should therefore 
be effectively random. This conditional randomness is key to my identification strategy. 

Twins are not quite the same as one additional singleton birth. First, twin infants usually 
are of below average health. While I primarily look at the outcomes of non-twin siblings, it is 
possible that parents either under-invested in sickly twins or compensated them with additional 
resources. Second, twins result in atypical spacing of children over time.387 I therefore look at 
the outcome of older siblings, who would be less affected by this spacing. 

 
381 Magnuson (1992). 
382 Greer (1997). 
383 Magnuson (1992). 
384 Though not one I observe in marriage records, so average literacy is likely underestimated by the 

signature proxy. 
385 In fact, this rate is observed in all mammals except some species of armadillos. Pison and Couvert 

(2004). 
386 Farbmacher, Guber, and Vikström (2018). 
387 Black, Devereux, and Salvanes (2005, 2010). 
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I only look at siblings who were fourteen or younger at the time of the birth. Throughout 
this paper, I assume that by age fourteen most parental investment had been completed. As 
some families had over twenty children, this restricts the sample to older siblings who could 
plausibly have been affected by the birth. Fourteen is an arbitrary choice; the results are robust 
to using other cut-off ages.388 

The basic regression model is as follows. For older sibling i and birth j of family f, regress: 
signature i, f = α twin j, f + γmother’s age, i, f + δ j + β X i, j, f + ε i, j ,f  [1] 
where signature i, f is if the older sibling signed their marriage record, twin j, f is an indicator for 
whether birth j is a twin birth, γmother’s age, i, f are fixed effects for the mother’s age at birth j, δ j 
are fixed effects for the parity of birth j, X i , j, f is a vector of controls (fixed effects for the birth 
order and sex of sibling i and indicators for the mother and father signing their marriage record), 
and ε i, j, f  is the error term. The unit of observation is a pair of an older sibling and a subsequent 
birth, allowing me to control for the characteristics of both the sibling and the birth. 

In other words, I compare two families, one whose mother gave birth to twins at a given 
parity and age, and one that gave birth to a singleton at the same parity and age. I then look at 
each older non-twin sibling. Do the older siblings of the twin family have a lower probability 
of signing than those of the singleton family?  
 
Results 
I find that twins decrease the probability that their older siblings sign their marriage records by 
0.8 percentage points (table 2, column 1). Is this a quality-quantity trade-off? To use twins as 
an instrument for completed family sizes, I restrict the sample further to families where I 
observe the mother surviving to age forty. 
 

Table 2: The effect of twins on older siblings 
 Dependent variable: 
  

 Signature 
 OLS IV IV 
 (1) (2) (3) 

 

Twin -0.008***   

 (0.003)   

Children born  -0.007**  

  (0.003)  

Children surviving to 14   -0.053* 
   (0.030) 

 

IV F-stat  1065 10 
Observations 1,233,669 1,125,661 1,104,340 
Adjusted R2 0.061 0.055 -0.077 

 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
Family-clustered standard errors in parentheses. All regressions 
contain controls for parity of birth, mother’s age at birth, sex and 
birth order of older child, and parental signatures. 

 
Using the twin indicator as an instrument for the total number of births, the results are almost 
identical (table 2, column 2). When the endogenous variable is instead the number of children 

 
388 These robustness checks are omitted here for space. 
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surviving to age fourteen, there is a larger negative effect (table 2, column 3).389 This regression 
has fairly weak first stage, though, as twins are less likely to survive. Altogether, the evidence 
implies that there was a trade-off between family size and the human capital of children. 
 

Robustness tests 
One test restricts the twins to only same-sex pairs. This decreases the proportion of dizygotic 
twins, reducing any bias from endogenous twinning rates. The results are almost identical (table 
2, column 1), suggesting that twins are indeed random conditional on mother’s age and parity.  
 

Table 3: Robustness tests 
 Dependent variable: 
  

 Signature Signature OCCSCORE 
 OLS OLS OLS 
 (1) (2) (3) 

 

Same-sex twin -0.009**   

 (0.004)   

    

Twin  -0.024*** -0.667** 
  (0.005) (0.340) 
    

 

Observations 1,227,596 295,660 85,474 
Adjusted R2 0.061 0.055 0.059 

 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
Family-clustered standard errors in parentheses. All 
regressions contain controls for parity of birth, mother’s 
age at birth, sex and birth order of child, and parental 
signatures. Columns 1 and 3 estimate the effects on older 
children, while Column 2 estimates the effect on the 
children born. 

 
Potentially, parents might have to reallocate resources from sickly twins to their siblings. This 
would mean the estimated effect of twins on non-twin siblings will be smaller than the typical 
effect of an additional birth. This typical effect would be bounded below by the effect of twins 
on older siblings and above by the effect of twins on the twins themselves.390 Under these 
assumptions, the average effect could have been as high as -2.5 percentage points (table 3, 
column 2). 

Signatures are a fairly crude measure of human capital. I use occupational status as a 
supplementary proxy for human capital. Only a small subset of men reported occupations, and 
I further omit farmers as the category is too broad absent landholding records. One common (if 
anachronistic) ranking system is IPUMS’ OCCSCORE.391 Twins do indeed decrease the 
OCCSCORE of their older siblings (table 3, column 3). 
 

Access to Education  

 
389 Here the sample is restricted to individuals born before 1836; this is necessary to determine which 

children were age fourteen by 1849. 
390 Rosenzweig and Zhang (2009). 
391 Minnesota Population Center (2019). Crosswalk based on Mourits (2017). 
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One explanation for the lack of a trade-off in contemporary populations is the availability of 
public education.392 While similar in many regards to pre-industrial France,393 Quebec was 
relatively rural and had limited access to education. Is it therefore unsurprising that there was a 
trade-off? 

At one extreme, if education is free, there is no trade-off. At the other extreme, if 
education is prohibitively expensive, an additional child makes no difference. In theory, the 
effect of increasing access to education is ambiguous. It could induce parents to substitute 
resources towards increased investment per child, which would increase the cost of an 
additional child. On the other hand, cheaper education would increase the effective income of 
a family, making it easier to compensate for an additional child. 

Before the 1840s, Quebec’s formal education system was almost entirely provided by the 
Catholic Church. Various religious orders and parish schools provided a range of educational 
services.394 While tuition was often free, food and board were not, and there was always the 
opportunity cost in terms of forgone child labour.395 While clergy and members of religious 
orders do not show up in marriage records, I can estimate their presence in a borough by percent 
of adults who die unmarried by a certain age.396 I construct such a measure, arbitrarily choosing 
age thirty as a threshold. 

As shown in table 4, this measure is associated with an increased likelihood of an older 
sibling signing their marriage record.  
 

Table 4: Twin effect interacted with proxy for access to schooling 
 

 Dependent variable: 
  

 Signature 
 OLS 

 

Twin 0.005 
 (0.004) 
Potential clergy 0.040*** 
 (0.015) 
Twin X potential clergy -0.092** 
 (0.044) 

 

Observations 1,228,960 
Adjusted R2 0.114 

 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
Family-clustered standard errors in parentheses. Regression 
contains controls for parity of birth, mother’s age at birth, 
sex and birth order of older child, parental signatures, and 
birth decade and borough of older child. 

 
A one standard deviation increase of the measure of potential clergy (5.5 percentage points) is 
associated with an increase in the probability of signature by 2.2 percentage points. The twin 

 
392 Angrist, Lavy, and Schlossher (2010). 
393 Magnuson (1992). 
394 The female Congrégation de Notre-Dame was particularly active, though there were schools run by 

male orders such as the Recollects. Greer (1997). 
395 Magnuson (1992). 
396 Unlike contemporary Western Europe, marriage was near to universal absent religious vows. Greer 

(1997). 
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indicator becomes insignificant by itself, but the interaction term is negative and significant. At 
the mean value of the measure, the twin penalty is -0.7 percentage points. A one standard 
deviation increase in the measure is associated397 with a -0.5 percentage points steeper trade-
off. This at least suggests that, on the margin, limited access to education reduced the trade-off. 
 
Conclusion 
In pre-industrial Quebec, the natural experiment of twins provides evidence that there was a 
moderate trade-off between family size and the average human capital of children. This 
estimated trade-off is larger in areas that had fewer married adults, suggesting that there was a 
trade-off despite, not because of, limited access to education 
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The deep roots of inequality 
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Estimates of wealth inequality in the year 2000 show a striking regional pattern of low 
inequality in East Asia and high inequality in Western Europe (Davies et al., 2010). This paper 
uses rich long-run panel data from village censuses in pre-industrial rural Japan, 1640-1870, to 
show that the divergent paths of the two regions equally apply to the distant pre-industrial past, 
1300-1900. I collect village census data from 598 villages that span much of Japan (see table 
1). I use the spatial spread of the observations to estimate one nationally representative wealth 
inequality. I also use the 77 villages with multiple long-run observations to measure fluctuations 
of wealth inequality across time. 

My estimates of wealth inequality in rural Japanese villages suggest low Gini coefficients 
of 0.53 with 87 percent of households owning land. There is no trend in wealth inequality. This 
is a much lower equilibrium in wealth inequality than that from available estimates from 
Western Europe on the eve of industrialization (see table 2). Although many of the measures of 
wealth inequality are not perfectly comparable, the measures from Italy and England are also 
estimates at village/parish level which make them most comparable.398 Here, I find the strongest 
evidence of a divergence in wealth inequality because of a clear gap in Gini-coefficients that 
are unlikely to be explained by measurement error. Another robust measure is the share of 
landless, which seems far lower in East Asia. 
 

Figure 1 The location of villages in the dataset 

 

 
398 The measure for England is new estimates of mine using parliamentary enclosure acts. The Italian 

measures are from (Alfani, 2015). 
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Table 1: Wealth inequality in pre-industrial societies 

 
 
The findings are also valid over the long run which is surprising because a popular hypothesis 
had been that inequality was converging to high levels everywhere (Scheidel, 2017). Medieval 
Europe was unequal preceding the black death, after which inequality temporarily decreased 
then trended upward again suggesting a high inequality equilibrium (Alfani, 2015; Alfani and 
Ryckbosch, 2016; Alfani and Ammannati, 2017; Bengtsson et al., 2018). In contrast, scattered 
evidence from East Asia suggest greater equality since ancient times. This evidence suggests a 
divergence whereby Western Europe converged towards a society of landless labourers while 
East Asia remained dominated by peasant households. Any explanation of differences in wealth 
inequality across these regions must have validity over the very long-run. 

I propose such an explanation through changes in the demographic institutions of 
adoption, resulting from the actions of the Christian church in the fifth century. Adoption had 
been practised in Eurasia since ancient times as a means of passing on wealth when households 
lacked male biological heirs (Goody, 1969). The lack of male biological heirs was surprisingly 
common due to high mortality rates resulting in one-third of children dying before adulthood. 
Adoption reduced inequality by keeping wealth within the family. 

However, Western European households effectively stopped practising adoption from the 
early middle ages due to the teaching of the church that started putting greater emphasis on 
blood relations. This was partially a consequence of church greed, as they realized extinct 
households are more likely to will their wealth to the church. The lack of adoption in Western 
Europe greatly increased household extinctions. Upon household extinction, the wealth was 
redistributed unequally via social mechanisms such as wills or marriages by heiresses. Due to 
the positive correlation between the inheritor and extinct, as for example rich heiresses often 
married rich husbands, societies in Western Europe saw increasing levels of wealth 
concentration and higher inequality (Clay, 1968; Habakkuk, 1994). 

I show the intuition in a simple model. Suppose a society where land is passed fully intact 
down a single male line (impartible inheritance). In the case that the male line fails (household 
extinction), suppose household lands are redistributed to another household. This is consistent 
with the Western European system in which daughters inherit lands when sons are lacking and 
marry into another male line. If there are no daughters, wealth is passed onto relatives. 
 

Figure 2: The effects of adoption on inequality 
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Figure 2 shows what can happen over two generations in a society with land distributed equally 
across five households.  In the first generation (figure 2a), two households have surplus heirs 
and two households have no heirs. In a society without adoption (figure 2b), the households 
without heirs go extinct and its wealth is passed onto other households. As a result, households 
2 and 3 become relatively rich. The surplus heirs form new households get no wealth in a society 
with impartible inheritance. Overall, the second generation is more unequal in a society without 
adoption, regardless of the initial distribution of wealth. In contrast, a society with adoption will 
have the surplus heirs redistributed to the households without heirs and there is no change in 
wealth distribution (figure 2c). The gradual concentration of wealth due to household 
extinctions is shut down by adoption. 

I use detailed demographic panel data from three Japanese village censuses to study how 
adoption functioned. I estimate household extinction rates by wealth class and show wealthy 
Japanese households were rarely going extinct due to adoptions, despite having at least a 20 
percent chance of having no biological heir (see figure 3). Consequently, only 10 percent of 
land per century would get redistributed due to lack of heirs. I can contrast this with the case of 
the English elite who held most of the land in England.  We do not know the amount of land 
held by individuals, but we know that the male lines of the English elite were going extinct at 
least 25 percent of the time during the eighteenth century. This suggests over 50 percent of 
national wealth would face the problem of household extinction. A tremendous amount of 
wealth was getting concentrated in England due to this mechanism. 

This novel mechanism is a plausible explanation of the divergence in wealth inequality 
between East Asia and Western Europe for several reasons. First, adoption was functioning 
similarly across Eurasia in ancient times, before Western Europe received a treatment of 
institutional change in the fifth century. Second, adoption was not limited to Japan. Although 
the evidence is less detailed, there are observations of widespread adoption across East Asia 
making this a plausible mechanism in explaining regional differences in inequality (Feng and 
Lee, 1998; Goody, 2000; Kim and Park, 2010). Third, I show that this mechanism had plausibly 
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large effects on inequality through a simulation model, calibrated by the data. I find that without 
adoption, wealth inequality is likely to have increased by 0.1-0.2 points in Gini coefficient. This 
would bring Japan in line with Western European societies and can explain a large share of the 
difference in wealth inequality outcomes. 
 

Figure 3: Extinctions per decade (left) and theoretical extinction rates without adoption 
(right) 

 
A major contribution of this paper is to show a very long-run regional divergence in inequality 
that changes our understanding of inequality in the pre-industrial world (see figure 4). The past 
literature had mostly focused on the eighteenth century onward in the case of Asia. Milanovic 
(2018) found cross-country evidence of pre-industrial income inequality being lower in Asian 
societies after the eighteenth century which is consistent with my findings using wealth 
inequality.399 Scheidel (2017) also attempted to look at a longer time scale with more 
fragmentary data and contemporary narratives of inequality but he concluded that all societies 
were converging towards high inequality. I am the first to compute long-run wealth inequality 
in East Asia and I find no evidence for such claims. Japan seems not to have been an 
idiosyncratic, but to be representative other societies in the region. This newly documented 
dimension of divergence adds to the well-known case of wage divergence across East Asia and 
Western Europe. 

Another important contribution is the proposal of a new mechanism that can explain 
differing inequality outcomes across countries. There has been a recent focus on the ‘Great 
Gatsby Curve’ which shows the existence of an empirical negative relationship between social 
mobility and inequality (Corak, 2013). This has led to growing numbers of studies that look at 
transmissions of wealth or social status as a key factor in explaining inequality (Clark and 
Cummins, 2014; Chetty et al., 2014; Adermon et al., 2018). I complement this literature by 
showing a model of how differential fertility outcomes also have large effects on inequality. 
Unlike most datasets, this historical micro-data gives me the unique opportunity to 
simultaneously study household demography and wealth. Detailed examination shows big 
differences in household wealth transmissions in Japan relative to the typical Western European 
household which resulted in divergent inequality outcomes. 
 
  

 
399 Income inequality is measured using social tables, which exploits estimated differences in inequality 

between typical social classes. Due to it being based on little data, there is less confidence on the 
accuracy of the measure compared to wealth inequality. Milanovic (2018) finds income inequality 
is positively correlated with population density. The regions with high population density were 
predominantly Asian, where rice production allowed for more people to subsist per area. 
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Figure 4: The conjectured paths of long-run wealth inequality 

 
 
An interesting implication of this paper is that religious institutions impacted inequality through 
demographic institutions. Christianity and the church have often been considered a 
distinguishing feature of Europe. However, their role in economic history has been debated 
since the seminal book by Weber (1930), as it contended with other factors such as geography 
or political fragmentation (Diamond, 1998; Becker and Woessmann, 2009; Bosker et al., 2013; 
Cox, 2017; Cantoni et al., 2018). Similarly to Greif and Tabellini (2017), I also argue that the 
church’s effect on demographic institutions in the early middle ages played a key role in 
subsequent economic development. However, unlike their focus on cousin marriage’s effect on 
clans and individualism, I focus on adoption and its effect on inequality. This divergence in 
inequality may play a key role in explaining the great divergence in living standards. A 
companion paper shows that the divergence in inequality also created a divergence in living 
standards, whereby East Asia became poor and Western Europe became rich (Kumon, 2018) 
Therefore, the church may have been a major unintentional actor contributing to the unique 
path of economic development in Western Europe. 
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The impact of coal smoke on foetal death and infant 
mortality in early twentieth-century Japan 
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As air pollution is caused by economic activity, its impacts on health have attracted a great deal 
of interest from economists. A growing body of literature has revealed that air pollution 
increases childhood respiratory diseases (Coneus and Spiess, 2012), heart diseases (Schlenker 
and Walker, 2015) and infant mortality rate (Chay and Greenstone, 2003; Tanaka, 2015). 
Furthermore, adverse effects on foetus such as reduced birthweight and short gestation period 
had been widely researched (Coneus and Spiness, 2012; Currie et al., 2009; Tanaka, 2015). 

Many studies in other fields have also examined the effects of air pollution on diseases, 
mortality, and foetal growth. Moreover, in the field of epidemiology, it is found that air 
pollution causes a reduction in fertility rates (e.g., Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2014). Carré et al. 
(2017) reviews published literature on the impact of air pollutants on spontaneous fertility, in 
vitro fertilization outcomes, and gametogenesis in both humans and animals, pointing out four 
possible mechanisms for decreasing reproduction capacities: hormonal changes, oxidative 
stress induction, cell DNA alteration, and epigenetic modifications. 

Although there have been a number of studies on the adverse effects of air pollution based 
on the data in the postwar period, little is known about relationships between air quality and 
health in the nineteenth and early twentieth century due to a lack of data on air pollution. To 
fill this knowledge gap, a few recent studies have attempted to investigate the effects of coal 
smoke on health by using estimated coal use in the nineteenth century. Beach and Hanlon 
(2017) inferred local coal use levels in England and Wales in 1851 based on local industrial 
structure and industry-specific coal use per worker, finding that a one standard deviation 
increase in the logarithm of coal use raised infant mortality by 8.12–13.68 deaths per 1,000 live 
births in 1851–60. Following Beach and Hanlon (2017), Bailey et al. (2018) found that there 
was a strong negative correlation between coal use and adult heights by using the inferred local 
coal intensity in 1901 and the height of serviceman born in the 1890s. These studies have 
demonstrated that coal smoke affected human health adversely in the nineteenth century. 

In order to add further evidence on the adverse effects on health, the present study 
examines the effects of coal smoke on fertility, infant mortality, and foetal death rate by using 
unique data on actual coal use at prefecture level in Japan between 1891 and 1910. Coal use, 
especially for factories, had risen rapidly due to the industrial development since the end of 
nineteenth century in Japan. In fact, domestic coal consumption increased more than tenfold 
from 1899 to 1910. The large increase allows me to capture the effects of coal use. In addition, 
the measurement error of coal use variable in this study is less than that in previous studies 
because of the actual measured data. Moreover, I employ fixed effects model as the 
identification strategy taking advantage of the panel data. Controlling for unobservable fixed 
effects, I can estimate the effects of coal use more correctly. 
 
Model and data 
To investigate the effects of coal smoke on fertility and mortality in industrializing Japan, I 
compile panel data from 46 prefectures other than Okinawa between 1899 and 1910. I employ 
the fixed effects model as my identification strategy. The baseline model is given by 

𝑦"$ = 𝛼 + 𝛽ln𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑙"$ + 𝐱′"$𝛄 + 𝜇" + 𝜈$ + 𝜀"$ 
where i indexes prefectures from 1 to 46 and t indexes years from 1899 to 1910. The dependent 
variable 𝑦"$ represents the crude birth rate, infant mortality rate, and foetal death rate. ln𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑙"$ 
is the logarithm of coal use in tons, which is my interest, 𝐱′"$ is a vector of control variables, 
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and 𝜀"$ is a random error term. 𝜇" and 𝜈$ representing the prefecture and year fixed effects, 
respectively. 

The data on coal use in Japan are obtained from the statistical yearbooks Noshomusho 
tokeihyo, which were annually published by the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce. The 
statistical yearbooks provide the data on coal use for ship, railway, factory, and saltery from 
1886 to 1910. Fortunately, the coal use for factory and saltery are also available at prefecture 
level during the period, whereas the prefecture-level coal use for ship and railway after 1904 is 
not available. Since coal for ships is burned as a fuel not on land but at sea, I exclude coal use 
for ships from my regression analyses. In addition, I do not use the data on coal use for railways 
because it is hard to determine precisely where and how much coal for railways was burned. 
Therefore, I utilize the sum of coal use for factory and saltery as the key variable capturing coal 
smoke intensity. 

Outcomes in this study are the crude birth rate, infant mortality rate, and foetal death rate. 
These variables are defined as the number of live births per 1,000 people, the number of infant 
deaths per 1,000 live births, and the number of foetal deaths per 1,000 births, respectively. The 
data on the number of births and deaths are obtained from Nihon Teikoku Jinko Dotai Tokei, 
which is the formal vital statistics annually published by the Japanese government since 1899. 

Main control variables include those accounting for development level (the log of 
population and primary school enrolment rate), income and nutrition (rice yields per unit area), 
health infrastructure (number of hospitals), public health (number of water supplied households 
per 100 people), preference for health (proportion of sanitation and health expenditure to total 
prefectural tax expenditure), and environment (annual mean temperature). These variables are 
based on the data from the most comprehensive Japanese statistical yearbooks Nihon Teikoku 
Tokei Nenkan. In addition to the above controls, I include the number of doctors and midwives 
per 100 people and total income of taxpayers paying income tax, who had a high income, to 
control for medical and income levels. However, the data in the first few years of the study 
period are not available. Therefore, I use these measures as additional control variables. 
 

Estimation result 
Table 1 presents results for the crude birth rate, infant mortality rate, and foetal death rate. In 
columns (1), (3), and (5), I employ the baseline specification, while the additional control 
variables are controlled for in columns (2), (4), and (6). All specifications include the prefecture 
and year fixed effects. As shown in columns (1) and (2), the effects of coal use on the crude 
birth rate are significantly negative. These results suggest that air pollution due to coal smoke 
decreased fertility rate, corresponding with the findings in epidemiological studies. The 
estimated coefficients of lnCoal indicate that an increase in the log of coal use by one unit 
decreased the crude birth rate by 0.129 or 0.176 per mil. 

Columns (3) and (4) show that the effects of coal use on the infant mortality rate are 
positive and statistically significant at five percent level. The results suggest that a one unit 
increase in lnCoal raised infant mortality by 1.916 or 1.988 deaths per 1,000 live births.  

In contrast to the results for crude birth rate and infant mortality rate, no significant 
relationship is observed between coal use and foetal death rate, as reported in columns (5) and 
(6). The results indicate that coal smoke did not cause foetal deaths. Nevertheless, there is a 
possibility that other outcomes such as birthweight and length of gestation period were affected. 
Therefore, my results do not imply that coal smoke was not harmful to foetuses at all in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century. 
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Table 1: Effects of coal use 
 CBR IMR FDR 
 （1） （2） （3） （4） （5） （6） 
lnCoal -0.129* -0.176** 1.916** 1.988** -0.211 -0.269  

(0.066) (0.071) (0.763) (0.761) (0.387) (0.326) 
Main controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Additional controls No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 543 453 543 453 543 453 

Notes: ***, **, and * represent statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 
Standard errors clustered at the prefecture level are in parentheses 
 
I conduct further analyses to examine the effect on infant mortality in more detail. Previous 
studies have revealed that the size of impact of air pollution on infant health varies depending 
on the period after birth. To explore heterogeneity of the effect of air pollution on infant 
mortality, I use death rates by the periods after birth. Specifically, the number of deaths in 0–4 
days, 5–9 days, 10–14 days, 15–30 days, 1–3 months, 3–5 months, and 6–11 months after birth 
per 1,000 live births are used as dependent variables. For ease of comparison, I standardize 
these outcomes to each have a mean of zero and standard deviation of one. The data on the 
number of deaths in each period are obtained from Nihon Teikoku Jinko Dotai Tokei as with 
the other vital statistics used in this study. 

Table 2 presents results estimated by the baseline specification including the main control 
variables and the fixed effects. The results show that the estimated effects of coal use are 
positive regardless of periods after birth. In addition, the effect tended to become larger as time 
advances after the birth of an infant. The estimated coefficient of lnCoal is smallest in 0–4 days, 
0.003, and grows larger toward the greatest, 0.074 in 3–5 months. As reported in column (6), it 
becomes slightly smaller, 0.062, in 6–11 months than the previous period. These effects are 
statistically significant at least at 10 percent level after 15 days; by contrast, the effects within 
two weeks of birth are not significant. Moreover, marginal effects on the death rates in each 
period in table 2 and the result in column (3) of table 1 indicate that 28 percent of overall 
increase in infant mortality rate due to coal use occurred after six months from birth and 74 
percent occurred after one month, that is, in approximately the post-neonatal period. These 
results suggest that infants were more affected by coal smoke in the post-neonatal period than 
in the neonatal period. An interpretation of the result is that damages from air pollution were 
accumulated as an infant spent more time outside. 
 
  

Table 2: Effects on death rate by period after birth 
 DV: Standardized death rate in each period after birth 
 0–4 

days 
5–9 
days 

10–14 
days 

15–30 
days 

1–3 
mo. 

3–5 mo. 6–11 
mo. 

lnCoal 0.003 0.018 0.032 0.047* 0.045** 0.074*** 0.062**  
(0.018) (0.022) (0.023) (0.025) (0.020) (0.024) (0.030) 

        
Death rate (‰)        

Mean 27.52 24.08 8.67 14.77 30.25 19.54 27.69 
SD 11.11 6.02 1.93 3.18 7.27 4.22 6.32 

Marginal effect 0.030 0.108 0.063 0.151 0.325 0.312 0.389 
Main controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 543 543 543 543 543 543 543 

Notes: ***, **, and * represent statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 
Standard errors clustered at the prefecture level are in parentheses. 
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Conclusion 
The present study contributes to the literature in the following three ways. First, I found the 
adverse effect of coal smoke on infant mortality in the early twentieth century based on the 
panel data on actual coal use, which supports the validity of my estimation results. The results 
suggest that a one standard deviation increase in coal use caused 3.58–3.72 infant deaths per 
1,000 live births, agreeing with the findings in numerous literature that air pollution has an 
adverse effect on infant mortality. The debate about historical mortality transition from the 
nineteenth to the early twentieth century has highlighted the roles of nutrition (Fogel, 2004; 
McKeown, 1976) and public health (Cutler and Miller, 2005; Szreter, 1988). As well as Beach 
and Hanlon (2017); this study emphasizes the importance of air pollution as another factor. 

Second, I first revealed that an increase in coal use reduced the fertility rate but did not 
have significant effects on foetal death rate in an industrializing economy. My empirical 
analyses suggest that a one standard deviation increase in log coal use decreased crude birth 
rate by 0.24–0.33 per mil. On the basis of epidemiological findings, the result is interpreted as 
indicating a decrease in reproduction capacities caused by coal smoke. This interpretation is 
consistent with the results for foetal death rate. The estimation results that there were no 
significant relationships between coal use and foetal death rate support that the decrease in 
crude birth rate did not attribute to an increase in foetal deaths. This finding points to a 
possibility that pollutions associated with the economic development led to a drop in 
reproductive function, providing new insight into the historical decline in fertility rate.400 

Finally, analysing the effect on infant mortality rate in detail, I found that the increase in 
infant mortality associated with coal smoke mostly occurred in the post-neonatal period, 
especially 3–5 months after birth. This result contradicts a finding of Chay and Greenstone 
(2003) and Tanaka (2015). They used the data from the end of twentieth century and revealed 
that many infant deaths related to air pollution occurred within four weeks after birth (i.e., 
neonatal period). If the effect of air pollution on infant mortality is different depending on 
circumstances, this study rather than studies on today’s developed countries have a better 
implication for developing countries.  
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Introduction 
Mortality started to decline among some populations in northern Europe as early as the 
eighteenth century. This decline accelerated in much of Europe throughout the nineteenth 
century and continued to do so in the first half of the twentieth century (Schofield & Reher, 
1991). Urban mortality appears to have been significantly higher than that of rural areas. One 
reason for this was the high population density which facilitated the dissemination of epidemic 
diseases. Another was the rapid expansion of the population in cities and the lack of 
corresponding improvement in public health infrastructure which would have supported such 
an expansion. This urban-rural mortality gap seems to have narrowed significantly in the first 
decades of the twentieth century in most European populations and was then followed by an 
urban advantage.401 

Western Europe and North America have been almost exclusively the focus of previous 
historical studies of mortality patterns in the last two centuries. The trends in other 
Mediterranean countries, including Spain and Italy, have been explored, although to a 
significantly lesser degree. Only little evidence, however, is available about changes in 
mortality in modern Greece. That which does exist has been based on indirect techniques and 
extensive assumptions rather than on actual data. This paper, therefore, examines mortality 
patterns in Greece, by employing individual-level data from the urban centre of Hermoupolis, 
on the Greek island of Syros from 1859 to 1940. It outlines the main reasons that contributed 
to mortality decline and removal of urban penalty in Hermoupolis in the early twentieth century. 
This study draws on a unique database, the Hermoupolis Mortality Database (HMD), 
containing individual-level death records (c.45,000 individuals) for the entire population of the 
city. Standard demographic methods used in historical demography were employed along with 
the technique of nominal record linkage. Finally, this paper produces important new insights 
into Mediterranean urban historical demography and is the first comprehensive study of urban 
mortality in Greece. 
 
Setting: Hermoupolis, Syros 
In the mid-nineteenth century Hermoupolis was the second most populated city, a major Greek 
industrial centre and one of the biggest ports in the East Mediterranean. By the late-nineteenth 
century, and due to the rise of other ports and industrial centres in the Greek mainland, the city 
experienced a serious decline in its economy and gradually transformed into a provincial and 
rather insignificant city, albeit with extensive administrative responsibilities as the capital of 
the Cyclades Islands. 
 
Mortality trends 
Levels of mortality in Hermoupolis in the second half of the nineteenth century were high, with 
life expectancy at birth (e0) ranging from 28 years in 1870 to 35 years in 1907. Hermoupolis’ 
crude death rate (CDR) of 32 per thousand in 1896 (figure 1) was higher than the national 
average (around 25 at the time) and the highest yet calculated rate in Greece in almost every 
census year throughout the study period (Valaoras, 1960). The high prevalence of infectious 
diseases in combination with the relatively low e0 (43 for both sexes in 1928) suggests that the 

 
401 For urban penalty and excess urban mortality, see Reher (2001), Farinas & Oris (2016), Harris & 

Helgertz (2019). 
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second stage of Omran’s (1971) epidemiologic transition ‘age of receding pandemics’ was still 
ongoing, although in its final phase. 
 

Figure 1: Crude birth rate (CBR), crude death rate (CDR), early-childhood mortality rate 
(ECMR) and infant mortality rate (IMR) in Hermoupolis, 1859-1940 

 
Source: HMD 

 
Mortality of young children was found to be high in Hermoupolis, accounting for a great 
proportion of the overall mortality in the second half of the nineteenth century (figure 1). The 
decline in early childhood mortality (ECMR), which had started at the end of the nineteenth 
century most likely as a result of the introduction of vaccination practices in the city, was found 
to be highly responsible for initiating mortality transition and for the growth of e0 at the turn of 
the twentieth century. Infant mortality (IMR) was also found to be higher than the national 
average throughout the study period. The course of infant mortality seems to have been 
consistent with the fluctuations in living standards: when the economy of the city declined, 
infant mortality increased dramatically (figure 1). Hermoupolis experienced an early decline at 
the beginning of the twentieth century, although other studies suggested that the fall in infant 
mortality in Greece started or accelerated in the 1930s (Valaoras, 1960; Hionidou, 1993). Two 
possible explanations have been suggested: first, the change in the registration of stillbirths in 
1912 and, second, lower strata infants received better care as a result of an increased interest of 
local philanthropists. A further steep decline in IMR occurred in the 1930s after an increase, 
possibly because of the arrival of the Asia Minor refugees in the city and its aftermath. After 
examining different factors that may have contributed to the decline in infant mortality, 
including sanitary reforms, female literacy and breastfeeding practices, this study found that 
following the earlier fall in early childhood mortality, fertility declined and, in turn, triggered 
the decline in infant mortality (figure 1). The introduction of an underground water supply in 
Hermoupolis in the mid-1920s, although not expanded across the whole city, is expected to 
have had an indirect impact on the decline in childhood mortality. 
 

Urban penalty in Hermoupolis 
Comparisons of Hermoupolis’ rates with those of other semi-urban and rural Greek populations 
(Hionidou 1993, Gavalas, 2001) suggest that an urban penalty was clearly operating in the city 
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during the early twentieth century. However, it seems that this urban-rural gap had been closed 
by the end of the study period. Various reasons have been proposed for the urban excess 
mortality in the literature, including high population density, poor living standards and lack of 
sanitary reforms. Urban excess mortality could also be partly explained by extensive in-
migration, under-registration and registration inaccuracies. 

For Greece, under-registration of vital events was extensive in rural parts of the country 
prior to the 1920s. This is partly due to the interruption of the collection of vital statistics by the 
Central Statistical Office during the period 1889-1920. In order to overcome the very high 
levels of under-registration especially in rural areas, Valaoras (1960) and Siampos (1973) based 
their estimations of the national rates on extensive assumptions and not actual data. On the other 
hand, various techniques to correct any possible inaccuracies of the Hermoupolis data around 
the census years were employed in the current study. 

The high levels of in-migration in Hermoupolis especially in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, due to its busy port and noteworthy industrial activity, are expected to have 
played a crucial role in the evolution of mortality. If the deaths of those migrants were 
accurately reported in Hermoupolis, while these same migrants were not captured by the 
censuses, then mortality rates could be heavily overestimated. The increase in CDR in 1923 is 
very likely such an instance: the arrival of 7,000 Asia Minor refugees in 1922, whose deaths 
were captured in Hermoupolis, but were not included in the census until 1928. However, the 
effect of in- and out-migration in mortality patterns in Hermoupolis remains a topic for further 
exploration. 

Another important reason for the excess urban mortality is the existence of hospitals, 
which increased the number of deaths in the cities (Ramiro, 2007). Hermoupolis had the first 
hospital in modern Greece which accepted foundlings and placed them with hired wet-nurses. 
Whether the hospital served the whole island or whether residents of other islands had travelled 
to the city to seek medical care are still unknown. Moreover, foundling deaths accounted for 
almost 10 percent of all annual infant deaths for most of the period prior to 1920. Whether these 
infants were of rural origin is highly unlikely due to the fact that rural mothers wanted to retain 
their anonymity and to conceal their association with the illegitimate infants. 

The most significant reason for the high levels of mortality is considered to be the poor 
environmental and hygiene conditions which, in combination with the port character of the city, 
made Hermoupolis an unhealthy Greek urban centre. Even though periods of quarantine were 
imposed on all ships arriving from other areas, regular outbreaks of disease occurred in the city 
especially during the second half of the nineteenth century. The insufficient and filthy sewers 
and the mostly contaminated available water in the city were considered to be responsible for 
huge numbers of young children dying from diarrhoeal diseases and the dissemination of 
infectious diseases among all ages. Given that Hermoupolis was a city that was built very 
rapidly in the 1820s without town planning and limited space between the sea front and the 
hills, population density is also expected to have contributed to the high prevalence of infectious 
diseases and therefore responsible for high levels of mortality and morbidity. 

The findings of this study therefore suggest, following the European trends, that the 
unhealthy urban environment in Hermoupolis was responsible for reducing the survival of its 
inhabitants. Hermoupolis, however, experienced a continuous decline in mortality during the 
first four decades in the twentieth century, the reasons for which are discussed in the next 
section. 
 
How was the urban penalty removed? 
Studies from North-western Europe in the late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries 
suggest that several factors contributed to the decline in mortality and the removal of urban 
penalty: improved living standards and the associated improvement of nutritional status, 
sanitary reforms, improvements in personal sanitation and advanced medical technology. 
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Almost annual outbreaks of childhood infectious diseases were found to have been 
responsible for most of the fluctuations in CDR in the second half of the nineteenth century. 
During the 1890s, however, mortality among young children declined, most likely as a result 
of the mass immunizations which were implemented by the local medical authorities in 
collaboration with the local government since the 1880s. At the same time, Hermoupolis 
experienced a deep financial and social crisis as a result of losing its role as an important 
commercial and transit centre between the East and the West. Consequently, unemployment, 
out-migration and a worsening of living standards characterized the society. During the first 
decades of the next century, however, investments in the textile industry balanced the shrinkage 
in the local economy by reducing unemployment and out-migration. Even though evidence 
from the local press reveals that the lower social classes suffered throughout the interwar period, 
it is expected that these improvements in the local economy would have contributed to a 
possible amelioration of the living standards in the city and therefore they may have helped to 
stabilize the rates. Besides, no improvements of nutritional status occurred either in the city or 
in the country prior the 1950s. 

Although various Greek studies have connected improvements in public health or medical 
care to mortality decline in the 1920s, physicians had relatively limited means of combating 
infectious diseases even until the 1930s, which suggests the need for caution in attributing a 
positive effect of medical care on any decline in mortality. Most hospitals in Greece at the time 
lacked sufficient equipment and were overcrowded, while physicians’ education and training 
were inadequate. However, the fact that Hermoupolis had rather advanced medical services by 
Greek standards, including a public hospital and a very active medical association, should not 
be underestimated. Physicians had a very active role either by publishing reports in the local 
press regarding public hygiene and personal sanitation or by collaborating with the local 
authorities concerning improvements both in medical care and sanitation. 

The largest body of the literature has attributed mortality decline to sanitary reforms, 
including water supply and sewerage systems (e.g., Cutler & Miller, 2005). In Hermoupolis, a 
water supply system was only constructed in the mid-1920s, although it was not accessible by 
the entire population even by the mid-1930s and therefore they had to rely on other sources: 
public springs, artesian wells and private water cisterns that collected rainwater. All types of 
water were found to be contaminated in 1933 according to a contemporary report. However, 
from the mid-1920s onwards, significant declines in mortality occurred in the city, leading to 
even further falls during the following decade. The introduction of a water supply, therefore, in 
Hermoupolis, despite being contaminated, appears to have had a positive effect on the decline 
in mortality. 

Despite the positive impact of the introduction of a sewage disposal system on declining 
mortality rates found in various studies (Kesztenbaum & Rosenthal, 2017), such links were not 
identified in the case of Hermoupolis; on the contrary, it might actually have been one of the 
main factors which contributed to the high mortality patterns in the city throughout the study 
period. Hermoupolis had acquired a sewage disposal system by the mid-nineteenth century, 
although very limited improvements took place until the late 1930s. Public open holes, situated 
on the main streets of the city were used by most inhabitants, except for the upper-class 
households, which had obtained privately available water closets by the mid-1930s. Literature 
has shown that water supply and sewerage system were complementary to each other rather 
than substitutes (Helgertz & Onnerfors, 2019).The lack of water supply in Hermoupolis prior 
to the 1920s, therefore, might have been responsible for the ineffectiveness of the sewerage 
system and the high prevalence of diarrhoeal diseases there. 

This paper therefore suggests that a combination of these factors may have increased 
awareness of the importance of personal sanitation among the citizens. Even though this is a 
factor which is very difficult to explore, it seems that the inhabitants of Hermoupolis started to 
take care of their personal hygiene in order to overcome the bad housing and the ineffectiveness 
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of the local authorities. The availability of water seems to have increased sensitivity towards 
personal hygiene, in line with the findings of recent studies (Floris & Staub, 2019). 

In addition to the factors discussed above, fertility may also have been responsible for the 
decline in infant mortality in the 1930s, while fertility seems to have been the product of the 
fall in early childhood mortality in the late nineteenth century. Finally, increasing charitable 
activities by affluent inhabitants in Hermoupolis played an important role in local society by 
counterbalancing the ineffectiveness of the state and the local authorities and therefore 
increased survival possibilities for many young children in Hermoupolis. 
 
Conclusions 
To sum up, evidence from Hermoupolis suggests that a combination of factors, including 
decline in fertility, increased charitable activity and wider access to water, contributed to the 
significant decline in mortality and the removal of the urban penalty in the early twentieth 
century, a shift in mortality that had started in the last decade of the nineteenth century most 
likely as a result of the vaccination of young children. 
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Persistent inequalities in development and investment in health infrastructures are hampering 
health system performance in sub-Saharan Africa. As health facilities absorb more than half of 
total health domestic expenditures,402 exploring the root causes of inequalities in hospital 
performance is crucial to improve the allocation of health resources and achieve their highest 
impact. This paper attempts to bring a new perspective on this issue by investigating the 
historical legacy of a colonial regime on modern disparities in health system performance. 
Specifically, the objective is to explore to what extent colonial health investments have a causal 
effect on contemporary hospital input utilization and output production. 

I examine the long-term effects of colonial health investments on modern hospital 
performance by using archival data on the Belgian Congo between 1926 and 1956 along with 
contemporary data on the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). Focusing the analysis on the 
DRC brings two benefits. First, I obtain refined data from colonial archives on population 
health, public investments and disease prevalence in this second largest African country. The 
collected information offers the possibility to accurately estimate the effects of colonial health 
investments at the subnational level and has the advantage of precisely identifying sources of 
variation in factors pertaining to colonial settlement decisions. Furthermore, the troubled recent 
history of the DRC provides a unique setting for examining the persistence of the colonial 
legacy. From independence in 1960, followed by the Mobutu authoritative regime, to the 
collapse of the state and the outbreak of civil and regional wars three decades later, the presence 
of causal effects on modern facilities would be remarkable. It would suggest a high degree of 
persistence of initial health investments and the crucial role played by colonial medical missions 
in determining the performance of modern African health systems. 
 

Data 
Colonial settlements - I use two primary data sources. First, I exploit multiple colonial maps on 
health infrastructures between 1936 and 1953 to georeference the establishment of colonial 
health investments. These maps, produced by the Belgian Ministry of Colonies, provide 
information on the geographic distribution of all hospitals and dispensaries that reported health 
activities to the colonial government. Equipped with this information, I georeference and 
geolocalize all historical data: I first construct a geocoded dataset of all colonial medical 
missions between 1929 and 1953. I then compute the exact location of modern health facilities 
with colonial origins by matching the colonial health settlements with the list of modern health 
facilities in the DRC. The geo-location analysis was finally augmented with archival public 
health data from the Belgian Ministry of Colonies between 1926 and 1955. 
 
Modern health facilities - The list of modern health facilities was obtained from the District 
Health Information System (DHIS2), a routine web platform managed by the Congolese 
Ministry of Health that provides financial and epidemiological information on modern health 
facilities in the DRC. Monthly data was extracted between January 2017 and December 2018. 
The total sample data comprises 17,000 health facilities of which 4,449 have been geolocalized. 
The sub-sample contains 351 health facilities that were built during the colonial period. Since 
there exists high heterogeneity among health facilities in terms of size and capacity to deliver 
health services, I decide to focus the subsequent analysis on hospitals. Restricting the sub-

 
402 World Health Organisation (2014). 
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sample of facilities on hospitals leads to 1,099 observations among which 208 have colonial 
origins. 
 

Figure 1: Mapping of the full sample of colonial and post-independence 
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Conceptual framework 
Figure 2: Share of domestic health spending in total budget, 1927-2016 

 
 

Figure 3: DRC Gross National Income per capita in 2018 USD, 1948-2018 

 
 
Historical evidence suggests that under the colonial regime, the Belgian Congo had higher 
levels of public financing.403 Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of the share of domestic health 
expenditures in the total budget between 1927 to 2016. While about 11 percent of total 
expenditures were devoted for health during the colonial era, this share significantly declined 
to a maximum of roughly 5 percent during the post-independence period. Furthermore, the 
change in the government’s participation in health care expenditure cannot be solely attributed 
to a fall in public revenue as suggested in figure 3: the increase in Gross National Income (GNI) 

 
403 Vanthemsche (2012). 
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in the late seventies and since 2000 has not induced a similar increase in the share of domestic 
health spending. 
 
How do initial investment decisions differ between facilities created before and after 
independence? 
Although extractive, European colonialism also massively invested in infrastructure, roads and 
mechanized transport. The establishment of a tax system based on custom tariffs, tax on profits 
and revenues provided important revenues to the colony.404 Colonial regimes were more 
susceptible to allocate higher resources to public hospitals than after independence: the 
simultaneous collapse of the state and the economy in Congo after independence and in the 
early 1970s significantly reduced the government’s capacity to finance health care.405 In 
addition, the majority of (European) skilled workers fled the Congo following independence, 
leaving behind indigenous Congolese with no formal training in business, administration or 
medicine. Altogether, independence can be interpreted as a negative external shock on the 
structural capacity of public investment in all sectors of the economy which should have 
affected all newly created (post-independence) health facilities. 
 
Proposition: Optimal allocation of health resources implies that the central government 
transfers a higher health grant to colonial hospitals only when their effective stock of 
infrastructure capital is the highest. 

I demonstrate this proposition by using a simple Cobb-Douglas production function with 
constant return to scale and different parameters between colonial and post-independence 
hospitals in the form 
 YD = (ΘDX3)EKDFLD10F [1] 

Where ΘD is the efficiency of structural investment at t, KD and LD denote physical and human 
capital respectively and X3 is the initial infrastructure capital. Importantly, ΘD is assumed to be 
significantly greater for colonial investments. 
 
Matching estimation 
I explore the effects of colonial health settlements with the matching estimation strategy. The 
matching procedure attempts to identify the true causal effect by using only colonial hospitals 
and their nearest post-independence neighbours from a predefined set of matching covariates. 
Specifically, the procedure consists of minimizing the distance between covariate values of 
colonial and post-independence hospitals. The resulting matched sample is then used to obtain 
the colonial effects by estimating the differences in the outcome of interest between colonial 
and post-independence hospitals. Importantly, the underlying assumption of this strategy is the 
comparability of colonial and post-independence hospitals in the matched sample: the outcome 
of a post-independence hospital is assumed to be as good as the counterfactual colonial outcome 
(the outcome of a “colonial” hospital if it would not have been funded during the colonial period 
but after independence).406  I use three baseline covariates that are likely to be correlated with 
the outcome of interest: geographic location (longitude and latitude) and the size of the 
population served. 
  

 
404 Gardner (2013). 
405 Frankema and Buelens (2013). 
406 Precisely, the identification and consistency of the estimate rely on two assumptions: i) random 

assignment of the treatment (the exposure to the treatment is independent of the outcome variable 
conditional on all relevant characteristics to the probability of treatment being observed) and ii) 
common support assumption, which stipulates the positive probability of being both a colonial or 
a post-independence hospital given a set of observable covariates. 
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Results 
Table 1: Matching estimates  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Matching 
covariates 

geolocation geolocation & 
population 

geolocation geolocation & 
population 

 Govt. Funding Investment 
   
Colonial 
settlement 

0.399** 
(0.190) 

0.361* 
(0.191) 

0.631** 
(0.247) 

0.279 
(0.250) 

Obs. 441 439 423 419 
     
 Beds Medical staff 
     
Colonial 
settlement 

0.399** 
(0.190) 

0.361* 
(0.191) 

0.631** 
(0.247) 

0.279 
(0.250) 

Obs. 441 439 423 419 
     
 Beds Medical staff 

Emergency cases  Malaria treated 
     
Colonial 
settlement 

0.157* 
(0.0838) 

0.182* 
(0.0935) 

0.0999 
(0.150) 

0.122 
(0.123) 

Obs. 617 609 590 582 
Standard errors in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 

 
Table 1 reports the results of the matching estimations for three sets of dependent variables: (i) 
financial characteristics (government funding and financing), ii) input used (bed occupancy and 
number of nurses) and iii) output produced (severe malaria cases treated and emergency cases). 
All dependent variables are divided by the number of medical staff. I find that public hospitals 
with colonial origins receive higher funding per medical staff from the central government and 
have higher bed capacity than their counterparts which were created after independence. The 
increased bed capacity among colonial hospitals supports the proposition made in the 
theoretical model that higher initial structural investment has a long-lasting impact on the 
physical capital of hospitals.407 

The large effects of colonial investments on modern government funding are more 
puzzling since the funding is mostly used to pay medical staff which is already controlled for. 
Why would modern hospitals with colonial origins receive a higher governmental grant? 
 
  

 
407 These results are robust to alternative estimation strategies: 1) using an OLS model that controls for 

a large set of geographical, epidemiological and demographical covariates at the local level, 2) 
addressing the potential endogeneity of mission settlements by using the prevalence of sleeping 
sickness during the colonial era as an instrument for the settlements of colonial medical missions. 
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Table 2: Matching estimates – ownership decomposition 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
 Public Private Faith-

based 
HGR Public Private Faith-

based 
HGR 

 Govt. Funding Investment 
Colonial  0.323* 

(0.196) 
-0.045 
(0.844) 

0.240 
(0.350) 

0.396* 
(0.214) 

0.038 
(0.243) 

1.010* 
(0.608) 

0.075 
(0.359) 

0.264 
(0.298) 

Obs. 375 74 135 350 349 79 135 328 

 Beds Medical staff 

Colonial 8.040* 
(4.273) 

15.83 
(12.27) 

2.209 
(9.080) 

9.592* 
(5.030) 

0.0043 
(0.066) 

0.456** 
(0.232) 

0.276** 
(0.124) 

0.048 
(0.064) 

Obs. 480 134 174 457 480 134 174 457 

 Malaria treated Emergency cases 

Colonial 0.132 
(0.090) 

0.488 
(0.508) 

0.0919 
(0.163) 

0.174* 
(0.090) 

-0.0239 
(0.123) 

-0.127 
(0.496) 

-0.0967 
(0.274) 

0.0990 
(0.126) 

Obs. 479 139 174 453 460 125 168 442 

Notes: The matching covariates are the geographic coordinates and population served. Robust Abadie–
Imbens standard errors are reported in the parentheses. Government funding is divided by the number 
of medical staff. Government funding as well as the dependent variables in panel C have also medical 
staff as a matching covariate. All variables are taken in natural logarithm. Standard errors in parentheses. 
HGR: General Referral Hospital. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
 
Table 2 attempts to elucidate this question by decomposing the colonial effects by hospital 
ownership: public, private, faith-based and general referral hospital (HGR). To do this, I 
perform a similar matching estimation as described in the baseline results, while adding an 
exact matching on hospital ownership. 

The colonial effects on government funding are insignificant on all types of hospital 
ownership except for HGRs. This result is surprising since all HGRs are supposed to be fully 
subsidized by the central government, according to the national health policies.408 Yet, many 
observers note that the limited budget allocated to health in the DRC adversely affects the 
subsidies transferred to hospitals, with infrequent and low disbursements.409 The colonial effects 
on governmental grants could therefore underline the long-run relationship that some HGRs 
maintained with the central government to secure minimal funding. The historical connection 
of colonial hospitals with the central government might play a substantial role in attracting more 
attention from the political leaders. On the other hand, post-independence facilities, which tend 
to have lower structural capacity, might be less able to leverage government funding. Colonial 
investments would, therefore, provide a comparative advantage to colonial hospitals in 
competing with other health facilities to lay claim to limited public resources. This argument 
echoes Banerjee et al. (2007) demonstrating that political considerations can be closely tied to 
the provision of public goods in resource-constrained settings. 

As shown in theoretical model, the difference in initial infrastructure investments between 
colonial and post-independence hospitals can be a key determinant. Higher governmental 
funding to colonial hospitals might be the optimal solution to the central government if the 
effective stock of infrastructure capital is the highest in colonial hospitals. This effective stock 
is a product of an efficiency index of the infrastructure and the initial structural capital. I use 
the number of days per month without electricity to capture this index. I do not find evidence 

 
408 Ministry of Health (2011). 
409 Ntembwa and Van Lerberghe (2014); Bertone et al. (2016). 
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of a significant difference in the efficiency index between colonial and post-independence 
hospitals. 
 
Alternative channels of persistence 
I further explore whether the donor support can be an additional channel of persistence of 
colonial effects. The three diseases that attract the highest share of Development Assistance for 
Health in the DRC are HIV, Tuberculosis and Malaria. Since domestic public health 
expenditures are extremely low in the DRC and insufficient to cover the population health 
needs, donors finance almost entirely these three disease programmes and are intensively 
involved in the provision, storage, and distribution of the related health products.410 At the 
health facility level, donors’ support can be directly observable by the availability of health 
products related to the three diseases. I estimate the following specification 
 𝐴𝑖𝑑G =	𝛼G + 	𝛽𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑎𝑙G + µ𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑛G + 𝜀G [2] 

where the dependent variable 𝐴𝑖𝑑G is an indicator variable that equals 1 if the facility receives 
aid support and 0 otherwise. The variable 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑛 controls for the number of physicians in 
health facility f that could positively affect the probability of aid support. 

Table 3 reports the estimates of equation [2] using a linear probability model. The results 
reveal that donors’ support increases by approximately 6 percentage points in hospitals with 
colonial origins. This quantitatively small effect becomes nonetheless statistically insignificant 
when the control variables are included. It is therefore not possible to conclude that donors’ 
support could be a major channel of persistence of the observed colonial effects.  
 

Table 3: Aid support to hospitals 
 Aid support 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Colonial 0.075** 

(0.031) 
0.059 

(0.041) 
0.054 

(0.050) 
0.062 

(0.050) 
Physician  

 
0.022 

(0.017) 
-0.0078 
(0.025) 

-0.010 
(0.025) 

Population   
 

 
 

 
 

-0.047 
(0.036) 

Obs. 1097 1052 628 620 
Provincial 
FE 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Geographic 
controls 

No No Yes Yes 

Notes: The table reports the results from the estimation of equation (\ref{eq:donor}) with a linear 
probability model. Aid support is a binary variable equal to one if the hospital has stock of HIV or 
tuberculosis related drugs. All variables are taken in logarithm.* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
 
Conclusion 
This study documents that colonial health settlements in the Belgian Congo established a 
network of health infrastructures with high structural capacity that persistently affected the 
contemporaneous performance of health facilities. I show that public hospitals with colonial 
origins receive higher funding from the central government than their counterparts which were 
created after independence. The effect persists even when the number of medical staff is 
controlled for. I further demonstrate that the persistence of colonial effects depends both on the 
type of the colonial funding source (State, religious and private firms) that established the health 
infrastructure and the targeted population during the colonial period (White European or Black 

 
410 Ministry of Health (2011). 
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Congolese). The long-run impacts of medical missions and their magnitude are remarkable in 
a country like DRC which suffered from decades of political and economic instability, civil 
wars and the complete collapse of the health system. Altogether, these findings highlight the 
importance of examining the historical roots of health facilities to assess their performance. It 
could help to understand the observed differences in the efficiency of health resources in 
improving population health at subnational levels. 
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I/A   Women and the Economy in Letters of the Eighteenth-
Century Caribbean 

(Women’s Committee Session) 
 
Kingston’s enterprising women and the creation of a global emporium, 1700-60 
Christine Walker (Yale-NUS College) 
This paper explores the business ventures of a diverse group of European, Euro-African and 
African women who aided in transforming Kingston, Jamaica into one of the most important 
entrepots in the Atlantic world. It shows how a combination of local and imperial circumstances 
including Britain’s emphasis on open trade, inter-imperial warfare, catastrophic mortality rates 
in Jamaica, and the rapid expansion of slavery on the island, created a space for women to play 
central roles in commerce. While these conditions subjected some women, who became 
responsible for financially supporting their families, to hardships, others thrived in Kingston’s 
intensively commercial environment, leveraging ready access to imported goods to forge a 
range of licit and illicit ventures. Living in one of the key nodes in the Atlantic slave trade, 
female entrepreneurs readily exploited the labour of captive Africans to increase their fortunes. 
These urban and maritime-oriented women helped to suture together colonial, circum-
Caribbean, Atlantic, and increasingly global markets. Their actions demonstrate that Jamaica 
was far more than a sugar island. During the first half of the eighteenth century, Kingston 
became a place where the impetus for profit could blunt gender, status, or racial differences, 
affording novel financial possibilities for ambitious women who, in turn, acted as handmaidens 
for valuable branches of trade that helped to secure Jamaica’s rising economic dominance. 
 
 
‘Women are women everywhere’: Work and power in white women’s letters from the 18th-

century French Caribbean 
Annika Raapke (Oldenburg) 
White women, French-born or creole, have not received much attention in the historiography 
of the French Caribbean colonies, which in recent years has mostly, and importantly, focused 
on the lives of enslaved women, as well as the various societal spaces negotiated by free black 
women and women of colour in – or outside – the plantation system. White women still mostly 
appear as wives, daughters or sisters of white men – they are shown as lazy, indolent, and more 
often than not completely unconcerned with the horrendous reality of enslavement and slavery, 
unless they show up in court papers as especially brutal, ruthless plantation mistresses. The 
accounts of white women in the French Caribbean colonies which have, so far, dominated the 
picture only rarely include individuals, and hardly ever statements by these individuals 
themselves. Instead, the historiography frequently quotes well-known chroniclers like the 
famous Alexandre Moreau de Saint-Méry who described white Caribbean-born ladies as 
spoiled, supremely weak and constantly unhealthy due to the climate, but also prone to 
“prolonged sleeping, the inaction in which they live, the lack of any kind of regime”. Both the 
frequent lack of variation in the source material, and the persistent association of the white 
female colonist with an inactive existence on the wealthier kind of plantation, leads to the fact 
that many French or French Creole women, whose often city-based lives and work and the role 
which they played in shaping eighteenth-century French Caribbean societies and economy 
have, so far, been very much ignored. This paper uses letters written by female colonists from 
the eighteenth-century French Caribbean to shake up and test this old and incomplete picture. 
White women’s narratives of their own work, including social reproductive work, remarkably 
often show them taking economic decisions and responsibility; exercising and claiming power 
within the colonial framework, for example over their enslaved personnel or over their co-
workers, but also over family members. This paper looks at how white women narrated their 
own work in their letters; how they took credit and validation from it, and how they created 
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epistolary representations of their selves of which work, and the economic and social power 
gained, claimed, performed, and expressed through work were an integral part; representations 
which showed them as women who were physically capable of working, and of working 
successfully, in the notoriously dangerous colonies of the Caribbean, where so many men were 
time and again incapacitated by illness. 
 
 
‘I know not what to do with them’: The lived experience of women indentured servants in the 

British Caribbean, 1722-24 
Helen Bates (Nottingham) 
In 1722, an English aristocrat, John, 2nd Duke of Montagu was awarded the islands of St Lucia 
and St Vincent in the Caribbean by George I.  The Duke financed an expeditionary force to St 
Lucia with a plan to occupy the island, build fortifications and establish a settlement where he 
would be the proprietary owner.  In order to establish the new British colony, the Duke needed 
to recruit at least 500 people as settlers or lose the right to his grant. Sent out as part of the 
expedition force were just 19 women, recruited as indentured servants. 

This paper will present a case study which specifically focuses on the presence of these 
19 women on the St Lucia expedition. There is no scholarship on the experience of women 
indentured servants in the British Caribbean in the 1720s so this case study will increase 
scholarly understanding of that experience.  This will be evaluated by drawing on the archival 
material relating to the expedition which includes a large body of correspondence that was 
written between the Duke, his London advisors, his Caribbean representatives as well as many 
of the men who were expedition participants.  These letters discuss aspects of the control and 
management of the women by their commanders and note the costs associated with their 
transportation and living expenses.  In the absence of any surviving correspondence from the 
women themselves, these letters provide important evidence for contemporary attitudes to 
women indentured servants and assist us in understanding both their socio-economic 
motivations for joining, and contributions to, Montagu’s expedition force. 
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I/B   Geographies of Opportunity: The History of 
Intergenerational Mobility 

 
Intergenerational inequality transmission in the long-term: Sociodemographic determinants in 

Catalonia (16th-19th centuries) 
Gabriel Brea-Martinez (Lund) & Joana-Maria Pujadas-Mora (Autonomous Barcelona) 
This study assesses the interrelation between economic inequality and social reproduction in 
the long run. As several sociodemographic and socioeconomic attributes are prone to be 
transmitted intergenerationally, the main premise here is that economic inequality contributions 
deriving from groups, families and individuals may also follow an intergenerational path. To 
test such intergenerational effects over inequality, we use an intergenerational database for the 
period 1545-1880 linking two generations, and totalling more than 60,000 parent-child links. 
We use nominative, fiscal and occupational data present in the Marriage Licence Books from 
the Diocese of Barcelona, a unique source covering Barcelona and its hinterland on a 
continuous timescale, gathered in the Barcelona Historical Marriage Database constructed 
within the ERC Advanced Grant ‘Five Centuries of Marriages’ project (PI. Anna Cabré). The 
analytical strategy used in this study combines a method for decomposing inequality in the 
overall population individually and by subgroup (occupational and social groups) with a 
multilevel modelling procedure. Each individual has an advantaged or disadvantaged position 
within unequal distributions, which in turn may also predict and be influenced by different 
sociodemographic and familial features. We apply a way of estimating inequality by relating 
occupational and socioeconomic status as a proxy of human capital. Our approach, combining 
inequality decomposition and regression models, has not been used extensively in economic 
and social sciences, much less at the historical level, and can contribute new insights for studies 
in socioeconomic inequality and social stratification. Among the main findings, we highlight 
the insufficiency of measuring intergenerational mobility purely by occupational or social 
group. For instance, even if children of artisans and farmers achieve upward social mobility 
into the class of traders, they are likely to be disadvantaged within that class relative to the 
children of traders. 
 
 
Social network and intergenerational mobility in Victorian Britain 
Myra Mohnen (Essex), Jose Alberto Guerra (Los Andes) & Julian Costas Fernandez (Essex) 
The degree to which economic and social outcomes are passed along generations is key to 
understanding the persistence of inequality across societies. Many economic historians have 
documented the intergenerational mobility and long-run trends in distribution in Britain 
(Jackson, 1987; Lindert, 2000; Williamson, 2013; Clark & Cummins, 2013; Long, 2013). 
However the driving forces behind the intergenerational mobility patterns remain elusive. 
Intergenerational mobility could reflect transmission of wealth (financial or physical capital), 
the transmission of tastes, and/or the availability and quality of a wider social network that 
could assist with child rearing or job search (Mare, 2011). Within a contemporary context social 
networks have been shown to be important for labour market outcomes through information 
transmission about job openings, referrals, and role-modelling (Topa, 2011; Kramarz & Skans, 
2007; Akerlof & Kranton, 2000). However the absence of long-run outcomes has limited our 
ability to evaluate the importance of social networks on intergenerational mobility. We 
overcome this data limitation by using a newly built dataset, a novel technique to link historical 
censuses and a new measure of social network, thus allowing us to measure intergenerational 
mobility for the entire census and investigate spatial and social network patterns in Victorian 
Britain. 

This paper studies the role of social networks on intergenerational mobility in Victorian 
Britain. The project has two main aims: 1) to uncover the spatial clustering of intergenerational 
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mobility across parishes in Great Britain in the nineteenth century and 2) to determine the 
relative importance of social networks in shaping intergenerational mobility. Specifically, we 
examine the role played by one’s peers within a social network above and beyond the role 
played by family members and neighbours. This will shed light on the social patterns of 
intergenerational mobility and how otherwise homogeneous societies may differ substantially 
due to the composition of their communities. 

We have created a new dataset which combines historical censuses and maps. We use the 
digitized and harmonized 100 percent censuses of Great Britain from 1851 to 1911, developed 
by the I-CeM project1 (Schurer & Higgs, 2014). We implement a fully automated probabilistic 
method (Abramitzky et al. , 2018) which allows us to link individuals across censuses and trace 
up to four generations of men. Following previous papers (Long & Ferrie, 2007, 2013), we 
measure intergenerational mobility through occupation. Using geolocated street names, we 
geographically locate individuals by matching their place of residence (address, parish and 
county) stated in the census and the street points from the historical map. When studying social 
networks the main obstacles are identifying the appropriate social network and measuring the 
strength of ties between members, especially in a modern world of easy mobility and access to 
communication technologies. As ecclesiastical parishes were at the heart of social identity in 
nineteenth century London, we define social networks by their geographical boundaries 
(provided by the UK Data Service (Satchell et al., 2017). This offers a credible proxy for social 
networks in a period where interactions were mostly geographic in nature and religion played 
a central role (Booth, 1903). 
 
 
Intergenerational mobility in Sweden before the welfare state 
Per Engzell (Oxford), Thor Berger (IFN, Stockholm), Björn Eriksson (Lund) & Jakob Molinder 
(Uppsala) 
Sweden today is among the more socially mobile societies in the world. Its high mobility rates 
are often attributed to a compressed income distribution and a range of equalizing policies under 
the umbrella of the welfare state. Yet prior to the emergence of the welfare state, Sweden was 
as unequal in terms of income and wealth as other European countries. In this project, we ask: 
was Sweden also unexceptional in terms of intergenerational mobility? First, we analyse 
occupational mobility using full-count census data that allow us to link sons observed in 1910 
to their fathers in 1880. Using standard approaches to measure occupational mobility, we find 
that Sweden was more mobile than other European countries such as Norway or Britain at the 
time – indeed, several Swedish regions show similar rates of mobility as the New World 
economies of the US and Argentina. We provide suggestive evidence that the relatively high 
level of mobility is explained by Sweden’s exceptionally rapid economic growth and high levels 
of geographic mobility prior to the outbreak of World War I. Thus, economic fundamentals 
may be more important than structural differences in explaining historical mobility differences 
between the Old and New World. We then ask whether intergenerational mobility in Sweden 
increased further from its already high levels in the nineteenth century. Here we augment our 
occupational data with newly collected occupation- and region-level income tax data to estimate 
rates of both occupation and income mobility. We recreate similar income measures using 
modern register data covering the full Swedish population up until the present. Occupation- and 
income-based measures both show a dramatic improvement in mobility following the rise of 
the welfare state. Despite this, at the turn of the twentieth century, occupational mobility in 
Sweden was already higher than in Britain or the US today. 
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I/C   Migration 
 
People on the move: Everyday travel in early modern England 
Charmian Mansell (Cambridge) 
In 1603, Somerset collier Thomas Reeve drove horses laden with charcoal over the Mendip 
Hills from Congresbury Wood to Chewton Minories. On the hills, he met a strange woman who 
offered sex in exchange for money. Seeing two men watching from the hill and fearing foul 
play, Thomas quickly abandoned the woman. But the strangers followed him. Arriving in 
Chewton, they accused him of stealing four shillings from the woman. This, at least, was how 
Thomas Reeve described his journey over the Mendips, according to his neighbours who 
testified in the Somerset church court against his reputed sordid behaviour. The case itself is 
only of partial interest here. Rather, the witness statements illuminate several interesting things 
about the experience of travel in early modern England: the economic motivation of Reeve’s 
journey, the route he took, his interactions and the potential vulnerability of travelling alone. 

Scholarship on early modern travel primarily focuses on the extensive journeys made 
across country and continent by elite men (and sometimes women).  The trips of literate classes 
are recorded in travel writings, diaries and letters; however, the journeys of ordinary men and 
women – like the collier Thomas Reeve – have no obvious source base and therefore have yet 
to be recovered.  Using evidence from church court and Quarter Sessions depositions, this paper 
explores experiences of journey-making in early modern England among non-elite men and 
women.  While studies of court records have demonstrated the extensive migration and high 
parish population turnover of early modern society, this scholarship says nothing of the day-to-
day churn of ordinary people moving in and out of the parish that is captured in witness 
depositions.  For the first time, this paper provides evidence of who travelled (considering the 
impact of age, gender, occupation and marital status) and why, where, and how far, they 
travelled. By exploring the economies and communities that these journeys across parish 
boundaries created, this paper in turn questions our understanding of belonging and community 
amongst ordinary people in early modern England. 
 
 
The 1851-1911 censuses of England and Wales as a source for migration studies: Disproving 

Ravenstein’s step-migration hypothesis 
Joseph Day (Cambridge) 
As a source of migration studies; a long-standing criticism of the nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century censuses has been that as they only contain two pieces of spatial information 
– place of birth and place of residence on census night – they miss out on all the intervening 
moves that individuals made over the course of a lifetime. Consequently this means that 
individuals’ full migration history cannot be reconstructed and crucially, the move from their 
place of birth to their place of residence cannot be causally connected, as the two places were 
likely neither connected by a single move, nor occur at the time the census was taken.  This 
would make any interpretation linking the move with the socio-economic context of the census 
spurious, as the move inferred from the census neither happened at the time the census was 
taken or happened as a single move.  If this is true, the census would be a highly unreliable 
source for migration studies. 

This paper however demonstrates that in general, the census is a powerful tool for the 
analysis of migration by firstly showing that by estimating the mean age at which individuals 
exited the parental home, individuals that probably migrated around the time of the census can 
be identified.  This means that the process of migration and individuals’ choice of destination 
can be causally connected to the socio-economic context as identified in the census.  Secondly, 
it demonstrates that the move made by migrants upon leaving home – with the notable exception 
of males that entered farm service – was the most significant move which individuals made 
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during their lifetime.  Using both cross-sectional evidence and a pseudo-longitudinal analysis, 
constructed by linking mothers’ migration paths through the birthplace of their children, it can 
be shown that migrants made their longest and most significant move upon leaving home and 
beyond this, tended to remain in the same place, with some making short-distance moves in the 
local area. 

This has two implications.  Firstly, it disproves Ravenstein’s theory of ‘step-migration’; 
by which migrants moved from the countryside to the cities in ‘waves’, migrating up the urban 
hierarchy with each wave and secondly, that the census – despite only having information about 
individuals’ place of birth and residence – can be used to analyse migration effectively if that 
migration represents a single move that took place approximately at census time. 

Beyond this, this paper will briefly compare and contrast the migration pathways taken 
to different towns and cities across England and Wales and demonstrate that although each 
town and city had clear migration fields – with clear limits – the volume of migration to them 
– and the type of migrants themselves – fluctuated in response to the socio-economic context 
of the place migrants both exited and entered.  This paper therefore demonstrates the insights 
that the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century census can offer on both the direction of 
migration and its determinants when both the nature of the source and the nature of human 
movement in the past is acknowledged and accounted for in its analysis and interpretation. 
 
 
Chinese immigrant entrepreneurs in Italy and England: The case of Bologna and London 
Francesca Fauri & Patrizia Battilani (Bologna) 
Business success has been a common characteristic of Chinese overseas. Their entrepreneurial 
achievement, besides family and kin-group solidarity, is often based on them being hard 
working, thrifty, risk taking, frugal and high savers.  Albeit many similarities can be found in 
Chinese entrepreneurs overseas, we also found striking differences in comparing the different 
communities which developed in Bologna and London. This research paper aims at performing 
a comparison between the history of Chinese immigrant entrepreneurs in Bologna and London 
since they first moved to these two cities, and evaluate the economic and social  similarities and 
differences of the two Chinese communities and enterprises. In both cases, archival material 
has been integrated with oral history fieldwork conducted in Bologna and the surrounding 
region. More than thirty interviews have been carried out with descendants of the first migrants 
as well as with members of various migration waves. In the case of London, interviews 
available at the Metropolitan archives have been used. 

In both cases before 1939 the small Chinese community came from mainland China, was 
led by male immigrants and formed a geographically set community engaged in selected 
businesses: peddling and fake-leather bags in the case of Bologna and seafaring, laundries and 
restaurants in that of London. After the Second World War, the Chinese influx changed over 
time. The vast majority of the Chinese in Britain emigrated from rural areas of Hong Kong and 
were engaged in the catering trade. In the Italian case, large influxes of Chinese immigrants 
started respectively in the 1960s and in the 1990s. They engaged not only in the “old” business 
of bags, but also and increasingly in the tertiary sector.  Our conclusion highlights the fact that, 
while in Bologna the first Chinese entrepreneurs took part in the development of the leather 
district in a way that made impossible to distinguish their enterprises from Italian ones, in 
England they specialized in a niche/ethnic market.  We formulate the hypothesis that the 
different level of industrial development in England and Italy had a different impact on the 
economic specialization pattern of Chinese immigrant entrepreneurs.  The way they operated 
their business was strictly connected with the local tradition (and needs) of the destination 
country. Therefore, they adopted the putting out system in Bologna and the small business 
workshop activities in London. The more recent immigrant waves analysed, on the other hand, 
have strengthened the two entrepreneurial communities’ similarities. In the concluding part of 
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the paper we compare other features which we think useful for better understanding Chinese 
enterprise and entrepreneurship abroad. 
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I/D   Living Standards 
 
The biological consequences of European imperialism in Southern Africa 
Deborah Oxley (Oxford), Lance Van Sittert, Nigel Penn (Cape Town) & Michelle Sikes 
(Pennsylvania State) 
One of the most powerful forms of international exchange in history has been imperialism, 
shaping states, trade, migration, financial flows, and resource capture, especially with regard to 
the institution of property rights in both land and labour. This paper considers the impact of 
Dutch and then British imperialism on Southern Africa, principally Cape Colony. The duration 
and intensity of exposure to imperialism varied across time and place. Four population groups 
map on to four economic forms, with different exposure to external influence. The Khoisan 
peoples were hunters and gatherers with lengthy experience of the VOC (Vereenigde 
Oostindische Compagnie – the Dutch East India Company) dating from before 1652. A second 
category were the Indian and Malay slaves imported by the VOC, a group eventually augmented 
by rescued slaves liberated into the Cape by the British after the abolition of the slave trade in 
1807: they were then known as ‘Free Blacks’, subsequently ‘Coloured’. Their forced migration 
severed connection to their own economies and societies. Black Africans (Xhosa, Zulu and 
others) were agriculturalists not dispossessed until a series of damaging wars conducted over 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Europeans and their descendants form an ethnically and 
economically distinct category of their own. This paper measures the consequences of European 
imperialism through an examination of changing stature over the course of the nineteenth 
century. Deploying data on nearly 50,000 boys and men, it traces the shifting and diverse 
fortunes of Khoisan, Free Blacks, Black Africans and Europeans. It concludes by considering 
the implications for long-run health and development. 
 
 
Police as ploughmen in the food shortages of 1917: How the police helped to save the nation 

from starvation 
Mary Fraser (Glasgow) 
Dramatic and sudden changes in the fortunes of war in early 1917 threatened starvation on the 
Home Front in Britain. Large-scale imports of raw materials for basic food items such as bread 
were blocked, leading to the urgent need to become self-sufficient. Concurrently the potato 
shortage caused widespread alarm. Turning pasture into arable land to grow crops was more 
efficient than grazing cattle and with government taking control of farming, a national 
programme of ploughing was established: The Plough Policy. Farmers needed substitute 
ploughmen and farm workers to replace the many who had left for war. National Service, led 
by Neville Chamberlain, and local events galvanized Glasgow Corporation into becoming a 
leader of many local authorities for voluntary release of employees with agricultural experience. 
Similar to the Metropolitan Police, around a third of Glasgow’s police force worked in 
agriculture before entering the police service, so were ideal for temporary substitution back into 
agriculture. A weekly police journal and local newspapers show that in total nine local 
authorities in England and nine in Scotland agreed to the release of around 500 policemen for 
about two months in early 1917 for ploughing and agriculture.  

The urgency to find a solution to feeding the population and to avoid the starvation and 
food riots seen in Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia and France went well beyond 
conventional recruitment into agriculture. The control of farming and the Plough Policy was 
one of the triumphs of the Lloyd George government in the First World War. Although the 
numbers of policemen released for agriculture was infinitesimally small compared with the 
hundreds of thousands of those they replaced who had gone to war, for the local authorities, 
they were a considerable contribution. To date, the work of the police in agriculture during the 
First World War has not been recognized. The overlooking of this contribution is possibly due 
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to history being written by the victors, as Neville Chamberlain, Director of National Service 
resigned his post in August 1917, less than a year after his appointment, as it became untenable. 
Those who remained, such as Ernle, Minister for Agriculture, wrote extensively on agriculture, 
but seemed unaware of the help given by local authorities and their policemen. For some 
authorities, such as Glasgow, the pain of the population from potential starvation on their 
doorstep could not be ignored. 

The result of the many sources of temporary and later permanent recruitment into 
agriculture was an impressive increase of one million acres of arable land ploughed by the 1917 
harvest. This produced increases in wheat, barley, oats and potatoes of four million tons 
compared with 1916. It averted starvation in Britain and even allowed food to be sent to the 
troops in Italy and France, where their crops had failed. For the local authorities that lent their 
employees, particularly policemen, their release was a considerable innovation and worthy of 
note, even at this late stage. 
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Consumption smoothing in the working-class households of interwar Japan 
Kota Ogasawara (Tokyo Institute of Technology) 
Consumption smoothing is one of the most important means at the household level of dealing 
with unforeseen shocks; this is especially the case in industrializing countries. In developing 
economies, a collapse of smoothing impedes human capital accumulation and the demographic 
structure itself (e.g., Dercon and Krishnan 2002). Therefore, households’ risk-coping 
mechanisms have been widely studied, ever since a set of pioneering studies provided a 
systematic empirical design by which to test consumption smoothing (e.g., Townsend 1994). 

In terms of providing a historical context, despite there being a number of studies on 
intrahousehold resource allocation, only a few studies have investigated consumption 
smoothing among households in Western countries. For instance, Kiesling (1996) determined 
the importance of informal sources of income assistance in Victorian Lancashire. Horrell and 
Oxley (2000) found evidence that British industrial households made use of self-help 
organizations such as sickness and health benefit clubs, which complemented family 
employment in addressing economic hardship in the late nineteenth century. Scott and Walker 
(2012) also found that interwar British working-class households extensively used risk-sharing 
institutions such as clubs and hire purchases to smooth expenditures. Saaritsa (2008; 2011) 
found that informal assistance, credit, and saving accounts had supported income smoothing 
among worker households in interwar Helsinki. As for Asian countries, James and Suto (2011) 
found that in Japan in the 1910s and 1920s, savings correlated positively with transitory income. 

These findings within the literature confirm that risk-sharing institutions and self-
insurance behaviour played an important role for working-class households in mitigating 
idiosyncratic shocks in periods of historical economic development. The current study builds 
on this historical view within the literature. However, I seek to contribute by addressing in the 
following ways the potential issues that have not yet been adequately assessed. First, the current 
study adopts a systematic empirical design to test risk-sharing and compares the elasticity (i.e., 
the responsiveness of consumption changes to idiosyncratic income shocks) to that in Japan’s 
economy of the 1990s, which was a near-complete market. I also examine each item’s 
sensitivities to idiosyncratic income shocks. Second, to do so, the current study uses a unique 
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household-level monthly expenditure panel dataset captured through a survey of Osaka city 
completed around 1920. Third, the current study looks to investigate whether temporary income 
from borrowings, as well as other sources, serve in sharing risk efficiently. 

I found that while the null hypothesis of full risk-sharing for total expenditures was 
rejected, the responsiveness of the consumption changes to the idiosyncratic income shocks 
was six times greater than that of Japan in the 1990s. Despite this sensitivity, factory worker 
households could maintain themselves, in the sense that they could cope with making payments 
for essential expenditures such as rent, utilities, and commutation. Children’s education 
expenditures were also less likely to be affected by shocks. Temporary income was increased 
if disposable income was reduced by the idiosyncratic shocks. Historical documents support 
the evidence that microfinancial lending institutions and savings institutions had been used by 
households at that time as risk-coping strategies. 
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I/E   Stock Markets 
 
Herding in the St. Petersburg Stock Exchange, 1865-1913 
Konstantinos Gavriilidis (Stirling) & Vasileios Kallinterakis (Liverpool) 
Research suggests that regulation can give rise to behavioural trading in contemporary equity 
markets (Voronkova and Bohl, 2005; Bohl and Schuppli, 2010; Blake et al., 2017). However, 
there exists no evidence to date on this issue from markets that operated in previous centuries. 
Drawing on the context of the St. Petersburg Stock Exchange during the 1865-1913 period, we 
explore whether the 1893 regulatory change, which allowed for wider participation of investors 
(in a market dominated up to that point by company insiders and members of the elite), bore 
any effect over the market’s herding. Our dataset comprises of end-of-month stock prices of all 
firms listed on the St. Petersburg Stock Exchange for the January 1865-July 1913 period, 
(obtained from the website of the International Center for Finance at the Yale School of 
Management) and we rely on the empirical design proposed by Chang et al. (2000), which 
detects herding via the nonlinear relationship between the cross sectional return dispersion and 
absolute market returns. Our results denote that herding is significant both at the market and 
the industry level, with its presence varying across market states. Evidence suggests that 
herding manifests itself exclusively after the 1893 regulatory reforms, which allowed for the 
participation of less-sophisticated investors in the stock market. 
 
 
The war next door and the Reds are coming: The Spanish Civil War and the Portuguese Stock 

Market 
Jaime Marques Pereira (Bocconi), João Pereira dos Santos & José Tavares (Nova SBE) 
The Spanish Civil War (July 1936 to April 1939) was a key event that paved the way for World 
War II, unfolding with unprecedented violence and uncertainty over its outcome. In this paper, 
we analyse the impact of the events of the Spanish Civil War on Portuguese stock returns. 
Portugal is a particularly interesting venue for analysis given its geographical exposure and 
historical ties to Spain, on the one hand, and political ties to the Nationalist side. Unlike 
previous studies of stock market responses to World War II outcomes, in our period of analysis 
the world at large was at peace, allowing for a clearer attribution of causation. We examine 
investors’ reactions to news from the Spanish War using a panel of weekly returns for firms 
listed in the Lisbon Stock Market, after classifying a series of important developments of the 
Spanish Civil War, classified according to its nature – military or political, and which contender 
came out favoured – the Republicans, on the left, or the Nationalists, on the right. We run 
dynamic specifications with firm and month fixed effects, controlling for the reference interest 
rate in London, and events in Portugal. Our results reveal that Spanish Civil War events 
negatively affect returns, especially events that are military in nature. When we break down our 
sample into overseas firms – those whose most significant assets were located in Africa – and 
non-overseas firms, the latter presents more significant effects from the event variables, 
especially from the Pro-Republican military events. Our findings are robust to the different 
specifications and suggest that both general uncertainty and partisan preferences affect 
Portuguese returns. 
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Are university endowments really long-term investors? 
Charikleia Kaffe, David Chambers & Elroy Dimson (Cambridge) 
Endowments are investment funds that aim to meet the financial needs of their beneficiaries 
over multiple generations. Hence, they are distinctive among investors in having the 
opportunity to focus on long-term investment objectives whilst not having to worry so much 
about short-term liquidity needs. Whilst historians have previously examined the investments 
of insurance companies and of investment trusts, very little historical analysis has been 
undertaken of such long horizon investors as endowments, notwithstanding the fact that many 
are institutions with a long history. This study exploits a new long run dataset of endowment 
investments to examine two questions. Firstly, we analyse how the investment strategy of 
endowments evolved since the beginning of the twentieth century and, in particular, we 
document the major shifts in their asset allocation over this time. Secondly, we examine whether 
these funds do indeed behave as long-term investors by examining their investment behaviour 
around the time of major financial crises. Recent studies have found that such institutional 
investors as pension funds and mutual funds behave procyclically – that is, buying assets when 
prices are high and selling them when they are low – during crises. In contrast, one might expect 
endowments to exploit their opportunity to focus on a long investment horizon and to do the 
opposite by behaving countercyclically – that is, selling assets when prices are high and buying 
them when they are low. To address each of these questions we exploit a new and unique dataset 
of the twelve wealthiest U.S. university endowments in the early decades of the twentieth 
century. We collect data from 1900 to the present on endowment characteristics, their asset 
allocations, and their investment returns. In terms of the evolution of their investment strategy, 
we document two major shifts in asset allocation: the first from bonds to stocks from the 1930s 
and the second from stocks to alternative assets from the 1980s. Moreover, the Ivy League 
schools (and particularly, Harvard, Yale and Princeton) led the way in these asset allocation 
moves in both eras. We explore the thinking behind these major shifts in investment strategy. 
Next, we analyse the asset allocation responses of endowments before and after the five “worst” 
financial crises since 1900 in the U.S. as defined by Reinhart and Rogoff: 1906-1907, 1929, 
1937, 2000 and 2008. In each case, we calculate the active portfolio allocation changes in risky 
assets (equities and alternative assets). Following Calvet et al. (2009) and Bams et al. (2016), 
we decompose the total changes in risky asset allocations into passive changes (due to the 
overall market movement) and active changes (due to rebalancing by the endowment). Our 
main finding is that typically during the months prior to crises, these endowments decrease 
active risky allocations; while after the crises, they actively increase these allocations as risky 
asset prices fall. This evidence suggests that endowments do indeed tend to invest 
countercyclically. 
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I/F   Clerical Workers in the Twentieth Century 
 
Economic change and white-collar professions in Australia over the long twentieth century 
Hannah Forsyth (Australian Catholic University) 
Australia’s historical consciousness and national identity were inextricably entwined with 
labour versus capital. Its institutions, moreover, such as arbitration and conciliation courts and 
tribunals, sought to regulate this class conflict. The structure of the Australian labour market, 
however, has changed. While in 1881, less than 3 percent of Australian workers were 
professionals, by 2001, this was around 25 percent. In the recent past, professional work by 
educated ‘white collar’ employees rose to approximately 40 percent of the Australian workforce 
– >50 percent, including lower-level white-collar work. This paper reconsiders twentieth-
century class formation via the professionalization of the economy. While social historian 
Harold Perkin suggested that what remained of class conflict in the 1990s was grounded in 
public versus private sources of funding, this paper argues that understanding economic change 
and shifting power dynamics in workplaces points to a new conclusion. 

Drawing on the Australian census and deploying a mixed methodology of statistical 
sources, professional association archives, arbitration court records and cultural sources, this 
paper describes three phases of the history of professions, which align to shifts in the Australian 
economy and middle-class culture. 

Firstly, the initial professionalization of the economy (c.1870-1945) was linked to the 
growth of finance capital and Australia’s mining industry, also drawing on older British middle-
class values to provide moral justification for the settler-colonial project. In the mid-twentieth 
century, the professionals negotiated between the state and new corporate structures to re-shape 
the postwar economy – and society – in their own image. While the ‘social wage’ of the era 
(c.1945-75) delivered actual salaries to professionals, it was their social power that most 
characterized changes in this period, which in turn attracted critique by New Left and later, 
Foucauldian scholars. 

In the 1970s, as the Australian economy responded to shifts in global political-economic 
developments, the professions experienced a crisis. New growth patterns represented a change 
not only in the economic conditions that underpinned employment relations, but also in 
occupational hierarchies. Institutions established new forms of regulation that, they hoped, 
would place new limits on professional power. 

In the following period (c.1975-2008) the engines that powered the economy were 
changing, and so were the ideas underpinning social power in business and government 
enterprises. These often privileged managers attentive to strategy, personal influence and 
entrepreneurial resource investment over professionals applying their specific expertise. As 
government sought savings on the basis of shifting economic values, professions that were often 
funded through public money declined or stagnated in the 1980s, especially teaching, 
engineering, social work and even nursing. Those connected to recently de-regulated financial 
institutions – accounting, finance, law – grew considerably, though none grew like 
management. 

In the 1990s when professional employment resumed its massive growth, bringing a 
commercialized higher education ‘industry’ along with it, professionals were not only separated 
from the managerial strata, the managerial and professional segments of white-collar work 
actively competed against one another. The divergence of material interests between 
professional expertise and the new managerial elite re-defined class relations in Australia and, 
arguably, around the world. 
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Work, community and sociability: Reconstructing the everyday lives of women clerks in the 
British Civil Service, c.1900-39 

Helen Glew (Westminster) 
This paper examines the everyday lives of several cohorts of women clerks in the British Civil 
Service in the early twentieth century. Employed to do relatively mundane and repetitive work, 
yet which needed a high degree of accuracy and precision, such women came largely from the 
upper echelons of the working class or from the lower-middle class. They entered the service 
at the lower rungs of the ladder and were subject to a number of employment conditions which 
differentiated their experiences from men, such as unequal pay, a lack of equal opportunity and 
a strict marriage bar (Zimmeck 1986, 1992; Jones 2000; Glew 2016). Drawing on the 1901 and 
1911 censuses, the 1939 Register and a range of architectural and trade union/association 
records, the paper attempts, for the first time, to map the working and social lives of these 
women. In so doing, the paper explores ideas of space, place and locality whilst interrogating 
issues such as gendered spaces, social mobility and the significance of work in creating a sense 
of identity, community and belonging. 
 
 
‘Unity is strength’: The Association of Women Clerks and Secretaries 
Nicole Robertson (Sheffield Hallam) 
The rising prominence of the clerical sector was one of the most important changes to the 
modern workplace. Clerical workers became a key component of cities and urban communities. 
As organizations grew larger and more complex the need for greater communication and 
documentation transformed clerical work. More people were needed to collate information and 
process records. Prominent changes in the clerical sector are often associated with the late 
nineteenth century when feminization of the office began, a process which has been well 
documented in a number of studies.  Major changes are also associated with two decades in the 
mid-twentieth century: it was during the 1950s that female clerks began to outnumber their 
male colleagues; and in the 1960s there was a rapid growth in trade unionism among non-
manual workers. However, as this paper argues, the early twentieth century was also a 
particularly important period when complex changes took place in the construction of female 
occupational identity and in work-based activism among clerical workers. This period 
witnessed the transformation of the office environment as it was increasingly identified as the 
location of the modern workplace. 

This paper draws on fresh evidence from the Association of Women Clerks and 
Secretaries (AWCS), the only single-sex organization representing female office workers in 
both private business and state administration. Many non-manual workers have traditionally 
been considered predisposed to individualism rather than collectivism. However, examining 
attempts by female clerical workers to shape, resist and challenge prevailing working conditions 
can inform important debates concerning women’s participation in collective action. This can 
also reflect wider shifts and factions in the campaign for women’s rights in early twentieth-
century Britain. Originally founded as the Association of Shorthand Writers and Typists in 
1903, the organization was established to represent female clerks (although men were not 
initially excluded). However, in 1912 the Association of Shorthand Writers and Typists 
changed its name to the Association of Women Clerks and Secretaries and revised its rules to 
confine membership exclusively to women. It has been suggested that this was because male 
clerks were primarily served by another organization, the National Union of Clerks, and 
because women already formed the most active members within the Association. 

The objectives of the AWCS included raising the level of proficiency and encouraging a 
higher standard of training in clerical work, assisting women with employment opportunities, 
and providing advice to office workers. By examining clerical workers through the prism of the 
little-studied AWCS, this paper will utilize the records of the Association (including minute 
books, newsletters and annual reports) to explore how a feminist presence constructed around 
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career opportunities for trained women clerks (clerks being the most numerous of the non-
manual workforce) developed in the early twentieth century. It will explore how women’s 
clerical work as a skilled occupation was promoted and constructed and examine campaigns to 
promote equal opportunities with male clerks. 
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I/G   Business between Globalization and Pan-European 
Cooperation 

 
Western European commercial banks in the run-up to the Polish debt crisis, 1960s-1980s 
Emmanuel Mourlon-Druol (Glasgow) 
Why did Western European banks get interested in developing their activities in Eastern Europe 
in general, and in Poland in particular, in the 1970s? Traditional explanations focus on the 
radical change in economic policy decided by the new first secretary of the Polish United 
Workers’ Party, Edward Gierek, who replaced Wladyslaw Gomulka in 1970. Gierek’s policy 
focused on developing economic links with the West, and sought financial support from 
Western creditors. This paper, by contrast, focuses on the point of view of the commercial banks 
involved in these transactions. Based on the archives of major Western European banks 
(Barclays, Société Générale, Lloyds, BNP), as well as the relevant national administrations, this 
paper explores the relationship between the internationalization of banking activities after the 
breakdown of Bretton Woods, the Cold War, and government influence on commercial banks 
in the run-up to the Polish debt crisis. 

This paper will look more specifically at three interconnected aspects. First, what place 
did Poland occupy in the wider process of the internationalization of banking activities in the 
mid-1970s? Second, what role did the political and financial support of the banks’ respective 
national governments play in their decision to lend to Poland? In particular, how did the impact 
of the détente process play out in the attitude of banks towards Poland? Third, when did the 
banks begin to be concerned about the deterioration of the Polish economic situation? Taken 
together, these three aspects will contribute to better understand the role and types of moral 
hazard involved in the commercial bank’s decision to lend to Poland. This paper draws on some 
of the results of my research in the framework of the Uses of the Past in International Economic 
Relations (UPIER) project funded by the Humanities in the European Research Area (HERA) 
consortium. 
 
 
Getting involved, via Europe first: The strategies and choices of European socialist countries 

vis-à-vis the 1970’s globalizing trends 
Angela Romano (EUI) 
Globalization is usually linked to the economic system of industrial capitalism. When brought 
into the picture, socialist regimes are depicted as weak inward-looking economies incapable of 
market-oriented adaptation and eventually swept away by globalizing capitalism. Unhappy with 
this narrative, some historians are investigating socialist regimes’ involvement in the 1970’s 
globalization to assess how far they were passive recipients of global trends or rather able to 
actively shape or even resist them. In particular, the team of the ERC-funded project 
PanEur1970s (EUI) considers the European socialist countries, whose strategy of ‘import-led 
growth with an ensuing productivity jump’ led to deep economic relations, greater intensity of 
trade, and greater indebtedness with the advanced capitalistic countries of Western Europe. 
PanEur1970s analyses the assessment that the political and economic elites of these socialist 
countries made of the ever-changing international division of labour and their ensuing choices 
in relation to both globalization and the more limited yet crucial space of pan-European 
cooperation. 

This paper will present PanEur1970s’ preliminary results in relations to four specific yet 
intertwined dimensions. First, how the elite of each socialist country assessed their options and 
predicaments in the globalizing trends. Second, how relations with Western Europe, including 
the European Community, fit in socialist attempts at overcoming isolation and link up with the 
world economy. Third, which reforms they adopted to enable socialist economies to integrate 
with international markets and most specifically with West European economies; these included 
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changing the rules for trade and capital-market transactions, changes in the production lines, 
seeking membership in the institutions of globalization – the GATT, IMF, and the World Bank. 
Fourth, how the specific business and individuals, such as state company directors and technical 
ministry officials, contributed to prompting integration across the Iron Curtain and cultivated 
key relations with Western business. 
 
 
European banking clubs between Europe and the World, 1970s-1980s 
Alexis Drach (Glasgow) 
Banks are typically crucial actors in globalization. However, the way European banks addressed 
European integration together with globalization tends to be overlooked, while their attitude 
towards both processes was closely intertwined and provides an important example of non-state 
regional cooperation within the context of the European Economic Community (EEC). Based 
on the archives from French and British commercial and central banks, this paper, which 
presents some of the preliminary findings of my research for the ERC-funded project 
EURECON, analyses how European banking clubs dealt with, and participated in, the 
interwoven process of European integration and globalization in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Western European banks started to establish banking clubs in the late 1950s in order to 
cope with American competition and follow the emergence of the EEC. These clubs had 
different structures, strategies, and ambition, but most major banks joined one of them. Banks 
used them to establish joint ventures, exchange information, access new markets, or limit 
competition. These clubs enabled banks to create/develop international networks of bankers, 
thereby playing a role in the global expansion of banking at that time. For instance, some clubs 
established joint ventures in the United States, Japan, Australia, or with Middle Eastern 
partners. The most important clubs were EBIC (European Banks’ International Company), 
ABECOR (Associated Banks of Europe Corporation) and Europartners. From the 1970s on, 
however, European banking clubs faced increasing challenges as the decade’s wave of 
globalization was pushing their interests beyond Europe. Banking clubs faced two challenges: 
finding a balance between cooperation and individual interests, and between European and 
global perspectives. Most clubs disappeared during the 1980s when banks decided to develop 
their own expansion strategy. While their performance is usually considered as a failure, their 
existence remains an essential institutional element of globalization in European banking in the 
1970s and 1980s. 
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I/H   Grain Price Movements, Grain Policy, and Political 
Argument in Early Modern Europe 

 
Agricultural rent and grain prices in England during the long eighteenth century 
Gauthier Lanot (Umeå) & Keith Tribe (Tartu) 
The point of departure for this paper is the discussion of grain markets in later eighteenth and 
early nineteenth-century England that intersected with debate on poor relief and over the level 
and function of duties on grain exports and imports.  The publication of Robert Malthus’s Essay 
on Population in 1798 was followed in 1800 with his Investigation of the Cause of the Present 
High Price of Provisions that underlined the importance of a thesis often overlooked in the 
Essay – that poor relief of any kind was ineffective in mitigating pauperism.  Malthus advanced 
a theory of differential rent in his 1815 pamphlet Inquiry into the Nature and Progress of Rent 
that was taken up by Ricardo in his Essay on Profits (1815), then extended into his Principles 
of Political Economy (1817).  This early phase of English political economy very much turns 
on arguments about agrarian conditions, but little effort seems to have been made to bring these 
arguments systematically together with the data we have about these agrarian conditions.  The 
paper will confront the analysis of contemporary argument in books, pamphlets, periodicals and 
Parliament with cliometric arguments regarding rentals, grain prices and population. 

Data on rentals from two distinct estates – the Norfolk Holkham estate (light soil, 
probably supplying grain directly to London), and the Staffordshire lands of the Leveson-
Gower estate (heavier clays, probably supplying Midland consumers), are used to examine the 
relationship between rental and wheat price movements in the light of annual population data, 
temperature and rainfall.  The practice of using annual averages for grain prices when assessing 
arguments over policy is shown to obscure the process of price formation, since expectations 
of a future harvest play an increasingly important role in grain prices as the new harvest 
approaches.  No reliable data on profits are available for a variety of reasons, but it should be 
possible to form some conclusions about profitability from price movements seen in the light 
of rental payments.  From a systematic comparison of the two large estates, it should be possible 
to arrive at an understanding of agrarian production that provides an enhanced foundation for 
examining arguments made at the time about grain and bread prices, agricultural rents, 
modifications to the existing system of poor relief; placing these all in the context of an 
emerging argument about free trade that is cut short by the outbreak of war with France in 1793. 

Furthermore, we examine empirically an elementary explanation of the movement of 
prices which relies on the characteristics of the population assuming that cultivation decisions 
are taken at, or very near, the margin and assuming moreover that producers are myopic (in the 
sense that the producers do not engage substantially, or at all, in inter-temporal substitution 
between periods).  We observe for example that, in the main, the differential prices between 
different kind of grains are mostly constant over a long period from 1771 to 1820.  This pattern 
does not disappear even under adverse conditions (poor weather, or during periods of conflict).  
This pattern can be consistent with simple primitives of the economy, where wages are set 
independently of the grain type cultivated and assuming that the markets for grains clear in a 
nearly competitive fashion.  We suggest that this form of explanation for the behaviour of grain 
prices explains the facts at hand, as well as any other explanations involving the resource 
allocation in the context of a growing economy.  Hence we provide a classical explanation for 
the movement of prices over the period of time when some classical economic arguments were 
first proposed. 
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A re-examination of Labrousse’s analyses of wheat price movements in eighteenth-century 
France: Labrousse versus Labrousse? 

Sylvie Rivot (Haute Alsace), Jean-Daniel Boyer (SAGE-Strasbourg) & Magali Jaoul-
Grammare (BETA-Strasbourg) 
Ernest Labrousse (1895-1988) effected an epistemological break in transforming French 
historical methodology during the interwar period.  He used statistical tools drawn from 
economic analysis to construct new interpretive models (Borghetti 2002, Caron, 1990). 

Labrousse focused especially on careful analysis of agricultural statistical series, which 
he presented and criticized in detail.  He therefore furthered the study of quantitative history, 
giving it the task of explaining social dynamics and, more specifically, that of the history of the 
kingdom of France during the eighteenth century, paying particular attention to the objective 
causes of French Revolution (Borghetti, 2002, p. 16). 

Nonetheless, at this Labroussian moment there are some discrepancies between the theses 
of his first two works, leading him to advance two different explanations of the French 
Revolution. 

In the thesis that he defended in 1932 and published in 1933 as l’Esquisse du mouvement 
des prix et des revenus en France au XVIII siècle Labrousse essentially describes three trends 
characterizing cereal prices during the eighteenth century: a long-term movement characterized 
by a secular upward trend – itself an international trend – extending from 1734 to 1817, 
followed by a downward movement lasting about 34 years that characterized the beginning of 
the nineteenth century (1933, p. 140).  This first trend was in the context of monetary and 
political stability.  To this is added a decennial cyclical movement in prices (each cycle taking 
about 6½ years) that can be reduced to a Juglar cycle (Caron, 1990, p. 424) and a seasonal 
movement that is amplified at the cyclical maxima. 

According to Labrousse, a rise in cereal prices will affect distinct social groups in 
different ways.  This is especially clear in the increasing contrast between the path followed by 
rents and wages, the former increasing over the century while the trend of real wages fell.  These 
trends, coupled with the progressive deterioration of the peasant economy, would tend to 
explain the occurrence of the Revolution (Borghetti, 2002, p. 30). The rise in grain prices is 
therefore considered to be one of the causes of the French Revolution, which broke out “when 
the long-term movement in cereal prices reached its maximum from the point where it had 
begun to rise, and so since the first years of the century; while at the same time the cyclical 
maximum was reached and, a few weeks later, that of the seasonal movement”. (1933, p. 618). 

Coming back to this in 1944 with La crise de l’économie française à la fin de l’Ancien 
Régime et au début de la Révolution, Labrousse put forward a rather different explanation.  
Taking greater account of the ideas of the Physiocrats and the analysis of writers favourable to 
the liberalization of the grain trade, Labrousse established that the growth of agricultural prices 
in the long run was more an opportunity for French agriculture and the economy as a whole 
(1944, p . 149).  Even more than in 1933, the “surge in price” of cereals (and more generally of 
agricultural prices) was treated as the symptom of a lengthy period of prosperity extending from 
1733 to 1817, if not from 1726 to 1873.  Logically, therefore, the possible economic causes of 
the Revolution change.  Henceforth they would be located in the existence of an intercycle 
extending between 1778 and 1787 or perhaps 1791, breaking the trend of rising agricultural 
prices. 

Here we would be faced with an “extraordinary” decline in a more general cycle of growth 
in agricultural prices over a (very) long eighteenth century.  Labrousse then more particularly 
highlights the impact of the fall in the price of wine on the recession, emphasizing that the sale 
of wine, unlike that of cereals, was the basis of peasant money income.  The decrease in wine 
prices would have led to a reduction in the purchasing power of the small peasantry and of small 
owners, causing a sales crisis and an economic slowdown preceding the French Revolution. 

Some of the differences between the two analyses of Labrousse from 1933 and 1944 were 
noted by Morineau (1996), who went so far as to detect a dualism in the theses of the two works.  
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He accused Labrousse of using limited statistical material to construct  unreliable explanations 
of the Revolution.  He challenged the chronology and also the existence of the eighteenth-
century cycles that Labrousse had identified.  More particularly, he questioned the description 
and interpretation given by Labrousse for the crisis of the 1780s.  Morineau’s criticism does 
however have a flaw, since it is based on regional case studies (of the Générality of Riom in the 
Auvergne, and Chanteloup-les-Vignes) and not on a general study of prices in France 
(Lemarchand, 1996, p. 109-111). 

Using the techniques of contemporary data analysis and cliometrics, we propose to test 
different hypotheses that emerge from a reading of Labrousse (1933 and 1944).  Like 
Labrousse, we do not have data relating to the production of wealth at the national level; this 
prevents us from studying the correlation of price and production, and forces us to restrict our 
analysis to price movements. 

The first set of hypotheses relates to the long-term movement of grain prices.  Do we see 
an increase in cereal prices during our (very long) eighteenth century (1733-1817, or even 1661-
1873) (Hypothesis 1)?  In this movement of rising grain prices, do we detect an exceptional 
price increase in the eighteenth century, and especially between 1726 and 1789 (Hypothesis 2)? 

The second type of hypothesis relates to price cycles and price volatility.  Can we 
conclude that there are ten-year cycles, as Labrousse does (Hypothesis 3)?  Can we see an 
intercyclical drop in agricultural prices, of wheat and wine, between 1778 and 1791 
(Hypotheses 4 and 5)?  Finally, is there volatility differentiated according to type of cereal that 
increases as one moves down the hierarchy of cereals (Hypothesis 6)? 
 
 
Public granaries: A debated institutional solution for rising prices in eighteenth-century 

German and Russian economic literature 
Marten Seppel (Tartu) 
Although establishing food reserves seems to be a very simple measure to guard against 
frequent crop failures, debate over the political and economic importance of building up a 
territorial public granary system first began in the mid-seventeenth century and became a heated 
topic in economic literature from the mid-eighteenth century. In eighteenth-century Europe two 
countries in particular – Prussia and Russia – came to be known as granary states, founding an 
extensive territorial network of public granaries. This is unlikely to have been a coincidence. In 
Prussia, as well as in Russia, decisions in the eighteenth century to establish the public granary 
system for civil use were clearly influenced by contemporary economic thought. Both countries 
were especially influenced by cameralist ideas during the eighteenth century. And cameralists 
were ardent advocates of granary reserves. 

Cameralists considered price policy to be a vital responsibility of the state. Administrative 
solutions were sought that could mitigate the consequences of a sudden price increase caused 
by crop failures and other setbacks. Leading cameralists - Joseph von Sonnenfels, Johann 
Heinrich Gottlob von Justi and others - were in general agreement that the institution of the 
granary was the principal and best response to rising prices. Justi declared that granaries were 
definitely “amongst the most needed institutions of a wise government”, considering how 
devastating the consequences of a sudden price increase could be. 

My paper will examine the main theoretical arguments advanced in recommending that 
governments (such as Prussia or Russia) establish public granaries. It was obvious that these 
would be very costly undertakings. I argue that the arguments made were rationalistic, lacking 
sophisticated consideration or calculation. Cameralists believed in the positive good that would 
result from these institutions, and paid less attention to the practical side of grain storage. They 
did not deal with the question of how these might actually function in crisis situations. The 
advocates of granaries focused only on the availability of a grain stock. They paid almost no 
attention to the manner in which grain from granaries might be distributed. It is clear that grain 
reserves per se did not guarantee the stabilization of grain prices or famine prevention. Thus 
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the latter part of the paper will analyse whether the granaries in Prussia and Russia had in 
practice any impact on the volatility of grain prices. 
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II/A   Twentieth Century Southeast Asia 
 
Reform, rails, and rice: Thailand’s political railroads and economic development in the 

twentieth century 
Jessica Vechbanyongratana (Chulalongkorn) & Christopher Paik (NYU Abu Dhabi) 
States under threat of colonization implemented reforms in order to maintain their sovereignty. 
During the Western colonial era in Southeast Asia, Siam pursued several strategies to establish 
its sovereignty and gain territorial control in the peripheries. In this paper, we discuss the 
development of Siam’s early railways as a part of a larger package of political reforms with a 
goal to thwart British and French colonial ambitions in the late-nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Previous work on the impact of railway infrastructure projects shows that railroads 
have positive impacts on various local economic outcomes, including urbanization and 
agriculture. Thus, we investigate how Siam’s “political railroads” had the unintended 
consequence of facilitating local economic development in northern and northeastern Thailand 
in the twentieth century. 

Throughout most of the nineteenth century, Siam had a highly decentralized governance 
system in which polities in peripheral areas had autonomous governments, but maintained 
tributary relationships with Bangkok. The decentralized nature of Siam’s governance structure 
became a weakness in the face of territorial encroachment by France and Britain in the second 
half of the nineteenth century. In order to centralize and achieve direct control of strategic areas 
outside of Bangkok, the government established extensive railways to move people and 
information more efficiently. The early rail lines up until the early 1940s were built primarily 
for political purposes rather than economic reasons, hence gaining the moniker, “Political 
Railroad.” Since Siam had limited ability to raise revenues, budget was allocated to building 
rail infrastructure in areas centralized early on, with areas integrated later being substantially 
delayed or cancelled completely due to budgetary constraints. Areas excluded from this initial 
injection of transportation infrastructure would remain without access to basic infrastructure 
and would only witness investments in paved roads starting in the 1960s. This gives us a useful 
context to compare the economic outcomes for areas where railways were planned but were 
never built compared to areas that gained railway infrastructure during the colonial era. 

We estimate the impact of rail infrastructure built during the colonial period on district-
level population and rice production (where rice is Thailand’s most important trade crop) in 
northern and northeastern Thailand in 1947 (end of the colonial period) and 1966 (period of 
rapid road network expansion). We regress district population and area planted in rice on a 
district’s direct access to, and distance away from, the nearest railway. We also control for 
district-level exogenous geographic characteristics in order to capture the economic potential 
of each district. The results show that districts with direct access to railways had larger 
populations in 1947 and 1966, and more rice under cultivation in 1947, but this effect attenuates 
quickly with distance due to poor transportation connections with the rail lines. However, by 
1966 when regional road construction was well underway, access to railways no longer 
explained rice cultivation at the district level. We conclude that the “political” railways were 
important for local economic growth in northern and northeastern Thailand in the twentieth 
century. 
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Thailand under Japanese rule: Wartime finance and occupation costs 
Panarat Anamwathana (Oxford) 
The Japanese occupation during World War II severely affected the Thai economy, but little 
has been written on the topic. The economic historiography of Thailand often either stops at 
1940, or starts with the 1950s.  Literature on the Japanese occupation generally focuses on 
political struggles of the Free Thai Movement who were supported by western Allies, or quickly 
glosses over the war, mentioning only inflation and an interruption of Thailand’s lucrative rice 
trade. Current scholarship on Asian wartime finance is small, and has addressed neither the full 
financial effects of Thailand’s incorporation into the Japanese empire, nor how these effects 
influenced subsequent development. 

This paper explores, for the first time, the full consequences of the Japanese occupation 
on Thailand’s financial system. This paper focuses on the mechanisms and economics of the 
occupation, deficit finance, and inflation, as well as governmental reaction to these issues. 
Primary sources from the National Archives of Thailand and the Bank of Thailand libraries, 
along with statistical data from the Statistical Yearbooks of Thailand and various governmental 
reports from financial advisers and the IMF are utilized. 

I find that the Japanese devised powerful tools of extraction, namely bilateral agreements 
and near unlimited credit schemes. Through these bilateral agreements and from lack of 
alternatives, Thailand had to finance its own occupation through money creation and was 
essentially handing goods to Japan for nothing. The large government debt which resulted also 
had to be financed chiefly through printing currency. Rapid money supply expansion inevitably 
led to high inflation. Surprisingly, and in contrast to much of Southeast Asia, Thai prices rose 
at only about the same rate as additions to the money supply. The paper argues that inflation 
was not higher in Thailand partly because of government attempts, but largely because Thai 
economic structure and war conditions discouraged spending and thus slowed down money 
velocity. Despite these buffers, the financial repercussions of the Japanese occupation adversely 
affected the economy and the standard of living of Thai people during and after the war. 
 
 
World War II and Southeast Asia: Costs and benefits 
Gregg Huff (Oxford) 
Japan hoped to gain much from its World War II conquest of Southeast Asia. War was an 
investment decision: Southeast Asia, with an area of 1.7m square miles, was expected to 
contribute substantially to the acquisition of a ‘natural’ economic region big and resource-rich 
enough to secure independence from the international economy. East Asia was to be moulded 
into a vast autarkic economic unit centred on Japan, to supply both resources to it and a market 
for Japanese goods. In the short term, occupation of Southeast Asia, complete by May 1942, 
would yield resources for use in the war theatres of Southeast Asia and China. The gain for 
Southeast Asia, cited by Japan, was that as part of this Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, 
it would be liberated from colonial oppression. Co-Prosperity was a promise of shared equality 
and economic development: ‘Asia for the Asians’. 

The reality for Southeast Asia was quite different during the three and a half years of 
Japanese occupation from soon after the December 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor until Japan’s 
August 1945 surrender. One main aim of this paper is to analyse Japanese economic policy and 
quantify the catastrophic wartime collapse in trade and output in Southeast Asia’s six main 
countries of Burma, Thailand, Malaya including Singapore, Indonesia, Indochina and the 
Philippines. By 1943, occupation had begun to inflict on Southeast Asia one of modern 
economic history’s greatest macroeconomic crises. As the war dragged on, economic 
conditions continuously worsened. During Japanese occupation, per capita GDP fell by half in 
all Southeast Asian countries except Thailand. Basic consumer goods, clothing and medicines 
became unavailable. By the end of the war, some 4.4 million Southeast Asian civilians had died 
prematurely, mainly due to famine and forced labour. Against Southeast Asia’s losses, the paper 
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evaluates its possible political and economic gains from wartime occupation, including a 
hastening of independence and quickened industrialization, but finds these were of doubtful, or 
even of no benefit 

The paper’s other aim is to evaluate war’s costs and benefits for Japan and view these in 
the context of the profitability of war. It is argued that Japanese policy aimed to exploit 
Southeast Asia to the maximum. Japan failed, however, to extract many of the hoped for gains 
from the region. Exploitation of even the resources Japan needed was limited by limited 
productive capacity at home and a lack of shipping, while Southeast Asia was too highly 
specialized in a handful of primary commodities to be of much immediate use for Japan’s war 
effort. 
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II/B   Pre-Modern Trade 
 
Female petitioners to the English East India Company, 1600-1753 
Aske Brock (Aalborg) 
This paper investigates the multiple formal and informal roles women held within the English, 
later British, East India Company (EIC) in the period 1600-1753. Throughout the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, women were among the many who took advantage of new 
opportunities created by increasingly global trade to generate wealth and expand their networks. 
However, the same developments also presented new challenges, as personal wealth and 
connections were more far flung than ever before. These developments forced women to 
interact more frequently with trading companies such as the EIC in order to secure their wealth. 
The paper examines women who petitioned EIC to achieve their goals. Amongst other things, 
they petitioned for their relations’ wages, for permissions to ship goods overseas (or receive 
material sent to them), for passage to Asia, or petitioned concerning legal matters in cases where 
the EIC reacted too slowly. In order to investigate the relationship between women’s 
socioeconomic agency and the EIC, the paper employs a database based on more than 1,600 
petitions submitted by women spanning the period of the company’s formative years at the 
beginning of the seventeenth century to the years before the battle of Plassey in the middle of 
the eighteenth century. By petitioning the company, women challenged the organization of the 
company and actively participated in the shaping of company policy as corporate constituents.  

Petitioning was ubiquitous in early modern Britain; the king, Parliament and local 
magistrates among other institutions received petitions from all tiers of society. Recently there 
has been renewed interest in the politics and culture of petitioning, focusing on the great 
variation of petitions across the country and agency of the people. However, thus far, petitions 
to trading companies have been overlooked. During a period in which companies like the East 
India Company expanded globally, they faced new challenges and came to include new types 
of constituents. These petitions present an interesting subset of the petitioning culture and shed 
light on the social composition of companies. The paper focuses on four different groups of 
female petitioners to the EIC: Those who petitioned for wages of relations, import/export of 
goods, passage overseas or for charity. Often these categories overlapped as some individuals 
made their voices heard concerning more than one issue.  

The vast majority of women who petitioned the EIC, petitioned for wages. Though not 
formally employed by the company, families in England relied on receiving the wages of 
relations working on ships or overseas. As the EIC were dependent on a functioning relationship 
with its employees, it could not afford to wholly ignore women petitioning for wages, which in 
turn presented the petitioners with a certain level of leverage. The relationship between 
company and women could also continue after the death of husband, brother or son, as the EIC 
funded pensioners, gave annual charitable donations to widows, and gave charity to desperate 
individuals. The company did not donate large sums – typically only around 10 or 20 shillings 
– but it shows both corporate interest in the well-being of their constituents and agency of the 
women who either appeared in person or produced written petitions.  

Those petitioning for the import or export of goods can often be referred to as minor 
entrepreneurs. An entrepreneur in this case refers to people who were mainly interested in being 
self-employed and independent, but less concerned with growth and expansion. The women, 
who exported metals to the overseas connections or imported luxury items like gems and spices 
on a small scale through their relations, were connected to the market in some form or shape 
and contributed to the early commercial revolution.  They operated in both England and Asia 
exploiting connections to EIC employees and local merchants. The final category of petitioners 
was those applying to the company for passage. The factories and smaller European settlements 
in Asia presented women with enhanced opportunities for networking and for business outside 
of metropolitan control. However, the EIC constituted the first obstacle: only those with their 
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permission, and with the financial means, were allowed to travel. During periods of the 
seventeenth century, the EIC alternated between actively encouraging English women to travel 
to Asia and forbidding them to go, but regardless of the policies, enterprising women found 
their way to the company settlements. 

Combined, these different groups of petitions represent varied interactions between 
constituents and company and present a unique opportunity for understanding how women 
navigated the company boardroom in London and, in some cases, the market overseas. This, in 
turn, makes it possible to appreciate how corporations and early global capitalism were shaped, 
not only by directors, goods and markets, but also by the contribution of otherwise largely 
disenfranchized agents, in this case women, operating formally and informally under the 
company carapace. 
 
Keywords: petitioning, trading companies, gender, labour. 
 
 
Scandinavian metals in the Asian Century, 1730-55 
Kristin Ranestad (Lund) & Göran Ryden (Uppsala) 
Research on early modern global trade has developed in recent decades, and we now know 
more about the slave trade and the trade in colonial goods: tea, coffee, sugar, cotton textiles, 
silk, etc. At the same time, we know significantly less about other aspects. One neglected field 
is how Europeans paid for the goods they received. The silver trade to Asia is well-known, but 
we need to know more about other goods shipped from Europe. There has been a resurgent 
research about the trade to Africa, but there is still much to do. Another overlooked aspect is 
the connection between the different segments of the early modern global trade. Indian textiles, 
as shown above, are crucial in this; imported to Europe but re-exported to other parts of the 
world. Another neglected aspect of recent global history is the focus on the major powers, with 
few studies dealing with regions outside Britain, France, the Dutch, Spain and Portugal. The 
field has to expand to include other regions as well, such as Central Europe and Scandinavia. 

The aim of this paper is to take part in two different, but also related, discussions about 
the global trade in the early modern world, and to do so from a Scandinavian viewpoint. On the 
one hand we want to contribute to the discussion on how Europeans paid for their imports of 
colonial goods, as we aim to analyse cargoes shipped out of Europe. On the other hand, we 
want to highlight the connections between Asian trade and Atlantic shipping. We will use 
Scandinavia as a key case, and use sources from the Danish Asia Company and the Danish 
Caribbean and Guinea Company. Our time period is between the early 1730s and mid-1750s. 
The crucial connection in our paper is the one linking India to West Africa. It would be possible, 
with these sources, to extend the spatial scope further, and bring China and the Caribbean into 
the frame, but that is not for this paper. 
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‘So much does one thing depend upon another here’: An examination of the bush and post 
economies of Canadian fur trade, c.1821-70 

Frank J. Tough (Alberta) 
Harold Innis’ staple thesis, a subtle critique of extractive economies, was largely formulated 
from his seminal study of the fur trade (1930).411  Some decades later, historical studies renewed 
an interest in this phase in Canadian economic history by shifting the focus from commercial 
histories to the roles of Indigenous peoples (i.e., Natives) in the fur trade.412  In contrast with 
the violent history of mercantilism elsewhere in the Western Hemisphere, the Canadian fur 
trade is often presented by academics as a partnership between Indigenous peoples and 
European trading interests.413  The active engagement of Indigenous peoples with the fur trade, 
based on existing knowledge and skills, along with a relatively noncoercive, autonomous 
production system, has tended to support the view that very little disruptive social change could 
have ever occurred.  In order to provision and trap, Indigenous access to the land was 
maintained.  By such reasoning, some argue the mercantile fur trade did not generate 
dependence.  While maintaining the means of subsistence was vital to European commercial 
success, it operated more efficiently with European technology.   

From 1821 to 1870, the Hudson’s Bay Company Territory included Rupertsland and the 
Northwestern Territory amounted to 6,276,609 km2.  The Hudson’s Bay Company’s 
contribution to Empire, the control over much of the northern half of North America was 
fashioned through a seductive consumption of Imperial goods.  With a low labour-to-land ratio 
and few governance crises, the Colonial Office paid little attention to the HBC Territory.  
Authority rested on a mercantile arrangement based upon a unique system of production.   

Indigenous social relations had been largely egalitarian and pre-market.  As trade 
expanded spatially and deepened socially, a new social formation emerged.  In fact, the 
assumption that commercial engagement of Indigenous people with a European-centred World 
System is merely a “trade” is a serious misconception.414  The spatially expansive nature of the 
Canadian fur trade, the most northern portion of the Atlantic World, meant that local inputs 
were the most cost-effective means of creating and sustaining a two-way supply chain.  This 
simple supply chain was mercantile in character and operated efficiently as a monopoly.  The 
exchange of pelts for European manufactures required an economic network that drew upon 
labour and resources.  The commercial dimensions of Indigenous livelihoods included: local 
provisioning of posts (hunting and fishing), trapping fur bearers; production of dried buffalo 
meat (pemmican), skilled and unskilled wage labour; and contracted transport services (carts 
and Yorkboats).  As would be expected, the extent of engagement (production/consumption) 
changed over time, was spatially uneven ,and influenced by culture. 

A hybrid economy composed of two closely interconnected sectors: (1) 
domestic/subsistence (i.e., use value); and (2) commercial (i.e., exchange value) was closely 
linked to trading posts.  Some tension existed between production for use value and the fur 
trade’s need for production aimed at creating exchange value.  Central to this economy were 

 
411 Harold A. Innis, The Fur Trade in Canada: An Introduction to Canadian Economic History, 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999, original 1930).  
412 The renewed interest in the Canadian fur trade commenced with Arthur J. Ray, Indians In The Fur 

Trade:  their roles as trappers, hunters and middlemen in the lands southwest of Hudson Bay:  
1660—1870 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974); and Charles A. Bishop, The Northern 
Ojibwa And The Fur Trade: An Historical And Ecological Study (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1974). 

413 Daniel Francis and Toby Morantz, Partners in Furs: A History of the Fur Trade in Eastern James 
Bay 1600-1870 (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1983).  

414 Watkins asserted that “fur as a staple activity was a trade, not an industry” Mel Watkins, Review of 
Arthur J. Ray and Donald B. Freeman, “Give Us Good Measure”: An Economic Analysis of 
Relations Between the Indians and the Hudson’s Bay Company Before 1763 (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, 1978) in Canadian Journal of Economics, vol. 12, no. 2 (1979) pp. 775-777. 
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the irreplaceable skills and knowledge of the original inhabitants, but their efforts ultimately 
served the sale of fur on the London market.  Significantly, transactions between Indigenous 
producers and European traders did not operate through a crude, arbitrary physical barter.  
Exchange was conducted through a numeraire know as Made Beaver (MB).  The MB bridged 
production with consumption.  It not only served as a medium of exchange, but also as the unit 
of account for HBC operations. Values were readily equated to sterling.   

As a world class archive of the mercantile era, the HBC business records captured 
considerable details of life at the local scale.  Both qualitative and quantitative data reveal the 
economic intricacies of a specialized system driven to produce furs and provisions in order to 
consume a wide variety of overseas goods.  Correspondence and daily journals provide 
contextual narratives; but above all else, the under-appreciated accounting records provide solid 
insights into the commercial and social nexus between the bush and post.  The erroneous view 
that the fur trade was primitive and haphazard obscures the participation of Indigenous peoples 
in a commodity chain that supplied the London market and in turn had furnished them with 
worldly goods.  This paper will reconstruct the local post economies in order (1) to provide 
insights on the relationship between the production of fur in the bush and the trade post; and 
(2) situate the post system within HBC transportation networks.   

Studies concerning Indigenous participation in the fur trade contribute to economic 
history in general;415 however today, economic history of the northern fur trade can uniquely 
inform processes concerning the judicial recognition of Indigenous livelihood rights.  These 
constitutionally protected rights, in turn, create present-day obligations on the part of the Crown 
and proponents of industrial development of the Canadian Subarctic.   
 
Keywords: Hudson’s Bay Company, mercantilism, accounting records, exchange value, 
Indigenous peoples. 
 

 
415 For the application of economic theory to the fur trade, see Ann M. Carlos and Frank D. Lewis, 

Commerce by a Frozen Sea (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010).   
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II/C   Political Economy of International Monetary Policy 
 
International bimetallism and the political economy of gold in Victorian Britain, 1873-1901 
Sabine Schneider (Oxford) 
For most of the nineteenth century, the gold standard, like the repeal of the Corn Laws, 
commanded cross-party approval in Britain. During the Great Deflation of 1873 to 1896, this 
long-established consensus was called into question by campaigners for an international 
bimetallic treaty. The underlying clash of orthodox and heterodox monetary ideas raged for two 
decades in Britain’s financial press, before developing into a divisive electoral issue during 
Lord Rosebery’s premiership. Existing accounts of the Bimetallic Controversy portray the 
defeat of bimetallism as a conflict between rentiers and producers, in which the City of 
London’s influence in Westminster prevailed over the interests of British farmers and 
industrialists. The City’s ‘hegemony’ in policy circles, however, has thus far been theorized on 
a remarkably thin source base, and existing scholarship on bimetallism is indicative of this 
discrepancy. This paper presents a revised angle on the political dynamic of the Bimetallic 
Controversy by analysing the composition and tactics of the Gold Standard Defence 
Association, a pressure group established to preserve the monetary status quo. By assessing the 
lobby’s parliamentary and print agitation, the paper illuminates the strategies employed by pro-
gold supporters in order to promote their cause with the electorate and at varying levels of 
government. Contrary to the rentiers-producer narrative, the paper exposes a rift in monetary 
opinion that divided the City of London, and which cut across political camps, company boards, 
and family firms. 
 
 
An international monetary system for the Global South: Leftwing politics, UNCTAD, and the 

reform of Bretton Woods 
Seung-Woo Kim (Graduate Institute Geneva) 
In January 1964, before the first meeting of United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD) in Geneva, three economists including Nicholas Kaldor, a 
Cambridge economist, submitted a report on the reform of the international monetary system.416 
The case for an international commodity reserve currency proposed to introduce a 
supranational currency of Bancor, whose value rested on a bundle of internationally traded 
primary commodities under specific qualifications.417 According to the scheme, staples such as 
cocoa, coffee, and cotton would substitute gold as a monetary basis for the value of currencies 
of individual countries. The International Monetary Fund would assume an extended role of a 
central bank of the world to supervise the operation of the new payments system. 

The commodity reserve currency system was not a brand-new idea as key economists 
considered it in their search for the postwar international monetary system after the gold 
standard.418 The authors of the UNCTAD report, however, returned to the idea to suggest an 
alternative to Bretton Woods against the structural inequality of the gold exchange standard. 
They contended that the postwar rules of the game for international payments put deflationary 
pressure upon domestic economies of developing countries, which disrupted their expansionary 
policies in the decade of growthmanship of the 1960s. Once again, as John Maynard Keynes 

 
416 Albert G. Hart, Nicholas Kaldor and Jan Tinbergen, The case for an international commodity reserve 

currency (Geneva: UNCTAD, 1964). 
417 For example, they excluded oil from the bundle for the commodity was under the control of 

international private cartel. Ibid., p. 16. 
418 For example, F. A. Hayek, ‘A commodity reserve currency,’ The Economic Journal, Vol. 53, No. 

210/211 (June-September, 1943), pp. 176-84; ‘A commodity reserve currency,’ The Economist (11 
September 1943), pp. 373-74. Also, see, Milton Freidman, ‘Commodity-reserve currency,’ Journal 
of Political Economy, Vol. 59, No. 3 (June, 1951), pp. 203-32. 
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remarked during the interwar years, gold was a ‘barbarous relic’.419 The new reserve currency 
system, therefore, argued for the replacement of the metal of limited supply with abundant 
primary commodities mainly produced by non-Western countries. Furthermore, the reform 
towards the demonetization of gold projected a more inclusive Bretton Woods to facilitate 
economic development of the Global South. 

Historical studies on the reform of Bretton Woods in the 1960s have highlighted the 
contemporary debate regarding the Triffin dilemma and the resultant transatlantic tension 
between the US and continental Europeans, particularly the challenge over the standing of the 
US dollar as a reserve currency.420 They examine various plans by central bankers, politicians, 
and economists of these developed countries and their forums such as the Bank for International 
Settlements (BIS), a club for central bankers of the major Western European countries. These 
accounts leading up to the introduction of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) at the IMF in 1968 
marginalize the engagement of the periphery. 

This paper analyses the political economy of the reform of Bretton Woods for the Global 
South in the 1960s. First, it examines the contemporary discontents regarding the gold exchange 
standard. These voices articulated the built-in defect of the system as detrimental to the 
industrialization of developing countries. The problematization challenged the assumption of 
gold as the universal money and called for its demonetization. Yet, it was not an exclusive 
endeavour for the periphery. The social democrats in Western Europe concurred with the radical 
voice. For example, as in the case of the Stamp Plan, their proposals sought a scheme for the 
systematic provision of liquidity to relieve debtor countries. And these plans corresponded with 
the left-wing vision of the United Kingdom in the postwar world, which they sought the retreat 
of sterling as an international reserve currency. 

This paper sheds lights on the first UNCTAD as a catalyst for deliberate efforts towards 
a global reform of Bretton Woods. As history dictates, these radical voices had been 
marginalized in the existing institutions of the International Monetary Fund and the BIS. Yet, 
the sub-organization of the United Nations headquartered in Geneva, the culmination of the 
proclamation of the UN Development Decade of 1961, provided a space for emancipatory ideas 
for alternatives. The institutional settings of UNCTAD allowed the marginalized voices of the 
newly independent states to be presented and discussed. As a result, the conference articulated 
a more inclusive global monetary system. Once again, however, the challenge failed. The 
embittered experience of failure left little room for the developing world’s hope for the existing 
international institutions. Instead, they turned towards the emerging global financial market, 
which was a harbinger to the growing indebtedness of developing countries in the 1970s.421  

Based on documents from the UK Labour Party, the Socialist International, the Fabian 
Society, UK government and the Bank of England, this paper challenges the Eurocentric 
account and attempts a global history of Bretton Woods. It also argues for the agency of the 
Global South and left-wing intellectuals in the history of the postwar international monetary 
system and understands UNCTAD as an alternative institution for the governance of the world 
economy.422 

 
419 John Maynard Keynes, A tract on monetary reform (London: Macmillan and Co., 1924), p. 172. 
420 For example, see, Harold James, International monetary cooperation since Bretton Woods (Oxford 

and New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), pp. 148-72; Barry J. Eichengreen, Exorbitant 
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421 See, Stephany Griffith-Jones, ‘The growth of multinational banking, the Euro-currency market and 
their effects on developing countries’, The Journal of Development Studies, Vol. 16, Issue 2 (1980), 
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Central bank swaps then and now: Swaps and dollar liquidity in the 1960s 
Catherine Schenk (Oxford) & Robert McCauley (Bank for International Settlements) 
This paper explores the record of central bank swaps to draw out four themes. First, this recent 
means of central bank cooperation had a sustained pre-history from 1962-98, surviving the 
transition from fixed to floating exchange rates. Second, Federal Reserve swap lines have 
generally formed a part of a wider network of central bank swap lines. Third, we take issue with 
the view of swaps as previously used only to manage exchange rates and only more recently to 
manage offshore funding liquidity and yields. In particular, we spotlight how in the 1960s the 
Federal Reserve, working in conjunction with the Bank for International Settlements and 
European central banks, repeatedly used swaps to manage Eurodollar funding liquidity and 
Libor yields. Archival resources from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Bank for 
International Settlements, Bank of England and Swiss National Bank show an intention to offset 
seasonal disturbances to funding liquidity there in order to prevent Eurodollar yield spikes. 
Fourth, this earlier cooperation underscores the Federal Reserve’s use of swaps to prevent 
Eurodollar shortages from interfering with the transmission of its domestic monetary policy. 
The US interest in the Eurodollar market, and thus its self interest in central bank cooperation, 
is unlikely to end even when Libor is replaced as the benchmark for US floating rate loans and 
mortgages. 
 

 
Helleiner, Forgotten foundations of Bretton Woods: international development and the making of 
the postwar order (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2014). 
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II/D   State Capacity 
 
Monastic orders, feudal control, and public goods in medieval England 
Jakob Schneebacher (Oxford) 
Why did kings and nobles across medieval Europe spend and lobby so heavily to entice 
monastic orders to build houses in particular locations? This paper argues that monastic orders 
functioned as centres of fiscal capacity and providers of public goods that offered distinct 
advantages to the Crown over the available alternatives. 

In this paper, I investigate formally why kings might prefer monastic orders over feudal 
vassals for the performance of such critical duties as infrastructure construction, road safety, or 
Poor Relief. I show theoretically in a repeated-game setting that monastic orders have the ability 
to commit to better public good provision in the presence of asymmetric information in a way 
that feudal lords do not, and that they can exploit economies of scale in very specialized skills 
beyond the ability of even large feudal lords. Moreover, I show that if feudal lords are not 
intrinsically loyal to the king, the potential for coups limits the extent through which the Crown 
can replicate the advantages of monastic orders through the feudal infrastructure. Finally, I 
show conditions under which the church hierarchy provides a commitment mechanism even for 
small or newly-established orders. 

Empirically, I first document the extraordinary enticements and payments that the kings 
and nobles made to monastic orders to attract monasteries, and rule out several alternative 
explanations for this behaviour. I also show in the aggregate that the introduction of similar 
monastic orders negatively impacts the expansion of a given order, but that the introduction of 
less similar ones does not have the same effect. Finally, using GIS techniques I map the location 
of all English monastic houses, between 500 and 1541, from the UCL Monastic Archives 
against geo-physical controls and measures of economic and political development. The 
presence of monastic houses is time-varying, as are many of the controls. This allows me to 
estimate the determinants of monastery establishments on the panel data. Identification derives 
from shocks to both the demand side (ruler and vassal deaths, economic shocks, the stock of 
existing monasteries) and the supply side (the introduction of new monastic orders). The 
empirical results are used to test the implications of the theory, and to shed light on the gradual 
decline of monastic houses for public good provision towards the end of the period in question. 
Ongoing work tries to establish the channels through which institutional know-how is passed 
from monastic houses to secular local administrators. 
 
 
Slavery, racial segregation and public goods provision in Brazil: A long-run perspective, 1872-

2012 
Andrea Papadia (Bonn) 
Slavery has been firmly established as a key determinant of economic underdevelopment in 
both sending and receiving countries. The channels through which the institution has affected 
economic performance, however, have not been fully explored. Using municipal level data for 
Brazil, this paper investigates the impact of one specific legacy of slavery: residential racial 
segregation. First, the paper shows that municipalities where slavery was more prevalent in the 
past are more racially segregated today. Second, it shows that, while more segregated 
municipalities are poorer and have lower tax revenues, expenditure dedicated to core public 
goods and relative literacy rates amongst black residents are higher in these compared to 
similar, but less segregated municipalities. Combining these findings with survey data, the 
paper tentatively concludes that, within the overwhelmingly negative economic legacy of 
slavery and connected racial segregation, the latter may facilitate a better provision of some 
public goods, such as education, to those most in need. The most plausible channel is the fact 
that segregation can facilitate the coordination of political demands in the segregated group. 
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Warlords and failed states 
Zhangkai Huang (Tsinghua), Lixin Xu (World Bank), Yi Shao (Peking) & Meng Miao 
(Renmin) 
We investigate the function of state and show that the ability to provide public goods 
substantially deteriorated in the early stage of state formation of modern China. When General 
Yuan Shi-Kai, then President of the newly founded Republic of China, unexpectedly died in 
1916, China was left without a strong central government and local rulers quickly developed 
into warlords, who waged a series of civil wars to fight for territory and resources between 1917 
and 1927. The unstable nature of warlord control effectively turned these local rulers into 
roaming bandits as in Olson (1993). The high likelihood of being replaced by another warlord 
and the perceived insecurity distorted a ruler’s preferences in favour of more short-term 
policies. In particular, he was less likely to choose policies that would incur immediate costs 
but whose benefits to him only took place in the long-run, e.g., public goods provision. One of 
the examples is disaster relief. Throughout human history, natural disasters like flood, drought 
and locusts severely disrupted people’s lives and sometimes even led to famines. In a 
difference-in-difference framework, we show that the occurrence of famines relative to the 
number of natural disasters in China quickly jumped after 1916. Although the recorded natural 
disasters did not change in frequency and severity, they led to more famines in a fragmented 
political framework. We interpret this as the result of the distortion of rulers’ incentives: when 
the ruler faces uncertainty of his ruling, he is reluctant to provide necessary disaster relief, the 
beneficiary of which may soon be the subjects of the next ruler.  

We then hypothesize that the ruler’s willingness to provide disaster relief was constrained 
by factors that affected his ability to defend his territory. A key factor is geography: whether 
the prefecture’s borders were protected by a natural barrier preventing easy military access. We 
find that warlords whose territory did not have borders with natural barriers were less likely to 
provide disaster relief than other warlords, as evidenced by a higher sensitivity between famines 
and disasters in regions under their control. We also measure the ease of military defence by a 
continuous variable: geographical ruggedness. We find that rulers of less rugged areas were 
also less likely to provide disaster relief because they found it more difficult to defend their 
territory without rugged geography. 

Since borders might be drawn for particular reasons that may also affect disaster relief, 
geographical conditions at the border might be endogenous. To deal with this, we make use of 
a historical event that shaped border conditions in China, which also should not correlate with 
contemporary disaster relief. During the Mongol occupation of China (1271-1368), the 
Mongolian ruler carried out massive demarcation of prefecture borders, which shifted natural 
barriers away. The purpose of this was to make rebellions more difficult and to deprive the 
rebels of their ability to hold out against the Mongols. We trace the history of prefecture borders 
and see if the border was set during the Mongol occupation. We use this as an instrument 
variable for geographical conditions at the border. Our IV regressions generate the same results, 
i.e. warlords were less likely to provide disaster relief when their territory was more difficult to 
defend due to border geography. 

Such state failure was largely driven by the warlord’s incentives, rather than his resources. 
We find that the likelihood of famine in the event of natural disasters had nothing to do with 
the ruler’s fiscal revenue, his debt capacity, nor the ease of transportation between the capital 
city and the border. However, his willingness to provide disaster relief was affected by his 
calculation of the likelihood of holding his territory: if he was adjacent to an enemy or ally, if 
the adjacent enemy had superior military advantage, and if the adjacent enemy was part of a 
powerful military bloc. 

State failure had profound impacts long after the famines. Famines had a long history of 
fanning revolutions and rebellions, and exposure to state failure during someone’s young age 
might also make him prone to radical ideologies. We find that the failure to provide disaster 
relief and the consequent famines during China’s warlord period contributed to the communist 
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uprising after 1927. We collect data on all communist martyrs before 1949 and we find that 
prefectures which were hit harder by state failure between 1917 and 1927 were also home to 
more communist martyrs after 1927. This suggests that state failure radicalized many people 
and pushed more people to side with the communists. In the placebo test, we collect information 
on martyrs of the ruling KMT after 1927 and do not find similar patterns. 

The impact of state failure extends long into present day China. We find that insufficient 
disaster relief also has long-term negative economic effects. Prefectures hit harder by state 
failure have poorer economic performance today as measured by various indicators. 
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II/E   Financial and Monetary Crises 
 
Monetary crisis and reform in seventeenth-century Naples 
Lilia Costabile (Naples Federico II) & François Velde (Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago) 
In 1622 a major foreign exchange and monetary crisis broke out in Naples.  Using archives in 
Madrid and Naples, and going back over several decades of monetary history, we examine the 
origins of the crisis, explain its nature, and show how government actions worsened the 
situation. 

We find the deep roots of the crisis in the events of the previous decades and, more 
specifically, in the epochal change that took place in the Kingdom of Naples’s monetary system 
towards the end of the 1570s. Following what we may call a sudden stop in private metal 
inflows in 1577, the Royal Mint, normally quite active in the previous decades, went from very 
high activity levels in the first part of the decade to very low minting volumes. Observers at the 
beginning of the 1580s were aware of the change and often contrasted the bounty of the previous 
decades – from 1550 to 1570 – with the present “sufferings from money”.423 The minting regime 
also changed between the two decades from minting (mostly) “on demand” to direct minting, 
i.e. to a regime in which minting occurs on the government’s account. Moreover, money in the 
1570s was still of the purely metallic variety, while the 1580s saw the emergence of paper 
money in the form of the public banks’ deposit certificates, which were widely used as means 
of payments, and substituted for the now scarce metallic money.424 We explain these changes 
with the evolving role of the Kingdom of Naples within the Spanish Monarchy, of which it had 
been a dominion since 1503.  

The 1570s were also the last decade when the Kingdom saw the traditional problem of 
small change in operation.425 In the following decades, due to the government’s wrong policy 
choices, small coins swamped the circulation and large and medium-sized denominations were 
in scarce supply. The consequent fall in the external value of money (a rise in the exchange rate 
under the conventions of the time) aggravated the Kingdom’s monetary problems by 
incentivizing the export of coins for arbitrage purposes.  

Contemporaries struggling to understand the problem and propose solutions debated key 
macroeconomic concepts, but also pushed the views of conflicting interest groups. 

As expectations drove the crisis to a peak, the government faced difficult choices on the 
new parity for the currency, the bail-out of the banking system, and the allocation of costs. 
 
 
1866 and all that: Famine, financial crisis and political chaos in the British Empire 
Charles Read (Cambridge) 
In the history of the British Empire 1866 was a fraught year. There was a ‘huge’ banking crisis 
in London, symbolized by the collapse in May that year of Overend, Gurney & Company, in 
the words of John Clapham, ‘the greatest private firm in England’.  This bank was so important 
in the wholesale discount market that, before its collapse, it had threatened to overshadow even 
the Bank of England.  This systemic banking crisis also plays an important role in British 
financial histories, for it was the last of a series that hit in 1825, 1836–7, 1847, 1857, and 1866 

 
423 Letter from Viceroy Zunica to Camera della Sommaria, July 1582: “ (...) because this kingdom is 

currently completely exhausted of gold and silver coins, as you told us many times, and 
consequently everybody suffered from money and it was impossible to provide for the necessities 
of both the Royal Court and private individuals ... ” ASN, Collaterale, Neg. cam. vol.5, fls. 94v-
97r. 

424 See L. Costabile and L. Neal (eds.), 2018, L.Costabile-L.Neal (eds.), Financial Innovation and 
Resilience: A Comparative Perspective on the Public Banks of Naples (1462-1808), Palgrave 
MacMillan. 

425 See T. Sargent and F. Velde, 2002, The Big Problem of Small Change, Princeton University Press. 
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– and then there were no more for over a hundred years, until at least the secondary banking 
crisis of 1973-74.  But that was not all. The next month, in June 1866, the British government 
collapsed. Lord John Russell resigned as prime minister for the last time after he split the 
governing Liberal Party over Reform – the expansion of the electorate of the British Parliament 
– and it was replaced in office by a weak minority Conservative government led by the Earl of 
Derby.  Worse still was what was going on in one of Britain’s colonies, India. A banking crisis 
hit there too, together with a drought which caused widespread famine killing over a million 
people, including around a third of the Orissa region’s population in just one year. 

This paper shows, for the first time, that all three of these events were intimately 
connected. The sudden announcement of the deterioration of India’s public finances, partly 
caused by fears of drought and the cost of irrigation projects, triggered the Bank of England to 
raise interest rates, which pushed Overend Gurney into bankruptcy and triggered the financial 
crisis. The simultaneous financial and political crises in Britain led to poor oversight of local 
officials in India, which delayed the arrival of famine relief in Orissa. These conclusions 
undermine scholarly interpretations suggesting that ideology is the only tool with which to 
analyse British responses to famine in India. 
 
 
How JP Morgan picked winners and losers 
Mary Tone Rodgers (SUNY, Oswego) & Jon R. Moen (Mississippi) 
JP Morgan’s influence in arresting the Panic of 1907 is widely acknowledged.  We contribute 
to the understanding of Morgan’s role in damping the Panic of 1907 by taking a new viewpoint, 
that of J. P. Morgan himself, to understand his unique influence on the outcome of the Panic. 
We examine the decisions Morgan made during the first weeks of the Panic, especially his 
influence on the runs on trust companies. We seek to understand how he, acting as de facto 
lender of last resort, determined which financial institutions to save and which to let fail.  His 
earlier experience with intermediaries participating in his investment syndicates, some of the 
same intermediaries subsequently facing liquidity distress during the Panic, may have 
influenced his decisions on who in his view were worthy of assistance. He had two sources of 
information regarding the worthiness of which intermediaries to save: 1) six committees that 
Morgan appointed to study distressed institutions and 2) indirect evidence of Morgan’s personal 
investment experience with the same intermediaries taken from the Syndicate Books.  The six 
committees were primarily charged with assessing the status of each applicant’s solvency 
during the week of the Panic. In contrast, the Syndicate books record the details of Morgan’s 
investment activities in the decade before the panic as well as during the panic. They include 
the names of individuals contributing to the syndicates, thus defining Morgan’s extensive 
network of collaborating intermediaries ranging from domestic commercial bankers to foreign 
investment bankers, from east coast insurance companies to Midwest trust companies.  The 
Syndicate books detail the types of securities issued for corporate long term financing as well 
as securities issued for mergers, short-term lending, and sovereign transactions. 

The actions Morgan took with respect to the distressed institutions are not always 
consistent with both sets of information.  Four financial firms (Knickerbocker Trust, The Trust 
Company of America, Lincoln Trust, and Moore & Schley brokerage house), one municipality 
(the City of New York) and one financial system utility (the New York Stock Exchange) 
requested emergency liquidity. Morgan’s Syndicate Books for 1907 provide evidence that all 
applicants for emergency liquidity had participated in prior Morgan securities underwriting 
syndicates directly or indirectly. The single denial of aid was to an agent from an unprofitable 
syndicate, the one dated 3 December, 1901 involving the president of Knickerbocker Trust. All 
of the approvals were made to agents from profitable syndicates or to agents who were 
instrumental in turning unprofitable syndicates into profitable ones. Morgan’s decisions to 
provide or withhold aid to distressed institutions appear to track more closely to his prior 
syndicate experience with each one, rather than to the recommendations made by committees 
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formed to estimate the applicants’ solvency. For example, the committee of Knickerbocker’s 
directors found justification for saving the institution; the ad hoc committee concluded it had 
too little time to assess Knickerbocker’s solvency. Morgan decided to deny the Knickerbocker’s 
application for aid. 

After making the Knickerbocker decision, Morgan formed his first three panic syndicates 
to aid the Trust Company of America and to liquefy the New York Stock Exchange by keeping 
the call loan market functioning, albeit at abnormally high rates of overnight interest.  He 
stepped in quickly during the five days before the New York Clearing House reached consensus 
that collective action among its member banks was necessary to alleviate distress in the shadow 
bank sector, that is, among the trust companies. Because Morgan organized those first two loans 
as syndicates consisting only of a sub-group of NYCH banks, his actions might be construed to 
be the first successful effort at motivating collective systemic action in the absence of an 
institution created to bridge different sectors of the financial system, banks, shadow banks and 
non-banks. 

We compare the size of Morgan’s lending facilities to other facilities that opened up 
during the crisis for perspective on the importance of his contributions. The syndicates or 
money pools to aid the call loan market on the stock exchange contained about $35 million 
dollars and other Morgan-led facilities to aid distressed firms amounted to $61 million. In 
contrast once the New York Clearing House began using loan certificates to keep the banking 
system liquid, $101 million were issued in total, with over $80 million outstanding at any one 
time. Clearing houses in other cities issued over $200 million more.  Gold imports provided 
another $96 million with a two-week delay once the currency premium appeared.  Much of this 
was shipped to the interior to meet correspondent demands. Government deposits to the banking 
system amounted to an additional $73 million. We find that the Morgan-led facilities were much 
smaller than those formed by clearing houses or by liquidity attracted from Europe through gold 
arbitrage.  Therefore, the significance of Morgan’s facilities was that by being the first facilities 
formed to address the crisis in the shadow banks, he signalled both his estimation of the severity 
of the crisis and his commitment to resolve it.  The relatively small size of the privately funded 
facilities compared to the ultimate sources of liquidity helps to explain why New York bankers 
quickly shifted their political support to be in favour of a formal lender of last resort for the 
U.S. 

The lesson we draw for present day policy formation is that the individuals responsible 
for crisis resolution will bring to the table an approach based on personal experience that will 
influence the crisis resolution, one that might not have been expected a priori.  It might not be 
consistent with the general well-being of the financial markets involved, as may have been the 
case with Morgan letting Knickerbocker fail.  While the leadership of Bernanke, Geithner, and 
Paulson may have had the collective well-being of financial markets more in the forefront of 
their decision making from the start, the controversy still surrounding the failure of Lehman 
Brothers and the lack of support from the Federal Reserve indicates that the individuals making 
the decisions, and not the mere existence of lender of last resort institutions, can greatly affect 
the course of a financial crisis. 
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II/F   Credit and Trade Networks in Medieval Europe 
 
Financing Anglo-Gascon trade in the late middle ages 
Robert Blackmore (Independent scholar) 
This paper explores the role of finance in trade between Gascony – part of the medieval duchy 
of Aquitaine – and the kingdom of England, two polities unified under the Plantagenet crown 
from 1154 to 1453. During the thirteenth-century ‘commercial revolution’ in the scale and 
sophistication of trade, a close economic relationship developed based on the English demand 
for Gascon wine. The duchy’s unprecedented specialization in viticulture created a considerable 
return flow of goods not produced there in sufficient quantities, particularly food and cloth.426 
Yet during the two hundred years after 1300, rulers and merchants alike had to address growing 
threats to their prosperity as they left the last great period of economic growth of the High 
Middle Ages, and they entered what is broadly defined as the late medieval, an era of – at best 
– great insecurity – at worst – outright decline. The two key institutions for the raising and 
investment of capital – enforceable debt and equity or non-equity partnerships – faced 
noteworthy challenges: growing government intervention; monetary manipulation; war 
(particularly 1294–1303, 1324, 1337–1453); as well as the demographic collapse and general 
economic disruption brought by the arrival of the Black Death (1348–onward). Even so, such 
financial innovations of the former – more prosperous – age became increasingly refined to 
deal with the great hardships the latter brought to the European economy. An examination of 
mercantile finance in trade between England and Gascony offers a valuable perspective on this 
volatile period, because commercial exchange between two polities under one ruler generated 
subtly different outcomes as their economies were buffeted by the effects of repeated exogenous 
shocks. 

Considerable new qualitative and quantitative evidence is presented – drawn mainly from 
customs records and export licences – to show how the merchants and ship-owners financed 
their enterprises from the late thirteenth to mid-fifteenth centuries: where investment was 
concentrated and how this varied across the period.427 It is explained how capital for commercial 
enterprises originated in privileged centres of the wine trade – particularly Bordeaux and 
London – where the main investors contributed and withdrew their capital in response to the 
eternal commercial motivators of profit and risk. Such rational economic behaviour exposed 
overall Anglo-Gascon trade to high price volatility in key commodity markets, particularly the 
important trade in wine. 

A close link between trade levels and monetary flows had a profound effect on the 
provision of credit. War or plague triggered financial crises, such as in 1337–44, 1348–50, 
1368–75, 1378–81, 1405–7, 1410–15, and 1437–45 when a lack of liquidity precluded 
repayment of debts and this contributed to the collapse of investment in goods and ships; 
conditions of ‘credit crunch’ that Pamela Nightingale has suggested for certain periods in the 

 
426 Raymond de Roover, ‘The Commercial Revolution of the Thirteenth Century’, Bulletin of the 

Business Historical Society, 16 (1942), 34–39; Margery James, Studies in the Medieval Wine Trade, 
(ed.) E. M. Veale (Oxford, 1971). 

427 The National Archives (Kew), E 101/78/3a; E 101/78/4a; E 101/78/9; E 101/78/10; E 101/78/13–4; 
E 101/79/2; E 101/79/6; E 101/79/8; E 101/79/10; E 101/79/12; E 101/79/15; E 101/79/19; E 
101/79/24; E 101/80/1; E 101/80/3–7; E 101/80/9; E 101/80/11–20; E 101/80/22–3; E 101/80/25; 
E 101/81/1; E 101/81/5; E 101/81/8; E 101/81/12; E 101/81/15–6; E 101/81/18–9; E 101/82/2; E 
101/82/4–5; E 101/82/7–8; E 101/82/12; E 101/82/14; E 101/82/17; E 101/82/20; E 101/82/22–3; 
E 101/82/25; Gascon Rolls Project, C 61/73–8, C 61/80; C 61/84–9; C 61/90–2; C 61/95–6; C 
61/98–105; C 61/108–114; C 61/116–132; C 61/134; C 61/137–9; Calendar of Close Rolls, 1360–
1364, 1385–1389, 1389–1392, 1392–1396, 1396–1399, 1401–1405, 1405–1409, 1409–1413, 
1419–1422, 1422–1429, 1435–1441; Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1364–1367, 1367–1370, 1370–
1374, 1385–1389, 1401–1405, 1416–1422. 
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fourteenth and fifteenth-century English economy.428 At the same time, it is shown how 
partnerships between merchants facilitated investment of human and financial capital in 
commerce at certain critical moments in the fourteenth century; indeed, in the wine import trade 
by foreigners into England at least, the partnership became a sufficiently effective institution as 
to nearly bring about the demise of the sole trader in the fifteenth. Nevertheless, it is emphasized 
how erratic this remained: the number of merchant associations, the quantity of goods they 
carried, and their share of the market, could all vary markedly year-on-year. 

English mercantile supremacy over Anglo-Gascon trade was established during the 
fourteenth century and the level of Gascon merchant capital invested in overseas ventures was 
in decline by the outbreak of the Hundred Years’ War; irredeemably so after the 1370s. This 
shifted most of the remaining credit provision by Gascon merchants and producers across to 
the duchy itself; which was thereafter recorded and enforced under the procedures and 
conventions there rather than in the kingdom. Yet a legal principle – that English debts belonged 
in England’s courts and Gascon debts in the courts of Aquitaine – drew a firm line beyond 
which the financial integration of kingdom and duchy could never progress. Legally-speaking, 
the duchy remained ‘foreign’. 

This paper concludes that the connection between duchy and kingdom, exhibited here in 
terms of mercantile finance, was unquestionably close, despite the fundamental limitations 
inherent to a medieval political union. Capital moved between the financial centres of Bordeaux 
and London, if not seamlessly, certainly regularly. Nevertheless the provision of credit 
remained vulnerable to unstable monetary conditions; and while merchants formed new 
associations to pool capital in adverse times – quite successfully in the short run – these proved 
insufficient to prevent an overall decline in trade. 
 
 
Money lending and settling debts in and around Meran (South Tirol) in the fourteenth century 
Stephan Köhler (Mannheim) 
Recent studies about credit practices in (northwestern) Europe have shown that (large) capital 
markets already existed in the medieval period in the towns and the countryside. Little is known, 
however, about how these credit markets in large parts of medieval Europe actually worked and 
how they facilitated the reallocation of capital. Market structures that helped to limit 
transactions costs were usually a reflection of wider social structures. Thus, market structures 
– and with them the development of capital markets – differed from region to region. This paper 
explores the practices of money lending in the Alpine region of South Tirol and offers new 
insights in the development of medieval credit markets. 

The – so far unused – registers (imbreviaturae) of several Tirolian notaries (particularly 
from the years 1390-92, 1389-1400) and records of provincial courts (eleich taidings; 1388, 
1390-91) are used in this paper to describe the credit market in Meran (South Tirol) and its 
hinterland in the fourteenth century. As will be shown, several social groups ranging from 
nobility to urban citizens and peasants from the countryside were engaged in the credit market. 
The analysis of the transactions documented by the notaries and the provincial courts provides 
the picture of a dynamic credit market that permeated not only Meran but also small towns in 
the countryside like Naturns, Partschins, Lana, Algund, Forst and Riffian. 

To further profile the fourteenth century credit market in South Tirol, a comparison is 
made between the debts recorded by notaries and the (defaulted) debts litigated before the 
provincial courts. To what extent did the clientele differ (social group, place of residence)? 
Which social groups defaulted on debts? Was there a difference in borrowing behaviour 
between them? Moreover, what economic mechanisms were used as repayment guarantees? 

 
428 Pamela Nightingale, ‘Monetary Contraction and Mercantile Credit in Later Medieval England’, 

Economic History Review, 2nd Series, 43:4 (1990), 560–75. 
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Furthermore, this paper will test if the absence of notaries in small towns forced would-be 
creditors and debtors to find other means of securing a loan. 

The general picture that emerges from the study is that different credit practices and 
institutions (written evidence provided by notaries, pawn broking, legal courts, practice of 
pledging and Einlager) helped different social groups to gain access to the capital market. 
 
 
Private debt and credit networks in Hansa towns: The evidence from last wills 
Hiram Kümper (Mannheim) 
Hanseatic trade has always been regarded as networking business. Merchants joined together 
in specific types of societies or associations/partnerships that served to hedge their trading risks. 
The forms of these associations have usually been seen as characteristically Northern or 
‘Hanseatic’, and contrasted with the more institutionalized financial markets of Southern 
Europe. When viewed from the perspective of banking history, Scandinavia, North-Eastern 
Germany, and the Baltic rim appear to have been a peculiarly blank slate during the Middle 
Ages, with only the city of Lübeck serving as a linchpin for large-scale financial transactions. 

Depending on the direction of trade and their local trading partners, hanseatic merchants 
utilized a wide variety of different methods and systems to raise credit and to conduct financial 
transactions. The foundation of such systems, however, was often based on personal networks. 
The informality of such networks may help account for the comparatively sparse survival of 
private mercantile account books, which are uncommon in the late medieval North, and whose 
use seem to have been less widespread and contents less voluminous when compared to their 
Southern European counterparts. 

The proposed paper will analyse the structures of such credit networks within the urban 
societies of Northern German Hansa towns of the fifteenth century, including Lübeck, 
Stralsund, and Hamburg. Given the lack of private accounts, the data for this research will 
primarily be drawn from the vast corpus of last wills that were recorded by the municipal 
authorities in these towns. The interpretation of this data will also be developed and deepened 
by using a variety of occasional and qualitative sources. This paper will also check the 
reconstruction of these networks based on the data from the wills by comparing it against 
information about the credit markets as it appears in other data series, most importantly those 
collected from local annuities. 
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II/G   Poverty and Population 
 
The long run history of poverty rates in England and India 
Robert Allen (NYU Abu Dhabi) 
World Bank estimates indicate that about 60 percent of the population of India and many other 
countries in Asia and Africa were below the ‘poverty line’ in 1980. Was it always so or did 
poverty have a more complicated history? And how did Indian history compare to the history 
of poverty in advanced economies like England? The paper will compare the fraction of the 
population below the poverty line and the depth of their poverty in England between 1300 and 
1867 and in India from the reign of Akbar to the 1980. The poverty line will be set using the 
‘basic needs’ approach developed in Allen, ‘Absolute Poverty,’ American Economic Review, 
2017. The procedure produces poverty lines for the two countries that are defined in the local 
currency of the day and that are equivalent in terms of their nutritional and other requirements. 
Poverty will be measured by using social tables and (more impressionistically) real wages. For 
England, a social table for 1290 was developed in a series of refinements by Mayhew and 
Campbell. I have previously revised English tables for later years. For India, a table can be 
developed from Buchanan’s early nineteenth-century survey of Bihar for the East India 
Company as in Milanovic, Lindert, and Williamson in the Economic Journal. The history of 
real wages allows conjectural extensions. Preliminary results suggest that poverty was far more 
widespread and far deeper in India c.1810 than it was in England c.1300. Poverty looks to have 
been less extreme in India in 1600 when the California School’s contention that pre-industrial 
Europe and Asia were equally prosperous may have been true. However, poverty was not as 
severe in India in 1810 as it was in 1980, so immiseration was a feature of the Raj. Poverty 
declined substantially in England between 1290 and 1688 but remained considerable through 
the Industrial Revolution. While these are only two cases, they have considerable bearing on 
the great divergence debate. 
 
 
Truly bare-bones: What if bare-bones baskets were not fixed? 
Tommy Murphy (San Andrés) 
Following the Great Divergence debate of the early 2000s, there has been a renewed interest in 
assessing the comparative evolution of standards of living in the long run. Various scholars 
engaged in the discussion have advocated the construction and use of welfare ratios to learn 
about well-being in the past. One common criticism of this approach, however, is that baskets 
in the long run are not entirely comparable because the ‘cheapest’ basket changes over time. 
Using data from colonial Latin America and Spain, and comparing these with other places 
around the world, this project looks into the possibility of constructing baskets that fulfil the 
biological requirements for survival, but are endogenously adjusted to the fluctuation of prices. 
These ‘dynamic’ baskets are found by applying a linear programming methodology to a large 
number of prices, to obtain the least costly basket that provides a particular set of nutrients. 
These, arguably cheapest, bare-bones baskets are then compared with the traditional (static) 
bare-bones basket widely used in the literature. Preliminary results suggest static baskets track 
relatively well dynamic ones, but there are some divergences across time and space. Also, if 
our aim is to assess subsistence, traditional welfare ratios probably underestimate standards of 
living. 
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World population, 1800-1938 
Giovanni Federico (NYU Abu Dhabi) 
The demographic transition, from the traditional regime of high birth and death rates, to the 
modern one of low rates, is arguably one of the most relevant changes of the last two centuries, 
and features prominently in many models of economic growth. Yet, the evidence is limited to 
advanced countries, the only ones with sufficiently good historical demographic statistics. The 
transition for all the rest of humankind, can be measured only with the movement of population. 
Unfortunately, the information on world population before 1950 is severely incomplete and 
often unreliable. There are only some dubious estimates for a few benchmark years, which are 
nevertheless widely quoted and used in econometric models (McEvedy and Jones 1978). Yet 
the contemporary sources, although at times of poor quality, are quite abundant and historical 
demographers have built on them to estimate population trends for almost all countries in the 
world.  This paper exploits this rich, but so far scattered, data to estimate yearly series of 
population by polity and thus by continent and by world from 1800 to 1938. The preliminary 
results are at the lower bound of the (wide) range of available estimates in the nineteenth century 
and at its upper bound in the twentieth, suggesting that the conventional wisdom undervalues 
the growth of population, and thus the extent of the demographic transition, before 1938.  
Furthermore, the aggregate estimates by benchmarks conceal some substantial differences in 
the distribution of world population by continent and, above all in short term movements. In 
contrast, the yearly series highlight the impact of major catastrophes, such as the Tai’ping war 
in China in the 1850s-1860s and the combination of World War I and Spanish flu during the 
period 1914-20. 
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II/H   Local/Micro Perspectives 
 
Were nonconformists’ occupations different? A comparison between the occupations of 

Anglican and nonconformist fathers in five areas of Wales, 1813-20 
Frances Richardson (Oxford) 
Investigation of the adult male occupational structure of England and Wales before the 1841 
census has made heavy use of parish registers. The Cambridge Group for the History of 
Population and Social Structure (CAMPOP)’s research programme on the Occupational 
Structure of Britain c.1379-1911 has made available a database of adult male occupations 
recorded in parish baptism records for the whole of England and Wales covering the period 
1813-20. This addresses a key gap between data from eighteenth-century population listings 
and the 1841 census, at a time of rapid economic and social change. However, in areas where 
nonconformity was strong, a significant proportion of baptisms were missing from parish 
registers. This particularly affects Wales, where the crude Anglican baptism rate was only 75.6 
percent of the English average. 

In order to estimate a national male occupational distribution for the period 1813-20, it is 
necessary to correct for ‘missing’ nonconformist baptisms. This poses the question of whether 
nonconformists followed broadly similar occupations to Anglicans in the same area. Although 
studies of religious nonconformity which have investigated its social class structure have hinted 
at differences between Anglican and nonconformist occupations, their findings were somewhat 
inconclusive due to methodological problems and the lack of an appropriate comparator 
measure of Anglican occupations. 

Using the CAMPOP database of Anglican occupations and a new analysis of 
nonconformist records, this study assesses for five contrasting areas of Wales whether there 
were significant differences between the occupations of Anglican and nonconformist fathers, 
or among different nonconformist denominations. Baptism records were found for 80 percent 
of nonconformist chapels in the study areas. The lack of records mainly affected Baptist 
chapels, as this denomination did not believe in infant baptism, although some chapels did keep 
birth registers. Wide variations were revealed in the proportion of nonconformists among 
parishes within the same area: Nonconformist baptisms already exceeded Anglican in certain 
towns and industrial areas, while some neighbouring rural parishes remained wholly Anglican. 

The extent to which nonconformist registers recorded fathers’ occupation proved more 
problematic. Again, there were major differences between denominations, with Independents 
and Baptists considerably less likely to consistently record occupations than Methodists. Using 
only chapel registers, where at least 95 percent of occupations were recorded, significantly 
reduced the sample size of usable nonconformist births and baptisms, which then represented 
10.5 percent of combined Anglican and nonconformist occupational data. 

Comparison of Anglican and nonconformist occupations reveals significant differences 
in occupational structure in major sectors of the Welsh economy. Colliers, miners, weavers and 
other textile workers emerge as strongly nonconformist, while agricultural labourers and most 
tertiary sector workers had a significantly higher representation among Anglican fathers at this 
period. There were also differences between denominations, with Welsh farmers more likely to 
join the Calvinistic Methodists. 

The implication of this study is that reliance on Anglican parish data over-estimates the 
size of the agricultural workforce in Wales, while under-estimating mining and industrial work, 
especially in woollen manufacturing. 
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Another working-class autobiography? The secret journal of Private Robert McNally, 1815-36 
Pam Sharpe (Tasmania) 
Robert McNally (c.1796-1876), a literate Irish Catholic soldier, wrote a very long and extremely 
interesting anonymous account of his working life in many parts of the British Isles, New South 
Wales, Van Diemen’s Land and India over two decades from the mid-1810s. Languishing in 
the National Library of Ireland it did not form part of the collection and analysis of working 
class autobiographies by David Vincent and John Burnett. McNally is unusual in his frankness, 
curiosity and observational awareness. The aim of this paper will be to introduce the document 
and give a flavour of its contribution to economic history. 
 
 
Human capital and earnings in Northern Pennine lead mining during the late industrial 

revolution 
Tim Barmby (Newcastle) 
The way in which labour was organized in the Northern Pennine lead mining industry in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries suggests that the miners’ knowledge of geology was 
recognized, and also valued, by the mine owners. Self-selected groups of miners made contracts 
(bargains) with the agents of the mine owners relatively frequently (each quarter). These 
bargains specified two things, firstly the area where the miners would dig within the mine and 
secondly the rate of pay, by weight, of ore. That the miners had the discretion to refuse a bargain 
if they judged that it would not earn a sufficient amount is evidence that miners’ knowledge 
was important. 

This paper proposes to build on previous work Barmby (2019), by exploring the use of a 
new data source, namely the records of lending from libraries in the mining area. These libraries 
were relatively common, the desire of nineteenth-century employers to promote sober activity 
amongst its workforce is well documented, but this study hopes to examine the extent to which 
readers improved their human capital by studying geology and used this to make better 
decisions over bargains. 

Several archive records of libraries exist but one such holding of the Allendale library, in 
the 1860s and 1870s seems to offer the possibility of establishing the borrowing records (i.e. 
whether they borrowed books on geology) of individual miners who were members of the 
library. Using the work described in Barmby (2019) which shows how the quarterly bargains 
can be linked to the financial records to create an individual level quarterly panel of earnings, 
the potential exists to establish whether any return to this human capital investment existed, by 
seeing whether those miners who read books on geology earned more than those who did not. 
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III/A   Twentieth Century Inequality 
 
Wage inequality and economic growth: How to account for government employees? 
Miguel Artola (Carlos III de Madrid) 
The top incomes methodology has changed dramatically scholars’ perceptions of inequality in 
history (Piketty and Saez, 2003; Atkinson and Piketty, 2007). These studies have shown the 
importance of measuring the incomes at the very top, which normally are better captured with 
tax data than with survey records. This approach has also highlighted the importance of capital 
income at the very top of the income distribution, and thus explaining the great levelling process 
of the 1914-45 period due to the fall of rentiers. Yet, the relation between top incomes and 
labour income inequality have been barely explored until now. Authors studying top incomes 
over the twentieth century have also produced estimates of top wage shares (i.e. the share of 
wages and salaries accruing to the highest paid employees), although these series are limited to 
three countries (France, the USA and Japan) prior to 1945. In the case of France, for example, 
Piketty used this data to show that wage income inequality was mostly unchanged through this 
period, and thus pointed to the importance of capital incomes (Piketty, 2001; Piketty et al., 
2006). In short, we still know very little on top wage groups during the classic period of 
industrialization. 

In this paper, I present new evidence on wage inequality in Spain during the 1860-1970 
period using a new set of administrative records. Specifically, I rely on the statistics of the wage 
tax, government budgets and survey data to compute the salaries of the highest earning workers 
in the civil service, the army and high-skilled private services. I compute top wage shares and 
disentangle inequality by calculating wage disparities within sectors and between sectors. 
Results show a relatively unaltered top wage share, although the relative position of public 
workers changed dramatically during this 110-year period. As an alternative explanation, I 
highlight how the public and private sectors operated with different rules and barriers of entry, 
and how government workers earned initially a significant wage premium relative to their skills. 
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British inequality in the early twentieth century: Inequality among working households in 

British national household expenditure surveys 1890-1961 
Ian Gazeley, Rose Holmes (LSE), Andrew Newell (Sussex), Kevin Reynolds (Brighton) & 
Hector Rufrancos (Stirling) 
This paper is a study of long-run movements in income inequality in Britain, applying 
household expenditure datasets from 1890/1, 1904, 1937/8, 1953/4 and 1961, some of which 
we recently recovered and digitized.  After adjusting for differences in scope and sampling over 
time, we find little change in inequality among blue-collar worker households over our period, 
until a fall through World War II. Our findings stand in contrast to the well-established evidence 
of falling mean skill wage differentials over much of this period, but are consistent with the 
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evidence on the overall variance of earnings, which was roughly steady over the whole period.  
We give evidence that suggests this steadiness was the result of opposing proximate forces, one 
being the aforementioned decline in skill differentials, but on the other side was a growth in 
unskilled work and the growth in importance of white-collar employment which displays 
relatively high wage variance. The steadiness in inequality in the lower part of the income 
distribution contrasts vividly with the post-1979 increases and suggests that the extension of 
secondary education and changes in wages bargaining were important levelling forces in this 
period.  Lastly, our work suggests a substantial downward revision in the size of the fall in 
inequality though World War II.  We find a fall of between two and three Gini percentage points 
between 1937/8 and 1953/4, compared with the often-quoted Blue Book estimate of almost 
seven Gini percentage points.  Thus we find that 1953/4 was the lowest point for income 
inequality in Britain, rather than the mid-1970s. 
 
 
The incomes of the wealthy during turbulent times: Sweden, 1910-50 
Erik Bengtsson (Lund) & Jakob Molinder (Uppsala) 
Recent income inequality literature has amply demonstrated the importance of the elite for 
overall inequality. Much of the overall periods of equalization (1920s to 1970s) and increasing 
inequality (1980s to today) seems to be due to swings in the shares of the incomes of the rich, 
such as the top 1 percent. But existing studies using tabulated tax data do not give us information 
about who these people are and how they earn their money, and therefore are not sufficient to 
answer questions about why their incomes fluctuate. 

This paper takes a new approach, using tax records from the Stockholm City Archive and 
the Swedish National Archive to retrieve individual-level data on élite Swedish tax payers from 
1910 to 1950. This period covers the famous “great equalization” after WW1 and the major 
shocks of the world wars and the depression. To capture the rich, we have made a sample based 
on the economic-geographical segregation of society. Most of the wealthiest Swedes live in 
greater Stockholm, and more specifically in certain affluent areas of the city and its 
surroundings. We therefore sample two neighbourhoods from the affluent inner-city district of 
Östermalm, where the Stockholm élite has resided since the 1880s and which still has the 
highest apartment prices in the country, and the bourgeois suburb of Djursholm, established in 
1889 by a group of bankers as a luxurious residential area for the wealthy. We sample all tax 
payers in the two Östermalm neighbourhoods and in the entirety of Djursholm in the years 
1910, 1916, 1920, 1928, 1936 and 1950, ending up with a sample of about 5,000 tax payers for 
each of our six years. 

Preliminary results for 1916 and 1928 show that 40-50 percent of our sampled tax payers 
are in the top 10 percent for incomes in the country, and 15-20 percent are in the top 1 percent. 
In other words, the sample catches the Swedish élite very well. We show that naturally CEOs, 
not least from banking, are very important in the Swedish income elite, as are engineers. Also 
insurance CEOs, pharmacists and physicians are very important. All these sectors in the 1930s, 
1940s and 1950s underwent massive regulation and partial socialization, lowering elite incomes 
and thereby inequality. We thus show that it is not only taxes which should be in focus for 
historical inequality studies. We provide a breakdown of elite incomes in incomes from labour, 
capital and self-employment, and the correlation between income types. We also, since our 
individual data are nested within households, provide basic demographical data for the élite in 
this period, including the family structure and the number of maids and other in-house 
employees. 
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III/B   Technology and Industrialization 
 
The labour market causes and consequences of technological progress: Evidence from the use 

of steam engines 
Leonardo Ridolfi (Siena), Mara Squicciarini (Bocconi) & Jacob Weisdorf (Sapienza, Rome) 
We test the well-known hypothesis that early industrial technologies were introduced because 
they were labour-cheapening. The common understanding is that mechanization historically 
allowed firms to replace skilled with unskilled male workers and also male workers with less-
expensive female and child labourers. To test these ideas, we use propensity score matching on 
two all-inclusive, industry-level censuses from nineteenth-century France to determine the 
labour-market conditions that led to the adoption of steam engines, as well as the subsequent 
effects of adopting them on demand for male, female and child labour as well as their wage 
rates. We find that the present worries that automation will be labour- and skill-saving are not 
supported by the data. General-purpose technological progress during the early stages of 
industrialization, captured by the introduction of steam technology in historical France, was 
ultimately both labour-augmenting and skill-demanding, thus contrasting the labour-
cheapening hypothesis. 

More specifically, we use the earliest-recorded industrial census in France, from the 
1840s, to identify locations with industries that did not employ steam engines at this point in 
time. Then, we move forward to the second industrial census, recorded in the 1860s, to compare 
the labour-market conditions in the sampled locations that had and had not adopted steam 
technology twenty years hence, using several observable covariates to match locations on the 
probability of receiving treatment. Consistent with the idea that steam technology emerged for 
labour-cheapening purposes, our analyses show that the likelihood of receiving treatment was 
significantly higher in districts, where: (i) industrial labour productivity was relatively low, so 
that capital-deepening could serve to improve output per worker; (ii) the gender pay gap was 
relatively large, making it profitable to substitute high-cost males for low-cost females; (iii) the 
share of male employees was relatively high, so the potential for cutting labour-costs by shifting 
towards women and children was relatively large; and (iv) steam engines had already been 
installed in other local industries, thus lowering the costs of adopting new technology. 

Using a diff-in-diff approach in combination with propensity score matching, we also 
observe, however, that the adoption of steam technology was neither labour-saving nor skill-
saving following treatment. Treated industries did use higher shares of (cheaper) women and 
children than non-steam-powered industries. But because the treated locations also employed 
more workers in total, steam-run industries actually ended up also using more male workers on 
average, and not just more women and children. We also find that steam-powered industries 
paid significantly higher wages on average, both to male and female workers. We interpret this 
as steam technology being skill-demanding averagely, contradicting the traditional narrative 
that early industrial technologies were deskilling. Lastly, the average wage rate paid per worker 
went up in the treated industries, contesting the argument that steam technology was ultimately 
labour-cheapening. Our findings thus highlight the multisided effects of general-purpose 
technological progress. On the positive side, steam technology meant higher male and female 
wages, and a growing demand for both male and female workers. On the negative side, steam-
powered industries relied more heavily on child labour. 
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Social learning and the adoption of steam power in Austrian cotton spinning, 1841-59 
Tomas Cvrcek (UCL) 
Studies of technology adoption rarely allow for the fact that incentives for learning about, and 
adopting, a new technology depend on the qualities of the “old” technology. Steam power 
diffusion allows for such explicit consideration because its direct predecessor is easily 
identified: waterpower. I construct a novel panel dataset consisting of all cotton spinneries in 
the Habsburg monarchy in 1841 and 1859, which contains not only information on production 
and employment but also about the source of power for each factory. The spinneries were 
surveyed in triennial intervals. I combine this panel dataset with data from the empire-wide 
survey of all steam engines across all sectors, conducted in 1841, 1852 and 1863, which allows 
me to assess overall diffusion of the technology. Using the combined data on steam power and 
waterpower use in Austrian cotton spinning, I show that proximity of steam engines in other 
businesses, even in unrelated sectors, strongly correlated with steam engine adoption. The size 
of the social learning effect is comparable to similar effects estimated for other technologies in 
the modern day, once adjustments for methodological differences are considered. On the other 
hand, abundance of waterpower, measured as the energy potential of the local river, had a weak 
direct effect on adoption. Rather, waterpower impacted firms’ responsiveness to the local 
availability of technical information about steam power. 
 
 
Sectoral patterns of innovation in Italian industry: From the Liberal Age to Fascism, 1861-

1936 
Alessandro Nuvolari (Sant’Anna, Pisa) & Michelangelo Vasta (Siena) 
This paper investigates sectoral patterns of innovation in Italian industry over the period 1861-
1936. Our main source is a dataset comprising all patents granted in Italy in the following 
benchmark years (1864, 1871, 1881, 1891, 1902, 1911, 1927 and 1936). Our periodization 
comprises both the so called Liberal Age (1861-1913) and the Fascist regime period (1922-43).  
Following an established tradition in the innovation studies literature (Robson, Townsend and 
Pavitt 1988), we classify in patents according to the industry of manufacturing (IoM) and sector 
of use (SoU). The first refers to the sector in which the innovation was developed, while the 
second refers to the sector which is actually using the innovation. Afterwards, we match patent 
data at sectoral level with the dataset on Italian industrial production constructed by Ciccarelli 
and Fenoaltea (2013) and on industrial labour force constructed by Ciccarelli and Missiaia 
(2013).  In this way, we study both the sectoral differences concerning the sources of innovation 
(universities and scientific research, engineers and skilled workforce, learning by doing and by 
using, and spillover effects) and the organization of innovative activities (independent, small 
firms, large firms and foreign inventors). 

Our analysis provides new insights, from the perspective of a latecomer country, on the 
purported transition between the ‘widening’ (Schumpeter Mark I) and the ‘deepening’ 
(Schumpeter Mark II) patterns of innovation which has been traditionally interpreted as being 
due to the rise of the Second Industrial Revolution.  In addition, we also test the relevance, 
using a multinomial logit model, of the popular taxonomy of patterns of inventive activities 
proposed by Keith Pavitt (1984) which comprises four main categories of sectors: supplier 
dominated, specialized supplier, scale intensive and science-based. So far, with few exceptions, 
this characterization of innovative processes has not been explored much in the economic 
history literature, even if it is possible to connect Pavitt’s categories to the technological 
systems of the First and Second industrial revolutions (Archibugi, 2001). Finally, we map the 
evolution of the four sectors of Pavitt’s taxonomy over-time, and we examine in which sector 
different types of inventors were active (independent vs. firms and domestic vs. foreign). In the 
concluding section, we try to provide an interpretation of our findings on the basis of the 
existing literature on the long term evolution of the Italian innovation system (Nuvolari and 
Vasta 2015). 
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III/C   Migration and Record Linking 
 
Emigration from the UK 1870-1913: Quantity and quality 
Timothy J. Hatton (Essex & Australian National) 
In this paper I re-examine the economic forces that underpin emigration from the UK during 
the age of mass migration from 1870 to 1913. Emigration from the UK accounted for about 
one-third of the gross flow from Europe to the New World during these years. Four-fifths of 
the UK migrants headed for the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. As there 
were almost no restrictions on British emigration to these destinations this migration has often 
been seen as a laboratory in which to examine the economic forces driving international 
migration in the absence of restrictive immigration policies, which attenuate or obscure the 
underlying drivers. While the ups and downs in the volume of emigration have been a traditional 
focus of the modelling of migration in this era, more recently the spotlight has turned towards 
understanding the composition of emigration, in particular who was selected into emigration 
and why.  

Much of the literature on migrant selectivity has focused on emigration flows from one 
origin country to one destination. While some attention has been devoted to comparing the 
volume and composition of emigration from different European countries or regions, 
principally to the United States, much less attention has been devoted to flows from a given 
country to different destinations. Here I focus on migration from one common source country, 
the UK, to three major New World destinations, the United States, Canada and Australia and 
New Zealand combined. Comparing emigration streams from one source country has two 
advantages. One is that the data originate from a common source and so the measurement issues 
that plague studies of international migration are avoided. More importantly, given a single 
source country, with substantial flows to alternative destinations, the different patterns that 
emerge will be due to differences across destinations rather than differences across origins.  

The analysis of emigration flows is motivated with a basic utility maximizing model that 
takes account of economic incentives, short-term shocks and network effects.  By allowing for 
year effects, which absorb common origin effects, this version of the model focuses solely on 
differences between destinations in the incentive to migrate. I estimate a dynamic model of 
emigration rates on annual data for 1872 to 1913 with fixed destination effects and random year 
effects. The results are in line with those found in a long list of previous studies: the key forces 
are real wage rates, business cycle shocks as represented by unemployment rates, and network 
effects as captured by the stock of previous emigrants at a destination. In addition to these 
findings I examine the influence of different components of the costs of emigration.  The costs 
of passage seem to have little influence, perhaps because of inadequate measurement. But 
nearly half of the emigrants to Australia and New Zealand travelled on assisted passages, which 
brought the average costs of travel to the antipodes closer to those for crossing the Atlantic. 
This seems to have been important in sustaining the flow to much more distant shores.  

A novel feature of the analysis is to examine trends and fluctuations in the occupational 
structure of emigration. I use data in annual reports published by the UK Board of Trade to 
calculate the skill content of emigration to the three destinations. Over the years from 1877 to 
1913 average skills among non-agricultural adult males were highest among emigrants to 
Australia and New Zealand, followed by Canada and then the United States. But the wage 
differentials for skill in manual occupations were the exact opposite: highest in the United States 
followed by Canada and then Australia. The lack of positive correspondence between the skill 
premium and the skill content of migration when comparing Australia with the US is at odds 
with the well-known prediction of the Roy model. One possibility is that the cost reducing effect 
of assisted passages to Australia and New Zealand, which would favour the unskilled, was more 
than offset by targeting assistance to more skilled workers. But the econometric evidence 
suggests the opposite: if anything, the effect of subsidies was to reduce the average skills of 
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migrants to Australia. The high relative skill content of migration to Australia and New Zealand 
could possibly be because stronger transatlantic network effects served to lower the skill content 
of migration to the United States, but it remains something of a mystery.  
 
 
Selection patterns in the Great Italian Migration, 1876-1913 
Andrea Gentili (Università degli Studi Internazionali di Roma) & Pier Giorgio Ardeni 
(Bologna) 
Official statistics tell us that from 1861 to the beginning of the First World War around 14 
million persons left Italy looking for better living conditions in other countries. Indeed, that was 
the Great Italian Migration, considering that at the 1871 census there were 27 million people 
living in the country. In this paper, we use a new database with data reporting the province of 
origin and the country of destination over the 1876-1914 period for those who requested a 
passport or an expatriation permit (visa). As the data provide roughly identified professional 
categories, we can thus look at what selection patterns were at work for the emigrating Italians. 

Migration outflows varied considerably across provinces and destination countries, 
depending on the local conditions – in terms of livelihood, income, living conditions and the job 
market (the “push” factors”) – and the conditions abroad (the “pull” factors). Those outflows 
varied over time and differed across provinces, even within the same regions, not necessarily 
following precise geographical patterns, depending on the country of destination. In this paper, 
we aim at not just looking at the mere numbers – how many went where from where – but also 
at depicting “who” they were, at least professionally. 

With our database, we are able to investigate both the “brain drain” for the provinces of 
origin and the potential “brain gain” for the recipient countries. Broadly speaking, in our 
analysis the brain drain is assessed by comparing the distribution of the professions of those 
who migrated with the distribution of professions (as from the census data) in their community 
of origin. The brain gain can be roughly accounted for by matching the (aggregate) information 
on the destination countries and the professions of those who migrated there. Unfortunately, in 
our dataset – constructed from the original sources of the annual migration statistics – the two 
fundamental pieces of information are disjointed: for each province in each given year, migrants 
are numbered by profession and, separately, by destination country. So, we do not know which 
professionals went where. 

We overcome this missing match by pooling destinations and professions, by province, by 
means of Dynamic Factor Analysis, thus bringing to the fore the latent factors that drove 
migration outflows. 

We know that most people in Italy, at the time, were employed or under-employed in 
agriculture – or lived in rural areas – and most of those who migrated – even when they came 
back after some time – were driven by lack of income or underemployment. And yet, after 1870 
– the time of Italian unification under one State – Italy slowly began to industrialize, following 
an uneven industrial development pattern at the regional level. The agrarian crisis of the 1880s 
and 1890s added up to a pattern of uneven distribution of income across areas and varying job-
market dynamics. One question is thus whether the incipient industrialization process attracted 
more qualified workers from within the country or was not able to trigger an increase in labour 
demand, which was thus satisfied by migration abroad. Ultimately, by looking at migration by 
professional categories, we are able to check whether those who left were people with higher 
“human capital” endowments or not, and whether the migration process was more urgent for 
those in the lowest levels of the skill ladder or those in the higher steps. 

By separating the more “qualified” professions from the unskilled ones, we find that 
migration outflows from several provinces amounted to a significant brain drain, that that brain 
drain was somehow correlated not just with education levels but with domestic industrial 
growth, too, and that migration might, therefore, have had a negative effect on overall 
development, at least initially. Moreover, the paper improves existing literature by using 
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professions, instead of years of education or biological indicators, to measure the brain 
drain/gain hypothesis. In fact, in the post-unification period in Italy literacy levels were 
generally low in large parts of the country and decreasing moving from the North to the South. 
Similarly, biological indicators (such as average height) showed a territorial gap. Both 
measurements, therefore, may capture a pre-existing gap. Nonetheless, in census data, there 
were relatively small differences in the distribution of professions at unification (1861). In a 
period of structural transition in which human capital accumulation was overtaking physical 
skills, the migration of qualified workers may have had a major impact in the economic 
backwardness of the South. 
 
Keywords: brain drain, migrant selection, Great Italian Migration. 
 
 
Solely by reason of her marriage: The effect of the 1907 Expatriation Act on marital patterns 
Melinda Miller (Virginia Tech) & Jessica Bean (Denison) 
As part of growing anti-immigrant sentiment during the early twentieth century, the United 
States enacted a series of laws designed to restrict immigration.  Although the literacy test 
(passed in 1917) and Quota Acts (1921 and 1924) are often highlighted as the beginning of 
these efforts, an earlier law sought to restrict the integration of immigrants into American 
society.  Under the Expatriation Act of 1907, women who were American citizens would lose 
their citizenship if they married non-citizen men.  American men did not face expatriation.  
Instead, if they married non-citizens, their wives would gain U.S. citizenship.  This law 
introduced a large cost to American women who married immigrants.  They would forfeit the 
rights of U.S. citizenship and, depending on the laws of their spouse’s home country, could 
become stateless. The Act was partially repealed by the Cable Act of 1922, although citizenship 
was not automatically reinstated for those who had been expatriated. 

Previous empirical work on the impact of the Expatriation Act has been limited.  Because 
marriage is an important channel by which immigrants can gain citizenship today, 
understanding how such laws impact behaviour can provide insight into present-day 
immigration policy.  In this paper, we investigate the Act’s origins and effects on marital 
patterns. 

First, using voting records for the U.S. House of Representatives, we investigate how 
local economic and demographic conditions influenced legislative support for the Act. 

Second, we use U.S. Census data from 1910 and 1920 to document how American men’s 
and women’s likelihood to marry a non-citizen changed after the Act. 

Finally, we consider if a women’s decision to marry a non-citizen was sensitive to the 
costs imposed by expatriation.  Because some U.S. states extended the franchize to women 
before the right was granted at the Federal level, we use Census date to examine if women were 
less likely to marry non-citizens in states where they could vote.  We also investigate the impact 
of the enemy registration on marriage patterns.  As a result of World War I, German citizens 
were required to register as enemy aliens. U.S. born women who married German men were 
also considered enemy aliens.  When the registration was in effect, marriage to a German man 
had a high cost.  Taking advantage of the exact date of marriage provided by court records in 
Cuyahoga County, Ohio, we examine if women became less likely to marry German men for 
the duration of the registration period and if there was evidence of delayed marriage following 
the rescission of the registration order. 
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III/D   Ancient Economic History 
 
Environmental change, the social contract and the origins of the state 
Mattia Bertazzini (Oxford), Robert Allen (NYU Abu Dhabi), Leander Heldring (Briq 
Institute/Tilburg) 
We study human adaptation to environmental change in the long run. Settlements in the Iraqi 
plain were confronted with several exogenous river moves between 5000BC and today. In 
response, they could either move with their source of water, or face the collective action 
problem of having to organize for irrigation. Where the river moved away from settlement but 
stayed close, small communities organized internally. Where rivers made larger moves, 
settlements faced a collective action problem and were willing to give up autonomy and 
resources for public good provision. In those places, the world’s first states were built, and a 
social contract emerged exchanging irrigation canal building for the resources to build the 
world’s first cities and fund the originators of writing and mathematics. After conquests that 
levelled the capital city, the capital city moved to where the collective action pressure was 
highest. Today, since the Iraqi state is prostrate, Iraqis live close to rivers rather than in the 
fertile plain. 
 
 
Winds of commerce: Ancient patterns of trade in the Indian Ocean 
Conrad Copeland (Bristol) 
This paper exploits ancient textual sources to develop a database of ancient trade in the Indian 
Ocean and model trade in the region during the period.  In doing so, it extends ancient analysis 
of trade flows into a new geographic region and adds to the discussion of driving factors of 
ancient trade.  Modelling ancient trade with modern econometric methods has generated a mild 
consensus on the role of geography in ancient maritime trade systems.  Much of this literature 
defines the role of ‘connectedness’ – being located within a web of other nearby communities 
– as central to the ability of cities to engage in successful trade.  While this may fit with evidence 
from the Mediterranean and Black Sea regions, the unique climatic systems of the Indian Ocean 
challenge this model of ancient trade.  The nature of the monsoon season and the ability of 
seafarers to exploit its regularity created a very different set of circumstances for trade within 
this region, as attested by a large body of anecdotal and historic evidence.  The defining feature 
of trade within this system was long-distance voyages between the various littoral ports 
facilitated by seasonal navigation of the monsoon system.  These circumstances open up the 
region to be a historical counter-point to the established view on ancient maritime trade. 

From merchants’ letters to import receipts and beyond, textual resources have been a 
veritable gold mine of data for measuring trade in the ancient world.  Notable examples include 
Bakker et al. (2018), Barjamovic et al. (2017), Temin (2013), Algaze (2008), and Temin (2006).  
This paper seeks to further expand this trend by exploiting the existence of extant descriptions 
of ancient trade and geographic features of the Indian Ocean to reconstruct trade within the 
region in the early-imperial Roman period and achieve three primary objectives. The first is the 
calibration and estimation of a gravity model based on textual data from the Periplus of the 
Erythraean Sea.  The Periplus is a Greek document from the first century CE that details the 
ports and trade relations around the Red Sea, Indian Ocean, and Persian Gulf.  Using this source, 
a new dataset is constructed of trade goods, origins, destinations, volumes, and qualities and a 
gravity model is constructed to accurately model trade relationships within the Indian Ocean in 
the early-imperial Roman period.  This model is based on traditional gravity model 
characteristics including distances, modelled both in standard Euclidian distance and more 
idiosyncratic sea-route distance.  Known locations are pinpointed based on archaeological 
consensus and understanding and distances are calculated using these locations.  The second 
objective is to understand the differences in connectedness and distance in explaining both 
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Indian Ocean trade specifically and late Iron Age trade more generally.  The data from the 
gravity model estimation is combined with a measure of connectedness for the locations present 
in the dataset as an alternative to geographic distance in the model.  This alternative measure is 
used to test the ability of connectedness to predict trade, expanding the geographical use of this 
technique to a new location, never before estimated.  It also tests the hypothesis of 
connectedness as a driving factor in creating entrepots and trading hubs.  The two measures, 
distance and connectedness, are then tested against each other in order to determine the 
suitability of the two measures to the trade environment of the Indian Ocean.  The final objective 
is to employ the predictive power of trade models and the quality of the existing data to peel 
back the veil on several obscure cities along the East African coast.  To this end, the predictive 
power of distance in the gravity model of trade is used to model the location of communities 
mentioned in the Periplus with dubious or contentious modern equivalents.  There are several 
locations listed in the Periplus that fall within this category, all of which are located along the 
African coast beyond the ancient city of Opone.  In accomplishing these goals, this paper seeks 
to both illuminate the unique driving factors of trade in the Indian Ocean and promote a 
reconsideration of the general applicability of existing models of ancient maritime trade. 
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Extreme weather and long-term health: Evidence from two millennia of Chinese elites 
Ben Li (Massachusetts Lowell) & Wang Sheng Lee (Deakin & IZA) 
Modern technology empowers human beings to cope with various extreme weather events. 
Using Chinese historical data, we examine the impact of extreme weather on long-term human 
health in an environment where individuals have no access to modern technology. By 
combining life course data on 5,000 Chinese elites with historical weather data over the period 
1-1840 AD, we find a significant and robust negative impact of droughts in childhood on the 
longevity of elites. Quantitatively, encountering three years of droughts in childhood reduces 
an elite’s life span by about two years. A remarkably important channel of the childhood 
drought effect is the deterioration of economic conditions caused by droughts. 
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III/E   Bond Markets 
 
Born of necessity: The origins of convertible bonds in the Netherlands 
Florian Madertoner (Erasmus) & Abe De Jong (Monash) 
Convertible bonds are loans with an option for the owner to exchange the bonds for shares. 
Even though widely used, we know very little about the origins of, and the early adopters’ 
motivations to use, these hybrid securities. This paper describes the adoption of convertible 
bonds in the Netherlands in the nineteenth century, starting with the first introduction in 1856. 
We discuss convertible bond issues by five corporations over the period 1856-85, in which 
financial innovation proves to be an important security for the issuing firms and develops into 
a widely-used instrument.  We have followed the sequence of events and provide financial 
analyses and direct evidence from primary sources, in order to understand the motives for the 
issuance of convertibles. 

Firstly, we show that no single one modern theory is able to explain convertible bond 
issues, except for the models of Brennan and Kraus (1987) and Brennan and Schwartz (1988), 
who state that convertible bonds are a solution to the financing problem arising from insiders 
and outsiders agreeing on total firm value but disagreeing on its volatility. In all cases, the use 
of convertible bonds helped to overcome the high uncertainty about firm risk, which was caused 
by either technological innovation or by the effects of a trade crisis. 

Secondly, in all cases we find evidence for the same practical pecking order: with internal 
funds unavailable, straight debt was considered but ultimately deemed impossible. The 
managements aimed at issuing common equity then, but were severely rationed in the equity 
market, as their shares were all traded below par in the year before each convertible bond 
issuance. Convertible bonds therefore represent the last possibility in this practitioners’ pecking 
order, financing instrument of last resort indeed, and not hybrids of straight debt and common 
equity. The relatively short maturities of the convertible bonds indicate that conversion into 
equity was expected soon. The pattern is consistent with Lewis, Rogalski and Seward’s (2001) 
explanation: Convertible bonds are born of necessity, when uncertainty about the post-issue 
performance forces firms to raise capital outside of the seasoned equity market. All case firms 
were perceived as extremely financially constrained and their future performance as highly 
risky or even uncertain, but none of them was seen as a lost cause completely unworthy of any 
investment. 

Thirdly, we demonstrate how convertible bonds found their way into the Dutch financial 
markets for the first time when the British supervisory board of Duinwater suggested to the 
board of directors convertible bonds as a means to acquire capital, which had been previously 
shown to be a viable course of action in England. We find several instances of the same people, 
investment banks and notaries being involved in the issuances of convertible bonds throughout 
all five case firms, albeit in different capacities. By 1872, the practice of financing firms, 
especially railroad companies, had been well established in the United States and in England 
and it can therefore be assumed that the practice became well known also within the 
Netherlands. 
 
 
The value of a quote: Stock market listing for sovereign bonds, 1872-1911 
Rui Esteves (Graduate Institute, Geneva) 
This paper asks two simple questions: how did sovereign countries choose where to list their 
bonds before World War I and did it matter? The question of where sovereigns issued their 
bonds has been extensively covered in the literature on gatekeepers in the sovereign debt market 
(Flandreau and Flores 2009, Flandreau et al. 2010). This paper stems out of that research but 
with a different angle. Rather than emphasizing the pricing of risk, we aim to quantify the gains 
in terms of liquidity for sovereigns who listed their bonds in the main stock markets. Not all 
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sovereign bonds traded in Europe gained official listings in the main stock exchanges. Some 
were just listed in the smaller exchanges or were placed privately and traded in the OTC market. 

Others have already studied the liquidity of foreign bonds listed in London (Alquist 2010, 
Chavaz and Flandreau 2017). But there were alternatives: as other European markets opened 
up to foreign issues. And yet, contemporaries were keenly aware of a hierarchy of listing 
venues. In 1878, Hyde Clarke, the first secretary of the Corporation of Foreign Bondholders, 
boasted that “it has been found worthwhile to pay an English house a very large commission to 
lend its name for the issue”. However, in the same way that the value of relationship banking 
depended on the low degree of competition by underwriters (Flandreau et al. 2010), the gains 
from listing in London depended on the intensity of competition between markets for the listing 
foreign bonds. 

Regarding the second question raised in the paper, our analysis shows that the choice of 
listing could matter in a material sense. We find that the gain from listing in London did not 
disappear, despite the impressive strives in the foreign loan market in Paris and Berlin. In the 
last two decades of our period, it settled around 50 basis points, a non-trivial advantage for the 
typical issuing nation of the time. Perhaps not worthy of the “very large commission” that 
sovereigns had to pay the English underwriters according to Hyde Clarke. But he was writing 
in 1878, a period when our estimates point to a much larger gain, in the order of 100 or even 
150 bps. The evolution of this ‘London premium’ is consistent with our hypothesis that 
competition from the Continental markets should have eroded it. 

The first question is harder to answer, and this paper does not offer a full explanation 
since we only observe outcomes. Our estimates underline the importance of taking into 
consideration the effect of self-selection of countries into markets. As countries strategized in 
their choice of listing venues, we must model their choices to get a clean measure of the 
financial gains available to them over time. Even though this makes the research design more 
demanding, we should embrace this feature of the ecology of late nineteenth century sovereign 
markets as a way of explaining the geography of sovereign listings. 
 
 
Poland and its peers on the International Sovereign Debt Market, 1927-36 
Thea Don-Siemion (LSE) 
The financial history of Poland during the interwar period is significant for three reasons: it is 
at once severely under-researched, puzzling, and rich with lessons for understanding how the 
greatest global economic crisis of all time was propagated.  Poland’s Great Depression was the 
second most severe in the world in terms of loss of real output, ahead of only the United States.  
Both the work of Polish scholars, notably Knakiewicz (1967), and the comparative literature 
on international finance in the interwar period, including Eichengreen and Sachs (1985) and 
Bernanke and James (1991), points to Poland’s decision to maintain the gold standard until as 
late as April 1936 as a major cause of the Polish economy’s collapse during the Depression.  
What is puzzling is the amount of time that Poland spent on the gold standard: despite being a 
heavy net debtor, the country left gold by imposing capital controls only on 27 April 1936, the 
last country east of the Rhine to do so.  The extraordinary durability of the Polish gold standard 
is highlighted by Wolf (2007, 2008), who finds in a panel analysis of European countries on 
the gold standard that covariates including the parity at which gold convertibility was resumed 
after the First World War and the extent of trade ties with France underpredict the date of 
Poland’s exit by up to two years.  The question remains: why did Poland remain committed to 
gold for so long, enduring seven years of extreme deflationary austerity in the process? 

This paper seeks answers to the puzzle in the record of Poland’s performance on the 
markets for sovereign debt in New York and London relative to three of its peers: Germany, 
Austria, and Hungary.  All four countries had experienced a hyperinflation during the 1920s, 
an experience which, as Eichengreen (1991) persuasively argues, inclined policymakers to 
favour orthodox policy prescriptions in the early Depression.  In 1931, however, mutually 
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reinforcing sovereign-debt and banking crises forced authorities in the latter three countries to 
suspend gold convertibility; Poland alone maintained its gold parity.  This divergence in 
outcomes cannot simply be explained by a difference in debt levels, and thus exposure to 
contagion: in 1931, relative to national income, Poland’s level of sovereign plus commercial 
debt was almost as high as Germany’s (a debt/GDP ratio of 98 percent versus 103 percent), and 
when the comparison is restricted to sovereign debt, Poland’s burden is higher than Germany’s 
(61 percent versus 58 percent), a figure which includes German reparations payments to the 
victorious Allies. 

To help explain the divergent paths these countries took in 1931 despite similar prior 
circumstances, I draw on the London Times to hand-collect a database of daily price quotations 
for all the Polish, German, Austrian and Hungarian sovereign (national-level) bonds listed on 
the London and New York Stock Exchanges, plus a reference bond (the US Liberty Loan and 
UK Consol) for each market, which I use to construct spreads.  The data extends from October 
1927 (Poland’s entry onto the gold standard and the first flotation of a Polish loan in London) 
to May 1936, for a total of 20 securities and 43,111 observations.  I use structural break testing 
and principal component analysis to analyse turning points and common trends in the series, 
and draw on an extensive survey of the London financial press, including 3,902 articles from 
The Economist and 3,540 from The Times, as well as evidence from the Polish and French 
national archives, to help interpret the results. 

My core finding is that the Polish economy followed a unique trajectory during the 
Depression: it ran into trouble early, with bond markets pricing in a substantial risk premium 
as early as March 1929; it was much harder hit than its peers by the ‘sudden stop’ in foreign 
lending following the Wall Street crash of October 1929; but it came through the banking crises 
of 1931 without undergoing a catastrophic crisis of investors’ confidence in its willingness and 
ability to abide by the ‘rules of the game’ of the gold standard regime. 

The comparison with Germany is particularly illuminating.  I find that Poland was able 
to remain on gold in September 1931 because its authoritarian government was not dependent 
on a parliamentary majority to pass its deflationary legislative agenda; further, the government 
was willing to remain on gold in large part because of a need to attract French capital to its 
border regions as a strategic “tripwire” in light of the failure of the Western powers to guarantee 
the Polish borders with Germany at Locarno.  In Germany, meanwhile, Brüning’s government 
was forced into default immediately after the Permanent Court of International Justice’s ruling 
against a customs union with Austria extinguished the Chancellor’s last hopes of securing a 
Reichstag majority for further austerity measures.  One may think of this result as the inverse 
of the argument by Ferguson and Temin (2003) that the German crisis of 1931 erupted because 
Brüning’s announcement in March 1931 that he was pursuing such a union caused sovereign 
investors to withdraw capital from Germany – a claim for which the high-frequency bond data 
provides no evidence. 

The importance of the geopolitical factor in Poland’s decision to keep the gold finds 
further confirmation in the performance of the Polish bond series at the end of the sample: there 
is no trend in Polish bond yields before 27 April 1936, but a sharp spike thereafter, as Poland’s 
exit from gold raised fears of default.  This finding stands in contradiction of claims by 
Leszczyńska (2013) and Polański (2017) that Poland’s exit from gold was the inevitable, and 
foreseeable, result of a long-term fall in the Bank of Poland’s foreign reserves.  Archival 
evidence points instead to the Polish exit from gold being a deliberate choice – one driven by 
the increasing urgency of rearmament following the French failure to oppose Hitler’s 
remilitarization of the Rhineland. 
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III/F   Finance and Politics in the Eighteenth-Century Atlantic 
 
Intermediaries in mortgage-backed securities: The plantation business of F.W. Hudig, 1759-

97 
Tim Kooijmans, Abe De Jong (Monash) & Peter Koudijs (Stanford) 
In the eighteenth century, European powers had colonized the Caribbean region. In these areas 
plantation economies developed where sugar, coffee and cotton were produced with the use of 
an enslaved labour force. The demand in Europe for sugar and coffee in particular was very 
strong and therefore the Atlantic trade offered an enormous profit potential for planters and 
merchants alike. Of course, these operations needed to be funded and planters were keen to 
borrow money in order to engage in this business. The upfront investments were substantial 
because of the minimum scale requirements, and in particular the need to purchase enslaved 
workers. Once this money was lent out by merchants, it had to be rolled over in financial 
markets to ensure continuous financial backing. The question we seek to answer is how 
European merchants organized and managed these financial flows. Though there was a well-
integrated judicial system, there were immense information and agency problems: a trip could 
easily take three months and local planters could not be trusted to truthfully reveal their state of 
affairs. 

In the English colonies, planters relied on short debts from merchants. According to Adam 
Smith (1776, Vol II: 116), later confirmed by further analyses by Richard Pares (1960), this 
system was relatively underdeveloped. Long-term mortgage financing was virtually absent until 
the last quarter of the eighteenth century. In Tyler Beck Goodspeed’s (2016: 14) study of the 
1772 financial crisis, this short-term debt – advances to planters with twelve months maturity 
– is found to be a problematic method of trade finance because of the significant maturity 
mismatch between planters’ short-term debt and their long-term assets. Far less is known about 
the Dutch system, which appears to have been more sophisticated as it did feature long-term 
debt. Dutch merchant-bankers made up to 30-year plantation-mortgages which they securitized 
and sold on to wealthy Dutch investors. They managed to mobilize large amounts of capital 
through so-called negotiatie funds; Johannes van de Voort (1973) documents that a total of 198 
such funds for Caribbean plantation finance were raised between 1753 and 1775, with a total 
capital of 63 million guilders (Van de Voort, 1973: 102). This equals 33 percent of the GDP of 
the province of Holland and 19 percent of the province’s government debt in 1775. Although 
initially heralded as a financial success, financial flows came to a standstill after a financial 
crisis in 1773, and it would take more than a decade for credit to resume. 

In this paper, we ask how Dutch merchant-bankers initially managed to overcome 
information asymmetries and agency problems and channel large sums to the colonies, what 
happened to make this system fragile, and what caused credit to be stopped for more than a 
decade. We do so through the lens of one particular merchant-banker, Ferrand Whaley Hudig. 
Hudig’s experience with the negotiaties allows for a better understanding of the complex 
interactions between capitalists, intermediaries and entrepreneurs in a setting with severe 
information problems and uncertainty. 

Based in Rotterdam, Ferrand Whaley Hudig started his business in 1756, at the age of 21. 
Hudig was a descendant of a family of merchants and related to one of the partners of the 
merchant house Coopstad & Rochussen, a prominent Rotterdam house involved in the 
Caribbean and slave trade, and the financing of plantations. In 1759 Hudig started with 
financing plantations using mortgage-backed securities, initially for two plantations. In 
subsequent years, he expanded his portfolio to twelve plantations. In terms of number of 
negotiaties Hudig was among the top four of 90 banks active in plantation financing before 
1780. However, some banks created large pools of mortgages and exceeded Hudig in terms of 
mortgage volume. Just like the majority of bankers (70 percent), Hudig did not create large 
collateral pools, and is estimated to be in the top quartile of bankers active in plantation 
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financing in terms of mortgage volume (Van de Voort, 1973: 269-323). In the 1770s, the Dutch 
colonies, were severely hit by a crisis and Hudig had to deal with the impact on the plantations 
he was involved with. The documentation of Hudig’s business is exceptional and allows for a 
detailed overview of all financial flows, involving the key players in the business. Moreover, 
Hudig’s correspondence has survived, which provides unique historical detail about the 
relevant developments. 

In short, our findings are as follows. First, we document that Hudig solely relied on debt 
to fund the planters and did not provide any (outside) equity. We argue that this was meant to 
incentivize planters not to embezzle money. We show that the inflexibility of debt claims did 
lead to severe problems in times of crises. Second, we find that local agents in the colonies 
played an essential role in intermediating between Hudig and the planters. Though instrumental 
in reducing information asymmetries between banker and planters, there were significant 
conflicts of interest. 

Third, we find that the system hummed along nicely as long as credit was flowing. 
However, as soon as credit stopped flowing, the entire system collapsed. Fourth, we find that 
reputational concerns forced Hudig to advance large sums to the planters on his own account 
to make sure they would not default on their interest payments. He could not liquidate the 
underlying collateral as potential buyers could not obtain credit. As a result, the planters’ debts 
increased and Hudig’s own solvency position deteriorated. 

Finally, we find that the increased indebtedness of planters led to “debt-overhang” 
because the planters’ large debt positions impeded new investment. Only when the investors 
stepped in with the help of newly-appointed directors did some restructurings take place.  
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Banking, finance and modernity in Jamaica and the British Atlantic, 1750-1825 
Aaron Graham (Oxford) 
Recent work has emphasized the ‘modernity’ of the plantation economies of Jamaica and the 
West Indies in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, in areas such as the extensive use 
of capital-intensive technology and the increasingly systematic exploitation of enslaved labour 
in search of higher profits and lower costs.  Despite the critical role of credit and capital within 
this plantation agriculture, however, the history of banking and finance in the region has yet to 
be integrated with the rich scholarship on North and South American finance, which has 
emphasized the key role played by British and local financial institutions in enabling the 
transformative leap into ‘slavery’s capitalism’ in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries. 

Drawing on several proposals written or published in 1750, 1774, 1787, 1811 and 1825 
for the creation of financial institutions in Jamaica, some of which have never been analysed 
before, this paper will firstly argue that the island was not isolated from the intellectual 
mainstream but instead part of a wider circulation of financial ideas within the British Atlantic.  
Just as colonists in North America picked up and adapted models such as the land bank for local 
conditions, colonists in Jamaica were aware of developments elsewhere and produced plans for 
banks which they hoped would overcome problems specific to the plantation economy.  These 
included the lack of short-term mercantile credit and long-term agricultural capital, the drain of 
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specie away from the island due to an imbalance of trade, and the lack of facilities for the 
deposit and management of public monies and credit. 

Secondly, the paper will explore why none of the schemes were put into practice.  It will 
emphasize the political concerns raised by such proposals, particularly the worry that such 
institutions would be exploited by merchants or the colonial government in their clashes with 
planters.  Many of the objectives of projectors were also met in other ways, such as by 
legislation intended to promote the direct investment of foreign capital through merchants and 
their local factors, and the creation of a public debt and paper currency more directly under the 
control of the colonial legislature.  By 1825, Jamaica was therefore on an alternative path to 
economic and financial modernity from the models developed in Britain and Europe.  It was 
one which the United States might have followed after 1783 were it not for the development of 
Hamiltonian finance, but it was also one which it increasingly moved towards after 1832 in the 
face of Jacksonian hostility to large banking monopolies. 

The paper therefore seeks to reintegrate the Jamaican experience of banking and finance 
into the wider transatlantic experiences of the ‘long’ eighteenth century. 
 
 
Pieter Stadnitski sharpens the axe: A revolutionary report on American sovereign finance 
Peter Veru (Colorado) 
Early in 1787, a hard-cover, twenty-five-page, self-published pamphlet appeared in Amsterdam 
bookstores.  It was entitled An Explanatory Report Concerning the Funds, Named Liquidated 
Debt or Settled Debt of the United States of America.429  In the financial centre of Europe, where 
nothing could have been more commonplace than announcements of investment opportunities, 
this publication stood out for its length and detailed analysis, an argument intended to persuade 
investors to purchase shares in an investment trust containing the domestic debt of the United 
States at distressed prices.  Given that the Revolutionary War debts of the United States were, 
and had been for a long time, trading at deep discounts because of the repeated refusal of the 
states to grant Congress the power to tax, the pamphlet could only have been understood as a 
long-shot appeal by the potential buyers of shares who opened the dark-red cover and thumbed 
through its pages.  Experienced investors, however, would have reason to recognize its author 
as someone worth listening to, and to read his careful analysis with interest.  In fact, the 
pamphlet in their hands was itself a revolutionary one, and Pieter Stadnitski had written it with 
the radical intention of transforming the market in American securities – and making himself 
an even richer man than he already was. 

In 1786, an American fugitive from his creditors living in London named Daniel Parker 
talked himself into a meeting with America’s Dutch investment bank run by two politically 
radical brothers named Jakob and Nicolaas Van Staphorst.  The Van Staphorsts, along with 
their highly capable salesman, Pieter Stadnitski, had opened and completed two small loans in 
1782 and 1784.  Those loans were sold with a one-page marketing memorandum called a 
bericht. These bonds were purchased mainly off the momentum from the republican revival 
raging in the United Provinces fuelled by the American Revolution and by John Adams’s 
investor relations campaign conducted in the vibrant French language and Dutch language press 
during the early 1780s.  As Stadnitski admitted in his report, few of the buyers of these bonds 
were familiar with the true state of political dysfunction and financial disrepair during the 
crucial American Confederation Era.430 

In their fateful meeting, Parker told the Van Staphorst brothers that the entire tranche of 
six percent annuities, $27,383,917, given out during the war to Americans for goods and 
services were trading at a significant discount to par.  These annuities were no longer current 
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on their interest payments.  Congress chose to issue IOUs for the interest.  By 1786, there were 
$8,215,775 of these IOUs, “indents” as they were called, and that tranche was growing by 
$1,643,635(6 percent of 27,983,917) every year.  Parker never told them the exact price where 
they were trading at, a deliberate deception, but it was twenty-five cents on the dollar for a yield 
of 24 percent.  Parker believed that, once the federal government was vested with the power to 
tax imports and levy excise taxes, the Loan Office notes would rise.  The Van Staphorsts agreed 
and took the opportunity to a group of prominent investors.431 

The awareness of the poor state of America’s domestic debt in the secondary market 
created a huge problem for the Van Staphorsts, who had put their own reputations on the line 
by representing the United States in the first place.  It is helpful to picture the American capital 
structure, in terms of yield, as an hourglass.  In 1786, the top of the hourglass contained roughly 
thirty-seven million in Loan Office notes and indents.  The yield on these annuities was 
approximately 24 percent.  The bottom of the hourglass, in terms of yield, consisted of the two 
small Dutch loans amounting to just over one million dollars.  Those loans were current in their 
interest and they were priced around six percent in the secondary market.  There was also 
roughly $13,000,000 in loans to the French.  These bonds were no longer current in their interest 
payments.  Neither the principal nor interest were trading in the secondary market.  Before the 
American government could open loans in the Dutch primary markets to pay the French back, 
all the debt in the top of the hourglass must move to the bottom of the hourglass in terms of 
yield.  Pieter Stadnitski estimated that when the yield on the Loan Office notes dropped from 
24 percent to 8 percent, the Loan Office notes would no longer interfere with America’s primary 
market aspirations. 

While the Van Staphorsts mulled this investment over, Stadnitski acted.  He purchased 
Loan Office notes from Parker and effectively purchased all the available supply of Loan Office 
notes that were in Europe, packaged them in the form of an investment trust, and hoped to sell 
shares to Dutch rentiers.  The problem was that the American story was complicated and 
required elucidation and context.  Clearly, the one-page bericht used previously would not be 
sufficient.  Stadnitski took up his quill and began the process of explaining how the Americans 
had gotten into their difficulties and selling the Dutch investment community on the American 
future. 

This paper addresses this never-before seen in its entirety research report.  Its pages reveal 
what Dutch investors knew of the true state of American finances during the Confederation Era, 
the Dutch impression of the American political landscape, and the Dutch financial community’s 
view of the American future.  This paper will argue that Dutch investment specialists saw the 
American republic in terms of the Dutch Republic’s own perilous future and as a way to reignite 
a new Golden Age through trade and investment with the new nation.  This study relies mostly 
on Dutch archival materials including deeds, newspaper reports, and letters as well as 
congressional records from American sources. 
Note: This research report was part of a larger completed dissertation, Bonds of Independence: 
The Dutch Era of American Sovereign Finance, 1780-1794. 
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III/G   Firm Entry and Exit in Historical Perspective 
 
Market entry and exit by entrepreneurs, England and Wales 1851-81 
Robert Bennett (Cambridge) 
The paper uses record linkage between data extracted from the censuses 1851-81 for the whole 
of England and Wales to identify the career profile of entrepreneurs for employers and own 
account business proprietors. It focuses on continuity and changes in activity, allowing entry to 
business from previous activity, and exit from business activity to be investigated. This allows 
exploration of questions about different types of market entry and exit at different life stages, 
and for different types of activity. The paper shows how this varies by business sectors and 
between male and female businesses. A subset of the linkages allows exploration of how far 
young people in business derived from households where the head was already in business or 
came from other backgrounds. Previously analysis of nineteenth-century proprietor succession 
has been based mainly on local case studies, or has focused on large firms. This paper is the 
first to allow examination across the spectrum of small and large businesses for a sample large 
enough to generalize to the behaviour of the whole population. The paper introduces the data 
for 1851-81, how it was sourced via I-CeM, and how record linkage was achieved. The paper 
then gives an overview of the flows (into and out of) employer, own account, worker, and other 
economic statuses. A surprisingly large proportion of market entry to employer status is from 
workers, whilst the flow between worker and own account is also large. Farm and non-farm 
activities show contrasted patterns, with farm entrepreneurship far more stable with less 
switching. However, the agricultural depression of the 1870s appears to have increased 
switching of status, as to be expected. The paper then focuses on those who changed status and 
the factors that influence those who change compared with those who remain in the same status. 
The conclusion assesses the implications of these results for wider understanding of nineteenth-
century economic development. The results demonstrate an open and flexible access to 
entrepreneurship in the Victorian era, but highly varied between different sectors, with strong 
gender contrasts. The analysis also shows strong contrasts between rural and urban locations. 
 
 
Entrepreneurship and structural change, France 1866-96 
Jean-Pierre Dormois (Sciences-Po, Bordeaux) & James Foreman-Peck (Cardiff) 
Expanding on previous work on the characteristics and determinants of start-up companies 
(partnerships the then dominant form of corporate structure) during the Second Empire and 
their impact on regional population, we explore in this paper how their moderately increasing 
numbers affected the job market and accelerated or retarded the agglomeration process around 
Paris and the four or five other regional capitals. Having assembled an already plentiful 
database of relevant indicators – which helped us identify the crucial factors at work in these 
developments – in this paper we supplement our analysis in three ways. First, by taking a 
medium-term perspective, we are able to follow the employment effects (in one direction or 
another) of start-ups over a further two decades (our previous observations were limited to the 
1860s decade and thereafter) and especially to investigate in depth the connection between the 
creation of employment opportunities by new firms and population movements. As before, our 
enquiry is conducted on the basis of départemental observations. So the second novelty to our 
approach is to treat our data of significant indicators by way of panel analysis and sequential 
cross-section regressions. 

Thirdly, we intend to tap a hitherto neglected source: the information on incorporated 
companies included in the “Annuaire Chaix”, a comprehensive directory of listed and unlisted 
companies published from 1892 with a view to bringing to light the impact they had on local 
and regional job markets. As Gravier remarked in his seminal book “Le désert français” (1947), 
the polarization of the French territory, still visible to a large extent today, occurred in the 
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decisive period 1861-1931. Although later shocks (WWI, 1930s depression) obviously affected 
the geographical distribution of population and firms, the last decades of the nineteenth century 
were decisive in the creation of “replacement activities” in the face of the irreversible decline 
of farming employment. In this paper we intend to identify the reasons why some départements 
were seemingly inimical to successful start-up launches for such activities while others forged 
ahead in modernization. In this respect the paper pays renewed attention to the role played by 
the transport system, especially the development of the railway network, which reached its apex 
at the turn of the twentieth century.  
 
JEL Codes: N13, R12, R23, Y91. 
 
 
A century of corporate failures: Evidence from the Netherlands 
Philip Fliers & Chris Colvin (QUB) 
Using a novel dataset of Dutch exchange-listed corporations, we demonstrate the importance 
of longitudinal data in understanding rare corporate events. We study the risk factors which 
explain corporate failures over a period of one hundred years. When pooling these data, we find 
time- and industry-fixed effects are important in determining failure probabilities. 
Decomposing our results suggests context matters in understanding corporate failures. First, the 
financing decisions of firms in the first decades of the twentieth century were crucial in 
determining bankruptcy probabilities. Second, during the 1920s and 1930s – a period of 
significant economic, political and societal turmoil – the absence of corporate profits was a 
dominant driver of corporate failures. Third, in the wake of WWII, primarily small and non-
dividend paying firms were significantly at risk of failure. Fourth, since the 1980s failure 
probabilities were particularly high for relatively small firms. Overall, we find that the 
determinants of corporate failure probabilities are not stable. However, industry factors have an 
increasing importance for corporate failures. 
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III/H   Empire and Colonialism 
 
Neither negotiation nor absolutism: Spanish empire-building and political economy in the 

eighteenth century 
Jesús Bohorquez (Lisbon) 
The Spanish Empire has recently undergone a drastic revision: Formerly depicted as a despotic 
backward monarchical power, it has recently been portrayed as an empire where negotiations 
among the Crown and the local elites prevailed. For this bargaining to happen, however, a 
particular institution was of the utmost importance: money transfers from richer Treasuries to 
deficitary ones (situados). It has been said that transfers allowed the Crown not only to invest 
in the local markets promoting growth but also to promote the local elites’ interests. While 
historians have reached an agreement regarding the share of royal revenues not shipped to 
Spain, less attention has been paid as to how those revenues were actually spent, invested and 
accounted in the colonies. This paper revisits the above debate and puts forward that negotiation 
or despotism fail to clearly explain how the empire was actually run. Using a new database on 
Caribbean transfers and local borrowing to the Crown, the paper assesses how the money 
transferred from Mexico to Cuba was actually spent. The Caribbean port was the final 
destination for the largest injections of bullion. I claim a threefold argument. 1) Even though 
transporting the silver overseas and overland implied huge costs, these costs have been totally 
overlooked. When transport costs are introduced into the account, it becomes much clearer why 
the Crown avoided carrying the bullion to Spain and instead ordered payments to be made at 
Havana. Local account ledgers show that debits (mostly the ones related to naval costs) were 
paid in the colonies and recorded as transfers to Spain. 2) It has erroneously been said that local 
elites controlled both the transport and management of royal revenues. Yet evidence from 
Havana proved this was not common across the empire. 3) Injections of capital, which were 
supposed to promote local economic growth, are also called into question. Data show that 
transfers flowing to Havana negatively impacted the economy by promoting a real estate 
bubble, which made the island lose competitiveness in the international market. 
 
 
The economic consequences of colonialism: Angola, 1892-1961 
Pedro Lains (Lisbon) 
For most of the period from the Conference of Berlin to the beginning of the colonial wars 
(1885-1961), the African colonies brought gains to the Portuguese economy. Such gains 
derived from the favourable external balances of the colonies, which became important sources 
of bullion and foreign currency that provided a substantial contribution for the financing of the 
metropolitan current account deficits. The colonies were also a source of raw materials at lower 
international prices for the Portuguese manufacturing sector, as well as an outlet for exports of 
agricultural and industrial products, but here the benefits were substantially less relevant. 
Finally, during the later decades of the period here studied, the colonies also received emigrants 
and capital from Portugal providing a further source of benefits for the colonial power. The 
positive side of the economic balance between Portugal and her colonies was larger for most of 
the period than the administrative and military costs of running the colonies. That ceased to be 
so in a significant way during the colonial wars that started in 1961, which ultimately led to the 
fall of the dictatorship in Portugal and the independence of the colonies. 

However, what were the economic costs and eventually the benefits of colonization for 
the colonies? Did both the metropolis and the colonies obtain net gains from their colonial 
interdependence? Alternatively, was it the case that the net benefits of the colonizer implicated 
net costs on the part of the colonies? Can we speak about colonial exploitation or were there 
gains for both? In this paper, we provide an attempt to assess the economic costs and benefits 
of colonization for the most important Portuguese colony in the period here considered, namely 
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Angola. We can only develop that exercise in a partial form, due to lack of sufficient 
macroeconomic data and because it is hard to model the colonial economic relationship. We 
will provide an exercise that replicates those that attempt to measure the impact of colonies in 
the metropolitan economies. The exercise will take into account only direct economic costs and 
benefits, leaving aside the evaluation of social and humanitarian impacts, as well as long-term 
impacts. The purpose is to provide a first estimate of the net balance of economic relations 
between Angola and Portugal in the decades of the rise and demise of colonial relations between 
the two polities. 
 
 
Disaster and colonialism in India: Situating earthquakes, politics and nationalism in 1934 
Tirthankar Ghosh (Kazi Nazrul) 
The Great Indian earthquake or the Bihar-Nepal earthquake of 1934 has been regarded as one 
of the deadliest earthquakes in the history of the Indian subcontinent. Thousands of lives were 
lost, houses were destroyed, crops and agricultural fields were devastated, towns and villages 
were ruined, bridges and railway tracks were warped, and drainage and water-sources had been 
distorted for a vast area of Bihar. The 1934 earthquake which produced a great loss of life and 
property had introduced a new phenomenon of relief and reconstruction hitherto unknown in 
the field of earthquake relief in colonial India. The post-disaster period had witnessed the 
process of recovery and reconstruction with a wide range of relief methods and organizations 
which included governmental loans and remission of taxes, mass contributions in relief funds, 
supply of construction materials, private financial assistance and also valuable contributions 
which were made by several charitable relief organizations and institutions. The relief-works 
were executed through a three-tier settlement viz. official and governmental endeavour, relief-
measures adopted by the organized party leadership and political workers, and lastly relief in 
the form of private donations and contributions and through several non-political organizations. 
This sort of relief execution was not only unique in the history of colonial India but was also 
unprecedented because several contradictory forces and elements had to coexist with each other 
with their respective ideologies and interests, if any. Thus the political-economy of disaster had 
contributed towards the reformulation of ideas about colonialism and nationalism in an 
environment of death and devastation. The objective of the paper is threefold – firstly, to 
examine whether the sphere of earthquake relief and reconstruction had become a site of 
collaboration or competition between the governmental and non-governmental agencies; 
secondly, to explore whether the disaster had temporarily redefined the relationship between 
the state and the subjects during the period of anti-colonial movement; and lastly, to critically 
unfold the politics and behaviour of the government and organized political parties towards the 
relief works executed for the recovery and reconstruction of state, society, economy and morale 
during the post-disaster period. 
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IV/A   Inequality and Elites 
 
New representations of wealth distribution in Restoration England 
Andrew Wareham (Roehampton), Theresa Dellinger, Leif Sheuerman, Jakob Sonnberger, 
Georg Vogeler, (Graz) & Mike Shand (Glasgow) 
Introduction 
The Restoration hearth tax imposed a direct levy upon householders between 1662 and 1689 in 
Britain and Ireland without unleashing major political unrest and/or regime changes. The data 
have presented economic historians with an opportunity to provide detailed understandings of 
social and economic conditions, but there is a problem to be confronted.  There is much 
variation in types of record, date of compilation (linked to different accounting procedures), 
and differences in layout. This is compounded by the problem of the dietary requirements of 
rats, which led to considerable damage of many extant records. In practice the best way forward 
has been to edit records and conduct studies of the hearth tax in local, regional and micro-
history contexts. 
 

Literature review 
Hearth tax editions, articles and conference presentations have provided diachronic studies of 
cities, counties, hundreds and parishes (e.g. Harrington & Hyde: 1998; Lord: 2018; Neave: 
2015; Wareham: 2017). When studies have sought to move to the national level, they have 
relied upon aggregation of case studies extracted from parish/hundred data (e.g. Arkell: 2003).  
Since 2000 records have been made available digitally within diachronic/regional frameworks 
(e.g. British History Online: Access database of the London & Middlesex 1666 return; Hearth 
Tax Online). Useful though these publications have been, they are not able to meet a growing 
demand to merge databases within a common search and data retrieval system, and hence to 
place the hearth tax within a national context. The methods of an “assertive digital edition” 
enable this goal to be realized by combining management of records and data within a single 
framework (Vogeler: 2019), and uses the standard template provided by GAMS (Stigler and 
Steiner: 1992). 
 
Hearth Tax Digital (HTD) 
HTD, funded by the British Academy, has been developed through a partnership between the 
Centre for Hearth Tax Research (Roehampton) and the Centre for Information Modelling 
(Graz). It has five aims: 

1. digital archiving and long-term preservation of digital representation of the records; 
2. access to the digital transcripts in the original order in which they were written; 
3. manipulation of the statistical data synchronically, county based, diachronically, and 

nationally; 
4. depiction and research enquiries on population/wealth distribution in Geographical 

Information Systems (GIS); 
5. searching in full text including extraneous data on social conditions/rank/occupations etc. 

with standard data. 
 
HTD is hosted by the FEDORA-based, OAIS-compliant humanities digital archive 
infrastructure of Graz University (GAMS), a repository both for long-term archiving and 
publication of digital humanities resources. HTD is, essentially, built upon two types of digital 
sources. 

Firstly, for some counties/cities we have access to transcripts of the original records, 
originally produced for the print editions. These transcripts are further encoded in XML, 
following the guidelines of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI). For annotation we use a 
customization of the TEI allowing for a detailed semantic markup. Taking the “assertive 
edition” approach, this is translated into a plain TEI in which additional interpretative 
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annotations are labelled using the ana-attribute. These annotations cover in particular the 
concepts of the taxation ontology sketched below. During the ingest process, a ‘to RDF’ 
stylesheet makes use of those labels, thereby creating an RDF database from the transcripts. 
For other counties/cities, lists of taxpayers are only available, lacking any contextual 
information or initial order given in the original documents (‘Returns in database Format’). In 
this case, the data – usually given in database files or spreadsheets – are directly transformed to 
RDF/XML, and joined with the graph data arising from the transcripts in the triple store, 
forming one sole semantic database. 

Notably, all these processes, once they have been set up for the project, automatically 
apply to all upcoming further data ingested to the repository following our schema, providing 
HTML and spreadsheet representations for both the transcripts and the ‘Returns in database 
format’, as well as adding the extracted semantic information to the database. 
 
GIS representation of the data 
GIS provides one way of analysing the records from a national perspective. Density of 
households (figure 1) can be compared with the percentage of households with three or more 
hearths, which provided homes for those who were comfortably off (figure 2), and those living 
in one-hearth properties in more difficult circumstances (figure 3; Lord: 2017 on the value of 
one-hearth households). These maps identify general patterns and help to identify further points 
of discussion in thinking about wealth divergence in urban and rural environments, which will 
be discussed further in the presentation. 
 
Note: all rights to data and maps held by the Centre for Hearth Research under a BY-NC 
Creative Commons licence. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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Danish land inequality, 1688-1895 
Markus Lampe (Vienna), Nina Boberg-Fazlic, Paul Sharp (Southern Denmark) & Pablo 
Martinelli Lasheras (Carlos III de Madrid) 
This paper presents a new and unique database, covering more than two centuries of land 
inequality in Denmark, from 1682 to 1895. We make use of the Danish land registers which 
give extremely detailed parish-level information on farm numbers and sizes in the quality-
adjusted tax base measure of tønde hartkorn. This allows us to calculate Gini coefficients on 
the parish level, covering a time period of great change – during the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century, comprehensive land reforms consolidated property rights for complete 
farms in the hands of individual families at times of population growth, thus increasing the 
numbers of smallholders and landless labourers. Along these lines, we find a general increase 
in inequality over time, where the geographical pattern across Denmark, however, stayed 
strikingly constant. We show that there is a strong positive correlation between quality of land, 
measured by the suitability for barley which was the main crop at the time, and inequality. The 
famous Engerman-Sokoloff thesis posits that land inequality would be high where soils support 
‘plantation-friendly’ crops like sugar or cotton and lower for, e.g. cereal cultivation. However, 
when agricultural systems support the same sort of crops, the general finding in agricultural 
economics is that optimum farm size is larger where land quality is lower. This, however, must 
not necessarily be the case, if land inequality is calculated with the (quality-adjusted) ‘value’ 
of the land instead of just arable surface. The Danish data show exactly this: places with more 
productive land exhibit higher inequality in the value of farms than places with less productive 
land. 
 
 
When do landed elites give up power? Europe in the interwar period 
James Simpson (Carlos III de Madrid) 
A major literature suggests that the landed elites need to give up their political power for a 
democracy to take root, but relatively little has been written on how this actually happens, and 
which groups in the countryside subsequently fill the political void. Agriculture in most 
European countries still employed between a third and two-thirds of the active population as 
late as 1920, and how family farmers and farm workers were organized and voted was crucial 
to both achieving, and consolidating, democracy. This paper looks at these questions, and 
considers the experiences in North-Western Europe, Eastern Europe and Southern Europe in 
the half century before the Second World War. In particular, it compares two models of 
economic and political change, namely the impact of long-run shifts in factor prices and the 
growth of mass urban political parties on landed elites, with that of government-implemented 
land reform. It argues that land reform was often a poor substitute because, even when the rural 
elite’s land holdings were successfully eliminated, it failed to create a class of prosperous family 
farmers necessary for a well-functioning democracy.  

The landed elites, together with the Church, had a major influence in society and on 
governments in preindustrial Europe. As the literature frequently observes, not only were their 
economic and political powers incompatible with a modern democratic society, but they were 
understandably reluctant to relinquish power voluntarily. Nevertheless, their authority declined 
dramatically over the half-century from the Franco-Prussian War to the Great War so that, 
according to some definitions, all but Bolshevik Russia and Hungary of Europe’s 28 states by 
the 1920s had become democracies or enjoyed ‘restricted parliamentary systems’. The 
European experience in the half century after 1870 therefore provides useful historical insights 
into how governments that were dominated by rural elites were transformed into democratic 
societies with competitive mass political parties.  

This paper, after looking briefly at how the legal changes following the French Revolution 
affected landownership, examines in detail the decline in the economic and political powers of 
the landed elites in three major geographical regions in the half century before 1920. The first, 
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which includes countries in North Western Europe, enjoyed high levels of per capita income 
with a low dependence on agriculture. Agriculture by 1930, with the exception of the new Irish 
state, employed less than a third of the active population and output per worker and per hectare 
was significantly higher than in the other two regions. Land ownership sometimes remained 
more concentrated than in Eastern Europe, but the landed elites had effectively relinquished 
most of their political and economic power, and family farmers were already active in regional 
and national political parties. Land reform, again with the exception of Ireland, was unimportant 
in creating rural society of small owner-occupiers.  

A second group of countries is found in ‘Eastern Europe’, which stretched from the three 
Baltic states and Finland in the north, through to Czechoslovakia and Poland in the centre, to 
the four Danubian economies of Hungary, Romania, Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria, together with 
Greece, in the south.  In most countries, agriculture still employed around two-thirds of the 
active population, and only in Czechoslovakia was it significantly below a half by the 1930s. 
The widespread implementation of land reforms, closely associated with the creation of new 
nation-states following the First World War, eliminated the largest estates, with the exception 
of parts of Poland and Hungary. Nevertheless, land reform failed to reduce significantly rural 
poverty, and owner-occupiers were unable to organize effectively to implement the necessary 
reforms to improve their economic situation.  

Finally, countries in southern Europe had large farm sectors, although living standards 
were higher than those of most Eastern European countries. Neither Spain nor Portugal 
participated in the First World War, and in Italy boundary changes after 1918 were relatively 
unimportant. Industrialization was weak and regionally concentrated, but crucially there were 
only limited political incentives to organize family farmers into mass party politics. Attempts 
at land reform in Spain in the 1930s failed for much the same reasons as they did in Eastern 
Europe. As a result, landowners in these countries were often more successful in maintaining 
their economic and political influence during the interwar period than elsewhere. 
 
Keywords: rural elites, land reform, democracy, agricultural development, interwar Europe. 
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IV/B   Economic Geography 
 
Market access and urban growth in England and Wales during the pre-steam era 
Daniel Bogart (UC Irvine), Eduard Alvarez (Universitat Oberta de Catalunya), Max Satchell & 
Leigh Shaw-Taylor (Cambridge) 
Transport improvements are an important engine of economic growth. The large economic 
gains from steamships and railways are well accepted, but the extent and impact of transport 
improvement in the pre-steam era are more debated.  In England and Wales, there is evidence 
that road surfaces and gradients were improved, the inland waterway network expanded, and 
technology evolved in sailing ships and passenger coaches. The institutional environment also 
changed with wars and new methods of public finance. Various studies suggest that transport 
costs fell and productivity increased before steam, but the overall change has not been 
established. Moreover, the contribution of greater market access to urbanization in England and 
Wales has not been examined. 

This paper estimates freight transport costs for heavy goods like coal between 450 towns 
in England and Wales in 1680 and 1830. We start by building a multi-model transport model 
of freight costs between towns. The model allows transport by road, inland waterway, or coast 
shipping, and switching of transport modes within journeys. The lowest cost routes are 
identified using network analysis in GIS and building on new GIS networks of roads, inland 
waterways, ports, and coastal shipping routes. Our results show substantial declines in freight 
transport costs between 1680 and 1830. The average freight cost declines by 57 percent in 
nominal terms and more in real terms. 

We also present new estimates of market access in 1680 and 1830 and analyse its effect 
on urbanization. Market access is calculated using the measures of freight transport costs 
derived from the multi-modal transport model. The changes in log market access between 1680 
and 1830 are then related to the changes in log urban population between 1680 and 1830 using 
a regression framework. There are control variables for endowments, like coal and being 
located on the coast, and for unobserved factors at the regional or county level. The results show 
that market access measured through freight costs robustly affects population growth. Using 
growth from 1680 to 1830, we find the elasticity of market access with respect to town 
population is around 0.25.  Measured in terms of the variation in urban population growth, an 
increase in market access growth from the 25 to 75 percent percentile is estimated to raise 
population growth by 0.49 log points. By comparison, the mean urban population growth was 
2.04 log points. Our findings suggest increases in market access were a key factor contributing 
to urbanization in eighteenth-century England. 
 
 
Historical resource booms and wage inequality in the United States: Regional implications for 

long-run development 
Justin Bucciferro (Colgate) 
Natural resource booms have many immediate welcome effects, like job growth and positive 
industry spillovers, as witnessed recently with the exploitation of oil sands in Western Canada 
(Marchand, 2012), shale-oil and natural gas in the United States, or coal seam gas in Australia 
(Fleming and Measham, 2015).  In the long run, however, natural-resource-led growth is 
associated with infamous “Dutch Disease” – when trade surpluses lead to exchange rate 
appreciation, lessening the attractiveness of one’s manufactures and inhibiting industrialization 
(Ducoing et al., 2018).  Aside from the innate volatility of commodity prices (Harvey et al., 
2017), there is another channel by which resource-dependence may come to hinder 
development: high inequality and corresponding institutions that are difficultly-adapted to 
modern economic growth (Engerman and Sokoloff, 2012; see also Matheis, 2016). 
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This paper investigates the nexus between natural resource booms, historical labour 
market inequality, and long-run comparative development at the regional level.  It considers 
three episodes of resource-led expansion in the United States:  Pennsylvania coal mining in the 
1830s, the California Gold Rush of the 1850s, and the Texas-Oklahoma oil and gas boom during 
the 1920s.  Census data, from IPUMS-USA, are paired with local wage data, from the Historical 
Statistics of the United States (2006), to present the level and dispersion of wages before, 
during, and after episodes of particularly fast growth, controlling for migration flows and 
idiosyncratic factors.  Specific data sources include the Aldrich (1893) and Weeks (1886) 
Reports, in addition to: Roberts (1901), on anthracite coal mining in Pennsylvania; Margo 
(2000) and Holliday (1999) on the California Gold Rush; and, Lebergott (1964) on Twentieth-
Century Oil “mining”. 

Based on available earnings and good prices, bare-bones baskets and cost-of-living 
indices are constructed using the standard methodology as described in Allen (2014) and 
Burnard, Panza, and Williamson (2019).  The preliminary results emphasize the importance of 
local circumstances on the long-run sustainable growth potential of natural endowment 
windfalls.  Export-led development is a critical issue for many countries in Africa, Latin 
America, and the Middle East today.  This study provides new evidence on the dynamics of 
labour and distribution at the infancy of some key U.S. industries: in those times when both 
wages could grow and the economy absorb streams of migrant families; and when earlier 
institutions might have been incompatible with emerging economic realities.  This work is 
unique in that it takes a disaggregated, historical approach to exploring the intersections of three 
disparate literatures: natural resources, inequality, and development. 
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Political unification and geographic economic disparities in Italy, 1861-71 
Valeria Rueda (Nottingham) & Brian A’Hearn (Oxford) 
We pioneer a spatial perspective on Italian Unification, asking whether the abolition of internal 
borders resulted in a redistribution of economic activity towards formerly peripheral locations 
which now enjoyed improved market access. We construct a new dataset of geocoded 
commune-level population figures before and after Unification, along with geographic 
correlates such as elevation and measures of distance to borders, ports, and other comuni. There 
is significant spatial structure in local population growth and we identify clusters of fast- and 
slow-growing places, as well as local anomalies. Using a difference-in-difference approach, we 
find robust, statistically significant evidence of a relative improvement in the fortunes 
(acceleration in the growth) of comuni near the former internal borders, consistent with our 
market access hypothesis. 
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IV/C   Pre-Modern Labour Markets 
 
The long history of the legal action of enticement 
Sonia Tycko (Oxford) 
Under the legal action of enticement in England, one master seeks redress from another for 
poaching away his servant or apprentice. This concept of enticement in law dates at least from 
the 1260s, when it appeared in some English borough customs. In 1349, taking on another 
master’s servant was forbidden, on pain of imprisonment, in the second clause of the Ordinance 
of Labourers (23 Ed III, c. 2). Through to the nineteenth century, the action of enticement held 
an important role in English common law. Statutes against enticing working people out of one 
labour relationship also proliferated in the English colonies. The legal action of enticement in 
the early modern period has not received sustained attention since Richard Morris’s 
Government and Labor in Early America (1946), and yet it is an important component for 
understanding how people thought about service and mastery, and the role of persuasion and 
consent in ordering social relations.  

This paper will track change and continuity in the action of enticement in statutes and 
leading cases from the thirteenth to early nineteenth century. While I have written a chapter in 
my book manuscript about the concept of enticement in seventeenth-century English labour 
practices and litigation, this paper – based on an article in progress – considers the longue durée. 
I will survey the numerous corporate custom books, royal statutes, colonial statutes, and 
manuals for justices of the peace to create a statutory history of enticement with a 
socioeconomic analysis. I will couple this research with a sample of enticement court cases 
from archival research in the Middlesex County quarter sessions records, and from leading 
cases in yearbooks and reports. 

The tentative argument of this work in progress is that the impulse behind the action of 
enticement was to strengthen masters’ social position and their sense of authority over their 
households and agricultural estates, not to protect their purses. It is perhaps revealing that 
enticement appeared in borough customs before the mid-fourteenth-century Black Death. 
Before the plague, labour was so cheap that the enticement laws cannot have been motivated 
by a strictly economic concern amongst masters that they would not be able to afford a new 
servant to replace the one who had been poached away. This element of the action of enticement 
persisted, both in times of labour shortage and surplus. The action of enticement was used in 
common law to foster cooperation amongst masters and create stable social hierarchies as much, 
if not more than, to assure masters of their consistent access to a servants’ labour for the full 
term of a contract. 
 
 
Guild Society: Social capital and guilds in early modern England 
Patrick Wallis (LSE) 
In several strands of recent scholarship, the purpose, power and agency of early modern guilds 
has been linked to the social capital that the members of guilds shared, exploited and reproduced 
together. Arguably, guilds emerged because of social capital, used it to coordinate strategies to 
exclude others, and collectively benefited from the mutual trust it generated. Social capital was, 
in short, central to the impact of guilds on European economies and societies. 

This paper examines the analytical and empirical challenges raised by this account 
through the case of late medieval and early modern London. It focuses on three questions. First, 
and most generally, does social capital offer a useful framework through which we can interpret 
guilds and their activities?  Second, how do we measure and evaluate the nature of the social 
interactions that produced social capital within guilds? And third, what was the relative 
importance of the social relationships fostered within guilds, compared to those that emerged 
out of the other social structures that existed in early modern cities? To address these, we 
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explore several new methodologies by which the strength of social capital within guilds can be 
evaluated. 

In particular, we exploit long-run data on the networks created by guild members within 
urban society to secure inheritances and the care of offspring, using the records of London’s 
Orphans Court. These allow us to evaluate the significance of fellow guild members relative to 
relationships that were probably fostered through other types of activity over several centuries. 
Our results show a waxing and waning of the importance of guilds within Londoner’s most 
trusted connections. We relate these results to the forms and intensity of sociability fostered by 
guilds as they changed over this period. 
 
 
Women and children on the labour market in Denmark in the early modern period 
Cristina Victoria Radu (Southern Denmark) & Judy Stephenson (UCL) 
Understanding women’s and children’s work is paramount if we want to have a complete 
picture of the standard of living and the labour markets of the past. Despite most wage studies 
being predicated on the male wage, most real wage studies demonstrate that households needed 
more than one earner to support a family until the late nineteenth or even twentieth century 
(Allen & Weisdorf 2011; Humphries & Weisdorf 2015, 2019; Gary 2018). Moreover, women’s 
and children’s wages and roles in the labour market can give us insight into the skill premium 
and the role of unskilled and seasonal labour (Burnette, 2008). This paper offers nominal and 
real wage series for women and children in rural Denmark for the first time based on detailed 
data for the eighteenth century, gathered by the Danish Price History Project and standardized 
in Jensen et al (2019). 

The data contain 2,500 observations for women and 1,000 for children, in a form 
comparable to the men’s wage series (Jensen et al 2019) from the same source. The data enable 
us to establish the marital status of most of the women for whom wage observations are 
available. We find that 65 percent of the observations are for unmarried women, while only 11 
percent were classified as married. The small number of married women working chimes with 
findings for Britain in the same period (Humphries & Weisdorf, 2015) that women had an 
incentive to delay marriage in order to be able to work and earn more money before starting up 
a household, which is one of the features of the European marriage pattern (Hajnal 1965). 

Our findings show that in the case of unskilled day labouring, there was no difference in 
wages between married and unmarried women. However, for more skilled occupations such as 
washerwomen, married women (who were older) earned more, suggesting that for occupations 
which require some degree of skill, women had an incentive to stay longer on the labour market. 
An alternative explanation is given by Humphries & Weisdorf (2015), who suggest that married 
women were able to get better jobs through their husband’s connections. In this Danish data, 
women are often named as wife or daughter of someone rather than by their own name, 
indicating that fathers had a similar role to husbands in finding a job for their unmarried 
daughters. 

The observations of women’s work, with most belonging to the unskilled labourer group, 
matches what we expect from a less developed economy (Goldin 1994), where many women 
do manual labour especially in the agricultural sector. Moreover, reiterating the lack of 
development in this market, comparing the wages of children and unskilled adults, we can 
observe that the difference between them grew over the course of the century. The low wages 
of women (at the same level as those of day labourers) in more skilled occupational groups like 
cook and dairy workers, suggest that they were also doing low-skilled labour in these 
occupations and that they did not have a strong incentive to specialize. 
 
Keywords: wages, gender gap, married/unmarried women, children’s labour, Denmark, 
eighteenth century. 
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IV/D   Twentieth Century Business History 
 
Made in Ireland: The world’s first self-enforced country-of-origin trademark, 1907-22 
Robin Adams (QUB) 
The question of national identity, long a preoccupation of cultural historians, made an 
appearance in the field of economic history with David Higgins’s 2018 study of country-of-
origin trademarks. This paper builds on Higgins’s research by taking a closer look at the world’s 
first self-enforced country-of-origin trademark, which from 1907 to 1922 guaranteed the 
provenance of goods made in Ireland. In so doing, it yields insights into the national identity of 
Ireland in the years before independence. The Made in Ireland trademark, styled in the Gaelic 
translation Déanta i nÉirinn, was established in 1907, fully 15 years before the establishment 
of the Irish Free State. It was administered by a voluntary organization known as the Irish 
Industrial Development Association (IIDA), using pre-existing British trademark law and 
successfully lobbying for legislative change in Washington DC. The IIDA licensed use of the 
Déanta i nÉirinn trademark to firms that could prove that over 50 percent of their inputs were 
made in Ireland. At the same time, it sued any firms outside Ireland that ‘fraudulently’ marketed 
their goods with words or images that had Irish connotations. By analysing the characteristics 
of goods that carried the Déanta i nÉirinn trademark and those that imitated Irish goods abroad, 
this paper sketches the national identity of Ireland as seen by consumers in the years before 
independence. It also compares early adopters of the Déanta i nÉirinn trademark with those 
that joined in 1921, just before Irish independence.  

Within a year of its establishment, there were 120 licensed users of the Déanta i nÉirinn 
trademark. Some 42 percent of the early adopters of Déanta i nÉirinn were based in Dublin, 13 
percent in Cork, and just 8 percent in the six counties that would later form Northern Ireland. 
By 1921, the proportion of users based in Dublin and Cork remained roughly stable, at 39 
percent and 14 percent respectively, but the proportion based in Northern Ireland had risen to 
16 percent. As regards sector, 28 percent of the early adopters were creameries, 74 percent of 
which were co-operatives. Reflecting a broadening of the range of products carrying the Déanta 
i nÉirinn trademark and consolidation within the dairy sector, by 1921 only 3 percent of 
licensees were creameries. The second largest sector represented in 1908 was textiles, making 
up 19 percent of the total. By 1921, this figure was 23 percent, over a quarter of which were 
producers of woollens. Ireland’s substantial alcoholic beverage industry was conspicuous by its 
absence from the list of early adopters, but by 1921 there were nine distillers or brewers among 
the Déanta i nÉirinn licensees, including Jameson, Power, Locke, and Watkins. Notably, the 
country’s largest brewer, Guinness, rejected an invitation from the IIDA to use the Déanta i 
nÉirinn trademark. 

Turning abroad, the extent of the IIDA’s trademark registrations indicates that the taste 
for Irish-branded goods was not confined to Britain and Ireland. By 1921, Déanta i nÉirinn was 
a registered trademark in Argentina, Australia, Canada, Chile, Egypt, France, New Zealand, 
and even Nigeria. Nevertheless, the vast majority (71 percent) of the IIDA’s lawsuits were 
directed at firms located in Britain. This should not be surprising, as Britain was home to a large 
Irish immigrant community, its manufacturers had easy access to the Irish domestic market, 
and their proximity also made them easier targets for the IIDA. The kinds of products that most 
commonly misappropriated Irish branding were brushes, textiles and, perhaps surprisingly 
confectionery. Indeed, one of the IIDA’s most publicized defendants was Fry’s Chocolates, 
which attracted the attention of the IIDA for selling Erin Chocolates in 1913. Apart from the 
word ‘Irish’ (25 percent), or specific Irish place names (22 percent), the word most frequently 
appearing in the IIDA’s lists of objections over the period 1910-19 was ‘Shamrock’, making 
up 22 percent of the total. Indeed, as a result of legal action by the IIDA, the British Trade Mark 
office instituted a rule in 1915 prohibiting the use of the shamrock in trademarks for non-Irish 
goods. Other recurring words in the IIDA’s hit list were Hibernian, Erin, Colleen, Gaelic, Erin-
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go-Bragh, and Faugh-a-ballagh. The focus of the IIDA’s lawsuits was not confined to words, 
but also included images, including Blarney Castle, maps of Ireland, various shamrock designs, 
a statue of Daniel O’Connell, and a stereotypical image of a ‘stage Irishman’. The IIDA even 
took action against firms advertising non-Irish products using the Gaelic alphabet. 

The picture of Ireland’s brand identity that emerges from this preliminary analysis is one 
that is deeply rooted in the imagery of the Gaelic cultural revival, but avoids the excesses of the 
radical nationalism of the period. The kinds of goods for which producers sought a brand 
association with Ireland, whether legitimately or fraudulently, tended to be manufactured goods 
that were one step away from handicrafts and would benefit from the wholesome, traditional, 
and authentic connotations of Ireland’s brand identity. 
 
References 
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How did the accounting and finance system change within Japanese zaibatsu due to the tax 

reforms in the 1920s and 1930s? 
Shunsuke Nakaoka (Kokushikan) 
One of the well-known characteristics in modern Japanese economy is the rise of big business, 
in other words, the emergence of big zaibatsu. Many researches have emphasised that their 
success depended on abilities to respond to radical changes, in particular adaptation of European 
institutional frameworks, including social, legal and economic. However, from a financial 
perspective, because zaibatsu had made huge profits and caused substantial wealth 
concentration to the owned family, the rise of zaibatsu also led to public antagonism. And the 
introduction of a modern tax system, in particular income tax in the 1880s and consecutive 
reforms for targeting corporate profits in the 1900s, undoubtedly influenced on zaibatsu’s 
business, profit sharing and distribution.  This paper aims to investigate and explore how Mitsui, 
one of Japanese zaibatsu, elaborate own accounting process system during 1920s and 1930s to 
maintain their own business strategy and profit sharing within Mitsui family, in addition to 
avoiding intervention from the Japanese tax authorities. 

Particular attention will be focused on the case of the Mitsui Gōmei Gaisha (Mitsui 
Holding Company), the holding company of one of the influential business conglomerates of 
modern Japan, Mitsui zaibatsu. As the apex of this business conglomerate, Mitsui Holding Co. 
was responsible for general management, monitoring and controlling affiliate firms, and profit 
sharing within the Mitsui family. However, especially after the introduction of the income tax 
system and following reforms, Mitsui Holding Co. confronted with pressure and intervention 
from the tax authority, which could be interpreted as serious and inevitable business challenges 
that caused organizational reforms, including the accounting system. These reforms were 
further complicated by their ownership system, which was characterized by the combination of 
traditional business and household systems for commonly owning their business assets by 
members of families to fit into modern corporate and legal systems. From this perspective, the 
governmental tax reforms caused serious problems for the family since it became a risk to 
destruct the complex framework of the family ownership thus inevitably led to frequent 
modification with regard to profit sharing. And their problem became more apparent after 
income tax reform in 1920, which subjected dividends to taxation in addition to governmental 
approval for tax inspection by the tax authority. Thus a key research question of this paper will 
be how their struggle to correspond to tax reforms during the 1920s and 1930s reflected on the 
elaboration of their accounting and financial system in Mitsui Holding Co.  An interdisciplinary 
approach will partly be utilized to this subject since it will partly be revealed that social contacts 
with external professionals and officials of the tax authority undoubtedly influenced the shaping 
and modifying of the accounting process system. 
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The research methodology of this paper is mainly based on the historical analysis of data 
and primary sources. From sources and related documents of annual financial review and 
accounting reports (including correspondences with legal advisors and the tax authority) of 
Mitsui Holding Co. which are kept at the Mitsui Archive (Mitsui Bunko), details, process, and 
other factors plausibly influenced profit sharing within the family will be considered. 
 
 
Corporate social responsibility for workers: Pirelli, 1950-80 
Ilaria Suffia (Università Cattolica of Milan) 
This paper analyses the enterprise involvement in its workers welfare in the period 1950s- 
1980s. The main point of view is that of the company, as the primary source is the firm’s house 
organ. It uses a case study of Pirelli, one of the most important Italian businesses still in 
existence. The paper is divided into two parts. The first depicts the history of the CRS for Pirelli 
workers in the long term. The second is related to the approach used by companies to share its 
involvement in CSR after WWII and, therefore, it examines ‘Fatti e Notizie’, Pirelli’s house 
organ, from 1950 to 1979. 

In particular, the main research questions are: 
- How did Fatti e Notizie display Pirelli CSR actions? 
- What model/approach did Pirelli use to communicate with workers? 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a ‘recent’ (1950s) and large concept but still without 
a unique definition. CSR includes a wide range of issues, from environment to economic 
matters. In general, they are all related to engaging companies to behave socially responsibly 
and CSR surely encompasses the issue of the relationship between the company and its 
stakeholders. Among these, employees and workers have a particular place, being a pivotal 
asset for companies. 

In reality, the necessity to strengthen the link between enterprises and workers arose along 
with industrialization. In Great Britain, already before the nineteenth century, paternalism was 
the first stage of the companies’ involvement in workers’ welfare and it focused on supplying 
workers with their most basic needs (i.e. houses and a community to live in). As modernization 
took root, workers’ needs changed and companies actions evolved, enlarging their range of 
actions to, for example, education and health care for them and their families. Furthermore, in 
order to share information about the company’s life and activities, internal newspapers (house 
organs) started to be published.  
 
Keywords: Corporate social responsibility, Pirelli, house organ, 1950s-1980s, human relations. 
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IV/E   Gold Standard 
 
Foreign exchange reserves and exchange rate stability in the international gold standard, 

1880-1913 
Paolo Di Martino (Turin/Birmingham) 
The aim of this paper is to use an empirical quantitative approach to redefine some key features 
of the functioning of the so-called international gold standard system, in particular to re-assess 
the causes of exchange rate stabilization that occurred since the mid-1890s. Since this period, 
exchange rates against core currencies tended to stabilize even in countries which in the 1880s 
had suffered from wide depreciations. Parallel to this, central banks started increasing their 
holding of reserves denominated in foreign currencies. Both private bills and, in some cases, 
public bonds in Pounds or Francs started replacing silver and gold in statutory as well as excess 
reserves, up to the point where in some economies such reserves accounted for about half of 
the total. 

Traditionally both these aspects have been the subject of wide investigation, but hardly 
have they been connected. This is no surprise considering that the textbook version of the gold 
standard looks at central banks as passive agents able (or not) to simply convert banknotes on 
demand; in this framework, little matters how banks kept their reserves, apart from 
consideration about relative profitability of gold, silver or bills. 

In the last two decades, however, a growing body of literature has emphasized the very 
active and conscious role played by central banks (or, more properly, banks of issue) in 
stabilizing exchange rates using a wide set of policies and devices. The details of such strategies 
varied massively from country to country depending on the origins of exchange rate instability 
– for instance the balance of trade of capital flows – as well as their international position. 
Invariably, however, these interventions relied on foreign exchange reserves to be used as 
“ammunition” in the war, as the director of the Italian central bank explicitly claimed. 
Logically, this emerging literature thus links exchange rate stabilization and holding of reserves 
in foreign exchange. 

Such reinterpretation of the international gold standard, however, is based on individual 
case studies and still needs comparative empirical support. The aim of this paper is to provide 
such support using annual data for six countries (Austria Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden and 
Portugal) between 1880 and 1913. Regressions specified according to the standard literature of 
current account reversal and financial capital flows, show how exchange rate stability was 
positively influenced by country size and remittances and negatively by measures of money 
supply. Once measures of foreign exchange reserves are added, however, this variable appears 
to have a positive and significant impact. 

Preliminary results thus indicate that the share of reserves in foreign exchange, in itself a 
proxy for central banks’ ability to intervene in the market, is important to explain exchange rate 
stabilization. The general conclusion of the paper goes against the textbook view of the 
international gold standard: rather than a system with contingent rules and exceptions, the gold 
standard must be looked at as a combination of different approaches to exchange rate stability 
in which peripheral countries too could find effective adaptations using strategically their stock 
of foreign reserves. 
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Charity begins at home: Why Britain resumed the gold standard after the French Wars 
Pamfili Antipa (Sciences Po) 
Will politicians prioritize the public interest over personal financial gain? Analysing the 
decision to resume the gold standard after the French Wars (1793-1815), we find that politicians 
acted to maximize their personal interest. In particular, the policy choice to resume the gold 
standard in the face of an exceptionally high debt burden hinged on the identity of public 
creditors and the geographical distribution of economic hardship and political representation. 
Moreover, resumption secured a sought-for return to the pre-war wealth distribution at the 
admitted price of a less efficient allocation of capital. By augmenting the real value of 
outstanding debt, it also meant a substantial fiscal transfer from taxpayers to wealthy public 
creditors. This outcome was politically feasible because the franchize was limited and political 
repression was comprehensive. 

We show the importance of politicians’ personal financial motivations by analysing the 
size and timing of their government debt holdings, as recorded in the archives of the Bank of 
England. A large majority of politicians that publicly pushed for the resumption of the gold 
standard held large amounts of public debt, an asset that would substantially appreciate in the 
event of resumption. In addition, the timing of purchases revealed that politicians engaged in 
insider trading. The number of transactions displayed clear peaks in line with parliamentary 
debates and just before the final decision was made. 

By analysing verbatim transcripts of parliamentary debates and politicians’ personal 
correspondence, we further uncover that political calculus and bargaining intervened at two 
distinct levels. Within the governing Tory party, the landed gentry initially opposed resumption 
of the gold standard for fear that deflation would increase the real debt burden on their highly 
mortgaged estates. The introduction of the Corn Laws placated the opposition of the landed 
gentry by imposing steep import duties that safeguarded the profits and political power 
associated with land ownership. Political calculus favoured the resumption of the gold standard 
also along party lines. While in the opposition, the Whigs pushed and voted for the gold 
standard to be resumed.  At the same time, Whig leaders acknowledged in private the disastrous 
consequences of resuming the gold standard and were determined to exploit them for party 
advantage. 

Our narrative is new and interesting in several aspects. We find that distributive rather 
than monetary reasoning governed the decision to resume the gold standard. In studying the 
different interest groups involved in the negotiations that led to the resumption, we also add a 
new layer to the debate regarding the institutional fabric of monetary policy. Finally, the issues 
considered in this study inform the current policy choice faced by several countries in the South 
of Europe, consisting of choosing between maintaining a fixed exchange rate and restructuring 
an outstanding debt overhang. Our analysis emphasizes that the choice eventually boils down 
to who bears the costs of adjustment. We also show that fiscal retrenchment during an economic 
downturn is potentially self-defeating. 
 
 
Was the gold standard a good idea for the southern European periphery? A comparison 

between Spain and Italy 
Alba Roldán Marín (Barcelona) 
It is considered that Italy and Spain have lots of similarities. That southern European peripheral 
countries have tended to share a singular pattern of development. Could the modern history of 
Spain and Italy be interpreted in the light of the existence of Mediterranean capitalism? There 
is a certain tradition of comparative analysis in Spanish economic history. And, in fact, there 
are several works comparing the economic development of Spain and Italy over the long-run 
[e.g. Carreras, Prados & Zamagni (1992), Barciela & Fontanta (2018)]. Focused on the analysis 
of literacy, Nunez (1992) & Tortella (1994) went further by putting forward the existence of a 
Latin development model. My main goal is to compare in a macroeconomic perspective two 
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Mediterranean countries during the period known as the classical gold standard. This paper 
analyses what would have been the economic growth if Spain and Italy had kept its exchange 
rate stable and its fiscal balance under control between 1872-1913 (the classical gold standard 
period). This allows me to run a counterfactual analysis of what would have happened to these 
economies if they had joined the gold standard, as the core countries did. It is shown that the 
behaviour of the Italian economy was different to that of the Spanish economy. I construct a 
VAR model to carry out this study. Spain benefited from being outside of the gold standard 
until 1903 because there was not a commitment. However, Italy would have had higher 
economic growth under the gold standard during the whole period because it was committed to 
the system (both shadowing, or adopting, the gold standard). From 1903, Spain was committed 
to the gold standard and its economy had similarities with Italy. Because of this I pretend to 
check what was better for a peripheral economy: being in the gold standard or shadowing the 
gold standard. My results suggest that shadowing the gold standard was the best option for a 
peripheral economy such as Italy and Spain. 
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IV/F   Credit and Regulation 
 
The regulation of credit in eighteenth-century Portugal: The case of the Misericórdias 
Lisbeth Rodrigues (Lisbon) 
This paper addresses state intervention in the eighteenth-century Portuguese private credit 
market, and aims to assess its consequences. It asks two fundamental questions: why did 
monarchs limit the credit activity of specific economic agents? And, what was the result of this 
regulatory environment? It is widely acknowledged that, in the Old Regime, credit markets 
were highly regulated by introducing maximum interest rates and monitoring the practices of 
particular lenders. Temin and Voth (2008, 2013) have recently examined the implications of 
government interference in the private credit market for the eighteenth-century English 
financial system, concluding that it had a crowding-out effect, with adverse outcomes for 
English economic growth. In eighteenth-century Portugal, monarchs also started to meddle in 
the credit market, fixing the 5 percent interest rate cap for all contracts (1757) and enacting laws 
to regulate the activity of specific lenders, such as religious and charitable institutions. While 
scholars have shed light on the effects of the regulation of the price of credit (Costa et al. 2017, 
2018), the consequences of the monitoring of the lending practices of specific economic agents 
remain mostly unexplored.  

This paper tries to fill this gap, and it focuses on the credit activity of the major lay 
brotherhood in Portugal – the Misericórdia of Lisbon – which was also one of the leading 
suppliers of both private and public long-term credit. Drawing on different archival sources 
(notarial records, debt bonds, account books and legislation), this paper assembles a new dataset 
on credit transactions between 1690 and 1799, and it serves two related aims in this paper. First, 
it shows that the Portuguese crown intensely regulated the participation of the Misericórdia of 
Lisbon in the private credit market in the second half of the eighteenth century. Then, it reveals 
a shift in the investment patterns of this institution due to the laws that, first, rationed, and then 
prohibited, it from lending money to particular individuals. Moreover, evidence shows that, 
from 1775 onwards, the Misericórdia started to invest in the public credit market, buying a 
substantial amount of government debt either in the primary (directly to the Exchequer) or in 
the secondary market (to private particulars). This paper will therefore argue that, through the 
enactment of laws regarding the lending practices of one of the major creditors, the Portuguese 
crown was able to pull significant investment to the public credit market in the last quarter of 
the eighteenth century, a period marked by considerable financial difficulties. 
 
Keywords: regulation, private credit, government debt, Misericórdias. 
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Find Raiffeisen: The missing requisites for cooperative lending in South India 1930-60 
Maanik Nath (LSE) 
The paper provides a revised assessment of cooperative banking in India. In a received view in 
the economic history of India, growth and productivity in the agricultural sector stagnated 
throughout the colonial period. Policymakers in colonial India attributed this to the exploitation 
of peasants in a credit market controlled by private moneylenders. Cooperative banks were 
established to correct this perceived market failure in rural credit. Greater competition from 
regulated financial intermediaries was expected to increase the supply of credit while 
diminishing the cost of borrowing for rural cultivators. This policy strategy was motivated by 
the success of Raiffeisen banks in nineteenth-century Germany. The paper identifies a puzzle 
in measuring the performance of cooperatives. By all measures, the size of the cooperative 
credit sector consistently expanded with a noticeable rise in membership and lending in the 
1940s and 1950s. Interest rates were capped and hence loans from cooperatives were provided 
at a lower price than those from moneylenders. Yet, this indicates only partial success. 
Cooperatives failed to displace the village moneylender in market share estimates. Selective 
lending and collateral requirements provide evidence that elites were the beneficiaries of low-
interest loans from cooperatives while peasants sustained their dependence on moneylenders 
for credit. 

Why did cooperatives fail to compete with the moneylender? The current scholarship 
focuses exclusively on the role of rent-seeking political administrators as the source of failure. 
Detaching from this argument, the paper instead explains this outcome by pointing to the weak 
economic fundamentals of the cooperative banking sector. Results from the paper demonstrate 
that cooperatives in rural India failed to incorporate the necessary conditions for high risk 
lending. Low savings, weak supervision and information asymmetries at the village level 
dismantled the expected risk sharing arrangement within rural cooperatives. Enforcement 
mechanisms were weak leaving banks susceptible to default and crisis. The paper also 
contributes to a wider business and development literature on the structure of financial 
intermediaries. Credit cooperatives in India were organized in a three-tier structure including 
‘primary’ banks at the village level, ‘district’ or ‘central’ banks at the district level and an apex 
‘provincial’ bank at the provincial level. Results show that lending risk diminished up the 
cooperative chain such that district banks faced a lower exposure to default than primary ones. 
While primary banks were loss-making, district banks reported positive net balances throughout 
the period. This so far unexplored observation facilitates further areas of comparison between 
group lending arrangements across time and space. 
 
 
Access to credit for Indonesian SMEs in the twentieth century: Bridging the gap towards 

financial inclusion 
Greta Seibel (LSE) 
This paper analyses the crucially important issue of the development of access to small-scale 
business credit in Indonesia, 1966-2006, lack of which has been identified as one of the key 
deterrents to the growth and development of SMEs. Indonesia provides a particularly interesting 
case study in this regard, given the early foundations of an indigenous credit system laid by the 
Dutch colonial government, and then the evolution of the various SME credit schemes 
introduced after the early 1970s, as well as the BRI’s microcredit programme that transformed 
village credit disbursement units to self-sustaining microbanking units that mobilized savings 
and lent to small borrowers from 1984. The periodization also makes it possible to take account 
of other post-crisis developments, such as the restructuring of Bank Rakyat Indonesia in 2000 
and its partial privatization in 2003, and the Asian Development Bank’s Industrial 
Competitiveness and Small and Medium Enterprise Development Program that closed in 2004. 
The various schemes introduced by the New Order government which specifically targeted 
SMEs, such as the Small Enterprise Development Programme KIK (Kredit Investasi Kecil) / 
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KMKP (Kredit Modal Kerja Permanen) and the Small Enterprises Credit Programme KUK 
(Kredit Usaha Kecil) have been widely criticized in the literature on Indonesian SME 
development as ineffective. However, what appears to be missing is an actual assessment of 
loans dispersed and who benefited from them. Bank Indonesia’s Annual Reports provide the 
baseline data, including number of applications approved, value of loans approved and 
outstanding loans. Using the Economic Census data it is possible to identify the number of 
small firms by province and industry code which have received assistance from the respective 
SME credit programmes as well as the microcredit loan product Kupedes. This paper analyses 
the incentive structure of the rural loan product Kupedes that made the system so successful 
and its role relative to small credit schemes in Indonesia. One aspect that seems to have been 
overlooked is the question of complementarity between different schemes. Do entrepreneurs 
that start with small loans under the Kupedes scheme stay with the units or do they access other 
loan products available at the branch level as their SMEs grow? This paper shows the rise of 
small-scale business credit programmes in the 1970s and 1980s, which were part of an effort to 
make credit available for off-farm activities. Up until the introduction of KIK/KMKP in 1973 
and then Kredit Mini in 1974, the vast majority of small-scale credit was only available to the 
agricultural sector and within that mainly for food crops (i.e. the large-scale rice intensification 
programme BIMAS). The rapid expansion of KIK/KMKP, Kredit Mini and Kredit Midi 
revealed that there was a large, thereto unmet demand for non-agricultural small-scale credit. 
The analysis shows that despite the introduction of these credit programmes, access to credit 
continued to remain an issue for small-scale businesses in Indonesia throughout the New Order 
period and beyond. The majority of small firms did not benefit from SME-targeted credit 
programmes. 
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IV/G   Mortality 
 
The timing and causes of infant mortality decline in England and Wales 
Neil Cummins & Eric Schneider (LSE) 
Recent scholarship presents a relatively mixed picture on the effects of public health measures 
in reducing infant and child mortality. Some papers have found that the implementation of 
sewage and clean water systems in the second half of the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries played an important role in reducing infant and child mortality (Cutler and Miller 
2005; Alsan and Goldin 2019; Kesztenbaum and Rosenthal 2017; Chapman 2019; Harris and 
Hinde 2019). Others are more sceptical of the relationship. Anderson et al. (2018) re-analyse 
and correct earlier studies of urban mortality decline in the United States finding very limited 
effects of public health interventions on mortality decline. Likewise, Davenport et al. (2019) 
use cholera mortality as a proxy for water quality and question the importance of sanitation and 
clean water for infant mortality decline. 

We use a new dataset of every birth and infant death in England and Wales from 1865 to 
1920 to create annual infant mortality rate time series for every registration district. We use 
these time series to test competing hypotheses concerning the decline in infant mortality in 
England and Wales. We run simple structural break tests on each registration district’s infant 
mortality series to statistically determine when infant mortality began to decline in each district. 
We discover a striking simultaneity of the decline across registration districts. 60 percent of 
registration districts experienced their structural break between 1893 and 1901. These breaks 
occur long after the major sanitary interventions in Britain (Szreter 1988; Harris and Hinde 
2019). In addition, the similar timing of the breaks suggests that differences in the provision of 
public health, between places, was unrelated to onset of the infant mortality decline. The narrow 
window in which infant mortality began to decline suggests that changes in hygiene practice 
may have been more important for infant mortality decline than for adult and child mortality 
which began falling in the mid-nineteenth century. 
 
 
Sex ratios and missing girls in late nineteenth-century Europe 
Francisco J Beltrán Tapia (Norwegian University of Science & Technology) 
Gender discrimination, in the form of sex-selective abortion, female infanticide and the mortal 
neglect of young girls, constitutes a pervasive feature of many contemporary developing 
countries, especially in South and East Asia and Africa. Son preference stemmed from 
economic and cultural factors that have long influenced the perceived relative value of women 
in these regions and resulted in millions of “missing girls”, an issue that has received a lot of 
attention both from the media and academia. But, were there “missing girls” in historical 
Europe? The conventional narrative argues that there is little evidence for this kind of gender 
discrimination. 

This paper computes sex ratios at different age-groups for most European regions circa 
1880 and is thus able to identify unexplained patterns of excess female mortality early in life, 
especially in Southern Europe. The unbalanced sex ratios observed in some regions are not due 
to random noise, female under-registration or sex-specific migratory flows. Likewise, although 
geography, climate, and population density contributed, shaping infant and child sex ratios due 
to their impact on the disease environment, these factors cannot explain away the patterns of 
gender discrimination reported here. The actual nature of discrimination, either female 
infanticide, the abandonment of young girls and/or the unequal allocation of resources within 
families, remains unclear and surely varies by region. 

This paper therefore challenges the conventional narrative that missing girls did not 
constitute a prevalent dimension of historical Europe, especially in some regions. It also sheds 
more light on the evolution of sex-specific mortality rates in the past. Due to the negative link 
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between gender inequality and economic development, the evidence reported here opens up 
new research avenues aimed at understanding the different long-term developmental 
trajectories within Europe. Consequently, unveiling forgotten patterns of gender discrimination, 
understanding the causes underlying this behaviour, and assessing their effect on economic 
development becomes of paramount importance. 
 
 
How the other half dies: Immigration and the mortality transition in U.S. cities 
Philipp Ager (Southern Denmark & CEPR), James Feigenbaum (Boston), Hui Ren Tan 
(Singapore) & Casper Worm Hansen (Copenhagen) 
During the Age of Mass Migration, immigrants and the American-born crowded into dense 
cities and the urban mortality penalty was high. American immigration policy fundamentally 
changed in the 1920s with the introduction of immigration quotas, dramatically reducing the 
total inflows of immigrants and changing the origins of immigrants who did arrive. To obtain 
causal estimates of how immigration restriction affected the urban mortality decline, we 
combine variation in the timing of quota policy with the spatial pre-policy distribution of 
different nationality network capturing local city exposure to the quota system. Using detailed 
cause-of-death data for 348 U.S. cities annually over the period 1900-37, we find that the quota 
system led to sharp declines in the mortality rates of all causes, infectious causes, as well as 
homicides and accidents, in more exposed cities, and that these declines were particularly 
pronounced in more densely populated cities. Our results are not solely driven by excess 
immigrant mortality, and we also do not find any effects on non-infectious diseases. The period 
of free migration contributed to the urban mortality penalty and the 1920s immigration 
restrictions accelerated the U.S. urban mortality decline. 
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IV/H   Twentieth Century European Productivity and 
Living Standards 

 
Eastern European standards of living in comparative perspective, 1913-38 
Stefan Nikolić (Bocconi) 
Material standards of living differ widely across all regions of Europe and the wider world 
today. There is a growing body of literature on comparative living standards, whether measured 
in real wages or anthropometric indicators. Still, we know little on how living standards in 
Eastern Europe developed in the past, even in the modern era. 

Combining newly collected and detailed data on prices, expenditures, and wages, this 
paper provides annual estimates of working class real wages for several countries of Eastern 
Europe. Real wage estimates are disaggregated by employment in major sectors of the 
economy, in order to connect the development of living standards with the structural changes 
that have been fundamental to modern economic growth. I focus on the period from shortly 
before the First World War as well as the 1920s and 1930s, to assess the impact of the Great 
War and the Great Depression on living standards. 

I place Eastern European living standards in a comparative perspective by way of 
comparison with Germany. Real wages in Czech Lands and later in Czechoslovakia were higher 
and less troubled by the interwar crises than elsewhere in Eastern Europe. Eastern European 
living standards improved after the Great War but remained between a half and a third of 
German levels. Eastern Europe did not meaningfully reduce the real wage gap with Western 
Europe before the Second World War. Prewar differences in living standards persisted into the 
interwar period both within the former Habsburg territory and in the broader regional context, 
too. 
 
 
Growth under Socialism: Productivity growth in Hungarian industry, 1949-85 
Tamás Vonyó (Bocconi) 
There is a long tradition of using growth accounting to assess the performance of centrally 
planned economies in comparative perspective (Balassa and Bertrand 1970, Bergson 1987, 
Easterly and Fischer 1995). Most studies applied neoclassical aggregate production functions 
for the total economy relying on official measures of factor accumulation. The falling behind 
of Eastern Europe in the postwar period was manifested in productivity failure. Socialist 
economies, it has been argued, were relatively inefficient in their use of production factors and 
intermediate inputs (Van Ark 1997). Recent studies argued for revision on the basis that official 
statistics had grossly exaggerated factor accumulation just as much as output growth. In two 
articles published in the Economic History Review (Vonyó 2017; Vonyó and Klein 2019), we 
showed that socialist economies fell behind due to relatively low levels of investment. The 
slowdown of the 1980s, in particular, resulted from falling investment and labour input, while 
TFP growth remained positive. Kukic (2018) reported similar results for Yugoslavia. 

These revised growth accounts call into question earlier findings on industrial 
inefficiency in socialist economies, which had also relied on inflated official data on capital and 
labour services. Neoclassical production functions also fail to capture potential sources of 
inefficiency as they imply critical assumptions about technology use and scale effects, which 
have not yet been confirmed empirically. A few older papers applied rich input-output data 
either to construct measures for material intensity in manufacturing or to estimate frontier 
production functions (Gomulka and Rostowski 1988, Brada 1989). The deeper nature of growth 
dynamics eluded researchers, meaning that we still do not know to what extent the standard 
accounting framework is appropriate for socialist economies. 

This paper instead estimates returns to scale and factor inputs econometrically. I use a 
unique panel dataset of industrial production, installed machine power, labour hours, and labour 
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composition in 19 branches of mining and manufacturing in Hungary from 1949 to 1985 to 
determine returns to scale and investment in both productive equipment and labour quality. The 
results are strikingly at odds with the conventional view of productivity failure and push the 
recent revisionist arguments even further. The sharp slowdown in the growth of industrial 
production between the 1950s and the 1980s was driven by labour input, not by productivity. 
Labour-productivity growth was modest in international comparison during the golden age but 
showed a constantly increasing trend until the end of communism in Central Europe. TFP 
growth was the main source of higher output per worker hour. Central planning was inefficient 
primarily in what it had aimed at and what had been considered its relative strength: raising 
productivity by increasing capital intensity and production scale. On the contrary, socialist 
industrialization faced decreasing returns to scale and very modest returns to capital equipment. 
By contrast, returns to labour were relatively high, particularly in the early postwar period, 
when labour quality also improved significantly. More than respectable rates of TFP growth 
suggest that growth under socialism benefited from genuine improvements in the quality of 
factor inputs and production technology. 
 
 
Convergence and divergence of European industrial structures after WWII: First evidence from 

a new dataset, 1952-2012 
Fabio Lavista (Pisa) 
How did the industrial specialization of European countries change in the long run? Given the 
different patterns followed by each EU member state, is it possible to design continental 
industrial policies, aiming at harmonizing the different models of development? 

The paper is the first output of ongoing research aiming to answering these two questions, 
starting from the observation that the European development process after World War II, in 
term of industrial structures, was a sequence of convergence and divergence, determined by a 
mix of international competition, progressive economic integration, at continental level, and 
national structural policies. The topic is relevant not only in historical perspective. Economic 
theory agrees about the fact that the sectoral composition of a country has a significant impact 
on productivity growth, but it also influences the impact of monetary policy. Different industrial 
structures – as far as sectors respond in different ways to monetary shocks – partly explain, in 
fact, the different attitudes towards centralized monetary policies, suggesting that a process of 
convergence or, at least, of harmonization would be desirable. 

The research project aims at analysing the different patterns of specialization followed by 
the major European countries (EU15) using trade data. It grounds on one of the largest data 
collections on trade – the UNComtrade dataset, produced by the United Nations – that allows 
us to analyse data from 1962 to 2012, using a unique classification of traded commodities (SITC 
Rev.1). However, in order to calculate specialization indexes a conversion of the classification 
was needed, but a conversion table between SITC REV.1 and ISIC industry classification did 
not exist.  The first step of the research was to create such conversion table. 

The paper will briefly present the criteria followed in the conversion process and the first 
evidence that comes from the analysis of the dataset using the specialization index, developed 
by Gèrard Lafay in 1992, that measures country specialization taking into consideration net 
exports. 
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V/A   Long Run Economic Growth 
 
Net Domestic Consumer Surplus (NDCS), 1700-2017 
Roger Fouquet (LSE) 
A central objective of economics is to improve long term wellbeing. However, still today, no 
direct indicators of wellbeing at an economy-level exist. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) acts 
as the main indicator used to assess the long term improvements in the economy and, by default, 
economic wellbeing (Coyle 2016). However, Simon Kuznets (1934), when developing national 
accounting indicators, warned that GDP would be a poor measure of welfare. Stiglitz et al. 
(2011) argued that the increasing complexity of modern economies implies that an indicator of 
the value of an economy’s production of goods and services is decreasingly useful and reliable. 

The purpose of this paper is to produce the first estimate of the Net Domestic Consumer 
Surplus (NDCS). Using a method recently developed to locate the demand curve, the paper 
estimates detailed annual NDCS for the United Kingdom over more than three hundred years. 
To address concerns about the (uncompensated) marginal utility of money, this paper produces 
long run trends in both the Marshallian and Hicksian demands and consumer surplus. It also 
deals with additional problems associated with moving from partial to a general equilibrium 
setting. This approach provides a new economy-wide indicator of economic wellbeing from the 
demand side and acts as a complement to GDP on the supply side. 

The results indicate that Net Domestic Consumer Surplus (NDCS) and NDCS per capita 
rose greatly over the last two hundred years. It did mirror improvements in GDP and GDP per 
capita. The NDCS per capita figure emphasizes the acceleration in welfare since 1945, and 
highlights the loss since the 2008 recession, as well as other recessions, and during the two 
World Wars. The argument, though, is that the NDCS per capita should capture more accurately 
than GDP per capita the trends in consumer wellbeing. 

Indeed, the long run evidence indicates the divergence between NDCS and GDP. After a 
major rise in in the NDCS/GDP ratio during the nineteenth century, it plateaued between the 
1930s and 1970s and experienced a decline since then. In other words, the results show that 
GDP under-estimates the welfare gains at early stages of economic development and GDP over-
estimates the welfare gains at later stages of economic development. In other words, each pound 
or dollar produced today is not generating as much consumer wellbeing as 70 years ago. This 
would broadly support the Easterlin paradox and validate part of Bob Gordon’s (2017) thesis, 
‘The Rise and Fall of American Growth’. 

In addition, the estimates break-down relative net benefits into the consumer categories. 
This highlights the relative decline in welfare generated by food and alcohol since the 1930s, 
which is only partially compensated by relative increases in consumer surplus from clothing, 
household goods and services, heating, lighting, transportation, communication and recreation. 
It is also interesting to see how the rising cost of rent and property prices in the UK over the 
last hundred years is reducing the relative net value of housing. 
 
 
Feinstein fulfilled: Updated estimates of UK GDP, 1841-1920 
Ryland Thomas (Bank of England) & Solomos Solomou (Cambridge) 
This paper attempts to bring together some of the improvements to nineteenth-century national 
income estimates since the publication of Charles Feinstein’s 1972 volume, ‘National Income, 
Expenditure and Output of the United Kingdom, 1855-1965’.  Most of the improvements and 
refinements were made by Feinstein himself and this paper makes a start in bringing the 
different elements together, focusing chiefly on reconstructing the income-based estimates, but 
also outlining where improvements might be made on the output and expenditure sides.  We 
have also incorporated the improvements of other scholars and provided a new set of benchmark 
compromise estimates.  We compare the productivity puzzle of the late nineteenth and early 
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twentieth centuries with that of a similar puzzle observed since the Great Financial Crisis in 
2008.  In doing so we re-examine the nature of business cycles, long swings and shifts in trend 
productivity growth over the 1841-1914 period. 
 
 
Uncovering the real gap: Weak sustainability trends between the USA and Latin America, 

1870-2018 
Cristián Ducoing (Lund), Eoin McLaughlin (UC Cork) & Les Oxley (Waikato) 
Designed to quantify the monetary value of all goods and services entering into market 
exchange, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has been regarded, quite widely, as the ‘invention of 
the twentieth century’ (Coyle 2015, Masood 2016). However, there is a growing recognition 
that maximizing year on year growth in GDP is unlikely to be a realistic target for the twenty-
first century due to many of its numerous negative consequences, for example, environmental, 
and that ‘sustainable development’ has become the key to global survival (Rockstrom et al., 
2009, 2013; Steffen et al. 2015). When constructing GDP estimates, factors that have negative 
impacts on, for example, the environment, are given equal weight to elements that are beneficial 
for society. The recent IPCC (2018) report produced calamitous warnings of the dangers of 
future climate change, which, in the main, has been a direct consequence of following a GDP 
maximization goal. As a consequence, there is a growing call, from the highest and most 
respected levels of the economics profession, for changes to be made to how we measure 
economic activity, economic development and wellbeing more generally (Stiglitz et al. 2009, 
2018). 

One approach advocated by the World Bank (2006, 2011, 2018) and the United Nations 
(2012, 2014, 2018) is to change the focus from income to wealth. This study adopts this vantage 
and looks at the comparative history of the Americas from the perspective of changes in wealth 
and income. Using historic data for the Americas (US and several Latin American countries), 
we follow the World Bank (2018), methodology for calculating Genuine Savings, a 
comprehensive measure of year-on-year changes in total capital (wealth) over time.  The 
historical focus of the article is necessary to provide evidence as to whether past policies and 
choices, guided by GDP as a welfare enhancing measure, have maximized (or even increased) 
wellbeing sustainably. 

GDP is the most widely used indicator to estimate the convergence/divergence between 
regions. The economic history of the Americas shows an enormous divergence in the income 
per capita; GDP per capita of USA is almost three times the respective figure of Latin America 
(weighted). This noticeable divergence has been explained from different perspectives: 
institutions, inequality, factor endowments, economic policy and so on. However, 
sustainability, a relevant component of this divergence, has been absent. Using a novel database 
on Genuine Savings for the USA and Latin America we test if the divergence is higher or lower 
in the context of sustainability. The results show that the USA has much greater sustainability 
figures compared with Latin America. The policy implications are relevant to developing 
countries. If the goal is to increase GDP, depletion of Natural Resources does not assure this 
achievement and puts sustainability at risk in the medium and long run. Moreover, the role of 
technological change (proxied by TFP) is a key determinant in the differences, highlighting the 
role played by allocation of resources in both economies. 
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Economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa, 1885-2008 
Leigh Gardner (LSE) & Stephen Broadberry (Oxford) 
Current studies of African growth are often restricted to the period after 1950 due to the absence 
of GDP estimates for earlier periods. This makes it difficult to assess the historical significance 
of recent growth trends, or the impact of earlier economic changes on aggregate performance. 
This paper provides new estimates of GDP per capita on an annual basis for eight Sub-Saharan 
African economies for the period since 1885, including the colonial as well as the post-
independence periods. Drawing on archival data, the estimates cover the major regions of 
southern, west, east and central Africa. These data show that the growth experienced by most 
of the region since the 1990s is not unprecedented. All of the countries in the sample 
experienced phases of growth earlier in the century which sometimes lasted several decades. 
However, the gains from earlier booms were often erased by episodes of negative growth or 
“shrinking”, and long-run progress towards catching up with wealthier countries has been 
limited. While current policy discussions tend to emphasize accelerating the rate of economic 
growth, this paper argues that avoiding episodes of shrinking needs to be given a higher priority 
in understanding the transition to sustained economic growth. 
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V/B   Market Integration and Trade 
 
Comparing inter-urban transaction costs: Capital and wheat markets north and south of the 

Alps, 1350-1800 
Max-Stephan Schulze, Oliver Volckart (LSE) & David Chilosi (Groningen) 
How did inter-urban transaction costs evolve in pre-modern Europe? This paper addresses this 
question with a focus on Italy and the Holy Roman Empire. For New Institutional Economics, 
low transaction costs are the root cause of economic growth. High inter-urban transaction costs 
are often seen as a key cause of the economic decline of city-states vis-à-vis territorial states in 
pre-modern Europe. However, transaction costs are difficult to measure and so far research has 
mainly relied on the cost of public of borrowing as a proxy. In an earlier paper (Chilosi, Schulze 
and Volckart 2018) we found that differences in yields on urban debts were much larger within 
Italy than within the Holy Roman Empire. This paper extends the scope to cover the whole of 
Europe and the real economy. It looks at price gaps in wheat markets “cleansed” from transport 
costs and compares them with yield gaps. The dataset includes nearly 30,000 observations on 
yields, and wheat prices are from over 300 cities. The preliminary analysis finds that, for wheat, 
inter-urban transaction costs both in Italy and the Holy Roman Empire were in line with the 
European norm: they were higher than in Britain but lower than in France and Iberia. Across 
Europe transaction costs converged towards the British level in the late middle ages. 

These findings imply that urban autonomy falls short of explaining Italy’s long decline 
and did not prevent parts of the Holy Roman Empire from sharing in north Europe’s fortune 
during the second commercial revolution. Nevertheless, state formation can help explain why 
Italy and the Holy Roman Empire fell behind Britain, whose cost advantage for wheat prices 
(unlike yields) was rooted in the commercial economy of the middle ages. 

The comparison between wheat and capital markets cautions against extrapolating from 
financial markets to the real economy – we find no association between transaction costs in the 
two markets. We suggest two hypotheses: first, trade barriers were commodity-specific; second, 
while monitoring costs were comparatively high in capital markets, the costs of discovering 
prices were particularly high in wheat markets. 
 
Keywords: transaction costs, capital and commodity markets, pre-modern economy, Europe 
 
References 
Chilosi, D., Schulze, M.S. and Volckart, O. 2018. ‘Benefits of empire? Capital market 

integration north and south of the Alps, 1350-1800’. Journal of Economic History. 
 
 
Commodity market integration in Africa, 1842-1938 
Nektarios Aslanidis, Óscar Martínez (Rovira i Virgili) & Federico Tadei (Barcelona) 
Abstract 
Despite the essential role that international trade played for African economies, growth 
possibilities have been hindered by considerable trade barriers. In the large literature on 
commodity market integration, Africa is a blank spot and little is known about the origins of 
high trade costs in the African export markets. In this paper, we contribute to filling this gap by 
analysing West African trade costs from the mid-nineteenth century to the eve of World War 
II. To do so, we estimate international trade costs by applying Threshold Autoregressions to 
representative time-series of African export prices and European import prices. Our results 
show that trade costs for West Africa experienced a substantial decline from the 1840s to 1880, 
similar to those we observe in other world regions. Since the 1880s, however, trade costs 
declined in the rest of the world, but not in West Africa. Overall, since the later nineteenth 
century, trade for West Africa became relatively more expensive than for other world regions. 
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1. Introduction 
African growth is heavily dependent on trade of primary products as economic growth is 
correlated with the increase in primary products trade. Yet, despite the essential role that 
external trade played in African economies, little is known about trade costs and market 
integration in African export markets. From the large literature on nineteenth/twentieth century 
commodity market integration, we have a good knowledge of international trade costs between 
Europe, Americas, and Asia [Jacks (2005) and (2006), Jacks et al. (2011), Federico (2012), 
Hynes et al. (2012), Chilosi and Federico (2015), among others] , yet Africa is still a blank spot. 

Was Africa different compared to the rest of the world? Did Africa suffer from higher 
international trade costs than other world regions? 
 
2. Methodology 
In recent years, a burgeoning literature has emerged on measuring market integration by using 
Threshold Autoregression (TAR)-type models (Jacks (2005) and Hynes et al. 2012, among 
others). The TAR model is given by:  

ΔP𝑀$ = �𝜆
(𝑃𝑀$01 − 𝑇𝐶) + 𝜀$		𝑖𝑓	𝑃𝑀$01 > 𝑇𝐶
𝜀$																																	𝑖𝑓	𝑃𝑀$01 ≤ 𝑇𝐶 , 𝑡 = 1,… , 𝑇  [1] 

where 𝑃𝑀$ = (𝑝H,$ − 𝑝-G,$) defines the price margin (British import price minus African export 
price). The parameter 𝑇𝐶 is the threshold that measures the trade cost, while 𝜆 is the so-called 
efficiency parameters that measures the speed of adjustment to equilibrium. The threshold 
model (1) has two regimes, defined by the value of the last period’s price margin.  

Intuitively, when the past price margin is lower than the trade cost, (𝑝H,$01 − 𝑝-G,$01) ≤
𝑇𝐶, there is no arbitrage and market follows a random walk (𝜆 = 0). This regime is defined as 
the no-arbitrage regime. On the other hand, when the past price margin is larger than the trade 
cost, (𝑝H,$01 − 𝑝-G,$01) > 𝑇𝐶, arbitrage forces correct any deviations and the market tends to 
move back to equilibrium (−1 < 𝜆 < 0). The latter regime defines the arbitrage regime. 
 
3. Dataset 
Why West Africa? Why start in the 1840s? 
• “Commercial transition” occurred first in West Africa, then in West-Central Africa and 

finally in East Africa.  
Why 3 countries? 
• Sierra Leone, Nigeria and Gold Coast account for a large share of total exports from West 

Africa. 
Why palm oil and cocoa? 
• Palm oil and cocoa, which are representative of West African trade flows during the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, respectively. 
 

4. Results 
Since we are interested in analysing the evolution of commodity market integration over time, 
we perform a rolling window estimation of the TAR using 20 annual observations for each 
commodity. We calculate the trade cost as a share of destination British market prices (real 
trade cost). 
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Figure 1: Real Trade Costs from West Africa 
 
Trade cost comparison with Jacks (2005) and Jacks et al. (2011) 
 

 

Figure 2: Real trade costs Index 1870=100 
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Keywords: market integration, West Africa, commodity trade, trade costs, threshold 
autoregressions. 
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Gravitational forces in British foreign trade since 1870 
Albrecht Ritschl (LSE) 
Does geography explain British trade? Was British trade exceptional, defying the forces of 
gravity? In the gravity model of trade, foreign trade is a function of the distance between two 
economies and their respective size, just as gravity is a function of distance and mass. 

The purpose of this paper is to study changes in the geographical patterns of British 
foreign trade beginning in the 1870s. Drawing on a wide international dataset on product trade, 
it sets out to examine if and when there was British exceptionalism in foreign trade, to what 
extent such exceptionalism was merely a generic empire effect, or whether it was specific to 
Britain herself. Such modelling needs to take into account major changes affecting trade 
patterns of Britain’s major trade rivals. It also needs to account for the creation of the EEC/EU, 
which may have both created and diverted trade, affecting Britain and her traditional trading 
partners. 

Results from a conventional gravity model suggest strong but paradoxical shifts. One is 
the distance paradox, a recent increase in the size of the distance coefficient compared to the 
interwar and pre-World War I period. The second is the persistence of a strong British Empire 
effect. Whilst this effect is lower in recent decades than during the postwar period, it is not 
much lower than in the interwar period. The third paradox relates to the core EEC-6 group of 
EU founding members: ever since the postwar period, trade within this group has been higher 
than the gravity model would predict. But this effect comes out stronger before 1973 than 
afterwards. 

Some of these puzzles are resolved once we zoom in on Britain’s trade in particular. To 
this end, the distance variable as well as the British empire dummy variable are interacted with 
the country dummy for Britain. The distance puzzle in global trade is significantly weakened 
now. Instead, a positive association between distance and trade in Britain’s interwar and early 
postwar trade starts weakening in the 1970s and later disappears. This force alone appears 
strong enough to explain much of the distance puzzle: it is not global but British trade that 
became more local. Britain’s trade with the empire likewise was as strong in 1973 as in 1929 
but then fizzled away. By contrast, trade among the other members of the British Empire in the 
early years is markedly lower than the gravity model would predict but much higher in 2000. 
Germany’s foreign trade is markedly more local than the model would predict, and much more 
strongly so than that of Britain. 

Three conclusions stand out. Gravity has caught up on Britain. British trade patterns 
nowadays are no longer exceptional but instead well explained by the gravity model. Trade 
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among members of her former empire is stronger than ever but does not favour Britain anymore. 
This reorientation of British trade is strong enough to largely explain the distance puzzle. Last, 
during the recent decades of near-free trade, the trade effects of the European Union have 
weakened considerably. 
 
 
Industrial safeguarding in Britain, 1925-28: The determinants of protection 
Brian D. Varian (Swansea) 
The rise of tariff protection was a leading feature of the interwar economy. Eichengreen and 
Irwin (2010) explained the ‘slide to protectionism’ among countries during the Great 
Depression, arguing that those countries that remained on the gold standard and lacked recourse 
to independent monetary policy resorted more to protectionism. Yet, even before the 
vicissitudes of the Great Depression, Britain’s slide to protectionism was already underway. 
Throughout the late 1920s, there was a piecemeal extension of protection to various 
manufacturing industries to the extent that, by 1930, one-tenth of British manufacturing 
occurred in a protected industry (Varian 2019). Some of the tariffs, specifically the ‘McKenna 
Duties’ on motorcars, musical instruments, and clocks and watches, had been imposed during 
the First World War for non-protective purposes but were subsequently retained. In the case of 
the British motorcar industry, the tariff was greatly protective in its effect (Foreman-Peck 
1979). The Safeguarding of Industries Act of 1921 imposed duties on scientific equipment and 
chemicals deemed necessary to national security. 

In 1925, Britain’s extension of protection to manufacturing industries was systematized. 
In that year, a White Paper enumerated several criteria that a manufacturing industry must 
satisfy in order for it to receive protection in the form of safeguarding duties (Procedure and 
enquiries, P.P. 1924-5). Among other criteria, the industry had to be of ‘substantial importance’ 
and compete against ‘abnormal quantities’ of imports. In order to obtain safeguarding duties, 
an industry must first submit an application to the Board of Trade. If a primâ facie case for 
protection existed, then a committee would be convened by the President of the Board of Trade. 
The committee would conduct an enquiry and conclude whether the industry satisfied the 
criteria and, if so, would recommend an import duty ‘reasonably sufficient to countervail the 
unfair competition’. 

Using a probit model, this paper identifies the determinants of those industries that were 
successful in securing safeguarding duties through the procedure established in the 1925 White 
Paper. For the purpose of the model, the 1,003 manufactured commodity imports reported in 
Britain’s Annual statement of the trade of the United Kingdom (1924) have been matched to 84 
industries separately reported in the Final report on the Third Census of Production (1924). 
The 1,003 commodity imports are further disaggregated bilaterally, thus permitting the 
calculation of the shares of various industrial countries (e.g. Germany) in the imports 
corresponding to each of the 84 industries. After controlling for a variety of economic 
characteristics, there remains a statistically significant anti-German bias in the extension of 
safeguarding protection in the late 1920s. A 1 percent increase in the share of imports coming 
from Germany increases the probability that the industry would receive protection by 0.3 
percent. Indeed, those industries that received safeguarding duties were characterized by a large 
share of imports coming from Germany. Although Germany accounted for only 11 percent of 
Britain’s manufactured imports in 1924, Germany typically accounted for more than one-third 
of the imports corresponding to those industries that were successful in securing protection. 

Another finding from the probit model is that protection was extended to industries 
marked by relatively low labour productivity. The reports of the committees convened by the 
Board of Trade offer several insights into the causes of the poor productivity performance of 
those industries that ultimately received protection in the form of safeguarding duties. In several 
cases, industries relied upon inferior technologies and were reluctant to invest in more modern 
technologies in the face of rising imports and a declining share of the domestic market. The 
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British cutlery industry, which was one of the first industries to receive safeguarding duties, 
utilized machinery to a far lesser extent than the German cutlery industry. As the committee 
noted, ‘No advantage is to be gained from the use of machinery, unless the machinery is kept 
constantly employed, and this is not possible when orders are few and far between’. (Committee 
on cutlery, P.P. 1924-5, p. 14). In the case of the pottery industry, which was extended 
protection in 1927, the committee acknowledged the criticism that the methods of manufacture 
in this industry were ‘conservative in the extreme and were capable of considerable 
improvement’. (Committee on table-ware of translucent pottery, P.P. 1927, p. 15). 

Economic historians and contemporaries have viewed the safeguarding duties of the late 
1920s as an experimental trade policy. Marrison (1996) described the policy as the ‘laboratory 
of safeguarding’. Lloyd George disparagingly referred to safeguarding as ‘kangaroo protection, 
jumping here and there, making little advances here and there’ (Lloyd George quoted in Abel 
1945, p. 35). This paper argues that the extension of safeguarding duties was not so haphazard. 
There was indeed a pattern, with Britain’s slide to protectionism beginning with low 
productivity industries confronting imports disproportionately from Germany. 
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V/C   Labour Markets in History 
 
Fatherless: The long-term effects of losing a father in the U.S. Civil War 
Yannick Dupraz (Warwick) & Andy Ferrara (Pittsburgh) 
We use the U.S. Civil War, in which more than 650,000 soldiers perished, as a natural 
experiment to estimate the causal effect of losing a father on children’s long-run socioeconomic 
outcomes. We link military records from the 2.2 million Union Army soldiers with the 1860 
U.S. population Census and then track their sons into adulthood by linking them to the 1880 
Census. Compared to the sons of soldiers who returned, sons of soldiers who died had a lower 
occupational score in1880 and were less likely to have a high- or a semi-skilled occupation. 
Our results are robust to instrumenting paternal death by participation in one of the top 10 
bloodiest battles of the war. We show how record linkage errors can attenuate Oland inflate IV 
estimates. We also provide evidence that income is an important channel, and that wealth is a 
mitigating factor. The negative effects are persistent and even affect the generation of the 
grandchildren observed in 1900. 
 
 
The employment effects of gender-specific minimum wage 
Mikhail Poyker (Columbia) & Riccardo Marchingiglio (Northwestern) 
During the 1910s, twelve states passed and implemented the first minimum-wage laws in the 
history of the United States. These laws applied to specific industries and only to female 
employees. This paper studies the employment impact of these gender-specific minimum-wage 
laws, using full count Census data from 1880 to 1930. We apply a triple-difference strategy 
exploiting variation across states, industries, and time, to both the full sample of U.S. counties 
and to the restricted group of contiguous county pairs. We estimate separate models for male 
and female adults, and that these laws led to a decrease in female employment and an increase 
in the employment of adult men. Guided by a simple labour demand setting, we estimate the 
average elasticity of substitution between male and female labour, and show that the two inputs 
were, on average, gross substitutes. We provide suggestive evidence of a long-run impact of 
gender-specific minimum-wage laws on female labour force participation, after the Fair Labor 
Standards Act. 
 
 
Deindustrialization, unemployment, and spatial mismatch: The case of Britain in the 1920s 
Ivan Luzardo-Luna (LSE) 
This article aims to establish by which channel structural change raises unemployment, by 
examining the case of the first era of deindustrialization in history, which occurred in Britain 
in the 1920s. Throughout this decade, Britain suffered a high and persistent unemployment rate 
characterized by huge regional differences explained by the decline of the great staple industries 
located in the north. The decay of those industries, which had been the main engine for 
economic growth since the industrial revolution (Luzardo-Luna, 2019), brought about mass 
unemployment which could not be absorbed by the new booming sectors in the south. 

The regional polarization in the second half of the 1920s, in which the unemployed were 
concentrated mainly in the north while the job vacancies were predominantly found in the south, 
points out a worsening of labour friction caused by spatial mismatch. This latter is the rise in 
labour frictions, the transaction costs in the labour market, caused by the fact that the 
unemployed and vacancies were located in different regions. In this sense, the closer an 
unemployed person is located to a potential employer, the higher the chances are of a successful 
match. 

This article examines the effect of spatial mismatch for Britain in the 1920s, by breaking 
down the weekly Beveridge Curve by five macro-regions (the north of England, the Midlands, 
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the south of England, Wales and Scotland) during the period between 1922 and 1929. The 
Beveridge Curve is a graphical representation of the downward sloping relationship between 
the unemployment rate and the job vacancy rate, which allows a breakdown of the cyclical 
labour market dynamic from the structural changes in the level of labour frictions. By breaking 
down the Beveridge curve, it is possible to separate the spatial mismatch (inter-regional 
frictions) from other labour frictions such as skill mismatch (present within the intra-regional 
frictions). 

This paper estimates the aggregate and regional Beveridge curve coefficients by a vector 
error correction model (VECM), controlling for the Coal Lockout of 1926, the General Strike, 
temporary unemployment, and other unemployed personal characteristics (gender and age). In 
the same vein as Luzardo-Luna (2019), the econometric estimations found that the 1926 coal 
lockout meant a structural break in the level of labour friction in interwar Britain. Structural 
unemployment brought about by deindustrialization was triggered by the 1926 coal lockout, 
which saw unemployment in the north skyrocket, but the lockout only had a marginal effect in 
the south. From 1927 onwards, Britain faced a polarized labour market, where massive 
unemployment in the north coexisted with an abundance of job vacancies in the south. 

The econometric results show that spatial mismatch between the five macro-regions was 
the main driver behind labour friction between 1927 to 1929, accounting for 73 percent of 
structural unemployment in these years. According to these results, spatial mismatch and the 
lack of inter-reginal labour mobility was the main driver behind high and persistent 
unemployment in the early phase of the first period of deindustrialization. 

Lack of labour mobility and the concentration of booming industries in the south after 
1926 were constraints for the operation of the market-clearing mechanism. Instead of migrating 
to the south, many unemployed in the north adapted to their situation by applying for short-
term employment within the industries they were familiar with. For that reason, these policies 
oriented to facilitate internal migration had the potential to substantially reduce structural 
unemployment but were probably not implemented on a scale large enough to make any 
significant difference. 
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Labour market scarring effects of the Great Depression 
Vellore Arthi, Gary Richardson (UC Irvine) & Katherine Eriksson (UC Davis) 
The Great Depression represents perhaps the most severe labour market shock in American 
history, one that preceded many of the safety nets that displaced workers now take for granted 
as a buffer against adverse labour market conditions. Shocks of this sort may have long-run 
effects that vary across cohorts. This is because even under the same set of macroeconomic 
conditions, new labour market entrants may face very different constraints and scope for 
adaptation than incumbent workers. Put another way, the conditions at the time of labour market 
entry may shape training, occupational choice, job match, and starting incomes, with potentially 
lasting effects on career trajectories and life-course income. Consequently, in this paper, we 
investigate the impact of entering the labour market during the Great Depression on short- and 
long-run labour market outcomes such as schooling, migration, initial occupational choice, 
subsequent occupational mobility, income, and wealth. 

Recent evidence on labour market scarring, much of it taken from the 2008 Recession, is 
mixed: some studies suggest that the impact of initial conditions diminishes over the course of 
an individual’s career, while others find that some penalties associated with early-career shocks 
can be permanent. In addition to being an intrinsically important historical event, the Great 
Depression offers several important empirical advantages over more modern studies of labour 
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market scarring. Chief among these are a truly long-run perspective and the data necessary to 
construct large-scale longitudinal microdata from full-count censuses. These features, in turn, 
allow us to examine individuals rather than cohort aggregates, as well as effects over the entirety 
of an individual’s working life. 

To examine short-run outcomes, we rely on linked longitudinal microdata drawn from 
the full-count U.S. Censuses of 1920-40. Using these data, we adopt a difference-in-difference 
strategy that compares the career trajectories over 1930-40 of individuals residing in counties 
severely stricken by the Great Depression, to the career trajectories of their counterparts over 
the period 1920-30. We focus in particular on the age profile of these effects, which reflect 
“career-stage” differences in the impact of local labour market conditions. Results to date 
suggest that teenagers and young adults more severely stricken by the Great Depression were 
more likely 10 years later to have moved across state lines, and to have either moved to or 
stayed in urban areas. Age gradients in these effects suggest that individuals older at the time 
of the shock were less mobile than their younger counterparts, and that mobility peaked among 
those in their mid-to-late teens (i.e. those entering the labour market) at the time of the shock. 
On the occupation side, those experiencing a more severe Great Depression were significantly 
less likely to be found in farming or sales 10 years later, were much more likely to be found 
without an occupation (e.g. unemployed or out of the labour force), and had significantly lower 
occupational income scores. 

To examine long-run outcomes, we use restricted-use data past 1940 to track the 
persistence of the labour market penalties observed in our short-term analysis. 
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V/D   Identity and Persistence 
 
Religious conversion and economic incentives: Evidence from Ottoman Bosnia 
Yasin Arslantaş (Anadolu) & Leonard Kukić (Carlos III de Madrid) 
A growing body of theoretical literature argues that cultural norms influence the behaviour of 
individuals, and thus their welfare (Bisin & Verdier, 2001; Doepke & Zilibotti, 2008; Tabellini, 
2008). There is also convincing empirical evidence that events and institutional arrangements 
in the distant past influence norms and preferences today (Nunn, 2010; Voigtländer & Voth, 
2012). Religion is, perhaps, the most powerful cultural force that shapes individual behaviour 
and the social environment. The importance of religion has been recognized in social sciences 
since at least Adam Smith ([1776] 1965) and Max Weber ([1905] 1958). However, religion has 
been largely absent from the economist’s agenda until the work of Laurence R. Iannaccone (i.e. 
1988, 1990, 1992). His research inspired a new generation of economists to apply the tools of 
their field to understand the economic consequences of religion (for a recent review of the 
economics of religion: Iyer, 2016). Yet, much less is known about why many people are 
religious, and why some religions are more successful than others in attracting believers. In 
general, we know very little about when norms and beliefs persist, and when they are malleable. 

This paper examines the patterns and determinants of religious conversion to Islam in the 
Ottoman Bosnia. This region provides a unique historical setting to study the determinants of 
religious conversion for several reasons. First, Bosnia was, and remains, extremely diverse. It 
is composed of Bosnians, Croats and Serbs that share a common Slavic origin and language, 
yet practice different religions: Islam, Catholicism and Orthodox Christianity, respectively. 
Second, Bosnian converts to Islam were ordinary subjects, and conversions started as early as 
the fifteenth century. This stands at odds with the remainder of the Ottoman Balkans, where the 
initial converts were mostly the elite members of the society (Kırmızıaltın, 2007). This allows 
us to examine when culture can be persistent, and when it can change. Finally, studying the 
Islamization of Bosnia is not only historically important in and of itself, but it also contains 
contemporary importance given the ethnic and religious conflicts that characterize the Balkans. 

The literature provides several hypotheses on the determinants of conversion to Islam. A 
prominent explanation in the literature is that Bosnians found it easier to convert since they 
were adherents of Bogomolism. It was a sect of Christianity that was marginalized by the 
Catholic and Orthodox Churches, and shared certain similarities with Islam in terms of the 
perception of God (Lopasic, 1994). This implies that the adherents of Bogomolism faced a lower 
cost of switching a religious identity. Another prominent explanation of religious conversion in 
the Ottoman Balkans is that, similar to medieval Egypt (Saleh, 2018), by converting to Islam, 
non-Muslims aimed to avoid the jizya, i.e. poll tax levied from non-Muslim subjects. The jizya 
was essentially a regressive tax, as it cost the poorer members of the society more in relative 
terms than the richer members of society. Minkov (2004), however, argues that in the Ottoman 
Balkans it was the elites who were more eager to convert, as they wanted to keep their higher 
social status in the ruling strata. 

We explore these hypotheses, among others, by using the Ottoman tax registers (tahrir 
defterleri). The paper contributes to the recent but rapidly expanding literature on economics 
and religion. Below are a number of studies that are closely linked to the paper. Barro & Hwang 
(2007) argues that religious conversion is a factor of religious pluralism, government 
restrictions on religious conversion, education and a history of Communism. Nunn (2010) finds 
a positive causality between the level of contact with European missionaries and the level of 
identification as Christian among today’s Africans, referring to the persistent effect of historic 
events on culture. Last but not least, Saleh (2018) demonstrates that the introduction of poll-tax 
into Egypt after the Arab conquest made Coptic Christians a better-off minority as poorer Copts 
converted to Islam to avoid paying higher tax. While being similar to these studies in some 
respects, the strength of this paper comes from the availability of excellent previously unused 
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source materials and the lack of empirical research on conversion to Islam in Bosnia, being the 
heartland of Islamization in the Balkans. 
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Priests and postmen: Historical determinants of national identity 
Claudia Rei (Warwick) 
The nineteenth century marked the emergence of the modern state, after the fall of absolutism 
in Western Europe, and with it the notion of national identity and citizenship. At the same time, 
technological developments brought consolidation of power allowing for a more uniform state 
presence throughout space. This paper evaluates the association between historical state and 
religious capacity in nineteenth-century Portugal and current measures of national identity 
proxied by voter turnout in Portuguese democratic elections from 1975 to 2017. Using historical 
data on postmen and parish density in 1875 Portugal, I find that places with a stronger historical 
presence of postmen vote more in any election today, but curiously, they vote less in local 
elections relative to national elections. This result suggests a persistent effect of historical state 
presence on national identity. To a minor extent, historical parish presence is also positively 
associated with voter turnout generally, showing no decline on local elections. 
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Fascistville: Mussolini’s new towns and the persistence of Neo-Fascism 
Mario Francesco Carillo (Naples Federico II) 
This paper studies the link between local public spending and popular support and investigates 
its persistence across institutional transitions and over the long term. I explore the foundation 
of Mussolini’s New Towns (Città di Fondazione) in Fascist Italy, a major infrastructure 
investment which played a central role in the fascist propaganda. Employing municipality-level 
data before and after the intervention, together with information on the timing of each New 
Town construction, I find that the intervention enhanced electoral support for the Fascist Party, 
favouring the emergence of the Regime. Furthermore, I document a positive link between the 
New Towns and the electoral support for the Neo-Fascist Party, which persisted until the 
present day. Using individual survey data, I document that respondents near the Fascist New 
Towns built 70 years ago currently display political attitudes in line with the fascist ideology. 
Results are not driven by the geographic conditions that induced the location of the New Towns, 
socioeconomic differences, and migration patterns. Furthermore, I find no spurious effect of 
the New Towns that were planned but not built. The findings suggest that public spending may 
have long-lasting effects on political and cultural attitudes, which persist across major 
institutional changes. 
 
 
Elites of independence Kenya and Uganda: Socially fractured or class in the making? 
Rebecca Simson (Oxford) 
Elites are commonly thought of as conservative social forces that seek to perpetuate existing 
economic institutions. Because elites gain from the status quo, they commonly resist 
institutional reforms, even when such reforms would be beneficial for national growth and 
development. Through the transmission of family wealth, educational advantages and cultural 
capital, elites are reproduced and remain socially cohesive, thus strengthening their ability to 
withstand pressures for reform. 

In the Africanist literature, however, while some schools of thought have emphasized the 
persistence of elites during the transition to independence and its stifling effect on postcolonial 
development, others have inverted this argument. Scholars have countered that the continent’s 
problem was that independence elites were too weak to perpetuate colonial institutions, and 
consequently civil conflicts, coups and unstable coalitions resulted in even poorer economic 
outcomes than under stable but suboptimal institutions. 

How does the composition of postcolonial elites in Kenya and Uganda speak to these 
debates? To what extent were the leaders in government and industry a cohesive group, 
educationally, geographically and professionally? In what ways were they fractured or 
heterogeneous? How did colonial era educational and occupational structures aid or hinder elite 
formation? 

With a focus on developments in Kenya and Uganda – two countries with different 
precolonial state structures and different degrees of colonial penetration – this work will use a 
comparatively underutilized source of information to examine elite origins and paths at 
independence. The ‘Who’s Who in East Africa,’ published between 1965 and 1968, provides 
biographies of prominent members of East African society, both expatriate and local, with 
roughly 1,500 entries for Kenya and 1,200 for Uganda in 1967. Digitization and coding of these 
biographies allows an analysis of the regional origins, educational backgrounds and networks 
and career paths of these elite members, as well as insights into their civil society and 
international engagements. In the Ugandan case, it may also be possible to classify elite member 
names according to ethnic social hierarchies. Furthermore, using complementary sources of 
elite biographies, it is possible to trace some members of this 1960s elite into the 1970s, 80s 
and 90s. Comparing these two cases may offer perspectives on the different types of elite 
settlements in Kenya and Uganda after the 1960s. 
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Initial findings suggest that the 1960s education system in both countries served as an 
integrative force. A high share of elite members attended a small set of prestigious secondary 
schools and universities. These schools were, on the whole, ethnically and regionally 
heterogeneous. However, across elite professions, there were nonetheless social and economic 
fissures that may have had a disintegrative effect. Notably, the educational and ethnic 
composition of members differed between different sectoral groupings (civil service, 
politicians, private sector and trade unions). 

This research speaks to a recent wave of interest in class structure in Africa, reinvigorated 
by a rising middle class. It also revisits an earlier set of empirical material on elites and classes 
from the 1960s and 1970s, which has received limited attention since. 
 
Keywords: inequality, elites, class formation, education, decolonization, Africa. 
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V/E   Great Depression and Banking 
 
The curious illusion of contingent capital in British banks in the twentieth century 
Mark Billings (Exeter) 
The early twenty-first century financial crisis has revived discussions around the potential 
benefits of contingent capital regimes in banking.  Economists argue that such regimes can curb 
risk-taking and contribute to financial stability.  Contingent capital can ‘bail in’ bank 
shareholders and/or directors in the event of distress, therefore providing disincentives to 
excessive risk-taking and reducing moral hazard problems (Chennells and Wingfield, 2015; 
Goodhart and Lastra, 2019; Turner, 2014).  

Contingent capital regimes have existed previously in British banking.  These 
arrangements offered hypothetical protection to depositors by giving banks rights to call up 
resources to boost banks’ capital positions.  The collapse of the City of Glasgow Bank in 1878 
overturned the prevailing wisdom that unlimited liability banks enjoyed a higher reputation 
with depositors.  The Companies Act 1879 allowed banks with unlimited liability to convert to 
limited liability and most did so rapidly.  Limited-liability banks typically issued at least some 
shares that were partly – rather than fully – paid up, with the balance callable at the discretion 
of their directors.  The Companies Act 1879 also allowed banks to issue shares with ‘reserve 
liability’, callable only in a winding-up, a hybrid of limited and unlimited liability similar to the 
extended liability regimes found in US banks (Grossman, 2010, pp. 237-240). 

Share classes which were not fully paid and/or carried reserve liability typically paid 
higher dividends to compensate for the (at least notional) risk that the holders would be liable 
to additional calls.  Grossman and Imai (2013) suggest that these arrangements reduced risk-
taking by British banks before World War One and ask, ‘what led to [contingent capital’s] 
decline and eventual demise?’ (p. 154).  Formally this demise came in the 1950s, through the 
reorganization of capital structures by the small number of banks remaining after the 
amalgamation movement had run its course.  Turner, however, has argued that contingent 
capital mechanisms offered no real protection to depositors from at least the 1930s, with doubts 
as to whether shareholders could meet capital calls, and significant costs in the collection of 
such capital and the vetting of shareholders (Turner, 2014, p. 132). 

This paper extends the arguments around the demise of contingent capital.  I examine the 
published balance sheets of British banks in the late 1910s, as amalgamations thinned their 
ranks.  I find that banks’ capital structures were diverse and changed during this period.  Their 
published financial statements were also unreliable indicators of their ‘true’ capital positions 
due to the existence of, and fluctuations in, ‘hidden reserves’.  Banking regulation, exercised 
informally, paid little attention to capital structure.  I argue that press coverage and banks’ 
internal records indicate that there was little consensus around the importance or value of 
contingent capital, but that bankers and shareholders generally chose to maintain the fiction of 
the supposed benefits of these arrangements.  Contingent capital existed in British banking, but 
it is unclear that it served any real purpose for decades before its formal demise. 
 
Keywords: British banking, capital structure, contingent capital. 
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Economic uncertainty and macroeconomic stabilization in interwar Greece 
Michail Amourgianos & George Chouliarakis (Manchester) 
The interwar period in Greece was characterized by a plethora of historical events and 
vulnerabilities that have been considered as the main factors underlying the magnitude of the 
Great Depression. The inheritance of fiscal deficits and increasing public debt, large refugee 
inflows, the protracted battle for the drachma, a non-credible central bank, the slowdown of 
agricultural production and an inefficient industrial sector have been key focal points of 
researchers. This paper aims to adopt an innovative perspective, by addressing the above 
question with the aid of a recently proliferating literature which focuses on the effects of 
economic uncertainty. We find that elevated economic uncertainty had a statistically significant 
impact on economic activity, accounting for a notable portion of the downturn. 

The interwar period consists of a unique natural lab since it is characterized by heightened 
economic uncertainty and an economic depression, comparable to that of the recent Greek 
economic crisis. Specifically, after the Smyrna Catastrophe in 1922, a sequence of historical 
political events as well as political instability prevailed, leading to elevated political uncertainty. 
Financial uncertainty was also present and extremely high during the Great Depression, and 
was transmitted internationally through trade flows and commodity prices. Moreover, poor 
public finances and the sovereign debt crises led the government to default and seek external 
financial assistance. These fiscal imbalances and financial vulnerabilities resulted in multiple 
currency crises and monetary regime switches as well as sudden stops. Finally, the lack of trust 
in the institutional and policy framework was also a significant source of uncertainty. 

New methodologies for measuring such events of economic uncertainty, along with the 
growing literature regarding its real impact, provide us with the appropriate toolkit to study this 
important policy question. Specifically, the goal of this paper is three-fold. First, we innovate 
by producing a unique measure of economic policy uncertainty for Greece during the interwar 
period, which provides us with new time series data that have not been previously available for 
analysis. To do this, we follow the methodology by Baker et al. (2016) and construct the first 
Economic Policy Uncertainty Index for interwar Greece. Our source of information is the 
historical archive of the daily newspaper “Kathimerini”, from which we identify relevant 
economic policy articles. Second, to examine whether economic uncertainty had an impact on 
economic activity by following the recent uncertainty literature, using VAR analysis and local 
projections, to examine the channels through which uncertainty shocks affect economic activity 
and measure the importance of these effects. Finally, to provide an assessment of the 
stabilization policies followed during that period, under the prism of elevated economic policy 
uncertainty. 
 
 
Thrift and the Great Depression 
Victor Degorce (EHESS) & Eric Monnet (Paris School of Economics & EHESS) 
The “paradox of the thrift” popularized by J. M. Keynes in the General Theory is generally 
considered to be an illuminating description of the economic mechanisms that caused or 
reinforced the Great Depression of the 1930s. However, the historical literature examining 
banking crises during the Great Depression generally focuses on financial contagion and 
neglects savings. In other words, economic historians have focused on why banks have failed, 
how depositors lost money, and how companies became credit constrained. The reason why 
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savings have increased and the institutional forms they have taken are not part of the common 
narrative of the link between banking crises and the Great Depression. This paper aims to fill 
this gap by studying savings from a comparative perspective and collecting data from 21 
countries. We collect data on three forms of savings: money deposited in savings institutions 
(usually state led), large denominations of banknotes that could be kept “under the mattress” 
and deposits with the central bank. First, we document that the economic crisis was indeed more 
severe in countries where deposits increased more in savings institutions and at the central bank. 
Banking crises caused few losses for depositors, but they were associated with a withdrawal 
from the banking system and an increase in alternative forms of savings, particularly deposits 
in savings institutions. In most countries, these savings banks did not replace banks, as they did 
not lend to companies. As a result, loans to the economy declined and, as in Keynes’ theory, 
savings did not fuel investment. Second, we discuss the causality between the rise in savings 
and the banking and economic crisis. We show that countries where savings banks were more 
developed before the crises were the most likely to suffer from bank failures in 1930-31 and 
experienced a stronger and longer economic crisis. This result suggests that a greater presence 
of institutions to protect savings can have negative effects on the economy because it increases 
the likelihood of bank run-ins and aggravates the “paradox of thrift”. We conclude by making 
comparisons with the consequences of the 2008-2009 crisis, which are also characterized by an 
increasing demand for safe assets and a continued increase in alternative forms of savings. 
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V/F   Trading Networks 
 
Social proximity in credit markets: An application of SNA to an early modern merchant firm 
Cinzia Lorandini & Francesca Odella (Trento) 
In the last decades, a burgeoning literature has investigated the functioning of early modern 
credit markets. Scholars have provided new evidence on the embeddedness of credit relations 
within the broader social, cultural and institutional milieu, showing that lenders are not profit-
maximizing rational actors who merely pursue an economic interest (Muldrew 1998; Haggerty 
2012; Fontaine 2014). Another strand of research has highlighted the peculiar function of 
notaries in contributing to the expansion of credit markets by matching demand and supply of 
credit (Hoffman et al. 2000; Clemens and Reupke 2009). Against this backdrop, we use 
historical network analysis to investigate both aspects and get new insights into the social 
dimension of credit in the early modern period. We analyse a dataset drawn from the archives 
of a family business – the Salvadori firm of Trento – that achieved considerable economic and 
social advancement in the Prince-Bishopric of Trento in the eighteenth century (Lorandini 
2015). Similarly to many other merchants active in long-distance trade, the Salvadoris took 
advantage of their excess liquidity to engage in lending activities, thus meeting the financial 
needs of different types of borrowers, among them merchants, artisans, professionals, 
clergymen, and patricians. Specifically, we investigate the local credit network of the family 
from the 1740s through the 1760s, and complement these data with cross-information from 
several business ledgers, which allow us to establish the type of relationship between the 
lenders, on the one hand, and the borrowers and other subjects involved, on the other. We apply 
Social Network Analysis (Erickson 1997; Brandes at al. 2012; Morrisey 2015) not merely to 
visualize the Salvadoris’ credit network, but rather to attempt to test some hypotheses 
concerning the social dimension of credit and the role of notaries. As for the first aspect, we 
explore the borrowers’ social proximity to the lender (the Salvadori firm) – ‘social proximity’ 
concerning kinship and business relationships, as well as social class – and investigate whether 
this influenced the features of credit transactions. In this regard, we analyse the interest rate, 
the size and length of loans, as well as the type of credit instrument used. As for this latter, we 
explore the role of notaries as financial intermediaries by analysing their position within the 
family’s credit network, a major objective being to investigate the reasons for the recourse to 
different types of credit tools, namely notarial deeds vis-à-vis privately written obligations 
(IOUs). The results confirm that the credit networks created by notarized and non-notarized 
loans are different in terms of composition and structure, an observation that supports the 
contention that notaries’ connections played a bridging role when social distance between actors 
was larger, facilitating access to and circulation of credit. This contention holds, however, 
mostly for credit relations between the Salvadoris and borrowers of lower social status, and less 
for credit relationships with the upper echelons of the local milieu such as aristocrats and 
patricians. While in the first cases, the recourse to notaries responded to the need to enhance 
enforceability of the contract, in the latter cases political motivations for granting the loans 
might prevail over the interest of obtaining strong guarantees for capital refunding. Analysis of 
the Salvadoris’ credit network reveals that their lending activity, while representing a collateral 
business, can be properly understood only within the framework of the overall economic and 
social strategies of the family. 
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The most skilful artisans and the richest merchants: The long-run integration of the French 

Huguenots in the seventeenth and eighteenth century 
Christie Swanepoel (Western Cape) 
The impact of the French Huguenots on both the French economy and the economies where 
they settled have long been noted. They have played significant roles in various trades, 
education and the diffusion of technology and more recently, how they used their networks 
from home and where they settled to achieve standing in society. Sociological theory predicts 
that assimilation and that integration takes on average three generations to complete and that 
there are three prongs through which this happens: social networks, intermarriage and language. 
What has not been studied well or only noted, due to both data restrictions and methodological 
limitations, is their long-run integration into society and the evolution of this integration. I 
investigate this here. First, what was the long-run integration experience of the French 
Huguenots in London and the Cape Colony during the seventeenth and eighteenth century? And 
second, due to the differences in policy surrounding the settling of the Huguenots in these 
regions, did their experience of integration differ in these different regions? Additionally, I 
propose to use new social network techniques, specifically homophily to measure this 
integration in trading networks and how these networks persisted after the integration process 
was completed. Homophily is the observation that connections between individuals are more 
likely when the individuals share some common background characteristic and it is usually 
measured against random networks where the links are the same proportion as the share of the 
group to the population. Sociologists and network analysts alike give three reasons for the 
observation of homophily in networks: trust, understanding and attraction. My focus here will 
be on trust as it relates to the important literature on informal institutions and how these evolve. 
Given the long-run approach of the study, it can contribute to Williamson’s observation of 
different levels of trust from his description of personal trust that is non-calculative to 
institutional trust in which contracts are embedded. While data collection is still taking place 
on the Huguenots in London, results for the Cape Colony suggests that despite efforts of ‘forced 
integration’, the integration takes about three generations. The data also shows that it was not 
necessarily wealth of these Huguenots and their respective trading partners that mattered for 
integration, but rather family connections, again signalling personal trust as an important aspect 
of the networks and integration.   
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Networks, institutions and business intelligence in the eighteenth-century slave trade 
Sheryllynne Haggerty (Nottingham) 
Neo-institutional economics tells us that institutions were important for the development of the 
modern economy. However, this has been questioned by Ogilvie, Rosenband, and Goddard.432 
Indeed, in earlier work we have shown that institutions were not always used for their intended 
purposes, with merchants often using trade associations for leisure rather than trade.433 At the 
same time it is clear that some people, such as the merchant and slave trader, William Boates, 
did use institutions such as drinking clubs and trade associations for career and political 
progression.434 

In this paper we develop our earlier work by asking how institutions were used to access 
business news to further careers and economic endeavours and to what success? We use the 
case study of the Liverpool slave trade to analyse to what extent slave traders used institutional 
membership, and the business intelligence that they provided, to develop their slave trade 
networks. In particular, we analyse whether information from network institutions potentially 
shaped their trading decisions such as ports of embarkation and disembarkation, and whether 
relationships formed were long lasting and/or encouraged joint investment in shipping and 
voyages. 

To achieve this, we use Social Network Analysis and Visual Analytics to trace slave trade 
captains and merchants from the 1750s when Liverpool took over as leader in the slave trade, 
until the start of the American War of Independence.435  We use the institution of the drinking 
club ‘The Ugly Face Club’ in conjunction with the Trans Atlantic Slave Trade Database to 
analyse the networks of these captains and merchants and their patterns of slave trade 
investment over time. We use slave sales and mortality rates as a proxy for success (profits 
being impossible to determine from the available sources). In this way, we will demonstrate 
that business news from informal networking opportunities influenced economic and market 
decisions. 
 
 
Contestations and co-existence: Indian merchant networks in the Bay of Bengal, 1800-1950 
Jayati Battacharya (Singapore) 
British colonial footprints that shaped Asian history by the beginning of nineteenth century, 
particularly over the Indian sub-continent, Burma and the Malayan peninsula, changed the 
rhythms of interactions across frontiers of the Bay of Bengal and ushered major transformations 
in politico-economic, socio-cultural and technological experiences resulting in the indigenous 
interactions across the Bay to manoeuvre and readjust themselves in the new system. However, 
the continuity and relevance of the inter-regional networks have often been subsumed under the 
projections of the powerful and dominant display of colonial capitalism almost in a 
unidirectional manner, which Sugata Bose criticizes as ‘abandonment’,436 by most historians 
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working on the Indian Ocean. Bose rejected this unidirectional expansion of colonial capitalism 
and highlights the Indian Ocean as the “intermediate zone between the levels of nation and 
globe” since the mid-nineteenth century and beyond. The integration of the Asian markets to 
the global economy led to the functioning of two distinct economic circuits of trade and 
commerce – Asia with the world or Euro-Asian, and intra-Asian – that interacted and 
overlapped, contested and co-existed with each other. Both regional, as well as Euro-Asian, 
trade increased in volume significantly from the mid-nineteenth century. In the well-strategized 
flow of labour and capital across the frontiers of the Bay, India’s labour history narratives have 
prevailed as a dominant discourse marginalizing the Indian merchant networks in conventional 
historiography. This paper explores the rich web of indigenous networks of Indian business 
groups across the Bay of Bengal maritime space as well as their exchanges with other local 
communities engaged in trade and commerce, which had been ignored and made subservient 
under the Imperial narratives and existing scholarship of Asian entrepreneurship and business 
in the colonial era.  

In the increasing momentum of Indian migration outflows were prominent merchant 
communities who reorganized and spread their networks across the Bay into the Indo-Pacific 
region. Some prominent and traditional merchant communities were the Bhaibhand Sindhis, 
who, as Markovits points out, had an outreach from Kobe to Panama by 1905 and established 
firms and networks in Colombo, Singapore, Surabhaya, Canton, Shanghai and Kobe. The 
Gujarati merchant groups (both Hindus and Muslims), who had a long legacy of steering the 
ocean-trade networks in the region, spread to the Malayan Peninsula (particularly the Bohras, 
Bhatias and the Khojas) and Burma (mostly the Memons). The Punjabi Sikh merchants went to 
the Singapore and Malaya by the 1920s, spreading also to Rangoon and Bangkok, among other 
places. The Nattukottai Chettiars spread to Burma, Malaya, Ceylon, northern Sumatra, Thailand 
and perhaps, also to French Indo-China. The Marakkayars, one of the branches of the Chulias, 
the Tamil speaking Muslim merchants, were about 40,000 in Malaya by 1939.437 A new genre 
of businessmen besides the hereditary business communities also developed with the rising 
opportunities of playing the middlemen, agents/ banias/ gomastas, interpreters/ dobash, etc., 
who did not necessarily, but also evolved from the traditional indigenous business networks. 
The ‘bania’ was, as Tripathi and Jumani have pointed out, the ‘lynchpin’438 of the whole 
operation. The emergence of intermediaries brought about a transition of the merchant networks 
by connecting the agents in the port cities with the traders in the market towns. The Indian 
merchants were thus operating both at the frontiers on the colonial system as well as linking 
them to the hinterlands as major sourcing and distribution agents.  

In the process of participation in both intra-Asian and Euro-Asian trade networks and 
continuous negotiation of their identity and status, the Indian business communities worked in 
two different domains of commercial enterprise, as Roy439 explains – indigenous and expatriate. 
Both categories of business firms renegotiated their trajectory of mobility, institutional 
adaptation, models of business operations, consumer base and distribution networks. 
Interestingly, this distinction becomes blurred when some communities like the Gujaratis made 
equally significant imprints internally and externally, particularly in Africa and Southeast Asia. 
Others like the Marwaris often focused on internal spread and distribution networks, while 
Sindhis and Chettiars followed colonial footprints beyond the Indian sub-continent. 
Communities like the Parsis were significantly participating both in internal transformation, 
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from indigenous merchant capital to industrial capital in the Indian economy, as well as 
continuing as inevitable contributors in the opium trade across the Bay of Bengal region.  

This research attempts to address one of the less studied narratives of Indian business and 
their inter-regional networks in the Bay of Bengal, linking them across the port-cities of 
Calcutta, Rangoon, Penang and Singapore, and positing them in the transnational flows of 
capital and entrepreneurship, the study of which has often been overwhelmed and marginalized 
by Indian labour mobilities across the Indian Ocean in colonial history 
 
Keywords: networks, inter-regional, Bay of Bengal, Indian business, trade and commerce. 
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V/G   To the Finland Station: New Research in Russian 
Economic History 

 
All along the watchtower: Defence lines and the origins of Russian serfdom 
Timur Natkhov (Higher School of Economics, Moscow) & Andrea Matranga (Chapman) 
Why did Russia enserf its previously free peasants, just as Western Europe was undergoing the 
opposite transition? Domar (1970) famously argued that Russia’s low population density would 
have resulted in a high equilibrium wage, and, therefore, created incentives for the landowners 
to restrict labour mobility. While this theory accounts for the cross-sectional pattern between 
Western and Eastern Europe, it does not address the timing of the enserfment, and is unable to 
explain why serfdom was not reintroduced in the West after the Black Death. In this paper we 
propose a new theory, arguing that Russian serfdom was an institution imposed to ensure stable 
and effective manning of the defence lines against the nomads’ slave raids from the south. To 
test the theory we employ, for the very first time, unique data on the structure and distribution 
of Russian population in late seventeenth century. We show that the highest proportion of serfs 
in 1678 was on the Tula fortification line (Tul’skaya zasechnaya cherta), which was the first in 
a sequence of defence lines built to protect the southern frontier against the nomad raids. The 
location of other types of peasant (free, church, state), and citizens was not associated with the 
defence line. We also deploy spatial methods and terrain data to calculate the optimal invasion 
routes for nomads, as well as optimal location of the defence lines to block the raids. Using 
them as an instrument for Tula defence line, we confirm our OLS estimations. 
 
 
Financial dynamics: Corporate capital structure and payout policies in Imperial Russia, 1899-

1914440 
Amanda Gregg (Middlebury College) & Steven Nafziger (Williams College) 
Longstanding literatures emphasize the corporation’s role in pooling capital, tying assets to 
specific purposes, shielding owners’ assets from creditors through limited liability, and 
perpetuating economic activities. Corporations may have become especially important as the 
scale and complexity of economic activity increased over the long nineteenth century 
(Chandler, 1977). However, recent studies have questioned the corporation’s benefits (e.g. 
Guinnane et al., 2007), arguing that other enterprise forms played a greater role in early 
industrial development. Quantitative evidence evaluating corporations’ causal importance for 
financing industrialization is rare, especially for countries in the early stages of modern 
economic growth. 

We examine new empirical evidence on the financial strategies, profitability, and 
dividend payouts of corporations in late-Imperial Russia, a quintessential late-industrializing 
country. We base our analysis on a newly developed panel dataset of firm characteristics, 
financial balance sheet information, and stock market valuations for all chartered non-financial 
corporations (N=2800+) in the Empire between 1899 and 1914. These data represent a unique 
opportunity to explore the heterogeneous dynamics of corporate finance across firms during the 
early stages of industrial growth, thereby shedding light on mechanisms potentially linking 
organizational form and economic outcomes in a relatively backwards economy. 

Imperial Russia maintained a costly system of incorporation by concession, whereby 
Ministry of Finance officials scrutinized each individual corporate charter. Owen (2002) and 
Gregg (forthcoming) argue that these constraints on forming corporations significantly impeded 
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late-Imperial Russian economic growth by depriving unincorporated Russian firms of 
important channels for purchasing fixed capital. Neither study pinpoints the financial channels 
through which firms grew, which motivates our exploration of Russian balance sheet 
information. While our focus on the finances of corporations is largely driven by data 
constraints, we make comparisons to other organizational forms where possible. 

Individualized chartering resulted in substantial firm-specific differences in activities, 
governance, and management, each of which may have influenced subsequent capital structure 
and payout decisions. In earlier work (Gregg and Nafziger, forthcoming), incorporated firms in 
Imperial Russia showed considerable flexibility with respect to capital structure and dividend 
payout decisions: for example, widely vs. closely-held corporations and corporations in 
different sectors pursued divergent strategies. However, that paper’s single cross-section did 
not permit an exploration of the inherently dynamic evolution of corporate performance and 
capital structure over firms’ life-cycles. By taking advantage of our panel data, we are better 
positioned to document how the evolution of corporate profits relates to changes in the 
underlying governance and financial structures. In our analysis, we relate profitability and other 
indicators of firm success to internal governance indicators, credit usage, and equity 
performance. In undertaking this last step, we take advantage of linked corporations-share price 
data for our entire period from the St. Petersburg Stock Exchange. Overall, the scope of our 
data allows us to more tightly draw on hypotheses from the corporate finance literature (e.g. 
pecking order or dividend-as-incentive-mechanism theories) to interpret our findings. 

Our paper first outlines the relevant institutional, economic, and financial characteristics 
of the Imperial economy and its nascent corporate and financial sectors to conceptualize the 
underlying drivers of Russian corporate profits, capital structures, and payout policies. We then 
present our new database and document broad patterns in balance sheet characteristics and stock 
market performance across corporations. We find large differences in financial strategies and 
outcomes across industries, over time, over firms’ lifecycles, and between two Russian 
corporation types. Russian corporations’ profits and dividend payouts followed the Russian 
business cycle. We then evaluate how responsive firm financial strategies were to external 
factors, including profit taxation, corporate governance reforms, and macroeconomic and 
financial shocks. This last step relies on several plausibly exogenous policy reforms and other 
shocks that make it possible to explore how governance, industrial, and other types of 
heterogeneity differentially impacted corporate financial strategies and performance during this 
critical early stage of Russian industrial development. We find that Russian corporate debt 
ratios mostly follow modern capital structure theories, but tangible assets were not associated 
with higher debt levels, suggesting that Russian corporate debt was short-term, that collateral 
was irrelevant, or that agency problems dominated. We also find evidence that investors needed 
to be compensated for poor protections, since dividends were highly valued and widely-held 
corporations enjoyed greater returns. 
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Financing late industrialization: Evidence from the Imperial Russian State Bank 
Marvin Suesse (Trinity College Dublin) & Theocharis Grigoriadis (Freie Universität Berlin) 
Gerschenkron identified the State Bank of the Russian Empire as the main institutional driver 
of Russia’s catch-up industrialization. In this paper, we explore this assertion with the use of a 
uniquely geocoded dataset of industrial establishments in 1890 and 1908 that allows us to map 
industrial activity into third-level sub-national units (volost) for the entire Empire. We leverage 
administrative criteria in founding State Bank branches to circumvent the endogeneity of bank 
location to local economic conditions. Our results indicate a sizeable, but not transformative, 
average effect of branch location on the revenues of nearby manufacturing plants. We detect a 
smaller average effect on the mechanization of production. Crucially, the effect of the 
intervention by the State Bank seems to be particularly strong in areas where markets were only 
weakly developed and alternative sources of finance were scarce. We find little evidence that a 
lack of state capacity provided a barrier to the effectiveness of state aid. Overall, our evidence 
indicates that the Russian State Bank behaved in line with Gerschenkronian theories of catch-
up industrialization. However, we also show that the effectiveness of these industrial policies 
was hindered by a lack of public goods provision in other areas, especially in education. 
 
Keywords: industrialization, economic geography, State Bank of Russia, industrial credit. 
JEL Codes: N53, N63, N93, P48, P51. 
 
 
Democratic support for the Bolshevik Revolution: An empirical investigation of 1917 

Constituent Assembly Elections 
Andrei Markevich (New Economic School, Moscow) & Paul Castañeda Dower (Wisconsin) 
Scholars have long-debated the causes of popular support for the Russian Revolution, but there 
has been little formal empirical analysis of the underlying determinants. We systematically 
investigate cross-district variation in Bolsheviks’ popularity using new data on the voting 
outcomes of the 1917 Constituent Assembly elections, which occurred right after the 
Bolsheviks seized power. Remarkably, this vote occurred throughout the country and drew on 
an electorate of sixty million males AND females. Through our empirical work, we find that 
the Bolsheviks managed to mobilize more popular support in districts with a larger share of 
industrial workers; where there was a greater presence of historically private land, which the 
Bolsheviks planned to redistribute to peasants; and in areas with garrisons and military 
hospitals. We go on to provide evidence that the underpinnings of this support conflicted with 
the Bolsheviks’ vision for reform, making for an unsteady coalition and foreshadowing the 
autocratic command economy to come. 
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V/H   Cash Flow and Liquidity Management by the 
Medieval English Crown 

 
Medieval ‘fiscal stabilizers’? Henry III and his payment of money fees 
Tony Moore (Reading) 
This paper explores Henry III’s financial management through an analysis of his payment (or 
non-payment) of money fees. These were annual cash payments from the treasury that served 
as a monetary surrogate for traditional feudal grants of land. They were granted to royal officials 
and household knights to maintain them in the king’s service, members of the royal family and 
supporters in England to provide them with an income befitting their status, and foreign leaders 
and knights whose support Henry wished to secure. Studying the pattern of such grants (and 
whether they were paid or not) can shed light on Henry’s political priorities and how they 
changed during his reign. 

However, the main focus of this paper will be on what Henry’s payment history can tell 
us about his financial acumen. Historians have generally agreed with contemporaries such as 
Walter of Guisborough, who described the king as ‘simple in the management of secular 
business’, and his own brother-in-law Simon de Montfort, who told Henry that he should be 
taken away and locked up like the Carolingian king, Charles the Simple. ‘Simplicity’ could 
have a positive connotation, in the sense of being straightforward, but its usage in this context 
is probably closer to the modern sense. Recently this critical assessment has been challenged 
by Cassidy and Wild, who argue that Henry’s finances were fundamentally sound, at least in 
the sense that expenditure from the royal treasury did not greatly exceed incoming revenues. 
This revisionist interpretation of Henry’s finances is, however, based on actual cash flows in 
and out of the treasury – it does not tell us about the number of payments, such as money fees, 
which Henry should have made but did not because he lacked sufficient liquidity. This paper 
argues that this ability to defer payment on such obligations when under financial stress and 
then repay the arrears at times of surplus acted as early ‘fiscal stabilizers’. Equally, a full picture 
of Henry’s indebtedness should include the accumulated arrears on such money fees and other 
similar obligations. 

This paper is based on a dataset of money fees granted and payments made between 1216 
and 1272. For each year, we calculate the value of money fees that were actually paid as 
compared to the total value of fees that Henry should have paid. We also calculate the arrears 
for each year and the cumulative arrears over the reign. These are used as proxies for Henry’s 
fiscal over-extension and allow us to reassess his financial management. Finally, it is often said 
that the medieval Exchequer was a body of audit and did not prepare forward-looking budgets. 
However, the fact that Henry rarely issued orders for payments that were not subsequently 
honoured strongly suggests that his officials monitored cash balances in the treasury and how 
these could be matched (or not) against upcoming obligations – even if no records survive for 
how this was carried out. 
 
 
Managing the cash crisis of the 1250s 
Nick Barratt (Open) 
This paper will explore the various ways in which the financial administrators of Henry III 
attempted to manage the growing cash crisis of the 1250s. On the one hand, this reflected rising 
royal expenditure, driven by expensive (and largely unsuccessful) military campaigns in 
Gascony and Wales; growing household expenditure as the king had to provide for his eldest 
son Edward and also his Poitevin half-brothers; ambitious building projects including at 
Westminster abbey; and the pursuit of dynastic ambitions abroad, above all the attempt to 
secure the throne of Sicily for Henry’s younger son Edmund. At the same time, Henry proved 
unable to increase his revenues in line with his expenses. First, the provisions of Magna Carta 
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had limited the sums that the king could exact from his prerogative rights, but these were not 
replaced by any substantial or consistent new sources of revenue. Second, under his successor 
Edward I, the basis of royal finance was revolutionized by the introduction of regular direct and 
indirect taxation, however Henry found it difficult to persuade Parliament to consent to grant 
any taxes: no lay subsidies were granted between 1237 and 1269. 

Deprived of many of the traditional demesne revenues of the Crown but unable to secure 
grants of direct or indirect taxation, Henry and his officials turned to various short-term 
expedients to raise the funds that his ambitious domestic and foreign policies required. In 
particular, this paper will examine the emergence of an informal network of credit, based on 
short-term loans from wealthy individuals and overseas merchants. It will then consider the 
knock-on impact that the terms for repayment of this credit had on more ‘traditional’ crown 
creditors and sources of income. Finally, the paper will evaluate the political implications of 
Henry’s inability to find a long-term resolution for the structural problems within royal 
finances. For instance, as the fiscal pressure mounted, in 1258 Henry was compelled to agree 
to the appointment of a baronial council to reform the realm, at least in part based on the promise 
that the barons would help to persuade Parliament to grant the taxes necessary to salvage the 
‘Sicilian business’. 
 
 
Jornalia accounts under Edward I and Edward II 
Stefan Holz (Heidelberg) 
The late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries saw English financial administration turn to a 
larger extent towards credit finance. The driving force behind this development was the many 
wars of the English kings in Wales, Scotland and on the Continent. The constant need for ready 
cash made it not only necessary to rely heavily on taxation and credit, but also gave birth to 
new forms of accounting. One of the key innovations at the end of the thirteenth century were 
the jornalia accounts of the Exchequer and the Wardrobe. Originating in the Exchequer during 
the late 1280s, the jornalia accounts were introduced to the Wardrobe (under Edward I the main 
spending department of royal government) during the 1290s through an exchange of high 
officials between the two institutions, before being abandoned in the 1310s. Due to the unique 
layout in two columns – left for incoming, right for outgoing cash – the jornalia accounts 
allowed for easy balancing of cash flow. They are the first surviving cash account of their kind 
in Europe. These accounts were a crucial, yet failed, attempt to monitor the movement of cash 
in and out of the royal coffers and increase the flexibility and efficiency of state finance. 

The paper focuses on the materiality and praxeology of the jornalia accounts. This 
provides a new perspective on a corpus of lesser-known royal accounts. Previous scholars have 
used the jornalia accounts to trace certain payments and to statistically analyse cash flow. The 
proposed paper builds on this content-based research and investigates the records’ physical 
forms, the context of their creation, and how they were used to demonstrate how the Exchequer 
and the Wardrobe worked together to fulfil their purpose: providing the king with cash. The 
analysis of the jornalia accounts under Edward I and Edward II, therefore, can help us to 
understand better state finance and administrative practices in England in the late thirteenth and 
early fourteenth centuries. These years have been seen as a key period in the formation of the 
English state, encompassing the transition from the demesne state to a tax state and the 
associated development of a professional royal bureaucracy. This paper will also examine the 
relationship between fiscal and political pressures, on the one hand, and administrative 
innovation on the other. 
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Edward II’s domestic creditors: A comparative study of the state loans from the English 
nobility, towns, merchants and clergy, 1307-27 

Robin McCallum (QUB) 
During the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, English kings largely financed their wars 
by negotiating loans from Italian banks in return for interest payments or permission to farm 
the customs. The Riccardi, for instance, lent £500,000 towards Edward I’s military campaigns. 
But when the Riccardi collapsed, soon to be followed by the Bardi and Peruzzi in the 1340s, 
the Crown had to find new ways to raise money. Edward II initially negotiated loans from Pope 
Clement V, Philip IV of France and, most notably, the Genoese merchant, Antonio Pessagno, 
to fund the Scottish conflict in the 1310s. But the king also devised a new policy by approaching 
his subjects for loans to finance the defence of the kingdom. 

This paper analyses Edward II’s attempts to negotiate loans from the nobility, towns and 
clergy to fund military campaigns against Scotland.  These loans were neither forced nor 
usurious, but advanced with the subject’s consent and of a value in accordance to their standing 
in society. Royal pleas were based on necessitas, which imposed a clear obligation upon the 
subject to assist the king during national crises. Based on an analysis of exchequer records, this 
paper analyses the loans from nobles, towns and the clergy to the Crown in order to trace how 
this new policy developed during Edward II’s reign. It traces when Edward II first experimented 
with loans, arguing that he initially explored this option to bypass the fiscal restrictions imposed 
by the 1311 Ordinances. The Ordinances stipulated that the king was prohibited from leading 
military campaigns without parliamentary support, customs duties were to be paid into the 
Exchequer, and Piers Gaveston was to be exiled. But Edward II was also prohibited from 
seizing victuals from his subjects without providing payment during wartime, a royal 
prerogative known as purveyance. The abolition of purveyance restricted Edward II’s ability to 
maintain his armies and forced him to request loans of victuals or money from his subjects 
during the Scottish conflict. 

Having traced the origins of state loans to the 1311 crisis, the paper then reveals the 
identities of Edward II’s main domestic creditors. In light of their political opposition to the 
king, the nobility were reluctant to become embroiled in royal credit operations. Loans from 
Henry de Lacy, earl of Lincoln, and Hugh Despenser the Elder, in 1310 and 1312 respectively, 
were the exception rather than the rule. Confronted with hostile barons, Edward II appointed 
commissioners in the 1310s to approach towns for loans. This paper highlights how London, 
Norwich, York, Bishop’s Lynn, Great Yarmouth and Lincoln emerged as generous royal 
creditors during this period. The king also issued letters to the clergy for loans to finance the 
Scottish campaigns. Yet royal pleas to the Church in 1310-11, 1313, and 1315 were met with 
indifference. Edward II only borrowed a substantial sum from the secular clergy in 1314 
following the disaster at Bannockburn. As this paper proposes, Edward II’s failure to secure 
substantial loans from the clergy stemmed from their claims of liberty from secular interference 
in ecclesiastical affairs, which was part of a wider, long-standing and pan-European struggle 
between the Church and secular powers. 

The final section examines why subjects provided loans. Many subjects contributed loans 
out of a sense of patriotism or moral duty, but there were other private motives at work. Loans 
eased the acquisition of charters for many towns and religious houses, whilst also enabling 
nobles to exert greater influence at court or merchants to establish careers in royal service. 
Moreover, those abbeys that were in disputes with townsmen, such as Abingdon, were some of 
the Crown’s most generous creditors. It is conceivable that their primary motive in forwarding 
loans was to protect the rights of their institution by maintaining the king’s support. 

State loans resulted in a negligible increase in royal finances, but their true significance 
can be found in their impact on Edward II’s relationships with his subjects. Albeit out of 
desperation, Edward II initiated a fundamental change in the government’s credit policies and 
laid the foundations for his son to develop state loans into an important component of royal 
finance. 


